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AUTOGRAPHS
4001 USA 1982 Space shuttle Colorano 'silk' cover signed by three
of the crew; commander Vance Brand, Robert Overmyer and Joseph
Allen. Attractive item  £ 90

CIGARETTE AND TRADE CARDS
4002 John Player 1934 Cricketers, 1938 RAF Aircraft both in
complete sets of 50 plus 1929 Curious Beaks 46 out of 50 chiefly
fine.  £ 30

LITERATURE
4003 GERMANY:1932 & 1936 OLYMPICS Large illustrated
hardback books in attractive covers completed during the period with
photographic illustrations that were issued by Cigarrette company
Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona - Bahrenfeld; and then stuck in neatly
in the appropriate position. All show illustrations of the GERMAN
competitors in various poses and show the influence of the rise of the
German Nazi party. Also a similar book concerning President
Hindenburg issued in 1934. All in fine condition and a very
interesting insight into the pre war years in the Third Reich. (3
books).  £ 100

4004 RAILWAYS: Three publications concerning RUSSIAN
R a i l w a ys  co mp r i s i n g  ' R u s s i a n  R a i l wa y P o s t ma r k s
(Kiryushkin/Robinson 2002), 'Imperial Russian Stamps used in
Transcaucasia' Part Five The Transcaucasian Railway' (Ashford
1981) & 'Siberia: Postmarks & Postal History of the Russian Empire
Period' ( Robinson 1987) Very fine trio. (3)  £ 20

OMNIBUS
4005 1935 Silver Jubilee attractive unmounted mint collection for
45 different sets including Br. Africa, BWI, India, Morocco
Agencies, etc, very fine, nice unmounted mint. STC £880.  £ 440

4006 1935 SILVER JUBILEE Nice lot of complete sets of 4 fine
used on registered covers for Countries A to D comprising: Antigua,
Bahamas, Barbados, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British
Guiana, British Honduras, British Virgin Islands (3) and Dominica.
Useful lot. (12 covers)  £ 300

4007 1937 Coronation covers collection including many First Day
of Issue includes Falkland Is., Cyprus, SWA pairs, S. Rhodesia, Br.
Africa, Br. Offices abroad, Falkland Is. many have two of each
country with a different cancel, nice group (61 covers).  £ 120

4008 1937 Coronation mainly complete collection of sets in small
springback binder of mint sets noted Newfoundland long set mint,
HK, useful cat value.  £ 50

4009 1937 Coronation sets in unmounted mint blocks including Fiji
(blks of 12), Jamaica (blks of 6 & 9), N. Rhodesia (blks of 15),
Bahamas (blks 15), Gold Coast (Blks of 15, cat £315), Nyasaland
(blks 15), Somaliland (blks of 15), Seychelles (blks of 15), Mauritius
(blks of 15, cat £112), St Lucia (blks of 15), Grenada (Blks of 9),
Leeward Is. (blks of 6, 2) etc. Mainly fine. Approx 490+. Cat
£1100+.  £ 220

4010 1937 Coronation sets of three on mainly 1st day covers for
twenty one different countries incl Cyprus, Hong Kong, Falkland Is.
etc, many are registered. (21).  £ 40

4011 1937 Coronation sets on Covers incl Falkland Is., Turks &
Caicos, Virgin Is., SWA pairs vals to 2d, S. Leone, Solomon Is.,
Swaziland, St Lucia, Seychelles, NZ, New Guinea, Nyasaland etc,
some are registered. (20).  £ 36

4012 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Barbados; 1948 (24 Nov) RSW

First Day of Issue 5s indigo tied to printed FDC to USA tied ST
PETER / BARBADOS CDS, fine, SG 266.  £ 45

4013 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Br. Solomon Is.; 1950 (20 July)
Registered airmail cover to USA bearing 1949 RSW set of 2 tied
HONIARA CDS cancels and regd h/s No.3610, fine & pretty. SG
75/6.  £ 28

4014 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Cayman Islands; Set of 2 on a
1949 (17 Feb) plain cover to Grand Cayman tied GEORGETOWN
CDS cancels, slight aging, otherwise pretty item, SG 129/130.

 £ 35

4015 1948 Royal Silver Wedding collection of 13 different fine
used sets neatly laid out on Hagner page includes Antigua, Bahamas,
Br. Guiana, Cayman Is., Dominica (Cat £45), Jamaica (Cat £75),
Penang (Cat £38), Selangor, St Kitts-Nevis, Seychelles (Cat £48),
Singapore (Cat £50), Nyasaland (Cat £35). (26) Cat £637.  £ 250

4016 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Fiji set of 2 on a 1949 (7 Nov)
registered airmail cover to USA tied SUVA CDS cancels, regd h/s
No.28582, receiving backstamps, pretty item, SG 270/1.  £ 18

4017 1949 Universal Postal Union attractive collection on printed
leaves for most issues in the series lightly mounted mint, 416 stamps,
mainly fine, attractive lot with good catalogue value Cat £325++.

 £ 110

4018 1949 Universal Postal Union: Attractive extensive collection
of British Commonwealth and foreign countries in a Dutch printed
springback album with a mainly mint / unmounted mint collection,
huge range of countries noted Br. C/W sets (65+ complete sets), then
A to Z foreign countries incl Luxembourg, West Berlin 1949 75th
Anniv. set of 7 unmounted mint (Cat £1000), Italy 75th Anniv. 50l
hinged mint (Cat £120), Trieste Zone B 1949 & 1952 sets, San
Marino incl 1949 200l imperf (Cat £55), Vatican City 1949 Air mint
(Cat £240), Hungary 1949 Perf & Imperf Miniature sheets mint
(disturbed gun, Cat £750 each), French Colonies, Spanish Colonies,
Portuguese Colonies, Lebanon 1949 75th Anniv. Miniature sheet
imperf mint (Cat £110), S & C Americas, Asia, etc, lovely lot with
high cat value.  £ 750

4019 1949 UPU Two illustrated First Day covers from Bahamas or
St Lucia bearing full set 4 tied Nassau or Castries registered cancels,
very colourful.  £ 20

4020 1953 Coronation. Four illustrated FDC's for Bahrain
(unaddressed) & Kuwait,Tangier & PO's in South Arabia (all
addressed and registered); all complete sets and very fine. Nice group
(4)  £ 36

4021 1953 Coronation set of 106 stamps fine used on leaves, many
are bottom imprint marginal singles, fine.  £ 35

4022 1981 ROYAL WEDDING - British Commonwealth
unmounted mint collection in seven special binders with dozens of
sets, miniature sheets, odd better incl surcharges, booklets, officials,
plus so much more, huge original cost.  £ 100

POSTAL HISTORY
4023 1821 Battle of Antrodoco (Rieti) Interesting Entire Letter
from Liverpool to Montreal sent via New York with accounting rates
and SHIP h/s in red on obverse and on arrival in New York red MAY
10 circular cancel. Contents relate to "" , the defeat of the Neapolitan
by the Austrians, the entry of the latter into Naples. The Neapolitan
troops fled on the first onset, any further contest will depend on other
nations, "" , interesting and attractive historical letter.  £ 125
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4024 1857 Seven stampless covers from same correspondence to
Liverpool including from Geneva, Venezia, Paris, Chamonix, each
with manuscript 6 or 8 charge mark and three with boxed two line
FR. / 1F78c French Exchange Office Entry mark plus various transit
cancels and Liverpool dotted arc receiving h/s on obv., faults incl
wrinkles and tones, intr group (6).  £ 300

4025 1913-31 Five Post Office Telegraphs from various English
south coast towns plus King George VI one shilling on unused inland
telegram.  £ 20

4026 1916-18 PRESENT LOCATION UNCERTAIN three WWI
covers with three different handstamps in black or violet two to
France, 1917 to Dorset with additional UNDELIVERABLE /
A.B.P.O. / RETURN TO SENDER and AUSTRALIA violet single
line h/s. Interesting trio.  £ 28

4027 1937 (16 July) Flight over the roof of the world - Plain
postcard bearing newspaper article pasted to obverse for trial
Moscow to San Francisco mail flight autographed by three Russians
(Alexander Beliakoff, Valeri Chekaloff, Goergi Baibukoff) ending in
Vancouver Washington due to fog. additional map pasted on reverse
and Byrd Atlantic 3c blue tied NY Station wavy line cancel addr to
Chicago signed by the three pilots. Some faults but very scarce flight
cover.  £ 125

4028 1940 (3 Apr) POSTAL SERVICE SUSPENDED / RETURN
TO SENDER h/s in violet on Censored cover Willenhall (UK) to
Denmark, heavily torn on reverse, good strike.  £ 20

4029 1940 WWII Cover sent airmail from UK to Basra Iraq,
thereon redirected twice including to Capetown S. Africa with
CAPETOWN / RELEASED BY CENSOR two line h/s in red, then
additional arc RELEASED BY P.O. / TC 13 crowned h/s in red,
further NOT OPENED BY CENSOR C3 boxed h/s in black, and
even Afghanistan offered as an alternative country. Busy and
interesting cover, Basra b/s.  £ 24

4030 1950-72 Six balloon covers includes Pan American Berlin-
Hamburg-Berlin, 1972 Mali Tombouctou x 3, 1955 Austria Vienna
to East Germany and 1954 Vienna to Bernburg DDR.  £ 20

4031 1978 Nine Royal House of Europe Limited Edition typed
covers, includes Denmark, Sweden and King Baudouin of Belgium.

 £ 15

4032 Austria: Small group of mainly prestamp mail from different
towns and areas incl 1875 Sechskaus, 9kr blue imperf to Saxony,
Austrian Italy PADOVA 10s, VENEZIA 5s red to Udine, 1859
KAPFENBERG, 1873 Teplitz, 1850 Vienna to Constantinople,
1870 LAA THAYA 5kr P/S env, 1835 Vienna to London, Baden to
Vienna, 1875 5kr red, 1866 5k red Eagle etc, mixed but interesting
group. (16).  £ 80

4033 CRASH COVER: BRAZIL 1962 Air Mail cover recovered
from Pan-Air flight from Rio de Janeiro to Brussels which crashed on
take off on 20th August 1962. Two line Aviao Sinistrado/Avion
Sinistre H/S and repair tape on the the back of the cover.  £ 30

4034 CRIMEA WAR: 1855 August. Four page letter from a French
soldier (to his mother and brother)camped at Devant, Sebastopol.
Mentions army life and is easily readable (in French) with some
peripheral wear and filing creases. Nice Military item.  £ 60

4035 CRIMEA WAR: 1855 August. Three page letter from a
French soldier (to his mother and brother)camped at Devant,
Sebastopol. Mentions army life and is easily readable (in French)
with some staining but only to be expected under the conditions the
letter was written. Nice Military item.  £ 60

4036 CRIMEA WAR: 1855 July. Double sided letter from a French
soldier (to his mother and brother) camped at Devant, Sebastopol.
Mentions army life and is easily readable (in French) with some
peripheral small tears and filing creases. Nice Military item.  £ 60

4037 EUROPEAN CENSORS: 1947 PPC from Italy to Germany
with 3L strip  of 3  all tied with boxed HELD PENDING
A U T H O R I S A T I O N  O F  S E R V I C E  a n d  M I L I T A R Y
CENSORSHIP/CIVIL MAILS circular h/s in violet. Difficult
marking to find.  £ 30

4038 EUROPEAN COVERS - A large bundle of 19th century to
modern commercial covers, some special covers / special events with
useful value throughout including Germany Zones and censored
(many), France from 1849 imperfs, perf turn of the century Austria
censors, WWII mail incl service suspended, Czechoslovakia earlier
FDCs, Norway, Saar, plus so much more, varied lot with better
singles seen. Approx 150+.  £ 150

4039 France: Small group of prestamp & post stamp mail (23) from
different towns and areas incl 1867 Bordeaux diamond dotted CB
(Cette Bordeaux), 1841 Marseille to Lyon 6 chargemark, 1859 20c
pair Sevres to Angers, 1847 Mussidan PP, 30c Ceres grey-brown
pair part cover, 1854 CHERIBON FRANCEO large fancy oval in
red, 1884 St Nicolas Due Port 25c ochre, 1852 Reims to Paris, 1863
Marseille Train transport per 100kg with a long list of worldwide
destinations folded with triangles 1 1/6th ROTTERDAM backstamp,
1856 80c carmine-red fine large 3 margins tied diamond numeral
from Toulouse with APRES / DE /DEPART boxed in black
alongside, 1831 LUNEL (Commune in France) to Montepellier with
1d. h/s in red oval, 1864 Paris 22 dotted star cancel to Ypres, etc,
mixed but interesting group. (23).  £ 125

4040 MILITARY MAIL: WWI & WWII selection of covers and
cards all from Military personnel with WWI Germany Felpost cards
and lettersheet all with different handstamps of the various regiments
(10)  & Belgian card with Military cds; then two Third Reich items
from WWII with Feldpost letter sheet endorsed with Eagle and
Swastika cds and a 1939 attractive official looking envelope with
cachets/ Handstamps and an attractive Eagle and Swastika seal in red
on the reverse (faults). Useful lot ( 13)  £ 50

4041 P.O.W. MAIL:WWI Accumulation of covers sent to
Copenhagen,Denmark, ALL stampless with group of small envelopes
bearing TOLNA (Hungary) cds and triangular censor marking in
purple (18), larger envelopes with 'K.U.K. OFFIZIERSTATION /
KRIEGGEFANGENE / THERESIENSTADT' handstamp and
triangular censor in shades of purple (8) and another with red censor,
group of fronts with Osnabruck (Germany) special cancel (4) and
further envelopes with postmarks of PRAGUE (2), LUGOS
(Romania), ZYWIEC (Poland) & BUCZACZ (Ukraine)all with
censor markings. Very good lot in better than average condition (32,
plus 4 fronts)  £ 100

4042 POSTAGE REFUNDED - Violet handstamp on four 1949
Covers Bath to China to same correspondence bearing 1s & 3d adhs
tied Bath wavy line machine cancel each addr to different town in
China incl Peiping, Nanchang, Tsingan & Igfeng, Some creases,
most unusual and interesting group. (4).  £ 180

4043 Prisoner of War Covers: 1901 from Middleburg Cape of
Good Hope censored to Boer War POW Tent 5 Capetown, second
printed cover; No Stamp Required Prisoners of War to Ireland from
Alexandra Palace London Battle B Camp 9, Corp 2. with POST
FREE  cachet in red on obv., both have faults. Nice duo.  £ 20

4044 Rare registered official cover from War Office Medals
department with Uxbridge faint cds year unknown, used locally. With
faint red hooded cds. Interesting item  £ 20

4045 Selection of  thirty unused postal stationery postcards
including a couple of covers. Includes St. Pierre et Miquelon 10c,
Tunis 15c, Japan 2 sen, Cuba 2 pesos and Turkey 2 paras.  £ 30

4046 Undercover Mail: 1940 Dutch cover addressed to A Gossen
Post Box 506, Lissabon bearing Dutch censor label and h/s with
Lisboa Central arrival backstamps and German handstamps
alongside.  Upon onward transmission handled by Thomas Cook to
UK receiving English censor label and h/s's but not arrival
backstamps. Interesting underground mail item.  £ 250
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4047 Undercover Mail: 1941 Dutch cover addressed to A Gossen
Post Box 506, Lissabon bearing Dutch censor label and h/s with
Lisboa Central arrival backstamps and German handstamps
alongside.  Upon onward transmission handled by Thomas Cook to
UK receiving English censor label and h/s's but not arrival
backstamps. Interesting underground mail item.  £ 250

4048 Wreck Mail: 1954 Salvaged Mail / Aircraft Crash / Singapore
13.3.1954 cachet on airletter NZ to UK, faults as usual.  £ 30

POSTAL HISTORY - ZEPPELIN MAIL
4049 1930 (18 May) Freidrichschafen to Lakehurst South America
flight bearing 2rm blue and 4rm sepia tied Freidrichschafen 18th May
CDS and red South America flight h/s in red alongside, addr to
Harrisburg USA and Lakehurst May 31st backstamp in green, minor
tear and few wrinkles otherwise fine. Michel 438/9 Cat €1000 as
singles. Sieger 57 F).  £ 300

4050 1930 (May 22) Europe Pan America Round Trip Flight, Porto
Alegre Brazil to New York on postcard of Port Alegre with Graf
Zeppelin 5000r green USA Graf Zeppelin overprint in black, and
300r red defin tied SYNDICATO CONDOR LTD / PORTO
ALEGRE 22 / MAI / 30 cancel with violet Europe Pan-American
cachet, RECIFE CDS on obverse, mainly fine, Sieger 59 D.  £ 225

4051 1930 (May) The First South American fly of the airship Graf
Zeppelin LZ127 photo postcard showing Zepp., picture of 2m stamp
and map, red cachet on obverse and reverse with two Luftschiff
2.6.1930 CDS's. few tones mainly fine.  £ 25

4052 Germany: 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight cover bearing
4m sepia tied Luftschiff 25.7.31 CDS addr to USA and Polar Flight
cachet in red with FIRST INTOURIST / EXPEDITION / ICE-
BREAKER MALIGN on reverse in violet and French Brise Glace
Malyguin / Artique 27 VI 31 alongside. Vertical fold and bends
otherwise fine and scarce for these, Frost 3) 127-127C.  £ 300

4053 Germany: 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight cover bearing
4m sepia tied Freidrichschafen 24.7.31 CDS addr to USA and Polar
Flight cachet in red alongside with FIRST INTOURIST /
EXPEDITION / ICE-BREAKER MALIGN on reverse in violet and
French Brise Glace Malyguin / Artique 27 VI 31 on obverse. Fine
and scarce for these, Frost 3) 127-127A ($1800).  £ 300

4054 Germany: Group of eight Graf Zeppelin Flown covers 1931-
36 including onboard 1931 Munster flight (with two expert
signatures), 1931 Zepp. postcard on 1931 flight UK franked 1m red
Polar Flight (faded) cancelled on board. Also three South American
covers August to September 1933 and 1934 S. America then two
1936 S. America flight covers both mailed on board. Some faults
overall useful group. (8). Frost $1492.  £ 400

4055 Russia: 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight registered
airmail printed postcard to Moscow bearing Imperforate set of
Russian stamps tied French Brise Glace Malyguin / Artique 27 VI 31
cancels with Luftschiff Polar Flight cachet in red alongside, mailed
on board the ice breaker Malyguin. Only two stamps were required
for the regd postcard rate 30k & 1r) and cards with the full set are
quite scarce.  Frost 4) 127-127F $3000.  £ 800

POSTCARDS
4056 FRANCE: Old time well filled slot album with a huge range
of 420+ PPCs including views of Paris, many with Sower Versailles,
Grand Chateau's, Statues, Rethel, Rozoy Sur Serre, Orgerus, then
many towns around France incl stamps cancelled on obverse early
1900s, Angouleme etc. Mainly fine, good quantity appears all
different.  £ 400

4057 GB 1906 Prisoners at Exercise postcard on printed Christmas
1906 card from Capt S Brazier secretary of Prison and Workhouse
Mission Dept (Marble Arch London) bearing ½d yellow-green
perfinned and LONDON  CDS. Intr.  £ 18

4058 GB EDVII Postcards large group of 100 plus, mainly ½d
defins tied by different CDS postmarks, also scattering of squared
circle, duplex numerals, each one with two different CDS cancels
alongside each other, variety of topographical subjects, 1906

Beaulieu Camp (Military training camp) large CDS (vertical crease)
etc, Approx 100.  £ 80

4059 GB GV Postcards large group of c90, mainly ½d defins tied
by different CAMP CDS postmarks many appear military, also some
nice Exhibition cancels, appear all different including Sutton Veny
Camp, Blackdown camp, Bordon Camp, Bovington Camp (opened
1899 still in use), Bourley Camp, Boyton Camp, APO No.5 1906,
1910 Currage Camp, Curragh Camp (Ireland, two incl large double
ring), Deepcut Camp, Frensham Common, plus so many more,
variety of topographical subjects, 1906 Beaulieu Camp (Military
training camp) large CDS (vertical crease) etc, Approx 90.  £ 180

4060 GB (mainly) EDVII/GVI Postcards group of c35, mainly ½d
defins tied by Exhibition CDS postmarks including 1908 Franco-
British Ex. (15), 1909 Scottish Village Shepherds Bush Ex., Japan-
British Ex., 1924 Empire Ex. (6), Ballymaclinton (2), 1909 Imperial
International, 1907 Ex. Dublin, variety of topographical subjects, etc,
Approx 35.  £ 48

4061 Orange River Colony: 1906-07 Two postcards bearing EDVII
1d red tied HEIL BRON ORC CDS cancel or Bloemfontein CDS
showing Railway Institute or late Ex President Kruger coloured card.
(2).  £ 18

4062 Suchard Chocolate turn of the 20th century advertising
postcards mainly Swiss cards, each design different on six PPCs.

 £ 30

4063 Zeppelin: Five Postcards from France circa 1909-10 incl
dirigible over Eiffel Tower, coloured card of lady in basket, two with
10c Sower on obverse, Military Air station Patrie, Dirigible Colonel
Renard, few dog ears or minor faults, nice group. (5).  £ 50

4064 Zeppelin: Nineteen Postcards from Germany circa 1902
onwards incl Zeppelin on floating Hangar (2 diff), over Hangar in
Leipzig, photo of Graf Zeppelin and Kaiser Wilhelm,  few dog ears
or minor faults, nice group. (19).  £ 160

POSTMARKS
4065 Fournier Forgery: Balance of the collection found at the
reverse of the book with strips of various postmarks for Wurttemberg
(18), Johannesburg (2), Beyrout, San Salvador (2), Tasmania,
Victoria, Turkey (4), A14, Deutsch Ost Afrika, YAP Karolinen,
ESHOW Zululand, Apia, Ethiopia (7), Zanzibar, B62, French
Colonies from many different areas (c30), India states Chamba,
Gwalior, Cuba, Tanger, Uganda, Eritrea, Cospoli, Trinidad, Tahiti,
etc, approx 155 different cancels.  £ 380

REVENUES & CINDERELLA
4066 1946/7 Cannes Film Festival Group of covers all bearing
special Festival Vignettes comprising two dated 22nd Sept bearing
150F green sent to Denmark and Yugoslavia respectively showing
cameraman filming 3 aircraft tied with boxed 'Cannes Film Festival
H/S in black  and special numbered Air vignette in green ; both have
been returned. Then another dated the same with different vignette
and a 1947 13th Sept card with the same green 150F vignette
overprinted 'Rallye Aerien 13, 14, 15 September 1947' tied with red
Aeroplane H/S. All very fine and attractive and rarely seen (4).

 £ 100

4067 GB PERFINS: QEII collection in EIGHT loose leaf albums
written up (some identified) on pages in alphabetical order (of die)
showing a multitude of Dies and values on Wildings & Machins.
Good lot (100's)  £ 160

4068 Griqualand: 1876 Issue 6d brown on yellow x four neatly used
examples, odd minor fault otherwise fine, all black G overprints on
Cape of Good Hope. Barefoot 40.  £ 80

4069 Straits Settlements: 1912 MCA $25 purple and blue on blue
nicely CDS used with perfin ES Co Ltd. Fine, Barefoot 51.  £ 25
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4070 WORLD REVENUES Over 1200 stamps in four 16 page
stockbooks with some duplication but generally a wide variety from
a plethora of countries including USA, Germany, Italy, Austria,
Argentina, France, GB , British Commonwealth and also smaller
countries noted with Saar, El Salvador, Ionian Islands, Costa Rica,
etc,.. Some mixed condition as is normal with Revenue stamps but
generally in fine clean condition. Also includes a few Telegraph
stamps. Interesting and popular material  £ 220

THEMATICS
4071 AIRMAILS / AVIATION: Attractive modern covers range of
worldwide illustrated special event or FDCs with high face values
mainly post independence French Colonies, some signed mostly
around First Flight 2009, including 2009 Astronomy Year & 40th
Anniv. of Concorde's first flight, 3000fr, 2011 Congo M/S for
Concorde, Benin, Mali, Malawi, Hawaii 2003 local post, Palau,
Rwanda, New Caledonia, Djibouti, Ivory Coast, Mali, Fujeira 1972
Gold or Silver Foil Concorde & De Gaulle, Wallis & Futuna 1976
250f, St Thomas & Prince Is., Comores Is., Barbados 2008 Concorde
Experience etc, colourful lot. (c83 covers).  £ 400

4072 Austria: 1950 Birds Air set U/M, very fine, SG 1215/1221,
(Cat £475).  £ 85

4073 Balloon Flights: 1884 Attractive album page sized engraving
depicting Centenary Anniversary of first balloon ascent in England
at the Hon. Artillery Company's ground, Finsbury, mainly fine.

 £ 20

4074 BIRDS: 1928 Fourth National Stamp Exhibition 3d blue
Kookaburra miniature sheet block of 4 with margins all round,
unmounted mint with even toned gum, sound, SG MS 106a Cat
£110.  £ 40

4075 CRICKET: 1907 In The Open Tucks' Cricket series of six
different unused PPC's. Slightly age worn but still a desirable and
scarce set of postcards that are stated to be retailing at £50 each (6)

 £ 100

4076 DOGS: Belgium 1957 Belgian Antarctic Expedition
unmounted mint miniature sheet of sled dogs, very fine, SG MS 1620
Cat £225.  £ 90

4077 DUCK & WILDLIFE HABITAT: 1985-2013 Large
accumulation of these increasingly popular issues from Canada,
Australia, UK and Denmark with a high degree of Duplication in
places all in fine u/m booklets and miniature sheets with a huge face
value. We note Canada 1985-93 complete (97 booklets) and 2010 to
2013 complete (50 m/s); Australia 1991-2 on Parking ticket (4),
1994-5 sheet of 4 imperf with missing black value (30) a further
sheet with Stamp Ex inscription (10) and singles cut from sheet (50);
then UK 1991 (7) & 1992, Denmark 1995 (30) plus some other
related items. Good lot for the  E-bay dealer.  £ 280

4078 JOHN F KENNEDY - An extensive collection in eighteen
large binders and stockbooks containing an enormous amount of mint
material arranged by country and date periods with dozens of sets and
miniature sheets 1963-2013, with nice up to the minute for 50 years
death anniversary and better catalogued items, also some unusual
including gold foil, proofs, imperforates, special event covers, FDCs,
photos with the pope, much strength in USA plus limited edition
USCS covers, plus so much more material here, exhaustive lot in
three cartons.  £ 750

4079 MEDICINE: Great Britain late 19th to Early 20th century
Prescription envelopes from various Pharmacies, some with nice
engraved designs. Fourteen envelopes that would display well when
written up (14)  £ 20

4080 MONUMENTS: Hungary; 1975 Stamp Day Imperf setenant
strip of 4 with imprint both sides unmounted mint, very fine, Scott
retail $125, (SG Cat 2979/2982).  £ 40

4081 MUSIC: 1956 Four postcards featuring Tommy Steele at the
height of his popularity produced in Sweden. Pristine unused
condition (4)  £ 20

4082 OLYMPIC GAMES: 1965 Ajman set of 10 in u/m half sheets
of 25, SG27/36 very fine. Cat £150.  £ 25

4083 OLYMPIC GAMES: Austria 1936 Three covers (one
duplicated) each with three adhesives all tied with special cancels
showing the Olympic Torch/  Rings dated 2 9 .VII .1 9 36
commemorating the torch relay in Austria  £ 20

4084 PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS: Argentina 1935 Buenos Aires
Philatelic Exhibition Miniature Sheet u/m. SG.MS654. Couple of
insignificant tone specks otherwise very fine and fresh.  £ 20

4085 POPE JOHN PAUL II: Ivory Coast 1990 presentation folder
containing complete set on FDC, set of 3 u/m pairs, set of 3 imperf
and set of 3 epreuve de luxe cards. Nice momento of the occasion.

 £ 20

4086 Railway: A British Rail History cover album with approx 75
covers from 1970's-80's. Includes 40th anniv. GWR Plymouth-
Cardiff service, 1973 final day York railway museum and 1975 1st
high speed passenger train Paddington to Bristol. Also binder
covering 1985 stamps of the West Somerset Railway on 14 pages
detailing the history, includes 20p design No. 5 of 50 signed by
Bernard Parkinson designer, sheet of ten x 20p with specimen
overprint and colour proof of 10th anniv. year not issued.  £ 100

4087 Railways: GB 1985 Great Western Railway 150th Anniv
collection of sponsored special covers in a brown velvet cover album
with GWR motif on front. Twenty two covers each bearing special
postmark for the various routes, Trains, etc,.. with an additional
Railway letter service private railway stamps showing different trains
& additional three Festiniog Railway covers also with private issues
(25)  £ 50

4088 ROTARY: Eight stockpages with useful mint assembly of
many different countries including Austria 1931 Rotary set STC
£330, Costa Rica, Korea 1955 set, Nicaragua 1955 long set, Panama,
Saar, Syria imperf proofs in unissued colours (4), Iran, Ecuador 1977
M/S (2), etc, STC £620 (not checked). (c185).  £ 200

4089 SPACE: Albania; 1964 Air Riccione Space Exhibition set of
4 in unmounted mint blocks of 4, very fine, SG 840/1 Cat £156).

 £ 48

4090 SPORT: Bulgaria: 1931 Balkan Games set of 7 hinged mint
(Cat £349), SG 309/315.  £ 68

4091 SPORT - WORLD Collection in eighteen larger binders for
countries A to Z both mint and used, noted miniature sheets, strength
in 1950s-60s with many sets and part sets, 1000s in two heavy
cartons.  £ 360

ADEN
4092 1889-91 Two covers from same Correspondence to UK
bearing India 2a & ½a green & 2a6p single both tied by ADEN
squared circle cancels, mainly fine. Nice duo.  £ 60

4093 1937-1963 Mainly used assembly on album pages unpicked
as received with better content including 1937 Dhow set 12 plus
aniline shade of 5r (Cat £1000), 10r olive-green has first day of issue
cancel (taken 'as is'), 1949 RSW set (Cat £55, cancels 'as is'), 1939
set, 1951 surch set (Cat £40), 1953-63 set (Cat £60),  (Approx 90).

 £ 250

4094 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of two both CDS examples,
fine, SG 30/1 Cat £55.  £ 22

4095 1949 Royal Silver Wedding unmounted mint set 2, fine, SG
30/1.  £ 16

4096 1953-63 Mainly unmounted assembly of listed shades
assembled on Hagners includes 15c (greenish slate cat £30), 25c (3
shades), 35c blue (3 shades), 70c (3), 1s25c, 2s (3 incl black and
carmine-red, black and carmine-rose cat £64), 5s (3, cat £66), 10s
(2), 20s (3 shades cat £158). Plus a few other extras. Useful lot and
cat value. C.50.  £ 160
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4097 1953-63 Mint blocks for various values plus singles includes
20s both types as singles, 2s black and red single, 5s both singles,
then range of values 5c to 1s25 in blks of 4 or 6 or 10, includes many
shades, mainly fine, STC £345.  £ 65

4098 1955 5c bluish green perf 12¼ x 12 in a bottom pane of 50
including Waterlow & Plate 1 Imprint, folded 3 times and some perf
splits otherwise fine U/M SG 49 Cat £150.  £ 50

4099 AND STATES - 1937-1952 Mint and mainly used collection
arranged by printings on leaves STC £1380 with around 130 stamps
noted 1937 Dhow set to 10r used (Cat £800), 1939 set used (Cat
£45), 1949 RSW set used (Cat £55), 1951 surchs set used, Kathiri
State of Seiyun 1942 set used (Cat £80), 1951 Surcharge set used
(Cat £110), 1942 Hadhramaut 1942 set used, 1951 surcharge set
used (Cat £75), etc, approx 130, STC £1380.  £ 450

4100 Clean mainly mint assembly on eleven large stockcards with
some light duplication noted 1937 Dhows to 8a, 1939 set (Cat £120)
plus extras to 2r, 1951 Surcharge set (Cat £95), 1953 to 10s & 20s
incl extras (Cat £128), attractive range and good cat value. (c220).

 £ 200

ADEN - STATES
4101 Kathiri State of Seiyun: 1942 - 1964 GVI/ QEII complete
unmounted mint for the period on printed album leaf and stocksheet
with 1942 set (this hinged mint cat £60), 1948 Silver Wedding, 1951
New Currency (cat £50) and 1954/64 sets all very fine and fresh. SG
1/41 Cat £164 (41)  £ 60

4102 Kathiri state of Seiyun: 1942 set to 5r mint (Cat £60), 1964
set 3, 1966 South Arabia surcharge set (Cat £19), 1966 Olympic
surcharge set, 1967 World Peace 250f on 5s m, plus few extras. (79).
STC £135.  £ 40

4103 Qu'aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1942 Attractive range of ten
values fine used each in block of 6 includes 1r green, 2r blue and
purple, 5r brown and green, then lower values, includes SG 9/11, Cat
£300. (60),  £ 100

4104 Qu'Aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set
of 2 on a 1949 (17 Jan) plain registered airmail First Day cover to
Kenya tied ADEN CDS cancels, few light soils, SG 129/130.

 £ 25

AITUTAKI
4105 1918 Registered OHMS cover to Melbourne bearing 2½d
blue (SG 3) & 1½d slate (SG 21) tied part AITUTAKI CDS cancel
and registered etiquette R71 label with single line AITUTAKI
diagonally struck. Sent from NZ Post & Telegraph Dept with typed
address, very nice example. Cat £190+.  £ 75

AJMAN
4106 1965 Olympic Games set of 10 in u/m part sheets of 24,
SG27/36, very fine. Cat £144.  £ 24

ALAND
4107 1984-2009 Mainly unmounted mint collection in stockbook
sets and miniature sheets including 1984 set (Cat £23), 1986
Archaeology, 1987 Birds set (cat £24), 1988 Ships (Cat £22), 1989
Orchids set (Cat £25), 1992 Lighthouses booklet (Cat £30), 1997
75th Anniv. M/S, 1998 Tennis M/S of 10, 1999 Plants self-adhesive
pane of 2000 Millennium M/S, 2000 Elk booklet, 2001 Endangered
Species booklet, 2005 Birds, 2004 Predators, 2004 Prestige booklet,
2007 Plants (Cat £27), 2008 Fish, very fine and many nice thematics
STC £1100.  £ 380

ALBANIA
4108 1927 Air set overprint Rep. Shqiptare fine used, nice CDS
copies, SG 204/210. Cat £88.  £ 30

4109 1928 Inauguration of Viore (Valone) - Brindisi Air Service
overprinted complete set of 7 fresh hinged mint with each expertised
on reverse. A scarce and KEY set SG 222/8 (7)  £ 120

4110 1930 Air set of 7 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 288/294 Cat £79
mint.  £ 35

4111 1932 Air set of 3 mounted mint, fresh, SG 323/5 Cat £285.
 £ 48

4112 1952 Air 0.50l on 5l green in unmounted mint block of 4, nice
multiple, SG 572, Cat £196.  £ 55

4113 1952 Air 2.50l on 10l blue in unmounted mint block of 4,
nice multiple, SG 574, Cat £240.  £ 75

4114 1952 Air surcharge set of 4 mainly unmounted mint, the key
2l50 on 5l green is unused no gum (as issued?), fine, SG 571/574
Cat £734.  £ 160

4115 1963 First Team Manned Space Flights miniature sheets both
perf & imperf U/M (Cat £90), SG MS 741a.  £ 30

4116 1964 Air Riccione Space Exhibition set of 4 in unmounted
mint blocks of 4, very fine, SG 840/1 Cat £156).  £ 48

4117 ITALIAN FORCES: 1940 Airmail cover to Mascalucia, Italy
wi t h  t h r ee  I t a l i a n  s t a mp s  a l l  t i ed  b y two OFFIC I O
CONCENTRAMENTO P.M. 402 cds cancels. Cover has original
letter with very slight toning. Interesting item.  £ 35

4118 Stockbook with better mint sets and some used ranges noted
1925 Return set m, Proclamation set m, Republika ovpt set m, 1929
King Zog Birthday set mint (Cat £162), 1938 Royal Wedding set 8
mint (Cat £43), 1945 Red Cross surcharge set 4 mint (Cat £87),
1946 Assembly ovpt set m (Cat £52), 1950 air set m (Cat £50), 1964
Olympic Games M/S both perf & imperf mint, plus ranges of
commems, STC £925, useful assembly,  £ 225

ALGERIA
4119 1861 Entire letter attractively displayed and written up on an
album page bearing France 1852 20c Napoleon tide with lozenge
'3732' postmark for ORAN, ALGERIA plus double ring Oran
Algerie cds to Sidi-Bel-Abbes. Very fine item.  £ 60

4120 1862 (13 July) Entire Letter Alger to Bourgoin France bearing
France Napoleon 20c blue (2 margins, neatly cut) tied fine used
dotted numeral cancel and neat ALGER / 13 JUIL / 62 / BAT. A AP
CDS alongside. Nice F LECOC & C / ALGER trade h/s. Filing fold
other pretty item.  £ 48

4121 1920 French Post Offices 15 March PPC of Stoeks nesting on
building in Constantine. Neat used France 10c red tied BOUIRA
CONSTANTINE cancel addr to UK. Pretty.  £ 15

4122 1926 Top values 10f red and brown & 20f green and violet
both hinged mint, SG 69/70. Cat £112.  £ 38

4123 1927 Wounded Soldiers of Moroccan War surcharge set of 13
to 5f+5f hinged mint, nice set, SG 72/84. Cat £120.  £ 40

4124 1938 Pretty commercial cover bearing 15c and 50c tied with
1937 Anti TB label alongside by machine slogan cancel addr to
Montpellier.  £ 12

ANDORRA
4125 French: 1931 - 79 Chiefly mint collection on various printed
pages including 1931 most vals to 2F (1F is used ; cat £500+), Ist
Postage Dues to 2F (cat £82), 1932 vals to 20F incl 1F 50c blue (cat
£38) and 1F75c violet (cat £170),1943 Postage Dues complete, 1950
100F Air u/m (cat £140) plus useful commems to 1979. Good starter
lot.  £ 175

4126 French: 1931 Postage Due Ist issue 60c green in a plate No
9 gutter pair in fine hinged mint condition, very fresh SG FD 28 Cat
Dallay €650  £ 120

4127 French: 1961 - 2006 Modern collection, chiefly unmounted
mint with a good degree of completion in parts including earlier
Europa sets (cat £130) and some booklets. Ideal lot for continuation
or small fairs dealer STC £800  £ 200
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ANTIGUA
4128 1862 - 1986 Untidy mint and used all period collection
crammed onto small leaves. Includes good QV used to 6d with
possibility of wmk interest. We also note Badge defins to 2/6d m.,
EdVII 5/- mint (creased cat £110), 1921-9 to 5/- mint and used (cat
£300+), 1932 Tercent 2/6d mint, 1938 GVI set to £1 mint and used
an much more with later defins and sets u/m. Good original collection
that needs sorting out and rehousing (100's)  £ 200

4129 1863-1918 Old time page with useful QV-GV noted 1863 1d
rosy mauve unused and fine used (2 Cat £160), 1d dull rose unused,
1d vermilion unused (2), 6d green used, 1872 6d blue-green, 1882 4d
blue mint part og. (SG 23 Cat £275), 1913 5s mint ovptd Specimen
(toned, cat £90), 1916-8 War Stamp set of 3 ovptd Specimen (tones,
Cat £130), useful group. (16).  £ 125

4130 1876 6d blue-green Perf 14 unused no gum with variety
WATERMARK INVERTED. Couple of toned perfs otherwise
sound. SG does not price this as mint but as used £140. SG18w

 £ 200

4131 1907 Chalky 5s grey-green and violet superb top value,
appears unmounted mint but tiny trace of hinge, fine and fresh, SG
40a Cat £190.  £ 80

4132 1921-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1921-29 15 vals
to 2/6 used (Cat £130), 1932 Tercent. set to 2/6 used (Cat £180),
1935 SJ set used, 1938 set 12 used (Cat £140), 1949 RSW set used,
1953 set used (Cat £55), 1966 set used (Cat £45). (Approx 190).

 £ 150

4133 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d brown and deep blue very fine used
showing 'dot to the left of flagstaff 'variety. Very slight toning top
right does not detract from this nice example SG 93g Cat £250

 £ 60

4134 1936 (Nov) Small OHMS printed brown envelope bearing 4d
grey-black and red tied ST JOHN'S cds to Canada. Fine, SG 56.

 £ 22

4135 1937 (2 Apr) Registered OHMS cover St John's to Canada
bearing 1921-29 1d, 6d & 1s tied CDS cancels, Regd No.0281, good
range of backstamps incl KAMLOOPS, few bends around the edges
and gum stains, nice commercial use. SG 62, 75, 76.  £ 20

4136 1938-51 GVI complete set of 12 lightly hinged mint SG 98-
109 Cat £130 (12)  £ 45

4137 1938-51 Ten different values fine used in blocks of 4
including 2/6 & 5s values, very fine, SG range 98/107. Cat £196.
(40).  £ 65

4138 1950 P.13 12/6 grey and pale orange mounted mint, quite
well centered with small gum bend otherwise sound, SG 20e, cat
£100.1864 1d dull rose large part original gum with hinge remains,
usual rough perf, fine, SG 6 Cat £120.  £ 38

4139 1953-1978 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1970 long set to $5 (Cat
£40), 1976 long set, many nice thematics etc, clean lot. Approx 370.

 £ 60

4140 1953-62 QEII complete set of 15 lightly hinged mint SG 120a
- 134 Cat £95 (15)  £ 30

4141 Clean mainly mint assembly on forty plus large stockcards
with some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted
1970s-1990s, 1994 Football, 1995 Scouts, 1970 Nelson long set (2
sets, Cat £45 each), 2005 Einstein, 2006 Air Transport (2 sets), 1991
Charles De Gaulle long set, Antigua & Barbuda incl 1983 Fruits
long set (2 sets, Cat £20 each), 1995 End of WW2, 1989 Flight,
1993 Aviation, 2008 Star Trek, 1978 long set, 1991 Railways long
set, 1996 Olympic Games long set,  extensive thematic range. (100s).

 £ 200

4142 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large stockcards with
some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted QV 2½d
red-brown used (2), 1903 Badge defins to 6d mint, 1921 to 2/6 mint

plus many extras, 1932 Tercent. 1s used, 1938 GVI set to £1 plus
listed shades for 1d, 1½d, 2d, 1s & 2/6 (Cat £300), 1953 set to $4.80
m (Cat £90), extras to $2.40, 1966 set (Cat £55), attractive range.
(approx 330+).  £ 285

4143 Mint & used Queen Victoria to 1935 on old time printed
leaves unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album
approx 40 different incl QV 1d, 6d, later QV to 4d, Badge of Colony
to 3d, GV to 1s, 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal to fill those gaps.  £ 60

ARGENTINA
4144 1858-1990 Large, chiefly used collection in 64page stockbook
with duplicated ranges having strength in early to mid-period.
Includes 19th century defins to 90c, early 20th century sets with many
vals to 20 pesos(some with Telegraphic usage), useful Airs with
Overprint types, Zeppelins, Departmentals and much more. Very
useful lot for the specialist looking for perfs, shades, printings, etc.
Approx. 4000+ stamps.  £ 200

4145 1859 Buenos Aires 1 Peso pink and 2 Pesos blue SPIRO
forgeries in COMPLETE SHEETS OF 25 with usual dotted square
cancels. Some peripheral toning to edges of sheets actually adds to
the superb appearance of these items. Would display very well (2
sheets)  £ 100

4146 1859-62 Buenos Aires 4R green, 1 Peso blue and 2 Pesos red
SPIRO forgeries in COMPLETE SHEETS OF 25 with usual dotted
square cancels. Some peripheral toning to edges of sheets actually
adds to the superb appearance of these items. Would display very
well (3 sheets)  £ 150

4147 1860 (24 Dec) Entire bearing  one to two margin example of
Confederation 5c red (small corner faults) neatly tied FRANCA oval
handstamp in blue with CORREOS DEL PARANA blue dated arc
alongside, addressed to Salta comes with 2003 ESTUDIO certificate
stating all original, very fine early cover of a number 1. GJ 1e.

 £ 200

4148 1863 (1 Oct) Front bearing a superb 4 margin example of
Escuditos 5c rose neatly tied double ring BUENOS AIRES CDS
addressed to San Pedro, signed by Victor Kneitschel alongside, very
fine quality seldom seen. GJ 12.  £ 125

4149 Extensive accumulation jumbled on leaves, on manilla
stockpages and others in an overfull binder, over 3200 stamps mint
and mainly used, better earlier mint on manilla pages, huge variety,
some heavy duplication of mainstream defins and commems, ideal for
starter lot, approx 3200+.  £ 120

4150 Fournier Forgery: 1858-1861 Confederation 5c red (one
unused, one used), 10c & 15c unused. 1862 Confederation 5c (4),
10c (4), 15c (4), surcharges 1, 2, 8, 1884, ¼ and oficial (2), two
postmarks. (25).  £ 62

4151 Fournier Forgery, Buenos Aires: 1858 4p brown imperf
marginal block of eight, nine singles & two postmarks on one piece.
(19).  £ 45

ARUBA
4152 1986-1989 Unmounted mint complete collection on KA-BE
hingeless printed leaves, all nice sets, thematics and good catalogue
£180+. Fine.  £ 60

ASCENSION
4153 1922 Overprint on St Helena 1s & 2s black and blue on blue
both mounted mint, sound, SG 7 & 9 Cat £142.  £ 55

4154 1922-1971 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$562 with approx 140 all different, noted 1934 set to 5s mint, 1963
Birds to £1 mainly mint,  useful lot for expansion.  £ 100

4155 1923-22 Badge of St Helena 1s, 2s black and blue on blue &
3s grey-black and black on blue each mounted mint, odd bend
otherwise sound trio, SG 18/20 Cat £196.  £ 75
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4156 1934 Pictorial defins top values 1s, 2s & 5s each mounted
mint, odd bend otherwise sound trio, SG 28/30 Cat £122.  £ 45

4157 1935 Silver Jubilee 5d green and indigo hinged mint
displaying kite and vertical log VARIETY with few toned perfs
SG33k (cat £400) plus a set of 4 hinged mint SG31/4  £ 100

4158 1938-53 Collection of mainly fine used perf 13½ for 13
values to 10s nicely CDS used (Cat £140), Perf 13 for 15 to 10s used
(Cat £165), Perf 14 to 2d (Cat £53), nice group. (30).  £ 120

4159 1942-49 ½d black and violet in bottom left imprint marginal
block of 20 plate 1 with R9/2 showing black bud flaw, unmounted
mint, fine, neatly mounted on album page. SG 38 var.  £ 30

4160 1949 P.14 1½d black and rose-carmine heavy mounted mint
showing Davit Flaw variety, thinning otherwise nice and fresh looker,
SG 40a Cat £400.  £ 100

4161 1950 (7 July) Registered cover to UK bearing 5 GVI pictorial
values ½d, 1d, 1½d, and 2d (2) tied C CDS cancels, fine.  £ 25

4162 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large stockcards with
some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted 1934 GV
vals to 1s mint, 1935 SJ 2d, 5d & 1s f.u. (Cat £112), 1938 good rage
of mint defins to 10s with up to 5or 6 of each, noted 3d black and
blue (Cat £100), 2/6 black and red (4 cat £27 each), 5s, 10s (3, cat
£48 each), attractive range. (Approx 110).  £ 250

4163 Clean mainly mint assembly on thirty six large stockcards
with some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted
1956 set mint (Cat £140) plus many extras 2/6 (2, cat £30 each), 5s
(2, cat £42 each), 10s (Cat £55), 1963 Birds set mint (cat £60) & f.u.
(cat £25), 1986 Ships long set, then huge run of commem sets to
1990s, attractive range. (100s).  £ 240

4164 Clean mainly mint assembly on twenty six large stockcards
with some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted
1956 set mint (Cat £140), 2010 BOB, 2017 Eels, 2006 Exploration,
1994 Ships, 1996 Mollusks, 2008 Monarchs (5 sets, cat £18.50
each), 2011 RAF, 1991 Fish long set, 2012 Shackleton strips, plus
many other commem sets, attractive range. (100s).  £ 210

AUSTRALIA
4165 1840's-50's Seven first day covers include Centenary of Sir
Thomas Mitchell, 1955 Olympic Games typed to England, 1954
Australian Red Cross and QEII 3d definitive first day cover.  £ 14

4166 1913 Roo £1 brown and ultramarine a superb fine used
example with incomplete KAL...STH. Australia, slightly centred
right. Superb for these, SG 15 Cat £2500.  £ 850

4167 1913 Wmk A ½d, 1d, 2d & 2½d hinged mint examples with
hinges on reverse, very fresh and fine appearance, SG 1/4, cat £134.

 £ 42

4168 1913-2000 Extensive used collection neatly arranged in SG
loose-leaf printed binder extensive assembly just needs key Roos 2s
upwards, Sydney Bridge and few other key stamps to complete, some
Roos incorrectly identified by watermarks but ideal project for
expansion, 100s.  £ 250

4169 1914 Kookaburra 6d claret Engraved Plate 1 in a superb
block of 4 showing part imprint very fresh unmounted mint. SG19

 £ 300

4170 1916 2/- brown hinged mint with couple of blunt perfs top
right otherwise fine SG 41 Cat £275  £ 36

4171 1924 4½d violet on an undated cover to Fremantle sent
AERIAL MAIL with Western Australia incomplete CDS and box
circle FORWARD / BY AIR MAIL in black alongside. Faults but
nice early airmail cover.  £ 20

4172 1926 1½d scarlet part slogan cancel used showing no middle
bar in E of PENCE variety, mainly fine, SG 87 var.  £ 40

4173 1928 4th National Stamp Exhibition 3d blue Kookaburra top
left hand corner sheet of 4 fine unmounted mint, very slight gum tone
but fresh looking SG MS 106a £120  £ 36

4174 1928/9 Small mint selection with 1/4d turquoise SG 104 and
1929 6d chestnut PAIR SG 107 both items with heavy mounts but
fresh looking Cat £196  £ 26

4175 1931 4th April. First 'All the Way' service Flight Cover from
Australia to U.K.; the return service of the first experimental service
from London. The Mail was despatched by Australian National
Airways from Sydney to Brisbane & by Qantas as far as Port Darwin
where it was taken over by Kingsford Smith in 'The Southern Cross'.
Fine cover ( few tone spots)with multifranking (SG 109, 118, 120 &
123) and Official cachet in purple and Melbourne registration label.
Lovely item  £ 42

4176 1931 Kingsford Smith 3d blue in a bottom right marginal
block of 20 mint / unmounted, mostly split into block of 8 and 12
with some thinning on reverse and other small faults, small part Ash
imprint. SG 122 Cat £170 as singles.  £ 42

4177 1931 Kingsford Smith Flight 6d violet used showing re-entry
variety on FO & LD and swans neck doubled. Couple of blunt perfs
at top but nice variety. SG123a Cat £110  £ 36

4178 1932 Wmk C of A 10s grey and pink sound used part mail
room CDS (a little heavy) to the right excellent centring & perfs, SG
136 Cat £150.  £ 48

4179 1934 First Official Flight cover.; Australia to NZ registered
and flown from Sydney to Dunedin in 'The Faith of Australia' by pilot
C.T.P. Ulm bearing 2 x 6d (SG123 & SG 139) & purple flight
cachet, fine looking but has mounting mark on reverse, does not
detract  £ 30

4180 1935 Turramurra NSW reg label on cover with cds SG 127
and 151 to England. Note torn open along left side. 1937 typed cover
front with SG 193 to Melbourne.  £ 15

4181 1936 Telephone Link 2d red in mint Plate blocks of 4 with
Plate 1 (2), Plate 3 (2) and Plate 4 all mounted on album leaf.
Attractive lot SG 159  £ 20

4182 1941-45 WW2 Forces Mail. Seven covers; six have boxed
'passed by censor' in violet (all diff no's) and military Post Office cds
and one has boxed 'H.M.Naval Service' in black. Fine group that
would display well.(7)  £ 35

4183 1945 Censored cover sent from enemy alien POW Harry
Nagler Hut 35 Camp 7 Eastern Command to European Emergency
Committee Sydney.  £ 20

4184 1945 The arrival of the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester typed
19 February set of three on first day cover to Melbourne. SG 209-211

 £ 10

4185 1946 WW2 Forces Mail three covers all bearing 1d brown-
purple (SG203), with boxed 'Department of the Army Concession
Postal Rate' in violet (two different types), one with damaged
backflap, others fine. Nice little group (3)  £ 20

4186 1947 Occupation Forces in Tokyo: Airmail cover bearing GB
3d & 1s tied Australian Army P.O. 214 CDS addr to Scotland with
RAF Post Japan 322 backstamp and Bank of India TOKYO cachet
in violet alongside, one side cut into otherwise nice BCOF Sub Area
manuscript on reverse.  £ 30

4187 1952 Qantas first regular air service linking Australia to
Mauritius typed cover.  £ 18

4188 1953-1998 Complete collection in Australia Davo printed
album, mounted mint and used stamps including miniature sheets.
From SG261 onwards.  £ 65

4189 1994-95 Wetlands Conservation stamp $10 mountain duck
U/M with a bottom left corner imperf proof on white paper printed
without the black inscriptions, nice thematic item.  £ 20
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4190 2000-2006 Unmounted mint collection in stockbook for
commem sets & miniature sheets, many thematics, setenant strips,
self-adhesives, noted 2005 Creatures of Slime set & M/S, Coin +
M/S, Heritage, 2006 Stamp Collecting Month set, M/S & self-
adhesives, 2003-4 Stamp Treasures $5 perf & self-adhesive, 2004
Cats & Dogs, 2001 Army sheetlet of 10, 2000 Views set to $10, etc.
Useful cat value in excess of £540. Very attractive lot.  £ 180

4191 2007-2009 Unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets in a
Australia gold blocked 64 sided stockbook, just the first few pages
used including 2007 Sydney Harbour M/S, 2008 Rugby League self-
adhesive booklet of 10 (set of 15, Cat £120), Youth Day Self-
adhesives set in booklets of 5 (Cat £40), Gorgeous Australia self-
adhesive set 2 in booklets of 5 (Cat £50), Heavy Hauliers strips of 5
(4, cat £40), Tourist Precincts booklets, Lest We Forget, Megafauna
M/S & set (Cat £37), Olympics self-adhesive booklets o5 (Cat £42),
Hot Air Balloon, Working Dogs in booklets o 5 (Cat £45), 2009
American Legends in booklets of 10 (Cat £80), various International
Post in booklets. Fine, STC £985.  £ 250

4192 2008 Luxury Gold Block leather year book and slipcase
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint, original cost
Aus. Post A$99.95. Current retail c £120.  £ 85

4193 2009 Luxury Gold Block leather year book and slipcase
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint, original cost
Aus. Post A$99.95. Current retail c £120.  £ 85

4194 2010-2015 Sparse DAVO printed album with a used range of
self-adhesive commems in black mounts, some on plain additional
pages, spaces for miniature sheets, ideal lot for expansion. Expensive
new.  £ 40

4195 AIRGRAPHS - WW2 Selection of 18 different airgrpahs
without envelopes from the same correspondence to Glasgow mainly
from South Perth Western Australia. Usual folds otherwise fine
group. (18).  £ 50

4196 COVERS an interesting bundle from GV to QEII with plenty
of useful noted WWII censor to Gold Coast, 1950 Mitchell FDC
with Royal Geographical Society violet h/s with regd set of 3, 1938
1st flight with Queensland Philatelic Society Koala label on rev.,
1948 Billiards advert to BCOF Japan, 1930s-40s FDC, GVI Port
Moresby PNG, 1954 range of TPO I South, North Coast, Posted on
Train 1955, GVI parcel embossed labels 3/7d (2), 5/10d (4), 1935
Paquebot, GV P/S regd envs used and uprated etc, very mixed,
approx 65.  £ 80

4197 JOHN ASH Imprint bottom marginal block of 4 for 1937
150th Anniv. of Foundation of NSW 2d & 3d, 1934 Centenary of
Victoria 3d, 1936 Telephone Link 2d, 1931 2d scarlet (SG 127), P.
Due 1925 1½d (SG D93), cat £102 as mint. (6).  £ 40

4198 Mint and used small collection in Plymouth peg fitting album
with faced leaves noted 1932 5s blue-green Sydney Harbour bridge
heavy mounted mint, 1935 SJ set mint, 1937-49 mint to 5s & 10s, £1
used, few others to 1951.  £ 125

4199 Mint & used 1913 to 1935 on old time printed leaves
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album approx
130 different incl GV 1913 to 2s, 2nd wmk to 1s, 1929 & 1932
Roos to 5s, GV to 1/4d, 1930s commems, Officials OS ovpts.  Ideal
fill those gaps.  £ 150

4200 Officials: 1932-33 GV Heads 1d green, 2d golden scarlet &
3d ultramarine each in mint / unmounted mint block of 4, mainly fine.
SG O129/131. Cat £150+.  £ 48

4201 Officials: Wmk 6 OS Perfin (11 holes) 2s brown in a scarce
block of 4, damaged top right corner and centre perf along the top
missing, cancelled Melbourne 1921 CDS, minor wrinkles, scarce
multiple. SG O49. Cat £68 as singles.  £ 28

4202 Officials: Wmk 6 OS Perfin (11 holes) 2s brown single used
and 1s blue-green with OS / NSW perfin CDS used, small wrinkles
otherwise sound, SG O49.  £ 25

4203 Patent Revenue: 1953 £2 green and blue neatly cancelled
boxed black datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 6.  £ 50

4204 Patent Revenue: 1953 2/6 black and red neatly cancelled
boxed black datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 2.  £ 35

4205 Patent Revenue: 1953 6/8 dark green and red neatly cancelled
boxed violet datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 3. Very scarce value.

 £ 125

4206 Patent Revenue: 1966 $10 brown and blue neatly cancelled
boxed black datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 22.  £ 25

4207 Patent Revenue: 1966 $20 purple & green neatly cancelled
boxed black datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 26.  £ 25

4208 Patent Revenue: 1977 $5 purple and blue PAIR neatly
cancelled boxed black 1982 datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 19.

 £ 30

4209 Patent Revenue: 1978 $100 green and grey in an impressive
block of 4 off paper, very fine, blue boxed datestamps, fine, Barefoot
56. Scarce multiple.  £ 200

4210 Patent Revenue: 1978 $60 brown and black neatly cancelled
boxed black datestamp on paper, fine, Barefoot 54.  £ 35

4211 Patent Revenue: 1978 Ten different values on paper from $1,
$2, $3, $5, $10, $20, $40, $50, $60 & $100 neatly cancelled boxed
black datestamps, fine, Barefoot 40/2, 44, 46, 50, 52, 54, 56.

 £ 160

4212 Postage Due: 1922-30 4d carmine and yellow-green, cds used,
showing retouched D variety. SGD96 var complete with pen drawn
diagram of the variety.  £ 20

4213 Postage Dues: 1902 1d emerald green PAIR hinged mint (SG
D2) and 1907 4d green PAIR hinged mint with rough perf to the left
of one stamp (SG D49). Very fresh looking  £ 40

4214 Postage Dues: 1936-49 GVI Mint assembly including 1936
3d carmine and yellow-green, 1938 complete set of 7 (cat £200),
mainly very fine hinged mint, SG D108, D112/118 & D124, cat
£296.  £ 180

4215 Revenues: 1994/5 Wetlands Conservation 'duck' stamps in
u/m miniature sheet of 4 x $10 showing Mountain duck. Fine item

 £ 20

4216 Two flight covers incl 1931 Darwin to Greece typed env
bearing 2s maroon Roo tied DARWIN CDS with 1st official airmail
cachet in violet, Greek illus. biplane cachet in red alongside, arrival
and special Greek cancels, said to be 225 flown. 1934 Australia to
New Guinea special printed env from the Fryer Stamp Co., bearing
6d Kook., 1d green pair with Commander Ulm photo and flight
cachet with N.G Bird of Paradise 3d tied 27 July LAE CDS, some
tones, nice duo. (2).  £ 42

AUSTRALIAN ANT. TERR.
4217 1957-58 2s ultramarine on typed illustrated 27 March 1957
first day cover. 18 Feb 1958 Mawson first day of issue and 1959
opening of Wilkes Post Office typed cover.  £ 20

AUSTRALIAN STATES
4218 New South Wales: 1850 (Apr-July) Plate II 2d dull-blue with
shading in fan fine used 2 margins with indistinct corner cancel,
small tone on P of postage otherwise mainly sound, SG 23a Cat
£600.  £ 150

4219 New South Wales: 1850 (July) Wove paper 3d yellow-green
fine used three margins with part barred cancel quite lightly struck,
no faults, just touching on left side. Sound, SG 42 Cat £300.  £ 60

4220 New South Wales: 1850 (July) Wove paper 3d yellow-green
fine used three to four margins with part barred cancel across the
stamp, no faults, just short NE corner. Sound, SG 42 Cat £300.

 £ 60
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4221 New South Wales: 1854 Wmk 2, 2d blue fine used range of
thirteen examples with varying margins and shades one with 43
numeral cancel, others with oval barred cancels, sound, SG 84/6 Cat
£155+, (13).  £ 60

4222 New South Wales: 1856 Wmk 3, 3d dull green neatly cut with
smallest of three margins part original gum with hinge remains,
touching into on left side, about 50% gum, minor thinning otherwise
sound, SG range 117 Cat £1900.  £ 200

4223 New South Wales: 1856 Wmk 3, 3d yellow green neatly cut
with smallest of two margins fine used with neat SYDNEY 1860
Code A arc, lovely example, SG range 115 Cat £110  £ 40

4224 New South Wales: 1856-60 Wmk 1, 1d red shades fine used
range of five examples mainly with 3 margins with oval barred
cancels, sound, SG range 107/109 Cat £120, (5).  £ 40

4225 New South Wales: 1856-60 Wmk 2, 2d blue shades fine used
range of five examples mainly with 3 margins with oval NSW
cancels, sound, SG range 111/113 Cat £70, (5).  £ 25

4226 New South Wales: 1885 8d yellow p.12 part original gum
with hinge remainders showing watermark inverted variety, centred
NW and thinned otherwise sound, SG 236a Cat £350.  £ 75

4227 New South Wales: 1890-95 20s Cobalt OS overprint with
GPO cancel in oval by favour (stamp has original gum) very fine
accompanied by 2007 Ceremuga certificate stating , ""Genuine in all
respects"" , from 1895 special printings for presentation / collector
sets, the basic stamp having been reprinted for this purpose. A total
of 1000 copies were prepared (perf 10 & perf 12) of which 900 were
cancelled NSW in ovals with only 158 believed sold and the
remainder destroyed, 50 with GPO in ovals and a Specimen
handstamp. Fine and scarce.  £ 750

4228 New South Wales: 1907 1d dull Rose in a fine hinged block
of 4 SG 345 Very fresh Cat £104.  £ 30

4229 New South Wales: Postage Dues 1891-7 P.10 Specimen
overprints on 4d & 8d green mint part original gum with tropicalised
gum and wrinkles, minor tones, SG D5 & D7.  £ 40

4230 Perfins range on three stockcards mint and used including
New South Wales 1d shield rose-red mint strip of three perfin OS /
NSW, 2d used, 6d used, 4d yellow-brown used (3), 5d myrtle green
mint, Western Australia OS perfins used (6), WA perfin, Victoria OS
used 3d & 2s, Australia Roos small range with OS perfin. Mixed but
intr group (c31).  £ 35

4231 Queensland: 1860 2d blue a superb very fine used good four
margin example with incomplete oval barred, SG 2 Cat £2000.

 £ 300

4232 Queensland: 1860 6d green a superb very fine used good four
margin example with part 151 sunburst cancel, horizontal crease
otherwise sound, SG 3 Cat £850.  £ 75

4233 Queensland: 1863 P.13 No Wmk 1d orange-vermilion
mounted mint with original gum, usual rough perfs, bright colour and
quite well centred. SG 22 Cat £110.  £ 40

4234 Queensland: 1863 P.13 No Wmk 3d brown mounted mint
with original gum, usual rough perfs, nice colour and quite well
centred. SG 25 Cat £120.  £ 45

4235 Queensland: 1863 P.13 No Wmk 6d yellow-green mounted
mint with original gum, usual rough perfs, nice colour and quite well
centred. SG 27 Cat £170.  £ 55

4236 Queensland: 1879-81 P12 trio each handstamped SPECIMEN
in violet diagonally on 1d reddish brown mint, 4d orange-yellow
unused (no gum), 6d yellow green mint original gum, all with usual
uneven perfs 12¼ x 12 or 12 x 12¼ for 6d. All fine and attractive,
SG 134s or 135s (Die not shown due to upward centring), 141s,
143s. (3).  £ 100

4237 Queensland: 1890 (8 Dec) Cover (faults) Bundaberg
(Queensland) to London bearing 12d rate 2d blue x 3 plus 6d green
tied B duplex cancels with one 2d stamp showing long P in Penny

variety. Soiling and minor tears otherwise impressive combination
SG 189 & 196.  £ 28

4238 South Australia: 1856 Wmk Star 2d orange red sound fine
used with four huge margins, neatly struck barred '1' cancel in black,
margins don't come much bigger than this! SG 7.  £ 75

4239 Tasmania: 1855 4d deep blue a superb four margin example
with large part original gum, neatly cut with large margins on three
side, light tone in top right and slightly aged gum, usual burring on
right frame line and comes with French Datreyre & Co 1958 photo
certificate of expertisation from Paris. Very fine. SG 17 Cat £6000.

 £ 2000

4240 Tasmania: 1880 Stamp Duty 1/- rose-pink hinged mint with
some gum disturbance but very fresh appearance. SG F29 cat £150

 £ 40

4241 Victoria: 1851 1d reddish brown neatly fine used almost full
strike of 1 / V oval, two good margins, neatly cut on other two sides,
showing part of two other stamps which shows how close these were
printed, SG 12. Nice example.  £ 36

4242 Victoria: 1854 1d orange-red a superb large 4 margin example
with neat oval vertical cancel in black, thinned corner otherwise
superb looker! SG 23 Cat £150.  £ 55

4243 Victoria: 1885 (14 Jan) Tatty and soiled cover bearing Stamp
Duty 6d ultramarine P.12½ tied HORSHAM numeral duplex addr to
Harlow Essex with name cut out, sent p. P & O Mail, Melbourne and
Harlow backstamps. Incredibly tatty, toned and torn but scarce postal
use, SG 266 Rated £900 on cover.  £ 75

4244 Victoria: 1887 Stamp Duty 5s reddish purple on lemon hinged
mint with brownish gum, toned perf and thin at top otherwise nice
fresh frontal appearance, SG 260d, cat £120.  £ 40

4245 Victoria: 1894 Victorian Railways OHMS printed cover
Wodonga to Albury bearing VICTORIA TRAIN octagonal cancel
and over franked COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS FRANK arms
in blue. Neat little train item.  £ 12

4246 Victoria: 1905 Postcard of Bourke Street to UK bearing ½d
green bantam (torn) and 1d rose tied Port Melbourne CDS and
duplex with manuscript note the hotel on the right is where we had
lunch yesterday, i now weigh two stones heavier...  £ 12

4247 Victoria: Stamp Duty 1882 P.12½ £10 purple neatly cancelled
purple crayon, well centred on small corner crease, very presentable,
Barefoot 28 IIS.  £ 50

4248 Western Australia: 1854 4d pale blue, attractive enormous
four margined example with neat barred '20' numeral cancel, neatly
cut superb premium example, SG 3 Cat £200 + premium.  £ 300

4249 Western Australia: 1854 4d pale blue, attractive four margin
example with neat barred '6' cancel, neatly cut square, minor thins
and closed tear, SG 3 Cat £200.  £ 48

4250 Western Australia: 1860-64 6d sage-green two margin
example with neat barred '6' numeral cancel, just cut into along the
top and tone from hinge remains otherwise sound example, SG 28
Cat £400.  £ 40

AUSTRIA
4251 1850 to 1965 Extensive duplicated mainly used assembly in
well filled stockbook with better including 1934 2s green used
(perfinned, cat £110), Imperial Journal 1890s imperfs m & u, 1904-
1907 dozens of defins used with possible postmark interest, etc, huge
quantity.  £ 50

4252 1857 Type III Machine made paper 10c black neatly four
good to large margins and MILANO 9 / 3 CDS cancel, no faults,
accompanied by MATL 1977 Certificate and expertised same on
reverse. Fine. SG 6b Cat £250.  £ 150

4253 1858 2k yellow type I very fine used single side CDS cancel,
well centered and sound with expertising mark on reverse, SG 22 Cat
£600.  £ 200
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4254 1858-1984 Impressive well written up mint and used
collection on annotated leaves within a display binder. Includes
1858-9 Emperor embossed set to 15kr including 3kr black(2), 3kr
green, 2kr (shades) 1860-1 set to 15kr, 1858 Newspaper stamps in
blue and lilac, 1861 1.05kr lilac, 1867 set to 50kr course
printing,1874-80 set to 50kr fine printing, 1873-4 Telegraphs to
2fl,1890 to 2g with perfs/shades, 1891 set to 50kr inc shades, 1899-
1902 New Currency set to 4 kr and much more. Chiefly good to fine
STC 5600 Euros.  £ 400

4255 1875-1914 Box containing a large accumulation of early
Postal cards both mint and used, the majority used displaying a
plethora of different postmarks both Austrian and Czech (possibly
some Polish) with duplication of types but still good variety.
Condition is very good for this type of mixed lot that will be a delight
for the Austrian postal history specialist. Totally unchecked by us so
possibility of some good finds (214 cards)  £ 150

4256 1878-1955 Small accumulation of covers and cards chiefly
commercial including 1876 covers with 5kr red (2), early 20th
century covers with Czech pmks, 1914 cover with 'UBERPRIFT /
WIEN' seal, 1920's Postal stationery, WWII censored cover, etc,..
with some mixed condition but many fine and interesting items (35)

 £ 36

4257 1883-190 P.10½ Line 20k greenish grey fine used beat PRAG
CDS cancel, very fine, SG 74d Cat £450.  £ 150

4258 1883-90 P.9/10 set of 6 Arms and numeral fine used, 50k
bright mauve p.9 with BRUNN STADT heavy CDS, SG range 70/75
Cat £115.  £ 30

4259 1908 60th Anniv. of Emperor's Accession 10k deep brown,
blue and ochre top value mounted mint with hinge remains, fresh
looker, SG 206 Cat £300.  £ 100

4260 1908 60th Anniversary of Emperor's Accession 10k brown,
blue and ochre very fine hinged mint, fresh top value, SG 206 Cat
£300.  £ 100

4261 1908 Three nice picture postcards for Portraits of rulers
(embossed in frames lavishly coloured) two with trio combination
tied Vienna CDS's , 5h green P/S PPC two appear cancelled by
favour with special cancels in red. (3).  £ 24

4262 1914 Cover to France bearing 5h & 20h tied PRAHA 15
CDS's (tones) with large Railway Orenstein & Koppel Montana
Moto Lokomotiven poster label tied on reverse on arrival in France.

 £ 15

4263 1920-1966 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages with dozens
of sets from 1920s onwards to 1966, noted 1923 Artists Fund set,
1924 Charity Fund set, 1936 Welfare Fund set m, 1948 Costumes
incl 1s red mint (Cat £160), 1950 Air Birds set very lightly hinged
(Cat £475), some back of the book etc, STC £1370+. 100s.  £ 275

4264 1923-25 Five special Flight cards written up on album pages
comprising 1923 Vienna to Berlin via Prague with attractive 4 stamp
franking and special cachet in violet (Field 46), Two 1924 PPC's
showing Seaplane flying over Alpine lake inscribed 'FLUG-WOCHE
in ST. WOLFGANG with five lined cachets on reverse each with
different St Wolfgang cds, 1925 Aspern Flying Field postcard with
various cachets (Field 66) and a further postal stationery card uprated
with 4 different adhesives with various cachets. Very attractive lot
that would display well (5)  £ 80

4265 1925 Airs short set of 15 with better key values fine used
including 20g brown, 25g violet, 30g bistre, 50g blue, 1s blue, 3s
brown (Cat £110), 5s blue (Cat £48), 10s brown, mainly fine. Cat
£320. (15).  £ 100

4266 1935 Airs short set of 14 out of 15 (needs 25g to complete cat
65p) with better key values fine used including 3s, 5s & 10s, mainly
fine. Cat £290. (14).  £ 95

4267 1936 Dolfuss Second Anniversary 10s slate-blue left marginal
examples unmounted mint, superb and fine, SG 793 Cat £1300.

 £ 450

4268 1936 Second Anniversary of Assassination of Dr Dolfuss 10s
blue mounted mint, light stain on left side, otherwise fine, SG 793
Cat £1300.  £ 325

4269 1945 P.12½ 16¼mm overprint 5rm ultramarine unmounted
mint with two expertising handstamps incl Henker, very fine, SG 856
Cat £425.  £ 160

4270 1948 Provincial Costumes complete set mounted mint
including 1s red (cat £160), 10s grey top value has thin, mostly fine,
good cat value £470.  £ 60

4271 1949-1979 Extensive mint and mainly unmounted mint
collection on Lighthouse printed hingeless album leaves, stuffed full
of sets and complete year runs mint (mainly unmounted) including
many key sets noted 1945 Overprint set of 19 U/M (Cat £150), 1945
16¼mm ovpt 1rm-3rm U/M (Cat £142), 1945 set 7 ovpts mint (Cat
£49), 1947 Revaluation set (Cat £90), 1948 Costumes set U/M (Cat
£325), 1948 Artists U/M (Cat £55), 1949 Fund set (Cat £80), 1950
Carinthian Plebiscite set U/M (Cat £140), 1950 Air Birds set U/M
(Cat £475), 1955 Re-establishment set (Cat £70), hereon mainly
complete, huge catalogue value £2500++, 100s.  £ 550

4272 1950 30th Anniv. of Carinthian Plebiscite set of 3 fine used,
SG 1212/4 Cat £163.  £ 48

4273 1950 Air: 5s brown 'Common Buzzard' fine used. Key stamp.
SG1219 Cat £160  £ 48

4274 1955-67 Thirty covers including FDC's (21), Aerogrammes
(3) plus others. Highlight is a nice 1955 Austrian Republic set on
Registered FDC. Fine lot (30)  £ 20

4275 1967-1997 Thirty years of defin and commem sets mainly
unmounted mint on leaves in three well filled Springback albums,
includes definitive long sets 1973 Views, 1984 Monasteries, 1993
Monasteries (cat £50), 1996 Millenary sheetlet of 10 (Cat £26), many
100s  £ 200

4276 1974-1977 Black Prints useful group of 35 sheets each
bearing imperf proofs from the original plates printed in black and
affixed to information folders in German from a few pages to many,
gives all the design and printings specifications. Quantities printed
were small as low as 500 or typically 2600 for more modern issues
includes defins to 50s. Mainly fine. Retail in the US $540+. (35)

 £ 200

4277 Austro-Hungarian Military Post: General Issues; 1915 KUK
FELDPOST overprint set of 21 to 10k, fine mint appears unmounted,
very fresh, SG 1/21 Cat £250. Some expertised on reverse.  £ 100

4278 Austro-Hungarian Military Post: Serbia; 1916 set of 21 fine
mint & 1916 overprint set 21 fine mint, both good clean sets. SG
1/42. Cat £317.  £ 110

4279 Collection on large stockpages with useful sets amongst the
mainstream fine used CDS mostly fine includes 1945 Hitler set (Cat
£100), 1946 Renner set (Cat £50), 1946 Race Fund set (50), 1946
Cathedral set, 1947 Air set (Cat £48), 1948 Artist's set (Cat £76),
1949 POW set (Cat £78), 1949 Welfare set (Cat £125), 1950 Air
Birds set (Cat £450), 1950 Carinthian set (Cat £160), 1951
Reconstruction set (Cat £100), then plenty of sets to 1960s. Good cat
value.  £ 450

4280 Danube Steam Company: 1866-78 10k green and 10k lilac
tied together on small part postal card with  blue oval ARGIENTE
GIORGEVO SALDIRT / 4 NOV, fine and scarce. SG 1 & 2a Cat
£600.  £ 240

4281 Extensive fine used collection in a large stockbook from 1850
to 1998, includes better throughout 1850 3k to 9k, 1858 5k to 15k
1860 3k green, 1863 3k green, 1867 to 50k, 1890 set to both 2g (Cat
£160), 1899 to 4k, 1908 60th Anniv. to 10k (taken as forgery), 1910
ten vals to 1k, 1916 set, 1918 ovpt set to 10k, 1922 set to 10,000k,
1925 to 2s, 1928 Invalid Orphans Fund set (cat £76), 1932 Seipel
50g (Cat £48), 1936-37 Winter Relief sets, 1937 Austrian Doctors
set (Cat £70), 1945 views long set, 1946 Renner set (Cat £50), 1946
Race Fund set (Cat £50), 1946 Cathedral set, 1948 Creative Artists
Assoc set (Cat £76), 1952 6th Winter Games (Cat £38), 1955 10th
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Anniv. set, hereon huge amount of defins and commems to 1990s,
approx 1800 all different, good cat value.  £ 400

4282 Extensive mint & mainly fine used jumbled collection 1908s
to 2000s includes dozens of commem sets, some better earlier noted
1910 80th birthday 20h, 30h, 35h, 50h, 60h, 1k violet used (Cat
£178), 1940s Fund sets used incl 1949 (Cat £127), 1951 set (Cat
£100), 1948 Artists Assoc set (Cat £75),  1949 POW set mint (Cat
£78), 1950 Plebiscite set (Cat £163), then many commems & m
miniature sheets fine used to modern etc, useful lot with good cat
value. 100s.  £ 180

4283 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1883 P.9½ 2s brown Arms
defin neatly CDS used, one pulled perf at the top, SG 14 Cat £225.

 £ 65

4284 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: Turkish Currency; 1896 10pi
on 1g lilac & 20pi on 2g green both fine used decent CDS, sound,
SG 37/8 Cat £142.  £ 42

4285 Postal History: 1839 Entire from Vienna to London with
various markings including large crowned H/S in red which has been
erased by manuscript; also fancy 'Franco' H/S in red, L.A. in black,
Wien/5ADE H/S in red and London B/S in black. Clean item in good
condition  £ 40

4286 Postal History: 1850 2kr black (Scott 2b) with 4 margins on
wrapper to Vienna tied with an indistinct oval cancel. Transit soiling
to stamp and wrapper and filing creases but still a useful stamp on
cover. Cat $375  £ 70

4287 Postal History: 1855 cover from Prague to Belgium bearing
imperf 6kr brown & 9kr blue both tied with boxed PRAG cancels
and additional manuscript charge mark. Few faults and creases but
still a scarce and attractive double franking that would display well

 £ 200

4288 Ring binder with a mainstream collection of mint and used
middle to modern on leaves with many 100s different stamps, runs
from 1850-1999 noted 1850 imperfs 1c to 9k (2k black big 4
margins Cat £110), 1858 3k green CDS used(Cat £225), 1950 Birds
3s used (crayon line), then many defins and commems to 1990s, back
of the book etc, good lot for expansion.  £ 60

AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES
4289 Post offices in Turkish Empire: French Currency; 1904 2f
grey-lilac attractive fine used example with decent CANEA 1907
CDS cancel of Crete. SG F6 Cat £550.  £ 180

BAHAMAS
4290 1862 P.13 4d dull rose fine used, with light duplex cancel.
Very nice example, SG 18  £ 50

4291 1863-77 P12.5 4d dull rose unused no gum with toned perfs
top right but nice colour SG 27  £ 30

4292 1865 1/- blue-green wmk CC Perf 12½, hinged mint with part
og and few blunt perfs at top, but a rare stamp SG38 Cat £2750.

 £ 350

4293 1877 1d scarlet-vermilion Wmk CC hinged mint with couple
of blunt perfs but fresh looking SG 33 Cat £70.  £ 20

4294 1880 Wmk CC P.14 1s green hinged mint bottom marginal
single with margin showing '23' plate number in ornate box, sound,
SG 39ba.  £ 18

4295 1883 Four Pence on 6d deep violet very fine example
complete with 1979 RPS certificate stating used, no traces of
postmark and some original gum, so nice looking example. SG 45
Cat £400 used.  £ 125

4296 1884-90 £1 venetian red part incomplete CDS's used example
with short SW corner, top value SG 57 Cat £250.  £ 45

4297 1902 5s dull purple and blue mint example with fresh
appearance, SG 69 Cat £80.  £ 32

4298 1902 Wmk CA 6d brown in an unusual block of 6 fine used
NASSAU CDS cancels, few perf splits, hard to fine multiple. SG 66
Cat £210.  £ 48

4299 1902-10 5/- dull purple hinged mint very fresh, SG 69
 £ 35

4300 1902-10 five vals to 1/- hinged mint SG62/4, 66 & 68, fresh
group  £ 20

4301 1912-19 £1 dull green and black fiscal CDS cancel across the
stamp, mainly sound, SG 89 Cat £350 as postal used.  £ 30

4302 1930 Tercentenary of the Colony set of 5 hinged mint (3/- top
value is mounted on margin only), fine and fresh set SG 126/30.

 £ 30

4305 1938 Chalky Paper 5/- & £1 GVI definitives hinged mint with
usual tropicalised gum. Fresh looking pair. SG156/7 Cat £420.

 £ 120

4306 1938 Registered Philatelic cover bearing George VI low value
defins to 3d (6) nicely tied with cds cancels SG 149/54  £ 20

4307 1938-42 Three album pages including 1938-52 basic set of
17 mint (Cat £150), 1942 Columbus set to £1 mint (Cat £80) incl
two different 2s & 3s values (Cat £76 extra).  (65).  £ 80

4308 1938-52 George VI complete set of 17 (SG 149/157a) plus
extra shades of 1/- and 5/-(2) and 3d overprint; chiefly hinged mint
but £1 and one 5/- are unmounted mint (21)  £ 90

4309 1942 450th Anniversary of Landing of Columbus 6d olive-
green and light blue mounted mint showing COIUMBUS for
COLUMBUS variety, fine, SG 169a Cat £1200.  £ 480

4310 1942 Landing of Columbus complete set of 14 on airmail
cover tied with cds postmarks (SG 162/75a), plus 8 vals to £1
hinged/unmounted mint (£1 no gum).  £ 70

4311 1948 Tercentenary complete set of 16 hinged mint SG178/93
Cat £80 (16)  £ 26

4312 1948 Tercentenary of Settlement of Island set to £1
unmounted mint, SG 178/193.  £ 36

4313 1948 Tercentenary set of 16 superb used SG 178/93 Cat £55.
 £ 24

4314 1954 - 63 QEII set of 16 to £1 very fine unmounted mint SG
201/16 Cat £100.  £ 50

4315 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with some
light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted 1954 set to £1
(Cat £110), 1965 long set (Cat £50), 1984 Nat. Trust strip (2), 1996
Shells long set (Cat £60+), 1987 Tourist strips, 1980 long set (Cat
£22), 2013 Coronation, 2013 Reef, 2012 Marine long set (Cat £55),
2012 Flamingo M/S, 1991 Birds set, 2006 Flowers long set (Cat
£65) plus many other modern commem sets, attractive range. (100s).

 £ 280

BAHRAIN
4316 1938-51 GVI collection hinged mint and almost complete for
the period housed on two SG GVI printed album pages. includes
1938-41 set (some u/m cat £1000) 1942-5 set u/m (cat £140), 1948-
9 set of surcharges (cat £100), 1948 RSW and 1948-9 set (cat £100).
Lovely collection Cat £1360. (59)  £ 325

4317 1948 Olympic Games set of 4 in fine used blocks of 4, sound,
SG 63/6 Cat £64.  £ 24

4318 1954-70 Group of eight covers including airmail rates FPO
551, 196 Reply Card from Sweden, 1953 1r on 1/6 to USA, 19773
War Tax 5f blue on regd P/S env, Kuwait 1970 cvr sent via SS
Mangelia. (8).  £ 32

4319 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with some
light duplication noted 1933 2r mint, 1938 1r, 15r & 25r all fine
lightly mounted mint Cat £230, 1953 Coronation set m, 1964 Sheikh
set f.u. (Cat £50), 1966 Trade Fair set m, 1976 Concorde M/S, 1983
Dynasty set 9 etc, useful little lot.  £ 100
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4320 GVI Registered airmail two cover to Bombay bearing GVI
white background 2a & 4a tied on reverse with registered provisional
R145 manuscript BAHRAIN h/s in black and second cvr with ½a &
2a tied 1948 CDS on reverse. Few marks otherwise fine. (2).  £ 28

4321 Jumbled mint and used ranges loose, stockcards, on leaves in
binder includes 1950-55 10r on 10s mint  (Cat £45), QEII values to
10r on 10s both mint & used, 1964 to 10r used, 1966 to 1d used,
1972 Arab League FDC(Cat £64 as used), 1971 Indep. Day mint,
1975 Horses sheetlet mint (Cat £76), plus FDC (cat £76 used), 1977
Dogs sheetlet mint (Cat £42), used (Cat £42), 1979 Dhows set 8 on
FDC (Cat £60 used), needs sorting out, good catalogue value.

 £ 150

BARBADOS
4322 1892 2/6d violet and green plus 1897 QV Jubilee 2½d, 5d,
8d, 10d & 2/6d hinged mint with 'SPECIMEN' overprint. Nice group
SG 115s, 119/20s, 122/4s (6).  £ 60

4323 1938 1d scarlet Perf 14 in unmounted mint (one stamp m/m)
irregular block of 5 with THOMAS De La RUE imprint at the base
SG 249a Cat £90.  £ 30

4324 1938 5s indigo top value in fine used block of 4, sound, SG
256a Cat £60.  £ 24

4325 1948 (24 Nov) Registered Cover to USA bearing RSW set of
2 tied BARBADOS CDS cancels, nice cover, SG 265/66.  £ 30

4326 1948 (24 Nov) RSW First Day of Issue 5s indigo PAIR tied
to wrinkled registered cover to UK tied REGISTRATION BRANCH
/ GPO BARBADOS CDS's, smudges and minor faults, SG 266.

 £ 40

4327 1953-61 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint SG
289/301 Cat £75.  £ 25

4328 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with some
light duplication incl 1855 (4d) brownish red on blued 4 good
margins f.u. (Cat £275), 1906 Nelson set 7 mint (Cat £75), 1916-19
Large seahorses seven vals to 1s mint, 1920 Victory 8 vals to 1s
mint, 1921 2s CDS used, 1938 duplicated to 5s mint, 1939 Tercent
set (5), 1950 set mint (3, cat £55 each), set used (Cat £75), 1965 set,
few commems sets to 1990s, useful cat value. (c450+).  £ 225

4329 Mint & used Queen Victoria to 1935 on old time printed
leaves unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album
approx 120 different incl QV Britannia ½d green, 1d blue, 1858 6d
rose imperf f.u., perfs issues to 6d vermilion 1s mauve, Seahorses for
different printings to 6d, 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.

 £ 350

4330 Trio of covers / wrappers incl 1894 1d red Newspaper
wrapper surcharged ½d in violet (HG E3), ½d brown newspaper
wrapper front with boxed TOO LATE, 1944 (May) airmail to UK
bearing Seahorses 1d green, 6d violet, 2/6 purple (torn) tied
CIRCULATION BRANCH CDS, faults, intr trio.  £ 24

BASUTOLAND
4331 1936 (May) Small OHMS printed brown mourning envelope
bearing 3d bright blue & 4d grey tied MASERU cds to Canada with
regd h/s in violet. Ink stain on 3d top marginal otherwise fine, SG
4/5.  £ 30

4332 1938 1d scarlet fine used corner CDS showing Tower flaw,
very fine, SG 19a Cat £275.  £ 135

4333 1954/8 QE2 set of 11, hinged mint with top two values
unmounted mint, SG 43/53  £ 35

BECHUANALAND
4334 1897 Cape of Good Hope overprinted in black ½d yellow
green opt type C fine used CDS, small tone otherwise fine, SG 58
Cat £75.  £ 20

4335 1925-1961 Used collection on album pages with better
includes 1925 to 4d grey-green (Cat £90), 1932 10 vals to 5s
(cancels taken 'as is', Cat £270), 1935 SJ set, 1938 set (Cat £100),

1948 RSW set, 1955 set (Cat £70), 1961 set (Cat £50),  (Approx
130)  £ 280

4336 1938 6d reddish purple in an attractive Waterlow & Sons
bottom imprint blocks of 4, stamps are Unmounted mint, hinged in
the margin, nice positional piece, SG 124, cat £48 for mint.  £ 25

4337 British Bechuanaland QV Registered large format postal
stationery envelope, POSTAGE FOUR PENCE vermilion and
handstamped SPECIMEN overprinted on UK envelope in black,
folded and paper adherence, nice addition to any Bechuanaland colln.

 £ 48

4338 Collection of mint & used on stockpages including QV-GV
range of cheaper defins m & u, 1932 GV set to 5s (Cat £260), 1938
set mixed m & U (2/6-10s mint cat £90+), 1935 SJ, 1948 RSW set,
mainly sound, STC £375. (c100).  £ 120

4339 Protectorate: 1888 4d on 4d lilac and black fine used neat
duplex type cancel, few blunt perfs bottom left otherwise nice colour,
expertised on reverse. SG 44.  £ 150

4340 Revenues: 1906 Transvaal Revenue EDVII  £1 green & black
affixed to small piece pen cancelled 18/7/06 in red and black initials,
scarce pair, Barefoot 17.  £ 200

BELGIAN CONGO
4341 1887 Independent State of Congo: King Leopold II 5 francs
lilac some gum with hinge residue, SG 11.  £ 275

4342 1887- Mint & unmounted mint collection in DAVO luxury
hingeless printed album and slipcase better including 1921 ovpt set
4 U/M (Scott $67), 1923-7 Long set to 10f black mixed m & U/M,
1928 Stanley long set mint, 1925 Leopold set, 1941 Memorial long
set, 1942 long set incl set of 8 miniature sheets each with selvedge
(rated $800 in Scott), 1947 long set to 100f, 1952-3 Flowers set,
1955 King Badouin both inscription sets (Scott $100+), airmails
mostly complete, then Ruanda Urundi 1922 onwards with many sets
complete to 1961, STC £2200+.  £ 750

4343 1936-38 Three Belgian Congo illustrated flight covers incl
1936 Brussels to Stanleyville then Elisabethville, 1938 Two covers
with different combinations from Brussels to Leopoldville and return
flight to Brussels, various cachets and arrival, departure backstamps.
Attractive. (3).  £ 30

4344 Two covers incl 1942 Elisabethville to Chicago bearing 1f25
brown pair and 1fr red pictorial defins tied 1942 CDS with trade
cachet alongside then DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS NY P.O h/s
applied and part PASSED CENSOR ELISABETHVILLE single line
h/s in black, second censor cover LEOPOLDVILLE EAST to
Indiana USA with CENSURE CONGO h/s in black and US censor
6649 tape affixed. Creases but nice duo. (2).  £ 30

BELGIUM
4345 1820 (4 Oct) Entire Letter Kortrijk (Belgium) to Spain
bearing nice strikes P.P in black, KOTRYK single line in black,
L.P.B.1.R in black, then nice PAYS-BAS / PAR / LILLE boxed
three line handstamp in black and 13st manuscript chargemark, and
sent via France, Northern Spain (Irun) onto Segovia Madrid,
chargemark manuscript 9 reales ((.R h/s in black) on arrival, neatly
written up in Dutch on album page. Fine.  £ 30

4346 1849 10c brown, SG 1, four examples, all with 4 margins and
with the usual heavy numeral cancels; 114 Temonde, 50 Gosselies,
102 Roulers, and one with light indistinct cancel. Nice little group
(4)  £ 40

4347 1897-1934 Ten mourning covers six of which are unused tied
together with bow plus unused with 20c.  Two with no stamps the
last with 50c and faint cancel.  £ 20

4348 1910-11 Brussels Exposition sets for both 1910 and 1911
plus 1911 Charleroi Exhibition set of 8 all hinged mint on an album
leaf. Key sets. SG 109/132 Cat £754 (24)  £ 150
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4349 1912 2F violet in a superb looking block of 10 complete with
Sunday labels, hinged on two stamps and a diagonal crease affecting
four of the stamps. Scarce in such large blocks, SG142 Cat £310

 £ 30

4350 1926 Postage Due: Advertising cover for Bijou-Concert
Musica/Pianos/Instruments Alger sent from Algeria to Brussels with
40c red brown Postage Due affixed on arrival.  £ 20

4351 1935-39 Two flight covers incl 1935 from Elisabethville
Congo flight to Brussels for SABENA 23.11.1935 flight printed
airmail cover with cachets, 1939 regd Liege Exhibition Brussels to
Honolulu flight sheet folded into three sections for different parts of
the flight, nice range of cancels, both fine.  £ 25

4352 1938 Building (Completion Fund) 5f + 5f deep dull green in
complete sheet of 10 unmounted mint with disturbed gum, plus 5f +
5f violet M/S. SG 821 & MS 822 Cat £160.  £ 28

4353 1948 IMABA Exhibition reply cards to Switzerland and
return to Belgium three different cards with airmail overprint set,
perfin IMABA set (10,000 issued), each set tied with 21.8.1948
special exhibition cancels. Few dog ears otherwise very fine trio.

 £ 48

4354 1948 SABENA 25th Anniv commemorative cover with
special vignette 'A. VAN COTTHEM', pilot of the first aircraft flown
by the airline and various special cachets and H/S. Nice!  £ 20

4355 1949 Two key sets; Stamp Centenary (SG 1271/5) and
Portraits (SG  1302/6) both hinged mint. Fine and fresh.  £ 35

4356 1949 Unstamped cover from National Confederation of
Political Prisoners section Ixelles  with typed letters inside. May have
been hand delivered.  £ 16

4357 1952 Cultural Fund Writers 4F & 8F both with se-tenant
labels showing a laurel wreath bearing a premium of 9F, both fine
unmounted mint. These were put on sale by subscription only and are
scarce in this format. Yvert 898/899 Cat 300 Euros  £ 65

4358 1953 Balloon Post Belgica 13 September overprints set of 5
on 1964 Belgica issue in marginal U/M singles, Int. Competition on
the Heysel for the Sports Fund organised by the post office. (5).

 £ 20

4359 1954 Bruges Restoration fund 9F+4F50 blue top val
(SG1539) plus Anti TB set of 8 (SG1543/48) all unmounted mint
(80c+20c is hinged), cat £142  £ 30

4360 1957 Belgian Antarctic Expedition unmounted mint miniature
sheet, very fine, SG MS 1620 Cat £225.  £ 90

4361 1957-1983 Extensive collection of defin and commem sets
mainly unmounted mint on leaves in two well filled Springback
albums, includes definitive long sets King Baudouin, Miniature
sheets incl 1960 Refugee Year (Cat £120), huge amount of commem
sets, some slightly toned otherwise mainly fine, many 100s, useful cat
value.  £ 275

4362 1958 Antarctica attractive illustrated cover bearing Antarctica
issue 5f +2.50f (2 diff) tied special 5.1.1958 CDS cancels and illus
cachet in black alongside, very attr.  £ 30

4363 1960 World Refugee Year Miniature sheet on a group of five
illustrated First Day Covers each tied a different town special cancel
for Antwerp, Charleroi, Gent & Liege, all unaddressed very fine, SG
MS 1719 Cat £100 each. (Cat £500).  £ 200

4364 1960 World Refugee Year unmounted mint miniature sheet,
very fine, SG MS 1719 Cat £120.  £ 48

4365 1965-1998 An extensive mainly used collection in a well
filled DAVO printed album with huge amount of completion neatly
mounted in black mounts with very few spaces left, also miniature
sheets, back of the book, ideal lot for expansion. Many 100s.

 £ 250

4366 1983-1996 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages with dozens
of sets from 1980s onwards to 1996, noted 1993 to 200f (Cat £46),
1990 Flowers M/S (Cat £48), 1990s Birds series,  and many nice
thematics. STC £790+, Approx 480 + 12 M/S.  £ 250

4367 A selection of  approx. fifty postcards includes 1913
Exposition cancel on card very good amount of cancels and postmark
interest. Note a number are postal stationery.  £ 30

4368 Circa 1820s (Undated) Part Entire Kortrijk (Belgium) to Suza
Piemont (Italy) bearing nice strikes P.P KOTRYK two line in black,
L.P.B.1.R in black, then nice PAYS-BAS / PAR / LILLE boxed
three line handstamp in black and 11st manuscript chargemark, and
sent via Netherlands & France, chargemark manuscript 8 soldi on
arrival, neatly written up in Dutch on album page. Fine.  £ 30

4369 Collection in a well filled springback album with some better
mint and used noted 1946-1947 War Victims Relief Fund sets mint
(Cat £119), plus dozens of defins and commems, sets and ranges to
1990. Approx. 1900.  £ 80

4370 Extensive mint and used collection in two well filled
Springback albums mainly all different with better commem sets,
miniature sheets throughout middle to modern noted 1928 Orval (cat
£100), 1930 Anti TB set used, 1931 Anti TB set mint (Cat £110),
1932 Infantry Memorial set 2 used (Cat £200), 1932 Anti TB set m
(Cat £160), 1934 Anti TB used (Cat £215), 1940s sets fine used,
1946, 1947 War Victims set mint (Cat £80), 1949 set used, 1950
Athletics M/S used (Cat £80), Anti TB set mint (Cat £70), 1951 Anti
TB set m (Cat £80), 1951 QE Medical Foundation set m (Cat £162),
1953 13th UPU Congress set used to 20f, 40f + 10f top value mint
(Cat £200), Anti TB set m (Cat £100), 1952 Culture Fund set m (Cat
£150), Anti TB (Cat £95), 1953 Red X used, 1954 Memorial Fund
set m (Cat £90), Political Prisoners set 3 mint (Cat £160), 1955 Anti
TB set m (Cat £88), 2011 Arts M/S (Cat £23), 2012 Mythical
Creatures booklet (Cat £40), 2013 Nature booklet (Cat £42), Art
booklet (Cat £42), 2014 Tintin booklet (Cat £47),  2015 Comic
booklet (Cat £45), Dinosaurs booklet (Cat £47), Smileys booklet
(Cat £47), 2016 royal Family strip m (Cat £23), plus dozens more,
huge cat value in excess of £3800. 100s.  £ 800

4371 Postage Due: 1870 20c blue single hinged mint and 10c block
of 10 unmounted mint SG D63/4. The block of 10 has gum toning
and gum crazing on six stamps but is still an impressive looking
block. Will write up well (11)  £ 35

4372 Postage Due: 1929 cover from UK to Belgium underpaid and
so 1F and 40c postage dues added and tied by Brussels cds (SG
D328 & D334) with  Hexagonal boxed T 20 H/S. Nice cover for
display.  £ 20

BERMUDA
4373 1865 1d rose-red and pale red and 2d dull blue Wmk CC
unused no gum. Nice little group SG 1/3 Cat £715 as mint (3).

 £ 50

4374 1875 1d on 1/- green fine mint with good part og. Dealers
expertising mark on reverse. Very nice example SG 17 Cat £500.

 £ 120

4375 1875 1d on 1/- green fine used with light duplex cancel,
couple pulled perfs at top left but still a good looker SG17 Cat £250.

 £ 50

4376 1883 1d rose-red PAIR mint original gum with heavy hinge
remains bending the stamp slightly, lovely color, SG 23 Cat £180.

 £ 40

4378 1902-1910 Dry Dock mint sets for 1902-3 set 3, 1906-10 set
of 9, all sound, SG 31/42, Cat £205.  £ 65

4379 1902-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1906 Dry Dock set
used (Cat £45), 1910 Ship set used (Cat £50), 1918 2/6 keyplate
mint (Cat £45), 1920 4s black and carmine corner CDS (cancel 'as
is, cat £160), 1921 Tercent set 9 used (Cat £250), 1935 SJ used,
1924 10s green and red on emerald CDS used (Cat £250, 2 one is
faded), 1932 12/6 grey and orange fiscal used (rubbed, cat £900
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used), 1938-53 large used range of keyplates including 2s purple and
blue on blue (10, shades and printings), 2/6 (4), 5s green and red on
yellow (6), 1939 10s bluish green and deep red on green (1941 CDS
cat £110), 12/6 grey and pale orange used, £1 £1 purple and black on
red (2 shades CDS used Cat £125), 1948 RSW set used (Cat £55),
1953 set used.  (Approx 275).  £ 525

4380 1910-1922 Ship & Keyplates useful fine used assembly on
album pages begins with 1910-25 Ships to 1s includes shades for ½d
(2), 1d (4), 6d (2), 1s (2), then 1918-22 Keyplates 2s, 2/6, 4s & 5s
all on brown paper cancelled (by favour?) by the same HAMILTON
3 AUG double ring CDS cancels. Very attractive additions, SG
44/51, 51b, 52, 52b, 53.  £ 200

4381 1910-25 set of 9 Ship diff to 1s mint, all sound, SG 44/51,
Cat £60.  £ 20

4382 1918 Keyplate Chalky 10s green and carmine on pale bluish
green mounted mint with brownish toned gum, centered right, SG 54
Cat £160.  £ 45

4383 1918-20 Keyplates 2/- purple and blue with 'break in scroll
variety with couple of nibbled perfs and 5/- deep green and deep red
both fine mint,and fresh looking SG 51bbb & 53 Cat £350.  £ 120

4384 1918-22 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine used
on paper with neat HAMILTON 1932 CDS cancel, fine. SG 55 Cat
£550.  £ 220

4385 1920 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set of 9
hinged mint, few gum tones otherwise nice appearance, SG 59/67 Cat
£110.  £ 38

4386 1920-21 Tercentenary both sets of 9 fine used assembly on
album page for 1st issue and 2nd issue includes extra 1s value. SG
59/76.  £ 200

4387 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (1st
Issue) set of 9 hinged mint, fine and sound, SG 59/67 Cat £110.

 £ 38

4388 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd
Issue) set of 9 hinged mint, fine and sound, SG 68/76 Cat £100.

 £ 40

4389 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd issue)
2d to 1s six values mounted mint mainly sound, SG 68/73 Cat £96.

 £ 30

4390 1922-1934 Ship & Keyplates useful fine used assembly on
album pages begins with 1922 Ships to 1s includes shades for 1d (5),
2½d (2), 1s (4), then 1924-32 Keyplates 2s (2, cat £165), 2/6 (3, cat
£350), 10s (2 diff, one on paper Cat £525), 1935 SJ set etc. Very
attractive additions, SG range 77/92.  £ 400

4391 1932 Keyplate 12/6 grey and orange very fine used on paper
with incomplete CDS cancel, fine. SG 93 Cat £375.  £ 160

4392 1936 (14 Apr) attractive registered FIRST DAY COVER sent
to UK bearing GV six values ½d to 3d tied ST GEORGES / 14 APR
36 CDS cancels, nice local regd etiquette No 0751, and FDI typed 4
line alongside. Mainly fine, scarce FDC.  £ 48

4393 1936 (May) Registered OHMS long printed cover from
Hamilton to Canada bearing 1936 pictorial defins 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d
& 3d tied HAMILTON BERMUDA CDS cancel, few minor
wrinkles, nice range of backstamps.  £ 20

4394 1937 (22 Jun) attractive registered cover to UK bearing GV
1936 set of 9 tied HAMILTON / 22 JUN 37 CDS cancels, nice regd
etiquette h/s HAMILTON in violet No 0798, evenly toned cover
otherwise pretty combination. SG 98/106.  £ 45

4395 1938 2d light blue and sepia left side marginal unmounted
mint, very fine and fresh SG 112 Cat £50.  £ 20

4396 1938 5s green and red on yellow hinged mint, very fine, SG
118 Cat £140.  £ 48

4397 1938 Chalky P.14 12/6 grey and brownish-orange attractive
PAIR used part CDS along the top, nice multiple, SG 120a.  £ 60

4398 1938 GVI low vals in imprint (Bradbury Wilkinson) bottom
marginal pairs, hinged on the margin only. Fine lot SG 110/14 Cat
£250 (5 pairs).  £ 90

4399 1938 GVI Values to 1/- hinged mint with most of the shades
in evidence SG 110/115a Cat £195 (16).  £ 50

4400 1938 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red Perf 14 very fine
hinged mint. Lovely stamp SG 121 Cat £275.  £ 100

4401 1938 Keyplate 12/6 gray and brownish orange hinged mint,
fresh, SG 120a Cat £225.  £ 65

4402 1938 Keyplate 12/6 gray and brownish orange patchy
mounted mint, SG 120a Cat £225.  £ 45

4403 1938 Keyplates 2/- to 10/- Perf 14 hinged mint (2/6d is u/m
) chiefly with brownish gum. Fine little group SG 116/19 Cat £780.

 £ 220

4404 1938 P. 14 Chalky paper 2s deep purple and ultramarine on
grey-blue lightly mounted mint, some light tones on the gum
otherwise nice looker, SG 116 Cat £100.  £ 35

4405 1938 P. 14¼ line perf 5s dull yellow-green and red on yellow
very fine lightly hinged mint, SG 118b Cat £275.  £ 100

4406 1938-1952 Keyplates mint collection in a stockbook
identified by printings and perfs including 2s (10), 2/6 (9), 5s (8),
10s (3), 12/6 (2), STC £1165+. (32).  £ 400

4407 1938-53 GVI Keyplate high values 2s, 2/6, 5s & 10s all
hinged mint, odd light tone otherwise very fine, SG minimum cat
value £110.  £ 40

4408 1938-53 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine lightly
hinged mint, fresh, SG 121 Cat £275.  £ 110

4409 1938-53 Keyplate 5s green and red on pale yellow hinged
mint, very fine & fresh, SG 118e  Cat £50.  £ 20

4410 1938-53 Keyplates, attractive mint and some unmounted mint
arranged by printings including 2s (7), 2/6 (6), 10s (7) including SG
116b, 117, 117a, 119, 119a, 119. Good cat value.  £ 750

4411 1938-53 Keyplates useful fine used assembly on two album
pages identified by each different printings, perforation types comb
or line, shades includes Line Perf for 2s, 2/6, 5s and 10s (Cat £360),
Perf 13. 2s (2), 2/6 (3), 5s (4), 10s (2), 12/6, £1 (2) Cat £830. P.14
Comb £1 (2 diff Cat £135), then P.14 2s (4 diff), 2/6 (3), 5s (2), 10s
(5), 12/6 (4) Cat £1150+ etc. Very attractive lot, SG range 116/121.

 £ 1000

4412 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion on green very
fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119e  Cat £48.  £ 20

4413 1939 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on green stamp
mounted mint, brownish gum, SG 119a Cat £200.  £ 75

4414 1940 Keyplate 12/6 gray and pale orange very fine hinged
mint, fresh, SG 120b Cat £110.  £ 44

4415 1941-46 £1 three shades purple and black on red, pale purple
and black on pale red & Deep reddish purple and black on pale red,
all fine hinged mint, sound and fresh, SG 121, 121b, 121c. Cat £410.

 £ 140

4416 1943 Keyplate £1 deep reddish purple and black on pale red
very fine lightly hinged mint, fresh, SG 121c Cat £60.  £ 24

4417 1943 Keyplate Ordinary paper; 10s yellowish green and deep-
carmine-red on green mounted mint, brownish gum, SG 119c Cat
£70.  £ 25

4418 1943 P.14 Ordinary paper 2/6 black and red on pale blue with
Hamilton CDS's, fine, SG 117b  £ 16

4419 1950 P. 13 Ordinary paper 5s yellow-green and red on yellow
very fine lightly hinged mint, Chalky paper 5s green and scarlet on
yellow lightly mounted mint, SG 118f, 118g Cat £95.  £ 40
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4420 1950-3 GVI Key Plates selection comprising 2/- (SG116e),
2/6d (SG 117c), 10/- (SG 119e &119f) all hinged mint plus £1 (SG
121d) unmounted mint. Very fine and fresh lot Cat £164 (5)  £ 60

4421 1953-1979 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1953 16 vals to £1 (Cat
£100), 1970 surch set, 1970 Flowers set (Cat £48), 1978 Wildlife set
etc, clean lot. Approx 220.  £ 75

4422 1953-68 Mainly fine used assembly of QEII issues noted
1953 set plus extras on paper 10s vert. pair & 5s plus £1 both tied
MANGROVE BAY CDS cancels, 1962 set, 1953 Three Power
Talks type 2 in blks of 4, mainly fine. (c100).  £ 48

4423 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins for many
different printings mainly used noted Dry Dock ¼d to 4d mint, 1920
Tercent. to 6d mint, 1921 Tercent to 1s mint, 1922-34 to 1s mint,
1924 2s keyplate mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1936 set m, 1938 to 2s, 1948
RSW set mint (Cat £45), 1953 set 18 mint (Cat £130), various
commems to modern used.  £ 200

4424 Large 64 sided stockbook with a sparse range of mint and
used QV to modern, odd better noted 1920 Tercentenary 8 different
vals mint including 1/- black on blue-green u/m, (Cat £110), 1920
10s green and red on bluish green f.u. (SG 54c Cat £425). 1939 10/-
bluish green and deep red on green mint, (SG 119a), 1938 Keyplate
2/6 black and red on grey-blue top right corner marginal example
mounted in the margin only, stamp u/m, (corner crease, SG 117),
very sparse otherwise.  £ 85

4425 Mint assembly Q.V. to GVI on stockage includes Q.V. 15
values to 1s from different printings incl shades for 2d purple (3), 1s
brown, 1922034 Ships to 1s, 1935 SJ set, 1936 set 9, 1938 to 2/6,
1953 QED  long set to £1 (Cat £130) plus both shades of 10s (cat
£80), etc. Nice little lot. (88).  £ 75

4426 Three covers incl 1928 Tercent. 1d tied MANGROVE BAY
CDS to Ireland, 1941 3d black and deep blue on typed FDC to
London tied HAMILTON 16 JULY 1941 CDS, 1942 airmail
censored (BC1 label) cover to UK (redirected) bearing 2s keyplate
(SG 116b P.14¼ line perf Cat £380 on cover, scarce genuine
commercial use) and 1/6 brown tied slogan cancel.  Faults otherwise
fine. (3).  £ 135

BHUTAN
4427 1962-1990 An extensive mint and unmounted mint collection
in a large well filled printed Scott album with dozens of year runs,
thematics, miniature sheets, gold foil embossed and 3D issues all in
sets noted 1967 Space 3D plus three M/S (Cat £47), 1969 Animals
3D set, good range of Appendix issues, Scott prices these and many
are good cat value incl 1969 Paintings (STC $155), Moon Landing
plus three M/S, 1970 Paintings M/S (2), Flower Paintings, Animals,
Space M/S's, 1971 Sculpture & M/S, 1973 Miniature Records set
(Cat $400), 1980s postage issues onwards to 1990 mint incl M/S,
1987 Birth Chagall M/S's, etc, seldom offered so intact, STC Scott
$2700.  £ 650

BOSNIA & HERZ.
4428 1900 40k orange yellow Perf 12½ hinged mint. Very fresh
KEY stamp SG 160 Cat £375.  £ 100

4429 Mint assembly on various stockcards with better sets and
ranges noted 1879 25k purple mint blk of 4 (Cat £60), 1900 20h
pink mint (Cat £275), 30h pale bistre mint (Cat £275), 40h orange
unmounted mint (SG 160 Cat £375), 1915 7h on 5h green showing
date twice variety mint, (SG 387a), 1916 4k & 10k top values f.u.,
etc, useful group and cat value. (43). STC £1500+.  £ 380

BRAZIL
4430 1843 90r black used with crease above 90 part gum with
hinge residue. Cancel may have been removed to look unused.

 £ 225

4431 1844 90r black fine used with good margins all round
complete with BPA 1953 Certificate states repaired, Scott 10.

 £ 60

4432 1846 - 1969 Very useful mint and used collection in a rather
worn and taty Minkus album with good early imperf issues to 600r
used and later perf types to 430r yellow then useful ranges of Airs,
Officials, Commems and miniature sheets with much mint in
evidence. Really needs rehousing and writing up to appreciate this
attractive and high cat collection (100's).  £ 200

4433 1932-34 Three covers addressed to Germany, includes
Zeppelin Lufthansa with two 3$ 500 and two 700 reis to Berlin.
Cover 2 has similar Zeppelin cancel dated 30 Jun 1934 via Luftpost
to Hamburg. Cover 3 has 1932 Friedrichshafen receiving Zeppelin
cancel. Plus Zeppelin franked cover to England. Plus 1932 Rio cover
to England.  £ 125

BRITISH AFRICA
4434 DESIGN PROOF: EDVII imperf proof small stamp sized in
brown and magenta depicting EDVII profile head and THOS. DE LA
RUE & Co. POSTAGE / POSTAGE in the design. Used for all small
values of the British Empire issues. Mounted on small card, very
attractive.  £ 180

BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
4435 1963-84 Small mint collection on leaves including 1963-69
set mainly hinged mint, £1 red and brownish black appears U/M (Cat
£250 for the set), Explorers set, 1971 Surcharge set (Cat £100),
Marine set. (Approx 90).  £ 100

BRITISH GUIANA
4436 1856 (7 April) Entire Letter Berbice to London cancelled with
neat double arc dated cancel on reverse of BERBICE (2nd type sans-
serif letters) and London arrival in red, manuscript '6' on obverse
charge mark for the British Uniform Rate. Contents refer to an
insurance policy, couple filing folds and small opening tear otherwise
fine.  £ 250

4437 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover 2c violet postal stationery
envelope registered and uprated with 1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 4c tied
by New Amsterdam CDS cancels, large regd label (torn) No.18540
and violet boxed First issue day cover centenary postage stamps cost
per set of five $1.13. Some light gum stains or tones, nice early FDC.
SG 283/5.  £ 36

4438 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover 2c violet postal stationery
envelope registered and uprated with 1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 6c tied
by New Amsterdam CDS cancels, large regd label (torn) No.18537
and violet boxed First issue day cover centenary postage stamps cost
per set of five $1.13. Some light gum stains or tones, nice early FDC.
SG 283/4, 286.  £ 36

4439 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover 2c violet postal stationery
envelope registered and uprated with 1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 4c tied
by New Amsterdam CDS cancels, large regd label (on reverse)
No.18539 and violet boxed First issue day cover centenary postage
stamps cost per set of five $1.13. Some light gum stains or tones,
nice early FDC. SG 283/5.  £ 34

4440 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover envelope registered bearing
1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 4c tied by New Amsterdam CDS cancels,
large regd label (torn) No.18528 and violet boxed First issue day
cover centenary postage stamps cost per set of five $1.13. Some gum
stains, tears or tones, nice early FDC. SG 283/5.  £ 24

4441 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover envelope registered bearing
1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 4c tied by New Amsterdam CDS cancels,
large regd label (torn) No.18507 and violet boxed First issue day
cover centenary postage stamps cost per set of five $1.13. Some gum
stains, tears or tones, nice early FDC. SG 283/5.  £ 28

4442 1931 (21 July) First Day Cover envelope registered bearing
1931 Centenary 1c, 2c, 4c tied by New Amsterdam CDS cancels,
large regd label (torn) No.18515 and violet boxed First issue day
cover centenary postage stamps cost per set of five $1.13. Some gum
stains, tears or tones, nice early FDC. SG 283/5.  £ 28

4443 1931 Centenary of County Union set of 5 CDS used, mostly
nice postmarks, SG 283/7.  £ 24
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4444 1931 Centenary set of 5, 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1948 RSV
set all hinged mint, SG 283/7, 301/4, 322/3. Cat £106. Useful group
(11).  £ 35

4445 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d brown and deep blue mounted mint
showing diagonal line by turret variety, SG 54f Cat £160.  £ 40

4446 1949 (17 Jan) RSW First Day of Issue $3 red-brown PAIR
tied to wrinkled airmail cover sent locally in Georgetown tied
AIRMAIL / BRITISH GUIANA CDS's, SG 323.  £ 50

4447 1949 (8 Jun) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied to registered
cover to USA tied AIRMAIL / BRITISH GUIANA CDS's, yellow
registered etiquette No. 85815, US backstamps, SG 322/3.  £ 48

4448 1950 (Feb) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 & 1937 Coronation
set 3 each tied to registered airmail cover to USA, registered etiquette
on reverse, US backstamps, nice combination SG 322/3.  £ 48

4449 Clean mainly mint (few f.u.) assembly on eight large
stockcards with some light duplication incl 1898 Jubilee 10c mint,
1913 to 48c mint, 1934 24c f.u., 1938 GVI set of 12 to $3 mint (Cat
£110) plus another set unmounted mint (Cat £110+), more mint
extras to $2, then fine used to $3 plus extras, 1954 mint to $2 & used
to $5.  Good cat value £500+.  £ 200

4450 Group of five early covers incl 1901 1c green ship vert pair
tied PROVIDENCE CDS'S to Fellowship West Coast, two
backstamps (horiz fold), 1907-08 2c red Embossed postal stationery
envelopes to same correspondence in Nairobi cancelled GPO
GEORGETOWN CDS's, 1940 airmail to UK combination cover
GVI 2c (2), 6c, 12c & 24c tied BETERVERWAGTING CDS's with
By Air / From British Guiana / To New York (heavily toned), 1946
Victory cover. (5).  £ 45

4451 Postage Due: 1940 Ordinary paper set of three unmounted
mint for 1c to 12c, fine, SG D1, D2 & D4 Cat £65.  £ 28

BRITISH HONDURAS
4452 1913-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1913-21 25c, 50c
& $1 used (Cat £105), 1922-33 to $1 used (Cat £70), 1935 SJ set
used, 1938 set used (Cat £120), 1948 RSW set used (Cat £50), 1953
set used.  (Approx 120).  £ 100

4453 Five commercial covers 1935-49 (faults) incl 1935 SJ 4c tied
BELIZE CDS and EAT BRITISH HONDURAS / GRAPEFRUIT
violet h/s alongside, 1936 SAN PEDRO unstamped env., two 1943
OHMS env with OFFICIAL PAID in violet both with 15c adhs.
1949 UPU illus FDC. Faults otherwise intr group. (5).  £ 25

4454 Mint & used Queen Victoria to 1935 on old time printed
leaves unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album
approx 90 different incl QV to 1s (2), many QV surcharges mint
(22), 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 125

BRITISH IND. OCEAN TERR.
4455 1968 set fine used (unchecked for varieties), 1968-70 Marine
mainly used, Cat £80.  £ 22

BRITISH LEVANT
4456 1885-1921 Mint and used assembly with some better pickings
including 1888 12pi on 2/6 used, 1887 40pi on 2½d m, 80pa on 5d
m, 1903 EDVII 12pi on 2/6 m, 1905 Levant on EDVII mint to 1s
(Cat £125), Turkish Curr. 90pi on 5s rose-carmine mint, Br. Curr.
2/6 brown CDS (toned perfs cat £100). (55).  £ 160

4457 1893 Roughly handstamped 40pa on ½d vermilion tied to
small piece by MR 1 / 93 CDS, showing the top of S broken variety
(see footnote after SG 7), with BRITISH POST OFFICE /
CONSTANTINOPLE CDS, expertised four times on reverse, nice
example, SG 7 Cat £100.  £ 50

4458 1901 Cover bearing 40 paras purple on blue from
Constantinople to London addressed to Vice Admiral Rawson. Usual
British Post Office Constantinople cds's and London duplex
receiving mark. Good little cover.  £ 24

4459 1907 Philatelic PPC with an array of adhesives from all
countries with PO,s in the LEVANT; with GB, Austria, Germany,
France, Russia and Turkey itself; ALL with the appropriate cancels
from each Post Office dated either 16th or 17th May 1907. Clearly
CTO presumably for collectors/tourists. Peripheral toning to front of
card and corner fault but still a very unusual 'fun' item that would be
a good addition to an exhibit on the area.  £ 30

4460 1913 (13 Dec) Registered philatelic cover with nice
combination of 1911 1d Mackennal, 1912 GV ½d green, 1913 1¼pi
on 3d, 1ó on 4d each t ied BRITISH POST OFFICE / D/
CONSTANTINOPLE CDS cancels to Germany, small tear on regd
etiquette, otherwise pretty cover.  £ 40

4461 1919 (17 May) 2d black registered postal stationery envelop
attractively used to Societe Belge Tramways, Belgium from Army
Post Office SX3 uprated with GB 2½d blue, black registered
etiquette No. R(6)32 and APO CDS alongside. Boxed CENSORED
BY / 3 / MILITARY AUTHORITY in red and red wax seal of
Societe des Tramways Constantinople. Brussels backstamp, very
attractive cover.  £ 85

4462 British Post Offices in Constantinople: 1871 (3 May)
Wrapper to Malta bearing 1d red plate 130 & 4d vermilion (plate
12), both tied with large 'C' duplex cancel (SG Type Z 1) with dated
circular 'British Post Office Constantinople H/S and MALTA/ MY
9/ 71. cds arrival H/S. Horizontal filing crease as normal otherwise
a very fine looking double franking. SG Z 74 & Z 92.  £ 80

4463 Collection mint and used on stockpages incl better noted C
cancels on GB, 1885 12pi on 2/6 lilac mint (Cat £65), 1902 EDVII
12pi on 2/6 lilac mint (Cat £45), 24pi on 5s carmine mint (cat £32
each),  Br. Currency 1905 1s dull green and carmine mint (Cat £42),
1921 Seahorses 2/6 brown (2 shades mint, cat £103), Turkish Curr.
Seahorses 90pi on 5s red used (2, cat £60), 180pi on 10s used (2, cat
£40 each), etc, useful lot, STC £680+.  £ 225

4464 Field offices in Salonica: 1916 1d scarlet very lightly hinged
mint, mainly fine, SG S2 Cat £70.  £ 28

4465 Postal Stationery: GV 4½ PIASTRES overprint on both a
Postal card and a larger Reply card together with the attached Answer
card both in unused condition with slight paper ageing. A nice
looking pair of cards that will display well (2)  £ 20

4466 Postal Stationery: Useful little lot comprising QV 40 pa grey
unused, 1894 1d red veiled head used to Switzerland with 'BRITISH
POST  OFFICE / SMYRNA' cds's, and ED VII 1d red overprinted
LEVANT (2) one mint and one used in 1911 to Vienna with
'BRITISH POST OFFICE / CONSTANTINOPLE'  cds with brown
adhesive mark on reverse Fine group that would write up well (4)

 £ 24

4467 Stamboul: 1891 (4 March) 'S' barred cancel on GB QV 1d
brown Postal Stationery card to London bearing BRITISH POST
OFFICE / CONSTANTINOPLE / C CDS on reverse. Attractive
LONDON 9 MR 91  hooded cancel in red on arrival. 1891 was the
last year of use for this h/s, couple of light bends & pin hole
otherwise mainly fine, pretty card.  £ 36

4468 Turkish Currency: 1885 40pa on 2½d lilac hinged mint with
toned gum, sound, SG 1 Cat £160.  £ 32

4469 Turkish Currency: 1902-05 Set of 5 surcharges fine used,
12pi on 2/6 & 24pi on 5s are CDS examples, SG 8/12 Cat £75.

 £ 28

BRITISH OCC. ITAL. COL.
4470 Eritrea: 1950 10s on 10s ultramarine in a fine used block of
four with central CDS, fine, SG E25 Cat £280.  £ 110

4471 Eritrea: Postage Dues 1948 set of five fine mounted mint, SG
ED1/5 Cat £65.  £ 22

4472 Middle East Forces: 1947 10s ultramarine in a bottom right
corner block of 4 mainly unmounted mint, small speck on one stamp
and couple hinge marks on the margins otherwise fine, SG M21 Cat
£180 for mint.  £ 85
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4473 TRIPOLITANIA: 1948-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1948 BMA ovpt set (cat £70), Br.
Admin. 1950 set (cat £140), 1951 BA set (cat £80), Postage Dues
1948 set (Cat £50), 1950 set (cat £95).  Cat £435. (44).  £ 150

BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
4474 1883-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$450 with approx 265 all different, noted 1970 Ships set m, etc,
useful lot for expansion.  £ 75

BRUNEI
4475 1903-1937 Mint and used assembly with some better pickings
including 1906 50c on 16c green and brown mounted mint (Cat
£120), 1907 $1 red and grey on paper (stained in one corner,
expertised on reverse, cat £90), 1922 Exhibition overprint mint for
1c, 3c, 5c & 10c, used for 2c & 4c (Cat £125), 1924 to 30c. (34).

 £ 140

4476 1907-10 Mint assembly of five values mounted mint including
30c, 50c & $1 all nice appearance, SG 29/33 Cat £170  £ 55

4477 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhib. overprint on 10c purple on
yellow fine used decent CDS showing short I in EXHIBITION
variety, SG 56a Cat £100.  £ 40

4478 1933 (11 Apr) Registered long envelope (faults) on Govt
Service to Canada bearing River 2c green, 5c brown, 10c purple on
yellow, Native House 6c scarlet tied BRUNEI CDS cancels and regd
etiquette No. 3650, with undated double ring POST OFFICE
BRUNEI in bottom left  corner.  Various backstamps incl
KAMLOOPS (BC Canada), SINGAPORE, Neffley Creek, folds and
creases but nice genuine use. Cat £130++ on cover.  £ 40

4479 1947-4 GVI complete set of 14 plus Sultans Silver Jubilee
and UPU sets all hinged mint. SG78/89 Cat £159  £ 45

4480 1947-51 Complete unmounted mint set of 14 to $10 black and
purple each value in a marginal or corner marginal block of 4, 8 vals
have plate numbers 1 or 2 incl $1, $5 & $10 values, extremely scarce
in such positional blocks, SG 79/92 Cat £640 for mint.  £ 500

4481 1947-51 GVI set of 14 hinged mint; $1 & $10 top val are
u/m, plus odd perf type. Very fine and fresh set SG. 79/92 Cat £160

 £ 45

4482 Miscellany on stockcards with good range of River issues
mint & used some duplication noted 1975 Sultan defin set to $10
mint, 1952 to $5 used, 1908 to $1 mint, 50c black on green mint (2),
30c purple and orange, 1985 Sultan defins $1 to $10 in mint pairs
(Cat £36), some 1960s sets etc. Intr jumble.  £ 65

BULGARIA
4483 1881-1949 Attractive mainly mint and some used collection
on leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1881 10s f.u., 1882 1s
lilac mint (both types), 1924 surcharges, 1935 67th Death Anniv. set
mint, Airs incl 1927 set mint (Cat £85), 1931 set m, 1932 set 3 mint
(Cat £285), 1940 long set m (cat £40), useful clean lot ideal for
expansion.  £ 150

4484 1894-1917 Binder containing an interesting lot of ten
Newspapers, all bearing contemporary stamps with a good variety of
types. The stamps are presumably paying for delivery or a possible
Newspaper tax! All are folded with very few faults considering their
age.Good lot for the Bulgarian specialist/linguist!  £ 50

4485 1927 Albatross biplane 5 x 10l orange and brown MNH 6 X
1l on 6l green and blue, 6 x 4l red and yellow and 2 X 2l brown all
MNH.  £ 125

4486 1927 Albatross biplane set of four 10l orange and brown
MNH although right corner has tiny bit of gum missing also some
gum creases.  £ 100

4487 1927/28 Airmail: 10 leva with 'AIRPLANE' overprint in
green very fine hinged mint (SG 284, cat £85) plus another example
tied to a stunning multi franking registered Airmail cover to Paris

with other stamps including two blocks of 4. Would write up well for
display.  £ 60

4488 1931 Balkan Games 50l brown superb neat CDS used
example, nice top value, SG 315 Cat £85.  £ 28

4489 1931 Balkan Games set of 7 hinged mint (Cat £349), SG
309/315.  £ 68

4490 1931 Balkan Olympic Games seven different values mainly
unmounted mint, includes 6l green (printing flaw on bottom
inscription), 10l orange (mounted mint, cat £42), 12l dark blue (cat
£130) & 50l brown (cat £140), fine, SG range 309/315, Cat £350.
(7).  £ 75

4491 1940-41 Three covers (faults) two of which are censored incl
1940 Sofia to Berlin, 1941 to Prague  and spectacular illustrated
SOCIETE ZORA BERCOVITA / BULGARIE philatelic envelope
to Bucharest. Faults intr trio.  £ 40

4492 1950's-60's Thirteen plain covers with various stamps a
number addressed to Germany. includes three registered Sofia. A
number have letters cards and postcards inside.  £ 20

4493 Eastern Rumelia: 1885 P.13½ 20pa black and rose PAIR with
Type a handstamp in black mint part original gum (few perf faults)
showing handstamped applied between the teo stamps of the PAIR,
extremely rare, mainly fine appearance, Scott 35a $270+.  £ 150

4494 Mint assembly of Airs sets and ranges on leaves including
1927 Air 10l (Cat £85), 1931 Air to 50l, 1940 Air, few others to
1959, neat little lot. (c70).  £ 30

4495 Postal Stationery: 1912 25th Anniv of reign of King
Ferdinand I. A very attractive holding of Postal Cards in two types
with 5/10 stotinki value for both. One design shows King Ferdinand
and the other Prince Boris in his military regalia. Chiefly mint but
one card has a first day (20. 1. 12) cancellation. Heavy duplication of
the Prince Boris issues but should prove to be useful to the E-Bay
dealer. (34)  £ 70

4496 Postal Stationery: Late 19th to Early 20th Century collection
of chiefly mint Postal cards. Comprised of 14 different types with
some very attractive designs; some slight duplication but rarely
offered in quantity (24 items)  £ 50

4497 South Bulgaria: 1885 Turkey inscribed Roumelie Orientale
overprint with Lion in black, three values used incl. 10pa green, 20pa
red, 1pi black and blue (thinned), SG 30, 34 & 18 Cat £220.  £ 28

4498 Turkish Post Offices Abroad: Small identified collection on
leaves on 1870s defins including Plevna, Kazanlik, Zagora,
Rousrchouk, Shumen, Razgrad, Samokov, Kalofer, Varna (2),
Kaspichan, etc, intr assembly. (15).  £ 75

BURKINA FASO
4499 1970/80's Epreuve de Luxe with a range of issues with vals
to 500F with good thematic interest (35)  £ 20

BURMA
4500 1937 GV Mainly used small assembly 1937 set to 2r (Cat
£41), Officials 3p to 6a & 8a (Cat £34).  (23).  £ 25

4501 1938-40 set of 16 to 10r fine used, all nice cancels, very fine,
SG 18b/33 Cat £180.  £ 65

4502 1943 Burmese Woman 2c yellow-green in a almost complete
sheet of 100 mint, creases, perf splits and small part margin missing,
intr pane. SG J89, cat £50 as stamps.  £ 25

4503 1959 Typed 2nd class airmail cover with three 25p light
orange to London with under certificate of posting cachet. Note has
a few folds.  £ 10

4504 BMA 1945 MLY ADMIN ovpt on 2a6p claret in a block of
21 (3x7), with middle stamp at base showing 'Birds over Trees'
VARIETY. SG 42/42a, plus BMA 1945 3a dull violet in a bottom
sheet of 64 (8x8) SG443 both fine and fresh unmounted mint. Cat
£201  £ 40
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4505 Japanese Occupation: 1943 5c scarlet Burma State crest label
affixed to GVI postal stationery envelope mint as sold by the Post
Office, signed on front in pencil. Fine. SG J72  £ 60

4506 Japanese Occupation: GVI 9p green postal stationery reply
card mint overprinted with green X and Burmese currency surcharge
in very fine mint condition. Pencil notes on front and expertised on
reverse by Jal Cooper. H & G #1 27. Fine and rare.  £ 60

4507 Japanese Occupation: GVI ½a on 9p green postal stationery
reply card mint overprinted with green X and Burmese currency
surcharge in very fine mint condition. Pencil notes on front and
expertised on reverse by Jai Cooper. H & G #1 28. Fine and rare.

 £ 60

4508 Officials: 1939 Complete set of 13 to 10r brown and myrtle
hinged mint, fine, SG O15/27. Cat £250.  £ 75

4509 Officials: 1939 Overprinted set of 13 mounted mint with
hinges, 10r brown and myrtle is unmounted mint, fresh looking set,
SG O15/27 Cat £250.  £ 100

4510 Postal stationary: Military envelope 1a brown with boxed
BRITISH MLY ADMN/ BURMA POSTAGE/ TWO 2 ANNAS in
black and signed across by the Postmaster/Censor. Some damage to
the backflap but still would display well.  £ 20

4511 Three covers including 1941 1r on censor cover to Isle of Bute
GVI 3a green regd postal stationery env to Glasgow from Director of
Foreign Post Division Rangoon, 1975 Brigade of Gurkhas h/s on
stampless cover with FPO 1038. Some faults but useful trio.  £ 25

4512 Unused Airletters, group of four examples incl 1954 15p
green with AIR LETTER / AEROGRAMME two line h/s in violet,
15p green with red SPECIMEN overprint, 50p red Globe and flying
bird two examples with SPECIMEN overprints in black or red (2
different types). Very fine.  £ 45

CAMBODIA
4513 1951-1996 Sparse but clean collection used, mint or
unmounted mint for later on a pile of Lighthouse printed leaves (13
hole, good condition) with a nice collection from middle to modern
commems incl nice thematics & Kampuchea to 1989.  Lovely clean
lot ideal for expansion just needs Lighthouse binder to make the
beginnings of a lovely collection. Useful cat value STC £150+ (not
checked). Approx 700 all different.  £ 40

4514 1954 Arms & Postal Transport set of three miniature sheets
unmounted mint, very fine, SG MS 50a Cat £225 the set of three.

 £ 85

CANADA
4515 1843 Part engraved document folded into a letter from
Toronto to HOLLAND LANDING U.C. (Upper Canada) with both
cds's in evidence together with manuscript 4½ charged twice (9d).
Interesting item.  £ 26

4516 1851 (10 July) Cover to UK bearing 12½c deep yellow-green
tied indistinct cancel and various dated arcs incl FONTHILL on
obverse, backstamps PORT ROBINSON, HAMILTON, plus smaller
July 10th cancel in red. faults but nice postal use, SG 39 Cat £210 on
cover.  £ 85

4517 1851 3d orange vermilion, a nice 4 margin example used with
the usual concentric circles H/S. Quite heavily thinned but a very
attractive spacefiller. SG 1a Cat £1100  £ 90

4518 1852-1935 Mint and used assembly with better pickings
including 1852 3d red with blue concentric circles cancel, 1858 6d
slate-violet no margins, neat concentric circle cancel (Cat £4000,
vertical closed tear at the top), 1859 Perf issues 1c, 5c, 10c (3
different shades), 12½c (2), 17c deep blue, 1868-97 Queens Head
large types incl 1c red-brown, 1c deep orange, 2c green (2), 3c
brown-red, 6c brown (2), 12½c (2), 15c (3), 1893 20c & 50c used,
1897 Jubilee 8c slate-violet & 10c purple both mint (Cat £145), used
to 50c, 1897 & 1898 both Maple leaf sets used (Cat £290), 1903-12
EDVII set used (Cat £180), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set heavy
mounted mint (some heavy thins) Cat £550, 1911 10c brownish

purple mint (cat £100), 1915 War Tax 20c mint (Cat £60), 1928-29
50c blue mint (Cat £150). High cat value. (c250)  £ 525

4519 1857 ½d deep rose four margin used example with numeral
in concentric circles incomplete cancel, large tear at top left re-
enforced with hinge, nice spacefiller, SG 17 Cat £600.  £ 20

4520 1858-1988 Used collection in a poor Davo printed album well
filled in places particularly the GV to GVI period where it is almost
complete apart from the coil varieties; also includes some useful 19th
Century issues. High cat lot that would make a good starter
collection.  £ 200

4521 1859-1988 Original unpicked mint and used collection in
TWO springback albums with strength in QV to GV with very good
duplicated used ranges of QV large and small heads displaying many
shades, types and printings to top vals; then 1893 'widow weeds' set
of 2 (cat £135), 1898 set most vals to 20c, 1908 Quebec set used (cat
£375), Good range of GV to $1 incl coils/types etc, then mainstream
issues with GVI sets to $1 mint/used. Then a very useful range of
BOB material with Postage Dues with mint sets and part sets,
Registration, Special Delivery mint/used incl. 1898 10c blue green
mint (cat £90) & 1930 20c brn red mint (cat £ 42). Very useful lot for
the specialist with a huge cat value and pickings galore.  £ 300

4522 1859-1995 Extensive used collection neatly arranged in SG
loose-leaf printed binder extensive assembly mainly complete from
1927 to 1990 used, 1990s mint setenant blocks and mint miniature
sheets, earlier better including 1908 Quebec Tercent. set m & u, 20c
unused, 1903 to 50c used, 1897-98 both QV sets used, 1897 Jubilee
to 10c used, 1893 20c & 50c, large and small Queen heads to 15c,
1859-64 17c used, etc, good project for expansion, 100s.  £ 250

4523 1868 2c grass-green fine unused example without gum, few
minor wrinkles otherwise sound, SG 48 Cat £900 mint.  £ 38

4524 1868-76 3c red unused no gum and a few rough perfs but a
fresh colour. Scott 25 cat $1900 with no gum.  £ 120

4525 1868-90 Selection of 'Large Heads' all used and unidentified
for shades, papers, perfs, wmks, etc comprising ½c black (2), 2c
green (2), 3c red (2, one with crease), 6c brown (2), 12½c blue & 15c
(5, in a variety of shades) plus a 3c on damaged cover (stamp fine cds
used). All sound collectable examples (few slight tones) ready for
specialist study. Cat £648 as cheapest (15)  £ 130

4526 1874 (Jan) Torn cover bearing 6c yellowish brown Montreal
printing 11½ x 12, tied part Montreal 1874 Jan barred cancel, addr
to Scotland on Life Assurance of Scotland envelope, Edinburgh
arrival, tears, folds and small parts missing but nice original use for
this printings, SG 98.  £ 28

4527 1889 5c brownish-grey centred top right mint small part
original gum with various hinge remains, nice colour, SG 106 Cat
£110.  £ 20

4528 1891 One Cent pale blue postal stationery envelope Montreal
to Austria sent registered with multiple ½c black x 17 examples tied
to reverse one in a block of 14 tied R in oval in black, sent via
London with Registered oval in red , contemporary postal faults or
marks, unusual, SG 102 Cat £1100+.  £ 250

4529 1893 20c vermilion fine used CDS showing gross misperf of
vertical perforations by 4mm, striking error, SG 115 var.  £ 30

4530 1895 Cover Annan Ontario to New York bearing 8c grey tied
incomplete barred oval, various manuscript markings, huge array of
backstamps incl S dated circle in violet, NY Registered boxed d/s,
Owen Sound Ont transit. Torn flap and minor faults otherwise nice
commercial use, SG 117. Rated £84 on cover.  £ 28

4531 1897 Jubilee 5c deep blue and 15c slate very fine and fresh
hinged mint. SG128, 132. Cat £195. Lovely stamps!  £ 40

4532 1898 Postcard printed entirely in red with Union Jack in top
left corner ,""A thousand years, the flag that braved the breeze and
the battle. 1c blue-green Q.V. adhs tied Halifax squared circle addr
to Base River NS, arrival backstamp. Fine.  £ 25
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4533 1898 Unused Envelope printed entirely in red with Union Jack
in top left corner ,""A thousand years, the flag that braved the breeze
and the battle. Mainly fine.  £ 20

4534 1899 (8 Apr) Illustrated advertising cover to Michigan for
The Globe Furniture Co. Ltd Walkerville Ontario bearing 1c yellow
x 3 small Queen tied Walkerville dated and dumb cancels in black.
Torn open on right side plus two transit / arrival backstamps. SG 75.

 £ 20

4535 1900 (31 Dec) Slightly shortened illustrated advertising cover
to Michigan for The Globe Furniture Co. Ltd Walkerville Ontario
bearing 3c red small Queen tied R oval in black and registered 5c
green affixed alongside, various transit and chargemarks, few tears,
soils otherwise pretty. SG R7a.  £ 30

4536 1908 Quebec Tercentenary. Nice group 'extras' comprising ½
c heavy hinge mint with re-entry variety (SG 188a) plus a plate proof
of the same mounted on card and a 1c die proof on India card with
archive punch hole. Good display items. (3)  £ 90

4537 1926 Patricia Airways 5c black and red on blue Air Post
semi-official with black overprint hinged mint with hinge remain with
fine colours and gum, fine perf, scarce stamp, only 200 printed,
Unitrade C$1500.  £ 280

4538 1926 Patricia Airways 5c green and red on buff Air Post semi-
official with green overprint hinged mint with hinge remain with fine
colours and gum, fine rouletted, scarce stamp, Unitrade C$275.

 £ 100

4539 1929 Printed Via Air Mail Beaver and Union Jack env
bearing GV 2c green tied LAC LA RONGE duplex and CDS typed
addr to Sask bearing CHERRY RED AIRLINE 10c black and red
VIA AIR ONE OZ, label affixed on obverse cancelled violet
incomplete h/s but not tied just toned around the perfs. Ile A La
Crosse arrival backstamp on 25th Dec. Interesting early airmail
cover.  £ 36

4540 1930-39 Useful group of seventeen First Flight covers, all
different with the appropriate cachets with fifteen signed by the pilot.
Would make an attractive display (17)  £ 85

4541 1935 Dept of Natural Resources printed env Regina Sask
Terminal to Victoria BC bearing Special Deliver Express 20c red
tied alongwith GV 3c defin by wavy line cancel and Special Delivery
h/s, roughly opened, rated £78 on cover, SG S7.  £ 20

4542 1937-48 Booklet Panes: Complete for the SG listing GVI
period; hinged mint to 1946 (light mount mark on one stamp) then
unmounted mint thereafter; with all panes of 4 + 2 labels, panes of 4,
panes of 6 and 1949 set of 4 coils. Very fine lot cat £425.  £ 110

4543 1938 50c green Vancouver Harbour mounted mint, fine, SG
366.  £ 16

4544 1940 Onward Air Transmission - OAT airmail cover
Montreal to France bearing 30c combn, censored and large red oval
O.A.T. h/s alongside, faults but clear cancel.  £ 25

4545 1946 (16 Sept) Illustrated airmail First Day Cover for Peace
Re-conversion of Industry set of seven plus 10c green special delivery
& 17c air special delivery each tied HAMILTON CDS cancels sent
registered to Scotland, few wrinkled edges, impressive and attractive
cover. SG 401/7, S15/16.  £ 100

4546 1948 Cover from Jamaica with Silver Wedding low value tied
by first day cancel with various 'Return to Sender' cachets plus 'Name
Repeated in Directory', 'Undelivered Mail' and bilingual 'Dead Letter
Office No 9 boxed cachets in violet. Interesting.  £ 20

4547 1991-2008 Unmounted mint collection in a large navy blue
Canada gold embossed stockbook for commem sets & miniature
sheets (c85 different), defins to $8 values, setenant strips, useful face,
many thematics noted 2000 Millennium sheetlets, etc. Attractive lot.
Current retail in Canada approx C$1250 (£725).  £ 350

4548 1993-2003 Year Books. A complete run of 11 books
containing all the issues of that year in superb unmounted mint
condition (11).  £ 200

4549 COVERS an interesting bundle from QV to QEII with plenty
of useful noted 1895 3c embossed p/d env to Victoria, 1897 1c blue
p/s env to Digby, 1892 5c grey-brown to Dublin, 1932 SS Majestic,
Newfoundland 1939 Botwood air service to UK, 1952 Christmas
Island Nova Scotia, 1937 1st Coronation Mail Baffin Land printed
env., 1936 Map illus cvr, Newfoundland censor, Craig Harbour
Ellesmere Island Arctic Mail, approx 35.  £ 50

4550 Forces Mail a intr bundle of Army P.O. cancels from mainly
1950s-60s, few earlier noted 1960s airletters 6 Movements Unit
RCAF CAPO 5053 Paris, CAPO numbers, CFPO numbers, Base
APO, 1941 Canadian Forces in Newfoundland, North Bay,
Petawawa, Victoria, Falconbridge, Centralia, Borden, Bagotville,
plus many more. Approx 40.  £ 50

4551 Forces Mail a intr bundle of Army P.O. cancels from WWII
to 1960s, stampless mail from CAAF incl FPO HC1, APO SC3,
CFPO 102, FPO 907 SHAPE Military Rep., RCAF Marville OHMS
letters, Air Material Base, CAPO numbers 5046, 5051, a few pretty
Cigarette advertising for Buckingham, , plus many more. Approx 35.

 £ 50

4552 Four King George VI unused 2c wrappers for mailing second
class matter to the United States. Very good condition.  £ 15

4553 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed leaves unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album approx 260
different incl QV heads to 10c, EDVII to 20c used, GV pictorials to
$1 used.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 180

4554 Newfoundland: 1860 3d green nice large three margin
example mint large part original gum with hinge marks, incredibly
fresh for these, SG 11 Cat £120.  £ 48

4555 Newfoundland: 1862 2d rose lake attractive four margin
example large part original gum with hinge remains, very fresh, SG
17 Cat £300.  £ 60

4556 Officials: Special Delivery 1950 10c green overprint OHMS
fine used block of four with part CDS's, one corner bend otherwise
fine, SG OS20 Cat £160.  £ 55

4557 Postal Stationery: 1926 6c on 2c blue mint  postal card in very
fine condition. Attractive.  £ 40

CANADA - PROVINCES
4558 British Columbia: 1868-71 P.14 2c brown fine used with part
numeral cancel in blue 3?, perf look little narrow, SG 28 Cat £140.

 £ 28

4559 British Columbia: 1868-71 P.14 5c pale red mounted mint
with hinge remains, fine gum and fresh appearance for these, SG 29
Cat £300.  £ 50

4560 New Brunswick: 1851 3d dull red attractive fine used 4 good
to massive margins (showing left hand stamp) cancelled neat barred
oval, lightly struck, heavy thinning but does not detract, SG 2 Cat
£400.  £ 80

4561 New Brunswick: 1860-63 10c red Chalon head sound used
barred cancel across the stamp, good perf, SG 17 Cat £75.  £ 18

4562 Newfoundland: 1865-70 10c black Prince Consort both
papers used and off centre, includes 10c black on yellowish thin
paper showing imprint at right of stamp American Bank Note Co.
New-York (perf clear of imprint), white paper is centre NW and
slight paper faults but mainly sound, SG 27 & 32 Cat £158.  £ 26

4563 Newfoundland: 1898 Registered cover St John's to Germany
with attractive combination 1897 defins ½c olive folded over blk of
6, 2c orange pair, 3c orange pair, (SG 83, 86-7) tied CDS cancels,
via London transit and onto Baden in Germany. Arrival backstamp.
Fine. SG cat £31 x 10 on commercial cover. (£310).  £ 150
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4564 Newfoundland: 1898-1915 Group of three Registered covers
with better frankings and combinations noted 1898 15c triple weight
to USA 3c orange strip of 5 with SUSPECTED LIABLE TO
POSTAGE DUE, 1915 two covers to USA 1897 4c green pair, &
1915 HMS 8c orange Fishing, nice trio. (3).  £ 110

4565 Newfoundland: 1899 (31 Oct) Registered cover (folded
vertically) St John's to Germany with attractive combination 1865
24c blue QV two singles (SG 30 cat £800 on cover) 1870 6c rose
(SG 39, cat £256 on cvr), ST JOHN'S CDS cancels, R oval, London
registered hooded cancel in violet, and London oval transits.
Impressive cover, SG cover multiplier = £1056 cat value.  £ 275

4566 Newfoundland: 1900 (23 Feb) Registered cover St John's to
Germany with attractive combination 1870 6c rose PAIR side
marginal imprint (SG 39), 1887 ½c rose (SG 49), 2c orange-
vermilion Cod (SG 51) tied barred cancels, R oval, London
registered hooded cancel (two different one violet, one black) and
Liverpool transits. Impressive cover, SG cover multiplier = £1137
cat value.  £ 350

4567 Newfoundland: 1921 35c red Airmail overprint type I hinged
mint with bottom right blind pin perf, nice example, SG 148.

 £ 60

4568 Newfoundland: 1959 Attractive Registered cover from St
John's to Switzerland bearing $1 deep blue top value tied with
REGISTERED 21 X 1959 ST. JOHN'S Nfl'd cds in Magenta.
SG197. Cat £300 on cover.  £ 90

4569 Prince Edward Island: 1933 Printed commercial cover
Summerside to London bearing five GV defins  t ied with
SUMMERSIDE PEI Registered box cancels. Opened up for display
and toning in places but still an impressive cover  £ 20

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
4570 184-90 Small mint group comprising: 1884-90 6d  in three
different shades and 1893 1d ONE PENNY on deep bistre showing
NO STOP AFTER PENNY variety, all fine and fresh Cat £203

 £ 40

4571 1855 4d blue on white paper superb fine used with enormous
to good three margins, very fine colour, attractive example. SG 6a.

 £ 40

4572 1855-64 4d blue Triangle collection of forty one example all
used in varying grades of condition from no margins to three margins,
noted blued paper, 1855 white paper printings, 1863 DLR printings
etc., minimum cat £3690.  £ 500

4573 1863 1d brownish red fine used with three margins very fine
used with  neat part numeral duplex type cancel, very neat and fine
for these, SG 18c Cat £325.  £ 75

4574 1863 1d deep brown-red fine used with three margins (top two
large) with part duplex type cancel, very neat and fine for these, SG
18b Cat £350.  £ 100

4575 1863-4 4d deep blue on white paper superb fine used with
enormous three margins, very fine colour, attractive example. SG
19a.  £ 60

4576 1864 6d bright mauve a superb fine used with enormous to
good three margins, very fine colour, neat small part duplex cancel,
signed in pencil on reverse, premium example. SG 20..  £ 250

4577 1882 1/- blue green Wmk cabled anchor mint with part og.
Tiny ink spot on front but fresh appearance SG 53a Cat £180.

 £ 42

4578 1894 (20 Apr) Large printed envelope to Messrs Malcomess
& Co, King William's Town bearing 1d carmine x 2 & 3d magenta
x 2 tied EAST LONDON hooded cancels, arrival backstamp.
Vertical fold and wrinkles from postal handling. SG 59a & 60.

 £ 30

4579 1903 EDVII 5s brown-orange very fine and fresh hinged mint,
SG 78 Cat £160.  £ 55

4580 1910-14 Two PPC's both with a large combination of chiefly
different  EVII defins (15 in total) from the various Provinces of
South Africa, all tied with cds cancels. Obviously sent for Philatelic
reasons but attractive multiple frankings that would display well (2)

 £ 40

4581 Boer War: 1901/2 Three covers comprising: 1901 'No Stamps
A v a i l a b l e '  O A S  c o v e r  w i t h  A R M Y  P O S T
OFFICE/00T21/WAKKERSTROOM octagonal cancel with red
PAID H/S, 1902 2d postal stationery env. uprated with 1d lilac tied
with ARMY POST OFFICE cds's and triangular PASSED PRESS
CENSOR' and 1902 1d Standing Hope tied with GRAAFF REINET
CDS and PASSED PRESS CENSOR very fine oval H/S in Magenta.
Useful group (3)  £ 75

4582 Mint & used QV to EDVII on old time printed leaves
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album approx
90 different incl Triangles selection 1d (4 shades / printings), 4d blue
(4), 6d (3), couple forgeries, mainly complete sitting hope for
different printings to 5s, surcharges, overprints, EDVII to 5s,Vryburg
½ Pence green used (Cat £80).  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 220

4583 Postal Stationery: Queen Victoria collection on leaves mint
and used. Useful used items including 1893 Registered envelope
CLAREMONT to Switzerland uprated with 2d green Sitting Hope
and 1892-6 envelopes to 2d (3), mint includes 1884 4d blue large
registered envelopes (3, two diff sizes). An extremely useful lot in
VERY FINE condition (25)  £ 125

4584 Two poor covers with Cape triangles 4d blue examples, 1964
neat envelope Port Elizabeth to Capetown with 4d steel-blue but cut
into one side neatly tied duplex cancel (SG 19c Cat £300 x 5 for on
cover = £1500), 1865 incredibly tatty and torn cover with parts
missing with nice 3 margin tied Port Elizabeth duplex cancel
catalogued as single SG 19a £140. Intr duo.  £ 100

CAYMAN IS.
4585 1933 (11 Apr) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with 1d black and green pictorial tied
PORT MORESBY PAPUA CDS's and large TAX h/s in black & 2d
16 2/3 pencil mark with Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary 2d grey
affixed and tied to pay the postage due,  scarce.  £ 100

4586 1933 (11 May) Ernest Panton cover Montserrat to
Georgetown Cayman Islands underpaid with ½d green Centenary tied
MY 11 CDS's and large T h/s in black & 1/20 pencil mark alongside
with Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary 2d grey affixed and tied to pay
the postage due, tone spots otherwise scarce.  £ 85

4587 1933 (16 Oct) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with 1d Lakatois tied SAMARAI PAPUA
CDS and large TAX h/s in black & 2d red pen mark with Cayman
Islands 1932 Centenary 2d grey affixed and tied to pay the postage
due, minor tone spots, scarce.  £ 100

4588 1933 (21 Dec) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with a pair of ½d Lakatois tied DARU
PAPUA CDS's and large TAX h/s in black & 2d pencil mark & 16
2/3 CTMS h/s alongside with Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary 2d
grey affixed and tied to pay the postage due, tone spots otherwise
scarce.  £ 85

4589 1933 (25 Oct) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with 1½d Tree House defin tied PORT
MORESBY PAPUA CDS and large TAX h/s in black & 1d pencil
mark with Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary 1d red affixed and tied to
pay the postage due, minor tone spots scarce.  £ 100

4590 1933 (28 Jun) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with a pair of ½d Lakatois tied PORT
MORESBY PAPUA CDS's and large TAX h/s in black & 2d pencil
mark with Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary ½d green and 1½d
orange affixed and tied to pay the postage due, minor tone spots
scarce.  £ 100
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4591 1934 (20 Feb) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with Airmail ½d orange Bird of Paradise
pair tied AITAPE PAPUA CDS and T h.s in black circle with
Cayman Islands 1932 defins ½d green pair and 1d red both affixed
and tied to pay the postage due, minor tone spots, scarce.  £ 100

4592 1934 (8 Jan) Ernest Panton cover Papua to Georgetown
Cayman Islands underpaid with ½d & 1d pictorial defins tied ABAU
PAPUA CDS and T10 red crayon mark with Cayman Islands 1932
Centenary 1d red affixed and tied to pay the postage due, minor tone
spots, scarce.  £ 100

4593 1937-1950 GVI collection complete for the period in fresh
mint condition with 1938-48 set of 14 (1/-, 2/- & 10/- are u/m) plus
extra 2/- (SG124a) & 10/- (SG 126a) both u/m, 1948 RSW set u/m
and 1950 set of 13. Cat £260 (47).  £ 75

4594 Attractive mainly mint assembly on fifteen large stockcards
some light duplication with better noted 1953 long set to £1 plus
extra values to 5s, 1962 set to £1, plus extras to 5s, 1974 long set to
$2 (2), 1980 long set (3), 1975 Birds (2), 1974 Birds, nice clean lot
with good cat value and many thematics, (c525).  £ 150

4595 Attractive mainly mint assembly on nine large stockcards
some light duplication with better noted 1921 to 1s pair, 1932 Cent.
set to 3d, 1935 to 2s mint with many extras, 1938 to 10s with many
extras incl 2s (2), 10s brown (2, cat £38 each), 1950 set to 10s (Cat
£85), 1962 set to £1 (Cat £100), nice clean lot with good cat value,
(c210).  £ 130

4596 Group of thirteen George Fifth era covers mainly to UK
bearing nice combinations, some being a philatelic correspondence,
noted 1930 Sept 23rd d/r CDS of CAYMAN BRAC (stated as 1st
day of use in pencil), Georgetown ½d & 3d, 1926 ½d & 1d with d/r
CDS via Jamaica, West Bay 1924 ¼d pair,  2d & 6d regd (Cat £150
on commercial cvr), 1926 ¼d block of 12 plus ½d CAYMAN BRAC
regd to UK, 1929 regd with 1d pair and 1½d, 2d, etc, intr group.
(13).  £ 200

4597 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed leaves unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album approx 55
different incl EDVII to 1s mint (2 diff), 1932 Centenary set to 6d
mint, 1935 9 vals to 2s mint, 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.

 £ 120

CEYLON
4598 1857-59 Wmk Star white paper 6d plum attractive 2-3 margin
example with neat barred cancel, touching in on left and SW corner,
nice clean example, SG 6.  £ 45

4599 1872-1947 Mainly used assembly on album pages unpicked
as received with better content including 1904 to 1r50 used (2),
2r25c heavy used, 1912-32 to R5 used, 1935 SJ set used, 1938-49
to 5r used (2 diff). (Approx 155).  £ 40

4600 1885 P.12½ x 14 One Rupee Twelve Cents on 2r50 dull rose
surcharge mounted mint with horizontal bend otherwise fine, SG 176
Cat £110.  £ 42

4601 1890 5c on 15c olive-green surcharge mounted mint showing
surcharge inverted variety, SG 233a Cat £65.  £ 25

4602 1893-99 Mint set of four 3c to 2r50c all mounted mint with
hinge remains, 4c small part o.g., nice fresh lookers, SG 245/249 Cat
£65.  £ 26

4603 1899-1900 Mint set of 9 2c to 2r25c all mounted mint with
hinge remains, nice fresh set, SG 256/264 Cat £110.  £ 40

4604 1919 6c pale scarlet in a very fine looking unmounted mint
bottom and side gutter block of 4 with WATERMARK INVERTED
variety. Gum toning and some paper adherence on reverse . SG 305w
Cat £128  £ 20

4605 1919 6c pale scarlet in a very fine looking unmounted mint
strip of 4 with WATERMARK INVERTED variety with very slight
gum tone . SG 305w Cat £128  £ 35

4606 1919 6c pale scarlet in a very fresh  looking unmounted mint
top right 1 plate marginal block of 30 plus bottom left plate 2
marginal block of 12 all with WATERMARK INVERTED variety
with very slight gum tone. Both show plate numbers in margin.
Scarce in such large multiples SG 305w Cat £1344  £ 300

4607 1919 6c pale scarlet in an unmounted mint right plate 1
marginal block of 48 showing WATERMARK INVERTED variety.
Few marginal splits and slightly toned gum but very fresh looking
and a scarce 'showpiece' multiple SG305w Cat £1536  £ 250

4608 1926 2 Cents. on 3c slate-grey bottom rule marginal single
mounted on margin only with brownish gum showing surcharge
double variety, striking, SG 361a, Cat £70 mint.  £ 35

4609 1938 P.13½ x 13 2c black and carmine mounted mint with
hinge remains and slight disturbed gum otherwise fine, SG 386a Cat
£120.  £ 24

4610 1938 Stockpage with useful mint assembly incl 2c P.13½ x
13¼ (SG 386a, cat £120), 1r both watermark types (Cat £45), etc,
STC £260. (23).  £ 52

4611 1938-52 King George VI Bradbury Wilkinson definitives
various values to 2r plus De la Rue 1938 low values.  £ 20

4612 1941 P.14 Line 3c black and deep blue-green mounted mint
with hinge remain, fine, SG 387c Cat £150.  £ 45

4613 1942 P.14 Line 50c black and mauve mounted mint with
hinge remains and slight toning otherwise fine, SG 394c Cat £130.

 £ 34

4614 Collection QV-QEII postal history and stamps, mint and used
neatly arranged on leaves in display sleeves includes QV to 10d & 1s
perf, QV surcharges mint and used, 1881 8c brown P/S env to
London with 47 numeral cancel PUNDUL OYA PAID, 1896 3c on
5c blue used P/S card, 1893 5c P/S env uprated 10c to London, PPC
with Paquebot, 1895 5c lettercard GALLE coach with FREE h/s in
black, 1909 cover to Jersey with 6c red, P/S Wrappers incl Slave
Island (2), 1893 3c to Colombo COURTS PAID, 1894 Galle to
Bombay, 1900 5c on 6c to Germany, EDVII P/S envs incl
VEYANCODA, GV regd TRINCOMALEE, NUWARA ELIYA,
KEGELLA, GV defins to 5r (mixed), GVI to 5r, then postmarks
small collection from QV towns with duplex cancels and printed list
of corresponding towns thru to QEII and modern (c270 postmarks),
etc. Useful lot.  £ 360

4615 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed leaves unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album approx 155
different incl QV imperfs 2d (2), 6d brown, perf 6d (2), QV
surcharges, QV 2r25c, 1r50c used, GV to R5, GV pictorials to 1r
used, 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 200

4616 Revenue: 1938 GVI 10R green and orange Revenue Revenue
fine used large CDS cancel, Barefoot 8. Superb.  £ 35

4617 Telegraph: 1881-82 25r bright rose mint part original gum
with hinge remains and thin, overprinted SPECIMEN diagonally in
black. Superb and fresh colour, hard to find! SG T20s. Cat £1100
mint as unoverprinted single.  £ 140

CHILE
4618 1853 Wmk smaller 5 Blued paper 5c brown-red two to three
margins with sock on the nose red target cancel, cut into along right
side, Scott 1 Cat $190.  £ 22

4619 1861 Entire (re-enforced) Santiago to France bearing 5c red
tied concentric circles cancel in black, red Santiago CDS with two
other h/s alongside ANGL CALAIS and hexagonal accountancy h/s
GB / 2F87, 19 black chargemark, folded, creases and some age
marks.  £ 35

4620 1904 1c on 20c blue in a superb mint block of 4 showing a
dramatic misplacement of the surcharge to the extent that there are 4
surcharges on each stamp. SG 101 var  £ 60
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4621 Fournier Forgery: 1897 Postage Dues in setenant large sheets
of 72 for 20c, 40c, 50c, 60c red on pale yellow plus second sheet of
72 for 100c, 80c & 1p, plus seven postmarks, one surcharge & three
P.Due cancels. (155).  £ 300

4622 Official Seals: 1900-10 CIERRO OFICIAL Attractive seal in
pale blue very fine mint and two further seals embossed imperf
examples with female head in red and blue with gum, the latter with
paper adherence. Unusual items (3)  £ 20

CHINA
4623 1909-1910 Two covers Worcester to China / Japanese
Occupation to DAIREN Manchuria endorsed via Siberia with GB
EDVII 2½d blue tied Worcester CDS's for 1909 or 1910 to the same
addressee with very fine IJPO datestamp in violet on obverse
alongside on both covers. In 1905 Dairen (Port Arthur) was ceded
from Russia to Japan, now once again part of China, nice original
correspondence.  £ 85

4624 1909-1910 Two covers Worcester to China / Japanese
Occupation to DAIREN Manchuria one endorsed via Siberia with
GB EDVII 2½d blue tied Worcester CDS's for 1909 or 1910 to the
same addressee with very fine IJPO DAIREN datestamp in violet on
revers. In 1905 Dairen (Port Arthur) was ceded from Russia to Japan,
now once again part of China, nice original correspondence.  £ 85

4625 1919 (25 Aug) Commercial cover to Shanghai China bearing
GB 1½d red-brown tied Colchester machine addr to Capt Laver sent
SS Chernow and underpaid hence T20 boxed h/s in black, and 8
CENTS in red applied alongside, small part BR. P.O. Oct 6 1919
backstamp. Cup stain otherwise mainly sound.  £ 24

4626 1920s Pehtaiho Beach; Four Registered covers from same
correspondence addressed to England bearing various Junk or Farmer
defins tied bilingual PEHTAIHO BEACH  CDS cancels, manuscript
pencil Pehtaiho on each blank registered label sent via Siberia. Each
cover has vertical folds and postal creases, scarce group of four items.

 £ 400

4627 1929 Airmail 15c black and green (Type II) tied to printed
cover in red on obverse sent from Hankow to Shanghai tied along
with 4c Junk defin, boxed h/s in black on obverse, and unboxed h/s
in red on reverse alongside Par Avion bilingual airmail etiquette.
Evidence of two photo corners stuck to reverse and usual
contemporary faults. Nice cover.  £ 125

4628 1946 Shanghai typed registered cover with red Expres cachet
to USA with Dr. Sun Yat-Sen $20 carmine and two $100 on 28c
olive Martyrs with C.N.C. surcharges. Note one stamp missing.

 £ 20

4629 1951 30th Anniv of Chinese Communist Party $500 green in
marginal block of 10 (2x5) with margins top and bottom, very fine
unmounted mint (no gum as issued) SG 1508.  £ 30

4630 1971 50th Anniversary of the Communist Party 8f strip of 3
u/m No gum as issued SG 2452-54 Cat £200  £ 100

4631 1972 Construction of Red Flag Canal set of 4 unmounted
mint, SG 2494/7 Cat £200  £ 80

4632 1973 Giant Pandas Four different values in marginal blocks
of 4 unmounted mint for 4f, both 8f & 43f, cat £380, fine SG
2498/2500 & 2503.  £ 180

4633 1979-82 Attractive lot of official illustrated FDC's with many
good thematic sets. Very fine lot.(26)  £ 60

4634 1982 The illustrated Sable booklet includes pane and set of
six 8f. Cancelled with Beijing. SG 3185c  £ 15

4635 1986 Typed cover from Shaanxi to Switzerland with 2y group
of cranes flying miniature sheet. SG MS3453  £ 15

4636 1986-1994 First Day Covers collection in a well filled binder
with good range of sets mainly on official unaddressed covers, approx
140 covers, many nice thematics.  £ 125

4637 2002 Illustrated typed December 7th cover from Beijing with
set of four Gibbons in forests  to Germany. SG 4776-4779.  £ 15

4638 Japanese PO's in China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red x 21
examples including a couple of pairs, chiefly fine and unchecked for
perfs. Cat £798 as cheapest. SG21.(21)  £ 80

4639 Port Arthur & Dairen: 1949 4th Anniv. of Victory over Japan
& Opening of Dalian Industrial Fair set of two unused no gum as
issued, very fine for these, SG NE63/4, scarce. Cat £600.  £ 200

4640 Postal Stationery cards and envelopes modern era from 1980s
to 1990s, mainly all different in six binders, many nice envelopes and
cards illustrated and unused and then sets on FDCs, 1990s
presentation cards etc. Approx 300 mainly all different.  £ 100

COLOMBIA
4641 1900-1970 Attractive mint & used collection (some
duplication) with good quantity of material neatly assembled in a
stockbook including 1941 Air to 5p black and green used, defins and
commems to middle values, good qty, 100s.  £ 100

4642 1926-30 Group of four covers and three pieces from
SCADTA Air Company mail to Europe with attractive multi-
frankings of SCADTA stamps and general Colombian stamps.
Covers tend to be opened at base and are in clean condition.  £ 36

COOK IS.
4643 1933 ½d black and deep green mint blk of 12 with middle
right stamp showing line above Cook Islands non constant flaw. Few
tones, nice flaw, SG 106.  £ 25

4644 1933 (Oct) Long printed OHMS registered cover (small
creases) to Canada bearing 1933 2½d pair tied RAROTONGA CDS
cancels with R 29 etiquette, SG 109.  £ 15

4645 1967 (6th June) $10 on £5 indigo blue unmounted mint with
red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 18. Scarce.  £ 200

4646 1967 (6th June) $2 on £1 pink unmounted mint (brownish
even gum, does not detract) with red surcharge, very fine for these,
Barefoot 16. Scarce.  £ 100

4647 1967 (6th June) $6 on £3 yellow-green unmounted mint with
red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 17. Scarce.  £ 150

4648 1974-1995 Extensive collection of defin and commem sets
mainly unmounted mint on leaves in a large well filled binder,
includes definitive long sets to $10, Miniature sheets, setenant strips,
1980 Corals to $10 (Cat £80+), 1983 Surcharge set (Cat £90), 1987
surchs incl surch $9.40 on Diana setenant pair (Cat £30), 1989 Birds
+ 4 M/S, 1990 Queen Mother & M/S, 1991 65th birthday, useful
1990s sets, OHMS ovpts etc. Many 100s.  Attractive thematics
throughout.  £ 280

CROATIA
4649 1941 Youth Fund M/S both perf & imperf Unmounted Mint,
fine SG MS 81a. (Cat £70),  £ 24

4650 1941-2017 Mainly mint & later unmounted mint collection in
stockbook sets and miniature sheets including 1941 1st Ovpt set mint
(Cat £55), 1941 2nd Ovpt set mint (Cat £40), 1941 1d50+1d50
black, 4d + 3d brown set 2 mint (Cat £44), 1942 Red X set m, 1943
Labor set f.u., 1943 Youth Fund M/S mint (Cat £35), 1943 Phil Ex.
M/S mint (cat £20), then 1990s commem sets U/M incl 1993 Europa
M/S, 1998 Ships M/S m (cat £16), 2003 Fauna booklet, Lighthouses
series to 2015 U/M (Cat £70), Fortresses series, 2005 Roman M/S,
2007 Water Polo M/S, 2009 Astronomy, 2010 Heritage M/S,
Tramway M/S, 2011 Forests, 2012 Endangered Species, 2015
Bridges M/S, 2016 Trains, 2017 Endangered Species strip, Bridges
M/S, Maria Theresa M/S, etc. Very fine and many nice thematics,
STC £1000+.  £ 350
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CUBA
4651 1867 Entire letter from Havana to France via New York
written in French bearing 8 chargemark in manuscript. New York
CDS in black and SERV BRIT CALAIS ET UNIS CDS in red plus
various backstamps. Single horizontal filing mark otherwise very
fine.  £ 40

CYPRUS
4652 1880-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$1456 with approx 275 all different, noted 1924-28 set to 90pi mint,
1928 50th Anniv. set to 45pi mint, 1934 set mint, 1938 GVI set to
£1 mint, etc, useful lot for expansion.  £ 220

4653 1880-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1882 to 6pi used,
1892 30pa mint, 1904 to 9pi used, 1912 to 9pi used, 1924 vals to
45pi, 1928 50th Anniv. 9 vals to 45pi used (Cat £160), 1934 set
used (Cat £170), 1935 SJ set used, 1938 set 19 to £1 used (Cat £55),
1948 RSW set used (Cat £75), 1960 set (Cat £95), 1962 set used.
(Approx 170).  £ 150

4654 1881 Attractive mainly mint collection of Half Penny
surcharges on 1d red-brown mint, unused or used (2), few surcharge
varieties, different sized surcharges for 18mm (20) plate numbers incl
174 (Cat £250), 181 (Cat £225), 201, 208 (Cat £200 each), 216, 217
(unused no gum expertised twice, cat £950), 220 (Cat £350), the ovpt
type 13mm plates 218 (Cat £90), 217 & 215 m & u, mainly fine STC
£3680. (23). SG 7 & 9.  £ 1200

4655 1882 Die I Wmk CA ½pi emerald-green sound used
LARNACA squared circle, traces of toning and closed tear otherwise
sound, SG 16 Cat £500.  £ 48

4656 1892-94 Mint (some almost unmounted) five values Die II
including ½pi, 30pa, 1pi, 4pi and 6pi olive-grey (very fine, cat
£250), mainly fine, SG 31/3, 35a, 36, Cat £310.  £ 100

4657 1912-15 Wmk MCCA Seven values hinged mint incl ½pi
both shades, 2pi, 6pi & 9pi, mainly fine, SG 74/6, 78, 80/1 Cat £80.

 £ 28

4658 1912-15 Wmk MCSCA Four values unmounted for 10pa
orange & green, 30pa green, hinged mint 30pa violet & green, 2pi
carmine and blue mounted with hinges, mainly fine, SG 85, 87, 88,
93 Cat £42.  £ 15

4659 1912-1949 Fine used collection on leaves with better noted
including 1912 set of 11 (Cat £275), 1921-23 14 vals to 18pi (Cat
£560), 1924-28 15 vals to 90pi used (cancels taken 'as is', cat £500),
1928 50th Anniversary of British Rule set used (cancels taken 'as is',
cat £400), 1934 to 18pi used (Cat £95), 1935 SJ set used, 1938 set
used (Cat £55), 1948 RSW set used (Cat £75), useful collection.
(c98).  £ 650

4660 1921 - 28 GV defins collection comprising 1921-3  13 vals
to 18Pi (SG 85/93 & 95/98) plus 1924-28 set complete to 90Pi (SG
103/22) all very fine hinged mint. Lovely lot Cat £685.  £ 250

4661 1923 MCCA 10s green and red on pale yellow mounted mint,
fresh colour, SG 100. Cat £400.  £ 100

4662 1924 £1 purple and black on red, fiscally used with usual
crayon and manuscript cancels. Fine for this and makes a useful
spacefiller SG 102  £ 50

4663 1924 MCCA £1 purple and black on red mounted mint
bottom marginal example with hinge remains, fine and fresh top
value, SG 102 Cat £300.  £ 120

4664 1924-28 Fiscal used high values of GV incl 12pi, 18pi, 45pi,
90pi and £1 purple and black on red, various crayon and manuscript
cancels, heavy on the £1. SG cat £1246 as postal used.  £ 25

4665 1924-28 Seven different values U/M for ½pi brownish black
& black, ópi green, hinged mint for ópi brownish black and black,
1½pi orange & black mainly fine, 1½pi scarlet, 2½pi bright blue,
4½pi, SG 104, 105, 119, 107, 120, 122, 111 Cat £50 mint.  £ 20

4666 1928 50th Anniversary of British Rule set to 45pi mounted
mint, mainly sound, SG 123/131 Cat £130. (9).  £ 42

4667 1934 GV Defin complete set of 11 very fine hinged mint SG
133/43 Cat £200.  £ 65

4668 1935 Silver Jubilee (6 May) Cover to UK bearing set of 4 tied
NICOSIA first day CDS and VISIT CYPRUS h/s on obverse. Torn
flap otherwise fine.  £ 35

4669 1938-51 Complete set of 19 plus some extra shades mounted
mint, note 18pi both shades (Cat £42), 45pi extra pair U/M (Cat
£110), high cat group. (22).  £ 95

4670 1938-51 GVI complete set of 19 fine hinged mint SG 151/63.
Cat £250  £ 70

4671 1938-51 GVI set to 45pi hinged mint SG 151-61 Cat £180
(17)  £ 35

4672 1953-1978 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1955-60 set (Cat £110),
1960-61 ovpt set (Cat £130), 1962 long set (Cat £50), 1966-69 long
set, etc, clean lot. Approx 310.  £ 150

4673 1953-2000 An extensive double collection of both mint and
used sets for huge ranges of issues, better including 1955 set to £1
mint (Cat £135), set used (Cat £85), 1960 ovpt set mint (Cat £155),
set used (Cat £100), 1962 to £1 used, 1963 Scouts M/S mint (Wmk
inverted cat £110), then many 100s through to 2000. High cat value
and quantity.  £ 250

4674 1955 QEII Complete defin set fine used to £1, all CDS
examples. Fine SG 173/187.  £ 32

4675 1963 EUROPA set of 3 in unmounted mint blocks of 4,
incredibly fresh.  SG 234/6 Cat £74.  £ 22

4676 2002-2017 An extensive mainly mint collection with many
sets for good ranges of issues through to 2017. High cat value in
excess of £430, approx 320.  £ 85

4677 Attractive mint & used assembly on five large stockcards
some light duplication with better noted QV to 2pi, EDVII to 2pi,
1928 50th Anniv. 18pi & 45pi mint (Cat £72), 18pi f.u. (Cat £45),
1938 used to 90pi, nice clean lot. (c90).  £ 85

4678 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 110
different incl 1880 1d red pl.215 used (Cat £60), 1881 Wmk CC 2pi
blue used, 1882-6 to 6pi (faults), 1894 to 4pi & 9pi, 1912 4pi CDS
used, 1934 values to 18pi mint (Cat £110), 1935 SJ set mint. Ideal
fill those gaps.  £ 160

4679 Revenue: 1878 3d lilac and brown revenue with neat
SPECIMEN diagonal overprint in black, unused without gum and
torn bottom right corner, interesting, Barefoot No.3.  £ 35

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
4680 1919 - 1964 Useful used collection in a Lindner hingeless
album with pages for 1952-65 having earlier issues from 1919
Castles inserted within the album on stockpages. A really good
starter collection with much to sort through (100's)  £ 70

4681 1927 21st March Printed Lufthansa airmail flight card  from
Prague to Dresden bearing 50h Airpost sucharge and 1.20 K stamps
tied with Prague cds and two further cachets. Very fine item that
would display well.  £ 26

4682 Two early Postal History items with Austrian adhesives
cancelled with 'PRAG' tablet cancels comprising 1861 Entire bearing
1858 10kr brown (SG 26a) to Neuern with tones around stamp and
horiz filing crease otherwise fine plus 1860 2k yellow on Local
wrapper to Prague University with much toning but still agood
example.(2)  £ 24
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DENMARK
4683 1851-1912 Valuable used collection on leaves which is fairly
complete for the period and has much of note including 1851 4
rbs,1854-9 to 8sk, 1864-70 2s,3s, & 16sk, 1870 8s, 1875-9 to 100
ore,1904-5 set, 1912 GPO 5k red, 1912 surcharge set Officials etc.
Very useful starter lot in good clean condition. Cat £2,300+  £ 220

4684 1851-1983 Attractive fine used collection in 22 ring album on
leaves with over 730 stamps, noted 1851-4 4rbs brown, 1854-59 2s
blue, 4s (2), 16s lilac (4 margins used Cat £225), 1858 4s (3), 8s
green (4 margins cat £180), 1864 to 16sk, 1870 to 16sk (f.u. short
corner, cat £225), 1875-95 new currency with many duplicated for
shades, postmarks to 100ore, then small range of inverted frames
identified, 1913-28 to 10kr CDS used, then various airs and comes
to 1980s, good cat value. Approx. 730.  £ 200

4685 1851-1999 An extensive mainly used collection in a well
filled DAVO printed album neatly mounted in black mounts with
good degree of completion, noted 1851 4rbs brown, 1854 2s blue,
1858 8sk green (Cat £190), 1864 to 4sk, 1870 2sk, 3sk & 4sk (Cat
£199), 1875 to 100o, 1912 35o on 20o (Cat £90), 1918 Newspaper
surcharges x 10 diff values (cross wmk), 1925 Air 15o lilac and 25o
red (Cat £170), 1934 Air set, back of the book incl few DWI etc.
Many 100s. Album expensive new. High cat value.  £ 300

4686 1858-62 8s green, wavy lines background; three nice 4 margin
examples all with light concentric circles postmarks. SG18 Cat £190
each (3).  £ 45

4687 1880's Three 10 ore postal stationery postcards from
Copenhagen various addresses. Plus 1922 Illustrated Frederick
postcard with pair of 8 ore.  £ 16

4688 1913-2011 Extensive mainly fine used collection on album
leaves with defins and commems & miniature sheets noted 1913
King Christian X set 37 values to 10k fine used (Cat £260), 1904
100o used, 1924 300th Anniv set of 12 used (Cat £96), 1925 Air
10o mint, 15o & 25o used (Cat £170), 1934 Air set used, 1930 60th
Birthday set used,  1998 Fossils M/S mint, 2010 Danish Navy self-
adhesive set mint (Cat £30), 1994 Protected Animals set mint (Cat
£20), 1987 Hafnia M/S used (Cat £39), etc, many thematics, STC
£1000+.  £ 225

4689 1915 P.14 x 14½ 5k deep carmine-red GPO Copenhagen
CDS used, sound, SG 185 Cat £180.  £ 40

4690 1925 Air four values 10o, 25o, 50o & 1kr brown all mounted
mint with thins and wrinkles, SG 224, 226/8 Cat £336.  £ 38

4691 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful
assembly from 1854 issues to 1940. Includes better part ranges noted
1854 2s blue, 4s (2), 8s, 1858 4s (3), 1864 2s, 3s & 4s (cat £166),
1870 2s (2 shades), 3s (cat £130), 4s & 8s (cat £100), 1875 14
values to 100o (cat £175), 1904 50o & 100o used (cat £140), 1912
surchs 35o on 20o used (cat £80), 35o on 32o green used (cat £85),
1913 King Christian incl 35o yellow, 50o purple & 1k brown mint
(cat £133), to 10k used, 1928 Cancer Fund set m, 1930 60th
Birthday set used, 1915 5k GPO used,  back of the book incl
Newspaper good range incl 68o brown mint (cat £120), Postage
Dues 1921 1k blue (cat £90) mint, officials etc, mainly fine condition
throughout. STC £2350+.  £ 550

DENMARK - DAN. W. INDIES
4692 1851 (6 April) Entire letter from St Thomas to Port Au Prince
with PAID AT ST THOMAS red crowned double circle with 1/
charge mark in crayon sent locally and St Thomas double arc on
reverse, some wrinkles otherwise mainly fine and good strike of
crowned cancel. SG CC1 Cat £500.  £ 250

4693 1855-1917 Useful mint and used collection collection
complete for basic issues on three Scott printed pages  noted 1855-66
3c dark carmine & 3c rose-carmine both unused (Thins), 1872-3 3c
carmine-rose used (Cat £325), 4c ultramarine unused, 1873-1902 set
to 50c mainly used, 14c mint original gum (SG 28 Cat £1200), 50c
lilac (weak colour but CDS, Cat £375), 1887 1c on 7c mint (Cat
£130), 10c on 50c mint (Cat £55), 10c brown and blue mint (Cat

£120), 1905 set to 5f mint or part o.g. (Cat £222), 1905 surcharge
set mint, 1907 set 8 used, 1915 set mint, Postage Due 1902 set
unused, 1905 set mint, mostly fine and clean. (65). STC £4000+.

 £ 400

4694 1873-1902 7c orange and lilac very fine unmounted mint
(regummed?), bit too fresh for these, superb! Facit 9 Cat Skr 950.

 £ 35

4695 1873-1902 Bi-coloured defins mounted mint six different
values 1c to 12c, all fine appearance. Facit 5/6, 8/11 Cat Skr 2,000.

 £ 65

4696 1887-1905 5 Bit on 4c, 5bit on 5c & 5bit on 8c all in
unmounted mint blocks of 4, sweated gum from climate and 5b on 8c
brown has patchy gum, all nice clean appearance, Facit 29/31 Skr
4,200.  £ 100

4697 1900 5c blue in unmounted mint block of 4, sweated gum
from the climate otherwise nice multiple. Facit 21. Skr 2,000.

 £ 80

4698 1905 Christian IX c50 bit grey and yellow in a superb bottom
marginal unmounted mint block of 4, usual wrinkled gum, Facit 37
Skr 1,040.  £ 38

4699 1905 St Thomas Harbour complete set of three in hinged
mounted mint blocks of 4, usual wrinkled gum, Facit 38/40 Skr
5,000.  £ 150

4700 1915-6 Christian X set of 8 in horizontal strips of five with
hinges on two stamps, three stamps unmounted mint, usual gum
crazing, nice set in multiple. Facit 49/56 Cat Skr 2900.  £ 100

4701 1977 KPK90 Bi-colour reproductions set of six in full sheets
of 100 produced for the 90th Anniversary of Kobenhavn Philatelist
and the 70th Anniversary of the transfer of DWI to the US Virgin
Islands. Includes 1 cent in two different reprint sheets showing rare
inverted frames, large and small pearl flaws, the Caroe cut and others
with simulated embossed perforations. Comes with original club
photolitho reprint of 3c & 4c imperf stamps, data sheet and
reproduction of 1856 notice. Odd corner curl otherwise fine. (6
sheets, plus three items). In original club envelope.  £ 100

4702 1977 KPK90 Bi-colour reproductions set of six in full sheets
of 100 produced for the 90th Anniversary of Kobenhavn Philatelist
and the 70th Anniversary of the transfer of DWI to the US Virgin
Islands. Includes 1 cent in two different reprint sheets showing rare
inverted frames, large and small pearl flaws, the Caroe cut and others
with simulated embossed perforations. Comes with data sheet and
reproduction of 1856 notice. Odd corner curl otherwise fine. (6
sheets, plus two items). In original club envelope.  £ 95

4703 Mainly used assembly on stockpage includes shades 1873 3c
(2), 4c, 5c (2), 10c (2), 1902 8c on 10c (two types), 1905 to 40b,
1907-8 20b & 50b, mainly fine, STC £540. (28).  £ 40

4704 Postal Stationery: 1883 Unused reply card 2c blue with four
address lines on enquiry card and reply card, few light tones
otherwise nice early card. (Only 2600 printed). Facit BKd1.  £ 25

4705 Postal Stationery: 1883 Unused reply card 2c blue with four
address lines on enquiry card and reply card, very fine. (Only 2600
printed). Facit BKd3.  £ 20

4706 Postal Stationery: 1891-95 2c blue envelope embossed unused
example, very fine with the Crown on reverse flap, Facit FK7. (5000
printed).  £ 30

4707 Postal Stationery: 1902 1 CENT on 2c blue surcharge fine
used CHRISTIANSEN 1905 smudged CDS to St Thomas with no
message on reverse, few light tones on left and top corner bend
otherwise scarce used. Facit BK7. (3000 printed).  £ 150

4708 Postal Stationery: 1902 1 CENT on 2c blue surcharge unused,
very fine. Facit BK7. (3000 printed).  £ 35

4709 Postal Stationery: 1902 1 CENT on 3c red surcharge fine used
ST THOMAS 1902 CDS sent locally with no message on reverse,
very fine and scarce used. Facit BK8. (7175 printed).  £ 125
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DOMINICA
4710 1874-1965 Mint and used collection on leaves 1877 2½d, 4d
& 6d used (Cat £70), 1888 6d orange mint, 1903 mint for six values
to 1s (Cat £95), 6d grey and chestnut used, 1908 2s mint, 1908-20
to 2s mint, 1921-22 set 8, 1938-47 set mainly mint (Cat £85), 1954
set mint (Cat £85), 1963 set mint (Cat £55), useful lot. Approx 150.

 £ 85

4711 1903-1972 Stockpage with useful mainly mint including 1903
Roseau 9 vals to 2/6, 1923 15 values to 5s, 1938 set 14 (Cat £75,
needs ¼d), 1951 set 15 (Cat £50), STC £300. (80).  £ 65

4712 1937-1980 Mint collection on Scott pages mostly complete
includes 1938 set (Cat £85), 1948 RSW set (Cat £28), 1951 set (Cat
£50), 1954 set (Cat £85), 1963 set (Cat £55), 1969 set (Cat £32),
then huge amount of commem sets to 1980. Useful cat.  £ 100

4713 1938 GVI complete set of 15, fine hinged mint. SG99/109
Cat £75  £ 22

4714 1946 Victory set of two in complete sheets of 60 unmounted
mint, with 1d carmine showing scratched value tablet variety (R3/5),
SG 110, 110a, 111.  £ 30

4715 Attractive mint assembly on five large stockcards some light
duplication with better noted GV War Tax, 1923 to 1s mint with
many extras, 1938 complete set to 10s (Cat £90) plus extras to 5s,
1951 New Currency to $1.20, nice clean lot. (c165).  £ 100

4716 Duplicated ranges mainly mint and U/M on manilla
stockpages early to modern, includes 1935 Silver Jubilee mint, 1948
RSW 10s U/M (2 cat £28 each), 1938 to 10s mint, 1951 to $2.40
mint (2, cat £30 each), 1954 vals to $2.40 mint, 1964 to $4.80, 100s.

 £ 80

4717 Postal Fiscals: 1879-88 6d green in left side marginal block
of 4, 1888 1d lilac blk of 4, both mint, hinged on two stamps, SG
R2, R4.  £ 15

DUBAI
4718 1963 Air Freedom From Hunger set of 4 imperf miniature
sheets mounted on pages. SG MS 46a. Cat £60.  £ 20

ECUADOR
4719 1872 Quadrille Paper 1r yellow imperf PAIR mint large part
original gum with top margin, plus single with tone on reverse (4
margins), nice trio. Scott 1 Cat $180.  £ 40

4720 Fournier Forgery: 1865-66 Five early issues 'used' plus four
postmarks on one piece & overprints / surcharges x nine different.
(18).  £ 45

EGYPT
4721 1867 5pi brown pyramid very fine used part CDS cancel with
good perfs for these, expertised Buhler on reverse, few blunt perfs
otherwise fine, SG 16 Cat £180.  £ 60

4722 1879-1952 Extensive double mint and used collection of
mainly sets with better content throughout in large stock album
including 181921-2 Pictorial set mint, 1925 Geographical set both
m & u, 1931 Zeppelin set mint, 1933 Railway m & used (2 sets),
M/S Pair mint, Aviation set U/M (2), fine used (2), 1934 UPU set
used, 1938 Birthday m & u, 1946 Stamp imperf M/S mint, 1958
Gaza overprints run of sets, then Occupation of Gaza 1948 set mint
plus 50p & £E1 used, officials incl 1922 3m yellow-orange mint with
BPA Cert. (Cat £65), Postage Dues, Army Post, Occupation
Palestine sets to £E1, and a small range of interpostal seals. STC
£3800++.  £ 1200

4723 1911 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red with Cairo
and faint receiving Port Said cancels on postcard.  £ 12

4724 1925 VAPORE / D'ALESSANDRIE two line transit
handstamp across the 5m brown strip of 3 adhs applied on entry in
Trieste Italy, typed address to Vienna Austria, few wrinkles otherwise
fine cancel.  £ 45

4725 1925 VAPORE / D'ALESSANDRIE two line transit
handstamp tying the 15m blue adhs applied on entry in Trieste Italy,
typed address to Modling Austria, few wrinkles otherwise fine cancel.

 £ 45

4726 1933 International Aviation Congress set of 4 fine used, three
with blue Congress CDS cancels, SG 214/8. Cat £90.  £ 30

4727 1945 (30 Aug) WWII Free French Forces in Cairo Egypt
stampless cover addr to Capt Lloyd GHQ, MEF, bearing nice strike
of shaded POST AUX ARMEES / F.F.L. double ring CDS and
arrival  unshaded POSTE AUX ARMEES / 3 SEPT 1945 / F.F.L /
CDS on reverse, few contemporary creases otherwise sound and both
good strikes.  £ 60

4728 1946 First Philatelic Exhibition Cairo first day cover with
80th anniversary of first Egyptian stamps. SG 307-310  £ 14

4729 1955-1962 Sheets and mint blocks for circa 24 different
issues in two sheet files, mostly as sets incl sheets of 50 with sheet
markings, a total catalogue in excess of 1955 Arab UPU, 50th Anniv.
Rotary Int (Cat £300), 1956 Inter Museum Week (Cat £115), 1957
Railway (Cat £115), Mothers Day, Gaza strip (Cat £195), Al-Azhar
University (Cat £247), 1957 1952 Revolution (Cat £750), 1958 First
Afro-Asian Opthalmology (Cat £247), etc, total cat in excess of
£3000. 100s.  £ 600

4730 1958-1984 mint and mainly unmounted mint collection
mainly complete for the period in printed Schaubek album with clear
mounts, huge amount of sets, miniature sheets incl sets cat up to £55
each, only needs a few to complete, plus Gaza overprint sets from
1958, Syria from 1958 etc, lovely clean lot Cat £1600+. 100s.

 £ 550

4731 Collection of covers and Postal Stationery from late 19th
century to mid 20th century chiefly fine (some have toning) with
many useful including 1906 and 1911 PPC's with GB stamps with
different 'PAQUEBOT' cancels, various WW2 censors,1930's/40's
FDC's, 1929 First Flight cover Imperial Airways between India,
Egypt & England and used and unused Postal Cards and envelopes.
Nice lot (41 items).  £ 125

4732 Mint & used 1866 to 1935 on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 190 different incl strength in 1920s-30s, 1933 Air set mint,
1933 Airs long set used.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 160

4733 Neat collection in a well filled 3 ring binder on printed 3 ring
leaves from first issues to 1971, mint and used early to modern defins
and commems, 1940s onwards mainly complete to 1971, stated to
catalogue US $1530 with approx 1000+ all different, useful lot for
expansion.  £ 250

ERITREA
4734 1893-1910 Mint and used assembly on two old time
Schaubek printed pages, good range of issues noted 1893 5l red and
blue part original gum (thins and mounted heavily, Cat £600), 1895
set mainly used, 1903 set mainly used to 5l (Cat £60 on paper), odd
mint are stuck down but not counted, good catalogue value. (33).

 £ 300

ESTONIA
4735 1855 Prestamp entire; a folded printed Religious message sent
from Estonia to Wolmar, Latvia with black boxed handstamp and
large cds on reverse. Interesting item that needs further research.

 £ 50

4736 1923 Air Imperf pairs surcharged set of 3 very fine used
though cancels cannot be guaranteed so sold 'as is' SG 46/48 Cat
£470.  £ 100

4737 1923 Red Cross overprinted Aita hadalist 5-7m brown and
red & blue imperf CDS CTO used example with expertising h/s on
reverse, SG 50A Cat £250.  £ 85

4738 1924 Air triangle set of 5 imperf and perf both sets fine used
CDS cancels, SG 51B/55B  £ 50
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4739 1930 Surcharged in KROON hinged mint set of 3, very fine,
SG 88/90.  £ 55

4740 1939 Centenary of Parnau superb fine used Miniature sheet
with neat TALILINN 2.VII.39 CDS, very fine, SG MS 151a Cat
£140.  £ 52

4741 German Occupation: 1941-44 Attractive philatelic postcard
(depicting stamps of Estonia in black and white) bearing set of 6
1941 Reconstruction Fund perf tied TALINN 7 XII 41 CDS cancels.
Few gum or tone stains otherwise sound and unaddressed. SG 6/11.

 £ 75

4742 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful
unpicked assembly from 1918 issues to 1940. Includes better part
ranges noted 1918-1919 complete m & u, 1921 Red X set mint perf
& imperf, 1926 red X set 2 used, 1924 Theatre set, 1928 10th Anniv.
set, 1930 Kroon surch 1k & 2k, 1931 Red X set used (cat £76), 1936
Charity set 4 m, 1936 Pres. Constantin 14 values to 60s (cat £180),
1937-40 Caritas sets m, etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC
£700+.  £ 225

4743 Revenue: 1941 WW2 Fiscal stamps surcharged 3r on 5rpf
green, 5r on 5rpf purple, 30r on 25rpf red & 60r on 50rpf orange and
red all in unmounted mint blocks of 4 Barefoot 290/294. Nice and
seldom offered in blocks. (16 revenues).  £ 150

FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
4744 1927 (20 Mar) Falkland Is. GV 1d red tied to paper by full
strike of SOUTH SHETLANDS / A/ 20 MAR / 27 CDS, crease and
smudged marks otherwise nice early example, Type SS2.  £ 25

4745 1944 Overprint sets for Graham Land, South Georgia, South
Orkneys, South Shetlands unmounted mint plus 1946 Thick Map set.

 £ 36

4746 1944-45 Complete set of 32 overprints sets of 8 for Graham
Land, South Georgia, South Orkneys, South Shetlands each set of 8
on philatelic cover with appropriate Island CDS cancels for 21 Feb
1945 with J Lea pencil address for London. Wrinkled and hinges on
reverse but nice group of 4 covers.  £ 60

4747 1944-45 Complete set of eight overprints to 1s deep blue for
Graham Land each in top left corner marginal blocks of six mainly
unmounted mint, lovely positional pieces. SG A1/A8, (not incl. A6a).
Cat £144.  £ 60

4748 1944-45 Complete set of eight overprints to 1s deep blue for
South Georgia each in top left corner marginal blocks of six mainly
unmounted mint, lovely positional pieces. SG B1/B8, (not incl. B6a)
Cat £144.  £ 60

4749 1944-45 Complete set of eight overprints to 1s deep blue for
South Orkneys each in top left corner marginal blocks of six mainly
unmounted mint, lovely positional pieces. SG C1/C8, (Not incl.
C6a). Cat £144.  £ 60

4750 1944-45 Complete set of eight overprints to 1s deep blue for
South Shetlands each in top left corner marginal blocks of six mainly
unmounted mint, lovely positional pieces. SG D1/D8, (not incl.
D6a). Cat £144.  £ 60

4751 1944-56 Mint collection on leaves including 1944-45 set of
32 Dependency overprints SG A1/8 to D1/8, 1946 Thick Map set 1s
with Poke for Pole variety, (cat £150), Thin Map set 9 (cat £100, 2d
showing dot in T variety), etc, nice lot.  £ 90

4752 1944-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1944 set of 32
overprints used (Cat £44), 1948 Thin Map set 9 used (Cat £110),
1954 Ships set used (Cat £130), S. Georgia 1963-9 set 16 used (Cat
£90). (Approx 110).  £ 140

4753 1946-49 Thin Map set of nine all decent CDS cancels, very
fine, SG G9/G16. Cat £110.  £ 40

4754 1947 ( 2 Feb) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946 Victory 1d
tied GRAHAMLAND CDS cancel, PORT STANLEY 19 FEB
receiver on reverse, fine.  £ 18

4755 1947 ( March) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946 Victory 3d
pair tied part SOUTH SHETLAND D CDS cancel, PORT
STANLEY 19 APR receiver on reverse, fine.  £ 18

4756 1954 Ships set to 5/- fine hinged mint. SG G26/38.  £ 30

4757 1954-1985 Attractive mint & unmounted mint collection
neatly arranged on two Hagners with many nice sets and thematics
noted 1954 Ships long set to £1 mint (Cat £265), 1980 set, commem
sets to 1985, nice little colln, STC £286.  £ 95

4758 1954-62 Complete set of 15 fine used PORT STANLEY
CDS cancels, very fine, SG G26/G40. Cat £130.  £ 50

4759 1954-62 Complete set of 15 hinged mint each with neat hinge
remain, 2/6 & £1 are marginal examples, very fresh set, SG
G26/G40. Cat £225.  £ 85

4760 1959-60 Two Covers cancelled PORT LOCKROY /
GRAHAMLAND CDS cancels for 1959 (12 Jan) to Port Stanley tied
2½d Ship & 1960 (2 Dec) to UK bearing ½d & 2d Ship defins, both
fine.  £ 24

4761 1965 (2 Feb) Cover to UK bearing 1954 Ships ½d, 1½d & 3d
tied super DECEPTION ISLAND CDS cancel, fine.  £ 18

4762 1966 (1 Dec) Trans Antarctic Ovpt 6d lilac tied to cover by
ADMIRALTY BAY / SOUTH SHETLANDS CDS to UK. Very
fine.  £ 18

4763 Attractive mint & few used assembly on eight large stockcards
some useful duplication with better noted 1946 Thick Map set, 1954
Ships set to £1 (Cat £265) plus extras to 5s, 1980 long set, few
commem sets, nice clean lot. (Approx 165).  £ 160

4764 Mint / unmounted mint collection of sets on stockbook pages
starts from 1980-83, then South Georgia 1987 Birds, 1994 Whales
& Dolphins (Cat £50), 1999 Birds set (Cat £55), 2002 Sea
Mammals M/S (Cat £20), 2004 Juvenile Fauna set (Cat £60), 2009
Shackleton long set to £5 (Cat £40), attractive lot with good cat
value.  £ 85

4765 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8 overprint
values to 1s  neatly t ied violet  FALKLAND ISLANDS
DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels, PORT STANLEY
receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.  £ 60

4766 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8 red overprint
va lues  to 1s  neatly t ied violet  FALKLAND ISLANDS
DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels, PORT STANLEY
receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.  £ 60

4767 South Georgia 1948 17th December Large acknowledgement
of a Postal Order to the value of 12/6d for Postage Stamps, which has
a list of the values paid for and signed G.W.J. Bowles for the Deputy
Postmaster in pencil, obvious folds to make it letter size and sent to
Maltby UK. Nice item of ephemera that would make a nice addition
to an exhibit  on the Falklands.  £ 30

4768 South Georgia: 1952 (19 Mar) Thin Map 8 values to 1s
(missing 2½d) on registered airmail philatelic cover to UK, neatly
tied black FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / South Georgia
CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG G9/G16 (excl. G11b).  £ 100

4769 South Georgia: 1963-1978 Fine used assembly on leaves
includes 1963-69 set 16 to both £1 (Cat £90), 1971-76 surcharge set
plus extras (cat £45), 1977-8 Complete set of 12 surcharges  (Cat
£50), then comes etc., very fine.  £ 75

4770 South Georgia: 1963-69 Complete set of 16 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 1/16 Cat £200.  £ 80

4771 South Georgia: 1977-8 3p on 3d bistre in a bottom marginal
DLR Imprint block of 4 unmounted mint, SG 58.  £ 30

4772 South Georgia: 1977-8 Complete set of 12 surcharges
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 53/66 Cat £50.  £ 20
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
4773 1878-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used early to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$700 with approx 175 all different, noted 1878 6d green, 1938 to
1/3d mint, 1949 UPU set m, 1968 Flowers to £1 m, Falkland Is
Deps. 1946 thick map set m, 1954 ships to 2/6 m & u etc, useful lot
for expansion.  £ 130

4774 1880-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1935 SJ set f.u.,
1938 set to £1 used (Cat £250), 1952 set used (Cat £90), 1948 RSW
set used, 1960 Birds set used (Cat £80). Cancels taken 'as is'.
(Approx 120).  £ 180

4775 1891 6d orange yellow Wmk reversed heavy hinge mint with
guide dot in the centre at the base  SG 33x.  £ 24

4776 1904-12 EDVII Range of seven mint examples with hinges
including ½d, 1d, 2d purple, 2d reddish purple (Cat £225), 2½d
ultramarine, 6d orange & 1s brown. Sound, SG range 43/48 Cat
£400.  £ 80

4777 1904-1928 Excellent range of chiefly mint shades on printed
pages with 1904/12 ½d green (3, one used), 1d (4, 3 used), 2d (2,
incl. reddish purple fu Cat £275), 2½d (2, incl. deep blue cat £275),
6d & 1/-; then 1921/28 shades of ½d (3), 1d (3), 2d (3), 2½d (4),
2½d purple on yellow (3), 6d (2) &1/- (3) Fine lot for the specialist
Cat £1030.  £ 320

4778 1912 1s light bistre-brown mint block of 4 with original gum
with hinge remains. Very fine looker, SG 65.  £ 50

4779 1912 3s slate-green fine used with almost sock on the nose
Port Stanley double ring postmark in BROWN dated 6 July 1914.
Rare coloured postmark. SG 66.  £ 75

4780 1912-20 Line perf 2d deep reddish purple & 2d maroon both
fine hinged mint SG 62a/b Cat £825.  £ 200

4781 1914 10/- red on green fine unmounted mint, centred slightly
to left. Lovely stamp SG 68 Cat £190 for hinged mint.  £ 160

4782 1919 6d brown-orange mint block of 4 with original gum with
hinge remains. Very fine looker, SG 64b.  £ 25

4783 1927 2½d indigo mint block of 4 with original gum with
hinge remains. Very fine looker, SG 76a.  £ 44

4784 1929 Whale & Penguin 1s black on green in an attractive
PAIR fine used CDS, attractive pair. SG 122.  £ 28

4785 1929 Whale & Penguin 2/6 carmine on blue in an attractive
PAIR fine used CDS on paper, attractive pair. SG 123.  £ 55

4786 1929-36 1s green hinged mint x 3 incl on green comb perf, on
emerald line perf, all fine, SG 122/122a. Cat £92.  £ 28

4787 1933 Centenary £1 black and carmine mounted mint with very
fresh frontal appearance, superb top value, SG 138.  £ 1250

4788 1933 Centenary 5s black and yellow hinged mint with fresh
gum and vibrant colour, nice example, SG 136 Cat £950.  £ 400

4789 1933 Centenary of British Admin set to 2/6d  (except 1/- val)
hinged mint with some having slight gum crazing. Nice looking set
SG 127/35 (ex 134) Cat £420+  £ 125

4790 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on cover to UK tied PORT
STANLEY CDS cancels, light tones otherwise sound, SG 139/142.
Cat x 50 on postal cover.  £ 50

4791 1935 Silver Jubilee set unmounted mint, SG 139/42.  £ 22

4792 1938-50 GVI 5/- blue & chestnut both hinged mint and very
fine used; the mint example has a gum wrinkle and the start of gum
crazing but is a nice looker from the front. SG 161 Cat £245(2)

 £ 60

4793  1938-50 GVI basic part set to the £1 hinged mint (9d & 2½d
shade missing); the £1 value is marginal and has two tone spots on
the gum that are not visible from the front, rest fine. SG146/51,

153/56 &158/63 also 1935 Silver Jubilee set and 1937 Coronation
set hinged mint  £ 140

4794 1939 (14 Feb) Registered Wilson cover to UK bearing 1938
defins ½d, 1d, 6d & 1s tied SOUTH GEORGIA CDS cancels and
similar regd etiquette No.170, arrival b/s. Few hinged on reverse
otherwise pretty combination.  £ 45

4795 1948 (1 Nov) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on plain
envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT
STANLEY CDS cancels.  Very fine, hard to find. SG 166/7. £ 125

4796 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set unmounted mint, SG 166/7.
 £ 36

4797 1948-49 Two plain covers one bearing 1948 RSW 2½d tied
PORT STANLEY / * / 1 NOV / 48 CDS FDI cancel, and 1949 2d
black & red GVI defin tied similar cancel for 4 July, both sent locally
philatelic use. Pretty duo. (2).  £ 20

4798 1949 Thin Paper white gum, 2/6 slate-black very fine mint
right hand marginal example, thick paper left margin accompanies for
comparison, very fine. Heijtz 90d.  £ 55

4799 1952 GV set complete to £1 hinged mint (3d &1/- are used)
and a used set to £1 (1/- is toned and 10/- has red ink mark at top)
Cat £150+. SG172/85 (28)  £ 70

4800 1952 GVI set to 5/- fine hinged mint SG 172/183.  £ 36

4801 1953-1974 QEII mainly mint assembly on Hagner page of
sets for 1955 set 6 mint (Cat £40), 1960 Birds set to £1 mainly fine
used (Cat £80), 1968 Flowers set mint (Cat £65), 1971 Decimal
Currency set (Cat £21), 1972 set of 13 mint (Cat £42), all sound.
(130 + M/S).  £ 62

4802 1953-1978 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1968 Flowers set (Cat
£75), 1971 Decimal currency set (Cat £30), 1974 Tourism, etc, clean
lot, good cat value. Approx 140.  £ 80

4803 1953-1996 Complete mint collection, unmounted mint from
about 1965, in a boxed  Lindner hingeless album complete including
miniature sheets. Includes 1960 birds complete to £1, 1968 Flowers
set to £1, 1971 & 1972 Flowers decimal sets to £1, 1989 Ships to
£5, 1994 Marine Life to £5, etc,.. Super lot that cats over £800

 £ 350

4804 1980's Five first day covers includes 1983 200 years of
Manned flight, 1985 Albatrosses, 1984 Volcanoes of South
Sandwich. Plus British Antarctic 1985 Graham Land and 1983
Manned Flight.  £ 12

4805 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the Royal
Engineers three typed illustrated covers with autographs of
commanding officers.  £ 20

4806 And Dependencies: QEII mainly unmounted mint collection
in two KA-BE hingeless albums including 1968 Flowers set, 1989
Ships set, FID; 1954 Ships to £1 U/M (to 2/6 mint), South Georgia
1963-9 set U/M, 1971-6 surch set U/M, 1994 Whales & Dolphins
set U/M, range of minor Wmk varieties. Odd tone but mainly fine.
Albums expensive new!  £ 400

4807 Book containing unused stamps mounted to pages includes
King George VI silver wedding 2½d and £1, 1964 Battle of
Falklands set of four with margins and 1938-50 KGVI definitives.

 £ 20

4808 South Georgia: 1963-9 set 16 mounted mint (Cat £200), all
fresh lookers. SG 1/16.  £ 48

FAROE ISLANDS
4809 1941 (19 May) Cover sent locally bearing 20ore on 1ore
black tied KVALVIC circular cancel and Thorshavn CDS alongside,
mainly fine, Facit 4 Cat Skr 800.  £ 75
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4810 1975-1991 Mint / unmounted mint collection mainly complete
for the period on leaves in binder, noted 1975 set 14, 1977 Fishing
set, 1978 Ship mail cover, 1979 Europa set 2 in mint sheet of 20
(Cat £37), 1983 Chess booklet, 1983 Nordic House M/S, 1984 Fairy
Tales booklet (Cat £39), many commem sets to 1991. Good cat
value. (268 + 20 covers).  £ 200

4811 1975-2008 Mint, unmounted mint on stockpages with dozens
of sets from 1970s onwards to 2008 for defins, commems and
miniature sheets, noted 1983 Nordic M/S, 1984 Fairy Tales strip
(Cat £49), 1985 Aircraft booklet, 1986 Hafnia 86 M/S, 2003 Norse
Myths sheetlet of 10 (Cat £25), 2003 Children's Songs M/S (Cat
£20), Post Office M/S, 2004 Cruise of Maria M/S (Cat £26), Poems
M/S (Cat £36), 2005 Settlements M/S (Cat £29), 2005 Art M/S,
2006 Settlements M/S (Cat £27), Fish M/S, Ballad M/S, 2007 Myths
M/S, 2008 Cultural Personalities M/S, Ferns sheet of 10 (Cat £45),
1980s Xmas labels in sheets etc, STC £1800. Mainly very fine.

 £ 500

4812 1975-2017 A superb unmounted mint collection in
Lighthouse hingeless printed album (spine is loose at the back),
appears complete for the period, very fine in all respects, noted 1983
M/S, 1984 Fairy Tales strip, 1986 Hafnia M/S, 1987 Hestur Is.,
1990 Whales, 1986-7 Maps, 2001 Pew Gables, 2001 Nordic Myths
sheet of 6, 2001 Whales, 2003 Norse Myths sheetlet, 2004
Settlement sheetlet of 10 (Cat £26), 2004 Poems sheetlet (Cat £36),
Maria sheetlet (Cat £26), 2005 Settlements sheet (Cat £29), 2005 Art
sheetlet of 9 (Cat £28), 2006 Deepwater Fish sheetlet (Cat £23),
2007 Myths sheetlet (Cat £23), 2008 Ferns sheetlet (cat £45), 2017
Wedding M/S (Cat £40), SEPAC, Duck set, Lakes both sets, Dyes
M/S (Cat £45), 2016 Fish (cat £40), 2016 Jesus pane, 2015 Solar
Eclipse both sets & M/S (Cat £85), 2010-11 Self adhesive Franking
Machine labels sets, etc, enormous cat value, very attractive
collection. STC £3900+.  £ 1300

4813 Provisionals: 1919 (17 Jan) Philatelic cover sent locally in
Thorshavn with 4ore blue bisected diagonally tied with 5ore green
defin addressed locally, shortened cover and minor faults from letter
opening, Facit 1 Cat from Skr 8,000. Attractive and scarce.  £ 300

FIJI
4814 1907 (24 Dec) Registered cover OHMS to UK bearing EDVII
½d, 1d & 2½d values tied LEVUKA CDS cancel, faults incl gum
stains or small tears and singed by the official posting the letter
bottom left. Pretty combination.  £ 24

4815 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive regd
cover SUVA to UK from an old time collectors hoard, SG 242/5.

 £ 45

4816 1935-1963 Attractive collection of hinged mint sets neatly
arranged on album pages including 1935 SJ set, 1938-55 set incl
both Dies for 2d & 6d, plus some extra shades on 1vdm 6d, 1948
RSW set, 1954-59 set to £1, 1959-63 set, 1962-67 set etc.
Attractive lot STC £600+.  £ 200

4817 1938-55 GVI  mint collection that includes many Perf and Die
types including all Die 1 issues all identified on leaves with all vals
to £1. Useful cat value SG249/266b (37).  £ 120

4818 1940 2d brown and green Die II in a fine lightly used block
of 4  SG 254  Cat £64+.  £ 20

4819 1941 First Transpacific Airmail / Suva, Fiji to Auckland N.Z.
airmail 1st flight cover bearing ½d, 1½d & 1s GVI vals tied SUVA
9th Nov 1941 cancels. Few wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 20

4820 1942 P.14 Plate 1; 2½d brown and green in bottom right plate
corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with bottom left stamp
showing extra Island variety, nice positional piece, SG 256 & 256a.
Cat £193 for mint.  £ 75

4821 1948 P.12 Plate 2; 2½d brown and green in bottom right plate
corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with bottom left stamp
showing extra Island variety, nice positional piece, SG 256c &
256ca. Cat £117 for mint.  £ 46

4822 1949 (10 Oct) Registered cover (philatelic) to UK bearing
1949 UPU 2d, 3d & 8d (2) tied single line P.O. WAINUNU / 10
OCT 1949 struck on each stamp, manuscript No.83, few light tones,
scarce cancels.  £ 120

4823 1949 (2 Mar) Registered cover (philatelic) to UK bearing
GVI ½d green & 1948 RSW 2½d green pair tied single line P.O.
WAINUNU / 2 - MAR 1949 struck twice over the stamps,
manuscript Reg No.14, scarce cancels.  £ 120

4824 1953-1994 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages for
commems, miniature sheets plus long sets incl vals to $5, and many
nice thematics. High degree of completion. 100s.  £ 80

4825 1954 Airmail cover to UK bearing large combination of GVI
1½d, 2½d, 3d, 5d & 1s plus QEII 6d black all tied LAUTOKA 26th
July 1954 CDS's, torn along the top otherwise sound, pretty combn.

 £ 15

4826 1954 ½d myrtle canoe in a COMPLETE SHEET OF 60
unmounted mint with R6/10 stamp showing lines of shading missing
variety SG 280 var. Display item.  £ 20

4827 1955 P.13 1/6 ultramarine in a fine used block of 9 with light
NAUSORI CDS cancels, odd wrinkle otherwise scarce multiple, SG
263a b, Cat £162.  £ 48

4828 All period chiefly mint/unmounted mint duplicated
accumulation with EdVII to 1/-, GV 14 vals to 5/-, 1954 vals to £1,
then later defin, and commemorative sets to the top vals u/m, plus
some useful Postage Dues. Well cat lot that would suit the small fairs
dealer.  £ 180

FINLAND
4829 1856-2000s Binder containing mainstream early to modern
duplicated on dozens of leaves defins and various commems mint &
used. Noted 1856 10k red (taken as forgery), Serpentines 1860 5p
blue on blue (teeth missing, cat £300) 10k red, 1866 5p, 8p, 20p,
40p mostly nice fine used (Cat £860), 1875 to 1m used, 1889 to 1m
used, 1931 Red X set m, Literary set 2 m, then huge assembly of
mainstream to modern m & u, 100s.  £ 175

4830 1874 1marka yellowish brown very fine used with
COMPLETE teeth. A lovely stamp and difficult to find in such
condition. SG49 Cat £1100.  £ 250

4831 1963-1986 Attractive double collection in a Lindner hingeless
printed album both unmounted mint and fine used for many issues
including setenant strips, miniature sheets, booklets, with a high
degree of completion, noted 1985 & 1986 Finlandia 88 M/S's (Cat
£44), 1976 Finnish Arts long set (Cat £40+), 1972 Costumes set
(Cat £43), etc, high cat value.  £ 350

4832 1984-2007 Unmounted mint collection in a large navy blue
Finland gold embossed stockbook for commem sets & miniature
sheets, many self-adhesives, setenant strips, useful face, huge range
of thematics noted 1985-88 Finlandia M/S (4, cat £22 each), 1987
Art Museum booklet, 1989 Dogs, 1993 Water Birds block, 1994-5
Finlandia M/S, 1994 Flowers, 1995 Cats, 1996 Motion Pictures,
1996 Stamp Day block, Comic Strips block, 1997 Crane M/S, 1998
Dogs, 1998 Stamp Day Owl M/S, 2001 Woodpeckers M/S (cat £20),
2003 Lighthouses M/S (Cat £19), 2005 Stamp 150th Anniv. M/S
(Cat £44), etc. Attractive lot with huge cat value. Finnish retail €867.

 £ 400

4833 1987-1993 Attractive double collection in a Lindner hingeless
printed album both unmounted mint and fine used for many issues
including setenant strips, miniature sheets, booklets, with a high
degree of completion, noted 1993 Opera House M/S (cat £11 each),
1993 Water Birds booklets (2, cat £13 each), 1993 Birds (3rd series
booklet), Wendelin strip, Arctic Fox sheetlet of 16 (Cat £48), 1992
Technology, Nordia 93 set, Women se, 1990-1 Youth M/S's, 1989
Bear (Cat £32), Dogs M/S, 1987-8 Finlandia M/S's (Cat £45), 1987
Paintings strip etc, useful cat value.  £ 350
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4834 1994-2002 Attractive double collection in a Lindner hingeless
printed album both unmounted mint and fine used for many issues
including setenant strips, miniature sheets, booklets, with a high
degree of completion, noted 1994 Finlandia 94 M/S, 1994 Finlandia
(3rd issue) 16m sheetlet of ten (Cat £140), 1994 Flowers sheetlet of
10 (Cat £30), 1995 Greetings booklet (Cat £20), Cats booklet, 1996
motion pictures (Cat £20), 1996 Stamp Day M/S, Comic Strips
booklet (Cat £20), 1997 Greetings booklet (Cat £28), Lifeboat
booklet (Cat £21), 1997 Writers booklet (Cat £26), 1998 Stamp Day
M/S, 1998 Dogs, Design, 1999 Birds, 1999 Entertainers, 2000
450th Anniv. of Helsinki booklet, 2001 Greetings booklet, 2001
Woodpeckers M/S (Cat £20), 2002 Trees self-adhesive (Cat £37),
etc, high cat value.  £ 450

4835 2010 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics. STC £294.

 £ 100

4836 2011 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics. STC £299.

 £ 100

4837 2014 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics noted Teddy
Bears M/S (Cat £43), Old Castles self-adhesive booklet (Cat £42),
Janson M/S, Greetings booklet (Cat £35), Fruit, Ferries M/S, Sweet
Summer booklet (Cat £42), Dudesons M/S (Cat £29), Tom of
Finland M/S (Cat £22), Autumn Booklet (Cat £28), Signs of the Sky
booklet (Cat £56), Bridges & Waterways (Cat £70), Independence
set (cat £42). STC £518.  £ 150

4838 Military Mail : WWII 1941-44 Small group of covers (3) and
cards (3) sent by soldiers including two cards showing military
caricatures of soldiers; one returning home with a bunch of flowers
and the other has two soldiers with their machine guns behind a
barricade, one has boxed censor cachet in violet. Fine condition
though the covers have been slightly reduced at the right. Unusual
group (6)  £ 24

FRANCE
4839 1847 (4th Nov) Entire from Paris to Austria written up on
album page (in Dutch) with Paris double ring postmark, cost mark
'20 = 12 '   =  ' 3 2 '  i n  manuscr ip t ,  (kreuzers) and boxed
'WIEN/4/NOV./EXP' handstamp. Very fine cover with details of the
route taken by the mails through Europe.  £ 30

4840 1849 1fr carmine fine used two margin example cut into on
other two sides and neat star dotted postmark, SG 19 Cat £1100.

 £ 48

4841 1849 1fr carmine-brown nice 3½ margin example neatly fine
used with grid diamond postmark in black, neat and fault free, SG 18
Cat £1200.  £ 250

4842 1849 1fr carmine-brown nice spacefiller with no margins and
tears or faults, light cancel, nice spacefiller and colour, SG 18 Cat
£1200.  £ 30

4843 1849-1984 An extensive mint and used collection in a well
filled Scott printed album with better content throughout includes
imperf Napoleon to 1fr and perforated issues to 80c, 1869 5fr grey
(small faults, nice looker, cat £1100), 1870-73 to 80c used, 1876 to
2f, 1900 to 20f, 1924 Expo. set mint, 1925 5f red mint (Cat £180),
1930-31 5f brown both types mint, 20f brown used (3 types), 1938
50f Ader mint, defin long sets to 20f, 1945 Ceres to 100f, 1949 10f
vermilion single, 1953 Sports set m, 1950s Fund sets, 1960s Art
stamps, much complete to 1984, then 1918 Red X m, 1922 War
Orphans set mint (toned gum), 1927 Sinking Fund set m, 1928 set m,
1930 1f50+3f50, 1937 Museum set 2 m, 1936 100th Flight 10f CDS
used,  1947 Air to 500f, 1949 to 100f, 1950 to 1000f used, 1957 to
1000f mint, plus many more, enormous catalogue value and over.
100s.  £ 1800

4844 1850 Ceres 25c deep blue a beautiful large four even margins
used neat grid diamond cancel, light vertical crease but does not
detract, SG 11.  £ 18

4845 1852 Napoleon Repub 10c yellow-bistre nice spacefiller with
one margin and part dotted diamond cancel, horizontal crease
otherwise appears sound, SG 37 Cat £850.  £ 30

4846 1856 Napoleon Empire 80c carmine-red an amazing strip of
4 with uneven margins cut into at places and very fine used DS2
dotted diamond numeral cancels (Paris) plus part red PAID CDS
cancel, huge 320c rate, seldom seen in such multiples. Fine, SG 69
Cat £440.  £ 150

4847 1860 Attractive small cover Paris to New York bearing
Napoleon Empire 80c bright rose x 2 (small margins) tied dotted
diamond cancels, and a variety of PD, Am Service boxed h/s in red
on obverse, plus USA arrival PAID / NEW YORK, and manuscript
6 in red crayon, few minor faults and wrinkles but impressive 160c
rate.  £ 250

4848 1860 Napoleon Empire 5c green on bluish very fine used
PAIR with large margins on two sides, touching into on right and top
left and neat 1523 dotted diamond numeral cancel, fine, SG 44 Cat
£240.  £ 80

4849 1867 Cover from Troyes to Liverpool with manuscript 8
cancel and French Exchange office FR / 2 in black oval (smudged)
and two Liverpool X13 receivers on obv., roughly opened and ink
blotch otherwise sound.  £ 35

4850 1869 5F grey top value nicely used with lozenge '218' pmk
either side of the central vignette, well centred with good colour and
perfs. SG 131 Cat £1300.  £ 250

4851 1869 5f lilac-grey on greyish fine used light dotted diamond
cancel, couple of blunt perfs and trace of a thin for this high value,
comes with Stolow 1971 certificate, expertised on reverse. SG 131
Cat £1300.  £ 300

4852 1875 Ceres Thick Figure 10c bistre on rose fine mint original
gum example with lovely fresh colour, usual gum crazing, fresh, SG
203 Cat £600.  £ 200

4853 1885-7 Telegraph stamps for Telephones 25c blue on beige
and 50c red on rose both neatly cancelled blue CDS cancels, Yvert
3/4.  £ 18

4854 1900 Olivier & Merson 50c Cinnamon and lavender with
lavender background omitted variety, fine used CDS, few pulled perf
on left, otherwise sound, SG 305a Cat £140.  £ 28

4855 1900-1946 Collection of mint and used on well filled
Schaubek plain leaves, useful content throughout including 1900
Olivier & Merson 2f lilac and buff used (Cat £110), 1926 War
Orphan's Fund 1f+25c red f.u. (cat £60), 1918 Red X mint (Cat
£160), 1927 sinking fund set f.u., 1929 Views to 20f used, 1936 Air
50f used (wrinkles, cat £475), 1936 Air to 2f50 red mint (Cat £80),
1936 Paris Exhib. set mint (Cat £70), 1938 Ader mint (Cat £140),
then mostly mint to 1946 much complete for the period, some back
of the book, good cat value (approx 650).  £ 275

4856 1904 Insured cover to Belfast (slight contemporary postal
faults), bearing 50c cinnamon and lavender showing lavender
background omitted variety, SG 305a. Scarce on cover.  £ 75

4857 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Congress 1f lake and yellow-green
fine unmounted mint example, slight gum skip otherwise fine and
sound, well centred, SG 400e Cat £1000+ for unmounted.  £ 250

4858 1924-1959 Mint & unmounted mint collection of sets in 22
ring binder on leaves incl 1924 Decorative Arts set m (Cat £29),
1938 Football, 1939 PTT, World Fair set, 1940 War Charities, 1940
Surcharge set (Cat £50), 1942 Nat. Relief Fund long set m, 1945
defins to 100f m, 1945 12th UPU 500f m (Cat £95), 1948 Nat.
Relief Fund set m, 1949 Air Views set to 1000f appears U/M (Cat
£390), 1953 Literary Figures set U/M (Cat £63), 1954 Nat. Relief
Fund set m (Cat £236), 1956 Nat. Relief Fund mint (Cat £80), 1957
Tourist set to 100f mint (Cat £62), etc. Attractive lot with good cat
(STC £1800+) and many thematics.  £ 500
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4859 1927 Air Overprint 2f red and blue-green fine used SEINE
CDS cancel, centred left, fine, SG 455 Cat £300.  £ 85

4860 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition Miniature sheet very fine mint
with Strasbourg Exhibition CDS top right, couple small hinge marks
on reverse otherwise fine, SG MS 454b Cat £1600.  £ 450

4861 1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition Miniature sheet very
fine hinged mint; a key item in French philately. Superb looking and
printed in small quantities and only available at the Exhibition. SG
MS 454b Cat £1600.  £ 500

4862 1929 International Philatelic Exhibition LE HAVRE
overprint 2f red and blue-green mounted mint with hinge remains,
few gum skips otherwise well centred and fresh, SG 470 Cat £1000.

 £ 250

4863 1929 International Philatelic Exhibition overprint on 2f red &
green with superb ENTZHEIM 1931 hexagonal cancel, superb, SG
470 Cat £1000.  £ 300

4864 1929-31 10f blue three different types incl 10f pale ultr. Type
I mint (Cat £140),Type II mint (Cat £225), Type IIA unused no gum
(Cat £95 mint), all fine, SG 474/ 474 a/b.  £ 120

4865 1930 4f slate-blue Type II hinged mint and expertised on
reverse, fine, SG 472a.  £ 45

4866 1930 Sinking Fund 1f50 +3f 50 lilac brownish toned gum
example U/M. SG 480 (Yv.256) Cat £160+ for U/M.  £ 20

4867 1930 Sinking Fund 1f50 + 3f50 in a scarce mint booklet pane
of 4 with margins all round, paper adherence on reverse but partly
U/M and horizontal crease along top margin but does not detract
from this seldom offered format, Cat €1500.  £ 300

4868 1936 Air 50f blue and pink key value fine used CDS example,
nice and sound, SG 541 Cat £475.  £ 160

4869 1936 Air 50f ultramarine hinged mint in very fine condition,
SG 541 Cat £1000.  £ 325

4870 1936-44 Mainly unmounted mint year collection mostly
complete for postage issues on Yvert printed hingeless album pages
including 1936 Complete except for 100th Flight 10f top value, 1937
National Museums set hinged mint, 1938 Ader (toned gum U/M cat
£130), 1940 surcharge set, Fund sets etc, High cat value. Retail
€763.  £ 350

4871 1937 International Philatelic Exhibition, Paris Miniature sheet
mounted mint with four stamps and two labels, gum creases and
bottom right small corner crease does not detract, nice example, SG
MS 581 Cat £600.  £ 180

4872 1937 Two illustrated covers with King Edward VIII and
Wallis Simpson with 1f 50 Exposition stamps.  £ 15

4873 1938 -1968 Comprehensive chiefly mint collection on Scott
leaves almost complete for the period, missing the high val Airs etc,..
but we note 1953 Sports, 1950's National Relief Fund sets, 1964
Philatec, etc, Good starter lot with a high cat value (100's)  £ 250

4874 1938 Reims Cathedral Restoration Fund 65c + 35c bright
blue in bottom sheet unmounted mint marginal block of 10 with sheet
number etc, fine. SG 614 Cat £130.  £ 26

4875 1938-54 Collection of mint and used sets for different
printings in Safe album on printed leaves noted  most definitive long
sets, surcharges, wartime issues, commems, 1949 CITEX 10f orange-
red mint (Cat £100), 1950 Nat. Relief Fund mint (Cat £110), plus
many more (no airs). Very attractive lot with good cat value. (c600+).

 £ 300

4876 1942-47 Attract ive group of cards al l  philatelic,
commemorating special events, chiefly Philatelic Exhibitions with a
good variety of stamps tied with special postmarks including 1942
Foire de Paris with red vignette (not tied), 1943 Paris Air Post Ex
(3), 1946 Stamp Day, etc,.. plus Belgian card for the National
Monument for Political Prisoners. Nice lot in very fine condition (14)

 £ 36

4877 1943 National Stamp Day. Superb lot of illustrated unfolded
letter cards all bearing 1F50c Petain tied with special cds of different
towns and cities in France and numbered with various illustrations
showing buildings, methods of transport with car, ship, train and
boat, Famous people, Coats of Arms, etc, all apertaining to the
particular town/city in brown on cream paper. Very attractive (54).

 £ 180

4878 1944 Liberation Locals: Cherbourg a superb Crosses
overprint 'series' of 13 values unmounted mint on Petain 60c to 50f,
all very fine cat €1300. Scarce.  £ 450

4879 1947 Epreuve De Luxe small format 12th UPU Congress set
of 4 separate imperf proofs, unfortunately affected by toning, two are
finer, Yvert 581/4, Cat €450.  £ 100

4880 1948 Proof M/S: 1948 United Nations set of 2 perf on
gummed miniature sheet, very fine, Yvert 818-9, Cat €350.  £ 110

4881 1949 (11 Jun) French Stamp Centenary CITEX 25f + 25f blue
imperf and label from the strip tied on obverse of nice Oudine
Medallion from the Ceres defin design. tied nice Centenary CDS.
Fine.  £ 25

4882 1949 Air 1000F Paris very fresh hinged mint SG 1059 Cat
£225.  £ 40

4883 1949 CITEX 10f (+100f) orange red in a part left hand sheet
block of 4 unmounted mint, few wrinkles in margin otherwise fine,
SG 1071a. Cat £400.  £ 125

4884 1953-1975 Collection of used and mainly mint / unmounted
mint sets, booklets and M/S for different printings in Safe album on
hingeless printed leaves noted 1964 Philatec 1fr U/M (Cat £42), Red
Cross Funds, Art Issues, National Relief Funds incl 1954 f.u. (Cat
£200), pre-cancelled sets incl 1954-59 (Cat c£140), 1960 set 4 (Cat
£60), P. Dues to 100f, 1949-50 air set used to 1000f, 1954 air set
used, 1957 air 500f mint, Tourist Publicity, Europa plus many more.
Very attractive lot with good cat value. (c430).  £ 350

4885 1954 Air set of four unmounted mint, 100f, 200f, 500f &
1000f, very fresh, SG 1194/1197. Cat £520.  £ 175

4886 1960-1998 Silk First Day Covers collection in a large binder
of over 250 different mainly with complete sets tied special cancels
and many with silk panel alongside unaddr, huge amount of themes
and attractive issues mainly fine, approx 255.  £ 125

4887 1962-86 Collection in a bulging Lighthouse printed album
chiefly mint/unmounted mint and is near to completion for the period.
Good project for someone. STC 1200 Euros.  £ 200

4888 1966-1976 Collection of unmounted mint sets and M/S for
different printings in Safe album on hingeless printed leaves noted
Red Cross Funds, 1975-6 Coin set 12 precancelled (Cat £36),
Arphila M/S, Tourist Publicity plus many more. Very attractive lot
with good cat value. (c350).  £ 60

4889 1976-1984 Collection of unmounted mint sets and M/S for
different printings in Safe album on hingeless printed leaves noted
1977-81 Sabine defins, Red Cross Funds, precancelled sets, Tourist
Publicity, Europa plus many more. Very attractive lot with good cat
value. (c390).  £ 100

4890 1985-1990 Collection of unmounted mint sets, booklets and
M/S for different printings in Safe album on hingeless printed leaves
noted Red Cross Funds, precancelled sets, Tourist Publicity, Europa
plus many more. Very attractive lot with good cat value. (c430).

 £ 110

4891 A 19th Century onwards old time duplicated mainly fine used
jumble assembly in stockbook, noted 1853-61 Napoleon 20c blue
mainly four margins f.u. (approx 65, shades), perf Ceres 25c blue
with different numeral cancels (c45), 1876-85 Peace & Commerce
duplicated values, etc, 100s.  £ 65
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4892 A selection of  thirty-five covers and postcards and fronts.
Includes 1862 cover with pair 20c blue to Cardiff GB, a few from
Claude Bernard to England and 1913 card with 10c red to Canada.

 £ 25

4893 AND COLONIES - Well filled stockbook mint and used from
early to modern, over 3200 stamps including 1930 BIT ovpt 50c red
mint blk of 6 & 12 (Cat £58), 1906 Sower 5c green blkt pane of 10
part mint, duplicated earlier incl Peace & Commerce, Olivier &
Merson to 10f, Fr. Colonies incl Morocco, good Syria surcharge and
overprints assembly incl 1921 25p on 10p grey imperf pair mint,
1924 Olympic Games surch set 4 (toned mint, 2 cat £132 each set 4),
1926 Refugees Fund, 1929 Damascus Exhib., 1936 Damascus Fair
set mint, Indian settlements France Libre overprints mint, AEF, AOF,
Tunisia, etc, 100s.  £ 225

4894 Credit Lyonnais money stamp, 5c sower encased in imprinted
token for the National Savings Bonds used to publicise their products
and services. Advertises 6% return on savings bonds of 1920. Mainly
fine.  £ 20

4895 Eclectic group of covers/cards with 1862 Accounts sheet
folded to form an entire bearing four margin Napoleon,then 1930's
to 1940's with 1936 Philatelic Bourse card with large blue bourse
cds, 1938 env to Djibouti with DIRECTION du PERSONNEL
MILITAIRE/ 1er BUREAU h/s in violet, 1940 philatelic card
bearing 1c & 2c sowers tied with large Czechoslovak Army Post cds'
in blue, 1949 CITEX cover with imperf/perf strip of 4 tied with
Exhibition cds plus other better stamps of 1930's/40's on flown
commercial covers Nice lot with odd fault but many fine and
attractive (14).  £ 100

4896 French Foreign Legion: 1945 stampless cover addressed to
Monsieur le Capitaine de Courette, Commandant la Marine, Tripoli
with POSTE AUX ARMEES B.C.M.1 WITH CROSS OF
LORRAINE & F.F.L. cds dated 12 DEC 1945 (with a similar
backstamp dated 13 DEC) and Registration etiquette inscribed
BUREAU CENTRAL MILITAIRE NO 1 (torn corner) and attractive
MARINE AU LEVANT / Service des Travaux Maritimes fancy cds
with a central  Anchor design in violet. Very fine item  £ 50

4897 German Occupation: St Nazaire TAXE PERCUE 4.50 / I
LOT de St - Nazaire / Poche DE L'ATLANTIQUE printed envelope
in red sent registered from LA TURBALLE No. 1642 and cancelled
similar CDS for 19 Feb 1945. Very fine and attractive. High cat
value.  £ 250

4898 Mint & mainly unmounted mint collection on Hagner pages
with useful earlier noted 1906 Sower set of 6 vals to 35c u/m (cat
£35), 1920 Sowers 1.f40, 2f green u/m, 1924 Int Exhib. set u/m (cat
£30), 1924 Olympics set u/m (cat £50), 1933 Portraits set mainly
u/m (cat £75), 1934 Peace 1f50 blue u/m (cat £70), 1935 River
Scene u.m (cat £46), 1936 Ampere (cat £26), etc, STC £570+ for
mint.  £ 180

4899 NEWSPAPERS: 1870/1 'Le Courier de L'Ouest, Three
complete newspapers, folded into 4 and annotated in french on pages;
one bearing pair of 1c Napoleons' tied with Alencon cds's and
revenue tax mark, another with 2c brown Napoleon with the same cds
and finally one with same 2c brown tied with Le Breil- s-Merize cds.
All are fine with dealers expertising marks and are ready for display.
Need to be viewed carefully. Nice interesting lot (3).  £ 240

4900 NEWSPAPERS: 1872 L'Echo D'Arcis complete newspaper
bearing 2c brown Napoleon actually tied with the newsprint;
obviously affixed before printing and folded into four with couple of
small splits but still a fine item that would display well.  £ 75

4901 PRE-STAMP MAIL: Useful collection of early entires and
entire letters from 1797 to 1830s mostly with all different mileage
two line town cancels and some with red fancy backstamps including
2 /ST QUENTIN, EATAMPES, 7/SEDAN,  2 8 /BREST,
12/MARSEILLE, 6/ANNONAY, 20/DIJON, P84P/CHAMBERI,
52/NANCY, 3/MOULINS, 33/MONTPELLIER, 32/BORDEAUX,
1 0 / C A R C A S S O N N E ,  3 3 / C E T T E ,  6 4 / B A Y O N N E ,
89/PAMTEVER, 43/ORLEANS, 89/AVIGNON, 16/LA
ROCHELLE, 74/ROUEN, 23/PERIGUEUX, 68/LYON,

21/StBRIEUC, 68/BEAUJEU, 37/VIENNE, 29/ANDUSE,
81/LIMOGES, 83/AVALLON, 28/OUIMPER, etc, very mixed but
fascinating lot, odd duplicated, approx 49.  £ 500

4902 Stockbook with duplicated mint and used from 1872 onwards
noted 1849-52 Ceres 10c yellow-bistre (4 margins, Cat £400), 15c
green (no margins, cat £1200), 40c orange (2, cat £600 each), 1853
1c to 80c (varying margins, mostly nice copies) incl. 5c green 4
margins f.u. (Cat £120), 40c orange (5), 1862 perf to 80c, 1863 to
80c, 1869 5fr grey-lilac heavy used with good 3581 dotted diamond
cancel (thins and surface rub, Cat £1200), 1870 Bordeaux 1c olive
on greenish mint (Cat £225), 10c bistro, 30c, 40c & 80c, with faults,
1871-76 set of 4 values, 1876-90 Peace & Commerce to 5f used,
1900 2f used, 1900 Olivier & Merson 50c with lavender background
omitted variety, f.u. (crease, cat £140), 1940-41 surcharge set 18
mint, defins to 1981 etc., approx. 700 STC £9300+.  £ 1500

4903 Useful collection on leaves in a ring binder with better
throughout noted 1922 Precancels mint to 15f, 1906 Sowers to 20c
mainly mint identified by different types, 1936 100th Flight 10fr used
CDS (corner fault, cat £180), 1876-1900 Peace & Commerce to 2f
& 5f used, 1870-71 Ceres to 80c bright rose (Cat £375), 30c brown
(Cat £300), 1c green (Cat £190),  mainly nice fine used copies, 1869
5f lilac-grey (tear, Cat £1200), postage dues to 5fr vermilion m & u,
1926-27 War Orphans set of 4 mint (Cat £225), 1900 Mouchon incl
30c mauve mint, 1902 20c purple-brown and 25c mint  (Cat £230),
1929 10f mint Type IIA (Cat £95), 1922 War Orphans set of 8 mint
(Cat £295), 1918 Red X mint (Cat £160), 1917 War Orphans low
vals mint, 1920 Olivier & Merson 2fr orange & green (Cat £65), 3fr
(both, cat £105), etc, some mixed condition but mostly sound and
huge cat value.  £ 575

FRANCE - COLONIES
4904 1959-1982 Stockbook with toned pages housing parallel
collections of mint (some u/m) and used Gabon; fairly comprehensive
with sets to 500F and many Gold Foil issues and miniature sheets
plus futher collections of Ivory Coast and Madagascar with much
thematic interest. Some stamps have toning and/or are stuck
down,but still many well cat stamps.  £ 200

4905 Alexandretta: 1938 Death of Kemal Ataturk overprinted
12p50 on 15p orange unmounted mint, SG 31 Cat £70 mint.  £ 30

4906 French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1956 - 1967
Selection of unmounted mint with many better stamps in evidence
including 1956 4f, 8f,12f, 20f, 25f (cat £110), 85f, the Airs set of 3
to 200f, (cat £205),1963 5f (2, cat £65 each) 8f (2), 25f in block of
4 (cat £33 each), 50f (4, cat £55 each ) then commemoratives
including 1963 Quiet Sun set of 2 (cat £195). Nice lot with a cat
value of £1,300 (29).  £ 270

4907 French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1956 - 71
Selection of Airs with 1956 set of 3 to 500F, 1963 Quiet Sun 100F
(unmounted mint) & 1971 Crozet 3 vals to 200F. Very fresh group
SG 16/18, 37 & 54/56 Cat £540.  £ 130

4908 French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1983-85 Useful lot
of covers, mainly FDC's but a good proportion have various Ships
Cachets and are signed by the Commander of the ship, a few have
peripheral bends but a good variety of stamps on offer; a possible
source of fine used? (53).  £ 50

4909 French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1983-90 Large
collection of FDC's chiefly unaddressed or printed with 1983 (9),
1984 (9), 1985 (9), 1986 (11), 1987 (10), 1988 (6), 1989 (13) &
1990 (11). Fine lot with good cat as used stamps.  £ 100

4910 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1955-2001 Mint and
mainly unmounted mint assembly of complete sets in Davo hingeless
printed album with a good degree complete incl 1956-60 to 85f,
1962 Air set 2, 1961 Charcot, 1963 Quiet Sun set 2, 1968 20f
Albatross, 1968 Human Rights, WHO, 1970 Air 30f brown U/M,
1971 10th Anniv. 75f & FDC, 1971 Fish set 8 (Cat £70), 1972
Insects set (Cat £70), many sets & miniature sheets to 2001, includes
Carnet de Voyage 1999, 2001,2003, and undenominated (Cost €30
each), very attractive collection STC $5200+.  £ 1200
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4911 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1955-2008 Mint and
mainly unmounted mint assembly of complete sets on stockpages
appears good degree complete incl 1956-60 8 vals to 85f (85f imperf
in issued colours), 1962 Air set 2, 1970 Air 30f brown U/M & FDC,
1971 10th Anniv. 75f & FDC, 1971 Fish set 8 (Cat £70), 1972
Insects set (Cat £70), many sets & miniature sheets to 2008, nice
thematics. STC £1000+, approx 530.  £ 350

4912 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956-1974 Mint &
unmounted mint assembly on two stockpages with better incl Airs top
values, noted 1956 8 values to 85f (Cat £330), 1957 Geophysical set
3 (5 cat £23 each), 1960 Kerguelen 25f (Cat £43), 1961 Charcot,
1962 TV link, 1963 Crozet 5f (Cat £65), Quiet Sun 20f (Cat £75),
1968 Human Rights (Cat £65), 1962-72 air 25f & 50f (Cat £88),
1966 D1 air, 1969 5th Treaty, 1969 air 100f & 500f (Cat £134), etc
STC £1600+. (77).  £ 500

4913 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956-60 Airs set of
three mounted mint key values, SG 16/18 Cat £205.  £ 65

4914 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1960 25f Kerguelen
Fur seal key stamp lightly mounted mint, SG 14 Cat £150.  £ 50

4915 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 Int. Year of the
Quiet Sun Air 100f fine unmounted mint, SG 37 Cat £120.  £ 35

4916 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 International
Year of the Quiet Sun 100f air fine used side ADELIE CDS cancel,
fine, SG 37 Cat £130.  £ 52

4917 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 Air Centenary
of ITU 30f fine unmounted mint, SG 39 Cat £225.  £ 65

4918 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 Air Discovery
of Adelie Land 50f fine unmounted mint, SG 38 Cat £140.  £ 42

4919 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 Discovery of
Adelie Land 50f air fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 38 Cat £140.

 £ 52

4920 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 ITU Air 30f
unmounted mint, centred left, key stamp, SG 39 Cat £225.  £ 50

4921 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 ITU Centenary
30f air fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 39 Cat £225.  £ 85

4922 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 20f Black
Albatross mounted mint key value, SG 31 Cat £450.  £ 150

4923 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 30f Dumont
D'Urville Commemoration mounted mint key value, SG 44 Cat £150.

 £ 50

4924 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968-69 Air set of
2 40f & 50f fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 45/6 Cat £250.  £ 100

4925 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1969 Air set of 4 to
500f fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 54/7 Cat £225.  £ 88

4926 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1971 Fish 22f value
epreuve de luxe card printed in issued colors on sunken card, very
attractive. Size 130mm x 100mm.  £ 65

4927 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1972 Bicentenary of
Discovery of Crozet Islands Air set of 2 to 250f fresh lightly mounted
mint, SG 78/9 Cat £169.  £ 65

4928 French Sudan: 1937 Air France First Flight cover Bamako to
Tambalounda sent to USA with attractive four stamp franking and
boxed black cachet. Few small tears at top when roughly opened
otherwise a nice looking cover.  £ 30

4929 Hai-How 1903 set to 5F (ex 75c) very fine and fresh hinged
mint. Hard to find set SG 16/28, 30/31 Cat £765 (15).  £ 220

4930 Indo-China 1915 PPC of Saigon to Singapore incl 10c black
and red defin tied 21 July 1915 CDS, written in native language addr
to J Araki C/O Japanese Consulate, arrival b/s. Second USA postcard
1920s addr to Capt J Araki in Germany. Intr duo.  £ 25

4931 OLD TIME Printed Yvert album with a useful mint and used
collection in country sections emphasis on 19th century to early 20th
century better throughout noted Ivory Coast 1892 to 1f (Cat £280),
1900 15c, 25c mint, 50c used, 1912 surch set m, 1913 River Scene
set mint, FR. Somali Coast 1894 imperfs to 30c m & u, 50c h/s
specimen, 1902 0.05 on 75c orange & mauve f.u. (Cat £60), 10c on
10f mint (Cat £49), 1902-03 long set complete minus 2f mainly mint
(Cat £300), 1903 centres in black mostly mint (Cat £225), 5f yellow-
buff CDS (Cat £65), 1909 almost complete incl 1f & 2f used (Cat
£115), 1915 set mint (Cat £65), Dahomey 1899-1905 to 50c m & u,
1906-07 to 1f used, 1906 P.Due to 1fr mint, 1912 surcharges , Indo-
Chinese P.O. in China Kwangchow 1906 to 1f mint (Cat £140),
1923 set 21 mint (Cat £70), Madagascar 1891 5c, 15c & 25c used
(Cat £110), 1895 ovpt 5c mint, 15c to 5f used (Cat £390), 1896-99
set mainly mint (Cat £200), 1900-06 25c mint, 35c used, 1902
surcharges 8 values m & u incl round Zero type II 0.05 on 30c mint,
1903 Zebu and Lemur 14 vals to 75c mint, 5f mint  (Cat £400), 1908
Transport long set m (Cat £55), P.Dues 1896 40c mauve mint,
Morocco 1891-1900 to 1p on 1f used (Cat £260), 1902-10 1p on 1f
used (Cat £70), 1911-17 mainly complete mint, 1917 to 2p (2p is
unused cat £190), P.Dues etc. Useful lot for expansion.  £ 1100

4932 OLD TIME Printed Yvert album with a useful mint and used
collection in country sections emphasis on 19th century to early 20th
century better throughout noted Gabon 1904 to 30c & 45c mint (Cat
£90), 1910-18 to 5f mint, 1912 surcharge set mint, 1915 Red X mint
& u, Diego Suarez 1890 15 on 10c, 15 on 20c & 15 on 25c all CDS
used (Cat £230), 1890 5c, 15c & 25c used (taken 'as is, cat £435
genuine), 1891 5c CDS (taken 'as is), 1892 set to 40c & 75c m & u,
1894 to 1f m & u, 1891 Postage Due 5c violet on paper (Cat £95),
Dedeagatz 18903-1900 10c m & u, 15c m & u, 2pi on 50c used,
Great Comoro 1897 set 13 m & u (Cat £225+), 1900 45c black on
green mint (Cat £95), FR. Guinea 1892 to 25c & 40c m & u, 1922
long set to 5f mint, Guyana 1892 set to 1f mint (Cat £250), 1924 set
mint, Indo-China 1889 5 on 35c mint (red ovpt Cat £120), 5 on 35c
(black ovpt), 1892-96 set to 5f mint (Cat £500), 1907 to 10f m & u,
1919 10 vals to 5f mainly used (Cat £170), 1922 set mint, 1927 set
m (Cat £150), 1927 P.Due set mint, Indian Settlements 1892 set m
(Cat £140), 1923028 mostly complete mint to 5r on 5f, 1948 set
mint, postage due sets mint etc, (Approx 1150). Useful lot for
expansion. High catalogue value.  £ 1200

4933 Peace & Commerce Forgeries mainly mint or unused for many
different countries from 1c to 1fr incl New Caledonia, Reunion,
Senegal, Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Indian Sett., Martinique, Mayotte
etc, intr lot (95).  £ 95

4934 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Smyrne 1860 (31 Oct)
Entire letter to Manchester UK bearing imperf Napoleon 20c blue (3
margin, Y & T 14A) not tied as pmk is so light (clearly belongs) with
SMYRNE TURQUIE dated double ring cds and black boxed 'PD'
and Manchester and Marseille transit/receiving cds's. Horizontal
filing crease does not detract from fresh appearance.  £ 30

4935 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Smyrne 1866 (14 July)
Early wrapper to Genoa, Italy;  bearing 80c Napoleon (Y & T 24)
tied with numeral 5098 dotted diamond duplex cancel together with
nice SMYRNE  TURQUIE cds, Boxed PD in red and PIROSCAFI
/ POSTALE / FRANCESI H/S in red. Usual horizontal filing creases
but does not detract from this fresh looking item  £ 70

4936 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1900 Envelope for O.
GIRAUD CONSTANTINOPLE to Nottingham UK bearing 1piastre
on 25c black on rose (SG4) tied with CONSTANTINOPLE
GALATIA TURQUIE dated cds with a further two cds's of the same;
then a p lethora of  t ransit markings with RETOUR /  A
L'ENVOYEUR H/S in blue, boxed NOT TO BE FOUND in red and
RETURNED LETTER BRANCH NOTTINGHAM cds in black on
the front and RETURNED LR OFFICE LONDON cds in black and
PAS TROUVE / NOT FOUND in violet on the reverse. A very small
3mm repair at the top does not detract from this very striking item.

 £ 40
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4937 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1902-8 Three  PPC's one
dated 1902 to France with France 5c 'Tablet' issue tied with
SMYRNE / TURQUIE D'ASIE  and 1908 to Constantinople bearing
French Levant 10c red tied with the same cds's PLUS 1908 to
London with French Levant 5c green tied with  JERUSALEM
PALESTINE cds with an indistinct German Post Office transit cds
on the front. Nice group in fine condition (2)  £ 30

4938 Reunion: 1949- Attractive mint & fine used collection of CFA
surcharges on Yvert printed leaves, many sets including 1954 20f  on
75f horse jumping used (Cat £55), mint issues from mid 1960s to
1974, attractive lot (approx 190).  £ 125

4939 Senegal: Two commercial covers from UK to Dakar (same
correspondence) both addressed to SS Duchess of Richmond (Cruise
Passengers), C/O Elder Dumpster Lines Ltd bearing GV/EDVII
combination or GV 6d & 4d, both making 10d airmail rates, roughly
opened, nice incoming mail.  £ 20

4940 Togo: 1914 Anglo-French Occup. 10c on 5pf green (Type I)
group of six fine used examples one on on paper tied with ANECHO
CDS's in blue-black, fine appearance, SG 2.  £ 70

4941 Togo: 1914 Anglo-French Occup. 10c on 5pf green (Type I)
in an attractive right marginal pair unmounted mint, fresh
appearance, SG 2.  £ 45

4942 Togo: 1914 Anglo-French Occup. 10c on 5pf green (Type I)
in an attractive vertical pair mounted mint, 0 malformed, fresh
appearance, SG 2.  £ 40

4943 Togo: 1914 Anglo-French Occup. 10c on 5pf green (Type III)
in an attractive fine used pair with part strike of ANECHO CDS in
blue, fine appearance, SG 2b.  £ 55

GABON
4944 1987 Post Independence 1000f 20th Anniv. of Installation of
President Omar Bongo in a pane of 20. Mainly unmounted mint with
printer's annotation of production. Intr. SG 987. Cat £180.  £ 25

GAMBIA
4945 1880-1992 Useful mint/unmounted mint collection on
stockpages with useful sets and sinles throughout including range of
duplicated QV Cameo Heads inc. shades,1898 set to 6d again with
duplication, EdVII 17 vals to 1/6d, GV 11 vals to 5/-, GV 1/- to 10/-
, QEII 1953 1/- to 10/-, 1963 Birds set complete to £1 (2), 1966
Birds set to £1 (4) plus many other duplicated sets to 1992. Useful
lot for small fairs dealer.  £ 350

4946 1898-1902 Complete set of eight hinged mint, each fresh with
hinge remains, 1s top value has toned gum, couple of extra ½d & 1d.
SG 37/44 Cat £130.  £ 40

4947 1898-1902 Group of ten mint values including set of eight
plus shades for 1d & 3d (both shades, cat £148), nice group (10) SG
37/44 Cat £252.  £ 100

4948 1902-05 Complete set of twelve hinged mint, each fresh with
hinge remains, ½d has couple pulled perf (Cat £7.50) otherwise fine,
SG 45/56 Cat £250.  £ 100

4949 1902-05 GVI Complete set of twelve values to 3s hinged mint
with very fine appearance. SG 45/56 Cat £250.  £ 100

4950 1904-06 Short set of eleven values to 10d & 2s hinged mint,
each fresh with hinge remains, extra 2½d shade, just needs 1s to
complete SG 57/66, 68 Cat £295.  £ 100

4951 1906 Surcharges set of two ½d on 2/6 & One Penny on 3s
both hinged mint, fine, SG 69/70 Cat £120.  £ 48

4952 1912-22 Complete set of seventeen hinged mint, each fresh
with hinge remains, few extra shades on 1d & 2½d & 3d, mainly fine,
SG 86/102 Cat £200.  £ 80

4953 1922 4s black and red hinged mint with few toned perfs
otherwise fresh, SG 117 Cat £100.  £ 36

4954 1922-29 Mk Multi Script short set of sixteen values incl. 1s
extra shade mounted mint, mainly fine, needs 1/6, 2s, 4s, 5s & 10s
to complete, SG 122/134a, 137/8. Cat £205. (16).  £ 82

4955 1922-29 Mk Multi Script top values mounted mint 4s, 5s &
10s GOV & Elephant, 10s has toned gum, otherwise all are mainly
fine, SG 140/42 Cat £160.  £ 62

4956 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 48

4957 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive regd
cover Bathurst to New York from an old time collectors hoard, SG
143/6.  £ 78

4958 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered OHMS long cover BATHURST to New Orleans from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 48

4959 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered cover Bathurst to UK tied neat oval registered cancels, SG
43/6.  £ 75

4960 1938 Elephant & Palm Tree Fourteen different values to 10s
all in mainly unmounted mint corner or marginal blocks of 4,
excludes SG 153 (2d) & SG 156a (1/3d), mainly fine, SG 150/152c,
153a/156, 157/161. Cat £695.  £ 280

4961 1941 Pan American Airways Inaugural first flight cachet
Bathurst to Southampton bearing GVI elephant 6d, 1s & 4s tied 29
Nov 1941 CDS cancels and double line boxed PASSED by
CENSOR / BATHURST violet h/s alongside. Few wrinkles
otherwise sound, original letter inside.  £ 30

4962 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 90
different incl QV Cameos ½d to 1s mainly mint, 1898 to 4d mainly
mint, 1902-09 mint GV defins to 1s mainly mint, 1922-29 Elephant
to 1s mint, 1935 SJ set mint. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 150

GAZA
4963 Egyptian Occupation: 1955 Airs 5m brown and 15m green
both in complete unmounted mint sheets of 50, very fine with imprint
markings in selvedge showing A53 crossed out replaced with A54.
SG 86a & 86b, Cat £787.50.  £ 260

GERMANY
4964 1822 (31 Aug) Entire Letter Flamersheim (Germany) to
Marseille (Spain) bearing nice strikes P.P in red, COLN / 31 AUG
two line h/s in black, several manuscript chargemarks in red for
12Ggr 6pfg, r and sent via Netherlands, neatly written up in Dutch on
album page. Fine.  £ 30

4965 1827 (15 Oct) Entire Letter Barmen (Germany) to Bilbao
(Spain) bearing nice strikes P.P in red, AV boxed double line in red,
several manuscript chargemarks in red for 30/3 sgr, 13reales, total
33sgr and sent via Netherlands, Irun to Bilbao, neatly written up in
Dutch on album page. Fine.  £ 30

4966 1846 Distressed entire to Hayle Foundry Cornwall with
straight-line Ruhrort and Franco with 10 mark in red.  £ 12

4967 1869 Hannover: 1 groschen imperf on entire from Georg
Scslomann Bremen to Hameln. Note tear inside.  £ 25

4968 1872 Large Shield 9kr chestnut fine used OFFENBACH CDS
mainly fine and sound, Cat £650.  £ 65

4969 1872-1945 Mint and used collection in a well filled DAVO
printed album with many useful sets incl 1872 to 7k, 1872 large
shield to 7k (very mixed), 1902-11 to 5m m & u, 1920 set used,
inflation issues m & u incl odd better catalogued, 1938 Motor Racing
incl ovpt set mint, 1940s mainly mint sets, airs to middle values (No
Zeppelins), officials, then Zones m & u, French Zone incl Baden,
Rheinland, Wurttemberg, Soviet Zone incl ovpts, many 100s ideal lot
for expansion. High cat value.  £ 300
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4970 1874 2½g chestnut x 13 fine used examples still on original
paper cancelled Berlin CDS postmarks includes a pair, Cat £65 each
(Cat £845), SG 29.  £ 40

4971 1886 (23 Jul) Berlin Local Post HANSA-KARTE  2pf blue
postal stationery card used with violet HANSA / 23.7.86 / I/ ,
Berliner Verkehrs Anstalt CDS sent locally in Berlin. Few dog eared
corners otherwise sound.  £ 30

4972 1887 (13 Jun) Berlin Local Post PACKET FAHRT KARTE
2pf brown postal stationery card used with black Packet / Fahrt / 13
Jun 87 I CDS sent locally in Berlin. Paper adherence in corners
otherwise sound.  £ 25

4973 1912 (22 Jun) Airmail printed postcard for the 100th Anniv.
Post Flight bearing 30pf green airmail x 1 + PAIR each tied & 5pf
green Germania defin both tied special FLUGPOST AM RHEIN U.
AM MAIN / DARMSTADT. Michel III, very fine.  £ 200

4974 1915 Two Bahn Post postcards one illustrated with Captain
von Muller the other Iron Cross 1914 with travelling post office
cancel.  £ 20

4975 1917 (April 1) WWI Soldiers Mail Patriotic postcard with
design of the leaders of the Central Alliance: Kaiser Wilhelm, King
Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Mohammed V of Turkey and Franz Josef of
Austria in black on salmon coloured card. Sent by soldier to Bohemia
and written in pencil with K.U.K. LUTTFAHRTRUPPEN
/FELDKOMPAGNIE NO 40 in purple on front and message written
in pencil on the reverse. Fine item.  £ 24

4976 1919 Credit note/slip for the warship Hindenberg for fifty
marks. With letter stating only valid on board ship.  £ 20

4977 1924 40pf olive green Eagle & 1928 80pf chocolate
Hindenburg both bottom marginal examples with vertical rule lines
of imprint commercially used and expertised on reverse 'Schelgel
BPP' Michel 360 var & 422 var Cat 1600 Euros.  £ 150

4978 1924 Air set of seven mounted mint, 300pf grey has minor rub
in bottom right otherwise fresh set, SG 358/364.  £ 75

4979 1924 Welfare Fund 10pf + 30pf red in a SUPERB FULL
SHEET of 50 unmounted mint with all the marginal inscriptions.
Great display item Mi 352 Cat 450 Euros.  £ 90

4980 1926 5pf, 10pf and 20pf air stamps on air mail cover with
Dusseldorf  social welfare body special cancel, addressed to England.
SG 392 393 395  £ 15

4981 1933 Zeppelin Chicago Flight set of three hinged mint 1m,
2m & 4m, fresh examples Michel 496-498, €1200.  £ 400

4982 1934 175th anniversary of Schillers birth cover opened
officially by German Customs to England.  £ 15

4983 1935 (5 Jun) Printed airmail Catapult cover showing images
of Zeppelin and Lufthansa plane bearing 50pf air tied Bremen with
Schleuderflug cachet in red alongside addr to New York and
additional boxed Mit Vorausflug nach New York in red. Sent via
catapult steamship the SS Europa. Few wrinkles mainly fine and very
attractive printed cover.  £ 75

4984 1935 Germany front only with block of four Hindenberg 25pf
Memorial stamps red manuscript Luftpost.  £ 22

4985 1935 Two registered typed fronts only from Berlin with four
25pf on one cover and a 25pf on the other. Addressed to Tanganyika
territory.  £ 50

4986 1939 Deutsches Reich overprint set fine used, couple 15pf red
short corner, otherwise fine, SG 704/717 Cat £250.  £ 60

4987 1939 Large registered cover sent to the Netherlands bearing
a multitude of stamps; clearly philatelic, but many better sets and
singles in evidence with 1939 Motor show set (x 2), Hitlers B'day,
Labour Day (x2), German Derby, Brown Ribbon & Art Day all tied
with Duisburg cds's. Stamps alone cat £148 as used. Good display
item.  £ 60

4988 1945 Post WWII local issues from various towns/cities
chiefly hinged mint including Third Reich issues with different
overprints (18, ovpts cannot be guaranteed), Provinz Sachsen
industry set of 3; two sets with Dessau and Eilenburg overprints,
Meissen set of 4, Stadt Storkow(2) and a few others. Interesting lot
(39)  £ 60

4989 1968 Zerstorer Bayern Registered airmail letter from Portland
Fleet Mail Office Castletown Dorset to West Germany with two
Destroyer cachets one is Work up Training Portland 19.1 to 5-3
1968. Bearing GB £1 black Castle tied Castledown PO CDS.
Unusual.  £ 20

4990 1995-2008 Unmounted mint collection in a large navy blue
Deutschland gold embossed stockbook for commem sets & miniature
sheets, many self-adhesives, setenant strips, useful face, huge range
of thematics noted  etc. Attractive lot STC €1250.  £ 350

4991 Fournier Forgery: 1889 5pf green in a double block of 12
imperf (one block printed each side), Eagle 25pf orange imperf
marginal blk of 6, 50pf perf pair, plus 20pf blue pair, and four
postmark on one piece. (40).  £ 100

4992 Lighthouse hingeless album with useful mainly fine used
collection noted Bavaria from 1850 issues to 9k, 1991 Prince Regent
to 2m used, officials, Saar useful collection from 1920 overprints,
1922 French Curr to 3f, 1934 Christmas Charity set used (Cat £400),
1934 Saar Plebiscite set to 3f used, French Occupation 1950 Holy
Year set, Bohemia & Moravia mint & used, Poland General Govt etc,
clean lot for further expansion.  £ 300

4993 Locals: 1945 Lobau set of 20 overprints each on paper
cancelled LOBAU (SACHS) 11.6.45 CDS cancels on Hitler heads,
1pf to 1m very fine, Michel 3/22 Cat €1040.  £ 250

4994 Occupation issues: Latvia 1919 (2 Jan) Libau diagonal
overprint in violet on 15pf violet-black fine used tied to paper by
complete Deutsche Feldpost 168 b CDS cancel on 8th Jan 19, very
fine. Michel 3B a cat €400.  £ 130

4995 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (17 Oct) Auscha Wir Sind
Frei 50h blue-green pair, 40h blue and 1.60k olive tied by Auscha /
17.x.1938 double line handstamp to printed Orro Abeles envelope
with typed address to Rumberg and additional Swastika 9.10.1938
handstamp alongside. Fine and scarce.  £ 85

4996 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (27 Nov) Mittelangenau
two line dated handstamp on large registered cover (folded) to
Hermelskirchen bearing Hindenburg setenant tete-beche gutter pairs
and 6pf blk of 4 with han numbers in margin each tied the handstamp
in black including the regd label Hirschberg obliterated by
handstamp, interesting Sudetenland cover.  £ 75

4997 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (8 Oct) Maddersdorf Wir
Sind Frei 5k green (Michel 32, Cat €250) tied to unaddressed cover
by full strike of POSTAMT MAFFERSDORF CDS cancel. Nice
example, fine, Michel 32.  £ 85

4998 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (8 Oct) Reichenberg
unaddressed cover bearing Wir Sind Frei 1k lilac (Michel 24, Cat
€80 on cover) & 50k green in a block of 4 (Michel 137, cat €1600 on
cover), tied REICHENBERG 1 / HEIL HITLER CDS cancels,
comes complete with 2016 Robert Brunel certificate and additional
Dr Dub handstamps applied next to each stamp on the cover. Vertical
fold not affecting the stamps, extremely scarce cover. Michel €1680.

 £ 450

4999 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (8 Oct) Rumberg
unaddressed covers (2) each bearing Wir Sind Frei 50h on 2h brown
or 50h on 5h blue imperfs both tied SCHONLINDE 2.X.38 CDS
cancels, light tones and each expertised on obverse by F Schlag.
Michel 24/5 Cat €400.  £ 120

5000 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 (Oct) Reichenberg Wir Sind
Frei 3.50k lilac (Michel 30, Cat €300) tied to small piece by part
REICHENBERG 1 / HEIL HITLER CDS cancel and expertised on
reverse Dr Dub, very fine, Michel 30.  £ 85
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5001 Occupation of Sudetenland: 1938 Wir Sind Frei collection in
a large binder with useful covers, cards and stamp issues noted ovpt
on Czech 50h Plaw CDS on plain postcard, 50h green P/S card
overprinted, Hitler postcards with 10h & 30h, Komnitz printed card
tied 1kr special cancel, five combination card cancelled by favour,
1939 Feldpost postcard, Imperf 10h tied Bodenbach violet CDS, 2kr
tied bicolour postmark, 4k tied to window env., then a good range of
singles mint & used (approx 125) plus several gutter pairs one
without overprint variety, blackprint imperf, 20th Anniv. M/S, etc,
useful lot, hard to assemble. (21 covers).  £ 1100

5002 Occupations collection of approx. 280 different mint & used
including Belgium 1914 set of 9 used (Cat £90), 1916 2f50c on 2m
blue mint (25 x 17 holes Cat £75), then used to 2f50 on 2m (Cat
£130), Eastern Command 1916 set used, Poland both sets used,
Romania, Allenstein 1920 set used (Cat £100), Danzig 1920 set 15
mint, set used (Cat £55), Saar, Memel, etc., useful assembly of over
280 different.  £ 200

5003 Officials: 1921 10pf dark orange fine used with double ring
cds cancel Mi 65 Cat 600 Euros.  £ 140

5004 Officials: 1938-40 Party Badge both watermark sets of 11 fine
used mostly decent cancels, SG O648/58, O798/808. Cat £390.

 £ 125

5005 POW MAIL 1940-1945 Three printed black on white letter
sheets from different departure and destinations including 1941
Stalag 43 to France, 1944 Offlag VIIA, 1945 Stalag XVIII / 52 to
UK, 1940 Offlag IIC / 8 to Poland. Nice little group. (4).  £ 25

5006 Propaganda Forgery: France 1941 Petain 1.50fr red-brown in
a superb sheet of 24 ungummed as produced, odd light tone otherwise
scarce multiple, Michel 45A Cat €1920.  £ 550

5007 Well filled springback album with 2700+ all different from
1872 Reich, 1920s mint, 1940s mint, then officials used, Zones m &
u, West Germany, West Berlin, Bavaria, Danzig, Saar m & u etc,
approx 2700+. Good base for expansion.  £ 125

5008 WWI Occupation of Belgium: 1914 17th Dec Registered
cover from Brussels to Munich bearing 1914 issues 3c on 3pf brown
(2), 5c on 5pf green (2), 10c on 10pf red & 25c on 20pf blue each
individually tied with Brussels cds with further larger double ring
cachet with 'AUSLANDSTELLE COLN - DEUTZ' in the outer ring
and 'FRIE - GEGEBEN' in the centre and Registration etiquette of
Brussels. Fine and attractive  £ 20

5009 WWII Occupation of Alsace: c.1940 Cover bearing 12pf
Hindenburg (SG 7) with 'ElfAb' overprint tied with OBENHEIN
straight line handstamp in fancy German script with another of the
same alongside. Obenheim was a very small town on the border of
France and Germany and still only has a population of less than 1700
people. Cover is very fine and fresh.  £ 30

GERMANY - COLONIES
5010 1920 10pf and 30pf overprinted with Plebiscite Olsztyn
Allenstein MNH. Plus 15pf used. Plus 50pf with misprinted
overprint.  £ 40

5011 1940 Red hand stamped cover commemorating the centenary
of the postage stamp on Bohemia and Moravia the German
protectorate.  £ 15

5012 Cameroun: 1890 25pf orange-brown with superb strike of
KAMERUN 11 / 3 / 90 CDS on 1887-89 issue. Complete with Steur
2021 certificate. Very fine Michel V43c. Huge cat value.  £ 1000

5013 Cameroun: 1899 2m reddish carmine tied to card with
complete sock on the nose strike of KAMERUN 3 3 / 99 CDS. Very
fine Michel V37e.  £ 70

5014 Cameroun: 1900 5m greenish black and carmine-rose hinged
mint top value, Michel 19.  £ 65

5015 Cameroun: Viktoria (KAMERUN GEBIET) 18.4.96 CDS
cancel on 50pf brown tied to paper, good strike, expertised on
reverse.  £ 40

5016 Kiautschou: 1906 piece with Yacht type 2c green top
marginal imprint PAIR tied LITSUN 15 / 6 06, accompanied by
MECKLENBURGHAUS / IM / LAUSCHAN / KIAUTSCHOU
circular cancel in black. Nice piece.  £ 28

5017 Mariana Is.: 1899 56 Degrees overprint on postal used 25pf
orange SAIPAN full CDS cancel on paper, expertised on reverse,
Michel 5 IIa, cat €190.  £ 60

5018 Mariana Is.: 1899 56 Degrees overprint on postal used 3pf
brown, 5pf green and 10pf red all sound CDS cancels, 5pf & 10pf
expertised on reverse, Michel 1 II/ 3 II, cat €129  £ 38

5019 Mariana Islands: 1899 56 Degrees overprint set all values
expect 3pf are expertised on reverse, 10pf, 25pf & 50pf are on paper
with SAIPAN cancels, Michel 1II-6II Cat €1169.  £ 360

5020 Mariana Islands: 1901 Yachts set fine used with low values
on paper, 1m is corner marginal, 5m has expertising mark on reverse,
attractive and fine (Cat €1000), mainly fine (13).  £ 380

5021 Marshall Is.: 1897-1900 Diagonal overprint 20pf blue tied to
paper by JALUT / MARSHALL INSELN CDS, expertised on
reverse, fine Michel 4 I cat €200.  £ 60

5022 Marshall Islands: 1901 Yachts set 13 fine used with low
values on paper, 1m is on paper, 2m to 5m have expertising marks
on reverse, attractive and fine (Cat €1200), mainly fine (13).  £ 400

5023 Offices in China: POSTMARKS KIAUTSCHOU; Six items
including China  ovpt on 5pf green with ful l  s t r ike of
TSINTANFORT / MARINE FELDPOST / 26 I / 98 on paper, Yacht
2c with KAUME, TSINGTAU on 2m blue, plus 3 part cancels. (6).

 £ 80

5024 Offices in China: POSTMARKS nice group of 16 items
nearly all off paper singles incl forerunner 20pf blue TIENSTIN
CDS, 50pf, 10pf & 20pf combination tied SHANGHAI on paper,
3pf grey-brown tied with China ovpt on 5pf green together on paper
with a tsingtau CDS, 50pf brown part STATION Nr.7 CDS, then 11
values 10pf to 1½d on 1m with TIENTSIN, SHANGHAI,
CANTON, PEKING, TSINGTAU, HANKAU, SCHANNAIKAN
etc, all fine. (16 items).  £ 350

5025 Offices in Morocco: POSTMARKS Ten items including 1899
surchs 10c on 10pf SAFFI, 30c on 25pf orange RABAT, then 1900
surcharges onwards LARACHE, TETUAN, CASABLANCA, FES,
MARRAKESCH, TANGER and MOGADOR on values 3c on 3pf
to 1p.25 on 1m. Attractive group, (10 items).  £ 150

5026 Samoa: 1901 Yachts set 13 fine used incl 5m on paper tied
two FAGAMALO CDS cancels and 1m to 5m have expertising
marks on reverse, attractive and fine (Cat €1000), mainly fine (13).

 £ 380

5027 South West Africa: 1906 Very fine Feldpost card sent to
Bremen with very fine GOBABIS DEUTSCH - SUDWEST
AFRIKA CDS together with unusual black negative Gobabis
Posthorn handstamp.  £ 200

5028 South West Africa: 1906 Wmk. Loz. 5m carmine & green-
black very fine used with sock on the nose WINDHOEK 20/5 CDS
cancel, expertised on reverse, superb, Michel 32Aa Cat €370.

 £ 130

5029 South West Africa: 1906 Yacht 5m carmine and blue-black
fine used by two full strikes of WINDHUK 17.05.07 CDS cancels,
fine top value. Michel 32A Cat €370.  £ 160

5030 South West Africa: 1906 Yacht 5m green-black and carmine
fine used top value with part TSUMEB CDS cancel, incomplete
expertised handstamp on reverse, sound, Michel 32A b. Cat €450.

 £ 120
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5031 South West Africa: Two PPC's one with 3pf yellow brown
overprint tied by two very fine KARIBIB cds cancels the other with
3pf yellow brown and 20pf ultra.both with overprints plus 2pf grey
without overprint all tied with fine Windhoek cds's alongside
registered etiquette. Very fine and attractive pair of cards that would
grace any album page. (2)  £ 130

5032 Togo: 1897-1919 Mint & used sets on two album pages
neatly arranged including 1897 set of 6 fine used (Cat €160), 1900-
19 Yachts set of 13 vals to 5m mint (Cat €270), 1909-19 set of 4 to
5m (Cat €49), plus a few British & French occupation issues, mainly
fine. Cat €600. (30).  £ 185

GERMANY (EAST)
5033 1945-1974 An extensive mainly used collection in a well
filled DAVO printed album W Berlin) with huge amount of
completion neatly mounted in black mounts with very few spaces left,
noted Russian Zone, Storkow, Saxony, 1950 Bach, 1950 Pieck,
Science long set (Cat £120), 1951 Friendship with China (Cat £110),
1952 onwards mainly complete to 1990, 1954 Stamp Day M/S used
(creased), 1955 Engles M/S (Cat £200), ideal lot for completion.
Many 100s.  £ 375

5034 1949 -1990 A superb parallel collection of both unmounted
mint and fine chiefly postally used COMPLETE for the period except
for the Miniature Sheets housed in a bulging stockbook in
chronological/ catalogue order. Fine lot that needs that final finishing
touch. STC 6200 Euros.  £ 900

5035 1949-1966 Both Mint and used extensive collection in 22 ring
binder with useful content throughout including 1950 DEBRIA
imperf miniature sheet both mint & used (hinge and paper marks on
reverse, Cat £425), Debria 84pf + 41pf mint (Cat £65), 1951 Leipzig
Fair both m & u sets, 1950 Science long set of 10 mint (Cat £200),
1951 Visit set 2 mint (Cat £54), 1951 Youth Festival set 4 mint (Cat
£76), Russian Zone 1948 Scientists long set mint, extensive range of
both mint and used sets to 1960s. Good cat value. Useful lot 100s.

 £ 225

5036 1950 250th Anniv. of Academy of Sciences set of 10 mounted
mint with hinges, couple have thins, 1pf & 6pf creased, SG E20/29
Cat £180. Cheap lot.  £ 28

5037 1950 Debria plus Debria M/S, Copper Mines set 2 all
mounted mint with hinges, couple have thins, SG E19, E30/1, E29a.
Cat £280.  £ 36

5038 1950 DEBRIA Stamp Exhibition Miniature sheet fine hinged
mint. SG MS E29a Cat £200.  £ 30

5039 1950 German Stamp Exhibition Imperf Miniature sheet very
fine unmounted mint, SG E29a. Cat £200.  £ 65

5040 1952 PPC from Magdeburg to Gothenburg, Sweden bearing
1951 German - Soviet friendship set of two tied individually with
Magdeburg cds. Nice item  £ 20

5041 1957 National Memorials Fund East German War Victims
mint miniature sheet cancelled SG MSE 349a.  £ 48

5042 1957 National Memorials Fund East German War Victims
mint miniature sheet cancelled SG MSE 349a.  £ 48

5043 1959-1986 Extensive mounted mint collection in two well
filled Schaubek printed album with dozens of sets, miniature sheets,
thematics etc, mostly complete, good cat value and cheap estimate.

 £ 120

5044 1964 15th Anniversary of Democratic Republic Miniature
sheet very fine used with special cancels SG MS E794a Cat £130.

 £ 50

GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
5045 China: 1898 45 Degrees ovpt set of six mounted mint, mainly
fine, couple are expertised on reverse, Michel 1/6. Cat €320.  £ 95

5046 China: 1900 Boxer Rebellion 3pf brown and 5pf green nicely
cancelled together on paper with PEKING 11/6 CDS cancel,
expertised on reverse by Richter, Michel PVa & b Cat €920. £ 250

5047 China: 1900 Tientsin full CDS on postal card cut close all
round 10pf red & 20pf ultramarine each tied by TIENTSIN /
KAISERL. DEUTSCHE / POSTAGENTUR (9/6 or 12/3) complete
CDS cancels, fine.  £ 35

5048 China: 1901 Peking full CDS on paper, 20pf Yacht tied by
PEKING / 11/5 01 Complete CDS, few paper wrinkles otherwise
fine, Michel P VId Cat €550.  £ 125

5049 China: Attractive collection neatly laid out on leaves identified
in Michel order mint and used with better throughout including 1898
5pf-50pf used (Cat €144), 1898 (56 degree ovpt)  m & u (Cat €233),
1901 3pf dark orange-brown (Mi. 15b mint, expertised cat €140),
other values to 2m (Cat €290), 1905 set to 2½d on 5m mint (10
values cat €570), set of 9 to 1½d on 2m used (cat €145), 1906-19 9
values fine used to 2½d on 5m (Cat €280), mint top values extras ½d
on 1m, 1d on 2m, 1½ on 3m & 2½d on 5m (Cat €300), mainly fine
(67).  £ 580

5050 China: Attractive range on a stockcard including 1886-89
Shanghai on 20pf ultramarine (Michel V42c, €200) with a thin,
1906-19 ½d on 1m red Wmk Loz. one with TIENTSIN CDS &
another wit part TSINGTAU CDS, fine (18). Cat €340+.  £ 95

5051 Morocco: 1900 6p 25c on 5M black and red fine used with
two part Tanger cds's. Nice stamp SG 19 Cat £850.  £ 130

5052 Morocco: 1905 3c on 3pf to 30c on 25pf, 60c on 50pf, 1p25c
on 1M & 3p75c on 3M all fine used with variety of postmarks. Nice
group SG 26/30, 32, 35a & 37a Cat £175.  £ 70

5053 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3pf brown in a complete mint sheet of
100 folded into 4 with some perf separation, but still has a stiking
appearance SG 51 Cat £85 as singles.  £ 32

5054 Morocco: 1911 Matt Overprint seven different mint values
30c on 25pf to 6p.25 on 5m hinged mint, mostly fine Michel 50a,
51x, 53II, 55b, 56b, 57B, 58IA b. Cat €176. (7).  £ 55

5055 Morocco: Attractive collection neatly laid out on leaves
identified in Michel order mint and used with better throughout
including 1899 (20 Dec) set of 6 used (Cat €120), 1900 (1 Oct) set
of 11 to 2p50 on 2m used (Cat €227), 1905 set of 11 mint to 2p50c
on 3m (Cat €327), used 3p75c on 3m used (corner crease cat €220),
6p25c on 5m hinged mint (Cat €200), 1906 set of 12 used (few paper
wrinkles, 5 top values are expertised but taken as is, cat €1400),
1911 set mint (Cat €55), used set to 1p25c on 1m, 1904 Tanger
PPC, mainly fine (88).  £ 600

5056 Turkey: 1884 Set of five all fine used with two top key values
expertised on reverse for 1¼ PIA on 25pf & 2½PIA on 50pf, Michel
1/5 Cat €550. (5).  £ 200

5057 Turkey: 1884-1900 Mainly fine used assembly of sets
including 1884 set 5 (2½pia on 50pf is mint, 1889 set of 5 fine used,
1900 set of 12 fine used, with top value fine mint, mostly sound,
Michel 1/5, 6/10, 12/23III. Cat €800.  £ 250

5058 Turkey: 1905 2½Pi on 80pf in a very fine top marginal
unmounted mint block of 4. Very nice item SG 53 Cat £58 as singles.

 £ 30

5059 Turkey: 1905-13 With watermark Complete surcharge set of
12 fine used, 15PIA on 3m is hinged mint, nice range of different
cancels, Michel 36/47. Cat €350.  £ 110

GERMANY - STATES
5060 1855 Sachsen ½ grosch black on entire with criss-cross cancel
also Meerane cds.  £ 16

5061 1875 Wavy Line Wmk 3kr carmine-red in a complete sheet of
30 unmounted mint but folded, partly split and curled along the
bottom with small piece missing, hard to find in complete sheets,
Michel 33 Cat €75 for U/M.  £ 30
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5062 Bavaria 1849 - 1920 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 150 different defins and commems, surcharges and
overprints with individual stamps cat up to £3750 each, noted 1849
5 values including 1k black used to 18k orange m+u (cat £4900)
1849 'circle cut' 2 values to 6k brown used (cat £406), 1862 colours
changed 6 values used to 18k red (cat £1060), 1867 imperf set to 12k
mauve used (cat £400) 1870 perf set of 7 values to 18k used (cat
£130), 1881 complete used (cat £132), 1911 set to 5m used (cat
£240), 1919 1st free state complete m+u (cat £50). Very fine lot with
high cat. c150  £ 550

5063 Bavaria: 1849-58 Attractive assembly of nine values from two
printings including 1849 3k blue, 1850-58 1k pink, 6k brown, 9k
yellow-green, 1862 1k yellow, 3k crimson, 6k blue, 9k bistre, 12k
yellow-green, mainly nice cotton reel numeral cancels and good
margins. Useful selection. (9). STC £315.  £ 60

5064 Bavaria: 1854 Silk Thread 18k yellow attractive fine used
example with neat cotton reel 356 numeral cancel, good margins on
three sides, cut into along the top, small thin in margin, nice looker,
SG 19 Cat £300.  £ 60

5065 Bavaria: 1867 18k brick-red fine used CDS cancel and four
good margins, lovely top value, SG 50 Cat £275.  £ 40

5066 Bavaria: 1911 Type I 2m green on green fine used nice
Munich CDS cancel, sound, SG 149 Cat £100.  £ 32

5067 Bavaria: 1919 Volkstaat overprint on ten different values 15pf
to 80pf each in an imperf block of 4 fine used CDS cancels, all good
margins and fine, Michel 120 II B / 127 II B, 134 II B / 135 II A.
Cat €960.  £ 280

5068 Bavaria: 1919 War Wounded Fund 10pf + 5pf crimson
mounted mint with hinge remains showing surcharge inverted variety,
SG 250a.  £ 50

5069 Bavaria: 1919 War Wounded Fund 15pf + 5pf scarlet
mounted mint with hinge remains showing surcharge inverted variety,
SG 251a.  £ 50

5070 Bavaria: 1919-20 People's State Issue set of 20 values to 20m
brown used MUENCHEN 19 CDS's on top values, various postal
cancels on low values, 75pf & 80pf are mint, mainly fine, SG
195A/214A Cat £245.  £ 60

5071 Bavaria: 1920 10m deep green and 20m black top values fine
used CDS cancels mainly fine, SG 272/3 Cat £93.  £ 20

5072 Bavaria: 1920 Free State overprint Imperf King Ludwig set
of 20 values used on two slightly aged sheets tied MUNCHEN 13 /
31 / MAR / Vor 10-11 / 20 CDS cancels by favour, SG 195B/214B,
Cat £925 used.  £ 150

5073 Bavaria: 1920 Imperf King Ludwig 19 values used on two
slightly aged sheets tied MUNCHEN 13 / 31 / MAR / Vor 10-11 /
20 CDS cancels by favour, SG 171B/194B (excludes second 20pf
blue), Cat £706 used.  £ 75

5074 Bavaria: 1920 Two envelopes bearing the full set of 16
'Friestaat' overprints all tied with LINDAU / Bodensee Year dated
cds's. Covers unaddressed and clearly philatelic but a very fine and
fresh pair of covers SG 215/30.  £ 40

5075 Bavaria: Nice collection mint and used neatly assembly in
black springback album on black faced leaves some mixed condition
as usual includes Imperfs mainly for shades 1849 imperfs 3k blue
(3), 1850-58 1k pink, 6k brown (3 shades), 9k green (3 shades),
1862 1k yellow (2 shades), 3k red (3), 6k blue (2), 9k (2 shades),
18k red (Cat £225), 1867 6k bistre, 6k blue, 18k red (Cat £275),
1911-13 values to 20m chocolate on yellow (Cat £220+), Type II to
2m, 1914-20 King Ludwig sets complete mint, some used, etc, ideal
lot for expansion.  £ 250

5076 Bavaria Railway: full sheets of 50 mainly unmounted mint
(some split perfs or missing margins, creases etc) for 50pf, 60pf,
70pf, 90pf, 100pf & 3mk values. (300).  £ 60

5077 Extensive collection STC £10,000+ mainly fine used for
different states in Paragon Springback album, noted Baden 1851 3k,
6k, 9k, 1853 1k, 3k, 6k, 1858 3k, 1862 to 9k (2 shades Cat £128),
Bavaria 1850 6k brown shades (4), 9k green shades (4), 18k orange-
yellow (Cat £300, 3-4 margins), 1862 1k yellow (2), 3k red (3
shades), 6k blue, 9k bistro (2), 12k yellow-green 3½ margins
expertised on reverse (Cat £110), 1867 Embossed Arms to 12k (Cat
£150), 1870 to 18k red, 1876 to 2m, 1881 to 2m, 1900 3m & 5m
(Cat £50 each), 1888 to 80pf, 1911 10pf carmine mint tete-beche
pair (Cat £50), 1914 to 3m used, Imperf 1920 to 60pf, 1919 opt set
16 used (100), 1919-20 to 3m used, 1908-12 Railway Officials,
officials incl. used to 1m, then smaller ranges for Lubeck, Bergedorf,
Brunswick, Saxony, Hamburg 1859 4s yellow-green mint part
original gum (Cat £130), 1864 to 7s, Hanover, Prussia, Thurn &
Taxis useful range, Wurttemberg 1851 1k on buff used, 3k (4), 6k
(2), 9k (2 shades, Cat £225), 1857 Silk thread 1k & 3k, 1859 to 9k,
1869 to 9k, North German Federation etc., some lovely fine used
examples, STC £10,000, approx. 850+.  £ 1500

5078 Hannover: c. 1865 5sg Yellow Postal Stationery envelope
used from Harburg to Berlin with two indistinct Harburg double ring
cds's in blue and company H/S of J.H. Schritzmeyer, Harburg. Very
fine and attractive item  £ 20

5079 Hannover one groschen postal stationery cover with
Osnabruck cds addressed to Rabingen in Melle. with boxed Melle in
blue/green on reverse.  £ 20

5080 Hannover one groschen postal stationery cover with Walsrode
boxed cancel addressed to Gottingen both Lower Saxony, some
minor toning.  £ 20

5081 Hanover: 1850-63 Range of imperfs used (5), 1859 Posthorn
(2), 3pf red (2), 1859 Head two values with coloured frames plus
seven postmarks on two pieces. (18).  £ 45

5082 Hanover: 1859 3gr yellow GV very fine used mostly large to
massive 4 margins tied to paper but complete HANNOVER CDS in
blue, very fine SG 28.  £ 45

5083 Hanover: 1859 3gr yellow reprint, in a superb unmounted
mint top sheet of 25 imperf with good to large margins and 3 sides
of the sheet all round, couple minor rust spots otherwise very fine
Michel 16 cat €5000, SG 28 Cat £3750. Attractive multiple.  £ 50

5084 Prussia; 1867 Cover bearing 1sgr pink tied with two boxed
'KONIGSBERG / STADT POST' handstamps and red wax seal on
reverse. Tidy little cover in fine condition.  £ 20

5085 Wurttemberg: 1852 18k black on slate-lilac fine used 1856
CDS cancel and four good margins, lovely top value, SG 9 Cat
£1100.  £ 175

5086 Wurttemberg: 1861 (29 Mar) Entire Letter Lauphelm to
Biberach bearing 3kr orange imperf with 3 good margins, vertical
filing fold. Mi 7b.  £ 20

5087 Wurttemberg: 1919 Municipal Service overprint in complete
sheets of 50 mint for 10pf, 15pf & 20pf values, SG M226/8 Cat £82,
creases and torn corner on 10pf, and wrinkles on 15pf but nice in a
complete sheets.  £ 26

5088 Wurttemberg: Old time collection on leaves mint and used
with useful unpicked from early issues to 1923. Includes sets and part
ranges noted 1851 3k & 9k, 1859 6k green, 1863 1k green, 9k
brown, 1869 7k & 9k, 1875 15 values to 50pf green & 50pf grey (cat
£65), 1906 Cent. ovpts 2pf grey f.u., 3pf brown mint, officials same
ovpt to 50pf, 1916 Jubilee set mint, 1916 Jubilee set mint, 1919
Volksstaat set mint, 1920 Stag set mint, 1922 surcharges mint, some
back of the book etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC
£620+, (c220)  £ 150

5089 Wurttemberg: Postage Dues 1916 Wilhelm II set of 10 on
paper each cancelled First Day of Issue 6th October Stuttgart CDS
postmarks.  Michel 241/250. Cat €150.  £ 38
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5090 Wurttemburg: Officials No wmk; Mint blocks on four album
pages includes 1881 20pf ultramarine in blocks of 30 (2), 15, 5 (2)
(Michel 204a cat €2.50 each, €212), 1890 3pf brown in multiples of
30, 25, 20, 10 (Michel 208 cat €4 each, €340), 5pf green in blocks
of 25 (3 blocks) & block of 10 (Michel 209 cat €6 each, €510), 1902
40pf black and carmine blocks of 10 (3), block 8, blocks of 15 (3)
cat €6 each, €498). Few affixed with the margins otherwise fine and
fresh. Cat €1560.  £ 120

GERMANY - W. BERLIN
5091 1946 Province Sachsen Soviet Occupation 89a Wiederaufbau
42+28pf pair with margin and Zahna cancel with cancel although
MNH plus Berlin block of four with cancelled although MNH.

 £ 20

5092 1948-1990 An extensive mainly used collection in a well
filled luxury DAVO printed album with huge amount of completion
neatly mounted in black mounts with very few spaces left, noted 1949
UPU set (Cat £445), Goethe set (Cat £260), 1951 Lortzing, Freedom
Bell all three sets (Cat £480), Stamp Day, 1952 Olympics, 1952
Famous Berliners set, 1952 onwards mainly complete to 1990, ideal
lot for completion. Many 100s.  £ 375

5093 1948-1990 Attractive mainly double collection of both mint
and used with over 1500 stamps, noted 1948 Berlin ovpts in red to
80pf used, 1949 Goethe 30pf f.u. (Cat £70), 1949 Views long set
used (Cat £70), 1949 surchs set 4 used, 1951 Freedom Bell clapper
right 30pf f.u. (Cat £70), 1952 Berliners set 10 f.u. (Cat £60), 1953
Church 4pf & 10pf used (Cat £100), 1956 Buildings to 3Dm used,
hereon high degree of completion to 1990, good cat value, 1500+.

 £ 150

5094 1949 Birth Bicent of Goethe 40pf blue on cover to UK, small
faults SG B63 cat £70 as used.  £ 20

5095 1949-54 Buildings Brandenburg Gate 3Dm brown-red in a
superb right marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG B52 Cat
£1500.  £ 150

5096 1949-54 Buildings Brandenburg Gate 3Dm brown-red superb
right marginal single unmounted mint, fine, SG B52 Cat £375.

 £ 40

5097 1949-54 Buildings Gendarmenmarkt 2Dm dull purple in a
superb vertical strip of five unmounted mint, fine, SG B51 Cat £500.

 £ 50

5098 1949-54 Buildings Tegelschloss 5Dm dull ultramarine in a
superb right marginal vertical strip of five unmounted mint, fine, SG
B52 Cat £1000.  £ 100

5099 1949-54 Buildings Tempelhof Airport 1Dm olive-green in a
superb top marginal vertical strip of five unmounted mint, fine, SG
B50 Cat £190.  £ 20

5100 1949-54 Buildings unmounted mint strips of 5 for various
values 1pf, 4pf, 5pf, 6pf, 8pf, 15pf, 20pf, 60pf (Cat £450), 50pf blk
of 4 (Cat £110), 80pf blk of 5 (Cat £115), 90pf blk of 5 (Cat £125).
All fine, SG range B35/B49. 11 diff values.  £ 100

5101 1950 European Recovery Programme 20pf on Industrie-Messe
Hannover 1951 special postcard cancelled with similar special 5th
May 1951 CDS cancel. SG B71.  £ 20

5102 1951-3 Freedom Bell set of three issues fine used mostly
decent CDS cancels and fine, SG B75/9, B82/6, B101/5, Cat £400.
(15).  £ 80

5103 1954 (30 Apr) Long cover bearing Freedom Bell (Clapper
Centre) set of five with Hannover Deutsche Industrie Messe cancels
and special 1954 imperf poster stamp tied same cancel alongside for
the Industry event. Stains on the 20pf otherwise mainly fine. Cat £65
as used set. SG B101/105.  £ 30

5104 1954 70pf Grunewald hunting lodge in left marginal block of
4 both unmounted mint, SG B119 Cat £640.  £ 60

5105 1954 70pf Grunewald hunting lodge unmounted mint, SG
B119 Cat £160.  £ 20

5106 1956 70pf violet Schiller Theatre in vertical strip of 5 top
marginal unmounted mint, SG B145 Cat £195.  £ 20

5107 Ancient album pages with a fine used range including 1948
Ovpts in black 13 vals to 1m (taken as is), 1949 red Ovpt set of 14
to 2m used (taken as is), 1949 75th Anniv of UPU set 7, 1949
Goethe set 3, surch set 4, 1950 ERP, Philharmonic set, Lortzing,
1951 Freedom Bell all 3 sets, 1951 Stamp Day, 1952 Beethoven
FDC, Olympics, 1952-3 Famous Berliners set, 1953 Memorial
Church set, others to 1962, huge cat value, mainly in very fine
condition with nice postmarks.  £ 450

GERMANY (WEST)
5108 1946-1990 An extensive mainly used collection in a well
filled DAVO printed album (for W Berlin) with huge amount of
completion neatly mounted in black mounts with very few spaces left,
noted 1946-8 Zones, 1949 sets except for 40pf Refugees, 1950 Bach
(Cat £145), 1951 Posthorn set used, St Marys Church (Cat £220),
Philatelic Ex set (Cat £145), 1952 onwards mainly complete to 1990,
miniature sheets, ideal lot for completion. Many 100s.  £ 275

5109 1949 Centenary of 1st postage stamps set 3 on Industrie-
Messe Hannover 1950 special postcard cancelled with similar special
5th May 1951 CDS cancels x 3. SG 1035/7.  £ 60

5110 1949-1980 Extensive double mint and used collection in an
overfull Lighthouse hingeless album, stuffed full of sets and complete
year runs both mint (mainly unmounted) and used, good cancels so
enormous cat values noted 1949 Parliament (Cat £190), Stamp
Centenaries sets(Cat £290), 75th UPU m & u (Cat £80), Relief Fund
set used (Cat £200), 1950 Bach set used (Cat £135), 1951 Charity
set used (Cat £210), Philatelic Ex. both m & (Cat £255), 1951 Relief
Fund sets both m & u (Cat £330), Roentgen sets (Cat £120), 1952
Youth Hostels set 2 both m & u (Cat £106), 1952 Relief Fund sets
m & U (Cat £280), hereon mainly complete, huge catalogue value,
100s.  £ 480

5111 1949-1990 Mint and used collection in a well filled DAVO
luxury hingeless printed album with many useful sets incl 1949
Parliament used, 1949 Stamp Cent set mixed m & u (Cat £150),
UPU used (Cat £55), 1949 Refugees set mixed m & u (Cat £170),
Bach mixed m & u (Cat £155), 1951 Posthorn set used, 1951 St
Mary's Church set 2 U/M (regummed? Cat £300), 1951 Phil Ex. set
2 (Cat £130), 1951 Relief Fund 30pf + 10pf mint (Cat £150), 1952
Relief Fund 30pf + 10pf mint (Cat £120),  hereon mainly complete
mint or used to 1994, miniature sheets from 1959 Beethoven, huge
qty, ideal lot for expansion. High cat value.  £ 450

5112 1949-2000 Extensive collection used, mint or unmounted
mint for later on a pile of Lighthouse  hingeless printed leaves (13
hole, good condition) with a nice collection from middle to modern
commems. Noted 1949 UPU f.u. (Cat £60), 1951 Posthorns set used,
then 1978s-2000 mainly complete mint / U/M. Lovely clean lot ideal
for expansion just needs two or three Lighthouse binders to make the
beginnings of a lovely collection. Useful cat value STC £3500 (not
checked). Approx 1250 all different.  £ 500

5113 1949-59 Unmounted mint collection of complete sets on
double sided stockpage includes 1949 Opening of Parliament, First
German Stamps, UPU, Relief Fund set, 1950 Bach, 1951-52
Posthorns (Cat €2200), 1951 Charity, 1951 Phil. Exhib., 1951-2
Relief Fund sets, 1953 Transport, 1954-60 Heuss long set (Cat
€300), mainly fresh.  £ 700

5114 1953 Humanitarian Relief Fund set of 4 fine used, decent
CDS cancel;s, fine, SG 1099/1102, Cat £140.  £ 25

5115 1953 Transport Exhibition set of 4 marginal unmounted mint,
very fine, Michel 167/170.  £ 28

5116 1954 Heuss Definitive set of 20 marginal unmounted mint,
very fine, Michel 177/196.  £ 100

5117 1959 Beethoven Hall Miniature sheet both unmounted mint,
and fine used, fine, SG MS 1233a.  £ 35
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5118 1961 Two illustrated typed covers bearing Heuss flourescence
paper set of 8 over two covers tied 1961DARMSTADT 2 CDS
cancels, scarce, Michel 179yW, 181yW, 183 yWa-186yW, 259y,
260y. Cat €450.  £ 120

5119 1974-1990 Attractive mainly double collection of both mint
and used with many 100s stamps, noted West to 1990 mostly
postally used sets, and hinged mint sets, high degree of completion
to 1990, good cat value, 100s.  £ 60

5120 1980-2001 Attractive mainly double collection of both mint
and used with many 100s stamps, noted West to 1990, then Germany
union to 2001, mostly postally used examples, high degree of
completion to 2001, good cat value, 100s.  £ 48

5121 1983-2005 West & United Germany; Extensive fine used and
or unmounted mint commems collection in two well filled Lindner
printed hingeless albums, huge amount of sets and miniature sheets
with good catalogue values, attractive lot, cheap starting price. 100s.
STC €1500+.  £ 150

5122 1990-1995 Shoebox full of official First Day Covers mainly
single stamp on a cover to make each set with special postmarks and
unaddressed, includes miniature sheets, many thematics, mostly
numbered, many lavishly illustrated with gold foil etc, approx 360 all
different. Some catalogued up to €13 each set.  £ 100

5123 Binder containing extensive 1949 to 1971 defins and
commems mint & used. Noted 1949 Opening of Parliament used (Cat
£60), UPU f.u. (Cat £60), Stamp Centenary set 3 mint (Cat £148),
Refugees Relief Fund set mint (Cat £170), set fine used (Cat £230),
1950 Bach set 2 both m & u (Cat £315), plus set 2 on cover to
France (Cat £145 used), 1951 St Mary's Church set both m & u (Cat
£520) plus 20pf+5pf on cover to London (Cat £110 used), 1951 Nat.
Philatelic Ex. set 2 both m & u (Cat £275), Humanitarian Relief
Fund used, 1952 Humanitarian Fund set used (cat £155), 1952
Telephone both m & u (Cat £99), 1953 Fund set used (Cat £140),
1954 Fund set m, hereon good runs of each year mint or used or both,
enormous cat value. 100s.  £ 350

GERMANY - ZONES
5124 1948 (1 Jun) Registered philatelic cover Ottobrun to
Wurttemburg bearing Allied Zones 20pf, 60pf, 1m & 5m blue plus
posthorn overprints 15pf brown and 25pf orange tied OTTOBRUNN
CDS cancel, typed addr, fine and pretty cover Cat €130.  £ 45

5125 French Zone Baden: 1948-49 Mint & U/M unmounted mint
collection of complete sets on Davo hingeless leaves plus a few used
or hinged mint, better throughout including French Zone Baden 1948
without pf set mint (Cat €100), 1949 Rebuilding Fund set 4 used
(Cat €200), plus both M/S perf & imperf, 1949 Red Cross set 4 mint
plus imperf M/S, 1949 Revolution set used (Cat €110), mainly fresh
and useful cat value.  £ 260

5126 French Zone Rheinland: 1948-9 Mint & U/M unmounted mint
collection of complete sets on Davo hingeless leaves plus a few used
or hinged mint, better throughout including 1948 without pf set mint
(Cat €60), 1949 Red Cross set 4 mint (Cat €40), plus imperf M/S
(Cat €110). Mainly fresh and useful cat value.  £ 80

5127 French Zone Wurttemberg: 1948-9 Mint & U/M unmounted
mint collection of complete sets on Davo hingeless leaves plus a few
used or hinged mint, better throughout including 1948 without pf set
mint (Cat €90), 1949 Red Cross set 4 mint (Cat €80), plus imperf
M/S (Cat €150), 1949 Goethe set 3 used (Cat €110). Mainly fresh
and useful cat value.  £ 140

GHANA
5128 1929-1970 Mint and mainly unmounted mint collection in a
well filled 3 ring binder on printed album pages with a high degree
of completion STC $543, noted 1959 set, miniature sheets both perf
& imperf, many thematics etc, useful clean lot.  £ 125

5129 1958 4d brown on cream registered postal stationery envelope
size G unused, very fine, H & G 1.  £ 20

GIBRALTAR
5130 1886-1952 Mint, unused and used collection on leaves with
high catalogue value including 1886 1d rose-red mint part o.g. (Cat
£85), 1s yellow-brown CDS used with forged opt, 1886-7 set to 4d
used (Cat £135), 1889 Surcharges set mainly used 5c with short foot
variety, 1889-96 set 12 fine used (Cat £300), 1898 set 7 used, 1912
GOV to 2s m & u, 1921-27 to 2s mainly used, 1925 10s mint (Cat
£32), 1938 to 2s m & u, 1948 RSV set mint, (c73).  £ 120

5131 1886-87 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, mainly fine SG 8/14
Cat £600.  £ 240

5132 1886-87 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s bistre all
mounted mainly fine, ½d is unused,  all very fine fresh frontal
appearance, scarce set, SG 8/14.  £ 250

5133 1887 6d lilac mounted mint with toned gum, mainly sound
and fine appearance, SG 13 Cat £140.  £ 28

5134 1889 50c on 6d bright lilac and 5p slate-grey both mounted
mint with SPECIMEN overprint in black, fine, SG 20s & 33s.

 £ 40

5135 1889 Complete set of seven hinged mint, a couple have short
foot on 5 variety for lower values, nice set, SG 15/21. Cat £200.

 £ 65

5136 1889-96 Complete set of twelve hinged mint, slight adherence
on 1p bistre otherwise nice set, SG 22/33. Cat £225.  £ 85

5137 1890 Part receipt from a court document bearing Stamp Duty
revenues 1884 1p.25c lilac, 2p50c lilac, 5p lilac and red pair and a
single all tied oval datestamps of the Supreme Court.  Mainly sound,
scarce on early docs.  Barefoot 2, 5, 6.  £ 38

5138 1898 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, mainly fine SG 39/45
Cat £190.  £ 75

5139 1898-1962 Mint assembly on stockage including 1898 ½d, 1d
& 2½d (Cat £66), 1912 2s, 1921 2s & 4s (Cat £77), 1925 2s to 10s
(cat £72), 1931 set, 1938 to 5s (12 incl shades), 1953-59 set 14 (Cat
£180), 1960-62 set (Cat £80), 1948 RSW. Useful assembly (83).

 £ 100

5140 1903 2s green and blue hinged mint, mainly fine SG 52 Cat
£200.  £ 80

5141 1903 GVI Complete set ½d to 1s hinged mint, mainly fine SG
46/51 Cat £162. (6).  £ 48

5142 1903 Mk CA low values ½d to 1s mounted mint, mostly fresh
and fine for these, SG 46/51 Cat £160. (6).  £ 55

5143 1904-08 Chalky 2d, 6d & 1s all hinged mint, fine, SG 58a,
60a, 61a, Cat £97.  £ 32

5144 1904-11 Mk McCaw low values ½d to 1s mounted mint,
includes 1904-08 ½d, 1d, 2d  (unused, faded a little), 2½d, 6d & 1s,
1906-11 ½d, 1d, 2d grayish slate, 2½d ultra., mostly fresh and fine
for these, SG range 56/61, 66/71 Cat £235. (10).  £ 46

5145 1907 2s green and blue hinged mint with hinge remains, SG
62a Cat £120.  £ 48

5146 1908 4s deep purple and green horribly toned hinged mint
with hinge remains, toning all round on obverse, specifier?, SG 63
Cat £350.  £ 35

5147 1908 Wmk MCA Ordinary set to 2s hinged mint, nearly all
nicely mounted with good colour and sound, ½d, 1d & 2d are
unmounted mint, 2s has pencil on reverse, SG 56/62.  £ 175

5148 1910 2s purple and bright blue on blue hinged mint, usual
streaky gum, nice looker, SG 72 Cat £65.  £ 24

5149 1910 4s black and carmine mounted mint part right side
marginal example, fine, SG 73 Cat £170.  £ 68

5150 1910 EDVII Mk McCaw 4s black and carmine hinged mint
with hinge remains, very fresh, SG 73 Cat £170.  £ 72
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5151 1912 Wmk MCA 8s dull purple and green hinged mint
centered left with a few light tones, SG 84 Cat £100.  £ 32

5152 1924 Mk SCA 8s dull purple and green fine used with large
Parcel CDS cancel, sound SG 101 Cat £550.  £ 180

5153 1927 Mk SCA £1 red-orange and black used with large 1930
boxed Parcel cancel, sound SG 107 Cat £300.  £ 75

5154 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/17.  £ 48

5155 1938 5s black and carmine mounted mint for perf 14 & perf
13½, both fine, SG 129/129a Cat £160.  £ 32

5156 1938-51: 2s. black & brown, wmk. Multiple Script CA, a
used example showing scarce variety: ""Bird on the Memorial""
(Row 9, stamp 3), lightly cancelled leaving the variety clear. Corner
perf. crease otherwise scarce SG Cat £500. Lovely example.  £ 275

5157 1938-51 P.13½ 5s lack and carmine fine used bottom
marginal imprint DLR block of 4, neat central registered cancel, SG
129a Cat £56.  £ 28

5158 1938-51 P.14 2d grey fine used showing ape on rock variety,
one short corner perf otherwise fine, SG 124aa Cat £120.  £ 40

5159 1943 P.13 10s black and blue hinged mint showing Broken
R variety, extremely fine and rare, seldom seen, SG 130ab Cat
£8500.  £ 4500

5160 1948-1995 Mint / unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
with useful throughout including 1948 RSW set (Cat £60), 1953 set
14 to £1 mint (Cat £200), 1960 set mint (Cat £85) plus extra £1 U/M
(Cat £22), then good degree of completion to 1995 commems, long
sets etc, many nice thematics ideal for expansion.  £ 150

5161 1949 P.13 1d red-brown Rock of Gibraltar in a complete
sheet of 60 pl.2B unmounted mint, folded in half otherwise very fine,
SG 122d STC £330.  £ 120

5162 1953-1978 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1953 set to £1 (Cat
£205), 1960 set to £1 (Cat £88), 1967 Ships set, 1977 long set to £5
etc, clean lot. Approx 285.  £ 145

5163 1970 British Air Mountains Official Expedition typed cover
BFPS Gibraltar postmark and signed by leader Major D.N. Hall.

 £ 20

5164 1972-2009 Unmounted mint collection in stockbook with
complete runs for most of the years includes miniature sheets (90),
setenant strips, 2009 Darwin set & M/S, Queen's Grand children,
Aviation & M/S, 2008 Regiment, Cruise Ships & M/S, Nelson &
M/S, RAF & M/S, 2007 Prehistoric Wildlife set & M/S, 2005
Europa £5, etc, good cat value £1000+.  £ 375

5165 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the Royal
Engineers three typed illustrated covers with autographs of
commanding officers.  £ 20

5166 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on thirty large
stockcards some light duplication noted 1953 set to £1 (Cat £205)
plus extra 5s, postage due sets, 1967 Ships set (2, cat £32 each),
1982 Aircraft set, 1977 long set (Cat £39), 1999 long set, 2004
300th Anniv. M/S, 2013 60th Anniv. long set (Cat £44), 1993
Architectural Heritage long set (Cat £55), etc, nice clean lot with
many attractive commem sets and thematics. (Approx 560 + 20
M/S).  £ 230

5167 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 100
different incl very good assembly of QV 1886 ½d & 4d mint (Cat
£190), 1889 surcharges to 75c on 1s bistre m & u (Cat £55), 1889
values to 5p grey m & u, 1898 to 1s, EDVII to 2s, GV to 2s, 1935
SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 300

5168 QV 2d red registered postal stationery envelope unused with
large SPECIMEN printed on reverse, flap slightly stuck down and
closed tear otherwise sound.  £ 20

5169 Spanish Currency: QV Registered Postal stationery envelope
unused 20centimos on 2d red, couple light tones, otherwise v fine.

 £ 15

5170 Three covers QV-GV including 1899 1d red on tatty cover to
UK tied GIBRALTAR SOUTH DISTRICT A CDS, 1935 Silver
Jubilee set four on First Day Cover with horiz. crease, 1919 2d red
GV registered postal stationery envelope to UK uprated with 1d red
both tied REGISTERED oval cancels, (tones). Useful trio.  £ 35

5171 WWII Censor covers (4) each bearing 6d adhs tied FPO 475
(3) and 1940 Key of Mediterranean slogan cancel censored GIB
RALTAR POSTAL CENSOR 2 sealing label, FPO have censor
triangle h/s in red or violet. Faults and roughly opened otherwise
sound. (4).  £ 24

GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
5172 1911 Pandanus Pine set of 4 all fine used mainly large violet
CDS cancels, (4) SG 8/11 Cat £55.  £ 22

5173 1911-1938 Stockpage with useful mainly mint assembly
including 1911 Pine set, 1912 11 values to 2/6, 1939 set 12 + 2/6
f.u., neat lot. STC £170 (not checked). (43).  £ 38

5174 1912 (12 Mar) cover addressed to Marsh Island bearing
Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large violet
GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / GENERAL POST OFFICE / 12
MAR 1912 / BUTARITARI / ISLAND cancels, mainly fine.

 £ 150

5175 1912 (circa) cover addressed to Marsh Island bearing
Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large violet
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS / POSTAL DEPARTMENT
cancels, vertical bend otherwise mainly fine. (Proud type D3).

 £ 125

5176 1919 (27 Mar) Registered printed Wilson cover bearing GV
2d grey & 2½d bright blue along with 1d red WAR TAX trio tied
GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / COLONY / OCEAN IS CDS
cancels, red OCEAN ISLAND 6099 regd etiquette and transit or
arrival backstamps, very fine, cat £319 as genuine use SG
multipliers, still very attractive.  £ 100

5177 1936 (28 Dec) Ocean Island printed OHMS cover (crossed
out) bearing 6d GV defin tied incomplete G & E I CDS regd with
violet h/s OCEAN ISLAND No. 3295 addr to France, (addr crossed
out) aging marks around the stamp otherwise nice genuine use. SG
19.  £ 18

5178 1939 GVI ½d black and green in a complete sheet of 60
unmounted mint, Bradbury Wilkinson imprint, very fine, SG 43 Cat
£36.  £ 18

5179 1940 Postage Due set of 8 hinged mint, all fine and sound, SG
D1/8.  £ 72

5180 1948 (29 Aug) Printed airmail registered envelope sent locally
to Tarawa bearing 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied POST
OFFICE / TARAWA / au 29 / 49 First Day of Issue and violet regd
h/s 1045, very fine.  £ 75

5181 1950 (Feb 14) Registered cover to USA bearing GVI defins
½d (2), 5d, 6d, & 1/- tied OCEAN 1 CDS cancels and regd OCEAN.
h/s cachet with manuscript 518, various transit from NSW, onto US,
nice item.  £ 42

5182 1951 Creased airmail philatelic cover to USA bearing set of
12 GVI defins to 5s tied British Post Office CDS's, wrinkles and
creased but cat £48 as used set and from x4 as commercial cover.
Pretty combination.  £ 25

5183 1955 Perf 12 3d black and bright blue in a complete sheet of
60 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 48a Cat £90.  £ 40

5184 Mint & used EDVII to 1935 on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 28 different incl 1911 ovptd 2½d & 6d mint, 1911 Palm set,
1912 to 2/6 mint, 1935 SJ set mint.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 40
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GOLD COAST
5185 1876-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1889 1d on 6d
orange used (Cat £60), 1884 13 vals to 2s used, 1913 20s purple and
black on red (Accra CDS's taken as is, Cat £140), 10s green and red
on green (Cat £110), 1916 5s used (Cat £70), 1928 set used (Cat
£60), 1948 RSW set used (cancel taken as is), 1938 set used (Cat
£70). (Approx 120).  £ 160

5186 1879 ½d olive-yellow very lightly mounted mint, even gum
tone on gum, SG 4 Cat £95.  £ 33

5187 1884-1891 Complete set of 9 defin issue to 2s brown hinged
mint, odd tone, mainly fine, SG 11/18 & 19a Cat £180.  £ 55

5188 1884-91 1s bright mauve & 2s yellow-brown both mounted
mint, some tones on gum, otherwise fine appearance, SG 18a & 19.
Cat £128.  £ 40

5189 1884-91 3d olive unmounted mint, minor gum bend otherwise
fine, SG 15a Cat £29.  £ 20

5190 1884-91 3d olive-yellow & 3d olive both shades appear
unmounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 15 & 15a Cat
£58.  £ 25

5191 1884-91 4d deep mauve & 4d rosy mauve both shades appear
unmounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 16 & 16a Cat
£70.  £ 60

5192 1889 5s dull mauve and blue mounted mint with hinge
remains, light tone at the top otherwise fine, SG 22 Cat £80.  £ 26

5193 1898-1902 Complete set of ten values appears unmounted
mint, some have been regummed otherwise fine appearance, SG
26/34 Cat £400.  £ 140

5194 1898-1902 ½d to 2s seven values appear unmounted mint,
each overprinted SPECIMEN, fine appearance, SG 26s/27s, 28s/32s.
(7).  £ 75

5195 1902 Complete set of eight values ½d to 2s appear unmounted
mint, some have been regummed otherwise fine appearance, SG
38/45 Cat £128.  £ 48

5196 1902 GVI Complete set of 10 to 10s hinged mint, fine, SG
38/47 Cat £279.  £ 110

5197 1904-07 Group of five values to 2/6 hinged mint, fine, SG 49,
51, 52, 53 & 57 Cat £150.  £ 50

5198 1918 War Tax 1d on 1d red unmounted mint irregular block
of 34 with bottom margin, few folds otherwise mainly fine, nice
multiple, SG 85. Cat £136.  £ 38

5199 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d ultramarine and black fine used
ACCRA CDS showing lightning conductor variety, SG 113c Cat
£200.  £ 50

5200 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s slate and purple fine used light CDS
showing Lightning Conductor variety, very clear, superb, SG 116c
Cat £650.  £ 250

5201 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s slate and purple used with violet fiscal
datestamp and missing perfs on left showing extra flagstaff variety,
nice and clear pity about the condition, SG 116a Cat £475 used.

 £ 45

5202 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.  £ 105

5203 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.  £ 60

5204 1938 Line Perf 12 2s blue and violet unmounted mint, fine,
SG 130 Cat £65.  £ 25

5205 1938 Line Perf 12 5s olive-green and carmine unmounted
mint, gum bend otherwise fine, key value, SG 131 Cat £110.  £ 44

5206 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine used, SG 147/8,
cat £55.  £ 22

5207 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two in fine used blocks of
4, fine, SG 147/8, cat £220.  £ 85

5208 Attractive mint & used assembly on eleven large stockcards
some light duplication noted nice QV CDS used singles to 1s, plus
mint ranges to 1s, 5s & 20s both nice fiscal CDS, EDVII mint to 1s,
1938 GVI set to 10s mint (3, cat £38 each) plus extras, 1948 set to
10s mint (2, cat £94 each), 1952 set to 10s mint (Cat £80), 1957
Indep. set, nice clean lot. (Approx 230).  £ 320

5209 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins and
various commems to modern used. Noted 1884-91 to 1s mainly used,
GV to 5s used, 1938 to 5s used, 1948 to 5s used, 1952 to 10s used,
etc, small collection.  £ 34

5210 Collection of mint & used on stockpages including QV 1876-
84 to 4d, 1884 to 2s brown, 1889 1d on 6d surch used (cat £55),
1889-94 high vals to 2-s fiscal cancels, 10s small CDS cancel, 1898
to 10s but greens are washed, EDVII to 1s used, GV 2s & 2/6 mint,
1928 Castle set mint (1½d is used, cat £120), 1935 SJ set m, 1948
set mint (cat £85), 1948 RSW set mint, mainly sound, STC £700.
(c160).  £ 200

5211 Revenues: 1899 Judicial 6d to 10s used 'set' of values mainly
fine six values, Barefoot 3/8.  £ 100

GREECE
5212 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 300 different incl better earlies, Hermes heads to top
values with many nice fine used examples, part runs of turn of the
century mint & used mainly to 2d or 3d, 1922 overprints to 3d m &
u, 1926 air set m, 1933 Air set of 3 mint (high cat), 1933 Air set to
20d. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c300).
Useful catalogue value.  £ 250

5213 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 147 different incl better earlies, Hermes heads to top
values with many nice fine used examples, part runs of turn of the
century mint & used mainly to 1d or 2d. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c147). Useful catalogue value.  £ 150

5214 1851-52 Two stampless Entire Letters both to Trieste with
local departure CDS and boxed PD H/S in black, both from SIROS
one has manuscript chargemark, both with red receiving barred
datestamps, nice duo. (2).  £ 40

5215 1863-1984 Extensive collection in a binder on many leaves
with good sections both mint and used for each issue includes
Hermes heads imperfs, 1930s incl University Centenary to 5000d
mint, 1922 Revolution surchs mint, then 1950s better, good assembly
of back of the book and related areas, 100s with high cat value.

 £ 250

5216 1867-87 Hermes Heads a nice selection of six choice 4 margin
examples including one used Paquebot Steam three line PIROSCAFI
/ POSTALI / ITALIANI boxed cancel (good strike) on 30l dull
ultramarine, 2l & 20l vfu, 1l, 5l & 10l unused / part original gum.
Mainly fine. attractive group.  £ 35

5217 1873 (28 Jun) Aigion to Patras Entire bearing 20l blue neatly
tied AIGION local cancel and arriving in Patras on 29 June, arrival
backstamp in black.  £ 28

5218 1896 First International Olympic Games 2d olive mounted
mint, very fine looker, SG 119 Cat £300.  £ 135

5219 1904 Athens to Constantinople postcard with SG 171 with
Athens cds and British P.O. in Constantinople cds. 1938 SG 503
stamp on tiny envelope. 1940's postal stationery envelope with
German censor mark on reverse note two stamps missing.  £ 15
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5220 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino complete set of 6
unmounted mint, few gum bends otherwise sound, key set, SG
427/432.  £ 74

5221 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino set of 6 hinged mint,
very fine and fresh, SG 427/432. Cat £260.  £ 60

5222 Hermes heads a nice selection of 14 different examples 1862-
1887 incl. 20l blue (2), 5l yellow-green (2), 80l carmine, 10l orange
(2), 1d red-brown (3), 20l red (3 shades), 30l deep blue. Varying
margins incl. some nice 4 margins CDs copies. (14). STC £390.

 £ 38

GREENLAND
5223 1937-1975 Mint / unmounted mint collection (few used)
mainly complete for the period on leaves in binder and small
stockbook noted 1938 40o blue mint (Cat £60, corner mark), 1945
1k & 2k (Cat £76), 1945 set to 5k mint (tones, cat £300), 1963-68
set 18 mint, plus range of Faroe Is. duplicated used etc. Good cat
value in excess of £1000. (463).  £ 200

5224 1963 Two typed Scottish Greenland Expedition with
successful cachets addressed to Royal College of Science Glasgow
with 15 ore stamps. One cover has seven autographs of explorers.

 £ 20

5225 Binder containing collection of defins and various commems
mint & used. Noted 1945 defins set mint (minus 15o & 1k, Cat
£273), 15o, 30o, 1k, 2k & 5k used (Cat £240), 1945 Liberation ovpt
5o & 15o mint (Cat £300), 1969 set 5 mint, 1991 Marine Animals
M/S mint (Cat £23), 1993 Crabs set m, etc, clean lot with good cat
value.  £ 280

5226 Parcel Stamps: 1915-33 'set' of nine Polar Bear issues
mounted mint with hinges for 1k olive-green to 3k brown, mostly
fine, 1k has small thin, all fresh lookers, Facit P4/P12 Cat Skr
10,000+. (9).  £ 400

GRENADA
5227 1886 Revenue stamps surcharges 'set' of three 1s on 1½d
orange, 1d on 1s orange, 1d on 4d orange, all fine hinged mint, SG
37/9 Cat £280.  £ 100

5228 1895-99 QV complete set of 8 to 1s green and orange hinged
mint, original gum, mainly very fine, SG 48/55 Cat £110.  £ 44

5229 1895-99 set of 8 values ½d to 1s hinged mint with fresh
appearance, SG 48/55 Cat £110. (8).  £ 42

5230 1902 EDVII Complete set of 10 hinged mint, 10s green and
purple has thin and lightly toned gum, all have nice frontal
appearance, SG 57/66. Cat £250.  £ 100

5231 1906-11 Badge of the colony unused group of 10 values ½d
to 10s each overprinted Specimen in black, a few are a little toned but
attractive group, SG 77s/80s, 82s/85s, 87s/88s Cat £250 mint. (10).

 £ 75

5232 1913-22 Mint / unused set of 10 values ½d to 10s each
overprinted Specimen in black, a few are a little toned but attractive
group, SG 89s/101s Cat £200 mint. (10).  £ 65

5233 1921-32 Wmk MSCA ½d to 4d values hinged mint each
overprinted Specimen in red (4d) black, nice group of 9 different
values.  £ 40

5234 1934 Complete set of 10 hinged mint, fine, SG 135/144.
 £ 25

5235 1934-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1934 set used (Cat
£90), 1921-31 22 values to 5s mainly used (Cat £1935 SJ set used
(Cat £42), 1938 set used, 1951 set used, 1948 RSW set used, 1953
set used, 1966 set used, , approx 165.  £ 85

5236 1935 Silver Jubilee ½d green and black hinged mint (few
rough perfs) showing kite and log variety, SG 145k Cat £85.  £ 26

5237 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.  £ 80

5238 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.  £ 48

5239 1938-41 Two covers including 1938 (16 March) Grenville to
S. Rhodesia bearing ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d & 2½d tied nice First Day of
Issue CDS's, 1941 regd cover to UK bearing 6d & 1s tied GPO
GRENADA CDS's. Both fine.  £ 24

5240 1943 P.14 (narrow) 10/- Slate-blue and bright carmine very
fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 163b.  £ 120

5241 1944 Wide setting perf 14 10/- slate-blue and carmine-lake
very fine mounted mint right marginal example, fresh, SG 163d.

 £ 40

5242 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 80
different incl QV Chalon 1d blue-green (6), 1895 to 1s, GV to 1s m
& u, 1934 to 1s mint, 1935 SJ set mint. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 60

5243 Postage Due: 1892 1d SURCHARGE POSTAGE on 6d
mauve very fine hinged mint, SG D4 Cat £130.  £ 52

5244 Postage Due: 1892 Wmk CA 2d black mounted mint with
thin and hinge remains, otherwise fine, SG D2 Cat £250.  £ 50

HAWAII
5245 1871 18c dull rose Minister Kekuanaoa, 1793-1868 issue
hinged mint, very fine, Scott #34.  £ 40

HONG KONG
5246 1862 No Mk 18c lilac used single with good B62 cancel in
black, mainly sound, SG 4 Cat £60.  £ 20

5247 1862 No Mk 24c green used single with part B62 cancel in
blue, mainly sound, SG 5 Cat £120.  £ 30

5248 1862 No Mk 48c rose used single with part B62 cancel in
blue, mainly sound, SG 6 Cat £375.  £ 75

5249 1862 No Mk 96c brownish grey used single with part B62
cancel in black, short corner in top right and thinning line a few mm
across, otherwise sound, SG 7 Cat £450.  £ 45

5250 1862 No Wmk 18c lilac part original gum mounted mint with
large hinge remains, few tones on reverse otherwise sound, SG 4 Cat
£650.  £ 200

5251 1863 Wmk CC 12c blue showing part of CENTS omitted due
to dry print, neatly cancelled Y1 Yokohama duplex in black, fine. SG
12a.  £ 45

5252 1863 Wmk CC 8c bright orange mint part original gum with
hinge remains, couple pulled perfs along the top, fresh colour, SG
11b Cat £475.  £ 50

5253 1865 96c olive-bistre fine used neat crisp B62 cancel in blue,
few blunt perf on left otherwise lovely colour and fine, expertising
handstamp on reverse, SG 18 Cat £800.  £ 300

5254 1866 CC Mk 18c lilac used single with part B62 cancel in
black, mainly sound and good centring, SG 13 Cat £325.  £ 65

5255 1870 P.12½ CC Mk 4c grey used single with part B62 cancel
in black, very uneven perf plus couple pulled perf along the base,
decent specifier, SG 9f Cat £275.  £ 30

5256 1877 16c yellow sound used with nice S1 cancel in black, SG
22 Cat £65.  £ 20

5257 1880 10c on 12c pale blue fine used part duplex cancel in
black, nice example SG 25 Cat £55.  £ 18

5258 1880 10c on 16c yellow fine used part B62 cancel in black
across the stamp, sound example SG 26 Cat £160.  £ 48

5259 1880 48c brown fine used single with neat B62 cancel in
black, few blunt perf otherwise fine example, SG 31 Cat £120.

 £ 40
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5260 1885-1901 Exceptional collection on printed album page
mint, unused and fine used noted 1885 50c on 48c brown f.u. (Cat
£50), $1 0n 96c grey-olive used (Cat £85), 1891 14c on 30c mauve
mint part o.g. (Cat £200), 1891 Jubilee overprint 2c carmine f.u. B62
cancel (Cat £130), 1898 with chars 10c on 30c grey-green mint (Cat
£75), 1901 30c brown mint (Cat £60), Postal Fiscal 1891 $5 on $10
purple on red fine used HONG KONG CDS's. Attractive lot STC
£800+.  £ 320

5261 1891 2c Rose with ""1841/Hong Kong/JUBILEE/1891""
overprint, showing ""U"" of ""JUBILEE"" shorter, pos. R. 1/1,
hinged mint with some remains, very fine original gum, nice variety.
S.G.51b Cat £800.  £ 400

5262 1898 With handstamped Chinese Characters; 10c on 30c
grey-green mint part original gum with hinge remains, fine, SG 55
Cat £80.  £ 32

5263 1901 12c blue Mk CA hinged mint, very fine SG 60 Cat £50.
 £ 20

5264 1903 1c dull purple and brown in mint / U/M blk of 4 (3
stamps U/M), 1931 5c violet in unmounted mint top right gutter
marginal blk of 4, SG 62 & 121. Cat £108 for mint. Two blocks of
4 very fine.  £ 50

5265 1904 Mk Multi CA $2 slate and scarlet fine used single
Registered CDS, nice sound example with good colour for these, SG
87 Cat £170.  £ 65

5266 1904 Mk Multi CA 50c green and magenta hinged mint with
slight paper adherence in one corner, lovely clean stamp and colour,
SG 85 Cat £110.  £ 40

5267 1905 Mk Multi CA $3 slate and dull blue fine used single
CDS (PAID ALL), nice sound example with good colour for these,
SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 100

5268 1905 Wmk MCCA $3 slate and dull blue sound fine used
sock on the nose strike of VICTORIA 1908 CDS cancel, sound and
fine, SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 125

5269 1905 Wmk MCCA $3 slate and dull blue sound used
incomplete CDS cancel, sound and fine, SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 100

5270 1905 Wmk MCCA Ordinary paper $10 slate and orange on
blue (washed out, white paper) sound used top value with full strike
of HONG KONG double ring CDS cancel, SG 90 Cat £1500.
Scarce.  £ 450

5271 1905 Wmk MCCA Ordinary paper $3 slate and dull blue
sound used corner CDS cancel, trace of violet mark in NW corner,
SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 120

5272 1912-21 $10 purple and black on red fine used CDS example,
with two thinned rubs at the bottom otherwise fine, SG 116 Cat
£110.  £ 22

5273 1912-21 $3 green and purple hinged mint with large hinge
remains, very fresh part original gum, SG 114 Cat £300.  £ 110

5274 1921 Front with black P.O in China overprints on King
George V 2c, 2c and 6c addressed to London.  £ 18

5275 1921-37 $3 green and dull purple fine used two nice CDs
cancels, SG 131 Cat £75.  £ 28

5276 1925 $5 green and red on emerald nice CDS used example,
very fine, SG 132. Cat £80.  £ 32

5277 1925 $5 green and red on emerald very fine used nice crisp
CDS, SG 132.  £ 40

5278 1925 Wmk MSCA $5 green and red on green fine used part
registered CDS cancel, very fine, SG 132 Cat £80.  £ 30

5279 1937-1949 Mint collection of sets on stockpage with useful
including 1938-52 17 values incl $2 violet and scarlet, $5 green and
violet, $10 lilac and blue (Cat £400), 1941 Centenary set (Cat £90),
1948 RSW set (Cat £278), 1949 UPU set,  Nice clean group.

 £ 330

5280 1938 $10 green and violet mainly sound used with good
colour, SG 161.  £ 60

5281 1938 $10 green and violet sound used two CDS cancels, good
colour, SG 161 Cat £140.  £ 28

5282 1938 P.14 10c bright violet in an attractive block of 4, top
two hinged mint, bottom two unmounted mint, nice fresh block, SG
145 Cat £200 for mint.  £ 50

5283 1938 P.14 50c purple in an attractive block of 4 unmounted
mint, SG 153 Cat £220 for mint.  £ 100

5284 1941 (21 Apr) Airmail cover to UK bearing 1938 $2 red-
orange and green x 2 plus 1941 Centenary $1 tied KOWLOON
CDS, contemporary faults around edges. Cat £100 as used. Rated x
2 on cover.  £ 35

5285 1946 Victory set of 2 mounted mint with both stamps
showing 'extra stroke' variety, sound, SG 169a/170a.  £ 80

5286 1948 Chalky $1 red-orange and green mounted mint with
hinge remain showing short leg to R variety, fine appearance, SG 156
ba.  £ 150

5287 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10c violet fine used block of 4
with top left stamp showing spur on N variety, lightly toned paper
otherwise fine, SG 171/171a Cat £90.  £ 36

5288 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10c violet in a positional top
right corner sheet number unmounted mint marginal block of four
with bottom left stamp showing SPUR ON N variety, few minor
bends in margin otherwise very fine positional piece, SG 171/171a
Cat £110. Seldom offered.  £ 75

5289 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted mint, fine,
SG 171/2.  £ 110

5290 1949 UPU complete sets of unmounted mint blocks of 4 or 6,
or pairs some with light gum tones and some are marginal examples,
comprises 10c (25), 20c (10), 30c (16), 80c (10).  SG 173/76. Cat
£872.  £ 250

5291 1953-1978 Unmounted mint, collection of defins and
commem sets, noted 1963 FFH, 1964 Churchill, 1966 UNESCO,
1969 Year of Cock, 1970 Year of Dog, 1971 Year of pig, 1972 Year
Rat, 1973-74 set 14 to $20 (Cat £100), 1975 Festivals M/S (Cat
£60), fine, useful cat value, virtually all U/M. Approx 140.  £ 225

5292 1953-1991 Attractive modern mint and mainly used collection
of commem & defin sets noted 1954 set used, plus some blocks of 4
to $10 used, 1962 set used, most 1960s omnibus plus year of sets
(Monkey m & u sets), 1973 set, plus vals to $20 in used blks of 4,
FDC 14 vals to $20, 1974-5 Festival M/S mint (cat £90), 1982 &
1987 Official FDCs for defin sets to $50, STC Approx $2600+.

 £ 500

5293 1954-1975 Mint collection of sets on stockpages with useful
including 1954 set 14 (Cat £250), 1962-73 set 15 (Cat £160), glazed
paper 6 vals to $5, 1963 FFH, Red X, 1966 Churchill set, 1966-72
set 14 (Cat £300), 1973 long set.  Nice clean group.  £ 425

5294 British Post Offices in China: 1922-27 $2 carmine-red and
grey-black a fine used example with incomplete CDS cancel. nice and
sound. SG 28 Cat £250.  £ 85

5295 Collection QV-QEII of approx. 550 stamps, mainly used
neatly arranged on leaves in display sleeves includes QV 1863 48c
rose, 96c grey (short corner), 1877 16c on 18c lilac (straight edge,
Cat £160), Amoy & Canton CDS cancels, EDVII 30c mint (Cat
£65), 1935 SJ set mint (cat £55), 1941 Centenary set mint (Cat £90),
1949 UPU mint (Cat £50), commems for 1970s. (c.550).  £ 250

5296 EDVII Mint assembly of 8 different values 4c to 50c for two
different Wmk printings incl 1907 6c (SG 94 cat £38), 8c 8c (SG 66
cat £16), 10c (SG 67 cat £70), 12c (SG 82 cat £23), 20c (SG 69 cat
£70), 30c (SG 70 cat £65), 50c (SG 71 cat £65).  Some mixed gum
condition but mostly fine lookers, Cat £347.  £ 80
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5297 EDVII PPC from Victoria to UK bearing 4c adhs tied CDS
and sent PER GERMAN MAIL handstamp in violet along the top,
very fine. No forwarding cachets, unusual.  £ 125

5298 Forgeries: QV 12c blue forged pane of 15 in top left marginal
block 'used' by black B62 cancels, various bends, light tones and
creases but overall nice piece, hard to find in multiples.  £ 40

5299 German Propaganda Forgery: Liquidation of Empire black
overprint on forged 1d red with wavy line watermark fine used violet
CDS, Michel 10 IV h Cat €140.  £ 50

5300 P.O. in China: 1917-21 Wmk MCCA $1 reddish purple and
bright blue unmounted mint top marginal example, hinged on margin
only, very fine and fresh, SG 13 Cat £85 for mint.  £ 50

5301 Post offices in China: 1917-21 $5 green and red on blue-green
(olive back) fine mounted mint, clean example with fresh appearance,
SG 16.  £ 125

5302 Postage Dues: Mint & used range on leaves for diff printings
incl 1941-45 o 6c, 1950 8c m, 10c m, 20c black, etc (13) STC £144.

 £ 30

5303 Postal Fiscal: 1897 $1 on $2 bluish-green with both
handstamped Chinese Characters fine used incomplete heavy CDS
cancels, dramatically centered left otherwise fine, SG F11. Cat £150.

 £ 30

5304 Postal Fiscal: 1938 5c green three singles on shortened cover
to Scotland (typed addr) tied Victoria 14th Jan 1938 CDS's. These
were authorised for postal use between 11th & 20th Janaury 1938
due to a shortage of of 5c. Cat £204 on cover. Nice genuine use.

 £ 125

5305 QV to modern useful assembly duplicated on Hagner pages
noted QV 5c on 18c used (clipped perfs), EDVII to $1 used GV to
50c mint, GVI incl 1938 duplicated used defins to $10 (violet and
blue), 1941 Centenary set set fine used (2), etc, useful cat values.

 £ 65

HUNGARY
5306 1871-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with
much useful material incl 1871 to 25k lilac (2 cat £280), 1888 to 3fo
used, 1913 Flood Charity set, top values CDS used (cat £115), 1915
War Charity, 1918 air 1k50 on 75f mint, 1919 Marx set m, 1920
Harvest ovpt 20 values mint to 10k, 1921 Madonna set, 1925 Jokai
set m, 1925 Sports Assoc set 8 mint, 1936 Air 8 vals to 5p used, few
occupations, back of the book etc, mainly sound. (415+). Huge cat
value in excess of £1180.  £ 275

5307 1871-1962 Extensive mint, used and unmounted mint
collection in a well filled KA-BE printed hingeless album with 1871
Litho to 15k (faults), Engraved to 25k, 1874 onwards Envelope
defins to 3f, 1900 Turul series, 1913 Flood Relief set of 17 mint (Cat
£140), 1914 War Charity set mint (Cat £150), 1918 Air set mint,
1920 ovptd set 20 mint, 1924 Air set mint, 1925 Sports set mint (Cat
£110), 1927-30 Air set mint (Cat £90), 1931 Zeppelin aur set 2 mint
(Cat £260), 1932 set 4 m & u (Cat £245), 1933 Air 20f to 1p mint
(Cat £115), 1934 2nd Exhib. M/S heavy mounted mint (Cat £225
each), 1936 Air set 10 mint (Cat £65), 1938 34th Congress M/S mint
(Cat £75), 1939 Protestant M/S (both mint cat £130), 1945 ITU set
m, 1947 Roosevelt M/S (both), 1947 Stamp Day M/S of 4 (Cat £65),
1948 5th Exhibition sheet of 4 (Cat £65), 1948 Chain Bridge M/S
set of 2 (Cat £320), 1950-53 5 Year Plan set mint (Cat £250),
miniature sheets, dozens of commems sets, much better material
throughout. (100s)  £ 1200

5308 1931 Air Zeppelin 1931 overprint set of 2 fine used Legi Post
CDS cancels, SG 529/30.  £ 65

5309 1933 (30 Jun) Attractive printed airmail cover to the WIPA
show in Vienna bearing set of nine airmail defins to 5p indigo each
tied LEGIPOSTA / BUDAPEST 72 CDS'S, with WIEN WIPA
arrival CDS alongside, very attractive philatelic cover, Cat £290 as
used single alone.  £ 150

5310 1933 Air 2p claret Mercury & Propellor very fine hinged mint,
SG 561, cat £95.  £ 25

5311 1934 2nd Hungarian Phil. Exhib. 20f Liszt miniature sheet
hinged mint, vertical gum bend with burr (doctor blade type) flaw
vertical on the left side, SG MS 568 cat £225.  £ 50

5312 1951 Air 80th Anniv. of First Hungarian Postage Stamps set
of 3 miniature sheets each cancelled MISKOLC CDS cancels, 2f grey
has few minor surface marks otherwise fine, SG MS 1199a. Cat
£275.  £ 90

5313 1956-1965 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets for the period in a large stockbook,1957 Red X set, 1958 TV
Service M/S U/M (cat £80), 1958 Brussels EX. M/S (cat £65), Int
Phil. Fed M/S (cat £70), 1959 Composer M/S (cat £27), 1960 Int
Fed M/S (cat £27), 1961 Composer M/S (cat £26), 1962 Space M/S
(cat £26),  very colourful with many thematics, attr & high catalogued
lot.  £ 350

5314 1975 Stamp Day Imperf setenant strip of 4 with imprint both
sides unmounted mint, very fine, Scott retail $125, (SG Cat
2979/2982).  £ 40

ICELAND
5315 1876 20a violet fine used neat Reykjavik part CDS, well
centred but short corner, mainly fine, Facit 14 Cat Skr 4,400. (SG
Cat £900).  £ 110

5316 1891 P.14 x 13½ 20a greenish blue mint part original gum
example, centred SE, gum faults but nice frontal appearance, SG 22b
Cat £300.  £ 45

5317 1902 King Christian IX Complete set of 13 mounted mint,
mostly part original gum, a little sweated otherwise fine, SG 43/55
Cat £250.  £ 48

5318 1902 P.12½ I GILDI overprint on 50a red and blue bottom
left corner marginal block of 15 mainly unmounted mint, very fine,
scarce multiple, Facit 58 Cat Skr 1050.  £ 45

5319 1912 King Frederik VIII Complete set of seven mounted mint,
mostly original gum, mainly fine, SG 102/108 Cat £275.  £ 85

5320 1930 The Parliament 25a brown and yellow-brown an unusual
IMPERFORATED bottom right marginal imprint block of six,
unused no gum, some paper folds, wrinkles and cut into the margin
on the corner, most unused piece, Facit 179.  £ 120

5321 1930 The Parliament 5k orange unmounted mint, very fresh,
Facit 186 Skr 1,000.  £ 35

5322 1931 (12 Jun) Airmail cover bearing Biplane overprint on 10a
red pair tied HVAMMS cds, REYKJAVIK arrival backstamp on
same day, small bilingual airmail etiquette, stated to be only 100
flown.  £ 75

5323 1934 P.12½ Air 20a green bottom imprint block of 8 Thomas
De La Rue unmounted mint with hinge remains, SG 209 Cat £40.

 £ 22

5324 1940 P.14 x 13½ 10a green Herring and 25a scarlet both
unmounted mint, 10a has gum bend otherwise fine, SG 247 & 250
Cat £135.  £ 36

5325 1994-2008 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl many
sets, self-adhesive & miniature sheets to 2008, 2007 Glaciers, 2004
Geothermal, 2006 Waterfalls, 1998 Fish & M/S, 1996 Nordia 96,
nice thematics. STC £865, many 100s.  £ 275

5326 Officials: 1873 P.12½ 4s green fine used neat Reykjavik part
CDS, centred NE with few uneven perfs, mainly fine, Facit Tj3 Cat
Skr 3,500.  £ 38

5327 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF
surcharge 10aurar on 10aur green codfish unmounted mint example,
seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.  £ 55
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5328 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF
surcharge 20aurar on 25aur red codfish unmounted mint example,
seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.  £ 65

INDIA
5329 1854 Die I ½a blue PAIR used two dotted diamond cancels
lightly struck with margins on three sides, cut into unevenly on left
side, even toning on reverse from old hinges otherwise sound, nice
pair, SG 2 Cat £80 as used singles.  £ 45

5330 1855 Head Die III Frame Die II 4a blue and red very nice
large 4 margins neatly cut square with decent C dotted diamond
cancel, very light tones otherwise very fine for these, SG 23 Cat
£650.  £ 225

5331 1866 ESSAY 4a pale red vertical unused PAIR inscribed
WEST INDIA POSTAGE plate proof imperf, margins all round,
mainly very fine and scarce.  £ 48

5332 1894-1968 A selection of fifty covers and fronts. Includes
1948 King George VI 2rs on typed cover to USA. 1936 King George
V nine pies with green stripe in margin from Bombay plus a number
of covers have multiple stamps.  £ 50

5333 1912-26 3p grey top marginal pair fine used with left stamp
showing Rs flaw, (few split perfs) rated £75 as mint. SG 48/48ca.

 £ 38

5334 1913 Wmk Star 25r orange and blue mounted mint example
with hinge remains and diagonal gum crease, otherwise very fresh,
SG 191 Cat £600.  £ 200

5335 1915 ( 7 & 25 May) Two tatty stampless covers to same
correspondence in London both with PASSED BY CENSOR /
INDIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE / 41 in red or 23 cancel in
violet, with FPO CDS on reverse No.28 & No.311.  Both have tatty
edges but mainly good strikes of censor h/s.  £ 50

5336 1931-1957 Mint collection of sets on double sided stockpage
with useful including 1931 Inauguration set (Cat £38), 1935 SJ set
(Cat £40), 1940-3 set 14 (Cat £50), 1948 Ghandi 1st Anniversary set
(Cat £425), 1949-52 set 16 (Cat £325), 1949 UPU set (Cat £30),
1952 Saints & Poets set (Cat £55), 1955 5 Year Plan to 10r (16 vals
cat c£100), 1957 long set (Cat £32). Nice clean group. High cat
value.  £ 450

5337 1937 4a brown Mail Train in attractive top marginal block of
4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 255.  £ 32

5338 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1937-40 set of 18 to 25r (cat £600), 1940-43 set of
14 (cat £45), 1948 1st Anniv. Ghandi low vals to 12a, 1949-52 set
(cat £325), 1949 UPU, 1950 Inauguration, 1950-51 defin set 3.  Cat
£1139. (73). Very useful lot.  £ 450

5339 1939 Twenty-eight postal stationery postcards from Jaipur
State with various cancels.  £ 24

5340 1946 Victory in U/M blocks of 8, and unmounted mint blocks
of 6 (3 = 18 sets), mainly fine. SG 278/281 Cat £149.  £ 50

5341 1947 (21 Nov) Plain cover bearing 3½a stamp tied
BOMBAY first day CDS with printed addr to Bombay Philatelic Co.
Mainly fine. SG 302.  £ 24

5342 1957-1975 Mint collection of sets on double sided stockpage
with useful including 1957 Map 17 values to 10r (cat c£80), 1965-75
long set 18 (Cat £55). Nice clean group.  £ 50

5343 1973 25p brown Ghandi defin (17 x 20mm) in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 100, pencil mark in margin otherwise very
fine and fresh, SG 732a Cat £750.  £ 250

5344 1983 50p brown Ghandi defin in a complete unmounted mint
sheet of 100, pen mark and pencil mark in margin otherwise very fine
and fresh, SG 1073 Cat £450.  £ 150

5345 1988 60p black Ghandi defin in a complete unmounted mint
sheet of 100, few light bends otherwise very fine and fresh, SG 1320
Cat £175.  £ 50

5346 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves including
1854-1971 mint and used early to modern defins and commems,
noted 1854 ½a blue (3 margins f.u.), 1855 to 8a, 1949 UPU set m,
stated to catalogue US $1176 with approx 650 all different, useful lot
for expansion.  £ 300

5347 Official: 186672 4a green Die I fine used with large part
TRIMULGHERRY squared circle cancel, very nice example, SG
O14.  £ 115

5348 Officials: 1913 Wmk Star 10r green and scarlet fine mounted
mint example with very fresh appearance, SG O94 Cat £130.

 £ 52

5349 Officials: 1939 GVI 10r assembly of used blocks including
positional gutter margin block of 8, block of 6 (3), strip of 3 (2),
large block of 12 left side marginal, block of 8 (2), block of 9,etc,
also range of lower values, other normal GVI to 25r used etc,
enormous catalogue value, approx 105 10r SG O141 Cat £20 each
£2100 total. Unchecked for inverted watermarks (cat £95 each).

 £ 180

5350 POSTAL ORDER - 1978 & 1980 Two different used without
counterfoils, R10 & R20 in blue or purple, few minor faults
otherwise sound.  £ 20

5351 Prisoners of War Mail WWII Blue envelope from India to
Germany bearing 8a violet GVI defin tied small incomplete oval
cancel in black, with PRISONERS OF WAR POST single line violet
h/s alongside, and manuscript Service of prisoners of war German
language along the top. Other handstamps on obverse DHN/* in
violet, Ab in black circle, PASSED DHN/2 in black. Sent via
airmail, no backstamps but Wing 6 Control sender addr on reverse.
Wrinkles and creases otherwise nice Indian POW item.  £ 90

INDIAN STATES
5352 Bhopal: 1908 Arms design 1a red in a superb imperf block of
4 being a colour trial (actual stamp issued in green) with partial red
omitted on 1st two stamps but embossing of relief is intact, very
striking and unique, SG 100 var.  £ 70

5353 Chamba: 1942-47 set of 13 GVI defins to 14a purple mainly
fine used 3½a to 12a very fine, SG 108/120.  £ 150

5354 Cochin: Officials; 1913 3p blue Raja Rama Varma I showing
overprint in black, fine used small part corner CDS, centred left, very
fine and scarce, SG O1a. Cat £1900.  £ 750

5355 Gwalior: Officials 1941 1a on 1a3p mauve in a superb block
of 4 unmounted mint showing WATERMARK INVERTED variety,
superb multiple, SG O90a.  £ 115

5356 Gwalior: Officials 1941 1a on 1a3p mauve in a superb bottom
marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, superb multiple, SG O90.

 £ 50

5357 Jind: 1927-37 Mainly unmounted mint blocks of 4 for 1a to
12a values (10 different) mainly fine unmounted mint, SG range
86/97 Cat £205 for mint.  £ 85

5358 Jind: 1928 5r ultramarine and purple in an attractive block of
4 unmounted mint with diagonal gum line and pencil mark otherwise
nice multiple, SG 100 Cat £88 for mint.  £ 55

5359 JIND: 1941-3 GV High Values 1R grey and red brown, 2R
purple and brown & 10R purple and claret all fine used with neat
cancels SG 131/2 & 134 Cat £202  £ 80

5360 JIND: Official 1885 ½a blue-green with red 'JEEND'
overprint hinged mint with some toning but still a good looker SG
O7 Cat £160  £ 40

5361 Jind: Officials; 1923 1r brown and green right hand marginal
block of 4 unmounted mint with diagonal gum bends, nice multiple,
SG O43b Cat £152 for mint.  £ 80

5362 Jind: Officials; 1927 2r carmine and yellow-brown block of
4 unmounted mint with few perf splits otherwise nice multiple, SG
O44 Cat £84 for mint.  £ 55
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5363 Jind: Officials; 1939-43 GVI Set of 10 values 3p grey to 8a
violet in unmounted mint blocks of 4, all very fine, nice group, SG
O73/O82. Cat £260 for mint.  £ 175

5364 Jind: Officials; 1942 GVI 1r grey and red-brown, 5r green and
blue both in vertical bottom marginal PAIRS unmounted mint, very
fine, SG O83 & O85 Cat £176 for mint.  £ 150

5365 Kishangarh: 1904 2r olive-yellow used with violet oval cancel
& black pen ink smudge at base, good perfs, scarce, SG 49 Cat £325.

 £ 85

5366 Kishangarh: 1929 2r lemon-yellow used on paper with nice
violet cancel and part pen cancel, fine, SG 79 Cat £450.  £ 150

5367 Nabha: Officials 1885-97 1a brown-purple in a fabulous left
side marginal pane of 82 stamps unmounted mint, superb study /
reference sheet seldom seen in such big multiples, SG O7.  £ 200

5368 Nabha: Officials; 1885-97 6a olive-bistre and the rare 6a
bistre-brown both hinged mint examples, with part expertising mark
on reverse, usual wrinkled gum but very fresh appearance. SG
O15/16.  £ 300

5369 Patiala: 1885-90 Collection of 'Puttialla State' overprints on
mint and used QV issues including some 'REPRINT' ovpts and some
of dubious origin so lot is sold 'as is'. Includes red ovpts with 4a (2,
both u/m) to 1R (2, both ovpt reprint)) mint , 1a brown with both red
and black overprint used, ½a blue green 'Auttialla' ovpt variety (5)
then black ovpt 8a mint (reprint ovpt) & further 'Auttialla' ovpts on
½a blue green, 2a blue, 4a green (3) and 1R grey all mint (some
u/m), plus similar range of Officials mint and used incl a few mint
reprint ovpts. Interesting lot for further study (43).  £ 100

5370 Patiala: 1885-96 Collection in fresh mint condition mainly
unmounted with duplicated QV vals to 12a including 4a, 6a & 12a
in u/m blocks of 4, shades of 2a & 8a and 1891-1900 Officials set of
9 mostly u/m plus 1902 Official 1a carmine in u/m marginal blocks
of 4 (2). Very fresh looking lot Cat £220 (51).  £ 80

5371 Patiala: 1912-26 3p grey top marginal pair fine used with
right stamp showing Rs flaw, rated £75 as mint. SG 48/48ca.

 £ 38

5372 Patiala: 1927-43 Selection of Telephone stamps with EdVII
2a &3a, GV 1a, 3a & 6a plus three Officials with further 'Service'
overprints all used. Good little lot (8)  £ 40

5373 Patiala: 1937-38 12a lake in an attractive bottom left corner
marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, few light gum bends otherwise
nice multiple, SG 91 Cat £128 for mint.  £ 55

5374 Patiala: 1937-38 A selection of mainly unmounted mint
blocks of 4 for 3p grey, 9p green, 2a6p violet, 3a green, 3a6p bright
blue, 4a brown, 6a turquoise, 8a slate-violet and 12a lake, fine and
fresh SG 80, 82, 85/91 Cat £932 as mint.  £ 400

5375 Patiala: 1937-38 Six different values unmounted mint, 9p, 1a,
3a6p, 8a, 12a & 2r all U/M, 2r is top marginal (mounted on margin
only, SG 82/3, 87, 90, 91 & 93, Cat £139 for mint.  £ 65

5376 Patiala: 1941-6 A selection of mainly unmounted mint blocks
of 4 for 3p grey, ½a red-brown (2 blks of 6), 1a carmine, 1r grey and
red-brown, fine and fresh SG 98/9, 101/102 Cat £370 mint.  £ 150

5377 Patiala: 1946 1r grey and red-brown unmounted mint block
of 4, fine and fresh SG 102 Cat £48 mint.  £ 24

5378 Patiala: Officials: 1903-44 Balance of larger collection with
duplicated mint (much u/m) and used ranges on stockleaves including
1903 EdVII six vals to 1R mint incl shades of 2a, 4a & 8a, 1936 2R
carmine and orange u/m and used (cat £78), 1939 1a on 1a3p mauve
mint (7, incl u/m pair cat £11 each), 1938 low vals in u/m blocks of
4 (cat £190) & 1939-44 twelve vals to 5R mint (rupee vals u/m),
etc,..  £ 130

5379 Patiala: Officials; 1936 2r carmine and orange top value in an
attractive block of 6 unmounted mint two tone spots otherwise nice
multiple, SG O57 Cat £108 for mint.  £ 55

5380 Patiala: Officials: 1937-39 ½a red brown, 9p green & 1a
carmine in SUPERB unmounted mint blocks of 12. Would make a
nice album page SG O63/5 Cat £191  £ 70

5381 Patiala: Officials; 1939 5r green and blue in an attractive
block of 4 mint / unmounted mint (top marginal) mainly fine,
mounted on one stamp only. SG O68 cat £80 for mint.  £ 36

5382 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an unmounted
mint block of 8, bottom marginal, very fresh, SG O70 Cat £152 for
mint.  £ 85

5383 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an unmounted
mint block of 8, left marginal, very fresh, SG O70 Cat £152 for mint.

 £ 85

5384 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an unmounted
mint block of 4, very fresh, SG O70 Cat £76 for mint.  £ 40

5385 Patiala: Officials; 1944 2r purple and brown hinged mint
showing pearl in frame missing variety on  value tablet. Jal Cooper
states two different positions on the sheet. SG O83.  £ 50

5386 Travancore: 1924-39 Three different pairs with IMPERF
BETWEEN varieties comprising; 1924 6cash brown red horiz pair
unused no gum (stain to one stamp, does not detract), 1941 ócash
brown vertical pair mint (some perf tones and vert crease) & 1930
Official 7 cash claret in used vert pair (top stamp with scuff). Nice
looking lot despite faults. SG 35a, 72bb & O64a Cat £129  £ 30

INDO CHINA
5387 1934 (26 May) Printed airmail cover Saigon to Calcutta
bearing 25c & 20c diff tied CDS on reverse and Calcutta and
SURAT arrival backstamps, few minor faults.  £ 15

INDONESIA
5388 1951-1965 Large stockbook with an extensive unmounted
mint stock of duplicated sets (around 9 sets of each issue) and ranges
including 1950 Inauguration both sizes mint (9 of each cat £105),
1951 UN set mint (2 cat £55), 1951 President to 50r mint, 1954
Natural Disasters set m (cat £55), etc, useful catalogue value in
excess of £700+.  £ 75

5389 1959 Three typed first flight covers BOAC Comet 4 Jetliner
with various stamps from Djakarta to Calcutta, Beirut and Singapore.

 £ 20

5390 1960's Nine first flight covers from various airlines, 1965
Indonesian Airways Djakarta to Amsterdam, Thai International flight
to Bangkok, Qantas 1967 first flight Sydney to London via
Amsterdam and 1959 Pan American flight Djakarta to San Francisco.
All covers are typed nice group.  £ 45

5391 1965-1983 Large stockbook with an extensive unmounted
mint stock of duplicated sets and ranges including better miniature
sheets 1966 Maritime M/S (6 cat £17 each), 1967 Tourist (7 cat
£7.75 each), 1967 Paintings M/S (9, cat £9 each), 1968 Save
Borobudur M/S (cat £50 each x 3), 1968 Tourism M/S (24 cat £9
each), Olympic Games M/S (30 cat £9 each), Fruit M/S (30 pairs cat
£13 each), 1970 Visit M/S (19 cat £11.50 each), 1972 Fish set 3 (8,
cat £47 each set), 1973 Tourism set (9, cat £35 each), 1974 Travel
long set to 160r, 1974 Art series set (9 sets cat £23 each), 1974 Pres.
Suharto set of 6 (9 sets, cat £17 each), 1974 UPU set (9, cat £18
each), 1974 Fish series set (8, cat £21 each), 1976 Daggers M/S (15
cat £26 each), 1977 Orchids M/S (18 cat £18 each), 1978 Wildlife
M/S (2 sets, cat £26 each), 1978 Orchids M/S (8, cat £10.50 each),
1979 Asia Phil. Ex. M/S (7 cat £13 each), 1981 Paintings M/S (11,
cat £18 each), 1980 Parrots M/S (8, cat £33 each), 1981 Cockatoos
M/S (5, cat £29 each), 1983 Communications M/S (7 cat £17 each),
etc, enormous catalogue value in excess of £5500+.  £ 500

5392 1969 Tourism 15r Girl with offerings in attractive side
marginal vertical strip of 5 showing dramatic purple ink omitted in
progressive printing error from the top downwards resulting in large
areas of ink omitted.  Striking! SG 1235 var.  £ 78

5393 1988 Olympic Games set of 2 miniature sheets both perf and
imperf unmounted mint, fine, SG MS1888 Cat £120.  £ 35
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5394 1989 Endangered Species - The Orang-utan set of 2 miniature
sheets unmounted mint, fine, SG MS 1924 Cat £275.  £ 85

5395 1999 Pahlawan National Heroes prestige booklet complete
date of issue 17 August 1999.  £ 10

5396 2005-2011 Mainly unmounted mint largely complete
collection in luxury Davo printed hingeless album with dozens of sets
incl miniature sheets better cat noted 2005 Paintings 5 M/S, 2007
Zodiac M/S, 2009-10 Flora & Fauna sheetlets, 2010 Provincial
Emblems long set & both M/S, 2011 World Stamp Championship
M/S's. Superb lot with good cat value.  £ 185

5397 Dutch Administration: 1949 New Currency top values 1r to
25r hinged mint, fine, SG 566A/57A Cat £450.  £ 85

5398 Large stockbook with an unmounted mint stock of duplicated
sets and ranges plus many used extras, noted nice thematics, 1950
RIS ovpts to 1r m & u incl 20r black (cat £41), 1950 5th Anniv set
3 mint (1r cat £17 x 3), 1951 UNO 1r mint (cat £37), hereon huge
amount of 1960s material to 1982. 100s.  £ 75

5399 Postal Stationery 5 Sen with address on reverse and 10 mark
in red addressed to Netherlands with boxed faint registered number.

 £ 20

IRAN
5400 1907 Shah Muhammad Ali Mirza Attractive range of eleven
different values neatly mounted mint being a set from 13ch to 50k top
value, all fine, SG 305/316 Cat £187. (11).  £ 62

IRAQ
5401 1922 Airmail long envelope (faults) Baghdad to Aberdeen
bearing surcharges 1a on 20pa red, and two examples of 8a on 2½pi
tied 19 Aug Baghdad CDS's, Cairo backstamp alongside, folds and
creases, few tones, example of 1922-23 Bi weekly service Baghdad
to Cairo.  £ 25

5402 1949 Air Large miniature sheet both perf and imperf mint
with minor faults incl small bends or hinge mark on front, folded
corner, mainly presentable, SG MS 338 Cat £240.  £ 48

5403 1949 Airmails Miniature sheet both perf and Imperf mounted
mint, some toning spots and gentle wrinkles otherwise mainly fine,
SG MS 338 Cat £240.  £ 80

5404 1978 Ancient Coins 1fils vertical unmounted mint pair both
showing dramatic smudges of the olive ink.  Ex postmasters archive.
SG 1321 var.  Scarce and unique.  £ 25

5405 1978 July Festivals 100f Miniature Sheet unmounted showing
perforations doubled all round variety, very striking and scarce, SG
MS 1328.  £ 70

5406 1981 Saddam's Battle of Qadisiya 100f Miniature Sheet
unmounted showing gold ink smudged and blobs of ink across the
sheet, very striking and scarce, SG MS 1471.  £ 28

5407 1987 10th Anniv of United Arab Shipping Company 200fils
Miniature sheet showing 'large white fog over the land and sea
replacing the blue ink' variety, scarce, ex postmaster's archive. SG
MS 1757.  £ 25

5408 1993 10D on 25f Pansies unused corner marginal block of 4
with top right corner folded during surcharging hence part of
surcharge on back of stamp, visually dramatic cat £36 per stamp SG
1932.  £ 60

5409 1993 Re-Construction 250f unused corner marginal block of
4 with large shift of perfs both ways resulting in cutting the stamps
and marginal imprints on the stamps, scarce and very dramatic, SG
1933 var.  £ 70

5410 1997 2nd Anniversary of Referendum 25d multicoloured WE
SAY YES SADDAM in corner marginal unused block of 12 showing
dramatic vertical and horizontal perforation shifts, visually stunning
unique block.  SG 2023 var.  £ 60

5411 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 15, creased ex printers' waste showing
green part of design printed on reverse on 11 stamps in the block very
unusual and unique.  SG 2020 var.  £ 70

5412 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 9 showing horizontal  perforations doubled
variety, very striking and possibly unique.  SG 202 var.  £ 40

5413 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 9 showing vertical perforations doubled
variety, very striking and possibly unique.  SG 202 var.  £ 40

5414 1998 Flora 1000d in vertical marginal block of 16 showing
dramatic horizontal perforation shift cutting through each stamp,
striking thematic item probably unique.  SG 2037 var.  £ 75

5415 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 1000d in vertical pair
showing dramatic vertical & horizontal perforation shift cutting
through each stamp, striking item probably unique.  SG 2056 var.

 £ 20

5416 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 150d in vertical
marginal block of 16 showing dramatic vertical & horizontal
perforation shift cutting through each stamp, striking item probably
unique.  SG 2054 var.  £ 100

5417 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 25d in marginal block
of 14 showing dramatic vertical & horizontal perforation shift cutting
through each stamp, striking item probably unique.  SG 2052 var.

 £ 60

5418 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 5000d in horizontal
strip of 4 showing dramatic horizontal perforation shift cutting
through each stamp, striking item probably unique.  SG 2057 var.
Cat £184.  £ 40

5419 1999 Saddamiya al Therthar 100d top corner marginal block
of 4 showing dramatic horizontal perforation shift cutting through
each stamp, striking & probably unique.  SG 2059 var.  £ 50

5420 2000 Birds 500d Miniature sheet Goldfinch in uncut
horizontal pair roughly cut with scissors unmounted mint, scarce and
unique.  SG MS 2087.  £ 25

5421 2001 10th Anniv of Gulf War 50d corner marginal block of
4 with bottom left corner folded resulting partly misprinted, also
yellow ink blotches across the block, unique error.  SG 2133 var.

 £ 60

5422 2001 54th Anniv of Al Baath Party 50d in corner marginal
block of 9 showing dramatic horizontal & vertical perforation shift
cutting through each stamp, striking item probably unique.  SG 2105
var.  £ 60

5423 Baghdad - Haifa OVERLAND MAILS: c1925-29 Covers (9)
with overland labels in red (imperf, 2), printed covers (2), manuscript
incoming Edinburgh to Baghdad (1925), scarce Baghdad to Malta,
1924 London to Baghdad, Egypt to Mosul 1925, 1932 Scotland to
Baghdad Overland Desert Mail. Very varied with mixed condition
but an interesting group. (9).  £ 500

5424 Revenues: 1918-1923 Assembly of 9 values all used incl
1918 3a on 1½pi, 12a on 5pi, 1923 ovptd to 1r etc, nice little group.
(9).  £ 40

5425 Stockbook with mainstream defins and commems some
duplicated mainly used to middle values, good selection from 1918
onwards, 100s.  £ 25

IRELAND
5426 1859 (Jun 29) Soiled cover Dublin to Philadelphia bearing 1s
green right wing margin tied nice 186 diamond barred numeral and
5 CENTS transit charge in red along with BOSTON Bb PKT PAID
Jul 14, Soiling on the cover and creases faults on reverse.  £ 65
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5427 1873 -90 Small lot of Postal Stationery cards all used in
Ireland all  with duplex cancels comprising 1873 ½d lilac used in
Armagh, 1885 ½d red brown used in Belfast, 1887 1d brown used in
Waterford and 1890 ½d red brown used in Dublin uprated with ½d
Jubilee with part perfin of M.H. Gill & sons, Dublin. All except one
have faults but still an interesting little group (4)  £ 24

5428 1907 Irish International Exhibition Dublin label mint in blue-
green, crease but does not detract, fine.  £ 28

5429 1907-16 Sinn Fein propaganda label Celtic Cross in blue-
green and black cancelled 1929 double ring CDS. Unusual late use
cancel.  £ 75

5430 1907-16 Sinn Fein propaganda label Celtic Cross in yellow-
green and black mint with heavy rubbing, and Female with Harp
mint, useful duo, (2).  £ 40

5431 1922 1½d red-brown Thom overprint unmounted mint right
margin PAIR showing PENCF for PENCE variety R15/12, also
broken 9 in 1922 overprint, very fine, SG 10a cat £375 for hinged.
Lovely positional example.  £ 180

5432 1922 10d Turquoise blue Dollard overprint hinged mint plate
2b showing broken frame line variety R9/1, very fine, SG 9 var. MW
T8a, £500.  £ 150

5433 1922 2d orange Die I Thom overprint hinged mint showing
overprint inverted variety with further R over Se variety, very fine,
SG 12a var. MW T16b/V17 cat £600.  £ 200

5434 1922 2d orange Die II Thom overprint hinged mint showing
watermark inverted variety , very fine, SG 13w cat £425. MW T16a.

 £ 150

5435 1922 9d olive-green Thom overprint hinged mint showing PQ
for POSTAGE variety, very fine, SG 41 var. MW T36a cat £500.

 £ 160

5436 1922 Definitive Dollard printing 2d blue and red left mint
hinged with small tone spot, angel sounding trumpet leaning on harp,
very fine and rare.  £ 140

5437 1922 Definitive Dollard printing 2d blue and sepia left
marginal mint, hinged on margin only so label unmounted, angel
sounding trumpet leaning on harp, very fine and rare.  £ 160

5438 1922 Dollard 10d turquoise-blue in a used bottom marginal
block of 4, few wrinkles and odd pulled perf (margin folded), SG 9
Cat £260.  £ 28

5439 1922 Dollard 4d grey-green with two mounted mint examples
one showing red opt, other carmine opt. Fine, SG 6b/c. Cat £61.

 £ 18

5440 1922 Dollard Overprint, Seahorses set of three mounted mint,
usual gum bends or light crease all very well centred and fresh
appearance, high cat set, SG 17/21.  £ 120

5441 1922 Dollard Ovpt Type 1 Definitive set of 8 to 10d plus red
and carmine ovpts on 2½d, 4d (both ovpts types), 9d agate all
mounted mint with hinge remains, nice examples, SG 1/8, 4b, 6b/c,
8b Cat £112.  £ 38

5442 1922 Dollard Ovpt Type 3 Seahorses set of 3 2/6, 5s & 10s
all mounted mint with hinge remains, nice examples, SG 18/21 Cat
£345.  £ 135

5443 1922 IRA labels for 1d yellow-brown, 2d green and 6d blue
three stamps issued by the Irish Republican Army in Cork inscribed
1922 An Port, to be used as an alternative postal system to the
existing post office, these are perhaps the most philatelically
legitimate of all Irish forerunners in that they were clearly to serve a
postal function. Most of the sheets were destroyed in a fire hence only
a few exist (estimated 250-1000 copies are believed to have survived
the fire). Scarce trio.  £ 300

5444 1922 Thom overprint inverted on 2d orange (Die I) mounted
mint with hinge remains, nice example, SG 12a Cat £200.  £ 80

5445 1922 Thom Ovpt Type 4 Definitives set of five mounted mint
with hinge remains, nice examples, SG 47/51, Cat £60.  £ 20

5446 1922-1935 Mint collection of sets and better ranges on double
sided stockpage, noted 1922 Dollard set (Cat £55) plus red ovpts
2½d, 4d & 9d, Thom to 1s, 1922-23 Complete set 15 to 10s seahorse
(SG 52/66 Cat £350), 1925 2/6 (SG 83), 1927-28 Seahorses 5s &
10s (Cat £270, SG 87/88), 1937 set 3 (SG 102/4 Cat £450), 1940-
68 set (Cat £110). All attractive and fresh. (c105).  £ 560

5447 1922-1964 Mint & unmounted mint assembly on leaves,
identified by printings includes 1922 2d orange (SG 29) with coil
join on reverse, 1923 set of 4 mint (SG 67/70 cat £23), 1922-34
Defins set to 1s mint (Cat £65), 1946 1d P.15 x imperf mint (Cat
£42), 1940-68 set to 10s mint (Cat £110), 1948 Air set, then
commems to 1964. Useful mall colln. (137).  £ 100

5448 1922-1975 Stockpages mint and used little lot on five
Hagners incl defins to 2/6 used, Airs to 1/5 m, 1960s commem sets
mint / U/M, postage dues to 8d mint etc, STC £240.  £ 48

5449 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in a block
of 4 nice central CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by
favour in 1966) used, fine, SG 62. Cat £300.  £ 30

5450 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in a
bottom marginal rule lines block of 4 nice central CARRAIG
DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine, SG
62. Cat £300.  £ 30

5451 1922-23 Thom Ovpt Type 5 ½d green in right hand marginal
vertical strip of 3 with centre stamp showing Accent inserted by hand
variety, variety is U/M, two others are hinged mint, pencil note in
margin. SG 52a Cat £110. Nice positional piece.  £ 55

5452 1922-23 Thom Ovpt Type 5 Definitives set of fifteen ½d to
10s Seahorse mounted mint with hinge remains, nice examples, SG
52/66, Cat £350.  £ 135

5453 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 1s bistre-brown a mint
pair with left stamp showing S over E variety. SG 63 var.  £ 55

5454 1922-23 Thom Saorstat 6d reddish purple in a superb
unmounted mint right marginal block of 4 showing full offset on
reverse variety, very fine. SG 60 var.  £ 100

5455 1922-23 Thom Saorstat ½d green in a superb mint pair with
right stamp showing line over overprint variety, very fine. SG 52 var.

 £ 50

5456 1923 1s light blue used duplicated stock of 200+ examples,
mainly sound, unchecked for inverted wmks. Cat £1700+.  £ 85

5457 1923 Thom Ovpt Type 5 (dull or shiny blue-black ink) Long
1 in 1922 variety for all four values ½d to 2d hinged mint, 2d is
unmounted, all fine. SG 67a, 68a, 69a, 70a. Cat £225.  £ 90

5458 1927 Wide Date 2/6 chocolate-brown very fine unmounted
mint, well centered and fresh, lovely example, SG 86. Cat £50.

 £ 35

5459 1928 5s carmine rose seahorse in a superb and rare mint sheet
of 40 with selvedge all round, various perf separation some re-
enforced by hinges, varieties stated (not guaranteed) as re-entry to 5
(R6/3), S over e & circumflex accent over a (R9/2), larger accent
(R10/4), other listed flaws not evident, scarce in such a multiple.
Twenty stamps are unmounted mint. SG 87 Cat £3545 as mint. SG
87 & 87a.  £ 1750

5460 1928 5s rose-carmine Seahorse unmounted mint, excellent
centring and very fine, SG 87 Cat £80 mint.  £ 65

5461 1929-1966 Mint collection of sets on double sided stockpage
with useful including 1938 Crusade, 1941 Easter Rising, 1948 Air
set, 1950 Holy Year, 1953 An tostal, Emmet, 1954 Founding, 1957
Father Luke, 1960 Europa, etc. Postage Dues 1925 set mint (Cat
£65) & 1940-70 to 10d mint. Nice clean group.  £ 40

5462 1933 Perf 15 x imperf (single perf) 1d carmine hinged mint
with hinge remains, very fine, SG 72b Cat £100.  £ 38
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5463 1935 Re-engraved 10s indigo fine used light CDS's well
centred and fine, SG 101 Cat £350.  £ 130

5464 1940 Perf 15 x imperf & Perf 14 x imperf 1d carmine hinged
mint with hinge remains, very fine, SG 112 b/c. Cat £102.  £ 35

5465 1951 Irish Sea Night airmail services Dublin to Manchester
typed cover with 2½p. With British European Airways Terminus
Manchester cachet.  £ 35

5466 1951 Irish Sea Night airmail services Manchester to Belfast
typed cover with King George VI 2½d blue.  £ 35

5467 1971 Sinn Fein overprints on 1971 3p Ulster paintings, N.
Ireland 2½p & 3p Machins with Support Sinn Fein overprints, all
fine unmounted mint. (3).  £ 35

5468 2000 Celebrate Millennium set of sheets each with two sets
U/M for series 1 to 4. Cat £87. (4).  £ 25

5469 Booklets: Useful group of small and prestige booklets with
total face of £187 mainly 1990s incl Irish Nobel Prize Winners, City
of Culture, Maritime Fishing, The Wild Geese, Botanic Gardens,
Postage History, Greetings, Golden Age etc, approx 50 mainly all
different.  £ 80

5470 Extensive duplicated stock in carton with main value in 1948-
65 10/- deep blue St Patrick with in excess of 5500 used examples,
some in blocks and or on paper from fiscal documents, but mostly
CDS or parcel used examples, also some FDCs from earlier to
modern, packets and leaves with other ranges incl 1953 Emmet
duplicated in bags, envelopes etc, enormous cat value guesstimate
around £36,000+. Ideal for inverted watermarks hunting. Less than
3% cat value.  £ 1000

5471 Forerunners: Political Union Labels: 1912 Imperial Union 1d
dull pale red Hibernia fine hinged mint label claimed to be published
by William Ward as an innocuous joke! Stated to be 1500 printed in
Manchester in 1912.  £ 40

5472 Postage Due: 1971 Third issue. Complete set of 7 in
SUPERB UNMOUNTED MINT SHEETS OF 60 (6 X 10) showing
all 28 different listed varieties of this issue; sheets will easily fit on
an album page and will display nicely. Hibernian cat 360 Euros as
sheets but the varieties cat between 3 and 12 Euros each  £ 130

5473 Postage Dues: 1925 2d deep green hinged mint showing wmk
sideways and inverted variety, 1943 5d blue-violet top left corner
marginal blk of 4 U/M showing wmk inverted variety, SG D3aw,
D10w Cat £101.  £ 38

5474 Postage Dues: 1925 set of 4 hinged mint, 1940-70 set of 10
hinged mint, some unmounted. All fine, SG D1/14. Cat £135.

 £ 48

5475 Postage Dues: 1940-1988 Complete sets unmounted mint incl
1940-70 set 10 (Cat £70), 1980 set, 1988 set, SG D5/45 Cat £96.

 £ 32

5476 Postage Dues: 1940-69 1½d vermilion full sheet of 60 U/M
with varieties 'c' for 'D' in due PD7a, and dot in margin SW PD7c
varieties cat £50, stamps cat €4 so sheet cat €282.  Hibernian PD7.
Scarce as a sheet.  £ 115

5477 Postage Dues: 1940-69 1½d vermilion Inverted Watermark
full sheet of 60 U/M with varieties 'c' for 'D' in due PD7a, and dot in
margin PD7c varieties cat £50 as normal wmk, stamps cat €25 each
as inv wmk so sheet cat €1550.  Hibernian PD7wa. Scarce as a sheet.

 £ 400

5478 Postage Dues: 1940-70 Complete set 10 & 1971 set of 7
unmounted mint, fine, SG D5/21. Cat £73.  £ 28

5479 Postage Dues: 1971 Wmk inverted 3p stone in complete
unmounted mint sheet of 50, very fine. SG D17w Cat £62. Nice
multiple.  £ 30

5480 Postage Dues: 1971 Wmk inverted 3p stone in complete
unmounted mint sheet of 50, very fine. SG D17w Cat £62. Nice
multiple.  £ 30

5481 Postage Dues: 1978 3p stone in a full sheet of 60 U/M with
3 varieties break in frameline, chipped corner and frame break (all
listed at €10), stamps cat €4 so sheet cat €258.  Hibernian PD22 incl
PD22a, b ,c. Scarce as a sheet.  £ 105

5482 Postage Dues: 1985 50p cerise in a used block of 70 with
1988 CDS cancels, impressive multiple, SG D34. Cat £525.  £ 52

5483 Postal Orders: 1950 (11 Aug) Unused 6d green and black
complete with counterfoil neatly cancelled BAILE ATHA CLIATH
11 Aug CDS. Superb and fine.  £ 80

5484 Postal Orders: 1969 1 Schilling green and black, four different
cashed orders, each from different areas incl TULACH (Co. AN
CHLAIR), ST MHORANPHININ, GILL CHOICE, LUIMNEAC
couple of small wrinkles otherwise sound, nice trio.  £ 25

5485 Postal Orders: 1969 1 Schilling green and black, three
different cashed orders, two with additional stamps from three
different areas incl MHIC ANNDAIN, BAILE AN DAINGIN (Co.
Mhuigheo), BAILE AN TEAMFAILL, couple of paperclip marks
otherwise sound, nice trio.  £ 20

5486 Postal Orders: 1969 1 Schilling green and black, three
different cashed orders, two with additional stamps from three
different areas incl CORA CHAITLIA, RATH MAONAIS 1ROS
MHIC TREOIN I, couple of small wrinkles otherwise sound, nice
trio.  £ 20

5487 Postal Orders: Twenty One different for circa 1967-1969
cashed without counterfoils postal orders in green and black for
values 1s to 19s, condition varies some have stains or tears, each
issuing postmark is different some cashed for Irish Girl Guides,
Golden Goose etc, few are uprated with stamps. Nice lot, (21).

 £ 100

5488 Postal Stationery: selection in a large shoebox including 2½p
brown in FIVE packs of 10 wrappers still with the original price
wrapper stating 10 x 2½p wrappers 30p, two 9p green letter cards
mint, then a group of used Registered letter types of various sizes
with 14p yellow green, 55p red large type (17, a little roughly
opened) & mint 37p olive large and three smaller types all uprated
with 15p stamps. Good lot (74 items)  £ 40

5489 Postal Stationery: Used and unused from 1920s-70s Harp
design for a good range of values and periods with some duplication
for envelopes, cards and regd envelopes noted 1956 ½d green and
2½d brown combination on used env (STC €75) & similar unused
(STC €75), 1953 2½d brown used, 4d indigo unused (2), 3d blue
duplicated envs & cards unused some in original bundles of 12 with
sleeves, 5d purple, 1928 2d green used (STC €55), 1956 Mass Xray
slogan, 1927 1d used card, 6d brown unused env (3), plus many
more, approx 185.  £ 200

5490 Railway Letter Stamps: Two fine mint including 2d green left
marginal example for West Clare, 4d red for Cavan & Leitrim, both
lovely and fresh. (2).  £ 25

5491 Unofficial Patriotic Seals No.4 miniature sheet mint of 4
triangle labels imperf, along with seven imperf triangles values 1d-
4d. C1959. Fine. (7 + M/S).  £ 25

5492 WW2 Censor mails; four covers 1942/3 one with pink Irish
censor label 76 SP1, three with English PC90 numbered 918, 9804,
7543. additional 1944 non censor regd to London with violet h/s.
Mainly sound. (4).  £ 20

5493 WWII Two censor covers from India to Ireland incl 8a
cancelled large X in black and C15 chargemark with red bilingual
RELEASED BY CENSOR boxed h/s, other bearing 9p pair and 1a
red pair tied B cancels and PASSED NAVAL CENSOR in violet,
English EXAMINER 4936 sealing label and green bilingual
RELEASED BY CENSOR boxed h/s, intr duo.  £ 20
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ISRAEL
5494 1948- 1979 Mainly unmounted mint untabbed collection on
attractive printed leaves in a loose-leaf binder with high degree of
completion for 1952-1979 sets, also miniature sheets and postage
dues, airmails etc, colourful lot.  £ 100

5495 1948 1st New Year set of 5 in right hand full tab pairs mainly
unmounted mint, two with the colour band in margin, couple of gum
spots or blemish in the margins otherwise very fine, Bale 10/14.
Scott retail $225.  £ 150

5496 1948 Doar Ivri complete set of low values tabbed unmounted
mint and three top values 250m, 500m & 1000m each with plate
number in top margin, all fine unmounted mint, complete with 1999
Wolf Ising certificate and each expertised on reverse accordingly,
Bale 1/6 (tabbed), 7/9 (plate No).  £ 450

5497 1948-1969 Extensive FULL TABBED unmounted mint
collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album better throughout
including 1948 Jewish New Year (cat £550), 1949 Inauguration
250pr (cat £90), National Flag (cat £120), 70th Anniv pair (cat
£200), Jewish Coins (2nd issue, cat £200), 1st Anniv. M/S (cat
£225), 1950 UPU (cat £150), 1950 2nd Indep set (corner tabbed, cat
£1000), 1950 Air (cat £400), 1950 Coins set, Opening of P.O. (cat
£450), 1951 JNF (cat £225), 1952 Menorah & Emblems (cat £600),
1953 Air set (cat £200), appears almost complete to 1969, extensive
lot with new cat prices taken from SG latest (2018) Middle East
prices revised catalogue. STC £4300+.  £ 1350

5498 1948-1970 An extensive unmounted mint collection in a
lovely loose-leaf printed binder and illustrated leaves with almost
complete for 1955-1970, smaller ranges of complete or part sets for
earlier, 1951 Officials, Postage Dues from 1952, 1952 Menorah with
out full tab, 1960 TAVIV M/S f.u., 1966 Museum Exhibits set, ideal
lot for expansion, huge cat in excess of £770+.  £ 300

5499 1949 (1 May) Illustrated Tabul Tel Avivi registered cover
bearing 250pr Road to Jerusalem with full tab tied illustrated boxed
cancel with winged Exhibition label in pale blue alongside.
Attractive, Bale 15, cat $350.  £ 125

5500 1949 1st Anniv. of Postage Stamps Miniature sheet on
illustrated First Day Cover tied boxed cancels, few corner wrinkles
otherwise fine and attractive item, SG MS 16a Cat £110 used.

 £ 50

5501 1949 5m green tabbed PAIR unmounted mint showing imperf
at right variety, Bale FCV96 Cat £125.  £ 40

5502 1949 70th Anniversary of founding of Petah Tiqwa full
tabbed 40pr unmounted mint, very fine, SG 17 Cat £200.  £ 36

5503 1949 First Anniversary of Israeli Postage Stamps Miniature
sheet unmounted mint, tiny gum spot otherwise very fine, SG MS16a
Cat £225.  £ 88

5504 1949 First Anniversary of Postage Stamps Imperf Miniature
sheet bearing 10pr claret x 4 unmounted mint, very fine, SG MS16a.
Cat £225  £ 55

5505 1949 Inauguration of Constituent Assembly full tabbed 250pr
unmounted mint, tiny gum spot otherwise very fine, SG 15 Cat £90.

 £ 36

5506 1949 National Flag 20pr blue full tabbed on illustrated 30pr
blue postal stationery envelope uprated on registered cover sent
philatelically tied boxed cancels, small tone spot otherwise pretty
cover. SG 16.  £ 35

5507 1949 National Flag of Israel 20pr sky-blue both left and right
hand full tab pairs mainly unmounted mint, right tab has sheet
number in the margin, very fine, Bale 16/16a. Scott retail $85.

 £ 50

5508 1949 Second New Year set of three in unmounted mint top
right plate corner marginal blocks of 4, for plates 8, 9 & 10. Fine,
Bale 18/20.  £ 30

5509 1949 Tabul Miniature sheet imperf unmounted mint, mainly
very fine, Bale MS1.  £ 38

5510 1949-50 Jewish Coins (2nd Series, 9mm) set of 6 with tabs
unmounted mint, 3pr grey has one pulled perf otherwise very fine. SG
21/6 Cat £200.  £ 75

5511 1950 25th Anniversary of founding of Hebrew University full
tabbed 100pr unmounted mint, very fine, SG 31 Cat £55.  £ 22

5512 1950 75th Anniv. of UPU set of two tabbed on illustrated
First Day Cover with TEL AVIV 26.3.1950 First Day Cancel, some
slight age marks or tones otherwise pretty cover. Bale 27/8.  £ 40

5513 1950 Airmail full tabbed set of six unmounted mint, 5pr has
few split perfs on tab, 250pr has couple blunt perfs along right side
otherwise very fine, SG 32/37 Cat £400.  £ 140

5514 1950 Jewish New Year full tabbed set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 38/9 Cat £75.  £ 30

5515 1950 Menorah Stamp 1000pr blue and grey in a superb
unmounted mint top right corner marginal plate 38 and sheet number
block of four, very fine combination, Bale 59.  £ 40

5516 1950 Menorah Stamp 1000pr blue and grey with full tab
unmounted mint, tone spot on bottom tab otherwise very fine, Bale
59. Scott retail $220.  £ 110

5517 1950 Second Independence Day set of two full tab unmounted
mint, 40pr has corner right tab, very fine, Bale 29/30. Scott retail
$500.  £ 150

5518 1950 Second Independence Day set of two on illustrated First
Day Cover tied TEL AVIV 23.4.1950 First Day CDS and Antelope
Day of Issue h/s alongside. Few light tones, Bale 29/30. Scarce.

 £ 125

5519 1950 Third Maccabiah full tabbed 80pr unmounted mint, very
fine, SG 52 Cat £130.  £ 52

5520 1950-1962 Attractive postal stationery collection neatly
arranged on leaves mainly unused cards, envelopes and airmail issues
(36), Coin issues from No.1, values to 70pr, Scenery cards, Reply
cards, 1959 complete postcard booklet, etc, lovely clean lot.  £ 75

5521 1950-1978 Mint & unmounted mint collection of sets on
stockpages mostly with tabs incl dozens of defin and commem sets,
1949 miniature sheet (used Cat £110), 1950 Coins (3rd series) set
U/M (Cat £42) plus tete-beche pairs, 1951 officials set (Cat £27),
1953 Airs set complete mint with tabs excl 1000pr, 1955 Tribes no
wmk set minus 10p, 1961 Zodiac set, and so many more. Attractive
lot with good cat.  £ 250

5522 1950-86  selection of approx. sixty-five covers mostly first
day. Includes 1958 ships set of four on fdc, 1986 50th anniversary of
Ben Gurion airport and 1985 aviation in the Holy Land fdc.  £ 22

5523 1951 50th Anniv. of Jewish National Fund set of three tabbed
on illustrated First Day Cover with TEL AVIV YAFO 46.6.51 First
Day Cancel, some slight age marks or tones otherwise pretty cover.
Bale 52/4.  £ 30

5524 1952 Jewish New Year full colour tabbed set of four
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 69/72 Cat £75.  £ 30

5525 1952 Menorah & Emblems 1000pr black and blue in a top
right corner marginal imprint block of 4 unmounted mint, no tabs,
shows sheet number and plate 38, SG 64a Cat £144 as singles.

 £ 45

5526 1953 Jaffa airmail 1000pr dark and light green with full tab
unmounted mint, very fine, Bale 79. Scott retail $95.  £ 36

5527 1953-56 Complete set of 9 AIRS full tabbed unmounted mint,
each had very light gum tone on tabs but does not detract, otherwise
very fine, SG 76/82a Cat £200.  £ 75
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5528 1955 Twelve Tribes of Israel 20pr mauve in attractive top
marginal unmounted mint block of 8 with top 4 stamps showing
dramatic perforation shift horizontally, and partially vertically.  Very
striking, Bale 121 var.  £ 80

5529 1970-1999 An extensive unmounted mint FULL TABS
collection in a loose-leaf binder on illustrated printed leaves with
almost complete for the period, an enormous range of unmounted
mint sets almost complete including 1998 Security Markings self-
adhesive set, most miniature sheets, 1996-98 Sports long set, 1995
Composers, 1992 Film set, Songbirds set, 1992 Sea of Galilee, 1992
Anemone booklet pane of 40 in full sheetlet (cat £130), 1990 Stamp
World London 90 M/S both perf & imperf, 1990 Greetings 80a pane
of 20 (cat £120), 1986 Herzi defin set (cat £60), 1986-94
Archaeology set (cat £110), huge cat in excess of £2900.  £ 1100

5530 1979-1998 Mint & unmounted mint collection of sets on
stockpages mostly with tabs incl dozens of commem sets, miniature
sheets, 1989 Birds strip + M/S (Cat £43), 1989-1994 Greetings sets
(Cat £100), 1990 Architecture set (Cat £21), 1990 Folklore pair (Cat
£24), Songbirds range, 1987 Haifa M/S (Cat £24), Owls M/S (Cat
£22), 1986 Herzl set 8 (Cat £60), 1988 Independence M/S (Cat £24),
1986 Orchestra pair (Cat £22), 1986 Archaeology long set 9 (Cat
£110) and so many more. Attractive lot with good cat (STC £2000+)
and many thematics. Approx 600 + 49 M/S.  £ 500

5531 A selection of approx. fifty-five covers includes some 1950's
first day covers. Includes 1955 10th Anniversary of U.N.O., 1967
opening of post office in Jordanian Territory, 1952 UNICEF Day and
1968 Stamp Exhibition Jerusalem plus unused postal stationery.

 £ 30

5532 BANK OF ISRAEL - Special folders issued in limited
editions for various banknotes including 5000 Sh 1984 uncut strip of
3, 50sh single note, 1983 1000sh uncut strip of 3 (2), mostly fine,
one pane is affixed with removable tape, folders have a few small
marks etc. High retail over $280+.  £ 100

5533 Collection duplicated mint & mainly used ranges in a binder
on dozens of plain pages starting from 1948 to 1990s with some
duplication noted 1948 No tab Coins to 500m & 1000pr blue (used,
cat £415), 1952 1000pr Menora single U/M (Cat £36), 1963 Hebrew
Press sheetlet of 16 mint, 1987 Explorers M/S m (Cat £14), 1989
Ducks set & M/S m, French Revolution M/S m (Cat £36), 1990
London 90 M/S m (Cat £36), Beer Sheva 90 M/S m (Cat £18), 1991
Museum M/S m (Cat £19), Haifa 91 M/S m (cat £19), 1996 Peking
Birds M/S m (Cat £22), etc, useful lot, needs sorting out, 100s.

 £ 225

5534 Jewish National Fund: KKL Judaica 1954 50th Anniv of
Herzl Death 120pr unmounted mint block of 4 showing dramatic
shift of grey-blue across the stamp giving a striking printing error on
all four stamps.  Scarce cinderella item.  £ 60

5535 Jewish National Fund: KKL; Native printed book containing
a lovely clean 1950s collection of all different labels mint in 'sets' and
ranges, setenant pairs, setenant vertical strips of 7 (3 diff), setenant
block of 30, many prominent figures, approx. 222 different, attractive
mint collection.  £ 200

5536 WW2 Censor covers correspondence to UK mainly 35m rate
airmail covers each with Israeli red censor seals (21) numbered 4,
1017, 1000, 1004, 1023, 1007, 1016, 1008, 1008, each tied by
violet Israeli h/s, also white censor labels (8, Nos. 4, 1029, 1019),
plus additional boxed censor on plain cover. Interesting group. (30).

 £ 240

5537 WW2 Censor covers correspondence to UK mainly 35m rate
airmail covers each with Israeli red censor seals (13) numbered 4 (6),
1000, 1002, 1017, 1022 (2), 1023 (2) each tied by violet Israeli h/s.
Interesting group. (13).  £ 150

ITALIAN P.O. ABROAD
5538 CHINA: 1917 Overprint Pechino set of seven low values fine
hinged mint from 1c to 50c including key 20c orange which is very
fine (cat £200). (7).  £ 100

ITALIAN POST OFFICES ABROAD
5539 China: 1917-18 Pechino; 20c orange mounted mint original
gum, slightly tropicalised sweated gum, key stamp good appearance,
SG 13 (Scott 16, $300).  £ 50

5540 China: 1917-18 Pechino; 2c brown mounted mint original
gum showing overprint double variety, fine and sound, SG 10a Cat
£900.  £ 300

5541 China: 1917-19 Tientsin ½c on 1c brown mounted mint
original gum, tropicalised gum and gum spot at the top otherwise
sound appearance, SG 44 (Scott 15 $350).  £ 75

5542 China: 1917-19 Tientsin mint assembly of 9 different vales
mounted mint, noted 1917 Express 30c, 1918-21 surcharges 1c, 2c,
4c, 8c, 10c, 20c, 40c on 1l, 1918 12c on 30c f.u. (Scott $450) mainly
fine appearance, Scott $970. (9).  £ 250

5543 China: 1918 Pechino; Express 12c on 30c blue and rose
mounted mint original gum, slightly tropicalised sweated gum, good
appearance, SG E28 (Scott E2 $125).  £ 30

5544 China: 1918-19 Pechino 1 CENTS on 2c red-brown mounted
mint original gum, diagonal crease otherwise sound appearance, SG
20a. (Scott 23a $550).  £ 85

5545 China: 1918-19 Pechino 40c on 1l brown & green fine lightly
CDS used example, SG 26 (Scott 29, $450).  £ 85

5546 China: 1918-19 Pechino ½c on 1c brown mounted mint
original gum, tropicalised gum otherwise sound appearance, SG 19
(Scott 22 $350).  £ 28

5547 China: 1918-19 Postage Dues; useful assembly mainly mint
on album page includes Pechino (Peking) 1917 set mint, 1918
surcharges 8c & 12c mint, 8c on 20c f.u., unissued bars and
surcharge set 4. Then Tientsin 1917 set mint, then three values for
unissued surch with bars, nice assembly of 18 stamps. STC €770.

 £ 200

ITALY
5548 1823 Entire dated 18th Sept 1823 from Savona to Genoa with
unclear manuscript 19.9BRE in red on reverse.  £ 20

5549 1854-55 Two Stampless covers to and from London or
Liverpool including London to Rome sent Poste Restante with Calais
transit, PD in red oval, London tombstone PAID in red, Liverpool
departure in red then VIA DI MARE h/s in red applied on arrival,
addr crossed out. Second cover MILANO to Liverpool with two line
VIA DEGLI / STAT SARDI with manuscript charge mark. Both
with faults incl wrinkles and tones. Intr pair.  £ 30

5550 1857 (6 Jul) Entire Letter Liverpool to Sicily bearing GB QV
6d pl.5 & 1/- pl.4 tied 466 duplexes sent 'by French Packet via
Marcella' and receiving boxed h/s on obverse Piroscafi / Postali /
Francesi.  Horizontal filing fold otherwise sound and attractive.

 £ 125

5551 1867-77 20c blue extensive collection of original entire letters
each bearing 20c tied by a variety of cancels being a correspondence
from a trader back to the same address in Genova noted Cagliara,
Arti, Brescia, Milan, Torino, Alessandria, Napoli, Cassari, Livorno,
S. Remo, Milan station, Sarazana, etc, (75).  £ 75

5552 1878 Official 2c on 20c lake mint showing surcharge inverted
variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh appearance with
high cat value Scott 39a Cat $1000. Sassone 31B Cat €1200.

 £ 350

5553 1878 Official 2c on 2c lake mint showing surcharge inverted
variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh appearance with
high cat value Scott 37a Cat $2000. Sassone 29B Cat €2,250.

 £ 600

5554 1878 Official 2c on 30c lake mint showing surcharge inverted
variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh appearance with
high cat value Scott 40a Cat $1600. Sassone 32B Cat €1800.

 £ 500
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5555 1879 30c brown King Umberto I very fine used incomplete
barred postmark, slightly centred right and expertised on reverse, nice
example of this scarce stamp, SG 35 Cat £2500, Sassone 41 €2850.

 £ 250

5556 1879 30c brown King Umberto I very fine used part corner
CDS cancel, quite well centred, very neat and tidy example of this
scarce stamp, SG 35 Cat £2500, Sassone 41 €2850.  £ 250

5557 1879 King Umberto I 25c ultramarine unmounted mint with
light corner bend and some uneven perfs, centred left, Sassone 40
€2400.  £ 85

5558 1890 Parcel Post Stamps surcharged set of 6 hinged mint,
original gum, mostly fine lookers with nice clean appearance, SG
47/52 Cat £201.  £ 40

5559 1901 10c red King Victor Emanuel II hinged mint centered
SW, sound, SG 65 cat £130.  £ 25

5560 1901 5l blue and rose top value in a unmounted mint PAIR,
grossly off centre downwards but rarely seen unmounted, Sassone 78,
premium 2½ times for U/M on mint price. Sass. 78, SG 72.  £ 60

5561 1917 (20 May) Printed postal card for the Esperimento Posta
Aerea Roma - Torino bearing the same stamp to commemorate the
service tied CDS and arrival CDS illustrated coloured green card for
Circulo Filatelico Italiano, mainly fine, Scott $100 on coloured flown
card.  £ 50

5562 1917 75c red and carmine a side imprint marginal vertical
strip of 10 from the left hand sheet, unmounted mint with full sheet
imprint down the margin for 75l face value, fine, SG 185. Cat £65.

 £ 25

5563 1923 Tercentenary of Propagation of Faith set of 4 fine CDS
used with 15.11.23 ROMA C CDS cancels, odd light tone, SG
129/132 Cat £440.  £ 85

5564 1934 World Cop Football Airmails set of 4 including the key
top two values all fine used decent CDS cancels, SG 418/421 Cat
£659.  £ 215

5565 1940 Censored typed cover from Milan to England with
handstamp of Milan commemorating the first postage stamp 1.25lire.

 £ 20

5566 1945 30l blue very lightly mounted mint, key value, couple
light tones at base otherwise sound, SG 667 Cat £600.  £ 60

5567 1949 25th Biennial Art Exhibition 50l blue and yellow
unmounted mint, fine, SG 724 Cat £120.  £ 24

5568 1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100l brown fine used
decent CDS cancel, SG 726 Cat £160.  £ 32

5569 1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100l brown fine used
decent CDS cancel, sound, SG 726 cat £140.  £ 38

5570 1950 Fifth General UNESCO Conference set of 2 unmounted
mint. fine, SG 744/5 Cat £139.  £ 28

5571 1950 Int. Radio Conference 55l blue fine used decent CDS
cancel, sound, SG 750 cat £180.  £ 50

5572 1951 Int. Gymnastic Festival, Florence set of 3 very fine used
corner CDS cancels, scarce set, SG 878/9 Cat £1800. Sassone
€2000.  £ 360

5573 1960 Stamp Day 15L unmounted mint example showing RED
OMITTED variety with normal for comparison, entire posthorn is
omitted, very striking error.  SG 1033 var.  £ 60

5574 1963 50th Anniv. of Italian Nat. Insurance Corp. 30l
unmounted mint PAIR showing YELLOW OMITTED variety with
normal for comparison, affects the entire stamp as only cyan colour
blue as been printed without yellow, very striking error.  SG 1095
var.  £ 160

5575 1965 20th Anniv of Resistance 130L unmounted mint
showing RED OMITTED variety with normal for comparison, value
and part of flag omitted, very striking error.  SG 1131 var.  £ 70

5576 1966 Trees 55l unmounted mint showing RED OMITTED
variety with normal for comparison, affects entire stamp incl border
and value, very striking error.  SG 1241 var.  £ 60

5577 1967 Stamp Day 25l unmounted mint showing RED
OMITTED variety (sun and rays, Bird wings and Stamp title) with
normal for comparison, very striking error.  SG 1201 var.  £ 60

5578 1989-2000 Mainly unmounted mint collection of commem
sets and ranges in SAFE hingeless printed album (pencil catalogue
prices), dozens of sets and issues some with better catalogue values
up to £12 per set, miniature sheets, Priority self adhesives, 1992
Columbus M/S's (Cat £44), year runs etc, colourful lot with
thematics. STC £1150+.  £ 350

5579 CAMPIONE: 1944 Set of 7 pictorial defins in marginal
unmounted mint blocks of 10, few curled margins but stamps are
fine, SG 6/12. Yvert 6/12. Cat €350.  £ 100

5580 Dodecanese Islands: Piscopi; 1917 No Wmk 20c orange
mounted mint, fresh, SG 9I Cat £100.  £ 30

5581 Express issues for different Italian areas mint on leaves
including P.O in China Pechino 30c mint (Cat €35), Tientsin 30c
mint (2 cat €70), 12c on 30c mint (Cat €280), P.O. in Turkey 15pi
on 1.20l on 30c mint (Cat €44), Eritrea, Libia, Levante etc, nice
assembly of 19 items, STC €689.  £ 180

5582 Italian Post Offices in Libya: 1901 1pi on 25c blue mounted
mint with heavy thin, nice frontal appearance, SG 169 Cat £75.

 £ 20

5583 Italian Post Offices in Libya: Tripoli; 1909 Tripoli di
Barberia overprint on 10 different values mounted mint (usual
tropical gum) including 5c green (Cat £170), 1l brown and green
(Cat £170), 5l blue and rose top value, mainly sound SG, 174/181,
E182/3 Cat £460.  £ 150

5584 Officials: 1875 Complete set of 8 2c to 10l used, all CDS few
uneven perfs, 5l has heavier CDS, 10l very fine used, SG O21/28 Cat
£436.  £ 85

5585 Old time club booklet with useful content mainly 19th century
including 1891 5l carmine and blue used (Cat £250), 1901 10c lake
mint (Cat £130), 1882 2l orange used (3, cat £400 each taken cancels
as is), 30c brown corner CDS (taken as is, cat £2500), 1863 2l
scarlet (2, cat £150 each), 1863 15c (litho) x 5 Cat £65 each. 1862
Newspaper m & u (Cat £130 used, 2), few early covers. Last
catalogued in 1974. Approx 165. High cat.  £ 400

5586 Parcel Post: 1884 King Umberto I fine used set of 6 good
CDS cancels, odd pulled perf otherwise very fine, SG P38/43 Cat
£518.  £ 100

5587 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1911 20pa on 10c red
Postal stationery card to Germany cancelled two SMIRNE double
ring dated CDS's. Couple light corner bends, nice card.  £ 36

5588 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Albania; 1902-1907  Five
different surcharge values mainly fine used incl 1902 40pa on 25c
blue, 35pa on 20c, 1907 20pa on 10c rose (Cat £40), 80pa on 50c
mauve (SG 29 Cat £60), few perf faults otherwise sound, SG 18, 19,
20, 25 & 29. (5).  £ 38

5589 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1908 4th
Printing 4pi on 1l brown and green fine used corner CDS, sound, SG
50 Cat £100.  £ 38

5590 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1908 8th
Printing 45pi on 5l blue and rose mounted mint with hinge remains
and usual streaky tropicalised gum, very fine and rare, SG 88 Cat
£550. Sassone 66.  £ 180
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5591 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1908
Second Printing (20 Narrow) 20pi on 5l blue and rose mounted mint
with hinge remains and usual streaky tropicalised gum, very fine and
extremely rare, SG 46 Cat £6500. Certificate extension permitted.
Sassone 14 (Only 200 printed).  £ 2400

5592 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1908
Third Printing 20pi on 5l blue and rose mounted mint with hinge
remains and usual streaky tropicalised gum, very fine, SG 49 Cat
£225.  £ 75

5593 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1922
15pi on 1l brown and green mounted mint centred right, nice
example, SG 97 Cat £120.  £ 40

5594 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople; 1922
4½pi on 50c mauve unmounted mint with usual crazed gum, SG 94
Cat £85 for mint.  £ 40

5595 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1922
Express  15pi on 30c blue and rose neatly used 7 .12.22
COSTANTINOPOLI central CDS, very fine and scarce, SG E100,
Cat £900.  £ 350

5596 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: 1923
3pi.30 on 40c brown an amazing top right corner marginal imprint
single unmounted mint showing dramatic misplacement of
CONSTANTINOPOLI  across into the margin showing the
surcharge and overprint were applied differently. SG 192 var.
Unique.  £ 125

5597 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: Postage
Due 1922 1l magenta and blue fine unused (no gum) with part
control cachet (applied over four stamps) cancel with Constantinopoli
overprint, fine, SG D100 Cat £85 mint (no gum).  £ 32

5598 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: Postage
Due 1922 10c magenta and orange fine unused (no gum) with part
control cachet (applied over four stamps) cancel with Constantinopoli
overprint, fine, SG D100 Cat £85 mint (no gum).  £ 32

5599 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinople: Postage
Due 1922 30c magenta and orange part original gum with part
control cachet (applied over four stamps) cancel with Constantinopoli
overprint, corner crease otherwise fine, SG D100 Cat £85 mint.

 £ 26

5600 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinopoli; 1909
20pi on 5lire blue and rose mint with usual tropicalised gum, SG 58
Cat £75.  £ 25

5601 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinopoli Postage
Due; 1922 10c magenta and orange, mint with control cachet applied
over a block of four stamps. Usual tropicalised gum, SG D100 Cat
£85.  £ 24

5602 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Constantinopoli Postage
Due; 1922 1 Lire magenta and blue mint with control cachet applied
over a block of four stamps. Usual tropicalised gum, SG D103 Cat
£85.  £ 24

5603 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Durazzo: 1909-11
Mounted mint set of right all hinged mainly fine incl key 20pi on 5l
blue and rose (Cat £325, SG 115), nice set, SG 109/116 Cat £375.

 £ 125

5604 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: General Issues; 1874
2lira scarlet mounted mint with heavy hinge remains, part original
gum, centred right, fresh looking top value, SG 9 Cat £250.  £ 46

5605 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: General Issues; 1874
2lira scarlet mounted mint with heavy hinge remains, part original
gum, well centred, violet expertising handstamp on reverse, few gum
wrinkles otherwise sound, SG 9 Cat £250.  £ 46

5606 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: General Issues; 1874 60c
lilac very fine used neat oval barred cancel in black, well centred and
fine example, SG 8 Cat £225.  £ 75

5607 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: General Issues; 1881-3
Complete set of six values fine used, mainly fine, SG 12/17 Cat
£208.  £ 40

5608 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Jerusalem; 1909
Complete set of eight mounted mint, with usual gum tropicalisation,
all fine frontal appearance, key 20pi on 5l is centred NW, 40pi on
10l has pulled perf, huge catalogue value set, SG 125/132 Cat
£1330+.  £ 275

5609 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Jerusalem 1909-11
Gerusalemme 20pi on 5l blue and rose part original gum
(tropicalised with hinge remains), off blunt perf but otherwise a
scarce stamp, SG 131 Cat £1300.  £ 300

5610 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Jerusalem 1914 Postcard
of the Manger sent to UK bearing 20pa on 10c rose t ied
GERUSALEM CDS cancels, couple minor wrinkles, nice use from
a tourist.  £ 25

5611 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Valona; 1909-11 Eight
different surcharge values mounted mint with hinge remains,
including 20pi on 5l blue and rose. Nice appearance, SG 159/60,
162/165. Cat £94.  £ 30

5612 POW MAIL 1945 (27 July) Small stampless envelope from
Camp 15, Sante Mathre, Marseille, to TREVISO endorsed FRANCA
DI PORTO, transit backstamps, contemporary faults.  £ 60

5613 Social Republic: Express Letter 1944 1l25 green and 2l50
red-orange both unmounted mint, fine and fresh, SG E41/2 Cat £294
for mint. Sassone 19/20 cat €750 for unmounted mint.  £ 180

ITALY - COLONIES
5614 Eritrea: 1903 1c brown in a irregular block of 13 unmounted
mint (usual brownish gum) showing Colonia Eritrea overprint
INVERTED variety, scarce positional piece, SG 19a. Cat £1300+.

 £ 450

5615 Eritrea: 1948 BMA opt Postage Due 2d lower marginal blk
of 4, variety 'no stop after A' on 1st stamp. F-VF fresh MUH. Sass
S3/3b. SG ED3/3a cat £121+.  £ 60

5616 Libya: 1921 Victory 10l dark blue and olive hinged mint top
value, very fine, key stamp, SG 33A Cat £350.  £ 100

5617 Libya: 1928 1.75l brown hinged mint top value, very fine, key
stamp, SG 67 Cat £100.  £ 35

5618 Post Offices in Turkey: Postal Stationery: Circa 1909 Parcel
Post card of Italy 1L 75c brown on yellow overprinted LEVANTE
(22cm x 12cm) and a 'Bullettino di Spedizione' card  60c brown on
buff (16cm x 12cm) also overprinted  LEVANTE in PRISTINE
unused condition. Very attractive and rarely found in such condition
(2)  £ 40

ITALY - STATES
5619 Fournier Forgery, Roman states; 1859 Attractive range of
large blocks of 30 unused and 'used' including 1Baj, 1½baj, 2baj,
3baj, 4baj, 5baj, 6baj, 8baj, 20baj plus seven postmarks and
overprints on one piece. (277).  £ 300

5620 Papal States: 1854 Entire from Ferraria to Venice bearing 5b
black on pink (SG 20) tied with indistinct Ferraria cds with same
alongside year dated 1854 with clear Venezia cds on reverse; two
vertical filing creases do not affect stamp and do not detract from
appearance of item  £ 40

5621 Parma: 1852 15c rose PAIR fine used CDS cancel, 4 good
margins all round,  very nice pair, Sassone 3. cat €400+.  £ 125

5622 Parma: 1852 5c yellow in an superb STRIP OF 3 neat 4
margins all round, fine used with single line town h/s's fine and rare
multiple, Sassone 1. cat €900+.  £ 250

5623 Parma: 1853-57 Newspaper 6c black on rose very fine used
large margins and neat red CDS cancel, superb looker, Sassone 1 cat
€600.  £ 160
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5624 Parma: 1854 (15 Oct) Entire Letter to Modena bearing 15c
rose tied PARMA / 15/ OTTOBRE 3 line h/s in black, and Modena
arrival backstamp.  Sassone 7 cat €750.  £ 150

5625 Parma: 1854 5c orange fine used diamond grid postmark, 3½
close to good margins, attractive copy, expertised on reverse in 1943,
Sassone 6. cat €1300.  £ 260

5626 Parma: 1857-59 40c blue very fine used 3½ large margins just
touching at SE corner and neat diamond grid tied on paper, superb
looker, Sassone 11 cat €1100+.  £ 200

5627 Sardinia: Large album sheet with a useful selection of 39
singles mainly fine used, varying margins but mostly nice CDS or
dotted cancels, noted 1851 20c deep blue (Cat £300), 1854 20c blue
(Cat £225), 1855-63 5c green (7), 10c (4), 10c yellow-brown (3),
20c blue (6), 40c red (8), 80c yellow (3 Cat £450 each), 3l bronze (2
unused). Useful assembly taken 'as is'. (39).  £ 260

5628 Tuscany: 1851-59 Arms of Tuscany 1c red x four
watermarked examples, varying margins but two appear correct
colours and paper, other two less so, taken 'as is', minimum cat £560
as genuine.  £ 28

5629 Tuscany: 1851-59 Arms of Tuscany 2c blue x six
watermarked examples, varying margins two with PD cancels, one
CDS, one SLT h/s, different shades, taken 'as is', minimum cat £960
as genuine.  £ 48

5630 Tuscany: 1854 Newspaper Tax 2s black on perlure paper a
superb blocks of 4 with pink ruled lines plus a single, some age spots
and minor faults, scarce multiple, SG N1.  £ 65

5631 Tuscany: 1858 (12 Feb) Piece with a 1c red 3 margin
example, cut into along the fourth side, tied CDS and red transit CDS
alongside, very attractive item, SG 26.  £ 60

5632 Tuscany: 1860 Arms of Savoy 20c blue both shades neatly
fine used CDS cancels with 2 margins, nice lookers, SG 46/7 Cat
£500.  £ 40

5633 Tuscany: 1860 Arms of Savoy 40c rose-carmine neatly fine
used LIVORNO 18 AUG CDS with 2½ margins touching into along
the top, trace of diagonal crease, nice looker, SG 48 Cat £350.

 £ 35

JAMAICA
5634 1860-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial printed
leaves with better including 1860-70 to 1s brown (very mixed),
1870-83 to 1s used, 2s & 5s unused (faults cat £165), 1883-97 1s &
5s hinged mint (cat £76), 2s venetian red f.u. (cat £40), 1905-11 incl
4d black on yellow mint, 1919 2s f.u. (cat £45), 1919-21 set to 10s
mint (Cat £120), 1921-22 3s mint, 5s used, 1923 Welfare 2½d + ½d
black and blue in used blk of 4 (Cat £76), etc, useful lot (123).

 £ 150

5635 1870-1935 Mint collection of sets and better ranges on double
sided stockpage, noted 1883-97 3d to 5s (Cat £115), 1890 2½d on
4d mint (part o.g. cat £42), 1903-04 Arms set 4, 1905-11 8 vals to
5s (Cat £100+), QV types 10 values to 2s purple on blue (Cat £200),
1912-20 set of 10 (Cat £100), 1919-21 set (Cat £170), 1921-29 3d,
6d, 1s, 5s (two shades cat £96), 1932 set 3 (Cat £70), 1935 SJ set.
All attractive and fresh. (c105).  £ 260

5636 1893-1913 JUDICIAL revenues QV 3d, 6d, 1s(2), 2s brown,
5s violet, Arms 5s violet and black, GV 2s & 5s, all sound. (9).

 £ 25

5637 1901 (22 Mar) Registered cover to London bearing Llandovey
Falls 1d red strip of 3 on reverse tied by nice OLD HARBOUR
squared circle cancels (showing circular outer ring from the
handstamp), and attractive JAMAICA REGISTERED oval in black
on obverse along with R oval and red regd London arrival.
Horizontal fold otherwise mainly fine.  £ 25

5638 1916-17 War Stamp overprint on 1916 ½d yellow-green or
1917 blue-green a superb range of identified flaws and overprint
varieties all non constant but identified on cards,  both mint and used
noted shifted blk of 4 showing STAMP WAR, blk of 4 defective M,

broken letters, dropped letters, serifs missing, IWAR for WAR, No
stop, sliced S, M almost missing, WARI for WAR, plus many more,
fine, SG 68 & 70 var. (69 items).  £ 350

5639 1919-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1921-9 set to 10s
used (Cat £100), 1938 set used (Cat £50), 1948 RSW set used (Cat
£75), 1956 set used (Cat £60), 1970 set used. Approx 210.  £ 85

5640 1921-29 Complete set of 13 neatly hinged mint, fin, SG
94/106.  £ 55

5641 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d blue and black hinged top left corner
marginal mint block of 4 with bottom left stamp (U/M minor gum
bend) showing short extra flagstaff variety, SG 115b  Cat £130. Nice
positional piece.  £ 45

5642 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d deep blue and scarlet fine used wavy
line cancel showing flagstaff on right hand turret variety, fine, SG
114d Cat £160.  £ 50

5643 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.  £ 40

5644 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
(few tones) from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.  £ 60

5645 1938 (8 Feb) JAMAICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY / THIRD
STAMP EXHIBITION / AT NATHAN'S STORE / 3rd to 10th
February 1938, large blue handstamp tying 2s pal tree defins and
addresses to Chapelton, Kingston Feb 8 machine mark on reverse and
Chapeltown receiving b/s, few curled corners but nice additional to
any Jamaica collection.  £ 40

5646 1938 Mrs M D Parkin printed envelope for a stamp dealer in
Reading Jamaica bearing ½d tied JAMAICA PHILATELIC
SOCIETY / THIRD STAMP EXHIBITION / AT NATHAN'S
STORE / 3rd to 10th February 1938 h/s in blue. Few bends but nice
philatelic item.  £ 20

5647 1938 P.14 10s myrtle-green in vertical strip of 4 fine used
light CDS's, some wrinkles and crease, nice multiple, SG 133. Cat
£44.  £ 15

5648 1943 WWII Censor airmail covers both bearing 1s pictorial
defin tied MANDEVILLE CDS cancels and with censor 2548, both
to same address in UK.  £ 16

5650 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves including
1860-1970 mint and used early to modern defins and commems,
stated to catalogue US $746 with approx 290 all different, useful lot
for expansion.  £ 125

5651 Telegraph Stamps: 1879 1s purple-brown mounted mint
showing SPECIMEN overprint in black, sound, SG T2s. Cat £70.

 £ 35

5652 Two covers incl 1892 toned cover to Kingston from Cold
Springs bearing 1d lilac adhs tied 193 numeral, heavily toned
Hindoostan elephant embossed flap in black, COLD SPRINGS
backstamp showing 92 date inverted. 1932 creased cover to UK
bearing ½d, 4d & 1s adhs tied KINGSTON cancels sent airmail via
Miami and cancelled in transit in USA, redirected in London. Intr
duo.  £ 24

JAPAN
5653 1894-1950 Mainly mint collection on Hagner leaves with
useful mint, unused and unmounted mint sets and ranges, noted 1894
Silver Wedding set 2 mint (2 sets, cat £87 each), 1915 Coronation
set mint (Cat £87), 1936 Nat Park set m (Cat £45), National Parks
1938-39 mint sets, 1947 Athletic setenant blk of 4 m (Cat £52),
1948 Athletic setenant blk of 4 m, 1948 Philatelic Week mint (cat
£95), 1949 Postal Week mint (Cat £140), 1950 Gymnast setenant
blk of 4 mint (Cat £128), 1949 Portraits long set of 17 mint (Cat
£225), useful lot with high cat value. (Approx. 85).  £ 180

5654 1916 Air set of two mounted mint part original gum, high cat
set SG 196/7.  £ 250
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5655 1916 Air set of two overprinted with aircraft in red or black
both tied to paper with native writing alongside tied by full illustrated
cancels 8.10.6 (Taisho 8 is 1919) both fine. SG 196/7.  £ 200

5656 1929 Air Complete set of 5 hinged mint, fine, SG 257/261.
 £ 60

5657 1938-56 Nice collection of National Parks Miniature Sheets
with hinged mint 1938 Nikko (slight corner damage to top corners)
& 1939 Daisen (tiny tone spot, in presentation folder) then u/m no
gum as issued lot with 1949 Yoshinu Kumano (one corner with
crease), 1953 Ise Shima & Shikotsu Toya, 1954 Jo-Shin-etsu, 1955
Chichibu- Tama and 1956 Saikai (in presentation folder) Attractive
lot Cat £362 (8)  £ 80

5658 1949 Postal Week 8y violet in sheetlet of 5 examples hinged
mint with some paper adherence on reverse and many gum bends and
gentle faults, small nicks along the top of the margin, high catalogued
at £700 for stamps alone, four appear unmounted mint.  £ 175

5659 1950s to 1994 Mint & used collection of sets stockpages,
noted some earlier used, then Stamp Day 1955 onwards mint,
National Parks M/S incl 1952 imperf, 1953 Imperf, 1955 imperf (2),
defins to top values, approx 400 + 29 M/S, STC £360+.  £ 100

5660 1952 Investiture of Crown Prince Akihito Miniature imperf
sheet, unused no gum as issued, SG MS 698 Cat £120.  £ 48

KENYA
5661 Attractive mint assembly on nineteen large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1963 Indep. long set (2 cat £23 each), 1997
Railway, 1985 Animals (3 sets), 1992 Wildlife, 1988 Game Lodges,
1982 Skulls, 1984 Birds, 1984 Chess (Cat £18), 1986 Trees, 1986
Dhows set, 1988 Butterflies long set, many lovely thematic issues,
nice clean lot. (Approx 560).  £ 150

KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
5662 1903-04 50r grey and red-brown mounted mint example
overprinted SPECIMEN, few pulled perfs along the top otherwise
fresh and good colour, SG 16s Cat £450.  £ 225

5663 1903-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial printed
leaves with better including 4r grey & emerald-green neat fiscal
cancel, 1904-07 EDVII to 8a mint (mixed), high values 1r to 10r all
fiscal cancels, 1907-08 New Currency to 50c mint (Cat £135), 1912-
21 GV to 2r mainly mint, 3r used but green colour gone, 4r, 5r & 10r
fiscal used, 1921 mint vals to 50c, 1922-27 used to £1 incl fiscal law
court cancels, 1935-37 GV set to 5s mint (cat £100), 1935 SJ set m
etc, useful lot (92).  £ 300

5664 1907-08 EDVII New Currency set of 9 hinged mint to 75c,
mostly sound, few gum tones or hinges, clean lookers, SG 34/42 Cat
£110.  £ 40

5665 1922 £10 Green and black unmounted mint (never hinged)
handstamped SPECIMEN in violet with small gum disturbance and
tiny 5mm tear at right does not detract, SG 100s Cat £1000, cat
£14,000 as mint.  £ 500

5666 1922 £20 red and green hinged mint large part original gum
with a couple of gum wrinkles overprinted SPECIMEN, NW has a
shot corner otherwise very fine and fresh, SG 101s, Cat £1700.

 £ 800

5667 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c light blue and olive-green CDS used
showing dot by flagstaff variety, light horiz. creases, SG 124h.

 £ 26

5668 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1938-54 Set of 20 to £1 (cat £250 as cheapest),
1941 Pairs ovptd set U/M (cat £30), 1948 RSW set U/M (cat £50),
1949 UPU U/M etc, cat £332 (38).  £ 120

5669 1938 1c black and red-brown in a complete sheet of 100
unmounted mint plate 2-2 4A showing break in birds nest (R2/5) and
retouched damaged value table (R9/6), fine, SG 131,131ae & 131ad
Cat £164.  £ 50

5670 1938 P.13¼ 10s purple and blue hinged mint, SG 149 Cat
£150.  £ 40

5671 1938 P.13¼ 2s lake-brown and brown-purple hinged mint,
nice clean example, SG 146 Cat £175.  £ 45

5672 1938 P.13¼ 2s lake-brown and brown-purple hinged mint
with even toned gum, SG 146 Cat £175.  £ 30

5673 1938 P.13¼ 5s black and carmine heavy hinged mint, SG 148
Cat £160.  £ 32

5674 1938-44 5s black and carmine, three different printings hinged
mint for SG 148, 148a, 148b, all fine. (3).  £ 85

5675 1938-49 50c purple and black x four different shades as listed
in SG as 144, 144b, 144c, 144d fine hinged mint. High cat.  £ 110

5676 1941 P.14 30c black and dull violet-blue very fine hinged
mint, SG 141a Cat £160.  £ 45

5677 1941-42 Pictorial pairs of S. Africa 70c on 1s brown and
grey-blue in attractive block of 30 giving 15 pairs, SG 154 Cat £270.

 £ 30

5678 1941-42 Pictorial pairs of S. Africa 70c on 1s brown and
grey-blue in attractive block of 30 giving 15 pairs, SG 154 Cat £270.

 £ 30

5679 1944 P.13ó x 13¼ 2s lake-brown and purple in a right hand
margin block of 9, mostly unmounted mint, noted pin hole and few
gum faults otherwise attractive block, SG 146b Cat £450.  £ 100

5680 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 scarlet in a mint vertical pair,
fine multiple, SG 158.  £ 35

5681 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 scarlet in a superb unmounted
mint vertical block of 6, fine multiple, SG 158.  £ 120

5682 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (21 May)
registered airmail cover to USA tied NAIROBI CDS cancels, with
regd etiquette NAIROBI B No. 9146, few ink spots otherwise
attractive, SG 157/8.  £ 100

5683 1949 10c black and green in an unmounted mint block of 9
with centre stamp showing mountain retouch variety, very fine, SG
135a, Cat £100 mint.  £ 75

5684 1949 10c black and green in block of 4 mint / unmounted
mint with top right stamp showing mountain retouch variety as R6/7
(stated by vendor) with variety unmounted mint, SG 135/135a Cat
£100.  £ 50

5685 1949 10c black and green sound used with part slogan cancel
(small ink stain on reverse perfs) and wrinkles showing mountain
retouch (and hills to right) variety, wrinkled otherwise fine, SG
135ab Cat £650. Scarce.  £ 130

5686 1949 5c reddish brown and orange P.13 x 11 3/4 bottom
imprint pane of 70 unmounted with  Thomas De La Rue bottom
imprint, SG 133 Cat £192.  £ 48

5687 1949 5c reddish brown & orange in a bottom left corner
marginal blocks of 50 unmounted mint, toned gum spots, perf splits,
creases and margin faults, sheet number at the top, part DLR Imprint,
SG 133 Cat £137.  £ 25

5688 1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 scarlet on a commercial
airmail and registered cover to USA tied MOMBASA CDS cancel,
wrinkles and creases but stamp unaffected, transit and arrival
backstamps, SG 158.  £ 75

5689 1952 P.13ó x 13¼ 15c black and green in a left hand margin
block of 15, mostly unmounted mint, attractive block, SG 138 Cat
£45.  £ 15

5690 Attractive mint assembly on six large stockcards some light
duplication noted 1939 1r mint, 1942 14a mint (3), 1948 2r & 5r
f.u., 1948 RSW set m, then a few commem sets, nice clean lot.
(Approx 85).  £ 48
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5691 East Africa: Revenue 1903 Wmk CC 1r, 2r & 10r grey and
blue, each neatly cancelled violet CDS incl ZAP, unlisted in Barefoot
(only lists 20r & 50r), very fine.  £ 150

5692 East Africa & Uganda Protectorates: 1903-04 EDVII Mint set
to 5r, 1907-08 set 9 mint neatly arranged on printed album page. SG
1/13, 34/42 Cat £770.  £ 300

5693 Mint & used EDVII to 1935 on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 80 different incl 1907 1r mint (Cat £38), 1907-08 15c mint,
1922 to 5s (mainly fiscal), 1935-37 to 3s m & u, 1935 SJ set mint,
P.Dues 1935 1s grey perfin SPECIMEN.  Ideal fill those gaps.

 £ 65

5694 Old time club book with EDVII/GUI mint range of low values
includes plate 1 marginal singles for EDVII 1904 ½a, 1a, 2½a, 3a,
1907 1c, 3c, 12c, 1912 3c, 10c, then 1935 65c, GUI to 40c. Nice
little lot Cat £118. (42).  £ 35

5695 Postage Dues: 1935 Wmk SCA Unmounted mint (some gum
toning) blocks for six different values (16 sets cat £23 each = £368,
5c, 10c, 20c are blocks of 16, 30c bottom marginal blk of 16, 40c blk
16, 1s grey bottom marginal irregular blk of 21), total cat £502.

 £ 75

KOREA
5696 1895-97 Handstamped SPECIMEN in black on five different
unused examples including 5p yellow-green, 10p deep blue, 50p
purple, 1897 ovptd Tae Han in red for 25p & 50p values. Taken 'as
is', seldom seen. (5).  £ 100

5697 1899 -1900 50p dark purple Korean Flag Overprinted in
Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint clear, mainly
very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil signature on reverse.

 £ 300

5698 1899 -1900 5p yellowish green Korean Flag Overprinted in
Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint clear, mainly
very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil signature on reverse.

 £ 180

5699 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean Flag all
surcharged in Black fine heavy hinged mint  mainly very sound and
rare and expertising pencil signature on reverse.  £ 1000

5700 1951-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album
pages with a good range of defins and commems incl 1955 Rotary set
m, 1956 Stamp Day set m, 1961 Miniature sheet ranges mint (12
diff), 1964 long set 10 u/m (cat £60), 1964 M/S's mint, 1960s
commem sets mainly u/m, 1969 Fairy Tales set 4 M/S, 1970 Fairy
Tales M/S set 4 (cat £60), 1970 Paintings set 3 M/S u/m, Airs
including 1947 set 3 m, 1950 Air 60w m, 1954 to 701h m, etc. Clean
lot with nice condition. (Qty).  £ 350

KOREA ( SOUTH )
5701 1949-50 75th Anniv. of UPU 15w & 1950 50th Anniv set of
2 unmounted mint, usual poor quality paper, perfs etc, fine, SG
130/132.  £ 40

5702 1951 Participation in Korean War complete set of 44 Flags
series mounted mint (usual gum) includes both Italy types (with and
without crown), mainly fine, Michel  95/138, €1300.  £ 550

5703 1958 UNESCO Miniature sheet unmounted mint, scarce.  SG
MS 327.  £ 60

5704 1968-1994 Unmounted mint assembly of sets in a neat little
stockbook defins and commems,  miniature sheets with 1971 2nd
Nat. Vocational M/S (Cat £42), 1987 Independence Hall set 2 M/S
(Cat £24), attractive lot STC €160. (27 + 23 M/S).  £ 32

5705 1986-1993 Unmounted mint collection on stockpages with
many useful thematic sets and miniature sheets; looks virtually
complete for the 1990-93 period and cats up very well.  £ 36

KOSOVO
5706 2003 Xmas and New Year set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine,
Michel 16/17.  (2).  £ 26

KUWAIT
5707 1948 Olympic Games set of 4 in fine used blacks of four,
attractive, SG 76/9 Cat £72.  £ 28

5708 1948 Olympic Games set of 4 in fine used blocks of 4, sound,
SG 76/9 Cat £72.  £ 25

5709 1951 Top values 2r on 2/6, 5r on 5s & 10r on 10s each in
unmounted mint vertical pairs, attractive SG 90/2, Cat £228.  £ 75

5710 1959 R4.80 Booklet with bilingual black on buff cover
containing Sheikh Abdullah panes of 6 for 5n.p. bluish-green (2
panes), 10n.p. red, 15n.p. brown, 20n.p. violet, 25n.p. red, mainly
fine, 10np has clipped top side as usual, seldom seen in booklet form.
SG 131/5. SG SB2.  £ 100

5711 1964 Sheikh Abdullah nineteen values including top value 1d
unmounted mint, SG 216/234 Cat £80.  £ 32

LABUAN
5712 1879 Wmk sideways Crown 16c blue very fine used part
Labuan CDS cancels, short top right corner otherwise very nice
example, SG 4 Cat £180.  £ 48

5713 1880 Wmk CC Specimen handstamps on 6c orange-brown
and 10c brown, first is unused no gum, 10c is mounted mint, some
soiling and thins with h/s smudged, taken 'as is' SG 6 & 8.  £ 35

5714 1885-1904 Mint collection on Imperial leaves with useful part
and complete sets noted 1885 3c on 8c carmine (cat £80), 2c rose-red
& 8c violet (cat £54), 1891 6c on 8c (2, cat £32), 1892-94 11 vals
to 40c orange-brown (2, cat £100), 1894 set to 24c (cat £110), 1895
4c surcharge set of 5 (Cat £160), 1896 set of 3 to $1 (cat £164) plus
$1 unoverprinted (cat £48), 1896 Jubilee set 6 (cat £250), 1897 set
9 (cat £160), 1899 4c surcharge set 9 (cat £250), 1900-02 set of 6
(cat £130), 1902-03 Crown set to $1 (cat £65), 1904 4c surcharge set
9 (cat £170), 1901 postage dues (8 vals), some very mixed gum or
unused / mint but all nice lookers, huge cat value, ideal to fill those
gaps!. (105).  £ 650

5715 1892 Surcharge Six CENTS on 16c grey fine used barred oval
cancel, very fine, SG 50 Cat £180.  £ 60

5716 1894 Complete set of seven to 40c mounted mint with hinge
remains, mainly fine, SG 51/7 Cat £250.  £ 85

5717 1894 No Wmk 40c orange-buff heavy mounted mint with
adherence nice looker, SG 57 Cat £65.  £ 22

5718 1894 No Wmk set of seven 2c to 40c all heavy mounted mint
with adherence or hinge remains, 10c brown is unused, all fine
lookers, SG 51/57 Cat £250.  £ 48

5719 1894 Surcharge set of five mainly mint with heavy hinge
remains, 10c on $1 is unused no gum, mainly sound, SG 75/9 Cat
£160.  £ 45

5720 1896 Jubilee overprint for 1c to 8c all mounted mint, some
thins and gum faults but mainly nice lookers, SG range 83/88 STC
£300. (6).  £ 30

5721 1897-1901 2c blue and black p.14.75 in a mint / unmounted
mint block of right, hinged on two stamps only, mainly fine multiple,
SG 90c Cat £320.  £ 120

5722 1899 4 CENTS surcharge two Specimen overprints one on
unissued 4c on 2c, and issued 4c on 8c, both  mounted mint, very
fine, SG 104 and see footnote after SG 110.  £ 36

5723 1902/3 Complete set of 12 hinged mint; very fresh with
vibrant colours SG 117/28 Cat £65  £ 30

5724 Fivc unused earlier postcards four are colour including Road
to Government House, Temporary Fish Market, Beach Street, Fishing
Boats, Principal St, Victoria. Fine. (5).  £ 25
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5725 Mint & used QV to 1904 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 90
different incl 1891 6c on 8c mauve mint, 1892-4 to 40c mint, 1894
to 24c m & u, 1895 set of 5 mint plus $1 with local tall overprint
mint, 1899 4c surcharges incl on 50c & $1 mint, 1904 4c surcharges
set mint, 1894 set 7 used. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 350

5726 Postage Dues: 1901 P.15 24c blue and lilac-brown
unmounted mint top marginal block of 6, fine, SG D9b Cat £390 for
mint.  £ 185

LAOS
5727 1952-1973 Attractive mainly mint collection of sets on leaves,
plus few used, noted 1951 long set, 1952 long set, 1953 Airs Statues
of Buddha, 1952 UPU set, 1954 Golden Jubilee set 3 mint (Cat
£435) plus 2p & 5p used, plus same two on opened up cover (four
copies Cat £80 each, £320), 1956 2500th Buddhist set m (Cat £120),
1955 Dramatic Poem, various M/S, attractive lot mainly complete to
1973. STC £1900+, useful assembly. (c450 + 24 M/S)  £ 600

5728 1952-1987 Mint (1950s) & unmounted mint collection in a
large printed Yvert album, good runs of years from  1950s, each in
mount secured with tape sticking to interleaving but stamps
unaffected, many nice issues including 1954 Golden Jubilee 2p & 2p
mint (Cat £160), 1956 Buddhist set mint (cat £120), 1965
Butterflies, 1967 Reptiles, 1980s thematics, etc, STC £580+.

 £ 185

5729 1957-1970 Collection of mint & unmounted mint sets
including 1958 Elephants set (Cat £22), 1967 Reptiles set, 1969
Ballet long set (Cat £25), ILO set, Wild Animals set, 1970 War
Victims set, Wild Animals set, etc, useful lot on leaves. ETC £200+.

 £ 65

5730 1957-1997 Stockbook with mint & mainly unmounted mint
collection noted 1957 Air Buddhism set, 1971 Air set 2, 1974 Air
Mythology, 1984 Art, 1984 Chess, many 1984-90 thematics,
colourful assembly. Approx 440 different.  £ 100

LATVIA
5731 1809 Prestamp Entire Letter (faults edges damaged, but folds
neatly to present well) bearing three red crayon charge marks in 18,
8 with LIBAU tow line black H/S addr to Schediam Holland, no
backstamps, nice early letter. Explaining that Napoleon decreed
transport of goods from Russia is forbidden.  Interesting early letter
in Dutch.  £ 150

5732 1913 Air Wounded Airmen imperf set of 4 unmounted mint,
SG 231A/234A Cat £88.  £ 34

5733 1924 (11 Aug) Airmail plain envelope sent LATWIJA /
LEEPAJA to KLAIPEDA bearing 10r & 20r triangle airmail perf
triangles each tied CDS cancels and violet cachet Oro pastu Siusta /
Klaipedos p.t. istagia and KLAIPEDA C arrival backstamp. Very
fine.  £ 80

5734 1924 (2 Jul) Airmail plain registered envelope sent airmail
express RIGA to Prague bearing 10r & 20r triangle airmail imperf &
10r perf triangle each tied RIGA CDS cancels and Mit Luftpost
befordert. / Konisgsberg (Pr.) 1 cachet in red, and other airmail h/s's,
labels on the obverse, very pretty.  £ 100

5735 1925 (29 Sept) Picture postcard of a fair lady in black and
white sent airmail express RIGA to Danzig bearing 10r & 20r
triangle airmail perf each tied RIGA CDS cancels and Mit Luftpost
befordert. / Konisgsberg (Pr.) 1 cachet in red, Danzig arrival CDS
alongside. Pretty.  £ 40

5736 1930 Memorial Fund for J Rainis set of 6 U/M, fine SG
175A/180A. (Cat £110).  £ 32

5737 1931 Air Charity surcharge set of 3 triangles perforated
hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 206A/208A. Cat £66.  £ 22

5738 1933 Air Charity Latvian Airmen Fund set of three mounted
mint, fine, SG 240A/242A Cat £180.  £ 65

LEEWARD IS.
5739 1890-1902 QV Printed album page with mint assembly
including 1890 set of 8 (Cat £190), 1902 set 3 surcharges, a few p/s
cut outs etc. Nice little lot, Cat £231. (18).  £ 85

5740 1902-11 EDVII Printed album page with mint assembly
including 1902 set to 1s (Cat £51), 1905-08 set of 7 (1d & 2½d are
used, Cat £150), 1907-11 set to 2½d (Cat £30).  Nice little lot, Cat
£231. (24).  £ 85

5741 1903 International Money Order. A very early and fine
example of a printed receipt (About A6 sized) issued in Boston
Mass. cancelled on October 8th, for $2.50, with the country of
payment manuscript Leeward Islands in Foreign Money 10s3d and
payable at Roseau Dominica. Very fine and scarce.  £ 125

5742 1912-1935 GV Printed album page with mint assembly
including 1912-22 Set to 2/6 (Cat £83), 1921-32 15 vals to 1s (Cat
£100), 1935 Silver Jubilee set (Cat £35).  Nice little lot, Cat £218.
(36).  £ 75

5743 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.  £ 150

5744 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.  £ 76

5745 1935-1954 Mint collection of sets neatly arranged on leaves
including 1935 SJ set, 1938-51 24 values including shades and
printings to £1, 1949 RSW set, 1954 set to $4.80 etc, STC £360.
(57).  £ 120

5746 1937 Coronation 1d scarlet in a complete sheet of 60
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 92 Cat £48.  £ 24

5747 1938 £1 Brown purple and black on red tied to paper by AP
24 1940 CDS, very fine, SG 114.  £ 180

5748 1938 10s bluish green and deep red on green mounted mint,
with toned streaky gum SG 113. Cat £200.  £ 40

5749 1938 10s bluish green and deep red on green very fine fresh
lightly mounted mint, SG 113. Cat £200.  £ 80

5750 1938 Chalky 10s bluish green and deep red on green in
attractive unmounted mint PAIR, fine, SG 113 Cat £400 mint.

 £ 160

5751 1938 ½d emerald left hand sheet of 60 plate 2 very fine
unmounted mint, SG 96. Cat £75 as stamps.  £ 30

5752 1942 1s black and grey on emerald mounted mint, sound, SG
110bbb Cat £130.  £ 30

5753 1945 £1 brown-purple and black on salmon in attractive
unmounted mint PAIR, fine, SG 114b Cat £90 mint.  £ 45

5754 1945 Ordinary 10s bluish green and red on green hinged mint
example with some brownish gum streaks, front is very fresh, SG
113b Cat £150.  £ 50

5755 1954 1c grey in a complete sheet of 100 unmounted mint
showing loop flaw R2/2, split perfs down the middle three stamp,
otherwise fine, SG 127, 127a. Cat £140.  £ 50

5756 1954 3c yellow-orange and black in a complete sheet of 100
unmounted mint showing value tablet flaws R7/8, 8/4, 9/2 & 10/2,
very fine, SG 129 Cat £250  £ 100

5757 1954 ½c brown in a complete sheet of 100 cancelled to order
at ST JOHNS 1956, showing five different plate flaws incl loop, serif
on U, ideal for specialist, SG 126 var.  £ 25

5758 Attractive mint & earlier used assembly on seven large
stockcards some light duplication noted QV 1902 1d on 4d mint,
1912 to 2/6 m & u, 4s used (Cat £42), 1938 to 2s mint (3), 5s used,
1954 QEII long set mint (cat £73) plus extras $2.40 & $4.80 mint
(Cat £34), nice clean lot. (Approx 180).  £ 100
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LIBERIA
5759 Proofs perf and imperf attractive small range 1952 Carry,
Ashen & Careysburg imperf for seven different hinged mint values to
50c without vignette with frames in issued colors, 1953 Birds
triangles for 5 different showing color separations mint. (12).

 £ 60

LIBYA
5760 1914 (20 Nov) Commercial cover Tripoli to Sfax Tunisia
bearing 5c & 10c x 2 (25c rate) ovptd Libia on Italian defins tied
TRIPOLI CDS's and arrival b/s, nice commercial item.  £ 40

5761 1921 Victory top values 1l, 5l & 10l hinged mint, mainly very
fine, key values, SG 58, 32A/33A. Cat £260  £ 62

5762 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet) top left corner marginal pane
of 30 with sheet markings, bottom right stamp torn and toning across
the sheet, Scott 55 cat US$255.  £ 50

5763 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet) complete sheet of 100 with
sheet markings & watermarked MINISTERO DEILE FINANZ,
folded twice and light tones across the sheet and a few margin faults
but seldom seen in such format, Scott 55 cat US$850.  £ 160

5764 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet)  bottom sheet of 50 with sheet
markings & watermarked MINISTERO DEILE FINANZ, folded
once and light tones across the sheet and a some sheet faults but
seldom seen in such format, Scott 55 cat US$425.  £ 60

5765 1944 (3 Feb) Tatty printed airmail cover Ireland to Sub Lt. A
Burke RNVR, C/O Navy House, Tripoli, Libya censor on leaving
Ireland and two line NO AIR MAIL SERVICE / BY THIS ROUTE
AT PRESENT h/s in violet, redirected R N Signal England, and
further redirected to C/O Mail Officer, HMS Victory (to be held
pending arrival), faults but scarce use to Libya and interesting item.

 £ 48

5766 1952 King Idris top values 50m to 500m unmounted mint, SG
184/7 Cat £36.  £ 12

5767 1954 Correspondence from Libya to British Iron & Steel
Corp, each bearing combination of two adhs to make 30m or 40m
airmail rates on red printed covers from CITEXCO UL LTD. Some
have Scrap Shipping Section received d/s. All 1952-54 from Tripoli,
nice group. (13).  £ 20

5768 Italian Colonies: 1912 5l blue and pink hinged mint key value
overprinted Libia very fine and sound, SG 15 Cat £475.  £ 150

5769 Italian Colonies: 1912-1941 Collection on leaves mainly mint
including many useful sets noted 1912 both 15c grey (cat £230 few
pulled perfs), 40c brown, 50c violet all mint, 45c, 60c &10l green
and pink top value fine used (cat £180), 1915 Red X 10c, 15c & 20c
used (cat £85), 20c surch mint, 1921 long set used but all toned (not
counted), 1922 Victory set m, 1928 air set m & u, 1937 11th Tripoli
Fair set m (cat £74), 1941 Axis set m, good catalogue value, some
toning but not counted, mainly complete sets, STC £935+.  £ 300

LIECHTENSTEIN
5770 1912-1987 Mainly fine used sets on stockpages with some
better earlier noted 1912 set m & u, 1920 ovptd scroll, 1921 2r on
10h used (Cat £38), 1921 Defins incl 7½r, 15r, 1r black and red used
(Cat £80), 30r used, 1925 85th Birthday set used (Cat £77), 1927
87th Birthday set 3 used (Cat £108), 1928 Flood Relief set, 1930 2f
mint (Cat £110), 1930 Air set mixed mint & used (Cat £363), 1931
Air Zeppelin set 2 mint (Cat £300), 1932 Youth set 3 mint (Cat
£99), 1933 80th Birthday set mint (cat £117) plus 20r & 30r used
(Cat £140), 1933 Long set to 1f50 used (Cat £316), 1936 2nd Phil.
Ex. M/S used (Cat £80), 1937 long set of 14 used (Cat £195), 1938
3rd Phil. Ex. M/S mint, 1944 long set of 15 used (Cat £75), 1944
Joseph II set 2 used (Cat £58), 1945 Red X set used (Cat £58), 1946
St Lucius 10f used (Cat £65), 1949 Paintings set used, 1946 4th
Phil. Ex. M/S U/M (Cat £75), 1951 long set 12 used, 1951
Paintings, 1952 Paintings, 1953 Nat. Museum set (Cat £111), Scout

set, all five Sports sets f.u. (Cat £290), 1957 Xmas, 1960 Europa
used (Cat £80), etc, superb clean lot with huge cat value in excess of
£4000.  £ 850

5771 1917-1970 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages useful content throughout incl 1917 set
m, 1920 surch set 6 m, 1921 pictorials 30r to 1f mint, 1924 vals to
20r m & u, 1928 Flood Relief set mint (10r toned, cat £122), 1930
air 25r & 45r mint (Cat £90), 1933 long vals to 60r & 1f50 mint incl
25r brown used (Cat £95), 1938 Exhibition M/S, 1939 air set m,
1949 Paintings set mixed m & u (Cat £124), 1949 Acquisition set m,
1946 Wildlife 80r mint (Cat £80), 1951 Paintings set m, 1952
Paintings set 7 mint (Cat £360), 1953 Scouts set m (Cat £83), 1954
Football set (Cat £92), Marian Year set 3 mint (Cat £83), 1955
Mountain Sports set m (Cat £93), 1955 Red X set, 1956 Gymnastics,
1960 Air set m, Trees & Bushes set m, 1965 Madonna M/S of 4 (Cat
£60), many sets & miniature sheets to 1970, nice thematics. STC
£2500+.  £ 550

5772 1928 70th Anniversary of Accession of Prince John II 60r
green and mauve, 1f.20 blue and 1f50 brown both unmounted mint,
fine, SG 87/89 Cat £330.  £ 85

5773 1930 1f20 brown Vaduz Castle very fine used with sock on
the nose VADUZ CDS, fine, SG 107B Cat £400.  £ 125

5774 1930 Airmail 1fr red side marginal mounted mint example,
good cat value.  £ 30

5775 1930 Airmails set of five to 45rp in attractive blocks of 4
unmounted / hinged mint, two 35rp values are stuck to the album
page but otherwise nice examples, high cat value in excess of £1000.

 £ 200

5776 1930 Airmails set of six to 1fr hinged mint, some have
adherence on reverse and a few are marginal examples, fresh lookers.

 £ 100

5777 1933 Vaduz Castle 1f20 brown mounted mint with hinge
mark on reverse, SG 123 Cat £200.  £ 38

5778 1951 Agricultural Scenes complete set of 12 mainly
Unmounted mint, 25r & 30r are unused, 50r has tone, top values fine,
SG 287/298 Cat £300.  £ 60

5779 1955 10th Anniv. of Liechtenstein Red Cross set of 4 in
complete sheetlets of 20 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 336/9. Cat
£920.  £ 350

5780 1965 10f red Madonna in superb souvenir sheet of 4
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 442.  £ 25

5781 1971-1996 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl many
sets & miniature sheets to 1996, long sets incl 1989 Mountains,
1984 Occupations, nice thematics. STC £600+, many 100s.  £ 200

5782 1987-2012 Year sets mainly complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint on stockpages attractive with miniature sheets
& nice thematics incl 1996 Arms (Cat £21), 1997 Patron Saints (Cat
£55), 2006 Composers M/S, 2008 Death Centenary sheet (Cat £32),
2012 Famous Figures sheet of 8 (Cat £32) plus much more, beautiful
lot STC £2000+.  £ 650

5783 1996-2008 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages with dozens
of sets from 1990s onwards to 2008, miniature sheets 2008 Busch
sheetlet (Cat £29), 400th Anniv. M/S (Cat £16), 2007 Music (Cat
£28), 2006 Innovations, Composers sheetlet (Cat £23), Saints series,
1999 Games, 1997 Saints 20f (Cat £55), and many nice thematics.
STC £1120, Approx 330 + 2 M/S.  £ 300

5784 2016 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with sheetlets &
nice thematics incl Fruit sheetlet (Cat £20), Nature Reserve Nature
blk, Motor Cycles, Year of Rooster M/S (Cat £29). STC £243.

 £ 80
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5785 Franco Adhesives: 1941 Printed Furstlich Cover bearing
22mm FRANCO label perf x imperf in green tied RUGGEL
18.IV.41 / IX / LIECHTENSTEIN CDS, unstamped on left side
Format C6 (114 : 162). Very fine. Cat No. IV.  £ 75

5786 Franco Adhesives: 1953 (18 Apr) Printed Furstlich Cover to
Vaduz bearing 22mm FRANCO label perf x imperf in green tied
TRIESBERG 18.IV.53 / IX / LIECHTENSTEIN CDS, stamped on
left side Format C6 (114 : 162). Very fine. Cat No. V.  £ 125

LITHUANIA
5787 1933 50th Anniv. of Publication of Ausra set of 8 in imperf
pairs, very fine and attractive, SG 352/359. Cat £100+.  £ 35

5788 1933 50th Anniv. of Publication of Ausra set of 8 in
IMPRINT imperf pairs, very fine and attractive, SG 352/359. Cat
£100+.  £ 40

5789 1933 50th Anniv. of Publication of Ausra set of 8 in marginal
blocks of 6, very fine and attractive, SG 352/359. Cat £300+.

 £ 100

5790 1933 50th Anniv. of Publication of Ausra set of 8 in right
margin blocks of 6, very fine and attractive, SG 352/359. Cat £300+.

 £ 100

5791 1933 Child Welfare set of 8 in unmounted mint blocks of 4,
very fine and attractive, SG 373/380. Cat £130.  £ 38

5792 1933 Child Welfare set of 8 in unmounted mint IMPERF
vertical blocks of 6, very fine and attractive, SG 373/380. Cat £196.

 £ 60

LOMBARDY & VENETIA
5793 1863 Wrapper from Venice to San Marttino Dall' Argine
(Lombardy) bearing TWO 1859 3 soldi green ( SG 18B Cat £150
each) and 1861 10 soldi brown (SG 26 Cat £65) all tied individually
with Venezia cds and expertised in pencil below stamps. Roughly
opened on reverse and two vertical filing creases that do not affect the
stamps plus some very slight age wrinkling, but a truly fine looking
and scarce item that would grace any display  £ 280

5794 1865  Entire from Conngliano to Venice bearing 1863 5 soldi
red (SG 34, missing right corner perf) tied with double line
'CONNGLIANO / 3 MAR' H/S with arrival 'VENEZIA' cds and oval
indistinct possibly postal district No 1 on reverse; small stain and
horizontal filing crease but still nice item  £ 20

LUXEMBOURG
5795 1852-1990 Extensive collection mostly mint from 1930s
onwards, mixed m & u for earlier, all selected for fine condition,
better amongst others 1852 10c black (4 margins), 1859 10c blue,
1865-75 9 vals incl shades to 25c, 1874 vals to 40c, 1880 to 25c,
1882-91 to 1f used, 1930s Child Welfare sets mint, 1938 Abbey
Restoration set m, 1940s Welfare Fund sets incl 1949 (Cat £50),
1950 set (Cat £48), 1953 set (Cat £60), 1950 War Orphans set (Cat
£180), 1951 United Europe set 6 (Cat £400), 1952 CENTILUX pair
U/M (Cat £190, small tone on perf), 1952 Games set (Cat £80),
1956 EUROPA set 3 (Cat £650), 1956 Europa set 3 (Cat £275),
hereon mainly complete to 1990, few M/S, STC £4700+.  £ 1500

5796 1860 2c black superb fine used CDS example with 4 good to
large margins especially top and bottom, very nice for these, SG 7
Cat £900.  £ 225

5797 1874-1879 Perf Classics assembly mainly fine used and few
mint incl 5c yellow (2), 10c lilac (3), 12½c red, 25c blue (3), used 1c
brown (6), 2c black (3), 4c green (4), 5c yellow (6), 10c (c25), 12½c
(5), 25c (7), 30c rose, 40c orange (4) etc, variety of different types
and printings, some faults, thins etc but taken 'as is', good cat value.
Approx 75.  £ 200

5798 1957 EUROPA 3f red vertical PAIR one hinged other is
unmounted mint, fine & fresh, SG 627.  £ 90

5799 1957 EUROPA key set hinged mint, fine and fresh, SG 626/8.
 £ 75

5800 Officials; Old time collection on leaves including 1875 1c
brown used, 1882 Agriculture & Trade set to 1f mauve mainly used
(cat £398), 1891  8 values to 1f m & u (cat £163), 1895 set 5 mint
(cat £63), 1895 Perforated Officiel 14 vals to 5f m & u, 1908 mainly
used complete to 5f, 1915 set m, 1922 set m. Mainly fine. SG
D173/9, D221/233 & D488/501.  £ 300

5801 Precancels: Hard to find duplicated range of 1c and 2c values
overprinted from 1901 boxed cancels to 1907, and two line dated
types 1908 to 1920 mostly unused.  Seldom offered range approx.
150.  £ 100

MACAU
5802 1989-1997 Assembly of unmounted mint sets in a large
stockbook, noted 1990 Traditional Occupations set, 150th Anniv.
Penny Black M/S (Cat £44), 1990 Games M/S (Cat £60), Compass
Roses M/S (Cat £75), 1991 Occupations set, Shells setenant blk of
4, Opera set, Flowers set, Paintings M/S (Cat £45), 1992 Friendship
M/S, etc, useful assembly STC £770+.  £ 250

5803 Useful assembly of unmounted mint sets and ranges on a
stockpage including 1953 Flowers set (Cat £125), 1954 Stamp Cent.,
1956 Map set (Cat £148), 1958 Medicine, 1975 Bridge set 2,
Revolution set, 1988 Grand Prix, 1989 Expo M/S (cat £75), etc,
useful assembly STC £680+.  £ 200

MALAWI
5804 1968-1979 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1968 Birds long set (Cat
£75), 1971 Antelopes long set (Cat £37), 1975 Birds long set (Cat
£38), 1979 Orchids set, etc, clean lot. Approx 220.  £ 60

MALAYA
5805 1931 Straits Settlements block of three 2c green with Penang
cancel on reverse of cover addressed to Southern India. Plus King
George V 2c and 6c on reverse of Penang cover slightly tattered. Also
1921 cover with King George V 4c with Kumbakonam cancel.

 £ 20

5806 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 $1 green and
black Sultan right marginal unmounted mint (one stamp creased)
PAIR with boxed character overprint in black, Barefoot 12.  £ 40

5807 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 25c blue and
purple Sultan right hand side marginal unmounted mint (one
mounted) block of 4 with boxed character overprint in black, very
fine scarce in multiples, Barefoot 10.  £ 80

5808 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 25c blue and
purple Sultan corner bottom right marginal unmounted mint (some
bends) block of 4 with boxed character overprint in black, very fine
scarce in multiples, Barefoot 10.  £ 80

5809 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red Sheaf
of Rice bottom marginal vertical pair unmounted mint with boxed
character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.  £ 40

5810 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red Sheaf
of Rice top marginal block of 4 unmounted mint each with boxed
character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.  £ 80

5811 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red Sheaf
of Rice right hand side marginal pair unmounted mint with boxed
character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.  £ 40

5812 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red Sheaf
of Rice top marginal pair unmounted mint each with boxed character
overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.  £ 40

5813 Japanese Occupation of Selangor: Revenue; 1942 $2 red &
green pair top marginal unmounted mint (streaky brown gum) each
with boxed character overprint in black, very fine scarce in multiples,
Barefoot 56.  £ 50
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MALAYAN STATES
5814 1912 King Edward VII postal stationery cover with half anna
from Madras addressed to penang.  With enclosed letter note tear and
part of letter cut.  £ 20

5815 Binder with QV onwards mainly used range on Hagners incl
Straits Sett. 1867 1½c on ½a blue unused, 3c on 1a used, 32 on 2a
used (Cat £120), 1867-72 32c pale red wing margin used (Cat £75),
96c grey used, 1887 Two Cents on 5c blue f.u. (Cat £100), 1891 10c
cents on 24c with narrow in 10 f.u., 1892 1c green mint blk of 4, 12c
claret mint, 1898 4c on 5c brown f.u. blk of 4, 4c on 5c blue mint blk
of 4 (SG 107 cat £60), 1910 EDVII $1 black & red on blue mint,
1912-23 $25 purple & blue on blue neatly fiscal used BOARD OF
LICENSING JUSTICE violet cancel (very pretty SG 213 fiscal),
1937-41 12 vals to 50c mint (Cat £275), FMS Tigers to 50c used
etc, useful assembly. Cat £850++.  £ 280

5816 British Military Administration: 1945 (19th Oct) First Day
Cover on plain envelope bearing 1c, 2c, 3c, 6c, 8c & 10c ovptd tied
MALACCA CDS's addr to Military Courts Malacca. few small
bends otherwise pretty and hard to find item.  £ 36

5817 British Military Administration: 1945 (19th Oct) First Day
Cover on plain envelope bearing 1c, 2c, 3c, 6c, 8c & 10c ovptd tied
SINGAPORE CDS's addr to  stamp dealer in Singapore. Roughly
opened,  otherwise pretty and hard to find item.  £ 30

5818 Collection on Imperial printed leaves for different states
mixed mint & used including Johore 2c rose (3), surchs to 3c on $1,
1904 surcharges 50c on $3 & $1 on $2 mint (tones, cat £95), 1904
surch set 3 mint (Cat £119), Selangor 1891 Tiger set 4 m, FMS to
$2, etc, (159).  £ 160

5819 Federated Malay States: Revenue; 1926-28 Wmk SCA $250
purple and blue Revenue & Revenue top value mint with brownish
gum and hinge remains, very fine frontal appearance, Barefoot 8.

 £ 275

5820 Federated Malay States: Revenue; 1926-28 Wmk SCA $250
purple and blue Revenue & Revenue top value fine used several part
strikes of STAMP OFFICE CDS cancels, a little heavy used and
brownish gum remains on reverse, otherwise fine and sound. Barefoot
8.  £ 150

5821 FMS: 1932 (6 Oct) airmail long envelope KUALA LUMPUR
to London bearing nice combination Tigers 1c black, 2c green, 5c
brown, 50c black on green pair, tied KUALA LUMPUR CDS's,
airmail etiquette with manuscript DUTCH air mail, sent via Alor Star
/ Amsterdam. Wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 30

5822 Japanese Occup. Kedah: 1942-3 $5 black and scarlet top
values fine used part CDS cancel, overprint in red, fine, SG J15.

 £ 42

5823 Japanese Occupation: Negri Sembilan 1942-44 6c on 5c
brown right hand unmounted mint side marginal single showing both
surcharge and overprint inverted variety, slightly tropicalised gum
otherwise incredibly fresh appearance, SG J268a Cat £275.  £ 110

5824 Japanese Occupation of Malaya: Kelantan 1942 Sunagawa
seal in red surcharged 50c on 1c grey-olive and yellow mounted mint
with heavy hinge remains, scarce and rarely offered, SG J27 Cat
£2500.  £ 650

5825 Japanese Occupation of Malaya: Kelantan 1942 Sunagawa
seal in red surcharged 6c on 25c vermilion and violet mounted mint
with hinge remains, scarce and rarely offered, SG J20 Cat £475.

 £ 125

5826 Japanese Occupation of Malaya: Kelantan 1942 Sunagawa
seal in red surcharged 5c on 12c blue mounted mint with hinge
remains, scarce and rarely offered, SG J19 Cat £475.  £ 125

5827 Johore: 1960 $5 brown and bronze-green hinged mint
showing dramatic pink piece of paper on the surface preprinting
leaving a white unprinted portion on R of Johore with original piece
printed with part of design, fantastic variety.  Unique.  SG 165 var.

 £ 60

5828 Johore: Mint assembly of better sets including 1896-99 Sultan
Ibrahim set to $1 mint, plus $3 & $4 few are unmounted incl $1 (Cat
£215), 1904-10 set 15 to $10 (Cat £450), 1949-55 set of 21 (Cat
£160), $5 is U/M.  Good catalogue value.  £ 285

5829 Kelantan: 1927 Sultan Ismail 11 different values hinged mint
1c to 6c, 12c to $1 complete, all fine and sound, pretty range, SG
40/4, 47/52, good cat.  £ 85

5830 Kelantan: 1928-35 $1 blue all three issues for Perf 12, Perf 14
& Specimen perfin each mounted mint, Nice trio. SG 39/a/b. Cat
£247.  £ 85

5831 Kelantan: 1937-40 Sultan Ismail Complete set of 15 hinged
mint, all nice appearance SG 40/54. Huge cat value.  £ 525

5832 Malayan Postal Union: Postage Due; 1936-38 five of set of 6
values mounted mint, needs 4c green to complete, SG D1, D3/6 Cat
£145.  £ 45

5833 Malayan Postal Union: Postage Due; 1951-63 Complete set
of 8 values unmounted mint, SG D14/21, Cat £90.  £ 45

5834 Neat collection in a well filled 3 ring binder on printed leaves
including mint and used early to modern defins and commems, noted
Malaya (STC $195), Johore (STC $147), Kedah (STC $103),
Kelantan (STC $85), Malacca (STC $132), Penang (STC $86),
Perak (STC $110), Selangor (STC $98), Malaysia (STC $136), with
approx 785+ all different, useful lot for expansion.  £ 275

5835 Pahang: 1891 PAHANG Two CENTS surcharge on 24c green
mounted mint with hinge remains, nice looker, SG 7 Cat £275.

 £ 85

5836 Pahang: 1898 overprint on 50c green and black mounted mint
with hinge remains, fine, SG 22. High cat.  £ 100

5837 Pahang: Japanese Occupation 1942 DAI NIPPON / 2602 /
MALAYA overprint on 25c dull purple on scarlet (thin striated
paper), in a superb bottom imprint marginal sheet of 50 with plate
No.1 and De La Rue imprint both in purple. Scarce multiple. SG
J244 Cat $450 mint.  £ 300

5838 Penang: 1913 GB overseas usage; Postcard of a Street Scene
in Bombay addr to London bearing GB 1d red Mackennal tied nice
PENANG 25 JU 19 CDS cancel, and upside down PAQUEBOT h/s
in black. Message explains arrived here today bound for Shanghai,
I hope they will send me home on our arrival at Bombay.  £ 35

5839 Perak: 1895 $25 green and orange, postage and revenue top
value neatly cancelled fiscal ovals in black, very neat and tidy
example, Barefoot 25. (SG 80 Cat £4500 postal used).  £ 100

5840 Perak: 1938-41 Complete set of 19 mint each perfinned
arched SPECIMEN set to $5, mostly fine, few with tropicalised gum,
nice set, SG 103s/121s Cat £650.  £ 300

5841 Perak: 1938-41 Perfin specimen seven different values for
Sultan Iskandar 2c to $5 very fine mint, SG range 104s/121s. (7).

 £ 80

5842 Perak: 1940 Sultan Iskandar $1 black and red on blue hinged
mint with a tone spot, one of the key top value unmounted mint, SG
119 Cat £150 for mint.  £ 75

5843 Selangor: 1965 Flowers 2c vertical PAIR showing YELLOW
OMITTED variety, fine unmounted mint, SG 137b.  £ 125

5844 Straits Settlements: 1888 Wmk CA 96c olive-grey fine used
with part red French Maritime cancel for 1890. Fine, SG 71 Cat £65.

 £ 24

5845 Straits Settlements: 1902-03 Wmk CA low values 1c to 50c
hinged mint, mostly sound, odd tone spot otherwise nice lookers, SG
110/118, cat £110. (9).  £ 40

5846 Straits Settlements: 1906-07 FOUR CENTS. overprint on
Labuan Crown defins mint small specialised range for size of
overprints from 10½mm to 13mm incl. 4c on 12c (4), 4c on 16c (4)
& 4c on 18c (5), nice group identified. Cat £84 SG 144/146.  £ 28
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5847 Straits Settlements: 1912-23 Wmk CA $25 purple and blue
on blue fine used with a large SINGAPORE 1 CDS partly
incomplete cancel, sound and well centred with good colour for these,
SG 213 Cat £650.  £ 180

5848 Sungei Ujong: 1881 2c brown overprint types 2+7 mounted
mint with slightly brownish gum, nice example, SG 6 Cat £450.

 £ 85

5849 Sungei Ujong: 1891 Tiger set 3 mint, 1895 3c Tiger, all
mounted mint, sound, SG 50/53, 55 Cat £88. (5).  £ 30

5850 Trengganu: 1922 Malaya- Borneo Exhibition complete
overprint set of 11 mounted mint, all fine fresh appearance, $5 top
value has top margin, some mottled gum as expected with these. SG
48/58, high cat set.  £ 225

5851 Well filled Tower album with a mint and used collection starts
with small states section incl vals to $5 m & u, Malaysia modern
commems, Singapore 1940s to modern mint and used, many 100s
and useful cat value STC £700+.  £ 100

MALAYSIA
5852 1968-1978 Unmounted mint collection of dozens of sets on
many stockpages with many nice thematics incl 1970 Butterflies set
to $10, 1971 Paramount Ruler set (Cat £39), 1974 Asian Dev. set
(Cat £38), 1979 Animals set to $10, etc, Approx 145. Clean lot.

 £ 70

MALTA
5853 1857 (9 Oct) Entire Letter to Livorno bearing GB 1855 P.14
Wmk SC 1d red-brown strip of 3 tied M cancels with P framed
(Paye), Borges De Silva forwarding agent, 1d accountancy mark and
backstamped double ring MALTA dated cancel in black, blue arrival
backstamp, vertical filing fold and wrinkles otherwise fine and
attractive use. SG Z11 Cat £240 as stamps.  £ 300

5854 1858 (15 May) Entire Letter to Genoa bearing GB 1855 2d
blue PAIR tied M cancels with PD, 1¼ accountancy mark and
PIROSCAFI / POSTALI / FRANCESI 3 line h/s in red, neat
MALTA a CDS in red and arrival backstamps, nice item.  SG Z15
Cat £130 as stamps.  £ 150

5855 1861 Thin hard paper No wmk ½d pale buff hinged mint with
large hinge remains, otherwise part original gum, creases with good
centring, SG 3a Cat £850.  £ 75

5856 1863 (22 May) Entire to Holland sent via Marseilles cancelled
with neat single CDS CODE B / MALTA / MY 22 / 63 on obverse
alongside French AMB CDS in red, charge marks 3 (Decimes) in
manuscript and nice GIUSEPPE PISANI MALTA  oval cachet,
Arnheim arrival backstamp.  £ 80

5857 1863-1935 Mint and used assembly with better pickings
including 1863 ½d orange to buff shades x 8 unused & u (not
guaranteed), 1885 to 1s 1886 5s rose barred cancel (taken 'as is'), 2/6
1899 Wmk CC 2/6 olive-grey mint (Cat £45), GV incl 4d black, vals
to 2s m 7 u, 1922 Self-Govt 2/6 mint, 5s mint, 1922-26 2s & 10s
mint (Cat £79), 5s fine used (Cat £50), 1926 Postage 10s f.u., 1926-
7 to 2/6 used, 1928 to 5s, 1930 to 2/6 used, GB QV used in Malta
with A25 cancels on 2½d rosy mauve, 2½d ultr. (2), 3d (2), 4d red
(4), 1856 1s green. Good catalogue value.  (192).  £ 350

5858 1863-1953 Attractive mint and used collection including
better on printed Scott leaves noted 1863-81 ½d buff range of shades
3 used, two mint, 1885 to 1s used, 1899 2/6 CDS used, 1903 to 1s,
1904 to 1s, 1914-21 to 2s (2) & 5s used (5s green affected), 1926
Postage overprint set to 5s, 1926-7 set to 10s mint (Cat £160), 1928
Postage & Revenue overprint set to 10s mint (Cat £200), 1930
Postage & Revenue set to 5s mint (Cat £175), 1935 SG set used (Cat
£45), 1938 set to 10s mint (Cat £75), 1949 RSV set mint (Cat £38),
1948 Self-Government opt set used to 5s, 10s mint, postage dues
etc., useful assembly and catalogue value (Approx. 245).  £ 425

5859 1865 (30 Nov) Torn cover to UK bearing 6d lilac pl.5 tied
neat Malta A25 postmark and London paid CDS on arrival, tears but
still nice cover.  £ 40

5860 1866-69 Correspondence of Entires Malta to Messina (Italy)
each bearing GB 2d blue PAIR plate 9 or 12 each tied by MALTA
CDS (Code A or B) and A25 cancellation with PD in red and 2ó
accountancy marks in red and trade cachets PASO LE APAP & FIGL
MALTA, usual folds or minor creases, nice original correspondence.
(5).  £ 600

5861 1885-1890 Complete set of six plus extra listed colours
including 1d rose and 1d carmine, 2½d dull blue, 2½d ultramarine,
1s violet (light tones), 1s pale violet all hinged mint, few unmounted
mint, SG 20/29 Cat £315.  £ 120

5862 1899 Wmk CC 10s blue-black fine used with two duplex
cancels, sound, SG 35 Cat £75.  £ 30

5863 1899 Wmk CC 10s blue-black used incomplete CDS, weak
corner perf, SG 35 Cat £80.  £ 20

5864 1903 Entire Newspaper sent Valletta to Gozo printed in
Italian A Sua Imperiale Mestra Eduardo VJJ bearing ½d EDVII tied
oval Valletta and receiving MIGIARRO B / GOZO CDS, with violet
ink address. Folded vertical, scarce newspaper use, seldom offered.

 £ 150

5865 1904-14 EDVII set of seventeen hinged mint, plus extra
shades mainly very fine, SG 45/63 Cat £300.  £ 100

5866 1908 Colour postcard of  Venice with King Edward VII 1d
red with 6.30pm 11 MR 08 cancel (town unclear). Addressed to Bath
with Bath Station Office receiving cancel.  £ 10

5867 1922 Wmk McCaw 2/6 olive-grey CDS used incomplete
strike, few perf faults centered left, sound SG 112 Cat £60.  £ 18

5868 1922 Wmk McCaw 2s purple and blue on blue hinged mint,
some hinge remains, very fresh looker, SG 111 Cat £250.  £ 100

5869 1922 Wmk SCA 10s black hinged mint, some hinge remains
and gum bends centered right, otherwise very fresh looker, SG 121
Cat £140.  £ 32

5870 1922 Wmk SCA 10s black hinged mint with hinge remains,
part original gum. Fresh looker of this key stamp, SG 104 Cat £350.

 £ 130

5871 1926-51 Fine used collection on leaves with better noted
including 1930 3s CDS (Cat £70), 1935 SJ set used, 1938 set used
(Cat £50), 2/6 black and scarlet showing damaged value tablet
variety (SG 229a cat £275, light crease), 1s black with scratch across
eye variety, 1948 set used (Cat £38), 1949 RSW set used (Cat £48),
useful collection. (c80).  £ 180

5872 1934 B&W postcard of Orient Line S.S. Orontes with King
George V 1½d brown with paquebot Malta cancel also Royal Mail
Steamer cachet addressed to England.  £ 10

5873 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d brown and deep blue mounted mint
showing large vertical wisp on left hand tower variety, SG 211 var.

 £ 20

5874 1938 2s green and deep blue in a nice block of 16 fine used
Prince of Wales Road CDS cancels, SG 228 Cat £120, impressive
block.  £ 40

5875 1943 1½d slate-black complete sheet of 60 with R5/7
showing broken cross variety, few splits, nice positional sheet, SG
221 & 221b Cat £300.  £ 125

5876 1949 Royal Silver Wedding unmounted mint set 2, fine, SG
249/50.  £ 15
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5877 1953-2011 An extensive double collection in two springback
binders both mint and used sets for huge ranges of issues, better
including 1956 set to £1 mint (Cat £150), 1973 long set mint, 1981
History long set mint, 1991 Birds strip mint, 1991 Heritage long set
m, 1999 Flowers long set mint, 2004 Mammals sheetlet mint, 2005
Insects sheet, 2006 Pets sheet, 2007 Fruits sheetlet, 2009 History of
Malta long set to €5 mint, set used, 2010 Pope M/S m & u (Cat £24),
2011 Buses sheetlet mint & used (Cat £47 each), 2011 90th Anniv
M/S both m & u (Cat £25), many 100s through to 2011. High cat
value £1000+ and quantity in excess of 1040 stamps.  £ 325

5878 2012-2014 A double collection in 22 ring binder both mint
and used sets for most ranges of issues, better including 2012 George
Cross M/S (Cat £25), Games M/S, 70th Anniv. Operation Pedestal
x 11 different values in sheets of eight both m & u (Cat £220), 2013
Papal M/S, Preti M/S, Fountains sets, Harbours M/S, Red X M/S,
Buses, up to 2014 WWI. Cat £630+. Approx 425.  £ 200

5879 Attractive mint assembly on thirty seven large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1956 defin set to £1 (2 sets, Cat £130
each) plus extras and 2d both shades, 1965 long set, 1973 long set,
1981 set (2, cat £30 each), 1991 Heritage set (Cat £27), 2001 Birds
strips set, 1999 Marine Life, 2003 Sea Shells, 2006 Castles, 2004
Festivals, 1999 Flowers long set (Cat £38), 2004 Mammals long set,
many lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 910).  £ 300

5880 Attractive mint & used assembly on thirteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted QV A25 cancel on 1d rose-red pl.190,
QV vals to 1s, EDVII incl War Tax in blks of 4 m & u, 1922 to 2/6
mint (2), 1926 to 1/6 mint, 2/6, 3s & 5s used (Cat £168), 1935
Silver Jubilee set m (2), 1938 set to 10s mint (3 sets, Cat £80 each),
to 10s used, 1956 QEII set to £1 mint (Cat £130), postage dues, nice
clean lot. (Approx 350).  £ 260

5881 COVERS from mainly QV era with nice combinations to
Ireland (7) incl 1894  ½d green x 3 plus 1d carmine tied A25 duplex,
1894 1d pair and ½d green tied A25 cancels, 1894 2½d ultramarine
tied A25 (3), 1894 ½d green x 5 (one torn) tied A25, 1894
Registered envelope 2d blue uprated with 2½d pair on obverse tied
five bar cancels, Malta Registered oval, and hooded red London d/s
on obverse on arrival for onward transmission to Ireland. Mixed but
intr group. (7).  £ 55

5882 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 175
different incl 1885 defins to 1s used, 1928 3s used, 1935 SJ set mint.
Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 65

5883 QV-QEII COVERS group of ten incl 1893  ½d green tied
A25 duplex, 1898 1d VALLETTA (G.O.) cancel, 1911 Registered
cover to Brighton bearing 4½d orange tied good strike of
VALLETTA (13 May) d/r CDS with POSTED OUT OF COURSE
subsequently pen lined out, GV tatty censored cover bearing 1d red
tied COSPICUA CDS, then three QEII covers incl 1954 FDI. Mixed
but intr group. (10).  £ 45

MANCHURIA
5884 1944 Friendship with Japan (Chinese Characters) 10f red in
complete mint sheet of 100, folded down one side, mainly fine, SG
155 Cat £100.  £ 40

MARSHALL ISLANDS
5885 1984-1995 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl
1980s setenant blocks of 4, 1989 Philexfrance M/S, 1989 Moon
Landing set & M/S, 1993 Ships long set to $10 (Cat £125), 1994
Solar System sheet of 12,  many sets & miniature sheets to 1995, nice
thematics. STC £485+, useful qty.  £ 160

5886 Attractive mint assembly on fifteen large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1995 Marilyn Monrose, 2009 Marine Fauna,
1988 Stevenson's Voyages set, 1997 Easter, 1998 Decade of War &
Peace long set, 2004 Cars, many lovely thematic issues, nice clean
lot. (Approx 140).  £ 32

MARTINIQUE
5887 1850 (26 Mar) A scarcely seen early Entire Letter from St
Pierre to Brives France bearing manuscript charge marks, a nice
cancel of departing ST PIERRE MARTINIQUE / 26 / MARS / 1850
CDS in black on reverse, sent via England with London transit, then
COLONIES / & ART 13 boxed handstamp in red on obverse and
Calais transit alongside. Brives arrival backstamp, mainly very fine,
intr seldom offered.  £ 75

MAURITIUS
5888 1848-59 Latest Impression 1d orange red sound fine used
with 2½ margins cut into at top and bottom, neat centrally struck
barred cancel in black, neat copy with expertising handstamp on
reverse, SG 23. Cat £800.  £ 250

5889 1848-59 Latest Impression 1d red with large to enormous
margins on bluish paper with neat central PAID cancel in black
circle. A superb high quality example, SG 23.  £ 400

5890 1853 (5 Apr) Entire Letter Port Louis to France with a nice
range of handstamps including PACKET LETTER / MAURITIUS
AP 6 1853 oval double ring cancel in black on obverse, sent P.
Bosphoms via the Cape, Southampton, Paris plus COLONIES / &
ART 13 boxed cachet in red, and manuscript charge marks 13,
London transit and ANGL CALAIS & Bordeaux arrival. Beautiful
example of an early letter.  £ 150

5891 1858-62 Britannia's large margin examples for (4d) green,
(6d) vermilion & (9d) dull magenta all neat cancels, 4d green is
expertised on reverse, very fine, SG 27/9 Cat £545.  £ 130

5892 1859 2d blue a superb fine used example with huge margins
all round, barred ovals x 2, thinning and good impression, SG 43a.

 £ 400

5893 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish paper, a fine
used example with neat barred oval without numeral cancel cut neatly
1-2 margins, well above average for these, SG 39 Cat £900.  £ 280

5894 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish paper, a fine
used example with neat target circle cancel cut neatly 1-2 margins,
trace of thins and slight rub otherwise well above average for these,
SG 39 Cat £900.  £ 225

5895 1900-05 Eight values hinged mint each overprinted
SPECIMEN in black, includes 1r, 2r50c, some gum faults otherwise
mainly fine, SG 138/9, 141/5,  149, 153/4.  £ 100

5896 1935 Silver Jubilee 12c green and indigo hinged mint
showing extra flagstaff on turret variety, nice non constant variety,
SG 246 var.  £ 50

5897 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 245/8.  £ 45

5898 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
sent locally in ROSE HILL from an old time collectors hoard, SG
245/8.  £ 75

5899 1937 Coronation 20c bright blue hinged mint showing Line
by Sceptre variety, sound, SG 251b, cat £90.  £ 36

5900 1938 1r grey-brown hinged mint on chalky paper showing
battered A variety, very fine, SG 260a Cat £900.  £ 350

5901 1943 3c reddish lilac and red hinged mint bottom margin rule
single showing 'sliced S' variety, very fine, SG 253ba.  £ 60

5902 1944-49 Three airmail covers to UK with nice combinations
incl 1944 Censored cover bearing strip 3 25c brown-purple plus 10c
rose-red from VACOAS, regd airmail 1949 with regd ovals, 70c rate
to UK. Nice trio.  £ 28

5903 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 (18th June)
registered cover to Bombay tied VACOAS CDS cancels, with
FINANCIAL CONTROL PERMIT PS50 violet h/s on obverse and
Barclays Bank Port Louis Mauritius on reverse, few minor soils
otherwise attractive, SG 270/1.  £ 40
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5904 1948 Stamp Centenary set of 4 in unmounted mint sheets of
59 (one stamp removed from each complete sheet), each bearing
Bradbury Wilkinson imprint and sheet number, a couple of small
margins missing otherwise fine, SG 266/9 Cat £88.  £ 32

5905 1950 10r dull blue in a magnificent vertical block of eight fine
used REGISTERED / PORT LOUIS MAURITIUS CDS cancels,
split perfs along bottom pair otherwise fine, SG 290 Cat £384.

 £ 125

5906 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two values
'Imperforate', overprinted 'SPECIMEN'. Post Office fresh Unmounted
Mint Very scarce and attractive Proofs.  SG415/16var.  £ 60

5907 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two values
'Imperforate' Post Office fresh Unmounted Mint marginal imprint
examples Very scarce and attractive Proofs.  SG415/16var.  £ 90

5908 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two values
'Imperforate' printed on the same sheet with Gehringer imprint at the
bottom. Very seldom seen and scarce, attractive Proofs.
SG415/16var.  £ 90

5909 Attractive mint assembly on twenty two large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1953 set (Cat £63), 1967 Self Govt long set
(Cat £20), 1969 Sealife long set (3), 1978 long set (2), 1985 Games,
many lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 440).  £ 85

5910 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves including
1858-1970 mint and used early to modern defins and commems,
stated to catalogue US $541 with approx 245+ all different, useful lot
for expansion.  £ 125

5911 Postage Due: 1933-54 Set of five mint each perfinned
SPECIMEN diagonally, 2c & 20c are badly torn so not included in
estimate, otherwise sound, SG D1s/7s.  £ 38

5912 SPECIMEN overprints selection of part sets and singles mint
incl QV 1c mauve, 15c blue, Shield fourteen values, EDVII 5c, GV
defins eighteen values to 25c, some faults but mainly sound, (36).

 £ 360

MEXICO
5913 1842 (21 Jul) Entire to London bearing FRANQUEADO
MEXICO d/r CDS in red and VERA CRUZ dated arc in black (poor
strike) sent p. Royal Mail Steam Packet and 2/3 charge manuscript
alongside, London arrival CDS in red, filing folds and few faults
otherwise sound, nice early item.  £ 60

5914 1856 Hidalgo 1r orange attractive group of pairs mainly on
paper handstamped with district names noted LAGOS, Guadalajara
(3), and postmarked with fancy cancels including Chalchicomuna,
Guzman wavy leaves, double line boxed in red. oval double ring,
single line HUATUSCO AMPICO DE AMAULIPAS etc, nice
assembly (7 pairs).  £ 110

5915 1861 8r green on red-brown fine used with CDS and Mexico
district overprint in black fine four margin example, accompanied by
1991 Mexico Elmhurst PS Certificate. Scott 12. $240.  £ 85

5916 1861 8r green on red-brown fine used with two CDS cancels
and Mexico district overprint in black fine four margin example.
Scott 12. $240.  £ 75

5917 Fournier Forgery: 1856-72 Range of 13 earlier mainly used
imperf & perf issues, plus 1863 genuine mint blocks of 6 or 10 ready
for surcharging, plus seven postmarks or surcharges on one piece.
(22).  £ 55

5918 Postal History: Interesting collection in a cover album from
19th century to middle periods and many attractive items including
Postal Stationery envelopes unused with lovely engraved designs
(approx 40+, odd used) with triple embossed designs to makeup
values, or uprated, good variety of postmarks on commercial covers
and postcards, noted censored, first flight, registered airmails & seals
on reverse, meter marks, 1930s Secretaria de Hacienda printed
envelopes, nice postcards up to 1960s, 1931 Air Expo cachet, plus

small group of officials forms (9) franked different issues etc. Ideal
lot for Mexico collector.  Approx 120.  £ 250

MONACO
5919 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 108 different incl 1885 1c-15c & 40c mint (cat £933),
1891 to 1f m & u, 1924 to 10f m & u, 1933 vals to 20f used (cat
£450), 1933 air surch etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c108). High cat value.  £ 300

5920 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 120 different incl 1885 1c, 2c, 40c & 75c mint /
unused (cat £340), 1891 to 1f m & u, 5f red on green mint (Cat
£150), 1924 to 3f m & u, 1933 vals to 20f used (cat £185), 1933 air
surch, 1937 Prince Louis 5f mint (Cat £95). Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c120). High cat value.  £ 150

5921 1891 15c pink hinged mint very fine looker, hinge remains on
reverse but extremely nice frontal appearance, SG 15 Cat £250.

 £ 45

5922 1891 Prince Charles III Complete set of 19 1c to all three 5f
top values, usual brownish gum on some overall sound and fine, SG
11/29 Cat €1400.  £ 425

5923 1906-07 Two postal stationery 10c red postcards from the
Principality to Brussels with receiving CDS. Plus two 1925
Mourning covers from Monte Carlo to Nice with 30c and pair of 15c.

 £ 18

5924 1926 Surcharge 1f50 on 2f brown and mauve in mint /
unmounted mint sheet margin pane of 25, slight adherence otherwise
nice multiple with margins on three sides, SG 112 Cat £185.  £ 35

5925 1933-37 Complete long definitive set to 20f black all hinged
mint, mainly sound and fine, SG 116/142 cat €806.  £ 250

5926 1938 National Fete Day sheet 100 x120mm 10f purple Prince
Louis II MM SG MS163. Note printers ink attached to reverse.

 £ 25

5927 1960-1975 A pretty much complete run of commemorative
sets in a Lindner hingeless printed album with a lovely unmounted
mint collection including many nice thematics sets, airs, art issues,
setenants,  noted 1959 Air set (cat £62), Rainier precancel set 4,
1964 Air Rally set, 1968 Railway set, 1970 Animals set, Horses set,
1972 Olympics in setenant imprint gutter block of 8, 1973 25th
Anniv. M/S (cat £29), 1973 Dog Show, 1974 Europa M/S (cat £70),
Impressionists set, 1974 Defins Rainier to 20f, 1974 defins to 5.50f,
1975 Plants, precancels set, 1975 Europa M/S (Cat £70), 1975
motor Car set etc, high cat value, clean and fine for expansion.

 £ 300

5928 An ex-dealers stock of attractive mint & unmounted mint
issues neatly arranged on fifteen or so stockpages and each mini
collection priced for sale at around 10% of catalogue value, mainly
modern commemorative sets, airs, defins, nice thematics etc, useful
lot for resale, PTSA £250+.  £ 110

5929 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a
useful unpicked assembly from 1885 to 1950. Includes sets and
better part ranges noted 1885 8 values to 75c m & u (cat £480+),
1891 17 vals to 1f m & u incl 10c brown on yellow, 15c pink & 25c
green (all thinned mounted mint Cat £765), 1914 Red X CDS, 1919
War Orphans to 25c + 15c blue mint (cat £165), 1910 Mars 20 1920
ovpt on 15c + 10c, 25c + 15c, 50c + 50c all mint (cat £130), 1922
10f red m, 1924 long set values incl 3f, 5f & 10f mint (cat £80),
1933 air mint, 1948 Olympic Games set m (cat £145), 1948 Death
Cent set mint (few stuck down, cat £110), 1946 Air set m (cat £310),
back of the book etc, few are stuck down (not counted) otherwise
mainly fine condition throughout, STC £1650+.  £ 400

MONTENEGRO
5930 Italian Occup: 1943 set 10 Nat. Poem Commems in blocks of
4 unmounted mint, (Cat £220), SG 60/9.  £ 75
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MONTSERRAT
5931 1876-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$710 with approx 195 all different, noted 1922-29 set to 5s mint,
1938 P.13 set to 5s mint, 1965 Fruits set m, useful lot for expansion.

 £ 125

5932 1916-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1916 to 1s mainly
mint, 1922 to 2s m & u, 1932 300th Anniv. to 1s m & u, 1935 SJ
used set, 1938 set used (Cat £75), 1949 RSW set used, 1951 set used
(Cat £75), 1953 set plus both $4.80 used (Cat £90). Approx 150.

 £ 150

5933 1953-1995 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages for
commems noted 1990 WWII Ships set & M/S (Cat £33), miniature
sheets and many nice thematics incl 1994 Dinosaurs, 1992 Dinosaurs
& M/S, 1991 Frogs & M/S, Funghi, 1990 WW2 & M/S (Cat £34).
High degree of completion. STC £700. Approx. 540 + 68 M/S.

 £ 150

5934 Attractive mint / unmounted mint collection on seven large
stockcards with some better incl GV to 2/6 mint, 1938 GVI
duplicated mint assembly on other three cards with values to 5s (5),
STC £550+. (approx 150).  £ 110

MOROCCO
5935 1945 GB used abroad: King George VI 6d on registered
Tangier cover cancelled with British Post Office Tangier addressed
to United States. Six CDS on reverse.  £ 16

MOROCCO AGENCIES
5936 1906 Wmk MCCA 25c purple and black on blue in bottom
marginal and side gutter mint / unmounted mint, pencil inscription on
margin, two stamps unmounted min, SG 27 Cat £280 for mint.

 £ 175

5937 1916 ( 24 Apr) 30c on 2d + 1d red-brown on cream registered
postal stationery envelope to UK (size G) cancelled SAFFI
MOROCCO registered oval, hooded registered on arrival in UK and
Birmingham regd oval, few minor marks otherwise scarce. H & G 8a.

 £ 120

5938 1937 Photo. 1p on 10d turquoise-blue in a superb top left
corner marginal block of 9 unmounted mint, fine, SG 159.  £ 28

5939 1945 (14 Mar) British Post Office Tetuan registered ovals tied
on long airmail cover to USA bearing GB 1s pair tied oval regd
cancels. Few marks or minor tears otherwise nice use.  £ 40

5940 1950-51 complete set of 9 very fine used nice CDS cancels,
SG 280/8.  £ 30

5941 Attractive mint and used assembly on thirteen large stockcards
some duplication noted Tangier 1907 1s EDVII mint (Cat £26),
1937 long set to 10s mint (Cat £120) plus short set to 5s mint, 1948
RSW set m, Spanish Curr. 1935 Photo set m (Cat £22), 1948 RSW
set m (Cat £17), 1952-55 QEII set to 10s mint, clean lot. (Approx
170)  £ 80

5942 Binder from QV to QEII includes QV ovpts to 50c lilac
mainly used, GV 2/6 brown seahorse mint, 1937 set mint, Kuwait to
10r on 10s, Tangier, French Currency Seahorses 3f on 2/6 (7 m & u),
6f on 5s used, Spanish Curr, EDVII 6p on 5s rose-carmine used,
1948 RSW set m, 3p on 2/6 yellow-brown f.u. seahorse etc. Useful
assembly.  £ 100

5943 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a block of 60
& 48 unmounted mint part sheets, various perf splits in the sheet and
margins a little bent or folded, nice multiples, SG 193 Cat £486.

 £ 80

5944 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in the sheet and
margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat
£540.  £ 125

5945 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in the sheet and
margins a little bent or folded, bottom left corner margin is missing
otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.  £ 125

5946 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in the sheet and
margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat
£540.  £ 125

5947 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in the sheet and
margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat
£540.  £ 125

5948 French Currency: 1917-24 5c on ½d green in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 120 nice multiple, SG 192 Cat £90.

 £ 30

5949 French Currency: 1937 (5 Oct) Typed cover TANGIER to UK
bearing 6 different adhs 40c on 4d to 1f50 on 1s plus Tangier 1937
Coronation issue all tied BRITISH POST OFFICE /  TANGIER
CDS cancels, fine, SG 220/224.  £ 38

5950 Mint & used QV to EDVII on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 130 different incl 1898 1pta used, 2pta mint, Spanish &
French currency defins. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 60

5951 QV Postal Stationery useful overprinted range of mainly
unused including 10c red postal card and wrapper, 20c vermilion
registered envelope unused and another overprinted SPEMINE
diagonally, 5c green postal card overprinted Specimen diagonally and
used newspaper wrapper, useful group.  (6).  £ 60

5952 Spanish Currency: 1907 ½d yellowish green in a block of 4
with gutter marginal rule lines along the bottom making a nice
positional block of 4 plus two labels, SG 11a Cat £56.  £ 28

5953 Tangier: 1950 Complete set of nine fine used, sound, SG
280/88. Cat £75.  £ 28

MUSCAT
5954 Officials: 1944 set of 10 in mainly corner marginal
unmounted mint blocks of 4, some gum bends but all fine
appearance, SG O1/10, nice in blocks of 4.  £ 55

NATAL
5955 1902 Postage & Revenue £20 red and green hinged mint
overprint SPECIMEN, small light tone on left side otherwise very
fine, SG 145b bs.  £ 325

5956 1902-3 POSTAGE REVENUE £5 mauve and black
obliterated by two heavy CDS cancels and manuscript pen cancel,
violet firm handstamp, very intact and sound, just heavily fiscal used,
SG 144 Cat £1500 as postal.  £ 75

NAURU
5957 Attractive mint assembly on sixteen large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1924 set to 2/6, 1954 set (3), 1966 Decimal
set, 1968 set, 1978 long set, 1973 set (2), many thematic issues, nice
clean lot. (Approx 390).  £ 80

NEPAL
5958 1950's-1971 A selection of eleven covers mostly circa 1950's
with various different stamps on each used locally includes 1971
Asian productivity year and 25th anniv. of United Nations.  £ 25

5959 Group of ten Native covers mainly for 1950s-60, odd earlier
with good range of different values, pairs, single frankings, etc, intr
little lot. (10).  £ 30
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NETHERLANDS
5960 1852-1987 Extensive collection in a Importa hingeless printed
album in red with slipcase containing a substantial collection appears
to be mint / unmounted mint from 1940-1987 (just needs a few key
sets and singles for defins and airs), earlier fine used and part sets but
better noted Child Welfare sets mainly complete, 1913 Independence
set to 5g yellow (Cat £240), 1872 set to 2g50 (Cat £370), 1869 set
(Cat £370), 1867 25c used (cat £150), 1864 15c orange (Cat £140),
1852 15c orange (average, cat £225), etc, 100s, huge cat value and
ideal for expansion.  £ 600

5961 1867 50c gold top value a small nice fine used range of 6
sound examples, plus nice forgery.  Useful for plate study, Cat
£1350.  £ 280

5962 1875 Cover from Schutte & Morjan Amsterdam with 10c red
addressed to Siegen Germany.  £ 20

5963 1910-30 Sixteen covers the majority addressed to London but
also to Hamburg and Paris. Various stamps and postmarks includes
1921 slogan cancels.  £ 20

5964 1924-1986 Child Welfare A superb mint or used collection of
complete sets only neatly laid out on black leaves in display pockets,
noted 1924-8, 1935-1986 totally complete mint or unmounted mint,
1929-34 sets fine used, lovely lot cat in excess of £630.  £ 200

5965 1942 Netherlands Legion Fund set of two miniature sheets
unmounted mint, few light tones otherwise fine, SG MS 569a/b, cat
£340.  £ 100

5966 1944 Unstamped cover addressed to Leiden South Holland
from Lady Russell in the Hague with embossed Coat of Arms.

 £ 12

5967 1946 Typed flight cover Netherlands to South Africa with 50c
and 2½c plus two 1953 London to Christchurch Handicap race
covers with various stamps with purple special cancels.  £ 20

5968 1952 International Postage Stamp Ex. ITEP set of 4
unmounted mint, fine, SG 757a/757d, cat £148.  £ 50

5969 1967 Amphilex 67 set of three in unmounted mint sheetlets of
10 from the Exhibition, very fine, SG 1035/1037, cat £157.  £ 50

5970 1983-2001 Attractive collection well represented in Importa
printed album with dozens of sets, defins and commem neatly
arranged in black mount noted booklets, miniature sheets, sheetlets,
many thematics and useful cat values in excess of €1000.  £ 250

5971 A collection of thirty-five covers and postcards includes 1878
2½c postcard from Gravenhage to Rotterdam, 1896 postal stationery
5c with blurred cds, 1872 2½c postcard from Harlem some
interesting postmark interest.  £ 28

5972 Large stockbook with a duplicated stock of mint and mainly
unmounted mint noted 1969 top values in pairs to 10g (Cat £150+),
1981 Beatrice 16 values to 7.50g in pairs (Cat £150+), 1991 Beatrix
in pairs to 10g (13 vals, cat £140), plus stock of M/S incl. 1990
Hobbies (8 cat £64), 1989 Child Welfare (9, cat £65), 1992 Games
(10, cat £80), sheetlets of 20 to 1996 etc., high cat value, ideal for
resale. 100s.  £ 200

NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
5973 Antilles: 1950-1988 Small stockbook with a useful mint and
mainly unmounted mint assembly noted 1954 Tourist, 1955
Caribbean, 1957 Football, 1958 Child Welfare, 1958 28 vals to 10g,
1977 Ameripex 77 M/S, 1959 Curacao Monuments, etc, nice little
lot. (Approx 350). Useful cat value.  £ 40

5974 Antilles: 1970-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection with
good year runs assembly in Davo hingeless album includes Miniature
sheets, dozens of U/M sets, some spaces to complete. Colourful lot.

 £ 40

5975 ANTILLES: 1975-1989 Unmounted mint mainly complete
collection on KA-BE hingeless printed leaves, includes good range
of booklet panes and coil stamps, miniature sheets (Cat up to £13
each), all nice sets, thematics and good catalogue £750+. Attractive
collection.  £ 250

5976 Antilles: 1981-2003 Unmounted mint high catalogued
collection in a Davo printed album & slipcase with huge range of
commem sets, setenant blocks, thematics, noted 2002 Birds,
Butterflies, Orchids, 2001 Birds, Cats & Dogs, 2000 Postboxes,
1997 Birds, etc, many miniature sheets with good cat values etc.
Good cat value & clean lot ideal for expansion.  £ 300

5977 Antilles: 2004-2010 Unmounted mint high catalogued
collection in a Davo printed album & slipcase with huge range of
commem sets, setenant blocks, thematics, noted 2004 Dogs pane,
Fish & Ducks pane, Birds set, Turtles, 2005 Flowers, Houses pane,
Art pane, Corals, Fruits pane, Musical Instruments, Frogs, Butterflies
etc, many miniature sheets with good cat values etc. Good cat value
& clean lot ideal for expansion. STC £1800++.  £ 600

5978 Indies: Japanese Occupation 1943 Sumatra low values in
panes or sheets unmounted mint incl 1c olive complete sheet of 100
and sheet 90 (190 cat £475), 2c green (sheet of 70, cat £175), 3c
turquoise two blocks of 15, & 10 (cat £62), mainly fine. (total cat
£712, SG 15/17.  £ 75

5979 Netherland Indies: Useful group of sixteen covers including
better noted 1940 10+5c surch FDC to USA Censored, airmail from
Batavia, Tobelo, Brastagi, 1940 Red Cross airletter from Medan to
Geneva (censored), 1937 Tatty cover to Ascension Island (no arrival
b/s), 1904 PPC from Cheribon, 1913 uprated  5c airmail P/S card,
1903 PPC to Adana, etc, mixed but interesting group. (16).  £ 120

5980 Netherland Indies: Useful group of sixteen covers including
better noted airmail from Malang, Cheribon, Rangkas, Bindjei, 1922
combination cvr to Holland with Calcutta censor, 1940 Censor to
Scotland, 1942 censor Soerabaja (folded out), 1940 Censor
Semarang, Censor at Singapore, 1940 Red Cross airletter to Geneva
(censored), etc, mixed but interesting group. (16).  £ 130

5981 SURINAM: Large stockbook with a mint and used duplicated
ranges from early to modern, nice selection of defins and commems,
incl 1873 mint to 15c, to 30c used (cat £190), 1890 5c blue mint
(Cat £70), 1900 1g on 1g used, 2½g on 2½g mint (Cat £41), then
massive range of most issues to middle values, few airs, miniature
sheets, booklets, etc to 1990, 100s.  £ 180

NEW CALEDONIA
5982 1944 (14 Jun) Censored cover PAAGOUMENE CDS cancels
tying 2.25fr Ship defins to USA and violet CENSORE ALLIEE /
NOUVELLE - CALEDONIE / 10 censor h/s applied in New
Caledonia along with local pink censor seal OUVERT PAR LA
CENSURE - NOUVELLE CALEDONIE and a further English
censor tape EXAMINED BY (applied at New York) and h/s 61304,
scarce use.  £ 125

5983 2008-2009 Attractive assembly of sets on four Hagners
unmounted mint including Miniature sheets for 2008 World heritage
Site (Cat £24), Stamp Day (Cat £15), 2009 Chinese New Year (Cat
£13), 2009 150th Anniv. postal services (Cat £26), 2009 Terns strip
of 3, 2009 Kagu 3D stamp (SG 1493, cat £28), 2008 Fort, etc, STC
£290+. (44 + 4 M/S).  £ 100

NEW GUINEA
5984 1935 Air Bulolo Goldfields £2 bright violet, incomplete CDS
used, SG 204 Cat £140.  £ 55

5985 1935 Airmail £5 emerald-green mint with gum stain on
obverse, but good overall appearance, nice top value, SG 205 Cat
£750.  £ 300

5986 1939 Bulolo Goldfields Air set 14 to £1 hinged mint, usual
brownish gum otherwise mostly fine and fresh appearance, lovely set
with a huge catalogue value, SG 212/225.  £ 550
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NEW HEBRIDES
5987 1908-1925 Mint and used assembly including 1908 to 1s m
& u, 1911 Set of 9 mint (Cat £110).  (34).  £ 60

5988 1908-1979 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
mostly sets on leaves, noted 1938 eight vals to 5fr red on yellow
(short corner, cat £120), 1953 10 vals to 2fr, 1963 8 vals to 3f, 1977
Currency change set (Cat £40), then many commem sets to 1979, few
postage dues etc, nice lot, mainly fine, approx 235.  £ 65

5989 1956 (20 Oct) Illustrated First Day Cover with set of four
50th Anniversary of Condominium tied PORT VILA PREMIER
JOUR D'EMISSION slogan cancel addr to UK with typed addr. Fine.
SG 80/3.  £ 20

5990 English: Attractive mint assembly on three large stockcards
with better noted 1911 to 1s, 1925 to 1s, 1938 set to 2f (cat £66),
1957 set, 1977 Currency change set (appears U/M), Postage Dues
1925 set 5 (Cat £150), French P. Due 1957 set etc, nice clean lot.
(c85). STC £340.  £ 100

5991 FDCs small illustrated range including 1953 Coronation,
1956 50th Anniv., 1966 Churchill, 1959 Timber, 3 others to 1974.
(7).  £ 20

5992 French Curr: 1938 set of 11 to 5fr mint all fine and clean, SG
F53/F63 STC £193.  £ 60

NEW ZEALAND
5993 1857 1s green on blue paper No Wmk a superb four very
close margin example, tiny pin hole in top right corner but does not
detract from this scarce stamp, neat incomplete barred oval cancel.
SG 6 Cat £3750.  £ 375

5994 1858 No Wmk white paper 1d dull orange a very nice 2 large
margin, fine used example with a light strike of '11' numeral cancel,
almost clear along right side, top slightly, but neatly into, thinned on
reverse from hinge removal otherwise a super example of this rare
stamp, SG 8 Cat £750.  £ 100

5995 1862 No Wmk Hard paper 1s blue-green showing serrated
perf around 18 gauge. Very neatly fine used 15 numeral cancel with
short SW corner and thinned. Small rust marks at left otherwise
scarce stamp for these, SG 26 Cat £7000.  £ 250

5996 1862-64 Wmk Star 6d black brown a very fine 3½ margin
example neatly used 7 numeral cancel, just touching at NE corner,
SG 41  £ 45

5997 1863 Wmk Star 6d red brown a very fine four margin example
neatly used incomplete 15 numeral cancel, superb, SG 43.  £ 48

5998 1893- Covers selection of eleven items including 1875
Christchurch to London tied 6d blue x 2, 1892 2½d blue tied
Wangerei CDS to Dublin with Glasgow Packet Letter cancel on
reverse, NZ Army Base undated d/r CDS on GB stamps to
Wellington, 1893 On Public Service Treasury Free env., two GV
regd p/s envs uprated to Cardiff, 1934 1d on 2d red P/S env to
Wellington. Intr group. (11).  £ 60

5999 1898 No Wmk P.14½ 2/- grey-green in a superb vertical strip
of 3 unmounted mint, a few gum bends but fabulously fresh, slightly
centered right, seldom seen in multiples, SG 258.  £ 320

6000 1902 1d carmine Postal Stationery embossed envelope neatly
used with sock on the nose N.Z. / KURIPUNI / 18 NO 02 / A CDS
uprated with 1d universal tied similar cancel addr to UK sent via San
Francisco, torn flap on reverse, transit and arrival backstamps, pretty
cover.  £ 20

6001 1904 Illustrated picture letter card in brown bearing 1d
Universal tied MANGAMAHU CDS to Guernsey with transit and
arrival backstops, message includes might try Canada as can't get a
constant job as carpenter. Fine and attractive.  £ 20

6002 1904 Original correspondence NZ to Hobart Australia bearing
1d Universal defin in singles or pairs with a variety of cancels, CDS,

Machine, registered, very mixed noted dot before P in Penny variety,
etc, very mixed condition but nice original group. (18).  £ 25

6003 1905-11 Two postcards to same address in UK bearing 1d
universal tied small CDS or Napier squared circle and each having
TPO double ring cancels of Trav.GPO Thames or Napier CDS's.
Odd tone mainly fine.  £ 20

6004 1915 OTAGO MOUNTED RIFLE REGIMENT red dated
handstamp on stampless cover On Active Service addr to UK and
redirected, bears NEW ZEALAND / POST OFFICE / BASE
DETAILS 23 X 15 alongside the five line red d/s, Cairo transit
backstamp. Faults incl torn flap, this regiment joined the 8 months
long campaign against Ottoman Forces starting  in 25th April joining
the Gallipoli landings. Of 16,000+ NZ troops, 2779 died during the
campaign.  £ 35

6005 1920 (18 Dec) 1d postage paid Christchurch impression x 2
on cover to London cancelled Christchurch roller cancel and London
PAID CDS on arrival, nice early meter mark in grey-black.  £ 25

6006 1926 (3 Apr) Wilson registered cover to Birmingham UK
bearing Dunedin Exhibition set of three tied similar CDS cancels,
regd etiquette handstamped DUNEDIN EXHIBITION  in blue
alongside. Some toning along the top otherwise pretty cover. SG
463/5.  £ 48

6007 1928 (11 Jul) Cover to USA bearing 1d Universal pair
showing booklet adverts on both sides (USE ONLY KODAK FILM)
AND ½d green both t ied MARINE POST OFFICE RMS
MAUNGANUI CDS's. Faults but clear postmarks.  £ 12

6008 1931 Health Issue; Smiling Boy set of two mounted mint with
hinge remains, nice pair, SG 546/7.  £ 60

6009 1931-32 Health Stamps Smiling two covers both typed addr
to same addressee, 1931 (2 Dec) bears 1d + 1d scarlet pair tied
Auckland Post Early for Christmas slogan, 1932 2d + 1d blue tied
Auckland (30 Mar) single tied Telephone slogan cancel, both have
toning otherwise fine, SG 546/7. Hard to find on cover!  £ 75

6010 1934 7d light blue Trans-Tasman overprint in vertical pair
mounted mint with bottom stamp stamp showing broken N variety,
CP v5a(Y).  £ 48

6011 1934 Trans Tasman First Flight Cover Auckland  to Sydney
Australia sent airmail Per Faith in Australia and bears 7d blue
Tasman adhs tied Auckland 17 FE 34 / 1 / NZ and violet cachet
FIRST TRANS TASMAN AIRMAIL, mainly fine.  £ 48

6012 1935 P.13¼ x 13½ 2s olive-green sound used with wrinkles
showing COQK for COOK variety, SG 568a, Cat £160.  £ 48

6013 1937 Two First Flight covers to USA both with boxed 'NEW
ZEALAND - USA FIRST AIR MAIL DECEMBER 1937' cachet in
red;one is long type cover, both very fine and attractive (2)  £ 26

6014 1943-9 Health FDCs useful range illustrated official covers
including 1949 set with 2d + 1d ultr showing no stop after D variety
(SG 699a), plus three other GVI covers one with National Park
highest railway cancel in NZ. (14).  £ 25

6015 1947 (1 May) Philatelic registered long cover bearing 14
different GVI defins to 3s, with 1947 set of 10 and 1938 four low
values, tied Wellington CDS cancels and No.718 regd etiquette sent
airmail to the UK. SG 680/9, 604, 606, 608/9. Attractive cover.

 £ 35

6016 1947 King George VI definitive set of ten on airmail cover to
London. SG 680-689. 1946 Peace set of eleven on 1 April first day
cover to Dorset. SG 667-677  £ 20

6017 1957 Postal Fiscals on cover: Three commercial covers two
with 1/3d yellow & black pairs (both regd airmail, one with 1/3
single alongwith 6d purple defin airmail all to UK. Tatty on some
edges otherwise mainly sound, nice trio. SG F192.  £ 20

6018 1958 2d on 1½d brown-lake mounted mint, showing error
surcharged on SG 725 variety, fine, SG 763b Cat £130.  £ 50
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6019 Antarctic Expeditions: 1913 Victoria Land ovpt on 1d
carmine affixed to headed letter sheet British Antarctic Expedition
Terra Nova RYS, and tied Brit. Antarctic Expd JA 18 13 CDS.
Folded page otherwise fine, SG A3.  £ 48

6020 Chalon Heads imperf and perf, very mixed range from on old
time album with some salvageable copies, noted Imperf 1d vermilion,
2d blue (f.u. 4 margins), 3d lilac (2 very poor), 1s yellow green (cut
into), Perf issues 1d vermilion or red (2, one f.u.), 2d vermilion, 6d
blue, 6d black-brown, brown (2 shades), 1s yellow-green (two, one
bottom marginal), faults but good cat value. (15).  £ 95

6021 COVERS an interesting bundle from GV to QEII with plenty
of useful noted 1941 Postal fiscal 5s censor to UK, Health sets from
1921, 1938 1½d defin illus FDC, 1d red blk of 4 illus FDC, 1949
Green Island to UK, 1938 Air Mail Exhibition illus cover, 1954 TPO
MAIN TRUNK, 1942 Chatham Islands, 1945 Otaki Health Camp,
1949 Pakuranga Health Camp etc, very mixed, approx 30.  £ 30

6022 Officials:1938-41 GVI complete set of 7 hinged mint SG
0134/40 Cat £160  £ 60

6023 Perfins: KGVI OHMS printed Dominion of New Zealand
cover with NZ perfin on GB 2½d pale ultr. uncancelled to USA used
by the High Commissioner for New Zealand in London, hard to find!

 £ 85

6024 Postal Fiscal: 1888 P.12½ Wmk Star & NZ £1 pink mint with
brownish toned gum, perf mainly fine, nice looker, SG F45 Cat £600.

 £ 60

6025 Postal Fiscals: 1950 Wmk Inverted 22/- on 22s scarlet superb
unmounted mint postal fiscal surcharge, extremely fresh and fine, SG
F216 aw. Cat £475. Hard to find unmounted.  £ 250

NEW ZEALAND - Ex. Dr David Patterson
6026 1872 (15 Dec) Mount Ida to Liverpool cover bearing 3d
brown-lilac PAIR (P.12½) cancelled incomplete postmark sent via
San Francisco, various minor faults along with Dunedin transit &
Liverpool E13 receiving backstamp. SG 116. Cat from £2600++ on
cover. Scarce.  £ 1500

NEWFOUNDLAND
6027 1865 - 1937 Useful duplicated accumulation of mint/used
housed in a binder on black stocksheets with better noted. Includes
1870 10c black used (SG 32, cat £48), 1887 2c verm mint (SG 51,
cat £27), 1896 2c green used (SG 64, cat £70), 1937 GVI set
complete u/m (SG 257/67 cat £60) and also offers the interest of
looking for shades, types, varieties (200 +)  £ 60

NICARAGUA
6028 1911 Revenue stamp surcharged 35c on 1p brown in left sheet
pane of 25 showing 4 varieties cte for cts, no stop (2 rows), square
stop, Corre for Correos, mainly fine, nice positional piece. Scott
271,a, b, c.  £ 15

6029 1962 Orchids complete set of 10 unmounted as imperf
singles, neatly cut and fine condition, Scott cat $100 as each pair,
these are singles. Attractive set, Sc: RA66/75.  £ 50

NIGER COAST PROT.
6030 Old Calabar: 1893 (22 Nov) German Reich Eagle issue 10Pf
postal stationery reply card postmarked with a superb sock on the
nose OLD CALABAR RIVER 22.11.93, sent via Liverpool back to
Berlin, and PAID LIVERPOOL BR. PACKET 24 DEC 93 2D red
cancel, well struck and transit OC 11 L 1893 circular cancel in red
on reverse, card is written relating to exhausted stocks of stamps and
waiting for the new values after receiving a remittance, a superb and
rare card  £ 250

NIGERIA
6031 1914-1948 Used collection on album pages with better
includes 1914-29 5s green and red on yellow (ONITSHA part CDS
Cat £60), 10s green and red on blue-green on blue-green back (Cat
£100), £1 purple and black on red two CDS cancels (Cat £250),
1935 SJ set, 1936 set to 10s (Cat £260), 1938 set, 1948 RSW set.
(Approx 90)  £ 225

6032 1914-29 GV Set of 12 to £1 hinged mint, includes additional
shades for 1d, 1s & 10s mainly fine, SG 1/12 Cat £363.  £ 145

6033 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 30/3.  £ 50

6034 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (9 May)
Registered airmail  cover to USA (addr rubbed out) tied
REGISTERED LAGOS oval cancels, pretty item, SG 62/3.  £ 38

6035 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, fine,
SG 134/5.  £ 24

6036 Jumbled loose duplicated ranges 100s stashed in envelopes
includes GVI low value defins, QEII 1960s heavily duplicated
pictorial defins, possible postmark interest etc, 1000s in smaller box.

 £ 30

6037 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves including
Niger Coast, N. Nigeria then Nigeria 1914 onwards to 1970, mint
and used early to modern defins and commems, noted 1914-27 to 10s
mint, stated to catalogue US $610 with approx 275+ all different,
useful lot for expansion.  £ 150

6038 Southern: 1906 (24 Jan) Black and white postcard of SY JOY
vessel on the river bearing ½d EDVII PAIR tied CALABAR CDS
cancels.  £ 20

NIUE
6039 1933 (12 Oct) Long printed OHMS cover (creases) to Canada
bearing 1932-6 five different values ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 6d pair tied
NIUE CDS cancels with R 74 etiquette, SG 62/5, 67 Cat £159 on
cover.  £ 40

NORFOLK IS.
6040 1947-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1947 defin set 14
used (Cat £28, few faults), 1953 set 6 used, 1960 surch set used,
1960 set used (Cat £38), 1987 set used (Cat £37). (Approx 90).

 £ 32

NORTH BORNEO
6041 1886 No wmk 4c pink in a bottom right corner marginal block
of 10 unmounted mint, three stamps are lightly mounted mint, nice
multiple, SG 26. Cat £75 mint.  £ 45

6042 1886-87 Postage group of seven values ½c (both) to 10c
mounted mint with hinge remains or light tones, (½c magenta is
unused), mainly nice fresh appearance, SG 21b, 22, 24, 25, 26/8 Cat
£85.  £ 20

6043 1888-92 Imperf pairs, mint group for 1c orange, 2c brown, 3c
violet, 4c rose-pink, all fine, SG 37b, 38c, 39b, 40b. Cat £190. (4).

 £ 65

6044 1888-92 IMPERF PAIRS mint / unmounted mint 'set' of eight
imperf gummed pairs (some marginal) from ½c to 10c, 3c has
thinning, otherwise fine, SG 36c, 37b, 38c, 39b, 40b, 41b, 42a,43c,
44d. Cat £455.  £ 175

6045 1888-92 Postage & Revenue IMPERF PAIRS group of nine
values ½c to 10c mainly unmounted mint with usual wrinkled gum
and paper, nice fresh appearance, SG 36c, 37b, 38c, 39b, 40b, 41b,
42b, 43c, 44d. Cat £455.  £ 225

6046 1897 P.15 8c black and brown bottom right corner marginal
single appears unmounted mint, sheet No. 80 with guide lines and
pencil 103a on obverse, nice example, SG 103a Cat £65 mint.

 £ 35
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6047 1916 Cross in Carmine matt ink overprint on 10c blue
mounted mint with hinge remains, fine, SG 208 Cat £70.  £ 28

6048 1941 WAR TAX overprint on 1c (62) & 2c (42) in U/M
singles, pairs, strips 3, blks of 4 and blocks of 9 or 15, all nice fresh
gum, SG 318/9 Cat £632.  £ 120

6049 Japanese Occupation: 1944-45 Eight values ovptd in black on
Japanese stamps, 1s to 10s, all mint, several have original backing
paper adhered, SG J35/42. Cat £90. (8).  £ 25

6050 Postage Due: 1895-97 eight values 2c to 24c overprinted in
black mainly mounted mint with hinge remains and odd tone spot,
fresh appearance, SG D1, D3, D5, 8, D10/11 Cat £390. (8)  £ 100

6051 Postage Due: 1939 10c blue fine used CDS cancel, SG D89.
 £ 185

6052 Three early postal stationery cards unused incl 3c brown Arms
design, 6c blue and 8c green large numeral design, marks on reverse
otherwise fine appearance. (3).  £ 20

NORTHERN RHODESIA
6053 1938 20s carmine-red and rose-purple CDS used, few blunt
perfs and smudged cancel, otherwise sound top value, SG 45.

 £ 24

6054 1938-52 Complete set of 21 to 20/- hinged mint with fresh
appearance, 10/- is Waterlow bottom marginal single, attractive set,
SG 25/45.  £ 100

6055 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, fine,
SG 48/9.  £ 48

6056 1953-63 Mint sets on double sided album page includes 1953
set to 20s (Cat £90), 1963 Arms set (Cat £60), Postage Dues 1964
set 6 (Cat £35), all fine, SG 61/88 D5/10.  £ 50

6057 Complete mint assembly of sets for 1953-1963 period
including 1953 Complete set of 14 fine hinged mint (Cat £95), 1963
long set 14 (Cat £60), P. Dues 1963 set (Cat £35), 54/88. Good cat.
(42).  £ 65

6058 Complete mint assembly of sets for GVI period including
1938-52 Complete set of 21 fine hinged mint (Cat £250), 1948 RSW
set (Cat £120), SG 22-53. Good cat.  £ 125

6059 GV Postal Stationery Card 1½d red unused with SPECIMEN
overprint in black across the stamp, few minor wrinkles otherwise
fine.  £ 20

6060 Stockpage with a useful mint / unmounted mint duplicated
stock incl better noted 1938 vals to 1/- (4), 3/- & 10/- mint, 1953 to
1/- m, 1953 Cecil Rhodes set (8), 1963 Arms set of 14 to 20/- (4 +
set in pairs m / U/M), etc, useful collection & good cat value.

 £ 160

NORWAY
6061 1856 2sk orange-yellow hinged mint with fresh gum and very
fine except for four clipped perf at top left corner, fresh, SG 4 Cat
£750.  £ 110

6062 1856 3sk lilac hinged mint with fresh gum and possibly
reperfed at right, fresh, SG 6 Cat £450.  £ 55

6063 1863 24skill brown sound fine used CDS example, SG 18 Cat
£140.  £ 25

6064 1867-8 Set of five values used 1sk to 8sk all CDS used, odd
faults on perfs or rub mainly fine, Facit 11/15 Cat Skr 2840. (5).

 £ 60

6065 1871-5 Set of six values used 1sk to 7sk all CDS used, odd
faults on perfs or rub (4sk is poor) mainly fine, Facit 16/21 Cat Skr
2900. (5).  £ 75

6066 1882-85 12 ore dull olive-green fine used part double ring
CDS dated 1884, nice and rare, Facit 41 Cat Skr 3300.  £ 100

6067 1910-2011 Extensive mainly fine used collection on album
leaves with defins and commems & miniature sheets noted 1925 Air

Polar Flight set used (Cat £150), 1991 Sea Rescue set mint, 2000s
NVI A or B used commems, 1985-7 & 1991-4 Stamp Day M/S f.u.,
2002 Football sheetlet used, 2006 Expedition M/S used (Cat £20),
etc, many thematics, STC £500+.  £ 100

6068 1930 (20 Aug) Tourist Association Fund set of 3 on real
photo type of the North Cape and liner similar design used for the
stamps, tied NORDKAPP / LE CAP NORD CDS cancels,
unaddressed a little soiled from gum tones. SG 223/5 Cat £185 used
singles.  £ 150

6069 1937-38 King Haakon VII set of 4 in U/M corner blocks of
9, 1k has sheet number, SG 255/258.  £ 25

6070 1939-1980 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl 1950
defin set mint, 1955 Norwex ovpt set U/M (Cat £57), 1958 defins to
10k incl key 5k U/M (Cat £65), 1953 Tourist Fund set U/M (Cat
£80), 1962 Reef Knot set mint, many sets & miniature sheets to
1980, nice thematics. STC £350+, 100s.  £ 125

6071 1989-2011 Collection mint & used on 90 Lighthouse printed
hingeless leaves (13 hole, good condition) with a useful collection
incl miniature sheets, setenants, self-adhesive, plenty of thematics
incl 1989 Stamp Day M/S, 1990 Nobel Peace Prize, 1991 Sea
Rescue, 1991 Stamp Day M/S, Winter Olympics M/S, 1996 Gas set,
1997 Birth Cent., 1998 Airport, 1999 History + M/S, 2000
Millenary, 2002 Football + M/S, 2003 Art, 2003 King Olav + M/S,
2005 Events, 2006 Wildlife, 2006 Expedition set + M/S, Kings
Guard set + M/S, 2007 Marine Life, 2008 Ski, 2008 Transportation
(Cat £34), 2009 Astronomy, 2011 Fauna (Cat £24), Fire & Rescue,
Forests, etc. Lovely clean lot ideal for expansion just needs a
Lighthouse binder to make the beginnings of a lovely collection.
High cat value in excess of £2400. Approx 850 all different.  £ 800

6072 A collection of eleven covers and postcards includes 1904
postcard of Trondhiem with 10 ore, a few 5 ore and 10 ore postcards
similar period some postmark interest.  £ 20

6073 Earlier assembly on stockpage with better noted 1855 4s blue
large 4 margins fine used barred cancel (SG 1, Cat £200), 1863 4s
f.u. (Cat £95), 1867 set in mixed condition to 8s, 1925 Air
Amundsen's Polar Flight set mint (Cat £90), etc, nice little range on
stockpage. (86). Cat £450+.  £ 100

6074 LOCALS:  1888 unused sets of four for Stenkjaer, Namsos,
Levanger and Hammerfest all stuck down on album leaves.  Nice lot
(16).  £ 110

6075 Stockbook 1856 onwards Attractive and useful mainly fine
used assembly of over 740- stamps STC £3900+, noted 1856 2sk
(Cat £190), 3sk lilac mint (Cat £450 thin), 3sk used, 8sk used (3 Cat
£50 each), 1863 24sk mint, 1871-5 4sk & 6sk used, 1877-79 50o &
60o mint (Cat £130), good range of posthorns for different printings,
plus small sections for Sweden, Iceland and Denmark etc., approx.
740 STC £3900+.  £ 500

NYASALAND
6076 1891-5 'B.C.A.' overprints; a fairly comprehensive  chiefly
mint selection with 1891 set complete to 10/- (1d, 6d &1/- are used
and 2d &4d have expertise marks on the reverse), 1892 4/- on 5/-
orange yellow used with straight edge at top & 1895 1d on 2d sea
green and vermilion mint SG 1/13 & 19/20 Cat £788 as cheapest
(14)  £ 225

6077 1895 No Wmk Arms of Protectorate 2/6 black and bright
magenta heavy mounted mint example with hinge remains and trace
of thin, very fine centring and colour with fresh appearance, SG 26
Cat £375.  £ 135

6078 1896-1901 Chiefly used collection with 1896 Arms complete
to 1/- plus 3/- yellow and black with fine CHINDE cds, 1897 set
complete to 1/- plus 1d on 3/- sea green and black with fine
BLANTYRE cds then 1898 1d Internal Postage with no control
number (SG 57ab cat £100) & 1901 complete set of 3  Good lot that
Cats at £282 (17)  £ 120
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6079 1897 2/6 black and ultramarine heavy mounted mint example
with hinge remains with fresh appearance, SG 48 Cat £120.  £ 40

6080 1903-04 10s grey-green and black hinged mint example with
fresh appearance, SG 65 Cat £200.  £ 85

6081 1903-37 Chiefly mint collection with 1903-4 set to 6d used
and 1/- fresh mint, 1908 1/- used and 2/6d keyplate (SG 78 ) hinged
mint, 1926  2/- & 1929 5/- Script CA wmk both fresh hinged mint
1934-5 complete set of 9, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation all
fresh hinged mint Cat £280 (31)  £ 110

6082 1908 10s green and red on green hinged mint example with
very fresh appearance, SG 80 Cat £225  £ 95

6083 1913-21 Complete set of to £1 mounted mint, all fine, SG
83/98 Cat £375.  £ 135

6084 1921-33 Complete set 13, all hinged mint with fine fresh
appearance, good cat value and impressive selection, SG range
100/113.  £ 115

6085 1922-1948 Used collection on album pages with better
includes 1921 2s (2, one with NCHEU CDS), 2/6, 5s (Cat £85), 10s
(part 1931 CDS, cat £130), £1 fiscal used, 1935 SJ set, 1938-44
Complete set of 18 (Cat £225), 1945 set (Cat £80), 1948 RSW set,
(Approx 100)  £ 300

6086 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 123/6.  £ 45

6087 1938 5s ordinary paper hinged mint with fine fresh
appearance, mainly fine, SG range 141a.  £ 35

6088 1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI
Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied ZOMBA CDS cancels, hinge
mark on front & back otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG
130, 131, 132, 133 & 134.  £ 28

6089 1938-44 GVI Keyplates 2s, 2/6, 5s both papers, 10s & £1
hinged mint mostly are toned gum otherwise nice frontal appearance,
SG 139/142, 143 Cat £266.  £ 95

6090 1938-44 Keyplates 5s pale green and red on yellow & 5s
ordinary paper both hinged mint fine. SG 141/141a.  £ 55

6091 1938-51 Complete mint assembly of sets for GVI period
including 1938-4 Complete set of 18 fine hinged mint (Cat £225),
1945 set 14 (Cat £85), 1948 RSW set, SG 130-180. Good cat. (c50).

 £ 115

6092 1948 (2 Feb) Registered airmail sealed folded card sent
ZOMBA to UK bearing 9 different Leopard defins to 1/- incl 3d-1/-,
attractive.  £ 38

6093 1950-1964 QEII Mint sets on double sided album page
includes 1963 surcharge set, 1964 defin set to £1, Postage Due 1950
set, all fine, SG 188./210, D1/5. Cat £137.  £ 40

6094 1953-64 Complete mint assembly of sets for QEII period
including 1953-54 set 15 (Cat £70), 1963 set, 1964 set, all fine.
(40).  £ 36

6095 British Central Africa: 1895 6d black and blue hinged mint
with some remains but very fresh, SG 24 Cat £95.  £ 36

6096 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards incl better
noted EDVII to 1s with 1d in two blocks of 4 (Cat £32 each), 1938
duplicated to 1s incl 1½d red (3), 1945 set to 20s (Cat £95), 1953 set
to 2/6 & 20s (Cat £40), 1963 set to £1 U/M, useful range. (c200).

 £ 100

6097 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 75
different incl 1895 1d on 2d mint, 1896 4d mint, 6d mint, 6d used,
1897 to 1s used 1901 4d & 6d mint, 1913 £1 used with fiscal cancel
and squared  circle, 1921 2/6 fiscal cancel, 4s & 10s unused (poor
colours), 1934 set.  Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 160

6098 Postage Due: 1950 Complete set of five hinged mint, fine, SG
D1/5.  £ 35

PAKISTAN
6099 1948-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint part complete for the
period including 1948-54 Complete set of 20 to 25r, 1949 Redrawn
set of 8 (cat £110), 1949 Death set, 1951 Indep. set of 9 etc. Cat
£308. (43).  £ 100

6100 1980s-2006 Postal Orders an unusual collection of for many
different values mainly with counterfoil used or unused, noted 2006
50r, 30r, 40r, 20r, 1980s unused complete from 50p to 9r, approx
34. Intr lot.  £ 80

6101 Bahawalpur: 1949 set of 4 P.13 tied First Day of Issue on On
His Highness's Service (Bahawalpur state) tied DEH-RAWAL CDS
cancels with Government of Bahawalpur black embossed flap on
reverse, fine SG 43/6.  £ 18

6102 Collection of mint sets and ranges on stockpages incl 1948-57
1r p.13½ m (Cat £24), 10r magenta P.12 (Cat £140, few damaged
perfs otherwise fresh), 1949 10a scarlet m (Cat £28), Death Anniv.
set, 1951 4th Anniv. set m, Officials incl 1947 10r corner marginal
m (Cat £90), 2r & 5r m (Cat £53), 1948 set of 13 mint / U/M (Cat
£130), etc, STC £575.  £ 125

6103 Officials: 1947 Complete overprint set of 13 mounted mint
with hinge remains, nice fresh lookers, SG  O1/13 Cat £150.  £ 48

PALESTINE
6104 1942 (14 Jan) WWII stampless plain official cover to
Director of Public Works P O Box 585 Jerusalem with two cachets
WAR SUPPLY BOARD in violet (also on reverse), PALESTINE
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION CAIRO 1941 in red
and single JERUSALEM / D CDS, minor bends. Intr.  £ 40

PANAMA
6105 1905 (Oct) Attractive black and white postcard showing
Trajes y Baile Nacional with locals at a dance, tied 2c red ovptd Map
defin by LA BOCA CDS to UK. Neat and fine.  £ 12

6106 1906-8 Colour trial Proof sheet of the 2½c green (issued
stamp was in red) in two complete sheets of 100 with no gum. Both
sheets have many tears and creases in the selvedge and affect 7
stamps on one sheet and eight on the other. Printed by Hamilton
Bank Note Company of New York with their mark appearing on all
four sides of the sheet. Could easily be cut up into some nice
positional blocks.  £ 100

PAPUA
6107 1935 (8 May) Registered long cover Moresby to Canada
bearing 1934 Declaration 2d & 5d tied PORT MORESBY CDS
cancels, Regd No.10032, good range of backstamps incl
KAMLOOPS & Heffley Creek CDS in Canada, few bends around
the edges, nice commercial use. SG 131, 135. x4 on cover.  £ 48

PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
6108 1932 Cover UK to Port Moresby bearing 1d & 1½d tied
Chingford wavy line machine sent via Australia, then unclaimed as
part DEAD LETTER OFFICE PAPUA CDS on the obverse. Hard
to find.  £ 20

6109 1952 (30 Oct) Illustrated FDC with ½d to 3d values (5 diff)
cancelled first day of issue Port Moresby CDS cancels.  Printed
address to Brisbane x 36.  £ 60

6110 1952-58 £1 deep brown Fisherman top value overprint
Specimen CTO CDS used with gum, hinged, very fine, SG 15s.

 £ 45

6111 Revenues: 1989-1994 Range of six unmounted mint examples
for 1995 Departure Tax 15k on 7t, Stamp duty 1989 10t on 40t,
1988-95 1k on 21t Tree, 10k on 60t Tree Kangaroo, 1990 5k on 70t,
all fine, Barefoot £140. (6).  £ 75
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6112 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint duplicated
stock incl better noted 1952 defins to 5/- (6), 3½d black blk of 4 u/m,
1s7d in blk of 4, 1964 Birds set to 10/- (4), 1966 Butterflies set to
$2 (8), good range of 1960s-1990s commem sets up to 10 of each,
various others to 1994 etc, useful collection & cat value.  £ 160

PARAGUAY
6113 1932 (21 Sept) Graf Zeppelin flight cover regd to Liverpool
bearing Zepp 2p & 4p x 2 triangle stamps plus two other adhs tied
violet illus star Zepp cachets and 10th Sept Paraguay airmail CDS
plus large black illus cachet Graf Zepp & black oval Zepp cachet on
reverse.  Busy cover and attractive Zepp. flight item.  £ 200

6114 Official: 1886 15c slate-blue imperf in a fantastic toned block
of 20 printed with pattern on back and brown moire pattern printed
on the obverse and official overprint is inverted on each stamp,
toning otherwise scarce and unusual block.  SG O37b.  £ 200

PERU
6115 1888-95 Without Grill Coat of Arms 2c green and 5c orange
both with red diagonal SPECIMEN overprint, 5c is right hand
imprint marginal, both with paper adherence on reverse. Scott 106 &
108.  £ 28

6116 1915 2 Centavos 1915 overprint on 12c black and blue in a
folded complete unused sheet of 100 each stamp showing surcharge
inverted variety, scarce in such a  multiple, Scott 189 Cat $775.

 £ 300

6117 1924-29 1s brown De Saco in a complete unmounted mint
sheet of 100, the margins are creased and folded or split but stamps
are fine, Scott 249 cat US$1500.  £ 125

PHILIPPINE IS.
6118 1898 Curly Head type 1m brown, 2m brown, 3m brown in
duplicated sheets of 100 x 3 consecutive sheet numbers, the middle
stamps of the row are almost separated affecting 10 stamps, but cat
£25 per sheet and there are 1m x 5 sheets, 3m x 6, 5m x 1. Scarce in
such multiples. (15 sheets).  £ 38

6119 1940 Meter paid cover from Manila by air to London. With
Par Avion cachet, and senders 'by air mail' although not opened by
sender, triangular 'passed for transmission Singapore' was applied.

 £ 14

6120 1945 Victory overprint 20p red-brown hinged mint, mainly
fine, SG 621.  £ 32

PITCAIRN IS.
6121 1938 (18 Mar) Commemorating Establishment of the voice
of PITC radio, illustrated philatelic covers (2) one with Director of
Engineering signed, other without signature and blue dated cachet in
circle bearing Kiwi NZ 1d red tied PITCAIRN ISLAND / N.Z.
POSTAL AGENCY CDS, both water affected as usual (due to the
Gimble's stamp dept in New York flooded in 1938. Minor faults. (2).

 £ 50

6122 1939 NZ Chambers of Commerce 1d scarlet, 4d violet and 6d
red-brown each tied to paper by PITCAIRN ISLANDS / POSTAL
AGENCY 1939 CDS's, all fine, SG Z49, Z51 & Z52. Cat £238.

 £ 95

6123 1940- Mint / unmounted mint stock on stockpages with useful
throughout including 1940 set of 10 (7 sets, cat £525), 1957 set of
12 (4 sets, cat £200), 1964 set (3), 1967 set, 1969 set (2), then many
commem sets to 1983, plus ranges of extras etc, huge cat value.

 £ 200

6124 1940-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$232 with approx 110 all different, noted 1940 set m & u, 1949 UPU
set m, 1957 set m, useful lot for expansion.  £ 55

6125 1940-2018 Mainly unmounted mint collection in large 64
sided stockbook with huge range of defin and commem sets with
many nice modern issues and miniature sheets with better catalogue
values for the modern sets. Approx STC £2090. C.900 + 72 M/S.

 £ 600

6126 1940-51 Set of 10 hinged mint,  1949 UPU set m/ U/M, 1946
Victory both sets m & u with 3d fine used showing flagstaff flaw
variety.  Fine.  £ 55

6127 1940-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1940 set used (Cat
£35), 1949 UPU, 1949 RSW used (Cat £50), 1957 set 12 used (Cat
£29), 1969 set used, 1988 Ships set used. (Approx 125).  £ 48

6128 1953-1992 Attractive mint /unmounted collection includes
1964 set, 1967 Decimal set, 1975 Mailboat M/S, 1984 Fish set,
1988 Ships set, 1992 Sharks, Scott Exped., etc, many are House of
Questa marginal imprints (folded), attractive thematics. (c395).

 £ 85

6129 1957 Queen Elizabeth part set 11/12 4d carmine and red SG
23a missing on cover to Kent England.  £ 15

6130 1977-2009 Mint and mainly unmounted mint collection of
sets, miniature sheets (c50 different), noted 1984 Fish long set, 1988
Ships long set, 1993 Lizards, Shipwrecks, Corals, 1995 Birds long
set, 1997 50th Anniv. M/S, 1998 Year of Ocean set & M/S (Cat
£25), 1999 Australia 99 M/S, 1999 Beekeeping + M/S, 2000
Flowers long set (Cat £28), 2001 Cruise Ships, Fruit, Reef Fish,
2002 Cats + M/S, Weaving, 2003 Blue Star M/S, Fish + M/S, 2004
HMS Pitcairn M/S, Petrel set + M/S, 2005 Solar Eclipse M/S, 2005
Butterfly M/S, 2005 Curlew set + M/S (Cat £26), 2006 Whales +
M/S, 2007 Terns strip & M/S (Cat £25), 2007 HMS Bounty long set
(Cat £29), 2009 Crab + M/S (Cat £23), Dragonfly set + M/S (Cat
£22), Panda M/S, Aircraft. Very fine and high cat value £1000+.

 £ 350

6131 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards incl better
noted 1940 set (3, cat £75 each) plus extras, 1949 UPU (2), 1957 set
(2), 1964 set, 1967 set, 1960s commem sets etc, useful range. (c190).

 £ 140

POLAND
6132 1918-1967 Very attractive and clean mint and used
(sometimes both) collection in well filled Schaubek printed album,
noted 1918 German Occup ovptd 3pf brown f.u. (Cat £33), 5 on 3pf
mint, 1918 Austo- Military set 3 used (Cat £37), Korp ovpts on
Russia mint, 1919 6h unused, 1924 Eagle 1,000,000m pink CDS
(Cat £55, 1927 Educational Funds set 2 used, 1938 Stratosphere
M/S mint (Cat £120), 1958 Postal 400th Anniv. M/S mint (Cat £38),
dozens of commems to 1967. 100s.  £ 180

6133 1924 Eagle 2,000,000m green fine used decent CDS cancel,
SG 217.  £ 160

6134 1928 Cover from Warsaw to Leipzig with 50g with machine
cancel. 1928 Cover from Bydgoszcz to Netherlands with pair SG
202.  £ 15

6135 1938 (22 Sep) Stratosphere Balloon Flight illustrated
envelope from Zakopane to Warsaw bearing full Balloon miniature
sheet on reverse cancelled Zakopane illus balloon cancel with flight
cachet and handstamps on obverse in red or violet. Impressive item,
scarce.  £ 150

6136 1938 Fifth Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet both perf &
imperf mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335a. Cat £280.  £ 85

6137 1938 Proposed Polish Stratosphere Flight miniature sheet
mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335b. Cat £120.  £ 40

6138 1980's Thirty covers various years mostly modern 1980's
various stamps and cancels.  £ 14

6139 Locals: Przedborz 1918 Sunray Issue 4 & 5 for two sets of 4
fine used violet illus cancels or black cancels, all fine, Barefoot
11/18.  £ 50
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PORTUGAL
6140 1855 King Pedro V 100r lilac a fine part original gum
example with superb to very fine 4 margins, thinning spot on head
embossing otherwise a fantastic example, seldom seen so nice, SG 15
Cat £1200.  £ 125

6141 1867 5r black a fine hinged original gum example with very
fine gum, attr clean example, seldom seen so nice, SG 52 Cat £180.

 £ 48

6142 1880 25r grey cancelled with numeral 1 in black and Lisbon
in green, addressed to Madrid with receiving CDS on reverse,

 £ 12

6143 1886 King Luis 120 reis blue unmounted part gum a couple
of toning spots on reverse and very minor black spot on front.

 £ 85

6144 1888 (3rd Jan) PARCEL POST Office notice (circa A4 sized)
showing rules for PARCEL POST TO PORTUGAL, MADEIRA and
the AZORES Parcels not exceeding 7lbs in weight can now be
received at any post office in the United Kingdom for transmission to
Portugal, Madeira & the Azores. And then a list of regulations.  Nice
album page sized item for any Portugal & Colonies collection.

 £ 75

6145 1936 Crilly Airways Limited inaugural air mail service typed
cover to Wales with pair 1$ 75 blue with special event cancel. No
receiving cancels.  £ 22

6146 1940 Portuguese Centenaries Miniature sheet hinged mint
with two neat hinge remains, mainly fresh, SG MS 919a. Cat £325.

 £ 100

6147 1940 Portuguese Centenaries Miniature sheet hinged mint
with a neat gum line, mainly fresh, SG MS 919a. Cat £325.  £ 100

6148 1946 Two typed covers by air mail Clipper with 3e 50 grey
President Carmona stamps to Sterling Bank New York.  £ 25

6149 1947 Regional Costumes Miniature sheet hinged mint with
slight crease along the top, otherwise fine, SG MS 1009a Cat £325.

 £ 75

6150 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a
useful unpicked assembly from 1853 to 1946. Includes sets and
better part ranges noted 7 early imperfs, 1870 12 vals to 120r, 1880
25r grey (Cat £44), 1892 20ore blue (cat £65), 1893 prov ovpt 5r &
10r, 1894 500th Birth Anniv. set to 100r, 1895 set used, 1898 Gama
to 100r used, 1910 King Manoel 1000r mint (cat £48), 1910
Republica ovpt to 1000r mint, 1911 500r on 100r mint (cat £70),
1911 Vasco de Gama ovpt Republica 100r brown mint (cat £60),
1925 Birth Cent. 3e red on blue mint (cat £130), 1926 First Indep.
20 vals to 4e50 mainly mint (cat £195), 1926 surch set m, 1927 2nd
Indep. set m (cat £145), 1928 3rd Indep. set mainly mint (cat £160),
1933 Pereira set m, 1933 St Anthony set m, 1938 Wine set m (cat
£79), 1940 Legion set m 1e red cat £100, 1940 Cent. set m cat £93,
1941 Costumes set cat £140, 1947 Costumes set m cat £255, back
of the book etc, few are slightly stuck otherwise mainly fine condition
throughout, STC £3000+.  £ 750

PORTUGAL - COLONIES
6151 Angola: 1902, four PPC's bearing 10r defins tied LOANDA
octiagonal cancel in blue to Brussels, one from Cape Verde 20r S.
Vicente CDS. All locals scenes, ink mark on one otherwise mainly
sound, (4).  £ 20

6152 Early postal stationery cards unused some mixed condition
includes Azores on 15r brown embossed, 1894 Centenary cancel,
Guinea 30rm Macau & Timor 30r, St Thomas & Principe, Cape
Verde, Angola, India incl 3r on 1tanga, Funchal, etc, intr group. (16).

 £ 32

QATAR
6153 1961 Mosque 10r black top value hinged mint, very fresh, SG
37 Cat £75.  £ 20

REUNION
6154 1937 Air Pioneer Flight Roland Garros overprint on 50c red
mint with grease spot through the stamp and pencil mark on reverse,
otherwise fresh, SG 174a Cat £375. Nice spacefiller.  £ 38

6155 1949 CFA Surcharges set of three incl 100f on 200f, 200f on
500f red, 500f on 1000f (Paris) unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG
330/2. Cat £445.  £ 125

RHODESIA
6156 1892 £2 rose-red and £5 sage-green attractive fiscal used with
neat violet ovals and perfinned, SG 11/12 Cat £70.  £ 28

6157 1901 £5 deep blue Arms defin postally used by three heavy
CDS cancels, some perfs pulled on right side damaging the stamps
but otherwise genuine scarce use possibly off a parcel or registered
packet.  SG 92 Cat £2500. Scarce!  £ 280

6158 1909-12 Rhodesia overprint on arms complete set to £1 mint
used including used CDS ½d to 4d, 1s,5s, 7/6 & £1 (Cat £274), mint
6d, 2/6, 3s & 10s (Cat £165), mainly all sound.  £ 100

6159 1910-13 £1 carmine-red and bluish black with a good CDS
cancel and only a couple of thins and gentle paper bend, superb
example of this top value, SG 165 Cat £700.  £ 325

6160 1910-13 P.13½ 8d black and purple or grey-purple assembly
of 5 mounted mint examples including shades, mainly fine, useful
group, SG range 185/185a. (5).  £ 250

6161 1910-13 P.14 4d black and orange assembly of 5 mounted
mint examples including possible shades, mainly fine, useful group,
SG range 140. (5).  £ 100

6162 1910-13 P.14 6d red-brown and mauve or brown and purple
assembly of 4 mounted mint examples including possible shades,
mainly fine, useful group, SG 144/5. (4).  £ 90

6163 1910-3 P.14 2½d deep blue & 2½ bright blue both shades
fine used examples, sound, SG 200/1 Cat £90.  £ 36

6164 1910-3 P.15 3d claret and pale yellow-ochre a scarce P.15 3d
example unused without gum and top right short corner with slight
soiling but a rare stamp. SG 173a Cat £4000.  £ 400

6165 1918-21 P.14 Head Die IIIB £1 black and deep purple fine
used corner CDS cancel, few nibbled perfs along the top, otherwise
sound, SG 279 Cat £700.  £ 220

6166 1922 Admiral Head Head Die II P.14 5d black and grey-green
nice CDS example, SG 226a.  £ 32

6167 1922 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 5/- deep blue and blue-
green nice CDS example, (few light tones but crisp cancel) SG 275.

 £ 32

6168 1947-79 First Day & Special event covers in four well filled
binders, duplicated throughout for First day, Last day, Opening of
Parliament, long sets incl 1966 set to £1 (3), 1970 set to $2 (3), 1974
to $2, 1978 set to $2 (2), 1979 to $2 (4), S. Rhodesian stamps
invalid labels, GVI airmail Salisbury to Bulawayo, 1973 Flight
Salisbury to Johannesburg (10), 1972 TPO, 1947 Royal Visit, 1966
Rhopex M/S (2), 1953 set to 2s on long FDC (2), etc, mainly sound,
Approx 300.  £ 300

6169 1950s-78 Collection of sets and ranges in two binders with
useful unmounted mint sets in one binder and another all fine used
sets on dozens of Hagners includes Rhodesia 1960s sets to £1, 1967-
8 Dual Currency, Southern Rhodesia 1937 GVI set U/M (Cat £85),
1965 Independence ovpt set to £1, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1959 set
(Cat £110), useful lot.  £ 125
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ROMANIA
6170 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1896 (15 may) Multiple
franking FRONT bearing 10 pa on 5b blue, 20pa on 10b emerald &
1pi on 25b bright mauve tied by two COSPOLI - CONSTANTA
BUCHRESTI cds's in violet and further BUCURESTI CURBA III
cds in black ( stamps cat £60+) PLUS  contemporary 20pa on 10b
red  Postal card  mint with hinge mark on reverse (2)  £ 24

6171 1891 25th Anniv. of Reign duplicated accumulation of fine
used values in packets including blocks of up to 8 including 1½b lake
(100 cat £825), 3b mauve (cat £825), 15b brown (100 cat £825),
many very nice fine used examples, SG 293, 300 & 303. Only 2%
cat.  £ 50

6172 1903 Opening of New Post Office CDS used example with
part Bucharest CDS, nice top value, SG 478 Cat £130.  £ 38

6173 1903 Opening of New Post Office in 1901 5l lilac top value
fine used decent CDS example, SG 478.  £ 40

6174 1906 Jubilee Exhibition complete set of 11 hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 517/527 Cat £260.  £ 65

6175 1941 Marin & Mota fine used imperf miniature sheet
cancelled special 13th January postmark in a small official folder,
very fine and attractive, SG MS 1487a Cat £150.  £ 55

6176 1946 25th Anniv. of Bucharest Philharmonic Orchestra set of
two miniature sheets containing 12 of two values from the set, hinged
mint with some gum faults, both have been folded horizontally, SG
MS 1801/2, Cat £120.  £ 25

6177 1953 Fifth Anniv. of Accession of Carol II set of 5 unmounted
mint, SG 1305/9 Cat £72.  £ 24

6178 1959 Prince Vlad Tepes 500th Anniv. miniature sheet
unmounted mint, fine, Scott C71, Cat $150.  £ 38

6179 1960 (11 June) Olympic Games both Imperf Miniature sheets
on illustrated unaddressed official covers tied special cancels (2
covers), then normal set of 6 over two similar official covers, SG MS
2729/30. Few marks or wrinkles, otherwise sound.  £ 18

6180 1960 Olympic Games (2nd Issue) Miniature sheets 5l perf, 6l
imperf both unmounted mint, fine, SG MS 2729/30. Cat £53.

 £ 18

6181 1965 Space Flight ranger surcharge 5l on 1l in block of 4
unmounted mint, (Cat £116), SG 3263.  £ 38

6182 Fournier Forgery: 1865-1891 A beautiful collection of mainly
imperfs on singles, pairs and block of 4 including 1865 types 5p blue
blk of 4 imperf, 2p & 20p imperf pairs unused, four values 'used',
1866-67 pairs and singles, plus 2b orange block of 4 imperf, nine
singles mainly used, 1869 many pairs to 50b unused, 1872 to 50b,
1885 series incl pairs to 50b, 1891 Jubilee 1½b red-brown marginal
block of ten with CDS postmarks, plus seven postmarks on one
piece, fabulous lot. (97).  £ 250

6183 Large stockbook with a mint and used jumbled ranges noted
1869 25b blue and orange an attractive selection of 8 x 4 margin very
fine used examples, mainly nice CDS copies including a couple of
shades (SG 77c, cat £240), 1885 to 50b used, 1903 Opening of PO
to 50b m & u, 1906 Welfare Fund sets used, 1906 Jubilee to 3l m &
u, then various defins and commem to 1958, good qty.  £ 75

RUSSIA
6184 1891-1914 Group of six used postal stationery cards and a
postcard, mainly 4k red P/S all to Germany (4), one uprated 1k
orange, then 1891 3k red with '4' in Cross circle cancel printed order
card, 1911 PPC of St Petersburg 2k green tied on obverse. Mixed
condition. (6).  £ 30

6185 1901 Three nice picture postcards for types of Russian,
addressed to Belgium and redirected to a Hotel in Karlsbad, with five
different transit, departure and arrival cancels on reverse, 4k tied
local CDS, nice trio from original correspondence. (3).  £ 24

6186 1918 - 1957 Very attractive and clean mint and used
(sometimes both) collection in well filled Schaubek printed album,
noted 1922 air 45r mint, 1925 1st Death Anniv. Lenin imperf set
mint, 1925 Decembrist set m, 1927 Airpost Congress, 1929 Pioneers
set 2 m, 1933 Stratosphere set used, 1934 Baku set used, 1934
Airship set used, 1935 Anti War set, 1935 Underground set used,
1935 Games set used, 1938 Soviet Sports, dozens of commems to
1957. 100s.  £ 400

6187 1918 (9 Feb) Typed cover Liverpool to Petrograd bearing
2½d  tied CDS and SERVICE SUSPENDED single line wavy line
boxed h/s in violet and UNDELIVERED FOR REASON STATES
/ RETURN TO SENDER boxed h/s, OPENED BY / CENSOR / 965
label affixed over from and back. Interesting, all service mail abroad
was halted on 1 January due to the Bolshevik Revolution in
Petrograd.  £ 150

6188 1920 (13th May) Dr M Brender printed cover to Berlin from
Tikhinichi (Belarus) bearing 5k on 5k, 10k on 10k & 20k on 20k
surcharges (Forgeries) all tied nice CDS cancels, very fine and pretty
cover. Dr Brender was the organiser of a Central Help Committee in
Berlin to Help Jews in Russia with financial and material help.
Interesting.  £ 85

6189 1921 (15th Feb) Dr M Brender printed registered cover to
Berlin from Yakutsk bearing 3k red, 4k red pair and 10k blue each
with handstamp in violet or black (Forgeries) all tied nice CDS
cancels, very fine and pretty cover. Dr Brender was the organiser of
a Central Help Committee in Berlin to Help Jews in Russia with
financial and material help. Interesting.  £ 85

6190 1921 (15th May) Dr M Brender printed cover to Berlin from
Fort Alexandrovsk bearing 50k strip of 5 and 1r imperf block of 8 on
reverse both overprint RM in black (taken as is) all tied nice CDS
cancels, very fine and pretty cover. Dr Brender was the organiser of
a Central Help Committee in Berlin to Help Jews in Russia with
financial and material help. Interesting.  £ 85

6191 1922 (10 Jan) Dr M Brender printed registered cover to Berlin
from Vladivostock bearing concoction of imperf values 5k, 15k, 50k
(perf), 70k brown and orange (2, one with centre omitted variety,
Scott 86c, $115), 1r pair all tied nice CDS cancels, very fine and
pretty cover. Dr Brender was the organiser of a Central Help
Committee in Berlin to Help Jews in Russia with financial and
material help. Interesting.  £ 85

6192 1922 (11th June) Dr M Brender printed cover to Berlin
bearing 20k on 20k inverted surcharge (forged) and 35k strip of 5
each with purple indistinct surcharges (forged) all tied nice CDS
cancels, very fine and pretty cover. Dr Brender was the organiser of
a Central Help Committee in Berlin to Help Jews in Russia with
financial and material help. Interesting.  £ 85

6193 1922 Philately for the Children overprint 1k orange IMPERF
very fine lightly mounted mint condition, expertised on reverse. SG
273 Cat £1000.  £ 350

6194 1922 Philately for the Children overprint set of 5 in very fine
lightly mounted mint condition, the scarce 1k orange is very fine and
expertised twice on reverse. SG 273/277 Cat £1080.  £ 350

6195 1930 (10-11 Sept) Zeppelin LZ 127 3k P/S card bearing
Russia 40k dark blue Zepp stamp and  7k defin uprated cancelled
10th Sept illus Zeppelin datestamps and Friedrichschafen  arrival on
11th Sept. Pretty item.  £ 180

6196 1937 Leningrad to London 12 August 1937 cover on 50k SG
582b with Leningrad cds commercial typed cover to London. Note
stamp has top corner fault.  £ 18

6197 1937 Moscow to Mistku Morava 3 January 1937 typed cover
with 50k with Moscow cds. Note stamp fault top right. SG 582.

 £ 18

6198 1939 No wmk 30k blue Airman in a complete sheet of 100
with top marginal imprints, folded and few split perfs otherwise fine,
SG 847d, Cat £100+.  £ 35
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6199 1948 Arms of USSR 40k red in a complete sheet of 100
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 1361n Cat £800.  £ 100

6200 1948-53 No wmk 25k bluish grey in a sheet of 100 with top
marginal imprints, a few small perf splits otherwise fine, SG 1361k
ka, Cat £50+.  £ 16

6201 1953 No wmk 1r red Spassky Tower in a sheet of 100 with a
few small perf splits otherwise fine, SG 1329a, Cat £175+.  £ 55

6202 1963-1984 Extensive collection in a large album with much
useful throughout including unmounted mint, mint or some CTO used
but mainly mint for the periods as complete sets and a good run for
each year with many complete perf or imperf, miniature sheet and
mainly sound condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good
degree of completion. Hefty well filled album.  £ 500

6203 1967-1987 Extensive collection in an album with much useful
throughout including unmounted mint, or mint for mostly miniature
sheets, mint or U/M for the periods as complete stamp sets and a
good run for each year with many complete, mainly very fine
condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good degree of
completion and useful cat value for the modern sheetlets. Hefty well
filled album.  £ 450

6204 1973-1978 Attractive run of year sets and range, miniature
sheets mostly unmounted mint in a 4 ring binder, STC £580+,
attractive lot with many nice thematics!  £ 110

6205 1975 Approx. thirty 500th Birth anniv. of Michelangelo
miniature sheets unused.  £ 30

6206 1977 Small album containing five Soviet Space covers with
pre-printed autographs.  Illustrated covers by cosmonaut Alexi
Leonov.  £ 20

6207 1989-1990s Collection on plain leaves in a well filled binder
with mint and used, dozens of mint / unmounted mint sets, many
miniature sheets mint, huge range of thematics, 1990 Penny Black
Anniv. set, Zoo fund setenant blk, Antarctica set & M/S m, 1991
Folk sheet of 30, various sheetlets of 8 for each value in a set, 100s.
Useful and attractive lot.  £ 75

6208 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919 Currency &
Postage Stamp 50k chocolate on buff carton paper with inscription
on the back, very fine unused, SG 35.  £ 48

6209 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919 Currency &
Postage Stamp 50k pale chocolate on buff carton paper with
inscription on the back, small purple ink mark otherwise very fine
unused, SG 35.  £ 48

6210 Civil War Issues: Far Eastern Rep. 1920-21 P.13½ 1r orange
and brown on brown overprinted Dalni Vostochnaya Respublika fine
hinged mint, scarce stamp. SG 31.  £ 350

6211 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov Issue
20k on 14k carmine and blue very scarce surcharge hinged mint with
original gum, very hard to find, SG 11.  £ 250

6212 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov Issue
Surcharge & overprint set almost complete from 2k green to 10r grey
& scarlet hinged mint with original gum, 4 top values are setenant V
label pairs plus margin 1r  perf, 3r50, 5r (tones) & 7r are all imperf,
very hard to find, SG 6/20, huge cat value. (15).  £ 260

6213 Civil War Issues: South Russia; Kuban Territory Cossack
Govt. 1918-20 Postal Savings Stamp 10r on 1k red on buff fine used
decent CDS cancels, fine, SG 20.  £ 75

6214 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint
collection 1978-1991 with a huge run of year sets from 1970s to
1990 including many nice thematics sets, setenant blocks, sheetlets,
miniature sheets, mainly commems, then a separate CTO Used run of
years from 1987-1990, huge cat value, clean and fine for expansion.

 £ 300

6215 Post Offices Abroad: Identified collection of foreign post
offices abroad mainly on Russian stamps including Kharbin (2),
Wangchentze, Manchuli, Mao Ershang, Shwanchenpo,Yaomying,

Charjuy Town (8), Kerki (4), Bukhara, Karshi, New Urgench,
Batum, Tiflis, Baku Enzeli, Nagasaki, Hailar, Imyangpo, Kharbin
station (12), Franco boxed, etc, approx 55 items.  £ 275

6216 Post Offices in China: Russia 10k blue and surcharged for
China 10 Cents on 10k blue (3) making a nice mixed franking on
paper tied with two double ring oval cancels of VLADIVOSTOK
and SHANGHAI, seldom seen.  £ 80

6217 Post Offices in China: Russia 20k blue and red fine used good
strike of double ring CDS cancel in black for PEKING, seldom seen.

 £ 40

6218 Post Offices in China: Russia 2k green fine used small part
double ring oval cancel in black for KALGAN seldom seen.  £ 40

6219 Post Offices in China: Russia 3r.50 red and green imperf used
with single full cancel of MANCHURIA, seldom seen.  £ 75

6220 Post Offices in China: Russia 70k brown and orange PAIR
with single cancel of MANCHURIA, seldom seen.  £ 75

6221 Post Offices in China: Russia 70k brown and orange used
with single part cancel of CHALAINOR CDS, seldom seen.  £ 60

6222 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1896 -1910 Four Postal
cards with 1896 4k red on buff (crease) and 1906/8 20pa on 4k red
on buff (2) and 1910 32pa on 4k red on buff (reply card only) all
with VERY FINE cds cancellations in Cyrillic (which appear to be
different) one in magenta the others black ALSO a 1907 cover
bearing 1900 10pa on 2k green tied with a further different cds cancel
to Germany with a few peripheral wrinkles. Fine lot for further
research (5)  £ 50

6223 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1896-98 Group of Postal
cards ALL are 4 kon green on buff, 2 are used; one having the unused
reply card attached the other detached. Both have the appropriate
CONSTANTINOPLE cds in Cyrillic. Also two further cards unused
with reply cards attached. Fine lot that would display well (4)

 £ 36

6224 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: Mount Athos 1891 cover
bearing Russian 10k blue adhesive tied with dated cds with the
letter/message written on the front of the cover with many transit
markings on the reverse and then a 'Letter charge sheet ' for the
Russian Agency Co on grey paper then attached to the reverse. Cover
and sheet are in very fine condition. Really interesting item that
requires further specialist research.  £ 80

6225 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1866 (2pi) blue & rose fine
used blue large round Eagle cancels of Syria on two examples, one on
paper, very fine four margins, SG 7 Cat £260.  £ 100

6226 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1889-92 Russia 3k carmine
and 7k blue on p ap er  cancel l ed by two part  s trikes  of
CONSTANTINOPLE GALATA CDS cancels complete with 1998
RPS Certificate stating genuine, probably cancelled on arrival.

 £ 75

6227 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1910 Russia 2k green pair &
7k blue s trip  of 4  on paper cancelled by four strikes of
CONSTANTINOPLE CDS cancels. Very fine with clear postmarks.

 £ 48

6228 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1910 Wove paper 10 PARA
on 2k green in mint complete sheet of 100 plate 1, two sheets come
with this lot, includes marginal rules, margins are wrinkles and
slightly torn in places, stamps are mainly fine, hard to find in
complete sheets, SG 51 Cat £80.  £ 40

6229 Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1913-4 'set' of three
surcharge 15pa on 3k red & 50pi on 5r both fine used (50pi central
CDS), 100pi on 10r hinged mint, fine, SG 201/3 Cat £99.  £ 40

6230 Russian Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1913 Romanov 30pi
on 3r deep violet fine used decent CDS cancel, very fine, SG 199 cat
£425.  £ 135
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SAAR
6231 1953 Stamp Day 15f blue Postilions in a complete sheet of 10
unmounted mint, gum a little uneven on one side and minor perf split
with sheet and date markings, SG 339 Cat £105.  £ 25

6232 Postage Dues: 1949 Complete set of 12 fine used mainly CDS
examples, Michel 33/44 Cat €450.  £ 130

SAINT CHRISTOPHER
6233 1886 4d on 6d green hinged mint  surcharge showing 'no stop
after d' variety, sound, SG 25.  £ 88

6234 Queen Victoria unused one penny UPU postcard with reply
card and Specimen o/p in black. Some minor toning.  £ 30

SAINT HELENA
6235 1864-1938 Collection of mint and used on leaves including
1864-84 10 values to 1s mainly mint, 1890-97 set 7 mint (Cat £80),
1903 to 1s mainly mint, 1908 to 6d, 1912-16 to 3d & 1s, 1922-37
to 2/6 mint & used, 1934 Centenary set to 1s f.u., 1935 SJ set f.u.,
1938 set 14 (toning, cat £65), useful little lot (86).  £ 180

6236 1871 1s deep green unused no gum showing handstamped
SPECIMEN in violet type SH2. Mainly fine. SG 19. Scarce.  £ 60

6237 1916 WAR TAX 1d + 1d black and scarlet unmounted mint
hoard of approx 100 examples, all fine, SG 87 STC £350.  £ 75

6238 1922 Wmk MSCA Badge of St Helena set (minus 5s value
cat £45) to 10s hinged mint examples, some heavy hinged but mostly
fine & sound SG 97/112 (missing SG 110), Cat £380.  £ 150

6239 1923 ½d grey & black bottom marginal pair (split and folded)
with left stamp showing cleft rock variety, nice positional item, SG
97 & 97c Cat £79.  £ 28

6240 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 70

6241 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 45

6242 1937-1949 Fine used collection on leaves with better noted
including 1938 set (Cat £65), 1948 RSW set (Cat £45), 1949 1d
black and green imprint blk of 8 used, useful assembly. (50).  £ 36

6243 1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI
Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d blue each tied ST HELENA CDS
cancels, hinge mark on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty
cover with the key 3d blue. SG 131/2, 133/5.  £ 60

6244 1953-1997 Extensive collection of defin and commem sets
mainly unmounted mint on leaves in Plymouth album, includes 1992
50th Anniv. Ships in pairs, Miniature sheets, useful 1990s sets etc.
Many 100s.  Attractive thematics throughout.  £ 150

6245 Attractive mint and unmounted mint defin and commem sets
assembly on fifty three large stockcards some light duplication noted
1990 Napoleon, 1999 500th Anniv., 1984 150th Anniv. long set (2),
1976 Lithographs set (3), 1968 long set to £1, 2006 Arts & crafts
long set (Cat £15), 2006 Exploration set (Cat £22), 2008 Fish long
set to £5 (Cat £42), 1995 WWII, 2005 Rock Formation strip (2),
2010 King Charles II strip, dozens of nice thematics, clean lot with
good cat value. (Approx 1000+).  £ 240

6246 Attractive mint and unmounted mint (few earlier used)
assembly on eleven large stockcards some light duplication noted
1890 to 5d, EDVII 1d red mint (4, cat £13 each), 1908 4d (5, cat £8
each), 6d (3, cat £14 each), 1922 values to 8d mint, 1934 Centenary
set to 6d mint, 1938 set to 10s mint (Cat £140), plus nearly complete
set to 2/6 & 10s, nice clean lot. (Approx 210).  £ 150

SAINT KITTS
6247 1920-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1920-22 Wmk
MCA 2/6 CDS (taken 'as is', cat £42), 5s & 10s mint, 1938 set used
(Cat £60), 1949 RSW set used, 1952 set used (Cat £50), 1954 set
used (Cat £42), 1963 set used. Approx 145.  £ 85

6248 1938 1½d orange & 2½d ultr. both unmounted mint each with
Specimen arch perfin, brownish gum otherwise fine and sound, SG
70s & 72s.  £ 30

6249 1949 (16 Jun) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on airmail cover
to USA tied  ST KITTS CDS cancels, fine, SG 80/1.  £ 30

6250 Attractive mint and unmounted mint assembly on twenty two
large stockcards some duplication noted St Christopher Nevis; 1954
set to $2.40, 1963 set (2), 1970 long set (2, cat £28 each), St Kitts
1980s sets with 1981 Birds set (3), officials set, 1983 Indep Birds set
(2), 1990 Ships lots of thematic sets. (Approx 675).  £ 100

6251 Nevis: Fiscals used for postage 1882 4d blue overprinted
REVENUE in black with nice CDS cancel, fine, SG F7.  £ 24

SAINT KITTS - NEVIS
6252 1903-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better pickings
including 1903 5s mint (crease, cat £70), 1920-22 Tweleve Values
to 10s mint, 1921-29 to 2s mainly mint, 1923 Tercentenary set to 2/6
mint (Cat £99). (51).  £ 85

6253 Mint & used 1903 to 1935 on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 45 different incl 1920 to 1s, 1921-9 to 1s, 1935 SJ set mint.
Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 20

SAINT LUCIA
6254 1860-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or
used for earlier including 1860 1d rose-red f.u, 1864 1d, 4d & 1s
orange used, 1881 2½d brown-red part o.g. (cat £60), 1882-4
surcharges to 4d yellow, 1891 to 1s, 1921 to 1s, 1916 War Tax mint,
1938 6d & 1s in mint blk of 4, 1948 RSW set m, postal fiscals (7)
etc, nice collection with a high cat value.  £ 230

6255 1884 P.12 4d yellow surcharge very fine fresh hinged
example, expertised twice on reverse, scarce and sound, SG 30.

 £ 150

6256 1889 Post stationery penny halfpenny postcard with A11
Castries duplex cancel Mar 3 89. Via London with MR 16 89 cds to
Wernigerode Germany with receiving cds.  £ 25

6257 1929 (25 Sep) First Flight St Lucia to Porto Rico attractive
Roessler cacheted cover printed Lindbergh airmail cover bearing GV
4c pair tied CASTRIES ST LUCIA 25 SP / 29 CDS cancels, sent via
San Juan and backstamped accordingly, 541 pieces were carried, very
fine.  £ 85

6258 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee set of four on typed
registered cover from Castries to Mauritius. With Pamplemousses
receiving cds on reverse. SG 109-112  £ 55

6259 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive long
registered cover Castries to Barbados tied neat CDS cancels and regd
h/s in violet No. 406. SG 109/12.  £ 40

6260 1938 ½d to 3d defins 6 different values unmounted mint each
with diagonal Specimen perfin, all fine and sound, SG 128s/9s,
130s/132s, 133s.  £ 80

6261 1946 £1 sepia top value in an attractive block of 4 with neat
CASTRIES central CDS, fine, SG 141 Cat £60.  £ 24

6262 1953 King George VI three cents scarlet on typed cover to
Antigua. With rare Mabouya Valley 19 MR 53 cds cancel.  £ 35

6263 Collection on leaves with useful fine used and mint sets /
ranges 1936-2005 noted 1936 GV set of 12 mint (Cat £100), 1946
5s & £1 mint, used to 10s, 1949-50 to $4.80 mainly mint, 1953 set
mint, 1970 set used, 1976 Birds set m (Cat £38), 1985 Uniforms to
$15 used, 2005 Battle of Trafalgar M/S, 1980 Transport set used,
1996 Flags set mint (Cat £45), many thematics. Attractive collection.

 £ 80

6264 King George V Three pence unused registered letter with large
Specimen o/p in black filing fold 33mm from left written in pencil
41c.  £ 24
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6265 Mint & used QV to 1936 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 75
different incl 1864 1d black mint, EDVII to 1s m & u, 1935 SJ set
mint, 1936 set 12 mainly mint (Cat £100). Ideal fill those gaps.

 £ 85

SAINT PIERRE et MIQUELON
6266 Attractive assembly of sets on four Hagners unmounted mint
including Miniature sheets for 2008 Ice Harvestings (cat £21), 2009
Port blocked by Ice (Cat £16), 2000 20th Century sheetlet of 10 (Cat
£32), 2009 Duck shoot, 2008 Hunter & Hare, 1997 Fish strip, 2001
Whales, etc, STC £185+. (60 + 3 M/S).  £ 65

SAINT VINCENT
6267 1888-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1888 5s lake with
1900 CDS (Cat £55), 1935 SJ set used, 1938 used set, 1948 RSW
set used (Cat £42), 1949 set used (Cat £55). Approx 240.  £ 50

6268 1902 Set of 8 ½d to 2s hinged mint, mostly very fine and
fresh, 2½d has torn corner (cat £5), otherwise sound, SG 76/83 Cat
£92.  £ 36

6269 1938 (7 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI
Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied KINGSTON CDS
cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty
cover. SG 149/153, 154.  £ 20

6270 1970-71 Two blocks of ten of 1c The Green Heron. In the
lower block at the bottom left stamp the word 'OF' has been
misplaced.  £ 20

6271 Attractive mint (some earlier used) assembly on twelve large
stockcards some  duplication noted 1899 to 5d mint, EDVII to 1s
mint, to 6d f.u. (Cat £50), 1909 to 3d, 1913 to 1s, 1938 complete set
to £1 (Cat £65) plus many extras to £1, 1949 set to $4.80 mainly
U/M (Cat £50), nice clean lot. (Approx 225).  £ 125

6272 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 75
different incl 1872-5 6d used, 1899 2½d to 1s mint, 1935 SJ set
mint. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 65

SAMOA
6273 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a left hand
sheet margin corner block of 14 unmounted mint showing target
imprint mainly unmounted mint, six stamps have adherence, nice
looking block, SG 63a cat £70.  £ 20

6274 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a sheet margin
irregular block of 20 unmounted mint, 4 stamps are separating, nice
looking block, SG 63a cat £100.  £ 30

6275 1922 (9 Jan) Victory set of 1920 tied to registered philatelic
cover sent locally in Apia with No.1771 regd etiquette (faults) with
each stamp tied APIA 9 JAN CDS cancels, pretty cover.  £ 75

6276 1948 Postal Fiscal 2/6, 5s, 10s unmounted mint & £1 pink
hinged mint, nice set of 4 examples, sound, SG 207/210. Cat £180.

 £ 65

6277 Mint & used 1877 to 1935 on old time printed pages
unpicked as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with
approx 70 different incl 1878 Express (10) vals to 2s (taken as
reprints), 1886-1899 Palm Tree defins to 2/6 mainly mint (21), 1899
Govt ovpts to 2/6 mint, 1914-24 Fiscals ovptd mint for 2s, 2/6, 3s,
5s, 10s & £1 (Cat £190), 1914 EDVII set mint, GV to 1s, 1920
Victory set mint, 1921 set 12 mint (Cat £55), 1925-8 Postal Fiscal
2s & 3s mint, 1935-42 Western Samoa ovpts on Postal Fiscals 2/6
to £1 mint (Cat £105). Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 225

SAN MARINO
6278 1877 San Marino 30c brown unused note perfs are poor and
previously mounted with hinge residue and 2/6 in pencil on reverse.

 £ 225

6279 1945 50th Anniv. of Govt Palace Miniature sheet mint, small
wrinkles and thin, nice looker SG MS 308a Cat £375.  £ 85

6280 1950 Airs complete set of 10 mainly unmounted mint to both
500l values, few have slightly even toned gum, 500l purple and green
and blue has disturbed toned gum, all fresh appearance, SG 406/415
Cat £770.  £ 180

6281 1952 500th Birth Anniversary of Christopher Columbus
complete set of 13 mainly unmounted mint to both 200l values, few
have lightly even toned gum, all fresh appearance, SG 425/437 Cat
£285.  £ 95

SARAWAK
6282 1869 Sir James Brooke 3c brown on yellow mint / unmounted
mint block of ten with some gum faults incl. toning, disturbed gum,
old hinge remains re-inforcing part of the perf, very fine appearance
and scarce multiple, SG 1 Cat £550 for mint.  £ 220

6283 1888-1899 Philatelic Cover with a mixed franking of 13
mainly different values from 1888 issue 25c, 1889-99 surcharges (3),
1899 Postage & Postage values to 20c, tied on a tatty registered
cover Kuching to Germany, large CDS cancels date incomplete with
various stains on reverse from mounting and tones, horiz. crease not
affecting stamps, some stamps a little faded, rare philatelic cover. Cat
£200+ for stamps alone.  £ 600

6284 1930 (Jun) Two commercial covers both to USA one bearing
12c bright blue tied KUCHING CDS, other combination 2c, 4c, 6c
tied MIRI CDS cancels sent via Singapore, slight wrinkles and postal
scuffs otherwise nice duo. Taken as SG 63, 65, 67, 70.  £ 45

6285 1933 (Sept) Small OHMS printed brown envelope sent
registered bearing Brooke 1c indigo x 3, 4c deep lake blk of 4 tied
KUCHING CDS cancels to Canada. Mainly fine.  £ 30

6286 1934 Sir Charles Vyner Brooke $3 carmine and green superb
imperf plate proof PAIR unmounted mint neatly cut with superb
colour, beautiful example. SG 122 var.  £ 250

6287 1947 (16 Apr) Philatelic oversized First Day Cover with a
complete set of 15 to $5 tied on a large registered cover Sibu sent
locally, the cover has some flap faults and odd tone otherwise rare
FDC, SG 150/164.  £ 100

6288 Revenue: 1942 Japan Censor Seals three character overprint
between bars in black on bottom marginal vertical pairs unmounted
mint for 4c magenta, 6c brown-red, 15c blue, 20c green and red, very
fine, see footnote in Barefoot. (8).  £ 160

6289 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation oval overprint without
single line overprint on 10c scarlet mint / unmounted mint with toned
gum in a block of 4, seldom seen in multiples.  Barefoot 69. (4).

 £ 40

6290 Revenue: 1942 Red overprint in oval on 6c lake-brown in
superb unmounted mint block of 4, attractive multiple, Barefoot 70.

 £ 40

6291 Revenue Receipt Stamp: 1875-85 Three Cents black on grey
unused, very clean example, only one tone spot, hard to find,
Barefoot 1.  £ 35

SERBIA
6292 1944 (20 Oct) Sent Provisional issue to commemorate the
liberation of the city, overprinted in black with red star on Hungarian
diff nine values mint SG R63/69, R71/2. Scarce. (9).  £ 300

6293 German Occupation: 1941 Overprint set of 15 mainly
unmounted mint pairs SG G1/15 Cat £150.  £ 48

6294 TELEGRAMS from WW2 collection of 27 forms sent mainly
from the Belgrade National Bank during 1942/3 to Berlin or Vienna,
mainly banking business some including Yugoslavia, Germany,
Munich, Social politics, etc, interesting lot in German. (27)  £ 50
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SEYCHELLES
6295 1898 (30 July) 8c carmine tortoise postal stationery envelope
to New York uprated with QV 4c & 8c tied Seychelles CDS cancels,
with P.O.N.Y / PAID ALL arrival backstamp. H & G 1.  £ 150

6296 1935 Silver Jubilee 6c blue and black hinged top left corner
marginal mint block of 4 with bottom left stamp (U/M) showing
short extra flagstaff variety, SG 128b  Cat £250. Nice positional
piece.  £ 85

6297 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 128/31.  £ 55

6298 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1938-49 Complete set of 25 to 5r (cat £550), 1948
RSW set, 1952 set of 15 (cat £90), Postage Due 1951 set of 8 U/M
(cat £16 m). Cat £671.  (59).  £ 225

6299 1938 (29 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI
Defins 2c, 3c, 6c, 9c, 12c each tied VICTORIA CDS cancels, hinge
marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG
135/6, 137, 138a, 139.  £ 36

6300 1938-49 Almost complete set of shades and values with all
they key high cat stamps included hinged mint on album pages
including papers & shades, noted 6c orange, 6c green (3), 9c (both),
12c, 15c (both), 18c (all 3), 20c blue, 20c chalky, 25c, 30c (3), 45c
(2), 50c (3), 75c slate-blue, 75c slate-lilac (2), 1r yellow-green, 1r
black (2), 1r50 (2), 2r25 (2), 5r red (2), etc, only needs two stamps
to complete (SG 140b cat £2.50 & 143 cat £35) Cat in excess of
£1000. (41).  £ 200

6301 1941 20c brown-ochre hinged mint showing Handkerchief
flaw, very fine and scarce, SG 140a ab.  £ 275

6302 1949 (16 May) Registered airmail cover to USA bearing 1948
RSW set of 2 tied VICTORIA CDS cancels and regd H/S No.D111,
few minor wrinkles otherwise pretty. SG 152/3.  £ 60

6303 Attractive mint and used assembly on ten large stockcards
some duplication noted QV 1890 to 48c, surcharges, EDVII to 30c
mint, R2.25 mint (Cat £55), R1.50 used (Cat £65), GV to 75c, 1938
to R2.25 (2, cat £32 each), R5r (3, cat £32 each), clean lot, (approx
210)  £ 200

6304 GVI assembly on stock card for 16 different values mainly
mint STC £180 as cheapest noted R2.25 CDS used, 50c (3 shades),
3c green, 6c orange, 12c reddish violet, R1 grey-black all mint.  (27).

 £ 25

6305 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 80
different incl 1893 surcharges mint (6), 1912-16  to 90c on 96c,
1896 surch set 2 mint, 1902 30c on 75c blk of 4 with narrow O
variety mint, EDVII to 45c mainly mint, GV to R2.25 mint. Ideal fill
those gaps.  £ 100

SIERRA LEONE
6306 1872-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial
leaves with better content throughout including QV 4d & 6d used
imperf/perf forgeries, 1870s defins to 1s green used, to 1s brown
mint, 1896-7 most vals to 1s mint, 1897 Fiscal ovpt mint, 2½d surch
mint (2), EDVII to 1s mint, 1932 defin set to 5s mint (cat £44), 1933
Wilberforce set to 1s mint (cat £50), 1935 SJ set m etc. (c105), ideal
to fill those gaps. STC £360+.  £ 120

6307 1876-1935 Mint and used assembly with better pickings
including 1876 to 1s green used (Cat £85), 1½d lilac mint (Cat £50),
1884-91 set mint (Cat £120), 1896 to 1s, EDVII to 2s m & u, 1933
Wilberforce 2s mint. (80).  £ 135

6308 1896 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top value with
SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and sound, SG 53s.

 £ 150

6309 1896-1992 Mint & used collection on leaves includes better
noted QV to 1s used, EDVII to 1s (both) used, 1932 to 2s used,
1933 Wilberforce set to 2s mainly mint, 1938 set used (Cat £85),
1956 set to £1 used (Cat £75), 1961 used to £1 (Cat £26), 1992
Birds to 10,000l mint, many thematics and good qty.  £ 100

6310 1897 Fiscal stamps surcharged; 2½d on 1s dull lilac type 13
surcharge mint part original gum with various paper remains but
incredibly good color as most of these are water stained, scarce, SG
66b Cat £1800.  £ 600

6311 1903 £1 purple on red mounted mint with hinge remains,
good color, nice appearance for these, SG 85. Cat £275.  £ 130

6312 1903 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top value with
SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and sound, SG 85s.

 £ 110

6313 1904-05 Complete set to 5s (minus 3d value) hinged mint
with hinge remains, good colors, fine SG 86/90, 92/97. Cat £165.
(11).  £ 60

6314 1907 King Edward VII 1d red on cover to England
unpostmarked cancelled by postman. Note flap torn and folds.

 £ 12

6315 1907-12 Complete set to 2s hinged mint with hinge remains,
mainly fine SG 99/109. Cat £130. (11).  £ 45

6316 1912-1948 Used collection on album pages with better
includes 1912-21 £1 black and purple on red fiscal used with faults
(Cat £350), 1932 set to 2s, 5s & 10s lightly fiscal used (Cat £70),
1933 Wilberforce set to 2s (Cat £95) and 10s (light oval black cancel
taken as fiscal used Cat £250), 1935 SJ set (Cat £60), 1938 set (Cat
£80), 1956 set (Cat £70), 1948 RSW set used (taken 'as is' cat £42),
(Approx 100)  £ 125

6317 1912-21 £1 black and purple on red hinged mint with very
fresh appearance, nice high value, SG 128 Cat £250.  £ 125

6318 1912-21 10s carmine and blue-green on green hinged mint
with few light tones on gum otherwise sound, SG 127a Cat £160.

 £ 50

6319 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.  £ 76

6320 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered airmail cover to the UK from an old time collectors hoard,
tied by FREETOWN 9 Nov 35 CDS's, SG 181/4.  £ 76

6321 1949 (11 Apr) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied to
registered airmail cover to USA tied REGISTERED / GPO SIERRA
LEONE oval cancels, Freetown 1 No. 2236 registered etiquette. US
backstamps, SG 203/4.  £ 45

6322 1963-66 Stockpage mint and unmounted mint little lot on two
pages incl 1963 Postal Communications airmail overprint on £1
black and orange top right vertical pair with marginal sheet number
(Cat £76, SG 284), then a range of 1966 Independence in mint blks
of 4, (104). STC £110.  £ 25

6323 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves mint and
used with better content including QV 1859 to 4d, 1896 to 2d, 1938
to 2s mint, 10s used, 1963 Flowers to £1 mint, surcharges mint,  then
a run of defins and commems for QEII, useful lot for sorting out.

 £ 48

6324 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large stockcards with
some light duplication incl QV low values, 1932 set to 1s (2), 1933
Wilberforce to 6d mint (cat £44), 1938 GVI mint to 10s (duplicated),
£1 blue used, 1956 high values used incl £1 (2, cat £45 each), 1963
Flowers set (3), 1965 Sir Milton Margai ovpt set, 1989 Japanese Art
long set 29 (Cat £29), few later incl 2001 Death Cent set (2), 2005
Battle for Stalingrad, 2006 Elvis Presley, 2008 Yachting (3 sets), etc,
attractive thematics range. (c290).  £ 125
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6325 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 140
different incl 1892 6d unused, 1874 6d reddish lilac used, 6d dull
purple used (Cat £55), QV heads for different printings (35) to 1s
unused, used, 1986 to 6d m & u, 1897 Fiscal surcharges mint pair
(SG 56 Cat £160), 1921 to 10d mint, 2s used, 1932 3d-1s mint, 2s
used, 1927 5s used, 1935 SJ set mint. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 225

6326 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves 1876-1970
with mint & used sets and ranges, Queen Victoria defins to 4d, 1907-
10 EDVII set to 1s mint, GVI to 5s, 1960-1970 mint & used sets
mainly complete incl long sets to £1, self-adhesive sets and many
thematics, stated to catalogue US $715+ with approx 315 all
different, useful lot for expansion.  £ 180

6327 Revenue: 1884 3d lilac and brown in a tropicalised mint pane
of 53 with margins on both sides. Seldom seen in such format,
Barefoot 2.  £ 75

SINGAPORE
6328 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, fine,
SG 31/2.  £ 40

6329 1948-QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1948
both GVI sets to $5 used (cat £95), 1955 set to $5 mint (cat £130),
various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice clean lot.  £ 48

6330 1953-1978 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1968 Long set to $10
(Cat £120), 1971 Festivals M/S (Cat £65), 1971 Art, Satellite
setenant blk, etc, clean lot, good cat value. Approx 200.  £ 150

6331 1969 15c to $10 150th Anniversary of the Founding of
Singapore Set, Plus Souvenir Sheet, unmounted mint (never hinged),
fresh and very fine. SG MS127. Hard to find unmounted.  £ 300

6332 Stockbook with useful jumbled mint and used sets and ranges,
1948 P.14 set to $5 used (4 sets Cat £35 each), P.14 set 15 to $5
mint (Cat £180), P.17½ to $1 mint, 1948 RSW set mint (Cat £100),
set used (Cat £50), 1955 to $2 mint, 1962 pictorial set to $5 mint
(Cat £60), 1968 set to $10 mint (Cat £90), 1969 Founding set mint
(Cat £50), P. Dues 1968 set mint (Cat £20), plus small range of
covers / FDCs (mixed), useful pickings.  £ 160

SLOVAKIA
6333 1939-1999 Unmounted mint collection mainly complete for
the period in attractive Marini hingeless album, 1939 ovpt set 21
with 5k (rubbed, expertised on reverse), 10k blue key value (unused
no gum, cat £250), postage due sets, then 1993-1999 many attractive
sets, thematics, self-adhesives, booklets, miniature sheets, sheetlets
of 4, etc, lovely clean lot STC £850.  £ 300

SOLOMON IS.
6334 1908-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$348 with approx 170 all different, noted 1908 Canoe set to 1s
mainly mint, 1939 to 2/6, 1956 to 10s m & u, 1965 set mint, 1966
& 1967 sets m, etc, useful lot for expansion.  £ 65

6335 1913-QEII Mint and used assembly on album pages unpicked
as received with better content including 1913 set to 11d m & u (Cat
£38), 1914-23 10s & £1 f.u. (cancels taken 'as is' Cat £205), 2s &
2/6 mint (Cat £35), 5d used (2 Cat £70), 6d used, 1931 4½d used
(Cat £26), 1927 5s mint (Cat £48),1939 set 13 used (Cat £60), 1949
RSW set used, 1956-63 set used (Cat £60), QEII long sets to $5
used. (Approx 210).  £ 180

6336 1914 £1 purple and black on red top value nicely fine used
light CDS cancels, SG 38 Cat £120.  £ 50

6337 1914-20 Both 5s green and red on yellow or orange-buff both
hinged mint examples, fine, SG 36/36a Cat £103.  £ 38

6338 1939-1969 Original unpicked collection on leaves from a
large A to Z collector's estate mint  with better noted incl 1956 set to
£1, 1965 set, 1966 set, 1968 set etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.

 £ 60

6339 1950 (20 July) Registered airmail cover to USA bearing 1949
RSW set of 2 tied HONIARA CDS cancels and regd h/s No.3663,
wrinkles otherwise pretty. SG 75/6.  £ 28

6340 1953-1995 Mint, unmounted mint on stock pages for
commems, miniature sheets and many nice thematics. High degree of
completion. 100s.  £ 80

6341 1956-63 Complete sheets of 60 unmounted mint for 1d, 1½d,
2d & 9d (sheet 50), mainly fine, SG 83/4, 85, 90a Cat £198  £ 65

6342 2012 Set of long miniature sheets in two panels vertically
perforated (25cm x 15cm) to make two M/S includes Reef Fish,
Turtles, Whales, Birds of Prey, Volcanoes, Lighthouses, Reptiles,
Dolphins, Birds, Butterflies, lovely thematics, (10).  £ 30

6343 Clean mainly mint assembly on forty plus large stockcards
with some light duplication many commem sets, thematics noted
1908 Small Canoe 1d-5d, 1914 to 1s plus extras, 1939 GVI set (Cat
£90), 1956 set (Cat £94), 1940 Postage Due set (Cat £98), 1965 set
(Cat £50), 1966 Decimal set, 1972 long set (2, cat £40 each), 1987
Flowers long set (Cat £28), 1987 Butterflies strip, hereon many
commem sets to 2006, attractive range and good cat value. (c860).

 £ 200

6344 Collection of mainly mint sets and ranges on stockpages
including 1935 SJ set f.u., 1938 set to 10s mint, 1948 RSW set mint,
1956 set to £1, 1963 diff wmk set to 2/6 mint, 1965 set to £1 mint,
1966 Currency surchs., 1968 set mint, Postage Dues: 1940 set mint
(cat £95). Useful group STC £415.  £ 100

6345 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including
1939-51 set of 13 (cat £90), 1948 RSW set, 1956-63 set 17 (cat
£100), 1965 set 15 (cat £50), omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.

 £ 80

SOMALIA
6346 1960 Republic overprint Somaliland Independence 26 June
1960 on 50c & 1s20 both neat fine used CDS examples, SG 354/5.

 £ 36

6347 Breakaway Northern Republic: 1996 Republic of Somaliland
10s Camel & arms of the New Republic a complete sheet of 50
printed by Harrison & Sons. Officially there was no postal system in
place at the time of ordering it was left to the printer to decide on the
value.  This territory was not acknowledged by the United Nations,
the UPU was equally not interested. Fascinating and ex John Harley
Harrison & Sons Archive. Scarce as many bogus issues were made.

 £ 100

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
6348 1903 EDVII 1a carmine hinged mint showing BRIT SH
overprint variety, fine, SG 26a Cat £350.  £ 140

6349 1903-1958 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$321 with approx 75 all different, noted 1938 GVI set mint, 1942
GVI set m, 1951 Surcharge set m,  etc, useful lot for expansion.

 £ 65

6350 1953-58 Set of 12 hinged mint, fresh, SG 137/148 Cat £120.
 £ 30

6351 Clean mainly mint assembly on eight large stockcards with
some light duplication noted QV to 12a, EDVII to 4a, 1904 to 12a,
1912 to 8a & 2r, 1938 GVI set 12 (nearly two sets cat £175 each),
1942 11 vals to $5, 1951 surcharges 9 vals to 5s on 5r (2, cat £26
each), 1953 set (Cat £120), attractive range and good cat value.
(c200).  £ 180

SOUTH AFRICA
6352 1900 (8 Sep) Greetings from Pretoria, pictorial postcard on
Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with ½d VRI used to
Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 / BRITISH
ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise fine.

 £ 36
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6353 1900 (8 Sep) Reminiscence of the 1895 Revolution, private
pictorial postcard of the Australian Brigade on the back on Transvaal
1d postal stationery card uprated with another 1d used to
Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 / BRITISH
ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise fine.

 £ 36

6354 1900 Boer War field post office cover with Queen Victoria 1d
lilac to England with receiving cds on reverse. Pencil mark on front.
SG 174.  £ 18

6355 1900 Registered cover with eight V.R.I. overprints on eight
stamps highest value 1 shilling sent from Pretoria to Plymouth.
Unfortunately eight other stamps have been removed. Has 826 cachet
in red and sent from Sergeant in 27th Company in pen.  £ 20

6356 1900-02 Advertised Unclaimed and POW, two covers incl
1900 UK to No.7384 Volunteer Service South Africa with crayon
insuffi ci ent  address  and boxed ADVERTISED /  AND
UNCLAIMED in red, 1902 (18 Jan) PR of War violet single line h/s
Winburg OFS bearing VRI 1d lilac tied local CDS and P.B.O h/s in
violet, passed censor triangle h/s and E R sealing label. Nice duo.

 £ 30

6357 1901 Boer War Mail Very fine 1d pink postal stationery
envelope cancelled by neat SPRINGS 18.DEC.01 CDS (Gauteng
province) with Capetown and Johannesburg censor handstamps on
obverse, Addressed to Capetown and backstamped accordingly for
DE.2.1901 with Johannesburg transit cds for four days earlier. Most
attractive and considerably scarcer then Army Field post office
equivalents.  £ 175

6358 1901 (Jun 1) BOER WAR: OAS NO Stamps Available torn
cover to UK bearing octagonal ARMY POST OFFICE, NATAL
FIELD FORCE STANDERTON JUN 1 1901 datestamp in black
over manuscript 'On AS / No stamps available' and regt and name of
soldier sending the cover.  Torn along the top and light tones but
otherwise scarce.  £ 375

6359 1910-47 Very useful mint and used early collection on Ideal
leaves with strength in Postage Dues & Officials; includes 1913-24
GV defins to 10/- with shades incl. 5/- mint (cat £120), coil set, 1925
Airs set fine mint (cat £45), 1926-7 set of 3 in mint bilingual pairs
(cat £42), Postage Dues SG D1 to D27 (except D7) mint or used,
Officials incl. 1929-31 set in mint pairs (cat £110) and others Good
cat value. (85)  £ 130

6360 1926-1947 Stockpage with useful mint assembly of pairs incl
1927-30 3d, 1s, 2/6, 1930-44 2d, 3d blue (both wmks), 1947 1s (2),
4d & 1s, SG 35, 36, 37, 44, 45c, 45cw, 46, 48bw (2), etc, STC £450
(not checked). (55).  £ 85

6361 1932 Typed envelope with two 1/- yellow first air post
Durban to London. Jo'burg cds on reverse, note has two folds and
crush marks.  £ 18

6362 1935 Post Office Exhibition Cape Town.  Postal Stationery
card ½d cancelled with special Exhibition handstamp plus a further
cover with a similar handstamp written up on two album pages.
Pristine condition.  £ 13

6363 1938 Voortrekker Fund set of 4 on two commercial covers
cancelled on first day of issue at Johannesburg. Wrinkles but
colourful pair. SG 76/9.  £ 20

6364 1948 Pretoria Philatelic Society Golden Jubilee Exhibition.
Attractive cover well illustrated bearing a very nice miniature sheet
issued for the Exhibition, together with the usual Exhibition
registration hand stamp and special oval cancel.  Also has ""Pretoria
Jacaranda Time"" publicity label used as a letter seal on the reverse
(tied).  A most attractive cover.  £ 18

6365 1950-1951 Ship 1d grey and carmine unmounted mint stock
in various blocks and multiples including marginal examples for two
different printings 1950 and 1951 (smaller) including cylinder
imprints, nearly complete sheet of 220, good quantity for study.
Approx 650+. Mainly SG 115 or 135.  £ 250

6366 1951 (20 Jun) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown bearing 2d
pair tied violet boxed BOOKING OFFICE / SAS  / CAMBRIDGE
h/s with RAIL LETTER POST T.110 label in red on white with
manuscript No.1 and Cambridge station on reverse.  Minor grubby
faults but otherwise scarce.  £ 75

6367 1951 (25 Sept) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown bearing 2d
pair tied SAR & H / VINCENT 322/1 oval cancels (5 on front and
back) with RAIL LETTER POST T.110 label in red on white with
manuscript No.6 and oval d/s for Vincent 322/1.  Minor grubby
faults but otherwise scarce.  £ 75

6368 1951 (4 May) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown bearing 1d
ship pair and 2d tied violet boxed BOOKING OFFICE / SAS  /
CAMBRIDGE h/s and SAR & H / GRAHAMSTOWN 297 oval
cancel with RAIL LETTER POST T.110 label in red on white with
manuscript No.59 and Cambridge station.  Minor grubby faults but
otherwise scarce.  £ 75

6369 1953-2000 An extensive double collection of both mint and
used sets for huge ranges of issues, better including 1954 Animals set
to 10s mint, then many 100s through to 2000. High cat value and
quantity in excess of 1740.  £ 150

6370 1980's Twenty-one government covers posted off shore in
various world locations. Includes 1982 posted at sea from the MV
SA Agulhas at Gough Island, 1980 South African National Antarctic
Expedition, 1978 Department of Weather Office South Atlantic and
1983 Emergency Causality Evacuation from Marion Island. Very
interesting collection.  £ 85

6371 AND HOMELANDS:  First Day Covers and mint ranges in
xx binders including many attractive thematic sets, noted RSA 1975-
89, Venda 1980-1990 FDCs, Bophuthatswana 1977-1987, Ciskei
1981-1990, Transkei 1976-1989, then mint sets in stockbooks incl
Transkei 1983 long set to R2, 1991 Astronomy long set to R5,
Venda mint, RSA mint stockbook with nice M/S's, SWA mint in
packets (STC £900), also box of Lighthouse hingeless printed leaves.
Attractive lot.  £ 150

6372 Boer War: 1901 (12 Jan) DIYATALAWA CAMP Censor
cover from Worcester CGH to POW Diyatalwa Camp, Colombo,
Ceylon received at Diyatalwa on Feb 14 just over one month later,
and censor label applied on entry at Colombo.  Nice item.  £ 60

6373 Boer War: British Army Field office wrinkled and creased
cover bearing ERI ovpt 1d green and red tied Army Post Office
incomplete CDS and ON HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE / Opened
under Martial Law black on pink label affixed across the top tied by
PASSED PRESS CENSOR oval h/s.  £ 60

6374 Cape of Good Hope: 1899 (4 Oct) Officially Closed PO Box
cover SEAPOINT to Johannesburg bearing 1s red tied SEAPOINT
CDS and sealed by Postdepartement Z. A. Republiek / Ambtshalve
Gesolten (P.No 30) perf label and boxed NON RECLAIME /
UNCLAIMED on obverse. Various transit and RETURNED
LETTER J. H. Burg CDS. Few minor crease or tear otherwise nice
item.  £ 36

6375 GV to QEII assembly neatly arranged on twelve large
stockcards noted P. Dues to 3d pairs mint, officials incl vertical pairs
mint to 5s, SWA 2/6 blk of 4 used (SG 82), 5s pair used (SG 83),
War Effort set to 1s 6d & 1s with labels, mint, Huguenot set m,
SWA war effort pairs set mint, plus large War Effort set m, few
provinces incl Cape of Good Hope EDVII to 6d mint (Cat £76),
Voortrekker set mint (Cat £110) etc, useful assembly.  £ 100

6376 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used but cut into along the bottom
showing part of papermakers watermark N from TH SAUNDERS
1862, pity about the condition but scarce nevertheless SG 24 var.

 £ 48

6377 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used with purple trade cachet (very
lightly struck) showing watermark reversed variety, sound SG 24x.

 £ 35
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6378 Postage Dues: 1943-52 GVI sets only hinged mint for 1943-
33 units of 3 set of 4 (SG D30/3 cat £80), 1948-49 set of 5 singles
(SG D34/8 cat £80), 1950-2 set of 6 U/M (cat £32 m).  Total cat
£192.  (16).  £ 60

6379 Revenues: Balance of a old time hoard of small documents
pieces with mainly George Fifth values to £5 either pen cancels or
Deeds of Registry circa 1918 to 1920s. Values from three different
printings include (approx) 6d (7), 1s (24), 2s (20), 2/6 (19), 3s (17),
5s (41), 10s (30), £1 (37), £2 (23), £5 (11).  Attractive lot seldom
seen in such quantity. (Approx 230  items).  £ 330

6380 Unmounted mint collection of blacks and strips mainly with
imprints or sheet markings for S. Africa 1979-1988, homelands
including SWA 1981-3, Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda & Ciskei
all 1981-1985 all in multi u/m blocks of 4 or strips etc, huge quantity
well over 1500+.  £ 250

SOUTH GEORGIA
6381 Attractive mint assembly on twelve large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1963 QEII values to  2s (3, cat £27 each), 2/6
(5, cat £25 each), 5s, 10s & £1 black (3), 1971 Decimal Currency set
(3), 1976 Discovery (4), then Sandwich Islands 1999 Queen Mother
M/S, 2002 Jubilee M/S, 1999 Australia 99 M/S, many thematic
issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 290).  £ 150

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
6382 1916 (12 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 printed cover (faults)
with 1d red GV defins x 5 example cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from
the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and
PASSED CENSOR C.12 h/s in blue-black.  Scarce use of doctored
datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

6383 1916 (13 Oct) Opened by Censor 100 printed cover (faults)
with 1d red s trip  of 3 GV defins cancelled with German
WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the
postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and
PASSED CENSOR C.8  h/s in blue-black.  Scarce use of doctored
datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

6384 1916 (27 Nov) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 2½d
blue GV defins  x  2  examp les  cancel l ed  wi th  German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from
the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and
PASSED CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black.  Scarce use of doctored
datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

6385 1916 (31 Jul) Small piece with ½d green GV defins x 2
examples cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each
with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST.
Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
adhesives.  £ 30

6386 1916 (Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 1d red
strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval
cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug
leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and PASSED
CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black.  Scarce use of doctored
datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

6387 1917 (28 Feb) Opened by Censor 100 Rudolf Schulter,
Windhuk printed cover (mainly fine) with 1d red GV defin cancelled
with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE
erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr locally.
Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
adhesives.  £ 75

6388 1927 1s3s pale violet hinged mint with SPECIMEN
handstamp in violet, fine, SG 56s. Cat £75.  £ 32

6389 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1937 1½ purple brown pair U/M (SG 96 cat £29),
1938 Voortrekker set 4 pairs (cat £110), 1938 Voortrekker set 2
pairs (Cat £38), 1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs (cat £65), 1941-43 War

Effort set in pairs or trios (mainly U/M), 1943-44 set 8 U/M (cat
£25), etc, cat £324, (48).  £ 100

6390 1938 Voortrekker Centenary Memorial and Commemoration
unused set of four and set of two. SG 105/110  £ 48

6391 1939 (20 Jul) Registered cover to UK bearing Huguenot set
of 3 tied by SWAKOPMUND CDS cancels with typed addr. SG
111/113.  £ 22

6392 1939 250th Anniv. of landing of Huguenots complete set of
3 hinged mint, all fresh appearance, SG 111/3. Cat £65.  £ 20

6393 1939 250th Anniv. of Landing of Huguenots set of 3 in
mounted mint pairs with fresh appearance, superb, SG 111/3.

 £ 26

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
6394 1922 (Circa) Postcard of Cocoa Pods bearing 1d red Admiral
tied BULAWAYO CDS to Pietermaritzburg. Mainly fine.  £ 15

6395 1924-1937 Used assembly on album pages with better
includes 1924 Admiral set to 2/6 (Cat £290), 1931 set 15 (Cat
£150), 1935 SJ set (Cat £42), 1937 Coronation set. (42)  £ 150

6396 1924-1940 Collection of mint and used on leaves including
1924 set to 6d, 10d, 1s, 1/6 & 2s f.u. (Cat £155), 1931 set to 1s
mainly used, 2/6 used (cat £35), 1/6 mint, 1935 SJ set f.u. (Cat £42),
1937 GVI  set used, 1940 Jubilee set used, useful little lot (86).

 £ 115

6397 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 35

6398 1941 (1 Sept) Typed cover Salisbury to Beira beating 1½d
adhs tied CDS, with PASSED BY CENSOR S. RHODESIA / 1
triangle h/s in red alongside, Beira receiving b/s.  £ 25

6399 1941 (21 May) Philatelic brown card bearing GVI 1d red tied
BULAWAYO STATION CDS and two violet  1st  INF
BATTALION 21-5-1941 RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS
BRIGADE and DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE / OFFICER
COMMANDING WAR TRAINS / OFFICIAL FREE bilingual
crowned oval. Passed Censor No.62 boxed h/s in violet sent locally.
Nice philatelic item.  £ 40

6400 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1932 Waterfalls 2d blk of
4 (Cat £60), 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 1/6 U/M, 1940 Jubilee set,
1953 set (cat £90), 1964 set 14 (2 sets, cat £76), etc, nice little lot.

 £ 60

SPAIN
6401 1853 2r vermilion a superb fine four margin example fine
used with complete stamp covered by dotted squared cancel in black
neatly struck, super example of this key stamp, expertised on reverse.
SG 24 Cat £3000.  £ 1000

6402 1854 Two part fronts to Ayamonte each bearing 2r vermilion
tied oval barred cancel one from Almeria, other Cadiz, good four
margin examples. Cat £95 each as 4 margin f.u. stamps.  £ 40

6403 1856-1874 Group of stamped mail (one prestamp), including
entire letters, covers, wrappers noted 1874 5c & 10c letter re a
flooded factory, 1856 Jaca to France, 1860s Barcelona to Paris with
blue PP & 5c charge mark in black (3 other similar), 1866 with 4c
red imperf (2 items one with double ring 2 CDS), etc. Very mixed but
intr group, (13).  £ 125

6404 1867 Entire sent from Valencia with 20c lilac. With Madrid
Au 15 67 cds addressed to Dundee Scotland with Au 18 67 receiving
cds wrapper roughly opened.  £ 20

6405 1903 10c red on B&W postcard of Las Palmas with crisp
Southampton 3 AP 03 Ship Letter cancel addressed to North Devon.

 £ 12
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6406 1924 (25 Feb) Superb airmail cover from Larache to Madrid
bearing attractive combination incl 50c air imperf pair (only 300
imperfs were issued, Edifil 296s), plus 25c blue air blk of 4,
Morocco Zone blk of 4 15c orange & 20c single all tied CORREO
AERO LARACHE 25.FEB.24 cancels addr to Madrid, lovely cover
with high cat value.  £ 175

6407 1930 11th Int. Railway Conference Airs set of 6 hinged mint
with fine appearance, SG 547/552 cat £194.  £ 65

6408 1930 Spanish-American Exhibition 1Peseta purple Air stamp
u/m SG649. Very fine  £ 20

6409 1930 The 11th International Railway Congress, Madrid - 10p
light blue fine used top value with very fine fresh appearance, lovely
example.  £ 250

6410 1950 General Franco's Canary Islands Visit 10c on 25c
brown-purple very lightly hinged mint with bottom marginal with
control figures on reverse. SG 1151 .Cat £750. Scarce.  £ 275

6411 A selection of approx. one hundred modern covers and
postcards. Nice amount of modern stamps and various cancels
including Barcelona, Granada and Madrid.  £ 20

6412 Fournier Forgery: A substantial assembly of forgeries from
1850-1889 including nice imperf blocks of 4 for Isabella issues to 5r,
1852 incl strip of 4, blks of 4, local post issues incl framed blks of
4, 1860s incl blk of 4, framed singles, pairs, 1872-73 10c lilac
imperf blk of 15, also postmarks and surcharges, beautiful lot. (142).

 £ 355

6413 Local Patriotic Overprints: 1939 Six Franco adhesives 20c
(2), 25c, & 40c (3) each overprinted in either gold, black, bronze or
silver with Malaga Saluda al Conde Ciano 17.739 (Malaga welcomes
count Ciano), also with symbols of fascism hinged mint, very scarce
and hard to find.  (These were produced by Juan Marra without
official authorisation, a well known dealer and forger of Civil War
locals).  £ 100

SPAIN - COLONIES
6414 1929 Postcard from Guinea to Germany bearing 25c black
and red tied GUINEA ESPANOLA CDS, with Fernando Poo transit
CDS, little untidy PPC of native village in the jungle, intr.  £ 25

6415 1930 Torn registered cover from Guinea to Germany bearing
nice combination of 10c, 15c & 30c pair tied GUINEA boxed
datestamps, with BATA regd h/s No.1492, various backstamps incl
Fernando Poo transit boxed d/s, Madrid and Germany transits and
arrival b/s. Torn corner and wrinkles otherwise sound.  £ 30

6416 Azores: 1908 (June) 10c green and red postal stationery card
Ponte Delgada to Muskau Germany uprated with 2½A pair and 5A
tied PAQUETE CDS cancels and  MUSKAU arrival CDS. Attractive
and scarce on commercial covers.  £ 35

SUDAN
6417 1897-1954 Mint assembly (few used) on stockpage with
useful runs including 1897 2p, 5p & 10p (used, cat £105), 1898 set
to 5p mint (Cat £120),  1902-21 Wmk Crescent 7 vals to 2p mint,
1921 set 7 used (Cat £42), 1927-41 set 15 mint (Cat £85), 1935
General Gordon set mint (Cat £140), 1941 Tuti Island set mint (Cat
£325), 1948 set to 20p mint, 1940-41 surcharges 4½a on 5m & 8p
mint (Cat £90), Airmails incl different perf sets 1950 air set 8 mint,
attractive collection with very high cat value. (Approx. 170). £ 400

6418 Army Service: Mint (a few used) assembly on stockpage with
useful runs including 1905 1m m & u, 1906-11 1m to 1p, 2p ( top
marginal plate number) & 5p mint (Cat £335), Wmk Quatrefoil 2p
mint (Cat £95), 1913 AS perfin 1m, 2m, 1p, 2p (both colours) mint
(Cat £345), 5p brown and green used (Cat £55) attractive group.
(17).  £ 280

6419 Mint & used on old time printed pages unpicked as dissected
from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 85 different incl
1898 to 10p m & u, 1902-21 to 10p used, 1927-41 to 20p, airs,
officials. Ideal fill those gaps.  £ 42

6420 Officials: Mint assembly on stockpage with useful runs
including 1903-12 seven values to 10p (wmk Star & Crescent),
1913-22 large SG perfin 2m, 3m, 2pi, 5pi, 10pi (Cat £215), 1922
smaller SG set 4 mint (Cat £80), 1927-30 3m, 5p & 10p (Cat £132),
1936-46 set to 4pi (Cat £132), 1948 set 16 used (Cat £90), 1950 air
set of 8, 1951 set, attractive group. (c88).  £ 200

6421 Postage Dues: Useful mint and used assembly including 1897
set 4 mint + set 4 used, 1901 set 4 used, 1927 set 3 mint, 1948 set 3
mint (55), nice range. (19).  £ 36

6422 Stockbook with mainly used assembly from Arab Postman
defins to 1956 mostly arranged by postmarks including Khartoum
(one in blue), Retta, Atbara Abu Hamed, Akobo, Argo, Aroma,
Barakat, Berber, Ed Damer, Darmali, Dilling, Dongola, Ed Dueim,
El Fasher, Erkowit, Gallabat, Gambeila, Gebel Aulia, Geneina,
Gedaref, Tewfekia, Wadi Halfa, Hassa Heissa, Juba, Kadugli,
Kamlin, Kawa, Kerma, Merowi, Mongalla, Mvolo, Hillet Abbas
(used in 1907-08 for less than one year, only a few know this value
3m with OSGS opt), El Obeid (incl. rare cancel Gisburn type 10),
plus many, many more, approx. 320. Ideal lot for expansion. £ 320

6423 Telegraphs: Useful mint and used assembly including 1897
TEL handstamp 5m unused, 2p & 5pi used, 1898-99 mint pairs 1898
set 4 (Cat £40), 1898-99 mint for 1p-5pi, 10pi & 25pi (Cat £26),
nice range. (16).  £ 45

SWAZILAND
6424 1889 SWAZILAND INVERTED variety on ½d grey hinged
mint original gum with a few rust spots otherwise sound, scarce, SG
4a Cat £1200.  £ 180

6425 1889-1935 Small mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed page with better including 1889 Black ovpt 1d, 2d, mint or
small part og, 1s used, ½d both red & black ovpts mint, 6d used,
1933 GV set of 10 mint (Cat £180), 1935 SJ set used, etc, useful
little lot (23). Cat £490.  £ 150

6426 1889-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$467 with approx 175 all different, noted 1938 to 10s, 1956 set to
£1 mint, 1961 set m, 1969 set m, etc, useful lot for expansion.

 £ 110

6427 1933-1968 Used assembly on album pages with better
includes 1935 SJ set, 1938 set (Cat £42), 1948 RSW set (Cat £45),
1956 set to £1 (Cat £80), 1961 set (Cat £50) plus two types of R2 on
£1, 1961 New Currency set (Cat £55), 1968 set 19. (Approx 230)

 £ 150

6428 1935 (26 Dec) Silver Jubilee set on regd airmail cover to UK
and MBABANE H/S in black tied MBABANE CDS's.  Nice cover.

 £ 45

6429 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d ultramarine and grey-black unmounted
mint showing perfinned Specimen horseshoe, even toned gum on
reverse otherwise fine, SG 22s.  £ 20

6430 1938 Complete set of 11 to 10/- hinged mint, fine, SG
28/38a.  £ 32

SWEDEN
6431 1855-1979 Useful mint & used collection collection complete
for many key issues on Scott printed pages noted 1855 3s green CDS
used (short corners, cat £5000), 4s blue f.u., 8s orange used (few
faults and off centre, Cat £850), 1858 'set' of 6 values used (few
faults, Cat £635), 1862 17o purple (Cat £170), 1903 5k blue used,
1916 Clothing Fund set 10 used (Cat £82), 10ore + 4k90 on 5k blue
f.u. (Cat £400), 1924 Eighth Congress of UPU set mint (Cat £895),
1924 50th Anniv. of UPU set to 80o mint (Cat £395), back of the
book etc, attractive and clean. (100s). STC $4600+.  £ 1000
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6432 1858-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge
worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1858 5o green
& 24o orange (cat £89), 30o brown (cat £55), 1872 to 6a mauve &
both 1r & 1k used (Cat £165+), 1908 P.O vf.u., 1916 Clothing fund
set 10 f.u. (cat £80), Landstormen surchs (6), 1921 Liberation set
used, 1924 8th Congress UPU set to 80o used (cat £398), 1924 50th
Anniv. UPU set to 60o used (cat £389), 1936 Tercent set mint (cat
£124), hereon much complete to 1949, back of the book incl Officials
6o lilac mint (cat £120), 1889 surch set 2 f.u., P. Dues to 1k etc, etc,
useful lot to fill those gaps! Huge catalogue value.  £ 450

6433 1858-72 Duplicated range of fourteen fine used CDS
examples, mainly fine but odd pulled or blunt perf, many with good
centring, comprises 5o green (5, shades), 12o blue (3), 24o (4), 30o
brown (2), Cat £350+. Nice group SG range 6/10. (14).  £ 60

6434 1858-72 Set of five fine used CDS examples, mainly fine but
small tone on 50o, others have odd pulled or blunt perf, four values
with good centring , Cat £485+. Nice group SG range 6/11. (5).

 £ 85

6435 1863 Type II 3o bistre-brown fine used part crisp CDS,
slightly centred low, very fine, SG 12b Cat £200.  £ 38

6436 1924 50th Anniv. of UPU 5kr blue top value mounted mint
centred slightly right and usual weak corner perfs, nice looker, SG
175 Cat £300.  £ 60

6437 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 2k red
hinged mint key value with very fine fresh appearance, lovely
example.  £ 60

6438 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 5k blue
hinged mint top value with very fine fresh appearance, lovely
example.  £ 125

6439 1924 8th Congress of UPU 13 values of 15 nearly complete
set fine mounted mint complete 35o to 5k top values, all very fresh
and sound appearance, SG 146, 148, 149/50, 152/60. High cat.

 £ 250

6440 1924 8th Congress of UPU set to 2kr CDS used mainly very
fine, SG 146/159.  £ 150

6441 1924 Eight Congress of UPU used selection of nine values
from 5o-40o & 80o (Cat £143), 1924 50th Anniv. of UPU 12 values
5o to 80o complete (Cat £430), mostly fine, SG 146-153, 157,
161/172. (21).  £ 60

6442 2002-2009 Unmounted mint collection in stockbook for
commem sets & miniature sheets, many thematics, setenant strips,
noted 2002 Motor Bikes, 2004 Heritage setenant Lapona blk of 4,
Football self-adhesive, Nordic M/S, Irish Women setenant blocks of
4 (2, one Irish), Rock setenant blocks, 2005 Subs, 2005 Mopeds,
Angels, 2006 Railways, 2006 Gustaf M/S, 2007 Fashion, Butterfly
50k (Cat £30), 2008 Comic Strips, etc, huge cat value in excess of
£1000. Attractive lot.  £ 350

6443 Booklets assembly of loose booklets from 1960s-70s with
some better, values to 6.50kr, few stuck together, approx. 40.

 £ 20

6444 Huskvarna Locals: 50ore & 75ore booklet panes of eight
triangles unmounted mint, staple hole in margin and imperf along top
and bottom as produced. Fine.  £ 40

SWITZERLAND
6445 1850 2kr Post Office printed posting form for St Gallen 600f
neatly written out black on yellow form. Minor faults, otherwise fine.

 £ 20

6446 1850 Central cross without black frame; 10r red, black and
yellow, 3 shades including yellow, orange-yellow and brownish
yellow sound used with 2-3 margins and some faults, thins etc, used
with diamond grilled cancels, taken 'as is', SG 10/12, Cat £7095.

 £ 125

6447 1854-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge
worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1854 Imperfs 5r
to 15r used, 1862 many different printings to 1f gold (cat £600 some
faults but nice CDS), 40c grey CDS used (cat £180), 40c green (cat
£85), 1882 to 3f used, 1907-08 Sitting defins incl better mint 70c
yellow & brown (cat £85), 1908-10 William Tell incl some tete-
beche pairs mint, 1919 Air 50c mint (cat £60), 1920s incl many nice
tete-beche pairs, pro-juventute from first issues mainly in sets, many
sets and ranges to 1950s mainly mint, 1938 Phil. Ex. M/S used
special cancel, then back of the book Int. Organisations, postage dues
etc, useful  lot to fill those gaps! (c138).  Huge catalogue value.

 £ 500

6448 1856 1Fr grey-lilac used example with yellow thread, two
heavy AARAU CDS cancel, closed tear at base, decent spacefiller,
SG 39 Cat £1100.  £ 20

6449 1857 (2 May) Stampless cover to Liverpool from Geneve 5S
with manuscript charge mark and boxed two line FR. / 1F78c French
Exchange Office Entry mark plus SUISSE FERNEX 4 CDS in red,
transit cancels and Liverpool dotted K6 arc receiving h/s on obv.,
faults incl wrinkles and tones. Roumet offers these at €100+.  £ 75

6450 1857 (25 Aug) Stampless cover to Liverpool Chamonix C
with manuscript 6 charge mark and boxed two line FR. / 1F78c
French Exchange Office Entry mark plus SARDAIGNE 3 CULOZ
3 CDS in red, transit cancels and Liverpool dotted arc receiving h/s
on obv., faults incl wrinkles and tones. Roumet offers these at €100+.

 £ 75

6451 1857 Strubels Thick paper Green Thread 20r orange an
attractive PAIR with one good margin and cut closer on other three
sides, with lightly struck AIGLE CDS cancel, nice example, SG 50
Cat £170.  £ 40

6452 1857 Strubels Thin paper Carmine Thread 10r pale blue an
attractive one large margin example neatly cut with lightly struck fine
CDS cancel, touching along frame lines on other three sides, nice
looker, SG 40 Cat £500.  £ 48

6453 1858 Strubels Thick paper Green Thread 40r green with three
good margins fine used incomplete CDS cancel, nice example, SG 51
Cat £100.  £ 28

6454 1862 Sitting Helvetia 2c grey mint large part original gum,
pen Switzerland across the back but nice clean example, SG 52 Cat
£190.  £ 38

6455 1862-81 Strubels Perf specialised collection identified on
leaves by different printings, perf gauges, papers, watermarks and
shades, noted 1862 3c black (5 used cat £170 each = £850), 40r
green used (3, cat £85 each), 60c copper-bronze used (2, cat £225
each), 1f gold used (3, SG 60a Cat £600 each, 'as is'), one mint
original gum (SG 60a, Cat £1700), 1867 15c yellow (2 used), 30r
blue used (SG 65 Cat £300), 40c grey used, (4, SG 66/66a cat £180
each), 50c purple used (12, Cat £65 each), 1881 2c ochre Ausser
Kurs h/s (2), 5c black-brown incl double prints, one inverted incl a
pair, 50c purple used (faults cat £650), 1f gold mint (2), plus a
couple of covers etc., very mixed but many nice copies seen, huge cat
value. (282 + 4 covers).  £ 500

6456 1863 (17 July) Entire Letter Zurich to Milan (Italy) bearing
30c vermilion tied superb ZURICH 8A CDS cancel, with boxed PD
in black, and various transit and arrival datestamps. Some aging,
white foxing marks and minor faults. Nice use of 30c rate.  £ 40

6457 1863 Sitting Helvetia 40c green fine used neat Geneve CDS
cancel, SG 58 Cat £85.  £ 25

6458 1863 Sitting Helvetia 40c green hinged mint large part
original gum, slight soil at top right and odd blunt perf otherwise
good example of this scarce stamp, SG 58 Cat £1800.  £ 360

6459 1864 White wove paper Sitting Helvetia 1f gold in a superb
bottom left corner marginal block of 6 unmounted mint / hinged mint
on one stamp only, scarce multiple Scott 50 Cat $285.  £ 200
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6460 1867 Sitting Helvetia 2c red-brown used side CDS clear of
vignette, ironed out crease but good colour, scarce, SG 61b Cat £325.

 £ 40

6461 1872 Postal stationery 10c red embossed with very nice
Lenzburg 12 IV 72 cds addressed to Basel with cds on reverse. Some
toning on cover.  £ 20

6462 1881 Granite paper Sitting Helvetia 20c orange fine used
incomplete double ring CDS cancel, superb, SG 109 Cat £180.

 £ 36

6463 1881 Granite paper Sitting Helvetia 20c orange fine used part
double ring CDS cancel, couple blunt perfs otherwise sound SG 109
Cat £180.  £ 28

6464 1881-1941 A small selection of eighteen covers and postcards
includes, 1881 cover to England, postcard of Jungtraujoch the highest
railway station in Europe and a couple of censored covers.  £ 20

6465 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.11ó 40c grey fine used nice
CDS example, SG 136 Cat £65.  £ 18

6466 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.9½ 1fr claret fine used nice
part CDS example, SG 144a Cat £130.  £ 26

6467 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.9½ 50c deep blue fine used
part 1889 CDS example, short NE corner otherwise sound, SG 143a
Cat £475.  £ 75

6468 1882-1905 Numeral & Cross specialised collection identified
on leaves by different printings, perf gauges, papers, watermarks and
shades, noted 1882 plain wove paper 2c olive-bistre used BERN  23
VII 82 CDS (SG 121, cat £450, taken 'as is'), 10c & 12c, Granite
paper wide range of m & u incl shades, 15c lemon used (5, Cat £42
each), 1894 15c dull violet mint (both shades cat £215), 1905 to 15c,
plus a few covers etc, odd mixed but mainly nice copies seen, useful
lot. (Approx 165).  £ 75

6469 1894-1902 Sitting Helvetia 1f fine used x 3 listed shades,
carmine, rose-carmine and bright carmine, all nice CDS example,
fine, SG 153B, 153B/c & d Cat £93.  £ 25

6470 1899 Standing Helvetia P.11½ x 11 50c yellow-green in an
attractive fine used strip of 3 with nice ZURICH 19 / FIL. SELNAU
CDS's, SG 151B Cat £165.  £ 38

6471 1901-03 P.11½ x 12 Colour change 50c dark green showing
white cross doubled variety fine used and sound, AC74Ea var.

 £ 75

6472 1901-03 Sitting Helvetia 30c mint x 3 listed shades, deep
brown, pale brown, lake-brown, few gum faults otherwise fine, SG
157/157b Cat £160.  £ 38

6473 1904 Cover USA to UK bearing 5c blue tied POULTNEY
VT cds and fancy cancel, redirected on arrival to UK where 5d FB h/s
applied, label affixed over the address C/O Eden House, Messrs
Thomas Cook Lucerne and circular T2 CENTIMES 25C NY with
additional 50c p.due affixed and tied at Lucerne. Trade cachets on
reverse. Intr.  £ 24

6474 1904-1974 Attractive mainly hinged mint collection on Yvert
printed leaves (in a broken binder) with few earlier used 1905-07
Standing Helvetias (20c, 25c, 30c & 50c mint), 1918 onwards
mainly mint noted pro-juventute sets 1918 onwards, 1934
Landscapes set m, 1936 landscapes set 12, 1941-59 set of 13 (cat
£46), 1940s-50s National Fete sets, 1949 long set of 12 (Cat £32),
1960 long set, etc, useful lot or expansion.  £ 180

6475 1905-07 Wmk Cross P. 11½ 15c reddish purple with
heavyish Zurich 1908 CDS cancel, sound, SG 199a Cat £225.

 £ 30

6476 1905-6 P. 11½ x 11 White paper Standing Helvetia 3fr bistre-
brown used CDS example, centred NW, sound, SG 206 Cat £250.

 £ 48

6477 1905-6 P. 11½ x 11 White paper Standing Helvetia 40c grey
fine used nice CDS example, SG 203 Cat £250.  £ 80

6478 1907 P. 11½ x 11 Granite paper Standing Helvetia 3fr bistre-
brown used CDS example, fine, SG 224 Cat £120.  £ 35

6479 1909-15 A small selection of eleven embossed postal
stationery wrappers various values and three unused postal stationery
envelopes 2c and two 10c.  £ 22

6480 1919 Air 50c yellow-green and deep green fine used part
double ring FLUGPOST CDS, one pulled perf along top otherwise
very fine, SG 303 Cat £180.  £ 48

6481 1920 Air 30c pale green and yellow-brown fine used
incomplete CDS, very fine with expertising mark TI in violet on
reverse, attractive key stamp. SG 302 Cat £1900.  £ 650

6482 1923 Basic air set complete range of 13 values to 2f all fine
used CDS, mainly very fine, SG 316/328a, Cat £572.  £ 180

6483 1923-40 Air Complete set of 13 mainly fine used CDS copies,
attractive and Cat £500. SG 316/328 (cheapest).  £ 160

6484 1925 Registered Zurich cover with six air stamps (2
duplicates) on tatty cover to England. Includes 2 x 35c brown and
ochre and 2 x 40c lilac and violet.  1925 Zurich cover with three air
stamps on very tatty cover. Note may be option to steam off stamps
as cat value approx. £350.  £ 65

6485 1929 Chalky paper 35c lake-brown and brown-ochre fine used
corner CDS example, attractive and fine Cat £75. SG 320.  £ 25

6486 1931 Cover from South Africa bearing 2d view defin tied
CDS to UK then redirected from Minehead Somerset to Switzerland
with additional ½d green tied machine mark, underpaid (should be
1½d) hence on arrival in Montreaux 5c postage due, intr cover.

 £ 20

6487 1933 Chalky paper 40c blue and apple-green fine used
VETTINGEN CDS example, attractive and fine Cat £120. SG 322a.

 £ 36

6488 1935-37 Air Complete surcharge set of 6 mainly fine used
CDS copies, attractive and Cat £140. SG 358-363.  £ 42

6489 1936-1946 Miniature sheets assembly of better issues
mounted mint including 1936 Nat. Defence Fund (Cat £65), 1938
Aaru Exhib. (Cat £46), 1943 Swiss Cantonals (both, cat £145), 1945
War Relief Fund (Cat £170), Centenary Basel Stamp issue (Cat £85),
useful group (8). Cat £520.  £ 135

6490 1937 25th Annie. of Pro Juventute miniature sheet tied to
registered postcard sent locally tied nice ZURICH CDS, wrinkles
along the top affecting the sheet, otherwise sound, SG MS J83a.

 £ 30

6491 1940 National Fete Imperf Miniature Sheet unmounted mint
, trace of tiny nick at bottom and light gum bend, SG MS 404a Cat
£400.  £ 80

6492 1940 National Fete & Red Cross Fund Miniature sheet imperf
unmounted mint, tiny bend in bottom right corner otherwise fresh, SG
MS 404a Cat £400.  £ 100

6493 1940s to 1997 Mint & mainly unmounted mint collection of
sets in well filled springback album, noted some earlier incl airs to 2f
fine used, huge range of defin and commems, then back of the book
dues, few pro-juventute, Int. Organisations, approx 720 + 7 M/S,
STC £1050+.  £ 280

6494 1941 Air Landscapes mint range of 8 30c to 5fr inc key values
to 5fr, noted 30c grey, 40c blue (cat £80), 5fr blue (cat £23), useful
range, SG 415, 416a, 417/422. Cat £130.  £ 28

6495 1946 Air 1f.50 red and grey Special (Lausanne, Luceren,
Locarno) flights valid only for mail on those flights, attractive
complete unmounted mint sheet of 25 with sheet imprints and sheet
number, few bends otherwise fine, scarce in such format, SG 466 Cat
£1000+.  £ 250

6496 1947 (2 May) Maiden Voyage Swissair printed cover bearing
2f50 Air tied special Maiden Voyage CDS cancel, mainly fine.  SG
472.  £ 25
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6497 1947 Maiden Voyage Swiss Air Switzerland-USA typed
cover addressed en route to London with 2f.50 deep blue, blue & red
SG472.  £ 25

6498 1948 National Fete set of 4 in complete sheets of 25
unmounted mint, few minor faults crease or small marginal marks,
nice with imprints and sheet number, SG 495/498. Cat £230.

 £ 46

6499 1949 National Fete set of four in complete sheets of 25
unmounted mint, odd wrinkles but nice with imprints and sheet
number, SG 506/9. Cat £287.  £ 55

6500 1951 National Fete set of five in complete sheets of 25
unmounted mint, odd wrinkles but nice with imprints and sheet
number, SG 527/531. Cat £550.  £ 110

6501 1952-1966 Pro-Juventute enormous very fine used stock
packed on Hagner pages including 1952 set x 3, 1953 set  x 4, 1954
set x 4, 1955 set x 4, 1956 set x 6, 1957 set x 6, plus a huge range
of each year to 1966, good cat value inc excess of £520+. 100s.

 £ 80

6502 1955 National Philatelic Exhibition Lausanne miniature sheet
hinged mint, mainly fine, SG MS 561a Cat £140. Sold at 2f on the
day of the stamp show.  £ 30

6503 1955 National Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet,
unmounted mint, couple gum wrinkles otherwise fine, SG MS 561a
Cat £140.  £ 28

6504 1998-2008 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl 1998
Paintings long set, 2000 Tourism, 2001 Embroidery, self-adhesives,
miniature sheets, includes pro-patria, nice thematics. STC £1350, 28
M/S, approx 380.  £ 350

6505 1999 Youth Stamps re-issue set of 2 unmounted mint each
design showing no strings on parcel, SG 1407/8, Cat £376.  £ 125

6506 2003-2010 Unmounted mint collection in stockbook for
commem sets & miniature sheets, many thematics, setenant strips,
self-adhesives, noted 2003 Medicinal Plant (cat £26), UNESCO,
Swiss Design, 2004 Xmas strip, 2005 MMS, 2005 Centenary M/S,
Greetings, Pro Patria, 2006 NABA M/S, 2007 Legends, 2008
Instruments, 2008 Pro patria, 2009 Pro patria + M/S, 2009 Artists,
2010 Aviation, Swiss Customs, Pro Patria, high cat value in excess
of £900. Very attractive lot.  £ 300

6507 Back of the book: Interesting mint & used collection with
better content throughout noted Frank Stamps incl one on cover,
1935 Servers of Mankind, Franco vignettes 1925 & 1943, Telegraph
stamps 1881 to 20fr mint, to 3fr used, Swiss Soldier stamps WWI
(30 diff), Roundabout Services, nice postmark collection for
difference types annotated, Regional, Ambulant types, Bahnpost etc,
fascinating lot.  £ 120

6508 Binder containing extensive early to 2000 defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1882 to 3f used, 1923 Air 50c mint,
1f used, 35c used (Cat £75), 40c blue and apple-green mint (crease,
Cat £65, used cat £120, 2f used, 1950-51 Nat. Fete sets m, 1961
Wood Carving set m (Cat £82), pro-patria sets mainly used, good qty
and plenty of mainstream here, 100s.  £ 175

6509 Fournier Forgery: A collection of postmarks on two pages
including fancy early cancels from Cantonals, PP h/s, Geneve &
Basel CDS postmarks, nice range of red postmarks incl fancy
crosses, black CDS postmarks from different towns etc. (100+).

 £ 250

6510 International Organisations: International Bureau of
Education; 1950 Landscapes complete set of 11 values mainly
unmounted mint, SG LE29/39, Cat £90.  £ 36

6511 International Organisations: International Bureau of
Education; 1950 Landscapes complete set of 11 values hinged mint,
SG LE29/39, Cat £90.  £ 28

6512 International Organisations: International Labor Office ; 1928
5f deep blue fine used neat wavy line cancels, fine, SG LB29, Cat
£110.  £ 36

6513 International Organisations: International Labor Office ; 1937
3fr red-brown fine used neat CDS cancelled by favour CTO with
gum, fine, SG LB27a, Cat £250.  £ 60

6514 International Organisations: International Labor Office ; 1937
3fr red-brown fine used neat CDS , fine, SG LB27a, Cat £250.

 £ 60

6515 International Organisations: International Labor Office ; 1950
Landscapes complete set of 11 unmounted mint to 70c violet, fine,
SG LB80-90, Cat £160.  £ 65

6516 International Organisations: International Labor Office ; 1950
Landscapes part set of 9 values fine used to 70c violet, needs 25c &
35c to complete, fine, SG range LB80-90, Cat £130.  £ 26

6517 International Organisations: Labor Office; 1944 Top values
ovptd COURRIER DU BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU
TRAVAIL 3f, 5f & 10f fine CDS used, SG LB77/79.  £ 22

6518 International Organisations: League of Nations ; 1922-44
Attractive cto fine used 'set' of 36 values 2½c to 10f all nice CDS
copies, mostly cancelled by favour CDS copies, SG range LN1-
LN33, Cat £1300.  £ 425

6519 International Organisations: League of Nations ; 1928 5f deep
blue fine used corner CDS expertising handstamp on reverse, superb
example, SG LN31 Cat £130.  £ 45

6520 International Organisations: League of Nations; 1932 Int.
Disarmament Conference set of 6 fine used, SG LN34/39. Cat £150.

 £ 60

6521 International Organisations: League of Nations ; 1932
International Disarmament Conference set of 6 CDS used, mainly
sound, SG LN34-9 Cat £140.  £ 42

6522 International Organisations: League of Nations ; 1932
International Disarmament Conference set of 6 CDS used cancelled
by favour with gum, mainly sound, SG LN34-9 Cat £140.  £ 38

6523 International Organisations: United Nations; 1950 Complete
set of 20 values fresh unmounted mint, very  scarce set complete with
Ferrari 1983 Certificate of authenticity. SG LU1/20, Cat £700.

 £ 350

6524 International Organizations: Group of commercial mail incl
League of Nations printed en, 1956 WHO opts on printed cover
unaddr (11), 1966 meter mark, 1932 French Delegation PCP, Labor
Office printed en., WHO ALMS h/s, 1963 UN issues on CDS, 1963
Meteorological on printed cover unaddr, 1923 Society Des Nations
Section d'Information wrapper with 10c tied, plus some oversized
covers, mixed in places but mainly fine, interesting group. (38).

 £ 75

6525 Meter Marks: 1936 Two private branded labels for
MACHINENE FABRIK / SCHWEITER A G HORGEN with black
frames imperf top and bottom both postally used for 5p & 50p red
both with HORGEN postmarks, nice early meter items.  £ 10

6526 Officials: 1918 (July) Industrielle / Kriegs - / wirtschaft first
overprint on 3c orange-brown tied to paper by Dec 1918 CDS,
expertised EZ h/s in violet on reverse, nice example. SG O299 Cat
£400.  £ 125

6527 Officials: 1918 (July) Industrielle / Kriegs - / wirtschaft first
overprint on 7½c grey (SG type 18b) unmounted mint, very fresh,
just couple of contemporary specks on gum, nice example. SG O301
Cat £450.  £ 180

6528 Officials: 1918 (July) Industrielle / Kriegs - / wirtschaft first
overprint on 30c pale green and yellow-brown mounted mint with
hinge remains, nice example. SG O307 Cat £180.  £ 48
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6529 Officials: 1918 (Sept) Industrielle / Kriegs - / wirtschaft
second overprint used for 3c orange-brown, 5c green & 10c red on
buff. SG O308-O311 (O310 is mint) Cat £275. (4).  £ 85

6530 Officials: 1950 Complete set of 11 unmounted mint, very fine,
SG O522/532. Cat £100.  £ 40

6531 Officials: 1950 Complete set of eleven unmounted mint, very
fine, SG O522/532. Cat £100.  £ 40

6532 Pre-Stamp covers range of ten Entire Letters varied condition
includes 1831 Geneva to Liverpool with boxed SUISSE / PAR /
FERNEY & A.E. / J.F h/s, Bern, 1854 Trub, 1847 Fribourg in red
CDS, 1847 Luzern, blue cancels for 1845 Neuchatel en Suisse, 1849
St Gallen, 1851 Bern, 1849 AARAU boxed, and 1853 framed in
blue, nice group. (10).  £ 80

6533 Pro-Juventute: 19467 Alpine Flowers 20c + 10c & 30c + 10c
both in attractive unmounted mint complete sheets of 50 with sheet
imprints and sheet number, fine, SG J122/3. Cat £245.  £ 48

6534 Stockbook with a useful assembly of better pickings especially
in earlier issues used including 1851 Post local forged pair, 1850
Rayon I 5rp red, black and blue (2), 5r red and blue (4), 10r red,
black and yellow (4), 1852 15r vermilion (2), 1854-62 duplicated
values to 20r orange (2), 40r green (6, cat £600), 1862-78 perfs
issues to 1f gold (fine used 1878 CDS Cat £500), 1881 to 1f gold
mint and used, 1882-99 to 15c yellow (4 Cat £160), 1898 3f yellow-
brown (5), 1901-02 50c green (13), 1924-40 shield set used (9 sets
Cat £270), Pro-juventute duplicated used ranges from 1913 with fine
used singles cat up to £100 each, airs incl 1923-40 set 13 (2+ Cat
£1000+), earlies taken 'as is' and useful lot with a high cat value.
100s.  £ 380

6535 U/m and used on stockcards. With early Pro Juv from 1915
and 1916 set used , then duplicated 1960's Pro Juv and defins in
blocks , sets and some fine used . Cat Value £2000+  £ 175

6536 Well filled springback album with 100s all different from
1854 imperfs, perf to 1f gold m & u, 1914 to 10f used, 1923 airs to
2f used, pro-juventute from 1920s m & u, many used commems, Int.
Orgs., UN etc, many 100s. Good base for expansion.  £ 80

SYRIA
6537 1922 Cover to Vienna bearing 3piastres on 60c violet and
blue (SG128) tied in lower left corner with large BEIROUTH cds
with the same cancel in top right corner and Vienna arrival
backstamp. Fine and attractive cover  £ 20

6538 1958 Children's Day RAU overprint set of three unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 670a/c Cat £225.  £ 80

TAIWAN
6539 1972 Large typed airmail cover with $2 and $2.50 dogs
addressed to Germany. Note has fold in centre.  £ 15

6540 1985-1990 Complete Year Folders issued by the Postal
Authority bilingual books with unmounted mint sets and miniature
sheets for each year noted 1987 New Year M/S (Cat £24), 1986 P.O.
M/S, Paintings set, Fish, Birth Cent. M/S, 1985 Poetry, NY
Greetings M/S, 1990 NY Greetings M/S, odd space otherwise fine,
(4). STC £700.  £ 200

6541 2007-8 Special packs incl some oversized noted 2008 100th
Anniv. of Taiwan Trunk line, 2007 Taroko pack still in sealed
shrinkwrap, 2007 120th Railway Anniv. pack, 2007 sheet of 10 in
folder. Nice group of four items.  £ 35

6542 Year Folders issued by the Postal Authority bilingual books
with unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets for each year 1985-
87, 1990 noted 1987 New Year M/S (Cat £24), 1986 P.O. M/S,
Paintings set, Fish, Birth Cent. M/S, 1985 Poetry, NY Greetings
M/S, 1990 NY Greetings M/S, 1988 Flowers M/S etc, useful and
fine. (6). STC £1150.  £ 380

TANZANIA
6543 1997 First Anniversary of Sinking of Bukoba ferry original
designer's artwork for the 4 values as prepared and printed by
Harrison & Sons Ltd, each features the final design and value
(26.5cm x 19cm) for 140s Ferry Sinking, 350s recovering Bodies,
370s Identifying Victims, 410 Religious service.  Some minor faults
or bends otherwise unusual and unique. (4).  £ 120

THAILAND
6544 1885 (1 July)  1 Tical surcharge in red on 1solot blue fine
used neat CDS cancel, fine, SG 7 Cat £550. This was produced to
accommodate the postage 1 Tical requirements on joining the
Universal Postal Union on 1st July.  £ 200

6545 1889-1941 Small mint range on stockcard including 1889 1a
on 1sio red (Cat £34), 1920 8 vals incl. 15s blue, 25s blue, 50s top
value (Cat £47), 1926 Coronation Stone 3t & 5t (Cat £240), 1941
King Ananda Mahidol 1b/3b (Cat £90) plus red officially sealed
embossed imperf label, useful group Cat £520.  £ 110

6546 1910-50 Covers collection annotated on leaves including
1910 25th Annie. of Siam in UPU special cancel in 6att red P/S card,
1912 & 1919 registered to UK, 1920 Pioneer Flight boxed h/s on 6s
red blk of 4, 1922 Korat to Ubol special cancel on piece plus 1923
Korat to ROI-ED 3s green P/S card uprated with 3s green and three
special airmail cancels, 1923 Korat to Nong Khay via Uttara with
special cancel, 1924 Korat to Ubol combination cover UBOL to
Bangkok with special cancels, 1929 Experimental flights Bangkok
to Amsterdam (faults) with 1t tied violet airmail cancels, 1949
Stockholm to Bangkok large cut down envelope with 4 Thai adhs
combn t ied SCANDINAVIAN /  AIRLINES SYSTEM /
OVERSEAS DIVISION and Denmark adhs tied Kobenhavn
CDDD's. Very mixed condition incl toning, but interesting group.
(14).  £ 300

6547 1912 Vienna 10b purple and green key value fine used neat
CDS cancel, fine, SG 157 Cat £110.  £ 40

6548 1917 Waterlow 10b purple and olive fine used CDS cancel,
fine, SG 175 Cat £110.  £ 40

6549 1917 Waterlow 20b brown and blue-green top value fine used
two neat CDS cancel, fine, SG 176 Cat £130.  £ 42

6550 1918 Red Cross Fund 1b, 2b & 3b values hinged mint, odd
tone on gum otherwise nice trio. SG 182/4 Cat £230.  £ 75

6551 1918 Red Cross Fund 5b (+40sb) black and violet hinged
mint example, hinged in three places otherwise very fine for these,
one of the key values, SG 185 Cat £375.  £ 125

6552 1919 (17 Feb) Bangkok - Chantaburi Experimental Flight
cover bearing surcharge 15s on 28s tied by boxed (TRANSLATED
TEXT) Krungtep 17.11.2462 - 8.30AM and top left with arrival
cachet By Air - Chantaburi 18.11 2462 1.26AM. Very fine and
scarce. AAMC #1.  £ 150

6553 1933 London to Bandon UK Printed illus flight envelope for
London to Singapore bearing GV 1d & 10d diff tied incomplete CDS
to Bandon Siam, large arrival backstamp.  £ 15

6554 1941 King Ananda Mahidol 10b yellow and olive hinged
mint, fine with hinge remain, fresh SG 301 Cat £140.  £ 42

6555 1941 King Ananda Mahidol 5b red and black hinged mint,
fine with hinge remain, fresh SG 300 Cat £90.  £ 30

6556 1960-1979 Mint and used collection with many sets in a well
filled springback album, noted 1951 UN 25s mint & used (2), 1952
UN opt 1952 (7), 1954 UN opt, 1965-67 Int. Correspondence Week
sets 4 U/M (Cat £127), 1967 Thai Architecture set 4 U/M (Cat £69),
1968 Queen Sirikit set, 1971 Cats, 1972 Gemstones set (Cat £49),
1972-79 Int. Correspondence Week sets, 1971 Thailandpex 71 two
CDS with special cancels, 1973 Thaipex set & M/S, 1966 Publicity
for fifth Asian Games Bangkok set 8 used, 1966 5th Asian Games set
used, 1975 Games set & M/S U/M, 1967 Orchids long set U/M (Cat
£126), etc, odd tones but high cat value approx £1100.  £ 360
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6557 1966 Fifth Asian Games Bangkok set of 4 unmounted mint,
SG 553/556. Cat £88.  £ 28

6558 1966 Publicity for fifth Asian Games Bangkok unmounted
mint set of 8, very fine, SG 535/542 Cat £142.  £ 45

6559 1967 Fish set of 4 unmounted mint, SG 557/560 Cat £103.
 £ 35

6560 1968 Fish set of 8 unmounted mint, SG 594/601 Cat £133.
 £ 46

6561 1974 Int. Correspondence Week Miniature sheet unmounted
mint, numbered 6004, fine, SG MS 809 Cat £65.  £ 25

6562 1975 Thai Orchids Miniature sheet unmounted mint,
numbered 17098, fine, SG MS 851 Cat £75.  £ 28

6563 1996 King Rama IX 200b purple and mauve in a imprint top
left corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, nice positional piece,
SG 1908 Cat £152.  £ 38

6564 2011 84th Birth Anniv. of King Bhumibol Adulyadej 100b
gold foil imperf sheetlet number 00485, Michel 272IIIB Cat €450.
Scarce.  £ 150

6565 2011 84th Birth Anniversary of King Bhumibol Adulyadej
IMPERF Miniature sheet with set of 7 designs unused and embossed
as issued, scarce, Michel Cat €448.  £ 150

6566 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed 5B
multicoloured top value top marginal hinged mint,  gum bends or
minor blemishes but extremely fine and scarce for these, rarely
offered. Barefoot 9.  Issued during WWII to raise funds for the home
guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree
of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top value were liable to be
commandeered by the authorities.  £ 150

6567 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in
English numerals 7 values including 2s brown, 5s violet (5 various
shades), & 10s greenish-blue (rouletted), mainly fine and sound,
Barefoot 10/12.  (7). Issued during WWII to raise funds for the home
guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree
of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top value were liable to be
commandeered by the authorities.  £ 120

6568 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in Thai
numerals 9 values including 3s yellow, 4s (2 shades), 5s purple (3),
10s blue, 10s green, 20s red, mainly fine and sound, Barefoot 2/7.
(9). Issued during WWII to raise funds for the home guard, their use
on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars
not displaying the 5B top value were liable to be commandeered by
the authorities.  £ 100

6569 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1944 Locally printed value in
English 1B multicoloured near top value in a superb block of 4
unused without gum, extremely fine and scarce for these, rarely
offered in multiples. Barefoot 13.  Issued during WWII to raise funds
for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a
reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top value were
liable to be commandeered by the authorities.  £ 150

6570 Revenues: Health Fund; 1953-57 Original document (faults)
bearing a nice combination of 1953 1b blue strip of 3 & pair, 1957
1b red pair, 25s sage-green pair all tied large red CDS's, folded and
top has torn otherwise nice document, Barefoot 3, 12 & 14  £ 65

6571 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green & 25s on 16att
both tied on small part document by large red CDS, small faults
otherwise sound, Barefoot 40 & 43.  £ 60

6572 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green an attractive fine
used strip of 3 on paper with some perf faults and torn top right
corner, neat oval handstamp in red and some toning, but seldom seen
in multiples, Barefoot 40.  £ 60

6573 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive fine
used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and short corner, neat CDS
in red, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.  £ 38

6574 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive fine
used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and toning, neat CDS in
red, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.  £ 38

6575 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 25s on 16att green fine used red
CDS, slight toning along the bottom otherwise sound, Barefoot 43.

 £ 25

TOGO
6576 1957-1965 Attractive fine mint or mainly unmounted mint
collection on attractive printed leaves in a loose-leaf binder noted
1957 defin set to 500f, 1959 Red Cross set of three Miniature sheets
both perf and imperf (cat £62), 1959 long defin set to 500f, 1962
Space Flights sheets of 12, then mainly complete to 1965, STC
£180+.  £ 60

6577 Neat collection in a very well filled 3 ring binder on printed
leaves including few Germany colonies, French Togo 1916-1960
with mint sets and ranges, 1960-1970 Independence mint & used sets
mainly complete, then huge range of miniature sheets, airmails, semi
postals, back of the book for early to modern defins and commems
and many thematics, stated to catalogue US $1000+ with approx 780
all different, useful lot for expansion.  £ 250

TONGA
6578 1934 (10 May) Registered OHMS cover to Canada bearing
1920-35 ½d and 5d defins tied NUKUALOFA CDS cancels, Regd
No.3103, good range of backstamps incl KAMLOOPS few minor
bends around the edges nice commercial use. SG 55 & 60.  £ 40

6579 1935-41 Tin Can Mail - Four covers three are to USA other
to Switzerland bearing Tonga defins and tied Niuafoou CDS cancels
and a the multitude of cachets front and back in different colours. One
to USA has postage due affixed on arrival. Few bends otherwise
pretty group. (4).  £ 80

6580 1938 (Dec) Long printed OHMS cover (folds and creases) to
Canada bearing 1938 20th Anniv Queen Salote defins set three plus
extra 1d & 2d with Nukualofa regd No. 8498 and similar CDS tying
each stamp. SG 71/4 Cat £94 on cover.  £ 25

6581 Attractive mint and unmounted mint assembly on twelve large
stockcards some light duplication noted 1938 20th Anniv. set, 1951
set (2), 1953 5s, 10s & £1 (Cat £53), 1974 Marine Institute (Cat
£30), 1967 surcharge long set, 1962 set, 1974 Girl Guides, 1973
Scouting, 1973 Silver Jubilee officials set (Cat £70), 1984 Explorers
set, nice clean lot. (Approx 180).  £ 80

6582 Neat collection in a 3 ring binder on printed leaves 1886-1970
with mint & used sets and ranges, 1886 to 1s, 1897 pictorials to 1s,
1920-35 set to 1s mint, 1942 pictorials set to 5s mint, 1960-1970
mint & used sets mainly complete incl long sets to £1, embossed foil
part sets and overprint / surcharges & officials, stated to catalogue
US $515+ with approx 260 all different, useful lot for expansion.

 £ 130

TRANSJORDAN
6583 1927 New Currency 200m violet in right margin block of 4
unmounted mint, fine, SG 169 Cat £68.  £ 30

6584 1930 Emir Abdullah 500m brown and £P1 grey top values
fine used incomplete CDS cancels, fine, SG 206/7 Cat £165.  £ 48

6585 1930-39 £P1 slate-grey in a scarce block of four fine used part
JERUSALEM cds's, slight wrinkle otherwise fine SG 207 Cat £440.

 £ 150

TRANSVAAL
6586 Griqualand: Revenues; 1879 £1 red portrait from Herbert
Bourne tall revenue neatly cancelled pen ink manuscript. Mainly fine
and seldom offered. Also 6d blue, Barefoot 62, 70. (2).  £ 150

6587 Postage Due: 1907 ½d black and blue-green in a superb part
sheet of 60 unmounted mint, showing top and bottom margins, fine,
SG D1. Cat £210.  £ 60
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6588 Wolmaransstad: 1900 Unused envelope bearing 1d rose-red
and green with violet Cancelled / V-R-I handstamp affixed to the
unused envelope.  The envelope flap is imprinted Thomas Leask &
Co / WOLMARANSSTAD / Z.A.R. Interesting and scarce. SG 2
Cat £250 mint. Thomas Leask & Co is the company where these
stamps were found to the value of £5.2s6d and surcharged between
24th June & 21st July.  Scarce and maybe unique combination. (see
headnote in Stanley Gibbons C/W Part 1 above SG1).  £ 500

TRIESTE
6589 Yugoslav Military Govt: 1950 Centenary of Yugoslav
Railways 10d purple miniature sheet fine used full CDS examples for
perf & imperf issues, few light wrinkles and imperf has tiny short top
left corner, otherwise fine, SG MS B36Aa & B36Ba, cat £500.

 £ 75

TRINIDAD
6590 1900 1d dull purple and rose Type II oval 0 in O variety
hinged mint, diagonal crease otherwise sound, normal for
comparison, SG 115/6 Cat £325.  £ 65

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
6591 1891-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1891 2½d on 4d
grey used, 1922 vals to 5s used (Cat £40+), 1935 SJ set used, 1935-
7 set used (Cat £55), 1938 set used (Cat £60), 1948 RSW set used
(Cat £48), 1953 set used, 1960 set used, 1969 set used. Approx 125.

 £ 75

6592 1893 (11 Dec) 1d red postal stationery card Port of spain to
Germany neatyl cancelled manuscript 12/12 - '93 / J Orsons in black
(signed by the postmaster?), mainly fine and very interesting item
signed for postmark.  £ 75

6593 1897 Queen Victoria 2d registered letter with uprated 2½d
dull purple and blue. Registered 70633 sticker along with straight
line registered. Cancelled on front rare Arima cds. Reverse has Port
of Spain cds and London hooded receiving.  £ 72

6594 1917 WAR TAX overprint on ½d green very fine complete
sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded & few tone spots otherwise nice
multiple, SG 177 cat £180.  £ 50

6595 1918 WAR TAX overprint on 1d scarlet very fine complete
sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded otherwise nice multiple, SG 186
cat £270.  £ 95

6596 1933 (8 Aug) Sea Posts illustrated typed cover with ONS
LADY HAWKINS / PURSERS OFFICE / POSTED ON THE
HIGH SEAS cachet with Canada 1c & 2c defins tied same cachet in
blue-green and PORT OF SPAIN TRINIDAD CDS's.  On June 24th
a hurricane hit Trinidad and killed 35 people and destroyed hundreds
of houses leaving 1000 homeless and causing $7.2m of damage, this
cover was postmarked one month after this devastation finally
dissipating on July 8th. Slightly dog eared but intr cover.  £ 30

6597 1935 Trinidad and Tobago one shilling machine cancel with
Port of Spain 4 V 35 cds on typed cover to Vancouver, Canada with
via air mail in red cachet.  £ 45

6598 1935-37 New Currency set of 9 hinged mint, mainly fine and
fresh, SG 230/238. Cat £70.  £ 28

6599 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1938-44 set 14 (cat £110), 1948 RSW set (cat £30),
1949 UPU set U/M, Postage Dues 1944-45 5d-1s black (SG D22/25
cat £245, 6d to 1s are Unmounted mint), 1947 set of 8 mainly U/M
(cat £32).  Cat £420. (39).  £ 140

6600 1938 1c blue and green complete sheet of 60 plate 3a & 2a
fine unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 246. Cat £60
as stamps.  £ 30

6601 1938 (22 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI
Defins 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c & 6c each tied REGISTRATION TRINIDAD
CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and
pretty cover. SG 246/8, 249 & 250.  £ 20

6602 1945 King George VI 60 cents myrtle green and carmine
cancelled with JY 21 45 Port of Spain cds, on typed cover to
Argentina. With opened by examiner sticker and Buenos Aires cds on
reverse.  £ 28

6603 Mint & used QV to 1935 on old time printed pages unpicked
as dissected from a huge well filled Imperial album with approx 125
different incl 1863-80 vals to 1s, 1869 poor 5s used, P.Dues to 5d,
then T & T 1913 to 1s m & u, War Tax issues mint, 1935 New
Currency set 9 mainly used, 1935 SJ set mint. Ideal fill those gaps.

 £ 85

6604 Six covers including QV 1d red newspaper wrapper to UK
cancelled T35 duplex, 1904 1d purple on red x 2 on cvr to UK tied
PORT OF SPAIN CDS's, 1919 War Tax 1d pair tied to UK (tatty),
then three GVI covers two to UK incl regd airmail and censored, 1c
adhs tied SPEYSIDE CDS, 1938 First Airmail Flight Trinidad to
Barbados cachet in violet with 2c x 5 tied PORT OF SPAIN 10th
October cancels. Mixed condition but intr group. (6).  £ 50

6605 Tobago: Revenue; 1879 Wmk CC 5s slate very fine used with
neat part TOBAGO double arc datestamp, very fine fiscal use
Barefoot 5.  £ 50

6606 Trinidad: 1860 fifth Issue; (1d) red fine mint block of 15
examples with 4 good margins all round, gum faults but scarce
multiple, SG 20 Cat £240.  £ 120

6607 Trinidad: 1901 Britannia 5s lilac and mauve mint showing
SPECIMEN overprint in black and ULTRAMAR overprint in blue,
toned and gum bend on reverse, unused dual overprint, SG 132s.

 £ 40

6608 Trinidad: 1941 (11 Sept) OHMS green printed MONEY
ORDER ADVICE envelope from the POST OFFICE / TRINIDAD
to New York, and ACCOUNTANT BRANCH / 11 SP 41 / GPO
TRINIDAD oval cancel alongside. Some wrinkles and minor soils
from postal use. Seldom seen.  £ 60

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
6609 1952 Complete set of 12 fine used to 10s, all nice CDS
examples, SG 1/12.  £ 40

6610 1952 Overprint set of 12 to 10s unmounted mint, some are
marginal, very fresh, SG 1/12. Cat £140.  £ 55

6611 1952-1970 Neat collection on printed 3 ring leaves mint and
used middle to modern defins and commems, stated to catalogue US
$522 with approx 160 all different, noted 1952 set mint, 1954 set m,
1960 set mint (10s is toned), 1961 set m, 1965 set to 10s, 1967 to
£1, Postage Due sets 1957-1986 etc, useful lot for expansion.

 £ 125

6612 1953-1979 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature
sheets on stockpages with useful including 1960 Marine Life set (Cat
£84), 1961 set (Cat £100), 1963 set, 1971 set, 1972 plants set, etc,
clean lot. Approx 220..  £ 85

6613 1954 Set of 14 on a plain long cover tied TRISTAN DA
CUNHA / * / OC 31 / 59 CDS's, pencil addr Halen Box 5. Fine. SG
14/27.  £ 28

6614 1980-2006 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl 2000
Monarchs long set to £5, many sets & miniature sheets incl 2005
Trafalgar Festival set, WWF Sheetlets of 16, nice thematics. STC
£1000+, approx 420 & 51 M/S.  £ 350

TUNISIA
6615 1931 Top values 3f to 20f mounted mint, SG 188/191. Cat
£145.  £ 35

6616 1953 Air set of 4 to 1000f unmounted mint, SG 365/8. Cat
£90.  £ 32
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TURKEY
6617 1855 (23 May) Entire Letter Smyrna to Vienna unfranked and
paid manuscript 1ng on reverse, showing nice circular CDs
SMIRNE, with trade cachet J P MILLER / SMYRNA alongside, two
neat pen crosses across the address  £ 30

6618 1865-1966 Attractive mint and used collection on leaves in a
binder with useful sets noted 1865 to 5pi mint, 1917 pictorial defins
to 5pi m & u, 1930 Opening of Ankara-Sivas Railway set mainly
used (Cat £100+), 1938 Izmire Int. Fair set mint (Cat £50), 1939
Railway set m, 1940 Kemal set m, 1940 Games set m, 1950 Farabi
set m, 1953 500th Anniv. long set mint (Cat £50+), 1954 NATO set
m, Council of Europe set m, 1954 Turkish Post M/S, 1950s mostly
complete mint including defin long sets and 1958 Turkish Towns,
1959 long set (Cat £60), Airs incl 1950 2l50 mint (Cat £35), clean
lot ideal for expansion.  £ 150

6619 1870s issues to 1936 Original collection on unpicked New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately
225 different defins and commems incl 1905 to 25pi, 1908 to 2pi,
1915 Crescent overprint issues, 1916 to 5pi, 1919 overprints, etc,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c225). Good catalogue value.  £ 400

6620 1921 5k rose overprinted on Ministry of Finance Revenue
stamp (SG A74) tied on cover to SAMSOUN with attractive Arabic
cds with a further unidentified H/S in black (similar to pre stamp
cancellations). Cover has small repaired tear at top but still a good
looking item. One for the specialist?  £ 20

6621 1925 Pres. Ahmed Zogu 10q rose red in an unmounted mint
block of 4 showing gross misperforation both ways, striking error,
SG 196.  £ 35

6622 1930's ?  Early Turkish stamp tied to a photographic page
(23.5cm. x 17 cm) of the Bosphorus with an early fancy postmark
plus a  cachet featuring a ship in magenta. Possibly a souvenir of an
early pleasure cruise of the Mediterranean ? Really interesting item
that would be an fun addition to an exhibit.  £ 35

6623 1939 (15 July) First Day of Issue cover to New York bearing
150th Annie. of US constitution set of 6 tied ISTANBUL CDS
cancels. Mainly fine. SG 1229/1234.  £ 25

6624 A collection of twenty five covers includes fifteen similar
1963 International stamp exposition Istanbul, unused 60k
aerogramme and 1977 Ankara registered cover.  £ 20

6625 Court Fees: 1890 Ottoman revenues an extensive unmounted
mint stock in an ancient folder most in sheets of 25 and have curling,
separation or bends around the edges for the following values are
presented 1pi black (75, 3 sheets), 20pi lilac-rose (875, 35 sheets)
50pi yellow (75, 3 sheets), enormous cat value in excess of £10,000,
Macdonald #20/23.  £ 500

6626 Fournier Forgery: Range of first issues 'used' (5), locals (3),
plus 1913 100pi Ottoman pictorial design in imperf blk of six in
grey-blue, 25pi green in tete-beche blk of 4, plus eleven surcharges
and overprints on three pieces. (30),  £ 75

6627 Obligatory Tax: 1946 25th Anniv. of Welfare Org. 250k
Miniature sheet unused showing gross misplacement of the rose
background, SG MS 1368.  £ 20

6628 Postal Stationery: 1899-26 Small lot of used Postal Cards
comprising 1899 20pa lilac with attractive cds in blue, 1906 20pa
red in fancy design, 1914 20 pa red in different design and 1926 3G
brown uprated with 1G adhesive; various postal markings in both
Arabic and English. Very fine for these. (4)  £ 20

6629 Revenues: Assembly of eleven different revenues on paper in
original USA dealer packets each identified includes Religious
Courts 100pi red (McDonald 26), 100pi orange-brown (Mac 27a),
Foreign Affairs, Playing Cards 5pa (Mac 3), Real Estate Transfer
(Mac 27), Police Courts 1890 5pi (Mac. 2), Treasury Tax 1910
100pi (Mac 10), Travel Permit 1905 2pi (Mac 21). Nice clean range
mainly without faults. McDonald Cat $110. (11).  £ 40

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
6630 1913-QEII Mint and mainly used assembly on album pages
unpicked as received with better content including 1922 3s black on
red used (Cat £45), 1938 used set (Cat £65), 1944 5s deep green
mint (Cat £55), 1948 RSW set used, 1950 set used, 1957 set used
(Cat £40), 1960 £1 used. Approx 130.  £ 85

6631 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the
period including 1938-45 set 14 (cat £130), 1948 RSW set U/M,
1948 Centenary set, 1950 set of 13 (cat £85).  Cat £244. (45).

 £ 80

6632 1938 2/- deep rose-carmine, 5/- yellowish green and 10/-
bright violet hinged mint perfinned SPECIMEN diagonally, very
fresh, SG 203/205s.  £ 80

6633 1944 ½d deep green complete sheet of 60 fine unmounted
mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 195a. Cat £165 as stamps.

 £ 75

6634 1948 (13 Sep) Unaddressed First Day Cover bearing 1948
Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied GRAND TURK / TURKS
ISLANDS CDS cancels, attractive, SG 208/9.  £ 25

6635 1950 GVI complete set of 13 very fresh hinged mint SG 221-
33 Cat £85 (13)  £ 26

6636 1955 (4 Oct) Registered airmail cover to Switzerland bearing
1948 RSW set of 2 tied GRAND TURK CDS cancels and regd label
No.7166, pretty. SG 208/9.  £ 48

6637 Attractive mint and unmounted mint assembly on seven large
stockcards some light duplication noted GV low vals to 1s, 1938
GVI set mint (Cat £130), 1948 Cent set, 1950 long set to 10s mint
(Cat £85), 1957 QEII set to 10s mint (Cat £120), nice clean lot.
(Approx 150).  £ 125

6638 Four covers including 1935 typed cvr to UK bearing 1935 SJ
½d pair and ¼d black defin x 2 tied TURKS ISLANDS CDS, 1946
Victory (soiled), 1949 illustrated FDC to UK tied set of 4, 1953
Coronation on regd cvr to UK with 4d To Pay affixed and tied
POSTED OUT OF  COURSE boxed alongside. Intr group. (4).

 £ 30

UGANDA
6639 1927 Ireland ½d green postal stationery envelope uprated
airmail to Uganda bearing coloured triangle label Per 1st flight from
Cairo with three different Uganda transit and arrival backstamps,
Kenya Sudan Air Mail in red. Paper mark on obverse otherwise fine.

 £ 25

UNITED NATIONS
6640 1948 (May) Children Fund booklet containing complete set
of 5 imperf gummed 10fr labels, faults on cover but seldom seen.

 £ 30

6641 1951-1990 Unmounted mint collection in a 3 ring binder on
printed album pages with a high degree of completion in some
miniature sheets for New York, Vienna & Geneva, just needs first
miniature sheet and a few others to complete STC $275.  £ 65

6642 1951-1994 First Day Covers collection in well filled cover
album, all official illustrated covers mainly unaddressed with special
cancels for mainly US Headquarter issues. Attractive lot  (188).

 £ 28

6643 1955 Tenth Anniv. of U.N imperf miniature sheet on official
illustrated FDC tied FDI slogan cancel. Few wrinkles as usual, fine,
SG MS38.  £ 20

6644 1956-1962 Three large black and white press photos with
typed description on reverse including Assembly approves resolution
on peaceful uses of outer space 1959, Austrian Rep broadcast over
radio, Late secretary general death plaque from airplane crash.  Few
creases but intr.  £ 35
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6645 1960 Twenty-two covers  from var ious  counties
commemorating World Refugee Year 1959-60 good selection of
stamps.  £ 22

6646 1970 25th Anniv. of United Nations 1945-1970 6c & 13c in
sheets of 100 x 50 sheets (Cat £3250), all fine unmounted mint in
two sheet folders, SG 209/10. 5000 sets.  £ 160

6647 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 8 different for France, Italy,
USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors, Australia, Spain etc.
Attractive. (8).  £ 24

6648 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 9 different for France, Italy,
USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors, Australia, Spain etc.
Attractive. (9).  £ 26

6649 Flight Covers: 1974-85 group of 7 covers and cards for
various airmail flight covers, special events incl Kobenhaven to New
York, Italy, etc, intr little lot.  £ 20

6650 FORCES: Group of covers from Polish missions including
1974, 1979 Egypt cachets, 1982 Syria cachets, 1977 Warsaw, 1979,
1987 Syria, UNDOF PKW cachets, etc fascinating lot (21).  £ 80

6651 Geneva Headquarters: 1969-1994 Mainly complete
unmounted mint collection of sets on stockpages includes setenant
blocks of 4, miniature sheets etc, attractive lot with many thematics.

 £ 75

6652 New York Headquarters: 1951-1990 Mainly complete
unmounted mint collection of sets on leaves in a Devon peg album
incl 1984 Flags sheetlets,  just needs 1955 M/S and a few others to
complete. Attractive lot with good cat and many thematics.  £ 100

6653 Vienna Headquarters: 1979-1999 Mainly complete
unmounted mint collection of sets on leaves includes setenant blocks
of 4, miniature sheets etc, attractive lot with many thematics.  £ 40

UNITED STATES
6654 1827 Entire from Easton, Md to Cumberland Md with Easton
'Tin Hat' handstamp and '25' manuscript costmark  addressed to
Clerk of the Committee of Tax Allegany County with letter
containing comment on taxes and a newspaper cut out regarding the
matter. Very fine frontal appearance but peripheral splitting to some
folds. Interesting item with good social comment of the time  £ 36

6655 1850 (4 Oct) Printed Irish & American Provision Market
letter with manuscript quantities for Butter, Bacon, Hams, Flour,
Pork, Beef, Cheese etc, sent from London PAID double circle in red
with Hooley St h/s, and arc PAID, 5 NY both in red, pretty incoming
cover.  £ 25

6656 1851-1940 Attractive mainly used collection in Palo loose-
leaf printed album with an extensive range of defins and commems
to 90c, (some in incorrect spaces) mixed in places but noted 1851 1c
blue imperf, 1861 to 24c, 1869 to 15c, Grill printings (taken as is)
to 30c, 1873 No Grill to 30c & 90c, 1879 to 90c, 1890-93 to 50c,
1893 Columbus set to 50c used, 1898 Trans-Mississippi set to 50c
used, 1901 set, 1902 to $1, 1904 onwards many complete sets to
1940, then back of the book, airmails, postage dues, parcel post set
to $1 used, Special Delivery etc, huge cat value. Approx 700+.

 £ 600

6657 1851-57 Type I & II 3c values for Scott # 10, 10A, 11 & 11A
fine used mainly with two margins Scott #10 cut into along top, other
cut with two margins, CDS used nice examples, Cat $350.  £ 85

6658 1852 (13 May) Entire Letter sent from Dublin to New York
unfranked with circular 7 / MY13/1852 cancel in black, on arrival in
New York cancelled 19 CENTS and 24 both in black, contents relate
to insurance of a lost vessel for £1750 and other financial matters,
appears to have an albino impression from 13th May on the reverse,
Irish L/MY14/B octagonal h/s on reverse. Attractive cover, minor
faults.  £ 25

6659 1852 Type IV 1c blue very fine unused example cut neatly
without gum, no faults, lovely example, Scott 9 Cat $240.  £ 75

6660 1857-61 3c rose Type II fine used barred circular cancel, two
straight edges, very fine spacefiller Scott 25A, Cat $850.  £ 50

6661 1859 12c black Plate 1, used CDS cancels in black, straight
edge along the bottom but nice spacefiller, Scott 36 Cat $300.

 £ 38

6662 1859 12c black Plate III, used barred cancel in red, straight
edge along the top but nice spacefiller, Scott 36B Cat $250.  £ 38

6663 1860 5c brown Type II fine used CDS cancel in black, lightly
used, perf faults and thin otherwise nice spacefiller, Scott 30A Cat
$280.  £ 38

6664 1861 90c blue Washington fine used quite well centred with
neat black cotton reel type fancy cancel, very sound condition,
without faults or repairs. Scott 72.  £ 300

6665 1861-1912 Mint and mainly used assembly on six old time
Schaubek printed leaves, good range of issues noted 1861 30c
orange, 90c blue used straight edge and surface rubbing (Cat £250),
1869 set to 15c (15c is nice copy Cat £110) & 30c heavy used (Cat
£250), 1871-3 to 90c carmine (Cat £150) plus a few nice fancy
cancels, 1887-88 to 90c violet (Cat £110), 1890 set to 90c orange,
1894 to $1 black, 1898 Mississippi set to 1902-8 vals to $1, 50c
mainly used (Cat £140), 1901 Pan American set used, Parcel Post to
$1 used, mixed condition as usual but high catalogue value, etc. c155
stamps.  £ 350

6666 1861-2 12c black fine used red CDS cancel, slightly centred
right & weak top right corner perf otherwise superb & lovely
example, Scott 69, Cat $95.  £ 36

6667 1861-2 30c orange an attractive example centred left, used
indistinct red cancel in neatly struck with good perfs and colour, Scott
71 Cat $200.  £ 75

6668 1861-62 12c black a fine used centred high example with
black cork type cancel and small part red CDS, good perfs and
quality for these, Scott 69.  £ 40

6669 1861-62 30c orange a nice fine used example quite well
centred with very neat barred cancel in black, short top right corner
otherwise very fine, Scott 71.  £ 50

6670 1861-66 E Grill 10c green fine used attractive example
centred SW, used black part cork cancel  neatly struck with creases
and wrinkles mostly good perfs and colour, Scott 89 Cat $325.

 £ 40

6671 1861-66 E Grill 12c black Washington fine used attractive
example centred NW, used black part fancy cancel with good perfs
and colour, Scott 90 Cat $375.  £ 55

6672 1861-66 E Grill 2c black fine used attractive example centred
SE, used indistinct black cancel with small wrinkles mostly good
perfs and colour, Scott 87 Cat $180.  £ 35

6673 1861-66 E Grill 2c black Jackson fine used attractive example
centred right, used black part fancy cancel on the top half of the
stamp, neatly struck with good perfs and colour, Scott 87 Cat $180.

 £ 50

6674 1861-66 F Grill 10c green sound used attractive example
centred NE, used fancy 10 stroke black cork cancel with few blunt or
corner perfs nice colour, Scott 96 Cat $225.  £ 38

6675 1861-66 F Grill 5c brown sound used attractive example
centred NE, used indistinct black cork cancel with mostly good perfs
and colour, Scott 95 Cat $850.  £ 180

6676 1862 24c greyish-lilac fine used attractive example well
centred, used black barred cancel across the stamp, neatly struck with
good perfs and colour, Scott 78a Cat $400.  £ 100

6677 1866 15c black fine used attractive example well centred,
used corner cancel in black, neatly struck with good perfs and colour,
Scott 77 Cat $170.  £ 40

6678 1866 No grill 15c black Lincoln very fine used example with
clear part barred circular cancel, fine, Scott 77.  £ 50
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6679 1867 F. Grill 12c black fine used example with neat Grill 9
x 13mm and cork star postmark in black, accompanied by Swiss
2014 certificate. Odd pulled perf otherwise fine, Scott 97 Cat $250.

 £ 55

6680 1867 Grill E 15c black fine used centred NE and neat cancel
across  the stamp, Scott 91 $600.  £ 85

6681 1869 30c ultramarine & carmine sound used with indistinct
black cancel, centred high otherwise sound and fine, Scott 121 Cat
$400.  £ 120

6682 1869 Grill 24c green and violet used example well centred
with tears top and bottom, bottom is torn into,  used with black cork
cancel, spacefiller, Scott 120 Cat $600.  £ 20

6683 1869 Grill 2c brown fine used example well centred, neatly
used with cross in a circle fancy cancel,  mainly sound, Scott 113 Cat
$75.  £ 24

6684 1869 Grill 6c ultramarine fine used example centred SW,
neatly used with black fancy cancel, mainly sound, Scott 115 Cat
$200.  £ 30

6685 1869 Grill G 15c brown and blue type II sound used quite
well centred and light incomplete cancel in black, attractive example
Scott 119 $800.  £ 120

6686 1873 90c rose-carmine fine used dotted postmark and small
violet h/s quite well centred, tiny thin from hinge otherwise fine, SG
168.  £ 60

6687 1883 2c red-brown very fine unmounted mint (never hinged)
example, complete with Philatelic Foundation 2010 certificate. Scott
210. Cat $135.  £ 55

6688 1886 illustrated Illinois Central Hospital for the Insane
Jacksonville. 2c brown printed postal stationery envelope to
Springfield Ill., cancelled G in black and JACKSONVILLE JUL 20
CDS alongside, soiled top left corner and some tones / soiling.
Unusual.  £ 45

6689 1890 15c indigo very fine unmounted mint (never hinged)
example. Scott 227. Cat $550.  £ 220

6690 1890 5c chocolate very fine unmounted mint (never hinged)
example. Scott 223. Cat $185.  £ 72

6691 1890 6c brown-red very fine unmounted mint (never hinged)
example, complete with Philatelic Foundation 2010 certificate. Scott
224. Cat $160.  £ 65

6692 1893 Colombian plate proofs complete set of 16 to $5 in
issued colors, sound and beautiful examples, a few with hinge
remains all on thick card, well centred and superb, Scott 230P4-
245P4. Cat $2110.  £ 1000

6693 1893 Columbian Exposition 50c slate blue Recall of
Columbus, fine hinged mint nice value, hinge otherwise superb, Scott
240. (SG 245 Cat £600).  £ 160

6694 1893 Columbus mint / unmounted mint three low values 1c
& 3c mint very fine, 2c unmounted mint (never hinged), nice trio,
Scott 230/2 Cat $80.  £ 32

6695 1893 Columbus set from 1c to 50c mainly used some with
faults (10c not counted) plus extra 6c unused, 15c, 30c & 50c mainly
fine, Scott 234/240. Retail $380.  £ 40

6696 1893-1991 Extensive mint / unmounted mint collection on
printed album pages in springback binder includes good run of
commemorative sets and singles, a few used incl back of the book
material etc, approx 1400+.  £ 100

6697 1894 3c purple very fine unmounted mint (never hinged)
example, few blind perfs otherwise fine. Scott 253. Cat $325.

 £ 110

6698 1894 50c orange Jefferson definitive hinged mint with fine
appearance, Scott 260 Cat $500.  £ 85

6699 1895 $1 black Perry sound fine used numeral duplex neatly
struck, odd short perf otherwise nice copy, Scott 276 Cat $95.

 £ 25

6700 1895 $1 black Perry sound used centred NW, incomplete bold
cancel in black, sound example Scott 276 $95.  £ 20

6701 1895 4c dark brown unmounted mint (never hinged, vertical
gum bend) sound example. Scott 269. Cat $125.  £ 45

6702 1895 Cover (opened roughly at the side) from Warwick to
South Dakota bearing 2½d tied Warwick CDS underpaid due to the
weight (original contents enclosed) hence NEWARK AUG 0 / K / 95
/ DUE / 10 / CENTS opera glass postage due mark and boxed T / 25
in black alongside.  Some cover faults but good strike of the opera
postage due. Similar go for $200+ in the US.  £ 100

6703 1897-1903 1c, 2c, 4c & 5c all unmounted mint (never hinged)
examples, fine, Scott 279, 279B, 280/1, Cat $215.  £ 55

6704 1898 $1 Black Cattle in Storm attractive spacefiller well
centred with light cancels, but large nick or tear at top and left side,
creased and thinned, quite nice looker for a spacefiller, Scott 292 Cat
$700.  £ 48

6705 1898 Envelope printed entirely in red with US Stars flag
design bearing 2c red adhs tied ARGENTINE Mich. target cancel to
Detroit with various transit and arrival backstamps. Some ink marks
on obverse and few wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 30

6706 1898 Omaha 10c grey-violet mounted mint with hinge
remains and thinning, one pulled perf & one tone spot otherwise very
good centring and colour, fresh looker, Scott 290. Cat $150.  £ 25

6707 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 1c green, 2c copper red
& 4c orange each unmounted mint (never hinged) with very fresh
appearance, Scott 285/287 cat $475.  £ 120

6708 1901 Pan- American Exposition set of 6 all unmounted mint
(never hinged) examples, 1c is imprint 1116 number, 2c is top
marginal, 8c is bottom right corner marginal plate 8C, 5c & 10c
come with certificates, Scott 294-99 Cat $957.  £ 385

6709 1901 Pan-American Exposition set of 6 mainly unmounted
mint (never hinged) excl 2c which is mounted mint, all have usual
gum skips or spots, very fine and fresh, Scott 294/99 Cat $1000+.

 £ 225

6710 1902-03 10c pale red-brown very fine unmounted mint
example, vertical gum line and comes with 2007 Philatelic
Foundation certificate from a block of 4. Scott 307 Cat $150.

 £ 60

6711 1902-03 15c olive-green fine unmounted mint single with
slight gum bends and hint of toned gum, previously from a block of
4 comes with 2005 Professional Stamp Experts certificate. Scott 309
Cat $450.  £ 125

6712 1902-08 mint and used assembly of 14 values incl $1 black
in combination with 8c on paper, mint / unused 1c, 2c, 4c (2 shades),
6c, 10c, 13c, plus $1 with Philadelphia precancel.  £ 30

6713 1904 Postcard of six officials in San Francisco (Sept 6) each
with varying comment bubbles Move On Mr Hoska / Those fellows
must be / from Puyallup or Seattle. Chief you're a poor guesser, My
what high buildings, we will have higher ones in Tacoma soon
printed in violet, 1c card to Tacoma. Fine.  £ 15

6714 1908 (26 Jun) Cover Chicago to Germany bearing 5c blue
defin tied machine mark and redirected back to the US with DEAD
LETTER OFFICE JUL 31 1908 CDS in violet on obverse, intr well
travelled cover.  £ 40

6715 1909 Lincoln Centenary of Birth 2c carmine in a superb top
marginal pane of 50 mainly unmounted mint (never hinged, on
margin only), Scott 367 Cat £475.  £ 120

6716 1913 Panama-Pacific Exposition set of 4 basic values
unmounted mint (never hinged), fine, Scott 397/9, 400 Cat $470.

 £ 180
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6717 1913-15 Washington set of 14 to 50c violet unmounted mint
(never hinged) examples, Certificates accompany 9c salmon red &
20c ultramarine. Scott 424/438 Cat $1244. (8).  £ 525

6718 1916-17 Washington $1 violet-black showing complete offset
on reverse variety, one straight edge, fine used.  £ 40

6719 1916-1917 Perf 10 13 values 1c to 15c unmounted mint
(never hinged) examples, 12c is bottom plate number single, 15c grey
comes with 2011 Philatelic Foundation certificate, mostly very fine
and fresh, Scott range 462/475 Cat $1796.  £ 750

6720 1917-19 Perf 11 18 values 1c to $1 unmounted mint (never
hinged) examples, 13c apple green in top marginal, 20c pale ultr. is
top marginal plate 6909 imprint, mostly very fine and fresh, Scott
range 498/518 Cat $732.  £ 300

6721 1918 Air Post set of three unmounted mint (never hinged), 6c
has oxidised otherwise fine, Scott C1/3 Cat $360.  £ 100

6722 1922 Special Delivery 10c grey-violet unmounted mint (never
hinged), top marginal with some gum streaks otherwise fine, Scott
E12 Cat $95.  £ 40

6723 1922-25 Complete long set of 23 to $5 unmounted mint
(never hinged), $5 comes with 2000 Philatelic Foundation certificate.
Scott 551/573 Cat $940.  £ 400

6724 1923 Postal stationery Jefferson 1c cancelled with rarish
Upham's Corner Station cancel on stamp advertising card.  £ 15

6725 1923-25 Perf 10 Horizontally vertical Coil PAIRS unmounted
mint for 1c green, 1½c brown, 2c carmine, Scott 604/606 Cat $226.

 £ 70

6726 1926-1978 An extensive collection of Airmail covers mainly
on official printed envelope with huge amount bearing 10c blue air
(SG A628 or Scott C7), with over 200 mainly different covers of
which 90+ are 1926-27 each with large round flight cachet in black
or violet, many identified by Scott numbers and old retail prices up
to $40 each, slight duplication otherwise useful and valuable lot.

 £ 450

6727 1928 Bremen Day Chicago May 12-13 1928 cover welcoming
the first east to west Transatlantic flyers. 5000 people waited three
hours in the rain to greet the airmen.  £ 15

6728 1929 Nebr. overprint set of 11 unmounted mint (never
hinged), fine. Scott 669/679 Cat $530.  £ 200

6729 1930 Washington cancel on cover with ½c and 2c. With
'received in a damaged condition' and 'received unsealed at' cachets.

 £ 35

6730 1934-1980 An extensive unmounted mint collection of plate
blocks of 4 in over 50 White Ace albums for commemorative,
definitive and some back of the book, airs etc, Face in excess of
$2400 from 1c to 50c values, enormous collection in eight heavy
boxes, approx 129kg in weight.  £ 1800

6731 1940's-1950's A selection of approx. thirty covers and
postcards, includes 1935 first flight Honolulu to San Francisco, cover
from U.S.S. Quail via Clipper to Boston and opened by censor
covers.  £ 25

6732 1953 (Aug) Cover Argentina to California with UNCALLED
FOR AT / METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER handstamp in red on
obverse.  £ 20

6733 1962 Dwight Eisenhower handstamp in black used as FREE
mail slightly soiled envelope on Gettysburg stationery cancelled IDIO
CALIF on Jan 31st 1962, just after succeeded by J F Kennedy as
president. Address to Alice Plested Editor of Logan Log at Fort
Logan Mental Health Center Colorado. Intr as many of these
handstamps were used in WW2 as Free and censor cancels (those
retail many $100s).  £ 75

6734 1963-75 Four Postage Paid Port Paye postcards from 'War
Zone' Vietnam addressed to New York. Please note these may be
forgeries.  £ 20

6735 1981 BEP Souvenir Card $5 Silver Certificate engraved by
Bureau of Engraving and printing x 10 examples, very fine B54.

 £ 48

6736 1981 Int. Paper Money show ANA Souvenir Card $20 in gold
coin engraved by Bureau of Engraving and printing, very fine used
18c tied WASHINGTON DC CDS.  Very fine.  B53 / NSC 14.

 £ 15

6737 1983 Presidential Medals Cover Collection of 39 special gold
plated medal covers for Presidents from 1732 to 1917, in special gold
embossed box.  £ 100

6738 1985 50th Anniv of transpacific air mail service FDI postcard
with autograph of Brigadier General Stuart Boyd US test pilot.

 £ 20

6739 A selection of approx. ninety postcards and covers. Mostly
modern but early President 1c blue, 1974 Robert Frost first day
cover, 1971 8c first day of issue and 1957 air letter from Chicago.

 £ 24

6740 A selection of approx. thirty covers and postcards a few circa
1910 with 1c green and 2c red. Interesting postmark interest.  £ 18

6741 Airmails: 1930 $1.30 brown Zeppelin neatly used spacefiller
with heavy creases and paper faults, Scott C14 Cat $350.  £ 25

6742 c.1910 Attractive illustrated cover with full illustration on
front of FALL RIVER LINE - NEW YORK AND BOSTON,
showing the steamer 'Plymouth' in full colour; the stamps two
Washington 1c greens tied with duplex cancel and the address are on
the reverse of the cover which is reduced at the left thus causing
damage to the stamps. Would display well.  £ 26

6743 Duck Hunting Permit: 1960 $3 in a top right corner marginal
plate block of 4, three stamps are U/M (never hinged), gum patch on
fourth stamp, very light ink line in margin otherwise sound, Scott
RW 27 Cat $320.  £ 80

6744 Duck Stamps: 1945 $1 black unmounted mint with couple of
gum bends and slight gum crazing but nice colour Scott RW12 Cat
$100  £ 32

6745 EARLY COVERS very mixed collection in small cover
album with 73 different incl. with 1857 3c red Washington tied
various CDS cancels (6), 1861 3c red (14), 1870 1c blue (5), 3c
green (14), 3c postal stationery envelopes used, 1894 2c red (18), 2c
Columbus tied BOST & CAPE COD RPO, later printed advertising
envelopes, very mixed with some stamps missing, very roughly
opened, some with stamps cut across, interesting lot all the same.
(73)  £ 150

6746 Forty unused postal stationery covers mostly from the 1980's
but includes 1929 Sesquicentennial Exposition 2c and America's cup
15c.  £ 12

6747 Hunting Permit: 1965 Three Canvasback Drakes in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW32 Cat $400.

 £ 120

6748 Hunting Permit: 1966 Whistling Swans in an unmounted mint
block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW33 Cat $400.  £ 120

6749 Hunting Permit: 1967 Old Squaw Ducks in an unmounted
mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW34 Cat $440.  £ 125

6750 Hunting Permit Duck Stamps: 1962 $3 Drakes coming in to
land plate block of 4 unmounted mint, very fine and fresh, Scott
RW29. Cat $500.  £ 150

6751 Local Post: BOYD'S CITY M EXPRESS POST 1860-63
Cover to 19th St New York bearing oval M cancel (type J)without
date issued after takeover of Mary Blackham and date omitted as
delivery times could not be guaranteed. Paid cancel in oval in black
alongside.  Fine.  £ 65

6752 Offices in China: 1919 (24 Oct) 2c on 1c green surcharge on
an attractive postcard of Chinese Junks tied neat US Post Service
Shanghai CDS and duplex. Fine.  £ 75
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6753 Offices in China: 1919 4c on 2c rose fine used, sound, Scott
K2 Cat $70.  £ 20

6754 Officials: Dept of Interior; c1870s 6c orange used on a
Department General Land Office printed envelope from Washington
to Colorado, cancelled dumb cork type postmark, roughly open along
the side hence very uneven at right side, however Scott Cat $200
commercial cover.  £ 40

6755 Officials: Justice; 1873 15c purple sound used cork cross
cancel, pulled perf top left, Scott O31 Cat $200.  £ 35

6756 Officials: War Dept; 1873 12c rose almost unused small part
original gum with hinge and paper remains, nice frontal appearance,
Scott O89 Cat $275 mint.  £ 25

6757 Parcel Post: 1913 1c carmine-rose to 25c & 75c mainly all
hinged mint, 4c & 20c appear unmounted (never hinged) mainly
sound and fine, Scott Q1/9, Q11 Cat $670.  £ 120

6758 Postage Dues: 1879 Proofs on India card 30c brown and 50c
brown, both well cut very fine, Scott J6P3 & J7P3. Cat $64.  £ 30

6759 Postage Dues: 1884 Red-Brown Set of 7 values mainly fine
used light cancels and sound, 3c appears unused small ink spot, 5c
is unused, 10c neat crayon mark other decent postal cancels, huge
catalogue Value Scott $1318. Sc. J15/21.  £ 325

6760 Postage Dues: 1891-93 Bright Claret Set of 7 values mainly
mint or unused for 1c mint, 2c unmounted mint (NH cat $90), 3c
unused, 30c mounted mint (cat $575), 5c, 10c & 50c are nice fine
used, huge catalogue Value Scott $976. Sc. J22/28.  £ 200

6761 Postage Dues: 1894 30c pale rose a superb mounted mint
example with heavy hinge remains otherwise extremely fine and
fresh, Scott J36b Cat $450.  £ 115

6762 Postage Dues: 1894 50c pale rose a superb bottom imprint
marginal single hinged mint with hinge remains otherwise extremely
fine and fresh, Scott J37a Cat $1600.  £ 425

6763 Postal Agency in China: 1922 2c on 1c green superb hinged
mint, fine and fresh, Scott K17 Cat $110. Only 10,000 produced.

 £ 36

6764 Postal Agency in Shanghai: 1922 Printed cover front from
Pacific Ice & Cold Storage Co, Dixwell Road, Shanghai, China
addressed to New York and bearing 4c on 2c red tied US Postal
Shanghai China CDS, seldom seen on cover.  £ 40

6765 Railway Share Certificates: 1928, 1961 & 1979 for Bush
Terminal Company & Penn Central Company (2), attractive
engravings, few faults. (3).  £ 20

6766 Selection of fifty covers and postcards various years. Includes
slightly damaged 1933 cover with US GER Sea post cancel, 1935
cover from American Embassy Peru, 1906 postcard with Buildings
& Red Lodge RPO cancel included are some from the Philippines.

 £ 30

6767 Ship Mail: 1852 Entire from Rio de Janeiro to Boston via new
York with NEW YORK SHIP MAR 3 12cts cds in black. Couple of
filing creases as usual but cds is well clear and is nicely struck

 £ 30

6768 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue First Issue mounted mint part
original gum with slight adherence on reverse, nice looker, Scott E1
Cat $550.  £ 110

6769 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue postally used with 2c green
defin tied SYRACUSE cancels on a printed Marshall Robinson
Dealer in Dry Goods Carpets, Unadilla NY. Faults incl vertical bend
(not affecting 10c blue) and bottom left corner / side cut away, Scott
E1 Cat $225.  £ 48

6770 Special Delivery: 1888 10c blue Second Issue mounted mint
large part original gum with hinge remain and slight adherence on
reverse, nice looker, Scott E2 Cat $500.  £ 100

6771 Special Delivery: 1893 Columbian Expo 10c orange sound
and fresh mounted mint large part original gum with paper hinge
remain otherwise very nice looker, Scott E3 Cat $300.  £ 95

6772 Special Delivery: 1894 10c blue Line Under TEN CENTS
issue; sound and fresh mounted mint large part original gum with
hinge marks and thinning from removal of hinges, otherwise very nice
fresh looker, Scott E4 Cat $900.  £ 175

6773 Special Delivery: 1902 10c Ultramarine unmounted mint
example, centred left and gum bend otherwise fresh, Scott E6 Cat
$525.  £ 120

6774 Useful group of commercial covers from 19th century onwards
with a wide variety of items incl Birmingham Circulars, 1908 RPO,
1873 6c rates to UK, WWII censor, 1940 New York Worlds Fair
illus env., 1941 The British Empire Stands for world peace and
security Defend it label censor to UK, 1930s FDCs, 1894 Navy Pay
Office, 1917 censored, etc, very mixed, approx 60+.  £ 25

6775 Zeppelin: 1933 Graf Zeppelin flight for the Century of
Progress Exhibition from Miami to Akron, Ohio with the appropriate
50c green Zeppelin air stamp tied with Miami Florida machine cancel
and neat cachet in violet with Akron, Ohio receiving cds on reverse.
Very fine  £ 70

6776 Zeppelin: 1936 Hindenburg First Trans Atlantic Flight cover
Lakehurst to Frankfurt with the appropriate cachet in violet and 25c
& 15c USA Air stamps tied with New York machine cancel with
special receiving Frankfurt Zeppelin illustrated machine cancel on
reverse. Some toning to stamps and on reverse of cover where the
envelope gum has oxidised, but this hardly detracts from the frontal
appearance  £ 36

UPPER VOLTA
6777 1960-1982 A large mainly unmounted mint collection in a
well filled stockbook including 1960 Airs to 400f, Gold Foil 300f &
1000f, miniature sheets to 500f then good amount of completion, year
runs etc, STC £700.  £ 150

6778 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence issues
(17 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card 13 x 10cm for
mainly 1970s-80s issues including values to 300f, nice thematics incl
Zeppelin airships, football etc. (17).  £ 34

URUGUAY
6779 1856 El Sol de Mayo 60c blue first issue mint large part
original gum, cut neatly all round without margins and expertised
several times on reverse, neat example, Scott 1 Cat $450.  £ 125

6780 1858 240c dull vermilion, attractive fine used forgery with
decent undated double ring circular cancel, nice four margins,
attractive example. Scott 6 retail $1200 as genuine.  £ 20

6781 1965 10c on 7c blue surcharge in an unmounted mint left
marginal vertical block of 6 showing gross misperforation of vertical
perfs, striking error, SG 1280 var.  £ 30

6782 1974 Gen Jose Artigas 1000p light blue top value in an
unmounted mint block of 10 showing gross misperforation of vertical
perfs, striking error, SG 1527 var.  £ 50

6783 1974 Gen Jose Artigas 10p dark bistre in an unmounted mint
block of 10 showing gross misperforation of vertical perfs, striking
error, SG 1515 var.  £ 50

VATICAN CITY
6784 1929 Complete defin set of 13 fine used to 10l plus Express
1929 set 2 SG 1/13 & E14/5. Cat £120.  £ 30

6785 1929-1935 Small fine used range including 1929 set of 13,
1933 long set of 16, 1935 Juridical set, Express 1929 set 2, Postage
Due 1931 top values 60c on 2l brown and 1l10c on 2l.50 orange.
Nice group Cat £515. (c40).  £ 125

6786 1930 Postal Stationery cards for the values 50c black/salmon
& 75c carmine/grey very fine mint condition Sassone 1/2  £ 24
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6787 1933-1967 Mainly mint collection on leaves with some better
amongst the regular issues, noted 1933 Pope Pius XI 2l (Cat £60),
2l.75 mint (Cat £110), 1935 Juridical Congress set of 6 mint (Cat
£275), 1936 Catholic Press Ex. set mint (Cat £130), 1938
Archaeological Congress set (Cat £85), 1949 35l bright mauve mint
(Cat £55), 1953 Air 500l red-brown and deep brown mint (Cat £43),
1954 Marian Year set m, plus many sets to 1967, clean lot. Cat
£1000+.  £ 250

6788 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of 6 fine used on paper,
sound, Cat value £188. SG 41/46.  £ 60

6789 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of 6 fresh unmounted mint,
very fine, Cat value £296. SG 41/46.  £ 120

6790 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of six mounted mint, hinged,
SG 41.46 Cat £296.  £ 48

6791 1936 (7 Oct) Postcard to USA bearing 1935 Juridical 75c red
tied Vatican Stamp Expo slogan cancel, odd bend mainly fine, SG 44
Cat £70 as used.  £ 45

6792 1939 Interregnum overprint 5 values tied to mourning cover
to France tied 10.2.39 CDS cancels and violet handstamp explaining
incorrectly dated 10 days earlier than issued, mainly fine.  £ 30

6793 1939-1967 Collection mainly mint on nice printed White Ace
pages with a mainstream assembly partly complete incl 1951 Dogma,
1953 St Clare, 1947 Air to 100l, 1929 Express set 2 mint (Cat £60),
St Bernard set, 1958 Brussels Exhib. M/S (Cat £55), ideal for
expansion, Approx 500 all different.  £ 45

6794 1947-8 Air set to 100l, 250l & 500l fine used in blue paper
tied by CITADEL VATICANO 14.5.49 CDS cancels, light tone
spots here and there otherwise fine, SG 130/138, cat £675+.  £ 220

6795 1952 (9 June) Centenary of First Papal States stamp miniature
sheet and single affixed to illustrated First Day Cover, unfortunately
many wrinkles and bends affecting the M/S and cover, sent airmail
to USA, SG MS 176a Cat £275 as used sheet.  £ 125

6796 1955 1200th Anniv. of Martyrdom of St Boniface 35l violet
right hand marginal imperf single mounted mint, very fine, expertised
on reverse, Scott 193a imperf PAIR Cat $525. This is a single.

 £ 30

6797 1955 1200th Anniv. of Martyrdom of St Boniface 35l violet
right  imperf single mounted mint, very fine, expertised on reverse,
Scott 193a imperf PAIR Cat $525. This is a single.  £ 30

6798 1982-1998 Mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly of
complete sets on stockpages appears good degree complete incl 1998
Turin Shroud, Musical Angels, Italia 98 M/S, 1998 Popes long set
with labels, 1997 Pope Journeys set 6, 1997 Holy Year, 1997 46th
Congress, 1997 Papal Transport, 1996 Journey 14th series set,
Olympic Games strip, 1995 UNO, 1994 Restoration of Cisterne
Chapel set & M/S (Cat £28), 1993 Architectural Treasures long set,
1989 Birds, many sets & miniature sheets to 1998, nice thematics.
STC £800+, useful qty.  £ 260

6799 Mint collection in binder on specially printed leaves good
range of runs for each year noted 1929 set 15 (Cat £120), 1931
Parcel Post & Express set 15 (Cat £60), 1931 Postage Due set (Cat
£95),  1933 Holy Year set (Cat £80, marked page), 1938
Archaeological set 6 (Cat £85), 1939 Death ovpt set 7 (Cat £60),
commems to 1961, good cat value.  £ 125

VENEZUELA
6800 1865 Entire from Puerto Cabello to Caracas bearing four
margin ½real orange yellow (SG21) tied with 'Admon de CORREOS
LA GUAIRA' cds with carrying company 'Hernandez & ? DIC 1
1865 cds alongside and oval senders cachet 'CHARTIER y Co
PUERTO CABELLO' in blue; vertical filing crease otherwise a fine
and scarce item  £ 120

6801 1893 Registered cover Caracas to Hamburg bearing 25c
Landing of Columbus pair and single for 75c tied violet Caracas
CDS's, R and AR boxed or circle handstamped, sent via New York
with transit backstamp, few minor faults, Scott 136 Rated $100 each
on cover.  £ 150

VIETNAM
6802 1951 Independent State complete set of 13 to 30p green neat
hinged mint on album page, scarce set cat £325.  £ 100

YEMEN
6803 1964 Olympics Tokyo six stamps on piece cancelled by
special cancels.  £ 24

6804 1965 Flowers multicoloured blocks of four attached to paper
various values SG R106/111.  £ 30

6805 1965 Gemini 5 stamps with Cooper & Conrad o/p mint perfs
and imperfs (Mi 179A/181A).  £ 20

6806 1965 John F. Kennedy (Mi Block 16B) 4B five miniature
sheets with no gum plus JFK unused blocks with control numbers in
margin. Some mixed.  £ 45

6807 1965 John F. Kennedy used stamps attached to paper some
blocks of four. (qty).  £ 24

6808 1965 Mariner 4 o/p on 2B, 4B, and 6B multicoloured blocks
of four imperf x two sets (one 6B has faults) u/m.  £ 65

6809 1965 Mariner 4 o/p on 2B, 4B, and 6B multicoloured blocks
of four perf x two sets one set has control numbers in margin u/m.

 £ 65

6810 1965 President John F. Kennedy Commemoration set of five
in blocks of four perf or imperf unmounted some printing colour
transferred to reverse some slight faults on front SG R63/67.  £ 20

6811 1965 Winston Churchill 15 blocks of six attached to paper
with Royal Mail HAYDAN cancels contains(Mi 153/157).  £ 20

6812 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf blocks also
similar in perf blocks (margin crease on one) mint, (Mi 153/158)

 £ 20

6813 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf setenant blocks
also similar in perf blocks, mint, (Mi 153/158)  £ 20

6814 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf setenant blocks
also similar in perf blocks, mint, (Mi 153/158)  £ 20

6815 1966 Builders of World Peace SG R136/140 setenant strips
of five x 18 plus 14 blocks of two sets attached to paper.  £ 55

6816 1967 FDC with green G.H.Q. cancel with set of five stamps
of John F. Kennedy (Mi 139A/143A).  £ 20

YUGOSLAVIA
6817 1918 30h green hinged mint showing overprint in Cyrillic
once plus another inverted variety, corner crease and tones but scarce
variety, SG 6 var.  £ 35

6818 1918 War Invalid Fund 5h (+2h) green, 10h (+2h) claret
overprinted Bosna Hercegovina mint with 1999 Petric certificate, SG
19/20. Cat £360+.  £ 125

6819 1922 -24 8d on 15p chocolate error of surcharge 9d for 8d
variety unmounted mint side marginal examples, expertising
handstamp on stamp and in margin, very fine, SG 186a Cat £425.

 £ 135

6820 1933 Overprint without bars complete set of 12 to 30d orange
mint / unmounted mint, top two values pencil signed, fine, SG
278/289 Cat £225.  £ 80
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6821 1943-1957 Valuable mint collection in a neat album on plain
leaves with sets and miniature sheets much complete for the period
including 1945 Assembly M/S (Cat £31), 1949 Air ovpt set 3 (cat
£30), 1950 May Day set (cat £45), 1950 Aeronautical set (Cat £53),
Navy Day set, 1951 Air Mountaineering set (Cat £100), 1951 Air
long set (Cat £100), 1951 Air overprint 50d blue (cat £90), 1952
Tito set (Cat £58), 1952 Olympic Games set (Cat £78), 1953 Car
Rally set (Cat £45), 1953 Esperanto set mint (Cat £254), 1954
Insurrection set (Cat £50), 1954 Animals set (Cat £175), 1956 Art
long set (cat £160), 1956 Sea Creatures set (Cat £67), 1956 Olympic
Games set (Cat £250), 1958 Birds set, then back of the book incl
P.Dues 1946 set to 100d (cat £100), etc, extensive lot and huge cat
value in excess of £2345.  £ 750

6822 1951 (14 Aug) Illustrated Cover for 1951 Air set 3 Int.
Mountaineering Meeting, unaddressed, cancelled day after first day
of issue, very fine. SG 687/9. Cat £71 as used.  £ 35

6823 1951 (16 Aug) Illustrated First Day Cover for 1951 Air 6d
Parachute Jumping tied with Padobranaca overprint on 50d blue,
unaddressed very fine. SG 696/7.  £ 50

6824 1952 Brussels UPU delegation book with useful mint sets
from Yugoslav postal authority incl 1951 Cultural Anniv., 1950
Harvester long set 12 (Cat £75), 1951 air incl 100d grey-blue (partly
stuck cat £80),  £ 35

6825 1953 Tenth Anniv. of Liberation of Istria & Slovene Coast
15d green very fine hinged mint, key stamp, SG 759 Cat £225.

 £ 48

6826 Issues for Croatia: 1918 HRVATSKA / SHS blue overprint
on 1916 Coronation set of 2 10f mauve and 15f red both fine used
CDS and Sorani 2008 expertising certificate, both signed on reverse.
Fine, SG 81/2.  £ 130

ZANZIBAR
6827 1902 (27 Mar) Dar Es Salaam Boma & Kath Mission PPC
bearing 1a red defin tied ZANZIBAR squared circle addr to Cape
Colony sent via Natal transit CDS and PASSED PRESS CENSOR
triangle in magenta. Mainly fine.  £ 60

6828 1936 New Currency top values 1r to 10s Canoe & Dhow
hinged mint, very fine, SG 318/322 Cat £130. (5).  £ 48

6829 1936 New Currency top values set from 1s to 10s hinged
mint, mainly fine & sound, SG 318/322 Cat £120.  £ 45

6830 1937 Silver Jubilee of Sultan Kalif bin Harub set of four on
registered (196) Empire Airmail first flight 1st July 1937 cover to
Mombas. Flap partly torn but very nice item.  £ 20

6831 1949 (10 Jan) Printed unaddressed First Day cover bearing
RSW set of two tied REG. / 10 JA / 49 / ZANZIBAR CDS cancel,
very fine, SG 333/4.  £ 60

6832 1949 (10 Jan) Registered airmail First Day cover to USA
bearing RSW 10s brown tied REG. / ZANZIBAR CDS cancel and
regd label No.A105, wrinkles and soiling. SG 334.  £ 40

ZULULAND
6833 1888-93 Mint assembly of seven different values ½d
vermilion to 1s dull green all hinged mint, few with gum faults, 1s
has few toned perfs but good colour, SG 1/5, 7 & 10 Cat £396.

 £ 150

6834 1893 5d dull purple and blue fine used ESHOWE CDS
cancel, sound and fine color, SG 7 Cat £120.  £ 48

GREAT BRITAIN -  PRE-STAMP
6835 FREE FRONTS - 125 different from 1830s and few earlier
pasted into an ancient book, very good range of red cancels, some
dual signed, red CDS dates incl rare type E, some identified in pencil
incl Woulfe, Stowell, Viscount Dundas & Thomas Masterman Hardy
(Rear Admiral on HMS Victory he commanded at Battle of Trafalgar
1805 after Nelson died), J Parrott, Arch Bishop of Canterbury,
Marquis of Lansdowne, Ramsbottom, Pusey, Fort, Lord Egmont,
Henry Bishop of Salford, Townley, Kilmanoch, Stuart Wortley,
Spring Rice, Bathurst, Stanley, Earl of Munster, Lord Byron,
Backhouse, McTaggart, Mann Cornwallis, Lord Bexley, Lord Eldon,
Bishop Norwich, Robert Peel (Prime minister), Dublin Free, 125 in
total, very mixed, fascinating lot.  £ 375

GREAT BRITAIN -  QUEEN VICTORIA
6836 1840 1d black (BA) Two margin example showing very rare
Number 3 in Maltese Cross postmark. Cut into along the top and left
side but very neat cancel showing bottom 2/3rds of the cancel and
clear No.3. Sound and rare! SG Cat £15,000 for four margins.

 £ 1500

6837 1840 1d black (BJ) attractive 3½ margin example on paper,
bottom left corner torn, cancelled red MX.  £ 40

6838 1840 1d black (FJ) attractive 3½ margin example, vertical
crease, cancelled red MX, sound, nice example.  £ 45

6839 1840 1d black (LH) plate 4 attractive large four margin
example, showing left stamp and cancelled red MX, large thin on
reverse, nice looker.  £ 48

6840 1840 1d black (MH) attractive four margin example, ironed
out horizontal crease, cancelled black MX, sound, nice example.

 £ 75

6841 1840 1d black (ND) plate 5 attractive three margin example,
touching top left and closed tear top right, cancelled red MX, sound,
nice looker.  £ 45

6842 1840 1d black (OH) watermark INVERTED with four good
margins with a superb black MX cancel, very fine and rare SG Spec.
AS1g Cat £4000.  £ 1250

6843 1840 1d black (TF) plate 6  attractive large two margin
example, touching top right and bottom left and cancelled red MX,
sound, nice looker.  £ 48

6844 1840 2d blue (EG) two to three margin example with black
MX cancel, small faults otherwise neatly cut round, nice spacefiller.
Cat £975.  £ 75

6845 1840 2d blue FC Plate 2 a nice looking example with three
good margins and black MX, small blue burr on left check letter
frame. Sound.  £ 100

6846 1840 2d blue (GC) no margin example with neat black MX
cancel, torn corner and faults otherwise neatly cut round, nice
spacefiller. Cat £975.  £ 60

6847 1840 2d blue (MF) four good to large margin example with
part black MX cancel, torn and small faults otherwise neatly cut
round, large margins on three sides. Cat £975.  £ 95

6848 1840 2d blue ND neat 3 margin example with neat numeral
342 cancel in black, and blue dot in D variety, thinned but nice
appearance, SG 5i, cat £2500.  £ 275

6849 1840 2d blue OK with three large margins and black MX
cancel, neatly cut and close to touching on fourth margin. Nice sound
example.  £ 100

6850 1840 2d blue (PC) 3½ margin example with incomplete
smudged black MX cancel, showing part of right stamp, small thin
and almost full gum retained, sound. SG 5.  £ 65
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6851 1840 2d blue (RH) 3-4 margin spacefiller with sock on the
nose black MX but thinned heavily in one corner and cut across
another corner, decent spacefiller.  £ 45

6852 1840 2d pale blue (MM) no margin used black incomplete
MX cancel, thins but nice specifier.  £ 35

6853 1840 2d pale blue STRIP OF 3 (NJ-NL) with three heavy
strikes of black Maltese Cross with margins in places, creasing and
other faults showing various stages of plate wear, useful multiple.

 £ 200

6854 1840 House of Lords (temporary) 1d dull vermilion printed
front with red Crown paid datestamp of 21st March. SG PE5 Cat
£12000 as full entire.  £ 1500

6855 1840 Houses of Parliament 1d black printed front with line
under inscription and red Crown paid datestamp of 21st January. SG
PE2 Cat £8000 as full entire.  £ 1500

6856 1840 Mulready Envelope 1d black unused Stereo A5 with few
ink marks on obverse and a little grubby on reverse, sound SG ME1
Cat £350.  £ 100

6857 1840 Mulready Envelope 2d blue unused Stereo a209 with
nice clean appearance, gum on the envelope flap so a little untidy on
reverse, nice looker, SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 150

6858 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope Stereo
a197 with various hinge remains and few soil marks otherwise sound,
SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 125

6859 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope Stereo
a208 with various hinge remains and mainly sound, SG ME4 Cat
£450.  £ 140

6860 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope Stereo
a210 with various hinge remains and few soil marks otherwise sound,
SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 125

6861 1840-1884 Collection on printed Scott album pages with
better throughout noted 1840 1d black nice 4 margins with crisp red
MX, 1849 2d blue 4 good margins sock on the nose black MX, 1841
1d red-brown with blue 1844 numeral cancel, 1841 2d blue nice 4
margins, 1854 Wmk SC P.16 Die I 1d red-brown mint original gum
(Cat £375), 1856-58 1d with OUS overprint, Copestake underprint
(2), 1874 5s rose plate 2 with sock on the nose DUBLIN SORTING
OFFICE CDS (Cat £1500), surface printed to 1s green incl some
nice CDS copies, 1870 ½d bantam pl.12? mint (Cat £120), 1880 2d
pale rose mint part o.g. (Cat £350), 1883 2/6 lilac superb Cork CDS,
range of Irish postmarks on QV defins etc nice lot.  £ 750

6862 1841 (17 July) CRAIL Maltese Cross on wrapper to
Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown PJ from plate 9 (4 close to large
margins) with fine full strike of Crail MX & boxed departure &
arrival CDS backstamps.  £ 75

6863 1841 1d red plate 27 tied to a small letter sheet from HUNA
to Wick (Scotland) by doubled outer line Maltese Cross cancel,
reverse with boxed HUNA handstamp and WICK 1843 SE 23 arrival
datestamp, minor faults and discolouration otherwise very rare
example of this Maltese Cross variety. Accompanied by 2010 RPS
certificate.  £ 2000

6864 1841 1d red-brown 3 good to large margins (GI) cancelled by
nearly full strike of No.4 in MX cancel, fine and sound, SG 8m Cat
£600.  £ 100

6865 1841 1d red-brown (34, cat £1950+) and 2d blue (6, cat
£660) useful assembly of mainly 3-4 margin examples including 1d
red-brown Number in MX No. 2, 6, 7 & 11, blue diamond barred
cancel, blue arc with black postmark, worn plate, 2d shades incl large
4 margins (4).  Useful unpicked assembly with high catalogue value.
(40).  £ 280

6866 1841 1d red-brown block of 4 (IC-JD) fine used Ireland
diamond incomplete numeral cancels neatly struck with evenly cut
large to close margins on most sides, few creases or bends but
exceptional colour and very attractive block with high cat value.

 £ 100

6867 1841 1d red-brown block of 4 (ME-NF) heavy used Ilford 17
numeral cancels unevenly cut into with margins on two sides, other
faults otherwise cat highly for block of 4.  £ 40

6868 1841 1d red-brown block of 6 (DE-EG) fine used Windsor
890 numeral cancels neatly struck with unevenly cut into with
margins on most sides, other faults including torn top middle stamp
and creases, otherwise scarce block with high cat value.  £ 150

6869 1841 1d red-brown fine used 3 margins cancelled with blue
sock on the nose 784 numeral cancel of Tenby in blue. Slightly cut
into along top otherwise nice example.  £ 28

6870 1841 1d red-brown imperf 'EC' two good margins top and
bottom (showing part of top stamp) and close on third, cut into on
right side neatly, extremely fresh mint with hinge remains on blued
paper, attractive copy, SG 8 Cat £600.  £ 75

6871 1841 1d red-brown imperfs collection of approx 230 stamps
all with 1844 type cancels, mainly 2-3 margins, good range of
numeral cancels, different papers, shades etc. Cat £8155.  £ 250

6872 1841 1d red-brown (JE) 3-4 close margins, fine hinged mint
with large part original gum, light soil in SE corner otherwise fresh.
SG 8 Cat £600.  £ 125

6873 1841 1d red-brown (JF) fine used three good margins with
good strike of London No.8 in Maltese Cross cancel, SG 8 Cat £160.

 £ 35

6874 1841 1d red-brown large assembly of approx 550 examples
neatly laid out on Hagner pages, varying margins and condition,
mostly numeral cancels but includes around 165 with black MX
cancels. Very mixed but useful study lot. STC £19,250.  £ 360

6875 1841 1d red-brown (NG) an attractive four margin example
with small part original gum, small indentation SE corner otherwise
beautiful and crisp. SG 8 Cat £600 mint.  £ 75

6876 1841 1d red-brown OB on blued paper neatly cut with traces
of margins neatly cancelled part town arc postmark, Cat £825.

 £ 40

6877 1841 1d red-brown on bluish paper neatly cut (KG) very fine
mint large part original gum (small hinge remain), traces of
horizontal gum crease and four very close margins, slight burring
bottom right, very tidy example, SG 7 Cat £2700.  £ 480

6878 1841 1d red-brown plate reconstruction neatly laid out on four
leaves, complete run of 240 stamps AA to TL mostly presentable
copies with a few MX cancels, remainder are 1844 type cancels noted
one in blue, with mainly 2-3 margin examples, some blued papers
etc, Cat £8400.  £ 240

6879 1841 1d red-brown useful assembly laid out on leaves with
varying margins and condition is poor to fine, black MX cancels
(18), 1844 type cancels, noted approx 10 four margin examples,
some worn plates etc, ideal study lot (92 + 2 pairs).  £ 60

6880 1841 2d blue attractive assembly on album page of 19 singles
and a pair mostly two to four margins, noted three shades, Ivory Head
(4), pair (HB-HC) with black MX cancels, four large margins with
black MX (QK), four margin numeral cancel (PA worn value tablet),
SB & TE plus two singles  with few margins cancelled
EDGBASTON / PENNY POST two line boxed cancel. Useful group
(19 + pair). High cat value.  £ 250

6881 1841 2d blue attractive assembly on album page of nine
singles each cancelled with different Numbers in black MX cancel,
mostly two or three margins but all clear strikes for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 11 & 12, Cat £6750 as four margin examples. Plus two 1d red-
brown with No. 6 & 7 in MX Cat £320. (11).  £ 500
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6882 1841 2d blue attractive block of 4 (SA-SB / TA-TB) fine used
with margins top and bottom neatly cut cancelled with lightly struck
203 numeral cancels stated as 1845. Horizontal crease along the
bottom pair otherwise very fine block of 4. SG 14.  £ 400

6883 1841 2d blue NH two margin example neatly cancelled with
good strike of blue 1844 type numeral cancel, cut into on left side
otherwise sound, Cat £1000.  £ 85

6884 1841 (7 Aug) Large piece with 1d red-brown unevenly cut
tied Ironbridge MX and Ironbridge dated arc alongside, addr locally
to Shrewsbury. Stated to be plate 8.  £ 25

6885 1841 Black Plate 2, 1d red-brown TF sound example with
close 3 margins with black Maltese Cross cancel, sound.  £ 35

6886 1841 Plate 15 1d red-brown (QE) very fine used four good
margins with neat black MX cancel, on bluish paper, fine. SG Spec.
BS4.  £ 35

6887 1841 Plate 16 1d red-brown (JD) very fine used three margins
with full strike of black MX cancel on paper, paper adherence on
back otherwise fine. SG Spec. BS13.  £ 24

6888 1841 Plate 16 1d red-brown (QJ) very fine used four close to
large margins with full strike of black MX cancel, fine. SG Spec.
BS13.  £ 40

6889 1841 Plate 20 1d red-brown (EA) very fine used four
enormous margins with full strike of black MX cancel, fine. SG Spec.
BS9. Premium margin example.  £ 50

6890 1841 Plate 21 1d red-brown (IF) very fine used four close to
large margins with full strike of black MX cancel, fine. SG Spec.
BS10.  £ 40

6891 1842 (3 Mar) 2d deep full blue attractive 3 good margin
example tied to Entire by neat black Maltese Cross cancel sent locally
in London, few creases on the cover good strike of red 6 EV 6 / MR
3 / 1842 boxed cancel, SG 15 Cat £350+.  £ 110

6892 1842 Plate 24 1d red-brown (NE) very fine used four
enormous margins with neat black MX cancel, on white paper, fine.
SG Spec. BS5. Trace of bend otherwise a premium example  £ 65

6893 1842 Plate 28 1d red-brown (KF) very fine used four close to
good margins with full strike of black MX cancel, fine. SG Spec.
BS17.  £ 35

6894 1843 1d red-brown plate 31 (HC) a superb fine used example
with 4 good margins and sock on the nose almost central No.6 in
black MX cancel of London. Superb. Cat £160.  £ 65

6895 1843 1d red-brown plate 32 (IG) a superb fine used example
with 4 close to very large margins and neat part strike central No.11
in black MX cancel of London. Small thin otherwise superb. Cat
£350.  £ 48

6896 1843 1d red-brown plate 34 (LK) a fine used example with 4
margins and central sock on the nose strike of black MX cancel.

 £ 25

6897 1843 1d red-brown plate 35 (FA) with good margins all
round, showing good clear strike of black MX cancel, and ivory head
on reverse variety, SG 8, Spec. BS24.(JB-JC) very fine used with 17
numeral cancels. Very nice. SG 14.  £ 28

6898 1843 (27 Nov) Cliffords Inn Entire Letter to Leamington
bearing 1d red-brown imperf tied good strike of No.8 in Maltese
Cross, folds and ink marks otherwise good strike.  £ 150

6899 1843 Entire London to Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown pair
(OH-OJ) tied two strikes of No.12 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £1700+.
Scarce cover.  £ 350

6900 1843 Entire London to Lowestoft bearing 1d red-brown (EJ)
tied superb strike of No.8 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £325+.  £ 85

6901 1843 Entire London to Lowestoft bearing 1d red-brown (TE,
four margins) tied superb strike of No.10 in MX cancel, fine. Cat
£750+.  £ 150

6902 1843 Entire London to Newbury bearing 1d red-brown (BF)
tied superb strike of No.9 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £400+.  £ 85

6903 1843 Entire London to Newbury bearing 1d red-brown (EI)
tied superb strike of No.7 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £325+.  £ 85

6904 1843 Entire London to Newbury bearing 1d red-brown (HD)
tied superb strike of No.2 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £400+.  £ 85

6905 1843 Entire London to Newbury bearing 1d red-brown (OJ)
tied superb strike of No.6 in MX cancel, fine. Cat £325+.  £ 85

6906 1843 Entire London to Wednesbury addr to Phoenix Fire
Office bearing 1d red-brown (LK) tied No.5 in MX cancel, fine. Cat
£400+.  £ 85

6907 1843 Plate 36 1d red-brown (QF) very fine used four large
margins with full strike of black MX cancel, fine. SG Spec. BS25.
Premium margin example.  £ 50

6908 1844 1d pink postal stationery envelope (faults) sent London
to York cancelled by No.7 in Maltese Cross on 9th Jan 1844. London
red cancel on reverse, alongwith blue YORK dated arc. Faults
otherwise nice use.  £ 60

6909 1844 (20 Apr) cut down entire letter sent Crickhowell to Usk
via Abergavenny bearing 1841 1d red-brown on blued 3 margins
nearly tied very late use of black MX cancel, 3 backstamps and hole
where wax seal removed otherwise sound.  £ 20

6910 1844 Plate 44 1d red-brown (LF) very fine used four large to
huge margins with part Scottish numeral cancel, fine. SG Spec.
BS26G. Premium margin example.  £ 40

6911 1844-45 Plate 56 1d red-brown (MH) very fine used four
good to large margins with 255 numeral cancel showing line above
M variety, fine. SG Spec. BS27. Superb example.  £ 20

6912 1845 (11 Sept) Entire Milnthorpe to Lancaster bearing 1841
2d blue PAIR (SD-SE) plate 3 with four good to large margins tied
530 numeral barred ovals with blue Milnthorpe and Lancaster double
arc dated cancels on reverse. Cat £350 as single on cover.  £ 250

6913 1845 Entire to Birmingham from Ashton Under Line bearing
strip of four 1d red-brown imperf (PA-PD, worn plate) with only
small margins in places neatly used with numeral cancel, few minor
wrinkles and filing fold clear of the strip.  £ 36

6914 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare
1845 Entire Letter (22 April) to London with CORUNNA AP 22 /
1845 arc cancel in black (very scarce) and CORUNA / GALICIA
double ring CDS in blue in bottom left corner and manuscript charge
mark 2/2, part London arrival backstamp, filing folds but a rare item
seldom seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was meant to
provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April 1845 and
used for a short period only a black handstamp. The colour was
changed to red in due course which is less scarce.  £ 350

6915 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare
1846 Entire Letter (12 Oct) to London with CORUNNA OC 12 /
1846 arc cancel in red (scarce) and manuscript charge mark 2/2, and
London arrival ND 8OC18 / 1846 backstamp in red, filing fold but
a rare item seldom seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was
meant to provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April
1845 and used for a short period only a black handstamp. The colour
was changed to red in due course which is less scarce.  £ 300

6916 1846 Dead Letter Office - Returned paid Letter wrapper from
London to Leeds cancelled red tombstone cancel and LEEDS arrival
double arc in blue on obverse. Horiz. fold otherwise fine.  £ 20

6917 1847 Embossed 1s green in a superb PAIR cancelled 2
numeral postmarks margins on three sides just touching along the
top, thinning otherwise very fine looker, SG 55 Cat £2000.  £ 500

6918 1847 Embossed 1s pale green a lovely lightly used example
with two clear margins touching along bottom and left neatly cut
square with 13 numeral cancel, sound and fine, SG 54 Cat £1000.

 £ 180
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6919 1847 Embossed 1s pale green fine used two good margins,
touching on each side, neat '8' London cancel, very sound example,
SG 54 Cat £1000.  £ 125

6920 1847-54 6d purple watermark inverted fine used example with
no margins and thinning but neatly used 21 numeral cancel, SG 60wi
Cat £1000.  £ 80

6921 1 8 4 8  (6  May)  Cover  from BALLINASLOE  to
EYRECOURT bearing 1d rose-red imperf (4 close to large margins
TK) tied by BLUE '32' diamond barred numeral cancel (just tying at
bottom as sock on the nose cancel), with 6th May blue dated arc &
arrival arc in black alongside.  Mainly fine and scarce.  £ 250

6922 1849 Plate 4 2d blue (QC) very fine used four incredibly close
to large margins with neat 21 London numeral cancel, fine. SG Spec.
ES14.  £ 25

6923 1854 Die I Wmk SC P.16 1d red-brown in a strip of 3 each
cancelled neat 107 numeral cancel, perfs are clipped on two of the
stamps along the bottom, still, a nice multiple. Cat £105.  £ 24

6924 1854 Embossed 6d purple an attractive fine used example
neatly cut square without margins neat 16 numeral cancel, thinned on
reverse otherwise nice looker! SG 60 Cat £1000.  £ 100

6925 1854 (Jun 8) Entire Letter (faults) Birmingham to London
bearing 1st issue 1d red-brown (CD) tied Birmingham spoon cancel
75 numeral, receiving backstamp, some ink spots and faults
otherwise nice strike of the spoon cancel. Footnote references Band
of Hope, a society promoting lifelong abstention from alcohol
founded in 1847.  £ 40

6926 1854 (Nov) Cover to Harlow bearing P.16 2d blue (FG) fine
used not tied but appears to belong with indistinct numeral cancel,
CDS of AD / NO / 1854 in black and small part HARLOW receiver
in green. Slight soiling, SG 19 Cat £200 on cover.  £ 40

6927 1854 Wmk SC P.16 Die I 1d red-brown (SC) mint example
with large hinge remain and 50% original gum, very well centred and
fine for these, SG 17 Cat £375.  £ 80

6928 1855 (27 Dec) Small envelope from Newport Pagnell to
London bearing 1d red-brown (IC) cancelled nearly full strike of 664
cancel in blue (stamp not tied but blue Newport Pagnall dated arc on
reverse),  London crowned backstamp in red on arrival, mainly fine,
SG Cat from £650.  £ 225

6929 1855 (3 July) P.14 SC 2d blue plate 4 (OL) tied to long cover
(tones and faults) by 42 cancel of Paddington addressed to
Marlborough with arrival backstamp, filing folds, SG23 Cat £375 on
cover.  £ 40

6930 1855 Die II Wmk LC P.14 1d red-brown in a strip of 3 each
cancelled 47 numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice multiple. Cat £66.

 £ 24

6931 1855 P.14 LC 1d red-brown on bluish paper unused no gum
(MI) slightly centered SE with nice colour and appearance, trace of
horiz,. bend, SG 29 Cat £240.  £ 24

6932 1855 P.14 LC 2d dark blue plate 5 (MJ) fine used neat 47
numeral cancel well centred & fine, SG 34 Cat £70.  £ 20

6933 1855 P.14 SC 1d red-brown (LC) Die I fine used neat 516
numeral centred left otherwise fine, SG 22 Cat £100.  £ 20

6934 1855 Wmk LC P.14 2d blue pl.5 attractive pair (MJ-MK)
neatly fine used 75 numeral cancels, well centred and sound, SG 34
Cat £140.  £ 32

6935 1855 Wmk Small Garter 4d carmine on blued glazed paper
heavy used with 45 Scottish postmark well centred and mainly sound,
SG 62 Cat £450.  £ 35

6936 1855-57 1s pale green sound used example with sock on the
nose 74 numeral cancel in circle and duplex oval cancel, good perfs
and centering, SG 73 Cat £350.  £ 28

6937 1855-57 6d lilac very fine used left wing margin example with
neat incomplete numeral postmark, very sound, SG 68 Cat £120.

 £ 20

6938 1855-57 Four different printings for 4d carmine including
Wmk Medium Garter highly glazed (SG 63, cat £575), Wmk Large
Garter 4d rose-carmine (wing margin f.u. 75 numeral), 4d rose f.u.
N17 cancel, 4d rose-carmine on thick paper 18 numeral cancel (little
heavy), nice group, SG 63, 66, 66a & 66b. Cat £1250.  £ 200

6939 1856 (28 Feb) Cover sent locally in Liverpool bearing 1856
1d star on blued (gross misperf), tied with sideways spoon 466
cancel, few faults or bends, good strike.  £ 30

6940 1856 (28 Mar) Entire Letter London to Brussels bearing
19847 6d embossed (cut into) and 1856 2d blue both tied 18 numeral
cancels, underpaid with additional 2d blue affixed with PD in red
circle tying one of the 2s stamps. Braggioti Testa & Co London trade
h/s on obverse, various transit and arrival backstamps, Faults,
wrinkles and filing fold otherwise pretty cover. Cat £1900+ on cover.

 £ 125

6941 1856 6d deep lilac in a superb horizontal strip of 3, a sound
used examples with heavyish '4' numeral cancels of Hampstead,
excellent colour and lovely multiple, SG 69 Cat £525.  £ 175

6942 1856 6d lilac with sock on the nose 87 numeral cancel,
excellent centring and colour, fine, SG 68. Cat £120.  £ 30

6943 1856 Wmk Emblems 1s green fine used incomplete numeral
cancel, very sound, SG 72 Cat £350.  £ 42

6944 1856 Wmk large Garter 4d rose-carmine & 4d rose both fine
used 763 or 183 diamond numeral cancel well centred and very
sound, SG 66/66a Cat £300.  £ 42

6945 1856-57 1d rose-red (shades) plate reconstruction neatly laid
out on four leaves, complete run of 240 stamps AA to TL mostly
presentable copies with good range of different numeral cancels
including London offices, etc, Cat £2880+.  £ 240

6946 1857 4d rose fine used neat 466 duplex of Liverpool, nice
colour, good centring, SG 66a Cat £150.  £ 20

6947 1857 July, 4d Rose, Horizontal Pair. Entire London to
Amsterdam July 28th 1857. Bearing total postage rate of 9d
consisting a pair of 4d rose SG 66a (spec J51) and a 1d red, perf 14,
SG 38-41 (spec C10). Tied London District horizontal oval with the
number 15 in a diamond (CBP 7/1). The numeral 15 is for
Woodford, Highbury. The front of the cover also has a paid hand
stamp in red PD in red oval mark (CBP 9/63). The back of the cover
has a single ring London cancel in blue BD LONDON JY-28 75.
B a ck s t a mp ed  i n d i s t i n c t  d o u b l e  r i n g  t r a n s i t  ca n ce l
ANGLETERRE.....'' also dated 28 July and a receiving single ring
cancel in red AMSTERDAM 30-7-1857. There is also a numeral '21'
in a black single ring. Attractive combination.  £ 150

6948 1857 LC P.14 1d rose-red (Plate 56) an attractive strip of 3
(TJ-TL) mint original gum, appears unmounted, horizontal crease
and small nick in two places, nice and fresh, SG 40 Cat £150.

 £ 50

6949 1857 Wmk LC P.14 1d rose-red in an attractive block of 4
fine hinged mint, slightly centred left CA-DB, perf splits on bottom
pair otherwise good colour, SG 40 Cat £500.  £ 125

6950 1857-63 1d red-brown Wmk LC P.14 fine used in a lovely
block of 4 neatly cancelled on each stamp with 92 roller type cancel.
SG Spec. C10 Cat £90+.  £ 35

6951 1858 1s green fine used on cover London to Sardinia tied W
/ 2 cancel with a variety of arrival or transit cancels incl SORI,
Genova, red PD oval on obverse. Mainly sound, SG 72 Cat £425.

 £ 85
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6952 1858 December 1s Pale Green. Cover Southampton to New
York dated December 17th 1858. Bearing  1shilling pale green SG
73 (Spec. J100(3) right wing margin. At the foot of the stamp part of
the sheet inscription is visible. Tied vertical numeral 723 for
S o u t h a mp t o n and a  curved town cance l  ( C B P  7 / 2 1 )
SOUTHAMPTON F DE17 58. Obverse has an American PAID
mark in red, A US accountancy mark 21 CENTS for the total postage
and a London transit mark in the form of a black lozenge L DE18 C.
Reverse has a transit mark for London in the form of a single ring in
red VO LONDON DE18 58.  £ 150

6953 1858 December 1s, Pale Green, Horizontal Pair. Entire Letter
London to Cadiz, Spain dated December 7th 1858. Bearing
horizontal pair of 1 shilling pale green SG73 (spec. J100(3) with a
wing margin on the left stamp. Tied London Distinct Office duplex
with a vertical oval the number 73 for Shooter's Hill in a circle and
CDS LONDON EC 6 DE7 58. Obverse has a double ring receiving
cancel in blue for Cadiz CADIZ 14 DIC 58 FRANCO and a paid
handstamp in red PD in an oval (CBP 9/63). The back of the cover
has a second strike of the Cadiz mark and a second indistinct
receiving cancel.  £ 200

6954 1858 February 4d Rose-Carmine Horizontal Pair. Entire
London to Montova in Italy dated February 26th 1858. The cover has
a total postage rate of 9d consisting of a horizontal pair of 4d rose-
carmine SG 66a (spec J51(1) or deep rose J51 (3) and a 1d rose red,
(GA) perf 16, Large crown watermark SG 36 (spec C11). Each
stamp is cancelled with a somewhat blurred London district
horizontal oval with 15 in a diamond (CBP 7/1) for Woodford,
Highbury. The front of the cover also has a paid hand stamp P-D in
red oval mark (CBP 9/63). Backstamped single ring London cancel
in blue BE LONDON FE 26-58. There is a single black receiving
mark for ?Montova MONTOVA 2/3 and a commercial cachet for the
Zizinia Brothers company ZINNIA BROT BS LONDON.  £ 48

6955 1858 P.16 LC 2d dark blue plate 6 (FE) fine used neat 21
numeral cancel well centred & fine, SG 36a Cat £375.  £ 75

6956 1858-76 2d blue plate 9 mounted mint small part original
gum, slightly centre low, mainly fresh example, SG 45, Cat £350.

 £ 35

6957 1858-79 One Penny Red plates run mainly fine used from 71
to 218, mostly complete, good cat value. (approx. 385).  £ 65

6958 1859 4d rose fine used on cover London to Paris tied SW / 16
cancel with transit and arrival backstamps and ANGL . AMB. CDS
alongside PD in circle on obverse. Mainly sound, SG 6a Cat £225.

 £ 48

6959 1859 February, 4d Rose, Horizontal Pair. Cover London to
Paris dated February 9th 1859. The cover has a horizontal pair of 4d
rose SG 66a (spec J51 (2) with the right hand stamp having a wing
margin. Tied with a duplex with London Inland section LONDON
5 FEB9 59 and SW 15 in the oval. Obverse paid hand stamp PD in
red oval mark (CBP 9.63). On the front of the cover this is also a
transit mark for Calais ANGL AMP Calais 10 FEVR 59. There are
rather indistinct arrival marks for Paris on the back of the cover and
an impressive red wax seal.  £ 65

6960 1859 June, 4d Rose. Cover St. Andrews in Scotland to Paris,
France dated June 11th 1859. On the 11th June 1859. Mourning
cover with a 1855-77 4d rose stamp SG 66a (specialised cat. J51 (2).
Tied Scottish horizontal bars (CBP 7/22) with the numeral 300 for
St Andrews. Obverse double ring transit mark for Calais ANGL
AMB CALAIS 13 JUN 59 and a red 'PD' mark in a red circle (CBP
9.63). Backstamped St Andrews in black ST ANDRES JU!! 1859
and a London single ring transit mark in red VY LONDON JU13
1859.  £ 45

6961 1859 November 6d Pale Lilac pl.1 envelope sent from
Inverness in Scotland to Berlin, then in Prussia, dated November
30th 1859. The env. has an 1856 6d Pale Lilac stamp SG70, Plate 1
(specialised J70(2) and a 1d red perf 14 Die II SG 37-41 (specialised
C10) making a total franking of 7d. Both stamps have a duplex
cancel with a CDS with numeral 183 for Inverness and INVERNESS
NO3059 (CBP 9/64). Reverse with single ring London transit mark
in red NJ LONDON DE1 59 & two receiving marks in black dated
3rd December in Berlin.  £ 85

6962 1859 Queen Victoria entire with two 4d carmine addressed to
St Etienne with Calais receiving cancel. faint Paris cds on reverse.

 £ 85

6963 1860 1½d rosy-mauve prepared but not issued - overprinted
SPECIMEN (SG Type 2) wmk large crown on blued paper mint part
original gum, SG Spec. G5s Cat £2250, normal cat £7000.  £ 750

6964 1860-70 Original Correspondence mostly to India bearing
nice surface printed combinations and good range of postmarks and
transit or arrival backstamps, noted Tunbridge Wells 6d & 3d
combns (2), 1857 with 4d rose pair and 1d star, 1s pl.4 & 1d pl.122,
6d lilac on three covers then 1881 2½d blue on two covers to
Canada, very mixed condition but high cat value all the same. (9).

 £ 225

6965 1862 (1 Aug) Toned cover to India bearing scarce 9d bistre
(left edge straight) tied by TUNBRIDGE WELLS / A 1862 cancel
and a good array of transit and arrival backstamps in red and black
including AGRA, BOMBAY & ALLYGURH, tatty flap and edges
otherwise scarce franking, SG 86 Cat £1200 on cover.  £ 220

6966 1862 1s green plate 1 a sound fine used example with part
numeral cancel, very sound, SG 90 Cat £300.  £ 48

6967 1862 3d bright carmine-rose a sound fine used PAIR with part
Bradford 107 numeral cancel, excellent colour and superb for these,
SG 76 Cat £700.  £ 150

6968 1862 4d pale red a sound fine used example with full 92
numeral cancel, excellent colour and superb for these, SG 80 Cat
£140.  £ 30

6969 1862 9d bistre fine used incomplete numeral cancel quite
neatly struck across the stamp, good centring and mainly good perfs,
SG 86, Cat £575.  £ 80

6970 1862 9d bistre fine used left hand wing margin example with
clear Scottish strike of 182 numbered cancelled between horizontal
bars of Inverkeithing. Short corner perf NE otherwise sound. SG 86.
Cat £575.  £ 60

6971 1862 April, 4d Pale red, Plate 3. Cover Chatham in Kent to
Boulogne Sur Mer, France dated April 21st 1862. Bearing 1862-64
4d pale red SG 80 (specialised cat J52(2) lettered JI with no hairlines
from Plate 3. Tied circular and horizontal town mark Chatham
numeral 173. Single obliterator numeral 12 for Bow London District
(CBP 7/7). Obverse has a red paid 'PD' mark in an oval (CBP 9/63)
& a receiving mark for Boulogne in red ANGL 22 AVRIL 62
BOULOGNE. Backstamped  London in red LONDON.S.E B4 AP21
62. And a second , rather indistinct receiving mark for Boulogne.

 £ 60

6972 1862 Entire Letter Glasgow to Montreal bearing 1s pl.1
(small letters SG 90) tied nice 8Z GLASGOW DE 11 62 159
numeral cancel sent via Londonderry and MONTREAL A.M. DE 29
62 CE arrival backstamp, usual folds, nice example. Cat £450 on
cover.  £ 100

6973 1862 July, 4d Rose. Cover Hertford to Pau in the Pyrenees in
France dated July 3rd 1862. Bearing 4d rose stamp SG 66a
(specialised J51 (2). Tied F duplex with a circular numeral town
cancel for Hertford 359 (CBP 7/19). Obverse with double ring transit
mark for Calais ANGL AMB CALAIS 4 JUL 62 and a red 'PD' mark
in a circle (CMP 9/63). Backstamped London cancel in red
LONDON CA JY4 62 and a double ring receiving mark for Pau
PAUL (54) 5 JUV 62.  £ 40
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6974 1862 March, 4d Bright Red, Plate 3. Cover London to Millau,
(a small town in the Averyon Department in the Occitaine region of
southern France) dated March 31st 1862. Bearing 1862-64 4d bright
red SG 79 (specialised cat J52(1) lettered PD with no hairlines from
Plate 3. Tied numeral 12 for the London District (CBP 7/7). Obverse
with transit mark for Calais ANGL AMB CALAIS 1 AVRIL 62 and
a red 'PD' mark in an oval (CBP 9/63). Backstamped London
indented square transit mark LONDON MAR31 62, A Paris transit
mark PARIS 1 AVRIL 62 and double ring receiving mark MILLAU
3 AVRIL 62.  £ 75

6975 1862 Queen Victoria 4d bright red plate 3 on cover cancelled
Swansea 18 Feb 1862 to Paris with French railway sorter Ang Calais
with PD prepaid cachet in red.  £ 38

6976 1862 Tatty Mourning cover Howden to OHIO USA bearing
6d lilac wing margin example tied HOWDEN A numeral cancel,
New York transit alongside and 3CENTS surcharge applied  in
transit, tears around the edges and slightly grubby, Cat £240 on
cover. SG 68.  £ 36

6977 1862 Wmk Emblems 1s green pl.2 = 2, sound used well
centred example with heavyish 83 numeral cancel, sound, SG 90 Cat
£300.  £ 30

6978 1862 Wmk Emblems 9d straw pl.2 sound used left wing
margin example with heavy London 77 numeral cancel, pulled perfs
on two sides, sound spacefiller, SG 87 Cat £475.  £ 30

6979 1862-64 1s green plate 1 fine used 700 numeral cancel, sound
& good perfs, SG 90 Cat £300.  £ 36

6980 1862-64 4d pale red fine used 237 numeral duplex, showing
watermark inverted variety, sound & fine, SG 80wi Cat £375.

 £ 60

6981 1862-64 Wmk Emblems 3d bright carmine-rose unused with
very small part original gum, incredibly fresh appearance, SG 76 Cat
£2700 mint.  £ 150

6982 1862-66 Three covers from same correspondence London to
Harlow each bearing 2d blue plate 9 tied different London numeral
cancels, few bends as usual. SG 45 Cat £150.  £ 30

6983 1863 April, 4d Red Pair, Plate 3. Cover Bracknell in
Berkshire via London, England to London Canada West via
Hamilton, Ontario. Bearing horizontal pair of the 1862-64 4d pale
red SG 80 (specialised cat J52 (2). Tied with a horizontal oval with
numeral 105 for Bracknell. The back of the cover has a single ring
cancel BRACKNELL C AP10 63, A single ring London cancel in
red LONDON FO AP11 63, A receiving mark HAMILTON AP23
1863 and presumably part of the receiving mark for London, Canada
West.  £ 110

6984 1863 June 6d Lilac Plate 3. An envelope London to Hamburg,
Germany dated June 1863 bearing 1862 6d lilac stamp with a wing
margin SG84, Plate 3 'without hairs' (specialised J71(2) tied London
District duplex with a vertical oval N23 and a CDS LONDON-
NXJU18 63 (CBP 7/21). Paid mark in red PD in an oval (CBP 9/63)
and manuscript via Ostend. Reverse with receiving mark for
Hamburg in an oval in black HAMBURG 20/06/63.  £ 45

6985 1863 May, 4d Pale Red, Plate 3. Cover London to Amsterdam
dated May 14th 1863. Bearing a horizontal pair of the 1862-64 4d
pale red SG 80 (specialised cat J52 (2). Tied London District Office
of Muswell Hill, LONDON E5(?) X MY14 63 and numeral 90.
Obverse with 'England Franco' mark, black in italic script.
Backstamped receiving mark for Amsterdam in red AMSTERDAM
16-5 16-12 63 and a prominent red wax seal.  £ 200

6986 1863 November 1s Green, Plate 2. Cover sent from London
to New York dated November 27th 1863. Bearing 1 shilling green
stamp SG 90 Plate 2 (as plate 1) Tied London district Office duplex
with a vertical oval 91 for Cricklewood in a circle and a circular date
stamp LONDON E 6 NO27 63. Obverse has an American 'PAID' in
red in an arc and a 5cts US accountancy stamp. No receiving marks
on the back of the cover.  £ 85

6987 1864 1d lake-red plate 177 fine used with 118 numeral cancel
has the '1' skillfully overpainted to make a nice looking plate 77.
Altered from 177. Complete with 2022 Brandon certificate. Nice
spacefiller, £500,000 retail as a genuine example.  £ 100

6988 1864 1d rose-red plate 138 in a superb mint / unmounted mint
block of 4, usual gum wrinkles, two stamps are unmounted mint, nice
attractive multiple.  SG 43.  £ 125

6989 1864 Entire London to Lima bearing two 1s green plate 1 tied
London EC 90 cancels, sent p.Thama and oval blue CONDUCCION
/ DEL CARTERO / GRATIS and PANAMA DE 7 1863 double arc
cancel in black alongside. Minor folds or bends, nice combination.

 £ 250

6990 1864 March, 1s Green, Plate 2. Entire London to New York
dated March 3rd 1864. Bearing 1 shilling pale green SG90 (spec.
J101 (2). Lettered DI marked Plate 1 but from Plate 2 and a 1d red
lettered MI, SG37-41. Tied indistinct vertical oval. Obverse has an
American PAID mark in red, US accountancy mark of 21 CENTS for
the total postage. Sent via Londonderry and shipped on the 'Jura'.
Backstamped with transit mark for London in the form of a single
ring in blue MQ LONDON MR3 64. (The stamps are affected by a
filing crease). The letter is from Maclean, Marris and Company who
were a firm of commission agents. The letter concerns a shipment of
128 cases of liquorice on the ship Hansa sailing from Southampton
to Newport.  £ 100

6991 1864 May, 4d Bright Red with Hairlines, Plate 4. Entire
London to Paris dated May14th 1863. Bearing 1862-64 4d bright red
SG 81 (specialised cat J53 (1). Tied numeral 4 for the London
District Office of Hamstead (CBP 7/1). Obverse has a transit mark
for Calais ANG 15MAI 63 AMB CALAIS and a red PD mark in an
oval (CBP 9/63). Backstamped London cancel with indented corners
LONDON MY14 64 and a rather indistinct receiving mark for Paris
and a wafer seal.  £ 65

6992 1864-79 1d lake-red plate 129 in a superb block of 4 (ER-SF)
tied to paper by DORCHESTER numeral cancels, mainly sound, a
nice multiple. Cat £300+.  £ 100

6993 1864-79 1d lake-red plate 142 in a strip of 3 each cancelled
part numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice multiple. Cat £90.  £ 25

6994 1864-79 1d red AA plate 81 very fine mint top left corner
marginal imprint plate number single with 81 PRICE 1D Per L light
edge tones from gum otherwise very nice positional piece.  SG 43/44.

 £ 200

6995 1864-79 1d rose-red fine used plate 225 with neat part
numeral cancel, couple weak perfs otherwise fine and clear plate
number, SG Cat £700.  £ 180

6996 1864-79 1d rose-red plate 200 mounted mint, reasonable
centring, corner bend on gum otherwise fresh example, SG 43, Cat
£80.  £ 28

6997 1864-79 1d rose-red plate 74 neatly used sock on the nose
498 cancel of Manchester showing watermark inverted variety. SG
43wi.  £ 18

6998 1864-79 1d rose-red plate 79 fine used diamond barred cancel
showing watermark inverted variety, sound, SG 44wi.  £ 20

6999 1865 6d lilac (with hyphen) fine used right wing margin
example with neat incomplete 545 numeral postmark of Newcastle
on Tyne, very sound, SG 97 Cat £140.  £ 25

7000 1865 9d straw pl.4 sound used heavy 3 diamond lined
postmark with contemporary red ink marks, heavy otherwise sound,
SG 98 Cat £600, signed on reverse.  £ 50
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7001 1865 April, 4d Pale Red, with Hairlines, Plate 4. Entire sent
from London to Cognac in France dated April 27th 1865. Bearing
1862-64 4d pale red SG82 (specialised cat J53 (2). Tied duplex and
vertical oval with the numeral 87 for the North London District
Office (CBP 7/11). The front of the cover also has a transit mark for
Calais ANG 28 AVRIL 63 AMB CALAIS and a red PD mark in an
oval (CBP 9/63). The back of the cover has two receiving marks one
for Paris and Bordeaux with a 7 sided centre ring BORDEAUX
PARIS28 AVRIL 65 and a double ring mark for Cognac COGNAC
(15) 29 AVRIL 65.  £ 50

7002 1865 December, 4d Vermilion Pair, Plate 7. An entire sent
from Manchester to Paris dated Dec 26th 1865. Bearing a horizontal
pair of the 1865-67 4d vermilion SG94 (specialised cat J54). Tied
with a duplex and circular numeral 498 and a horiz. town cancel for
Manchester (CBP 7/18). The front of the cover with a transit mark
for Calais ANG 27 DEC 65 AMB CALAIS and a red PD mark in a
circle (CBP 9/63). Company cancel for Steinthal and Co.,
Manchester. Reverse has a single ring transit mark for London DE
LONDON DE27 65 and a Paris receiving mark PARIS 12 (28
DEC65 1865.  £ 60

7003 1865 (July) 3d rose plate 4 (NA) entire from London to
Bishop Stortford dated July 12th 1865. Bearing 1865-1867 3d rose
stamp SG92 (specialised J28) tied London district cancel WC 5 for
Hendon (CB7/10). Backstamps incl. single ring cancel in red
LONDON ? JY12 65 and a single ring Bishop Stortford receiving
cancel in black BISHOP STORTFORD ? JY13 65. Filing folds
(affecting the stamp). Sent from Bartle J.L. Here, a solicitor? at 28
Lincolns Inn Fields to Gilbert Barker, Thorley, Bishop Stortford.

 £ 50

7004 1865 (Nov), 1s Green, Plate 4 (HH). A front only London to
Philadelphia dated November 14th 1865. Bearing 1 shilling green,
Plate 4 SG101 (spec. J103). Tied London district office duplex with
a numeral 77 for East Dulwich and LONDON EC ? NO 14 65.
Obverse has an American PAID mark in red and a US accountancy
mark of 21 CENTS in a large circle in red for the total postage.
While this is just a cover front the person to whom the letter was
addressed makes this item more interesting. The cover is addressed
to Josiah Randall Esq. Randall was a prominent lawyer in
Philadelphia and a leading Henry Clay Whig politician. He was a
strong supporter of prohibition and a key figure in the original
formation of the Democrat party in America.  £ 50

7005 1865 Wmk Emblems 3d rose plate 4 PAIR sound used EC
/82 duplex largely complete postmarks with good perfs & colour,
sound, SG 92 Cat £500.  £ 60

7006 1865-73 4d vermilion mint or regummed selection of five
different examples for plate 7, plate 10, 11, 12 & 13, various gum
condition from large part original gum to regummed, all nice
examples except for pl.13 which is faded somewhat, huge cat value
Cat £2875. (5).  £ 300

7007 1865-73 4d vermilion mint or unused selection of four
examples for plate , plate 9 (regummed), plate 12 (tiny closed tear)
and plate 14. Cat £2550.  £ 150

7008 1866 August 4d Vermilion, Plate 8. A wrapper sent from
Glasgow to Calais dated Aug 3rd 1866. Bearing 1865-67 4d
vermilion SG94 (specialised cat J55). Tied duplex & circular date
stamp 5L GLASGOW AU3 66 and a numeral 159 for Glasgow
(CBP 7/23). Obverse with mark in red for Calais ANGL 4 AOUT 66
AMB CALAIS and a red PD mark in a circle (CBP 9/63). Company
cancel for Robinow and Majoribanks of Glasgow and a 'Via London'
in script. Reverse has a single ring transit mark for London in red FY
LONDON AU3 66 and a double ring Calais receiving mark CALAIS
4 AOUT 66.  £ 36

7009 1866 (Oct) 6d Lilac. An envelope sent from Liverpool to
Palermo, Sicily October 25th 1866. Bearing 1865 6d lilac stamp
with a wing margin SG97, Plate 5 'with hyphen' (specialised J73(2)
tied 466 duplex Liverpool and a CDS I49 LIVERPOOL OC25
66(CBP 7/20) alongside red PD in an oval (CBP 9/63) manuscript
'Sicily'. Reverse single ring transit mark in red for London IN
LONDON OC-26 66 and transit mark for Genoa GENO 28 OCT 66
IS. There is a single ring receiving mark for Palermo PALERMO 1
NOV 66 12M.  £ 50

7010 1866 Tatty Mourning cover Watford to OHIO USA bearing
1s green pl.1 example tied 849 numeral cancel, New York PAID red
transit alongside and 21CENTS surcharge applied in transit, tears
around the edges and few holes, Cat £450 on cover. SG 90.  £ 55

7011 1867 5s red plate 1 fine used neat '25' numeral cancel in a
Westminster presentation folder containing a written up sheet, odd
rub but mainly sound Cat £675. SG 126.  £ 75

7012 1867 5s rose plate 1 with superb sock on the nose WEST
HARTLEPOOL CDS cancel, slightly centred SW otherwise very fine
for these, SG 127 Cat £675.  £ 180

7013 1867 5s rose Wmk MX plate 1 cancelled indistinct cancels,
slightly centred right, sound, SG 126 Cat £675.  £ 85

7014 1867 5s rose Wmk MX plate 1 cancelled indistinct duplex
cancels, appears with surface rub or printing flaw, very well centred
and bright colour, sound, SG 126 Cat £675.  £ 150

7015 1867 6d lilac plate 6 mint small part original gum, with hinge
supporting a large hole but doesn't detract too much, slight tones
along the top, nice spacefiller of this scarce stamp, SG 97 Cat £3800.

 £ 125

7016 1867 (April) PARIS PROOF Plate 103 of 1d black on soft
white card (FP-PF) three large margins, neatly cut into on right side,
scarce, SG Spec. DP38 (1) Cat £3000.  £ 850

7017 1867 Entire with Cardiff 162 duplex with 4d vermilion
(stamp has faded) addressed to Bordeaux France. Has Bute Docks
and three receiving CDS on reverse.  £ 20

7018 1867 February, 4d Vermilion Pair, Plate 8. Entire Liverpool
to Mullhouse dated Feb 15th 1867. Bearing a vertical pair of the
1865-67 4d vermilion SG94 (specialised cat J55).Tied with a duplex
466 for Liverpool & a single horizontal town cancel L LIVERPOOL
15FE67 30 (CBP 7/20). Obverse has a transit mark for Calais ANG
16 FEVR 67 AMB CALAIS & red PD mark in a circle (CBP 9/63).
Company cancel for Wichelhaus and Busch, Liverpool and a ' via
Calais' in script. Reverse with transit mark in red for London CW
LONDON FE15 67, a rather indistinct Paris transit mark receiving
mark for Mulhouse MULHOUSE 17 FEVR 67 (66).  £ 85

7019 1867 White paper 5s rose plate 4 Wmk Anchor cancelled part
registered ovals (good strikes), well centred, reperfed and slightly
rubbed otherwise sound appearance, SG 134 Cat £3800.  £ 380

7020 1867 Wmk Anchor 5s rose plate 4 a sound used example very
well  centered with a neat heavy but clear REGISTERED
GRACECHURCH.. postmark, good perfs and colour, SG 134 Cat
£4200.  £ 650

7021 1867 Wmk Anchor 5s rose plate 4 cancelled by indistinct oval
duplex very well centered with couple of rubs and good colour, SG
130 Cat £4000.  £ 400

7022 1867 Wmk Garter 4d vermilion plate 9 large part original
gum, crease and wrinkles but does not detract, quite well centred, SG
94 Cat £600.  £ 60

7023 1867 Wmk Maltese Cross 5s pale rose plate 1 centred NW
with sock on the nose MIDDLESBOROUGH CDS with good perfs
and colour and fault free, nice example, SG 127 Cat £675.  £ 175
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7024 1867 Wmk Spray 9d pale straw fine used left wing margin
example with Liverpool Exchange CDS cancel, mainly fine, cancel
a little over inked otherwise sound, SG 110 Cat £325.  £ 40

7025 1867 Wmk Spray 9d pale straw fine used neat Seething Lane
EC CDS, one blunt perf otherwise very fine condition, SG 111 Cat
£300.  £ 85

7026 1867 Wmk Spray 9d straw sound used 77 numeral cancel,
well centred and sound perfs, SG 110 Cat £325.  £ 40

7027 1867 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d lilac sound used with sock on
the nose 303 diamond barred cancel of Limerick SG 104 Cat £175.

 £ 25

7028 1867 Wmk Spray of Rose 9d straw plate 4 sound fine used
with Manchester 498 cancel, three or four pulled perfs along the top
otherwise, very sound, SG 110 Cat £300.  £ 38

7029 1867-1881 3d rose range of plate numbers used mainly sound,
incl A25 Malta, 322, 159, D57, 24, 165, 383, some mixed condition
includes plate numbers run from 4, 6/9, 11/15, 16/21 etc. (17
examples) Cat £1570.  £ 75

7030 1867-73 Wmk Spray of Rose 1s green complete run of plate
numbers 4 to 7 mainly sound fine used, odd perf fault, tone or heavier
cancel, two are right wing margin examples, plate 6 has Gresham
House CDS, all sound SG 117 Cat £245. (4).  £ 30

7031 1867-80 3d rose complete set of plates 4 to 10 seven fine used
examples, plate 4 the key stamp is fine used part numeral cancel, 5
is wing margins and 7-9 are CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG 103 Cat
£790.  £ 125

7032 1867-80 3d rose uncoloured letters, plate 9, IMPERF from
imprimatur sheet Wmk Spray superb mint lightly hinged with four
margins and beautiful strong colour, superb! SG Spec. J34(var) Cat
£2500, extremely rare.  £ 850

7033 1867-80 Seven examples with plate run sound used for 3d
rose plates 4 to 10, pl.7 has straight edge, mainly good strikes incl
76, 93, 466, 75, 87, 159, 89. Cat £790.  £ 80

7034 1867-83 £5 orange White Paper, superb fresh mint (two large
hinge remains) with nice original gum showing overprint
SPECIMEN (SG Type 11) excellent centring and bright colour, SG
spec. T128t, (SG 137s) Cat from £4500 (normal Cat £12,500). Hard
to find on white paper as scarcer as Specimen than blued papers.
(Normal stamps, the opposite is true). Superb!  £ 1500

7035 1867-83 Wmk Anchor Cross 10s greenish grey well centred
with smudged PLYMOUTH squared circle cancel mainly good perfs
and colour, nice example of this scarce stamp, SG 135 Cat £4000.

 £ 850

7036 1868 (30 July) Cover Bristol to France bearing 4d vermilion
pair pl.9 tied good strike of 134 Clifton Bristol cancels, folded on the
left, with PD in red, ANGL. CALAIS on obv, variety of backstamps.
Small faults SG 95 Cat £280 on cover.  £ 65

7037 1868 3d rose plate 5, unused example small part original
gum, right wing margin example clean and fine, SG 103 Cat £525
mint.  £ 55

7038 1868 (Feb) 3d rose, plate 5 (PH). A wrapper sent from
Manchester to Murgenthal, Switzerland dated February 21st 1868
bearing 1868 3d rose SG102-103 (specialised J 30) along with a 2d
blue SG45 (specialised G2) from plate 9 and lettered BD tied vertical
498 duplex for Manchester and a horizontal town cancel C FE 21
MANCHESTER 1868 35 (GBP 7/20), alongside a Calais transit
mark ANGL 2 FEVR 68 AMBL CALAIS and a red PD in a circle
(GBP 9/63). Company mark in blue for William Schaub,
Manchester. Reverse with numerous marks incl. Pontarlier in Eastern
France near the Swiss border PONTARLIER-BERNE ? 23 II 68.
BERN 23 II 68 BRIEFEXPED. Partial receiving mark for
Murgenthal. (there is a further indistinct circular cancel) the cover
was sent from the firm of William Schaub of Manchester.  £ 55

7039 1868 Forwarding Agent Glasgow - Entire bearing 1d plate
102 tied Glasgow numeral cancel to London with blue oval part
FORWARDED BY / GEORGE BACON / GLASGOW. Tear and
filing folds otherwise good strike.  £ 35

7040 1868 May, 4d Vermilion, Plate 9. Entire sent from
Manchester to Murgenthal, Switzerland dater May 15th 1868 tied
along with 1858-79 1d red SG43-44 with a pronounced perforation
shift. Tied numeral 498 for Manchester & town cancel A 15MY
MANCHESTER 1868 38 (CBP 7/20). The front of the cover also
has an unclear transit mark for Calais and a red PD mark in a circle
(CBP 9/63). Company cancel for Wm. Schaub, Manchester. Reverse
with transit mark in red for London PG LONDON FE16 68, A
transit mark for Basel BASEL ? 17 V G7 8 and an indistinct
receiving mark for Murgenthal.  £ 30

7041 1868 May 6d Lilac Plate 6, An entire sent from Ironbridge to
New York via Liverpool dated May 30th 1868 in Liverpool. Bearing
6d lilac stamp SG104 with hyphen (specialised cat J75 (1). Tied 406
for Ironbridge, Shropshire (CBP 7/14). Obverse with single receiving
mark for New York - NEW YORK JUN 10 PAID ALL and red PD
in an oval (CBP 9/63). A hand written mark indicates that the cover
was sent via Queenstown in Ireland and on to the ship Cuba to New
York. On the back of the cover there is a transit mark for Liverpool -
28 LIVERPOOL 30MY68 P.L.O. The letter is from Biddulph,
Wood and Jevons based in Liverpool and their related company of
Townshend Wood and company in Swansea (the letter is written in
Liverpool and posted in Ironbridge). The companies were iron and tin
plate merchants. The contents of the letter contain a listing of new
prices for their products, A commentary on market conditions and a
report on developments in a labour strike affecting the company. The
letter is seeking more business from Abel and Company in New
York. The company of Biddulph, Wood and Jevons was still
operating in the 1870s and had won a contract with the Great
Western Railway company to build a bridge over Swansea canal at
the wharf in Swansea.  £ 85

7042 1868 May 6d Lilac Plate 6. An entire sent from London to
Tourino, Italy dated May 9th 1868. Bearing 1867 6d Lilac stamp
SG104, Plate 6 'with hyphen' (specialised J75(1). Tied London
Inland section single obliterator with numeral 49 in a diamond for
Sidmouth street, Royal Hill Greenwich (CBP 7/7). Red PD in a oval
(CBP 9/63) and a company mark for A&E Rossani, 32 Fenchurch
Street, London. Reverse boxed transit mark in black LONDON MY9
68. Two other circular transit marks and a further two Italian
receiving marks 12 and 15 May.  £ 50

7043 1868 Tender Essay from Charles Skipper perforated One
Penny rose-red and pale greenish blue on gummed paper, few
wrinkles etc otherwise sound. (2).  £ 50

7044 1869 (21 Nov) Posted since 7 Last Night 131 Edinburgh
cancel on cover sent locally with 1d star tied single cancel. Folded
four ways otherwise nice example.  £ 28

7045 1869 (Dec 18) Front bearing 6d mauve pl.8 tied by
Cambridge cancel addr to Tasmania and two line ADVERTISED /
BUT UNCLAIMED handstamp in black. very grubby and torn.

 £ 25

7046 1869 February 4d Vermilion, Plate 10. Wrapper Leeds to
Lille Nord, France dated Feb 20th 1869. The cover has a 1865-67 4d
vermilion stamp SG94 (specialised J57) from the scarce plate 10 and
lettered BK. Tied numeral 447 for Leeds and a horizontal town
cancel B LEEDS 20FE69 44 (CBP 7/20). The front of the cover also
has a Lille mark ANGL 22 Feb 69 ? LILLE A and a red PD mark in
a circle (CBP 9/63). There is also the company cancel for the firm of
Fairburn, Kennedy and Naylor, Leeds. The back of the cover has a
indistinct single ring transit mark in red for London and a receiving
mark for Lille LILLE FE 22 FEVR 69 (57).  £ 85
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7047 1869 March 6d Mauve, Plate 8. An envelope sent from
London to Leipzig, Germany dated March 15th 1869. Bearing a 6d
Mauve stamp SG 108-9 Plate 8 (specialised cat J75(1). Tied
sideways duplex SW 29 and horizontal oval LONDON S.W 2 MR
15 69 (CBP 7/12). With paid oval mark in red (CBP 9/63) And a
hand written mark 'Affranchie' meaning stamped. In addition there is
a double ring transit mark in blue FRANCO (AUS ENGLAND PER
AACHEN) Dated 16 3 69. The back of the cover has the address for
the sender - 5 Lowndes Street in the south west district of London.
There is also an indistinct transit mark in black. The cover was sent
from London to The Baron Freiher Von Tauchnitz in Leipzig. The
Baron developed a business specialising in the publishing of English
language books in Germany during the 19th century.  £ 65

7048 1869 May, 4d Vermilion, Plate 11. Entire sent from London
to St. Etienne, France dated May 13th 1869. Tied with a London
District duplex with a vertical oval and the district initials EC 83 for
Upper Edmonton and LONDON 6 MR13 69 (CBP 7/11). The front
of the cover also has a Calais transit mark ANGL 14 MARS 69
CALAIS and a red PD mark in a oval (CBP 9/63). The back of the
cover has a transit mark for Paris with an octagonal centre PARIS
14MARS 69 GARE DE LION and a St. Etienne receiving mark ST
ETIENNE 11 15 MARS (84)  £ 45

7049 1869 November 6d Mauve, Plate 8. Cover London to
Barcelona, Spain dated November 20th 1869. Bearing 6d mauve
stamp with a wing margin SG108-9 Plate 8 'no hyphen' (specialised
cat J75 (2). Tied London District Post duplex 85 in a vertical oval for
Walthamstow and CDS LONDON EC 5 NO20 69 (CBP 7/11).
Obverse paid mark in red in an oval (CBP9/63). The back of the
cover has an indistinct receiving mark for Barcelona.  £ 50

7050 1869 (Sept) 6d Mauve, Horizontal Pair. Envelope from
Manchester to Ancona, Italy dated September 3rd 1869. Bearing 6d
horizontal pair SG 108-9 Plate 8 'no hyphen' (specialised cat J75(2).
Tied 498 for Manchester and the horizontal town cancel 40L
MANCHESTER SP3 69 (CBP 7/20). Obverse with paid mark in red
in a circle (CBP 9/65). The envelope has 4 pinhole marks where the
contents have been checked. Backstamped single ring London transit
mark in red LONDON ET4 69 and a CDS for Ancorna in black
ANCONA 6 SET 69 HM. there are several other indistinct transit
marks.  £ 100

7051 1870 1½d lake-red (CM-MC) plate 1, unused example no
gum, nice looker, SG 52 Cat £725 mint.  £ 40

7052 1870 1½d lake-red (KR-RK) plate 1, unused example small
part original gum with paper adherence on reverse, nice looker, SG
52 Cat £725 mint.  £ 75

7053 1870 1½d rose-red (FJ-JF) plate 1, unused example small part
original gum with paper adherence on reverse, centred left and light
tones otherwise nice looker, SG 51 Cat £725 mint.  £ 48

7054 1870 1½d rose-red (KO-OK) plate 1, unused example no
gum, centred right otherwise nice looker, SG 51 Cat £725 mint.

 £ 30

7055 1870 1½d rose-red plate 1 (6) and plate 3 (4) fine used
examples with both shades shown, mainly sound Cat £960. SG 51/2.

 £ 120

7056 1870 1½d rose-red plate 1 (IJ-JI) mint, large part original
gum, hinge remains and light perf tones, quite well centred and bright
colour,  SG 52 Cat £725.  £ 100

7057 1870 1½d rose-red plate 3 a superb fine hinged mint original
gum example only slightly centre high (DT-TD) incredibly fresh and
fine for these, SG 51 Cat £500.  £ 200

7058 1870 (21 May) Entire Letter London to Paris bearing 4d deep
vermilion plate 11 pair tied London EC X cancellors and oval PD
alongside, horiz. filing fold with ANGL AMB Calais cds on obverse.
SG 95.  £ 45

7059 1870 3d Rose, Plate 5 (CD) An entire sent from Liverpool to
Le Harvre, France August 1st 1870. Bearing 1868 3d rose stamp SG
102/103 (specialised J30) tied 466 duplex for Liverpool and a horiz.
town cancel Z LIVERPOOL 1AU70 36 CBP 7/20). The front has a
Calais transit mark ANGL 2 AOUT 68 AMB CALAIS and a red PD
mark in a circle (CBP 9/63). Company mark in blue for Leo Schuster
Brothers. Reverse has a single ring transit mark for London in red
LONDON PG AU2 70. there is a further transit mark for Paris to Le
Havre PARIS AU HAVRE 2 AUGT 70 B and a indistinct receiving
mark for Le Havre. Leopold Schuster was German but moved to
northern England in the early part of the nineteenth century. He setup
on a cotton trading company in 1820 which operated in Liverpool
and Manchester. The firm continued to operate through the nineteenth
century although Leopold himself moved to London in 1855 where
he setup a merchant bank cover became the Chairman of the London
and Brighton Railway. The contents of the letter to Thomas La
Chambre are commercial and concern cotton trade between the two
companies.  £ 30

7060 1870 (6 May) Mourning cover to India bearing 9d straw plate
4 (left edge straight) tied by HASTINGS / B cancel and a good array
of transit and arrival backstamps in red and black including AGRA,
& ALLYGURH 1st DELIVERY dated oval, small part SEA POST
OFFICE in black, mainly fine, SG 110 Cat £525 on cover.  £ 100

7061 1870 6d mauve plate 9 mint large part regummed example
with nice colour, round corner and perfs blunt on right side, bright
colour, nice spacefiller, SG 109 Cat £700.  £ 70

7062 1870 ½d bantams part check letters sheet reconstruction on
old tatty leaves runs from BA to SW approx 240 used variety of
numeral cancels, some CDS, Newspaper, London etc. Mainly sound
cat £7400+.  £ 300

7063 1870 ½d rose-red plate 11 fine used showing Copestake,
Moore Type 13 underprint in red, fine. SG PP27.  £ 20

7064 1870 ½d rose-red run of plates 1 to 20 excl plate 9 and plate
15, mostly CDS cancels, sound for plate 1 & plate 8, good cat value
£430+.  £ 50

7065 1870 March 6d Mauve, Plate 8. Cover Rotherham to Palermo,
Sicily, Italy dated March 22nd 1870. Bearing 6d mauve stamp
SG108-9 Plate 8 without hyphen (specialised cat J76 (2). Tied
vertical numeral 655 for Rotherham and a curved town cancel
ROTHERHAM E MR22 70 (CBP 7/21). The obverse also has a red
PD mark in a circle (CBP 9/25). Backstamped a variety of cancels
including a local cancel for Harthill a district of Rotherham
HARTHILL ? MR22 70, a red ring London transit cancel LONDON
EO MR23 70 ?. In addition there is a boxed numeral '20' receiving
mark. The firm of Ingham and Whittaker was formed in the early part
of the nineteenth century when these two Englishmen bought into the
Marsala wine trade in Sicily in what was to become a very successful
venture. Whittaker was Ingham's nephew and families of the two men
subsequently became closely intertwined through marriages within
the family. The wine interests were sold in the 1840s but Joseph
Whittaker went on to build and operate two icons of Palermo, The
Grand Hotel et des Palmes and the Villa Malfitano. Joseph Isaac
Spadafora Whittaker was a son of Joseph Whittaker, he was born in
1850, so he was only 20 years old when he received this letter from
Rotherham.  £ 45

7066 1870 Plate 1 1½d lake-red fine used nice part numeral duplex,
quite well centred example, very fine, SG 52 Cat £75.  £ 22

7067 1870 Plate 3 1½d rose-red very fine used nice CDS example,
very fine, SG 51 Cat £75.  £ 22

7068 1870 Queen Victoria 3d rose plate 5 on London cancelled
cover to Germany with receiving cds on front and reverse. Slightly
grubby and with some tears. SG 103  £ 28

7069 1871 1s green plate 5 unused no gum well centered example
with torn perfs and tear at top right side, nice spacefiller, SG 117 Cat
£800.  £ 35
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7070 1871 3d rose plate 7 a hinged mint example with good gum,
closed tear at the bottom which can been seen from the front,
otherwise lovely colour and good centring, SG 103 Cat £650.

 £ 85

7071 1871 (6 Apr) Entire Letter Yarmouth to Belgium bearing 3d
rose plate 6 fine used tied crisp 927 duplex, filing fold, PD red in
circle, Anvers receiving backstamp, pretty cover. Cat £110 on cover.

 £ 45

7072 1871 (Feb) 3d Rose pl.6 (MF). An env. sent from London to
Rome dated February 21st 1871. Bearing 1867 3d rose stamp SG
102-103 (specialised J31) tied along with a pair of 1d red SG 43-44
from plate 117 lettered EA, EB with a London Inland Section duplex
with a CDS and 103 in a diamond in a vertical oval HW LONDON
FE21 71 (CBP7/5). Red PD mark in an oval (CBP9/63). & company
mark in blue for Munroe and company, 34 Clements Street, London
E.C. The back of the cover has a single ring receiving mark in black
for Rome ROMA 25 FEB 71 11M.  £ 28

7073 1871 November 3d Rose plate 6 (OG). An entire sent from
London to St. Etienne, France dated November 13th 1871. Bearing
1867 3d rose stamp SG 102-103 (specialised J31) tied with a
London District duplex with a vertical oval and numeral 92 and
LONDON EC 6 NO13 71 (CBP 7/11) and part Calais transit mark
and a red PD oval (CBP 9/63). In addition there is a company mark
in blue for C. Sandrini, London. The back of the cover has a Paris
double ring transit mark PARIS 14 NOV 71 GARDE DE LYON C
and a partial double ring receiving mark for St. Etienne.  £ 35

7074 1871 Queen Victoria 2½d rosy mauve plate 15 on London
cancelled entire to Paris France. SG 141.  £ 25

7075 1872 (19 Jun) Turned 1d pink postal stationery envelope
reused and turned inside out from Maidstone  and resent from
Bracknell back to Maidstone tied 1d pl.140 tied I05 duplex.  Toning
but most unusual.  £ 50

7076 1872 6d mauve pl.9 fine used on cover Kilmarnock to Buenos
Aires tied nice 203 cancel with no arrival or transit cancels. Mainly
sound, SG 109 Cat £140.  £ 40

7077 1872 June, 4d Vermilion, Plate 12, Horizontal Pair. An env.
sent from London to Alexandria, Egypt dated June 7th 1872. Tied
with a London district duplex with a vertical oval and the district
initials WC6 for Edgeware, LONDONXJU7 72 (CBP7/11). The
front of the cover also has a single ring receiving mark cancel for
Alexandria, ALEXANDRIAJU13 72 and the letter sent via Brindisi.

 £ 38

7078 1872 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d chestnut plate 11 fine used neat
498 cancel of Manchester, well centred and good colour, SG 122a.

 £ 20

7079 1872 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d pale chestnut the scarce plate 12
fine used left wing margin example  with SE 12 cancel, top right
pulled perf otherwise very sound, SG 124a Cat £3500.  £ 550

7080 1873 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d grey plate 12 right wing margin
example sound fine used neat 498 cancel of Manchester, well centred
and good colour, SG 125 Cat £300.  £ 30

7081 1873 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d grey plate 12 sound fine used
neat part 466 cancel of Liverpool, well centred and good colour, SG
125 Cat £300.  £ 30

7082 1873-79 Wmk Spray of Rose 3d rose complete run of plate
numbers 11 to 19 mainly sound average used, few perf faults or
heavier cancel, all sound SG 144 Cat £640. (8).  £ 75

7083 1873-79 Wmk Spray of Rose 3d rose complete run of plate
numbers 11 to 19 mainly sound fine used, odd perf fault or heavier
cancel, all sound SG 144 Cat £640. (9).  £ 85

7084 1873-80 3d rose coloured letters, plate 11, IMPERF from
imprimatur sheet Wmk Spray superb mint lightly hinged with four
margins and beautiful strong colour, superb! SG Spec. J36(var) Cat
£2500, extremely rare.  £ 2000

7085 1873-83 2½d blue useful run of plate numbers from plate 17
(2, one A25 Malta cancel), 19 (2), 20 (2), 1881 plates 21 to 23
mainly sound used one with Jersey squared circle, good catalogue
value £970. (20 including extras).  £ 125

7086 1874 5s pale rose Wmk MX plate 2 cancelled part registered
oval cancels, slightly centred downwards, wrinkled but attractive &
sound appearance, SG 127 Cat £1500.  £ 180

7087 1874 5s pale rose Wmk MX plate 2 cancelled part squared
circle cancel, slightly centred upwards, attractive & sound, SG 127
Cat £1500.  £ 250

7088 1874 Wmk MX - 5s Pale rose plate 2 a superb very fine used
example with sock on the nose EDINBURGH JY 10 / 82 CDS and
only slightly centred left and very fine perfs all round, a superb
premium example, Cat £2625 incl premium on SG prices, SG 127.
Rarely seen so fine!  £ 1300

7089 1874 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 2 sound used with heavyish 95
duplex cancel with good perfs, mainly sound, SG 126 Cat £1500.

 £ 100

7090 1874-75 Correspondence from London to Buenos Aires. Four
covers each bearing 1s green plates 8, 9, 10, 11 tied London 96
duplex (2), London 87 duplex, and Liverpool 466 duplex. Being a
business correspondence Brandt & Sons some with manuscript of h/s
Via Southampton, or per Pacific Steamer via Liverpool /
Montevideo, small faults and Liverpool is toned other cat £960+ on
cover. Nice original lot.  £ 250

7091 1874-78 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d grey complete run of plate
numbers 13 to 16 mainly sound average used, few perf faults or
heavier cancel, all sound SG 147 Cat £360. (4).  £ 36

7092 1874-78 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d grey complete run of plate
numbers 13 to 17 mainly fine used above average used, odd perf
faults or heavier cancel, all sound SG 147 Cat £540. (5).  £ 75

7093 1875 2½d rosy-mauve white paper plate 2 nicely fine used
neat 75 numeral cancel of London. SG 139 Cat £120.  £ 20

7094 1875 2½d rosy-mauve white paper plate 3 nicely fine used
neat 66 numeral cancel of London. SG 139 Cat £175.  £ 26

7095 1875 2½d rosy-mauve white paper plate 3 sound used neat
545 numeral cancel. SG 139 Cat £175.  £ 22

7096 1875 Wmk Anchor 2½d rosy-mauve plate 1 unused no gum
example, very clean, short bottom left corner perf otherwise good
colour, SG 139 Cat £675 mint.  £ 35

7097 1875 Wmk Anchor 2½d rosy-mauve plate 1 unused no gum
example, very clean, centered left otherwise good colour, SG 139 Cat
£675 mint.  £ 35

7098 1875 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d deep grey right hand wing
margin plate 13 fine used duplex cancel, fine,  SG 146 Cat £120.

 £ 28

7099 1875 Wrapper London to New York bearing 2½d  rosy-
mauve plate 2 white paper tied EC 60 duplex type sent via Cork by
John Hecan & Co. Vertical filing fold otherwise sound with red PID
on reverse.  £ 36

7100 1876 2½d rosy-mauve plate 5 PAIR fine used part London
CDS and numeral cancel, very fine, SG 141, Cat £170+.  £ 40

7101 1876 2½d rosy-mauve Plates assembly of 10 different plate
numbers mainly fine used London duplex cancels incl plates 4-5, 7-9,
11-15. Cat £850.  £ 125

7102 1876 6d grey plate 15 mounted mint with creases and minor
gum faults otherwise very fine appearance, SG 147 Cat £500.

 £ 80

7103 1876 6d grey plate 15 toned gum appears unmounted mint
(regummed?) with even toning, otherwise very fine appearance, SG
147 Cat £500.  £ 100
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7104 1876 Wmk Garter 4d vermilion plate 15 mainly sound used
slightly smudged duplex cancel, SG 152 Cat £475.  £ 40

7105 1876 Wmk Garter 4d vermilion plate 15, sound used key
stamp with part 1877 CDS & duplex, couple of short perfs on right
otherwise sound, SG 152. Cat £475.  £ 85

7106 1876 Wmk Garter 8d orange, sound used part incomplete
CDS and duplex, little overinked on right, sound, SG 156. Cat £350.

 £ 75

7107 1876 Wmk Large Garter 4d vermilion plate 15 sound used
part numeral and CDS cancel, well centered with top right short
corner, sound, SG 152 Cat £475.  £ 45

7108 1876 Wmk Large Garter 8d orange sound used good strike of
820 duplex cancel across the stamp, quite well centered with good
perfs, sound, SG 156 Cat £350.  £ 40

7109 1876 Wmk Large Garter 8d orange sound used good strike of
85 duplex cancel across the stamp, quite well centered with good
perfs, sound, SG 156 Cat £350.  £ 40

7110 1876 Wmk Spray of Rose 1s green plate 13 fine used with
indistinct lightly cancelled postmark, good colour, SG 150 Cat £160.

 £ 30

7111 1876-77 Two Queen Victoria 1d reds cancelled by
Chesterfield with Newcastle Sorting Tender cancel on reverse. Both
have been torn open. Plus 1978 1d red with S.T. Manchester cds on
reverse.  £ 20

7112 1876-80 Wmk Orb 2½d rosy-mauve complete run of plate
numbers 3 to 16 mainly sound fine used, odd perf fault, tone or
heavier cancel, all sound SG 141 Cat £1255. (14).  £ 125

7113 1877 (3 Jan) 2½d Rosy Mauve, Plate 5 (CC). Wrapper sent
from London to Lampedusa near Palermo in Sicily dated 3rd 1877.
Bearing 2½d rosy mauve SG141 (spec. J5). Tied London Inland
District duplex diamond 84 and a circular date stamp DH LONDON
JA3 77. Obverse with company mark for Heath and Co. Of London
dated 3rd January 1877. Beckstamped many marks including two
transit marks for Palermo in single rings in black PALERMO 7? 77,
A numeral 6 in a black box, an indistinct receiving mark for Porto
Empodocle which is a town on the coast of the strait of Sicily plus the
remains of a waiver cancel. The letter was sent from the company of
Heath and Company in London to Giovanni Tomasi in Lampedusa.
Heath was a manufacturer of scientific instruments.  £ 30

7114 1877 4d sage-green plate 16 sound used LONDON X CDS
cancel, quite heavy cancel, very sound, SG 153 Cat £300.  £ 35

7115 1877 ½d Pink Embossed Certificate of Posting form unused
in very fine condition, punch hole from form binding and imprint G
& S [404] 15,000 10/77.  Superb & scarce in such good condition.
H & G W1.  £ 100

7116 1877 Wmk Garter 4d sage-green plate 16 mainly sound used
full sock on the nose 10 duplex cancel, SG 153 Cat £300.  £ 40

7117 1877 Wmk Large Garter 4d sage-green plate 15 sound used
part newspaper branch cancel, well centered with good perfs, sound,
SG 153 Cat £325.  £ 35

7118 1877 Wmk Large Garter 4d sage-green plate 16 sound used
part L1 hexagonal cancel, well centered with good perfs, sound, SG
153 Cat £300.  £ 35

7119 1878 10s grey-green Wmk MX cancelled part central duplex
cancel, well centred, few pulled perfs bottom left and slightly rubbed
otherwise sound appearance, SG 128 Cat £3200.  £ 450

7120 1878 (7 Nov)  6d grey pl.16 fine used on cover Kilmarnock
to Buenos Aires tied nice 203 cancel Nov 7 1878 with boxed arrival
datestamp on obverse. Mainly sound, SG 147 Cat £150.  £ 45

7121 1879 (15 Dec) Printed STOW Church and mission rooms,
printed minutes sheet for events occurring within the parish, bearing
½d bantam plate 15 neatly tied RETFORD numeral duplex. Few
wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 18

7122 1879 (7 Aug) Tatty cover Kilmarnock to Buenos Ayres
bearing 4d sage-green pl.16 tied good strike of 203 cancel, folded
two ways and slightly grubby with variety of backstamps, SG 153
Cat £600 on cover.  £ 120

7123 1880 1½d venetian-red fine CDS used, cat £60, SG 167 Cat
£60.  £ 20

7124 1880 (13 Apr) Torn cover Hawkhurst to Paris bearing nice
combination of ½d Bantam plate 19 and 1d venetian red x 2 tied 127
duplex and French arrival and transit cancel, faults but nice combn.

 £ 20

7125 1880 1d lilac 14 dots fine used CDS example, SG 170.
 £ 15

7126 1880 1s orange-brown plate 13 sound used part
MANCHESTER squared circle cancel, few tones on reverse
otherwise mainly fine, SG 151 Cat £550.  £ 110

7127 1880 2½d blue Plates set of four different plate numbers
mainly fine used numeral duplex cancels incl plates 17-20. Cat £240.

 £ 35

7128 1880 2s brown plate 1 heavily used and thinned example with
various faults with indistinct cancel, nice spacefiller, SG 121 Cat
£4250.  £ 280

7129 1880 4d grey-brown plate 17 very fine used, SG 160 Cat £70.
 £ 22

7130 1880 Wmk Crown 4d grey-brown plate 17 part original gum
mint example with hinge remains, couple of specks on face otherwise
sound, SG 160 Cat £475.  £ 50

7131 1880 Wmk Garter 4d grey-brown fine used neat P / 16
duplex, very fine condition, SG 154 Cat £500.  £ 125

7132 1880 Wmk Garter 4d grey-brown plate 17 fine used DOVER
squared circle cancel, small ink mark in bottom right otherwise
sound, SG 154 Cat £500.  £ 50

7133 1880 Wmk Garter 4d grey-brown plate 17 mainly sound used
indistinct cancel, SG 154 Cat £500.  £ 50

7134 1880 Wmk Garter 4d grey-brown sound used full strike of
131 Edinburgh cancel with good perfs & just one rust spot in bottom
right corner, sound, SG 154 Cat £500.  £ 60

7135 1880 Wmk Large Garter 4d grey-brown plate 17 heavy used
part W17 duplex cancel, well centered with good perfs, sound, SG
154 Cat £500.  £ 50

7136 1880's Twenty-eight Queen Victoria 1d lilac covers including
three mourning. London and Stoke Newington and Jersey squared
circles, mostly all cancels are different.  £ 20

7137 1881 (1 Jan) Wmk Crown 4d grey-brown pl.17 fine used on
cover Glasgow to Buenos Aires tied nice 159 cancel Jan 1 1881.
Mainly sound, SG 160 Cat £190.  £ 48

7138 1881 14 dots 1d lilac  four used examples mainly sound incl
371 numeral, Ilfracombe squared circle. SG 170 (Cat £180).  £ 25

7139 1881 14 dots 1d pale lilac hinged mint example with hinge
remains, sound and fine, SG 171 Cat £225.  £ 65

7140 1881 14 dots 1d pale lilac hinged mint example with hinge
remains, toned at the top otherwise sound and fine, SG 171 Cat
£225.  £ 40

7141 1881 2½d blue plate 21 to 23, set of three plates mainly
sound fine used, SG 157 Cat £125.  £ 18

7142 1881 2½d blue plate 22 plate reconstruction on four pages
neatly laid out, dozens of postmarks incl numerals, CDS's, squared
circles, hooded types, etc, 240 stamps mainly sound, SG 157 Cat
£10,800.  £ 1000

7143 1881 2½d blue plate 23 fine mounted mint example, hinge
remains and fresh gum and appearance, SG 157 Cat £450.  £ 150
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7144 1881 3d rose plate 21 fine used lightly struck numeral cancel,
sound, SG 158.  £ 20

7145 1881 Entire to Vienna bearing 2½d blue pl.22 tied sock on
the nose LONDON EC55 duplex cancel. Two filing folds. SG 157.

 £ 20

7146 1881 Queen Victoria 1d lilac 14 dots on 26 10 81 cover
cancelled by numeral 498 Manchester. Note heavy staining.  £ 20

7147 1881 Wmk Crown 1s orange-brown plate 13 small part
duplex cancel slightly across Queen's head, well centred SG 163 Cat
£170.  £ 35

7148 1881 Wmk Crown 1s orange-brown plate 14 CDS used
across the stamp, SG 163 Cat £170.  £ 30

7149 1881 Wmk Crown 1s orange-brown plate 14 superb very fine
used small part duplex cancel leaving most of stamp clear, well
centred, good colour, SG 163 Cat £170 + 75%.  £ 100

7150 1882 4d grey-brown plate 18 in a superb mint / unmounted
mint block of four, hinged on top two, U/M on bottom two, gum
bends and few small splits, otherwise superb and scarce mint
multiple, SG160. Cat £2600 as block of 4.  £ 850

7151 1882 £5 Bright Orange (CD) with two part strikes of
LOMBARD STREET SP 1 97 CDS cancels, corner perf crease at
upper right otherwise very fine and good example of this key value.
SG 137 Cat £3,500.  £ 1600

7152 1882 Two commercial covers to Belgium bearing 2½d blue
pl.22 & pl.23 both tied HYDE PARK CORNER squared circle
cancels, few wrinkles, odd tone, staple hole otherwise nice
correspondence pair.  £ 35

7153 1882 Wmk Anchor Blued Paper 5s rose plate 4 a sound used
example very well centered with a neat heavy but clear LONDON /
CS / 1 postmark, good perfs and colour, SG 130 Cat £4800.  £ 550

7154 1883 10s white paper pale ultramarine sound used single
GLASGOW SP 19 / 84 CDS with purple crayon cross across the
stamp, nice spacefiller, SG 183a Cat £550.  £ 48

7155 1883 2½d lilac plate reconstruction on four pages neatly laid
out, dozens of postmarks incl Hoster type, numerals, CDS's, squared
circles etc, 240 stamps mainly sound, SG 190 Cat £4800.  £ 480

7156 1883 3d on 3d lilac fine used sock on the nose HILL HEAD
/ GLASGOW CDS cancel, fine & sound, SG 159 Cat £160 + 75%
premium for well centred, lightly used.  £ 32

7157 1883 3d on 3d lilac surcharge mint small part original gum
with hinge and paper remains on reverse, very fine appearance, SG
159 Cat £650.  £ 130

7158 1883 5s rose hinged mint with SPECIMEN overprint harsh
corner crease otherwise sound, SG 180s.  £ 100

7159 1883 5s rose very fine used part oval cancels, couple blunt
perfs SW corner otherwise fine, SG 180 Cat £250.  £ 35

7160 1883 6d on 6d lilac sound used Liverpool squared circle
cancel, SG 162 Cat £150.  £ 30

7161 1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge fine used with NORTH HILL
CDS cancel, couple blunt perfs otherwise fine, SG 162 Cat £150.

 £ 28

7162 1 883 9d dull  green with good colour  cancel l ed
SOUTHAMPTON killer cancel neatly struck, few nibbled perfs, SG
195 Cat £480.  £ 38

7163 1883 9d dull purple and blue mint with hinge remains, very
fresh frontal appearance, SG 209 Cat £75.  £ 25

7164 1883 9d green mounted mint part original gum with hinge
remains, extremely fresh appearance, SG 195 Cat £1250.  £ 400

7165 1883 Blued Paper 2/6 lilac with central Liverpool double ring
CDS, well blued paper with diagonal crease on reverse but does not
detract, SG 175 Cat £1500.  £ 75

7166 1883 Entire to Rouen bearing 2½d blue pl.23 tied sock on the
nose LONDON C5 hooded cancel. Two filing folds. SG 157.

 £ 20

7167 1883 Group of high values 2/6 lilac used (7) incl perfins, 5s
rose (4), mostly CDS used some heavier than others incl faults, high
cat value. (11).  £ 35

7168 1883 White Paper 10s ultramarine a well centred very fine
used example with VICTORIA / S.W. CDS cancel, very fine for
these, well above average, SG 183 Cat £525.  £ 150

7169 1883 White paper 2/6 lilac very fine and lightly hinged mint,
one pulled perf at top other fine and fresh, SG 178 Cat £600.

 £ 180

7170 1883-4 White Paper 2/6 lilac fine used registered ovals, very
sound, SG 178 Cat £160.  £ 25

7171 1883-4 White Paper 5s rose fine used registered oval, very
sound, SG 180 Cat £250.  £ 38

7172 1884 1½d lilac, unused example small part original gum with
paper adherence on reverse, nice looker, SG 188 Cat £125 mint.

 £ 24

7173 1884 1s dull green a superb fine used crisp part CDS cancel
of Newington. Good colour, SG 196 Cat £325 + 100% premium.

 £ 120

7174 1884 1s dull green a superb fine used crisp part CDS cancel
of London perfinned C & S. Good colour, SG 196 Cat £325 + 100%
premium.  £ 35

7175 1884 2½d lilac plate reconstruction mainly sound used,
almost complete plus extras, 300 stamps in all laid out on
stockpages, STC £6,000.  £ 300

7176 1884 2d lilac mounted mint with hinge remains, horizontal
crease otherwise fresh and mainly fine, SG 189 Cat £230.  £ 32

7177 1884 3d lilac fine used with crisp BRISTOL CDS, few tones
on reverse otherwise good colour and centring, SG 191 Cat £100 +
100% for well centred, lightly used (£200).  £ 40

7178 1884 4d green mounted mint part original gum with hinge
remains, extremely fresh appearance, SG 192 Cat £580.  £ 150

7179 1884 6d dull green a nice looking fine used example with
thinning on reverse and small corner bend, great colour and neat part
hooded cancel, SG 194 Cat £240.  £ 24

7180 1884 6d green mounted mint small part original gum with
creasing and gum disturbance, hinge remains, crease shows on the
obverse otherwise extremely fresh appearance, SG 194 Cat £625.

 £ 65

7181 1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown-lilac lettered LC overprinted
SPECIMEN type 9, mint large part original gum with very fresh
appearance SG 185s. STC £2800.  £ 850

7182 1885 (12 Mar) Cover Newcastle Upon Tyne to Madura, India
bearing 5d green cancelled numeral duplex, redirected twice in India
and a multitude of backstamps for transit including SEA / POST
OFFICE / D (at Rosetta), FIRST DEL / MADHURA, VEPERY,
VEPERY * MADRAS, etc. Roughly opened otherwise manly sound,
SG 193 Cat £350 on cover.  £ 75

7183 1886 Queen Victoria 2½d lilac from Ulverston addressed to
New Edinburgh, Canada. With Ottawa cds and New Edinburgh cds
on reverse. SG 190  £ 14

7184 1887 3d purple on yellow bottom marginal single unmounted
mint, very fine. SG 202.  £ 30

7185 1887 4½d green and carmine top right corner marginal block
of 4 stamps unmounted mint, minor gum disturbance on margin. SG
206.  £ 25

7186 1887 5d dull purple and blue very fine used Die I example
with part numeral duplex, very fine, SG 207 Cat £120.  £ 28
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7187 1887 9d dull purple & blue attractive and fresh unmounted
mint example, fine, SG Spec K38 (1)). SG 209.  £ 75

7188 1887 duplicated range fine used or CDS on a Hagner
stockpage for most values to 1s, noted 1½d (9), 2d (5), 3d (7), 4d
grey-green and brown (5, good colours), 5d (5), 6d (8), 9d (9, mostly
good colours), 10d (7), 1s green (4 good colours, more less so), plus
range of less better quality but CDS cancels, nice group with high cat
value in excess of £1700. Approx 130.  £ 48

7189 1887 Jubilee 9d dull purple and blue superb COWES CDS
cancel, very fine, SG 209 Cat £48 + 50%.  £ 22

7190 1887-92 Complete basic set of 14 values mounted mint to
both 1s values, various gum faults incl tones or hinge remains but
mainly good colours, SG 197/211, 213/4, Cat £650.  £ 180

7191 1887-92 Jubilee heavy mounted mint for twelve values with
yellowish gum, heavy hinge or paper remains, toned gum, etc, nice
spacefillers, SG range 197/211 Cat £600+.  £ 50

7192 1888 Printed blue envelope from ANIMAL LYMPH From
the Establishment for Vaccination with Calf Lymph, 186 Marylebone
Road, London NW. Cover (white aging marks) bearing 1d lilac tied
London squared circle, creases and foxing addr to Sherwood
Nottingham. Unusual, pity about the condition.  £ 25

7193 1889 Strip of three Queen Victoria 1d lilac and ½d vermilion
on registered cover to Bedford Square. Three registered W.C.D.O.
cds on reverse.  £ 18

7194 1890 10d dull purple and carmine in an attractive fine used
block of 4 with registered ovals 101 Cannon St, and F perfin, nice
block, SG 210, cat £180.  £ 40

7195 1890 (2 Jul) PENNY POSTAGE JUBILEE large special
cancel for SOUTH KENSINGTON in black on 1d pink embossed
P/S envelope philatelic use through the post, pretty item.  £ 45

7196 1890 (3 Jul) Penny Post Jubilee 1d blue printed envelope used
Skipton to Canada uprated with 1½d Jubilee (SG 198) cancelled
SKIPTON 714 and Skipton CDS cancels, faults including vertical
tear along the top and slight soiling with BRANTFORD AND
HAMILTON transit or arrival backstamps.  attractive combination
on second day of issue.  £ 80

7197 1890 Attractive printed registered cover from Credit Lyonnais
London to Germany bearing Jubilee 2d & 5d (Die II) fine used
Gracechurch registered ovals, R h/s in black, few wrinkles around the
edges, pretty combination for 7d rate.  £ 28

7198 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee printed card unused bearing a
cancel for the special handstamp of Post Office / South Kensington
/ 2nd July / 1990 ornate GR cancel in purple-brown, few light tone
marks otherwise fine strike.  £ 50

7199 1890 Post Office Jubilee 1d blue printed envelope with
original insert card...please keep this, it may be valuable one day...
cancelled squared circle of Jersey 4 days after First Day of Issue, light
tones otherwise fine.  £ 28

7200 1890 Post Office Jubilee penny postage cover 2nd July 1890
with South Kensington cancel to Kent, no insert card.  £ 65

7201 1890 Uniform Penny Postage Jubilee- (2 Jul) One Penny
envelope printed in blue cancelled by 2nd July special VR illustrated
postmark addressed locally in London West.  Toning across the cover
otherwise sound.  £ 36

7202 1891 (27 Jul) EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE / ROYAL
NAVAL EXHIBITION large special cancel in blue on ½d brown P/S
card with Exhibition and Lighthouse printed on reverse, used through
the post, couple of marks, corner bend and hinge mark otherwise fine
and scarce.  £ 125

7203 1891 (4 Sep) Burrs Hotel illustrated envelope bearing 2½d
tied London W squared circle cancel to USA, on arrival opera glasses
K PAID ALL New York cancel and Wisconsin arrival CDS, few
bends or light soils otherwise sound.  £ 25

7204 1900 1s green and carmine very fine used neat registered oval
cancel, part paper adhesion on reverse hence good colour, SG 214
Cat £140.  £ 28

7205 1901 Queen Victoria 1d pink cover cancelled with Thetford
squared circle. With Great Eastern Railway 2d green conveyance
stamp and Post Office Express cachet.  £ 25

7206 1924 Wembley 1d in an attractive top right marginal
unmounted mint block of four with top left stamp showing tail to N
of Exhibition variety, SG Spec. Ncom1c, Cat £260+.  £ 85

7207 1943 (22 Dec) Cover to Mere Knutsford bearing 3d tied
Northwich wavy line postmark, unusual very late use with no postage
due or charges raised. Intr curiosity.  £ 20

7208 1947 Embossed 1s green neatly cut on paper with four
margins showing each side of next stamp on two sides, WW covered
by part numeral cancel, mainly sound, SG 55 Cat £1000.  £ 150

7209 Accumulation on leaves duplicated for 1858-64 1d plates
(c430) many with nice postmarks incl St Asaph CDS, numeral
cancels, B & G numbers, London cancels etc, also 1880 1d lilac
used, ½d green (22), 1d venetian red large qty approx 260+ again
with many postmark types.  Useful cat value in excess of £5600,
some mixed but mainly sound.  £ 280

7210 British Army in Egypt: Cigarette card sized card with B.A /
E killer postmark duplex type in black handstamped on the card with
pencil annotation obtained at the London Exhibition.  These we used
as cachets at the 1890 Jubilee Guildhall, and used for postal purposes
in 1884. Rated G (£80-200, few known) in Br. Postmark Society
price guide, interesting.  £ 100

7211 Crimean War Campaign: Two 1855 Crimean War Covers to
Crimea, each paid with three 1d reds to Lt. Colonel C.L. Locks with
the Coldstream Guards at Sebastopol in the Crimea. Blue envelope
has a stamp with trimmed perf, both have creases and other minor
faults. Interesting duo.  £ 150

7212 Double sided stockpage with a useful line engraved and
surface printed mixed used assembly incl 1870 Bantams (12), 1½d
pl.3 f.u., 1880-81 2½d rosy mauve plates run from 1-16, 2½d
ultramarine plates run 18-23, 3d rose plates 7-18 range, 6d grey
pl.14-16, 1s pl.6 right wing margin good CDS, few Govt Parcels
officials, good cat. (c75).  £ 100

7213 Line engraved assembly jumbled on leaves incl some
postmark interesting and multiples incl 1841 1d red imperfs 25 +
pair (mainly seconds) incl small part blue diamond cancel, 1d stars
arranged on pages (poor to fine), 1863 1d star strip of 3 from Leeds
(2), 1854-56 1d rose-red strips of 3 (2, on same paper), 1862 strip 3,
few 1d plates, etc. Needs sorting out.  £ 45

7214 Mulready: 1841 (16 Nov) One Penny Advertising Letter Sheet
(Stereo removed) used Richmond to Finsbury cancelled black
Maltese Cross cancel, with additional 2 manuscript chargemark
applied twice (one in top right corner) and double circle MORE TO
PAY in black alongside Few faults incl horizontal fold torn through
the centre. Advertiser Family Endowment, Annuity, Life Assurance
& Reversionary Interest Society, London with tables of annual
premiums printed in blue.  £ 400

7215 Old time club book with a duplicated QV range of mainly
surface printed including 1856 4d, 6d, 1862 4d red, 1870s 4d
vermilion plates (10), 3d rose (11), 6d mauve (3), 6d grey (3), 1s
green, 2½d rosy-mauve (11), 2½d ultr (5), 1880 5d indigo, 1887 to
1s, very mixed but high cat value.  £ 150

7216 Post Office Telegraphs: Six Pence purple on white telegraph
form unused A.1. Inland Telegrams, staple left corner from book, few
edge curls otherwise sound and seldom seen.  Scarce.  £ 40

7217 Postal Fiscal: 1901 Small toned cover sent locally in Cardiff
bearing 1856-7 1d lilac white paper tied with two ½d blue-green
defin by multiple CARDIFF MY 18 01 squared circle cancels, toning
on the cover otherwise pretty combination (philatelic? use). SG F6
Cat £180 on cover.  £ 45
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7218 Postal History ranges incl 1d venetian red, 1d plates, 1d lilacs,
few 1887 types to 5d incl uprated 2d regd env., 1870s postal
stationery. Mainly 1d to 3d rates, some to USA etc. (45).  £ 80

7219 PRINCE CONSORT ESSAY - 1850 One Penny black
surface printed essay prepared by Henry Archer to be used in
conjunction with his perforating machine experiments.  Four good
margins and good original gum, superb example, fine and rare. SG
DP71b Cat £4,500.  £ 2500

7220 PRINCE CONSORT ESSAY - 1850 One Penny red-brown
surface printed essay prepared by Henry Archer to be used in
conjunction with his perforating machine experiments.  Four good
margins and good original gum, superb example, fine and rare. SG
DP71b Cat £3,000.  £ 1600

7221 Queen Victoria assembly on Hagner page with useful mixed
line-engraved and surface printed noted 1856 4d, 6d & 1s, 1862 4d
red (2), 1867 9d straw pl.4 sound used (nibbled perfs cat £300), 10d
red-brown, 2s pale blue, 8d orange, 1880 surcharge set 2, 1880 5d
indigo, 1883 9d green (perfin, not too bad colour Cat £480), 1883
2/6, 5s & 10s etc, all with faults or perfinned, high cat value. (c78).

 £ 225

7222 QV Postal stationery embossed envelopes unused (4)
including 2½d grey on white or grey, 2½d red on buff, or blue
envelopes, fine and fresh. (4).  £ 80

7223 Revenue: 1857 1d reddish lilac in a superb unmounted mint
block of 6, few blunt perfs along the bottom, otherwise scarce
multiple, SG F7. Cat £72 as hinged. Must be worth double for
Unmounted.  £ 100

7224 Security Underprints: Scarce EMBOSSED Macfies & Sons
security embossing on two sides of the stamps vertically applied
(sugar refiners in Liverpool) on 1854-56 1d lake-red fine used with
neat 466 cancel of Liverpool, only a few known to exist and much
scarce than many of the printed underprints.  £ 150

7225 Telegraphs: 1877 £1 Brown-lilac watermark Shamrocks, plate
1, lettered CO, very fine used example with sock on the nose
GLASGOW 11 JULY 1891 CDS, light bend otherwise incredibly
attractive example.  £ 500

7226 Telegraphs: 1877 £1 brown-lilac Wmk three shamrocks
sideways neatly fine used with Glasgow CDS's, few nibbled perfs
otherwise fine, SG L236. Cat £950.  £ 500

7227 Telegraphs: six low values ½d to 1s (both colours) with
yellowish gum, heavy hinge or paper remains, toned gum, etc, nice
spacefillers, SG range T1/3, T6, T8, T9 Cat £650+.  £ 50

7228 Undated One Penny Mulready wrapper Stereo A14 sent
London to Lancaster with neat central red MX cancel on obverse and
red handstamped No.5 in italics (of Igtham Sevenoaks?) on reverse
with some minor faults and paper adhesive on reverse, no receiving
backstamp. Unusual.  £ 300

GREAT BRITAIN -  EDWARD VII
7229 1901-1911 Used assembly on old Imperial page and part page
with good range including shades (not guaranteed), noted 10s
ultramarine (perfinned f.u.), 5s carmine sound used (2), 2/6 (2), 1s
green and carmine (3), 10d (4), 9d (5), 6d (3), 5d (2), plus many
more low values. Mixed but good cat value. (56).  £ 385

7230 1902 £1 dull blue-green hinged mint example with original
gum, slightly centred left with one blunt corner, otherwise fresh, SG
266 Cat £2000.  £ 650

7231 1902 £1 Dull blue-green mounted mint example with heavy
creases, some blunt or pulled perfs and slightly patchy gum
(redistributed or not original), cheap at estimate, SG 266 Cat £2000.

 £ 300

7232 1902 £1 dull blue-green mounted mint with large part original
gum, light bends and creases but does not detract, mainly fine, SG
266 Cat £2000.  £ 750

7233 1902 £1 Dull blue-green unmounted mint example with
couple of light gum bends mentioned for accuracy but does not
detract in any way, very fine fresh appearance with good centring and
colour, SG 266 Cat £2000 as mint. Must be worth double for U/M.

 £ 1000

7234 1902 £1 dull blue-green used example with oval Threadneedle
St cancels, light red crayon lines, heavily thinned at the top but sound
looker, SG 266 Cat £825.  £ 175

7235 190 2  £1  dul l  b lue-green wi th  s evera l  s trike of
THREADNEEDLE ST incomplete registered oval cancels, rounded
bottom left corner and few blunt perfs otherwise very sound and fine,
SG 266 Cat £825.  £ 225

7236 1902 2/6 lilac fine used with two nice strikes of LONDON 6
NO 03 hooded cancels, sound and fine, SG 260 Cat £150.  £ 30

7237 1902 2/6 lilac very fine used oval registered cancel, sound. SG
260. Cat £150.  £ 30

7238 1902 5s bright carmine hinged mint with fresh gum, hinge
remains and couple blunt perfs otherwise fine and sound, SG 263 Cat
£450.  £ 125

7239 1902 High values 'set' of three 2/6, 5s & 10s all used with
faults, tones, tears, decent spacefillers, SG Cat £870.  £ 35

7240 1902 Mint assembly of five different values mounted mint
with hinge remains includes 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d green and brown, 4d
orange, 6d purple & 7d grey, all fine appearance, minimum cat £230.
(7).  £ 48

7241 1902 Ordinary paper 2½d deep ultramarine top marginal
single mounted on margin only, hence stamp U/M, very fresh, SG
Spec. M16 (1). Cat £50.  £ 20

7242 1902 Set of basic values ½d to 1s mounted mint with hinge
remains, mainly fine, SG range 215/259. (16), Cat £690.  £ 220

7243 1902-05 6d pale dull purple top marginal mint single with the
stamp unmounted mint, hinge in margin, very fresh, SG 245. Cat £85
for U/M.  £ 40

7244 1902-10 7d grey-black and 7d deep grey-black both
unmounted mint, grey-black is bottom marginal (hinged on margin)
& deep grey-black is bottom gutter margin single, mainly fine and
fresh, SG Spec. M37 (1), (2), Cat £194 for U/M single.  £ 100

7245 1902-10 Complete basic set of 15 values mounted mint to 1s,
various gum faults incl tones or hinge remains but 1s green and red
has good colour, SG 215/259 (15). STC £695.  £ 125

7246 1902-10 Mint assembly of 12 different values including 1s,
10d, 9d, 6d, 5d, 4d green and brown, 3d, 2½d etc., all mounted mint
with hinge remains, some more than other, SG Cat £640. (12).

 £ 120

7247 1902-10 Twenty seven hinged mint examples from ½d to 1s
with good range of shades, includes 1d (3), 1½d (3), 2d (3), 2½d, 3d
(5), 4d green and brown (4), 4d orange (2), 7d grey (2), 10d & 1s (2),
SG range 215-259 Cat £1140+.  £ 400

7248 1902-10 Twenty three King Edward VII postcards 18 with ½d
greens a number of interesting cancels, includes Midland T.P.O..
from North, Wavendon Woburn Sands, North West T.P.O.. night
down and North East T.P.O.. Up.  £ 20

7249 1902-11 2½d ultramarine 27  used examples on stockcard
including shades stated as 1902 2½d (35 + pair), and 1911 P. 15 x
14 2½d (16), mostly regd, CDS or light cancels, Cat £405.
Unchecked for wmk varieties.  £ 40

7250 1902-11 2½d ultramarine 53 used examples on old album
pages including shades stated as 1902 2½d (35 + pair), and 1911 P.
15 x 14 2½d (16), couple have toned paper, mostly regd, CDS or
light cancels, Cat £795. Unchecked for wmk varieties.  £ 80
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7251 1902-11 3d purple on yellow used 18 examples on old album
pages including shades, some mixed minor faults, mostly regd, CDS
or light cancels, Cat £324. Unchecked for shades and varieties.

 £ 32

7252 1902-11 3d purple on yellow used 21 examples on stockcard
including shades, some mixed minor faults, mostly regd, CDS or
light cancels, Cat £378. Unchecked for shades and varieties.  £ 35

7253 1902-11 4d orange 17 used examples on stockcard including
shades mostly regd, CDS or light cancels, Cat £306. Unchecked for
wmk varieties.  £ 30

7254 1902-11 6d purple attractive selection of 63 examples on
Hagner page including many shades, some mixed minor faults, small
stains or crayon lines, a few have colour gone, mostly regd, CDS or
light cancels, Cat £1386+. Unchecked for shades and varieties.

 £ 85

7255 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s, mostly nice
CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257 Cat c£395+.

 £ 40

7256 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s, mostly nice
CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257 Cat c£395+.

 £ 40

7257 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s, mostly nice
CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257 Cat c£395+.

 £ 40

7258 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s, mostly nice
CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257 Cat c£395+.

 £ 40

7259 1902-13 High values 2/6 lilac x 3 used examples in different
shades, 5s carmine all CDS or oval regd cancels. Sound Cat £700+.

 £ 65

7260 1902-1910 Five embossed King Edward VII postal stationery
1d red unused covers. Plus three KEVII ½d green postcards, cover
and wrapper unused.  £ 18

7261 1904 (2 Jan) Naptha Distillery London black and white
printed postcard to Peterborough bearing LONDON PAID ½ / dated
circle in red, nice 'mailer card' with brewery theme.  £ 12

7262 1904 DLR 1d rose-red booklet pane of 6 unmounted mint,
gum bend otherwise extremely fine, SG Spec. MB5 Cat £250 mint.

 £ 125

7263 1904-09 Two postal history items with Columbia cancel 6
lines for Manchester (Home Office, Factory Dept) and London PPC
to Switzerland bearing 1d carmine, or 1d carmine with D4 control,
Both mainly fine.  £ 16

7264 1905 2/6 pale dull purple mint with large part original gum,
light bends and creases but does not detract, mainly fine, SG 261 Cat
£350.  £ 100

7265 1908 First Penny Post to the United States special
commemorative printed envelope still with its contents bearing 1s red
tied London cancel addressed to Washington DC, minor faults and
edge wrinkles or tears otherwise very attractive cover. Booth £250.

 £ 75

7266 1909 (17 Aug) Advice of Delivery of an Inland Registered;
A5 sized double sided / reply form for a letter Registration No. 137
and 2d adhs tied WOOL EXCHANGE EC / A/ CDS cancel and
EARLS COURT S.O. arrival CDS signed by the recipient. AR AR
OHMS printed on the reply side (AR means avis de reception, a term
used by the UPU), with Hargraves trade h/s oval violet, and EARL's
COURT CDS, folded and few minor marks or bends otherwise very
pretty.  £ 180

7267 1911 Harrison P. 15 x 14 4d bright orange top gutter
marginal mint example, hinged on stamp. SG 278 Cat £30.  £ 10

7268 1911 Ordinary paper 4d bright orange unmounted mint,
diagonal crease otherwise very fresh, SG 278 Cat £225 for U/M.

 £ 80

7269 1911 Perf 15 x 14 set of five hinged mint, 4d orange appears
unmounted, nice fresh set, SG range 279/286 Cat £130.  £ 52

7270 1911-13 Eleven values 1½d to 1s hinged mint includes shades
noted 1½d (3), 2d (2), 5d, 6d, 7d, 9d, 10d & 1s, nice fresh assembly,
SG range 287/314 Cat £450+. (11).  £ 180

7271 1912 1s green and carmine mounted mint with hinge remains,
fine appearance, cat £60.  £ 22

7272 1912 5s carmine mint with large part original gum, light
bends and creases but does not detract, mainly fine, SG 318 Cat
£425.  £ 110

7273 1912 Somerset House 10d dull reddish purple and carmine
hinged mint bottom gutter margin from middle of the sheet (paper
adherence on margin), SG 311 Cat £80.  £ 28

7274 Duplicated used assembly on stockpages mostly presentable
used copies noted many shades and postmarks, 1½d (28), 2d (12),
2½d (28), 3d (52), 4d orange (28), 4d brown and green (12), 5d (33),
6d (35), 7d (12), 9d (4), 1s (5). Mostly good colours. High cat in
excess of £5600. Only 5% cat.  £ 280

7275 Postal History ranges incl 1912 Parcel Post London SJH with
3d & GV 1d, postal stationery 1d carmine rates, 2½d embossed,
uprated, values to 6d plus combinations mainly 1d to 3d rates,
perfins, some to USA incl postage due cover, regd etc. (20).  £ 40

7276 Posted in Advance for Christmas: 1903 PPC of Lovers Leap
Buxton bearing ½d blue-green tied nearly full strike of POSTED IN
ADVANCE FOR CHRISTMAS / M.R. 1903 / FOR DELIVERY
ON XMAS DAY double ring oval (stated as type 2). Nice
Manchester item.  £ 150

7277 Posted in Advance for Christmas: 1905 PPC of Storm off
Margate bearing ½d yellow-green tied nearly full strike of POSTED
IN ADVANCE FOR CHRISTMAS / M.R. 1905 / FOR DELIVERY
ON XMAS DAY double ring oval addr to Southport. Nice
Manchester item.  £ 125

GREAT BRITAIN -  GEORGE V
7278 1840-1884 Mainly mint collection on printed Scott album
pages with better throughout noted 1911-12   ½d & 1d mint for
different printings plus ½d green control strips of 3 for B12 & B13,
1d A11 blk of 5, 1912-22 almost complete set some unmounted mint
plus 4d N19 control pair, 9d agate (shades) & 9d olive (mounted in
margin only cat £110 mint), 1918 10s blue used, 1924/5 Wembley
U/M, 1924 1d ovptd Cancelled mint (2), experimental paper mint,
1924 set U/M, plus extras booklet panes ½d & 1d, 1929 PUC 1½d
booklet pane, 1934 Photo set, 1934 2/6 & 5s mint (Cat £255), 1935
Silver Jubilee incl booklet panes, controls, plus a range of sideways
watermarks, etc nice lot.  £ 425

7279 1902-1913 Mint and used collection annotated on leaves in
peg album with useful content throughout including EDVII used with
many shades and printings to 1s, 2/6 lilac (2), 1911 Harrison
printings, p15 x 14, 1911-13 defins to 2/6, 5s & 10s (mixed
colours), GV 1911-12 ½d green and 1d red mint & used for many
different printings (STC £2200+), watermarks, shades, few No Cross
on Crown varieties, 1912-22 mint ½d green booklet pane 6, 1d red
blkt pane 6, many shades, 2½d blue shades, 3d violet blk of 4, 4d
Control single M18, 9d agate, 9d olive-green, 10d mint, 1s mint,
Multi Cypher (not checked ½d & 1d used), plus others (STC
£1150+), few seahorses used to 10s etc, interesting lot.  £ 500

7280 1911-12 Die B 1d pale carmine-red very fine mint /
unmounted mint block of 10, gum bends with 9 stamps U/M,
impressive block, SG Spec. N8 (7) Cat £225+ for U/M.  £ 90

7281 1911-12 Mackennal 1d red mint / unmounted mint collection
identified on leaves including shades (taken 'as is'), control blocks,
1911 SG 327/28 corner block of 6 & block of 27, All control blk of
4 (cat £60), Die 1B (SG 329/31) shades plus blk of 4, All control blk
of 6, wmk inverted blk of 4,  1912 Die IB deep bright scarlet (SG
N10 (4, cat £110), B11 & B12 blks of 4, some inverted wmks etc,
useful lot, STC £1500+.  £ 300
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7282 1911-1935 Used assembly on three old Imperial pages with
good range including 1911-12 Mackennals, 1912 to 1s, Seahorses
1915 2/6 yellow-brown, 5s bright carmine), 1918 2/6 (3), 5s (3), 10s
dull grey-brown, 1934 Re-engraved set, 1934 2d orange wmk
sideways (perfin cat £90), etc. Mixed but good cat value. (c100).

 £ 120

7283 1911-35  King George V 1½d postal stationery envelope 1d
red and 1½d brown postcards and 1d Field Service postcard minor
stain all unused.  £ 10

7284 1912 1½d red-brown unmounted mint and 1½d deep yellow-
brown mint both in superb BLOCKS OF 4 very fine & fresh SG
Specialised N18 (10), SG N18 (11). Cat £300.  £ 120

7285 1912 (17 Oct) Stamp Exhibition Jubilee 1912 Royal
horticultural special CDS tied ½d green on plain postcard, few tones,
nice cancel.  £ 15

7286 1912 1d red fine used way line cancel showing Inverted and
reversed Q for O and spot in centre between ONE AND PENNY
variety, SG Spec. N(16) ka, Cat £350 for mint. Nice clear variety.

 £ 85

7287 1912 1d red imperf block of 6 fine mounted mint each
overprinted SPECIMEN in black, (Type 26), very fine, SG Spec.
N16u. Cat £540.  £ 200

7288 1912 1d red used showing part of ST of postage watermark
variety, SG N16ya.  £ 10

7289 1912 1d scarlet showing WITHOUT WATERMARK variety
mounted mint with hinge remains, fine SG Spec. N16(1) a Cat £125.

 £ 60

7290 1912 (28 Sept) Booklet stamps 1d scarlet in a superb mainly
unmounted pane of 6, mounted on one stamp only, 5 are U/M, SG
336 Cat £230 for U/M in SG Spec.  £ 75

7291 1912 Booklet pane of six ½d green full gum with wmk
upright, precancelled with two strikes of type I LONDON E.C. / 58
/ 1 JU / 20 double ring CDS without time slug. Primarily used to
send to advertisers a voucher copy of the booklet showing the
advertisement. See SG Spec NB6 v Cat £200. (P.168).  £ 120

7292 1912 Booklet Stamps ½d green and 1d scarlet both in hinged
mint blocks of 4, trimmed perfs on one side, SG 335 & 336 Cat
£300.  £ 30

7293 1912 ½d green fine used way line cancel showing STOP after
PENNY variety, SG Spec. N(14) J, Cat £150 for mint. Nice clear
variety.  £ 48

7294 1912 Die I 2d orange in a corner control strip of 3 unmounted
mint P20 control with nice offset on reverse for bottom part of the
stamp design and the entire P20 control, nice offset variety, SG N19.

 £ 80

7295 1912 Royal Cypher watermark 1d scarlet-vermilion in a
superb BLOCK OF 4 very fine fresh hinged mint example (barely
trace of hinge), seldom found in blocks, rare shade, SG 361. Cat
£500 mint .  £ 200

7296 1912-24 1½d chestnut Block of 4 hinged mint with top right
stamp showing PENCF error, very fine positional piece, SG 364a.

 £ 75

7297 1912-24 1½d chestnut PAIR hinged mint with small part
margin rule on right side with PENCF error, very fine, SG 364a.

 £ 65

7298 1912-24 Complete basic set of 15 unmounted mint includes
both Dies of 2d orange, all fine and fresh, high cat for U/M. SG range
351/395 (15).  £ 200

7299 1912-24 Control singles mint for ½d green (11), 1d scarlet
(12), 1½d red-brown (8), 2d orange, 2d violet & 8d black on yellow
)C13), mainly sound. (34).  £ 80

7300 1912-24 Mint set of fifteen different values to both 9d and
10d, 1s all mounted mint with hinge remains, some more than other,
SG Cat £250. (15).  £ 45

7301 1912-24 Set mounted mint without 9d olive, all hinged mint
with fine appearance, SG range 351/396. (14).  £ 38

7302 1912-24 Wmk Simple Cypher 1½d chestnut mounted mint
pair with right stamp showing PENCF for PENCE variety, SG 364a
Cat £125.  £ 50

7303 1913 4d grey-green in bottom left corner marginal unmounted
mint, mainly fine, SG 379.  £ 10

7304 1913 5d yellow-brown in bottom left corner marginal
unmounted mint, pencil mark in margin otherwise mainly fine, SG
382.  £ 10

7305 1913 6d purple attractive gutter rule strip of 3 mainly
unmounted mint showing watermark inverted variety, very attractive
positional piece, SG N26 b. Cat £255.  £ 125

7306 1913 8d black on yellow J17 (I) control single unmounted
mint, gum bend otherwise fine, SG 390.  £ 20

7307 1913 8d black on yellow mounted mint (paper adherence in
top left) showing SPECIMEN overprint type 26, sound SG Spec.
N28s Cat £250.  £ 75

7308 1913 9d Agate mounted mint example showing top left corner
substantial FRAME BREAK unlisted variety, scarce on higher
values the only listed SG variety on this is cat £425 mint, SG Spec.
N29 var.  £ 200

7309 1913 9d agate Royal Cypher unmounted mint showing almost
complete offset on reverse variety, striking error, seldom seen on the
top values. SG N29 var.  £ 175

7310 1913 Four shades mounted mint, 3d reddish-violet, 3d violet,
3d dull reddish-violet, 3d pale violet all fine, SG Spec. N22 (1-4).
Cat £50.  £ 20

7311 1913 Three shades mounted mint, 4d grey-green, 4d pale
grey-green & 4d slate green all fine, SG Spec. N23 (1-2, 4). Cat £55.

 £ 22

7312 1913 Three shades mounted mint, 9d agate, 9d pale agate and
9d deep agate all fine, SG Spec. N29 (1-3). Cat £65.  £ 25

7313 1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue sound used incomplete CDS
cancel, well centred and sound with nice colour, SG 402 Cat £475.

 £ 100

7314 1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue sound used incomplete
rubber CDS cancel, creases and wrinkles otherwise well centred and
sound with nice colour, SG 402 Cat £475.  £ 45

7315 1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue very fine fresh hinged mint
example showing SPECIMEN overprint (Type 26), superb centring
and colour, SG 402s. Cat £1200.  £ 425

7316 1913 Waterlow 2/6 Sepia-Brown very fine fresh hinged mint
example, lovely colour, SG 400. Cat £300.  £ 120

7317 1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine hinged mint with fine fresh
appearance and excellent centring, attractive example, SG 401 Cat
£625.  £ 225

7318 1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine very fine fresh hinged mint
example, small wrinkle otherwise fine, SG 401. Cat £625.  £ 250

7319 1913 Wmk Multi Cypher ½d green very lightly mounted mint,
good perfs for these, Spec. N15 (2). Cat £150.  £ 60

7320 1913 Wmk Multi Royal Cypher ½d bright green and 1d dull
scarlet both mounted mint with hinge remains, SG 397/8 Cat £375.

 £ 125

7321 1915 2/6 grey brown  (worn plate) hinged mint example,
pulled perfs top right otherwise well centred, SG 407 Cat £400.

 £ 45
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7322 1915 ARMY POST OFFICE / 2. Printed cream On His
Majesty's Service envelope unaddressed bearing FRANCE 10c
orange Sower defin tied by the APO 2 CDS, most unusual.  £ 55

7323 1915 De La Rue 10s bright 'Cambridge' blue used block of 4;
a scarce multiple with London rubber CDS cancels. SG Spec. N70
(3). PEGB (2002) RPS Certificate No. 136791 missing (not
included). SG 412 var. Cat Spec £17,000.  £ 1700

7324 1915  DLR 10s blue attractive fine used quite well centred
example with good colour and large registered ovals dated 1917, SG
412 Cat £875.  £ 125

7325 1915 DLR 2/6 deep yellow brown very well centred with oval
registered cancels, perfs along the bottom are mainly blunt otherwise
lovely example, SG 405 Cat £250.  £ 30

7326 1915 DLR 2/6 deep yellow-brown block of 4 heavily used by
killer parcel cancel, few pulled perfs, Cat £1000, SG 405.  £ 100

7327 1915 King George V ½d green postcard with Manchester &
Crewe S.C. 19 May 1915 cancel.  £ 10

7328 1916 (3 June) PPC of military soldiers to London sent from
HMS Nottingham with ½d green tied dumb barred circle and single
line PASSED BY SHIP'S CENSOR in magenta, message states all
can do, the ship was torpedoed by German U-boats in August 1916.

 £ 20

7329 1917 7d Sage-green in a superb mainly unmounted pane of 6,
mounted on one stamp only & a blunt perf at the base, 5 are U/M, SG
389 Cat £670 for U/M in SG Spec.  £ 150

7330 1917 (December) PPC of POW sending greetings to ladies in
snow going to church, we send you greetings from afar, all doubts in
Dyrotz we disarm, before the coming Christmas charm, 1917.  sent
BY POW to UK with LONDON PAID on arrival. Two censor h/s in
violet and hinge mark on obverse.  £ 15

7331 1917 WWI LYDD CAMP CDS on photo type PPC Soldiers
Home, The Camp Lydd. A garrison town Lyddite explosives got its
name from its development here in the 19th century, a military firing
range incl during WWI.  £ 15

7332 1918 2/6 pale brown hinged mint example, few pulled perfs
on right otherwise well centred, SG 415a Cat £175.  £ 55

7333 1918 2/6 pale brown hinged mint example, gum toning, some
showing through the obverse, otherwise well centred, SG 415a Cat
£175.  £ 35

7334 1918 2/6 reddish-brown hinged mint example, centred right
with nice colour, SG 415 Cat £160.  £ 50

7335 1918 2/6 reddish-brown hinged mint example, toned gum but
mainly well centred, SG 415 Cat £160.  £ 45

7336 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue fine used block of 4 with
lightly struck incomplete CDS cancels, very fine centring and fine
multiple. SG 417 Cat £700.  £ 325

7337 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue hinged mint with even
toned gum, superb centring and appearance, very fine looker, SG 417
Cat £475.  £ 85

7338 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue mounted mint example with
hinge remains, small thin & even toned gum and quite good centring,
SG 417 Cat £475.  £ 100

7339 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue mounted mint example with
small hinge remains, few uneven perfs at left, SG 417 Cat £475.

 £ 85

7340 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue mounted mint with gum
bends, centred high, sound. SG 417 Cat £475.  £ 80

7341 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used incomplete
CDS cancel, well centred and sound with nice colour, SG 417 Cat
£175.  £ 42

7342 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used rubber CDS
showing left frame partly doubled variety, good centring, small thin,
SG 417 Cat £175.  £ 40

7343 1918 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate mounted mint example with
small hinge remains, well centred, SG 414 Cat £160.  £ 50

7344 1918 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate-brown in an attractive fine used
block of 4 cancelled CHIDDINGSTONE CAUSEWAY 1929 CDS
cancels, noted large ink smudge across two left stamps during
printing process. SG 414 Cat £300.  £ 120

7345 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown fine used neat rubber CDS
cancel, very fine, SG 415a. Cat £75.  £ 20

7346 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown Seahorse mounted mint, well
centred, small gum spot on right otherwise mainly fine, SG 415a. Cat
£175.  £ 50

7347 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown sound used incomplete central
CDS, good centring, SG 415a Cat £85.  £ 20

7348 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown very fine hinged mint with
light even toned gum, superb centring and appearance, very fine
looker, SG 415a Cat £175.  £ 48

7349 1918 Bradbury 2/6 reddish brown fine used block of 4 with
lightly struck incomplete registered oval cancels, two stamps have
blue crayon line and couple pulled perfs otherwise fine centring and
fine multiple. SG 415 Cat £300.  £ 65

7350 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red fine used block of 4 with
GUERNSEY JY 22 19 CDS cancels, few pulled perfs at the base
otherwise fine multiple. SG 416 Cat £270.  £ 125

7351 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red sound used assembly of eight
examples mainly sound used CDS. registered ovals or parcel cancels,
usual minor perf faults or thins, otherwise Cat £1080. SG 416.

 £ 100

7352 1918 Bradbury Set of three basic values 2/6 chocolate
(centred right, appears U/M), 5s rose-red and 10s dull grey-blue
mounted mint examples with small remains, 10s is very well centred,
SG 414, 416/7 Cat £960.  £ 280

7353 1918 Mulready Reproduction 'Stamp Collecting Aerial
Souvenir' postcard from ARMY POST OFFICE / A/ 10 DE / 18 /
S.20 flown Cross Channel France to London and Censor 7029 boxed
h/s in violet. Retailing up to £150.  £ 125

7354 1918-19 Bradbury 10s dull blue mint hinged gum with very
fine fresh condition, excellent centring and colour and only one blunt
perf, superb example, SG 417. Cat £475.  £ 125

7355 1918-19 Bradbury 5s rose-red very fine fresh hinged mint
example SG 416 Cat £325.  £ 110

7356 1918-1919 Bradbury 5s rose-red hinged mint with small
hinge remains, nice bright colour, SG 416 Cat £325.  £ 100

7357 1919 Bradbury 5s rose-red mounted mint with hinge remains,
top pulled perf otherwise quite well centered and fine, SG 416 Cat
£325.  £ 75

7358 1923 Newspaper cutting about letter sent round the world 3
times, (not this one). With KGV 1½d on letter with at least six
addresses including Calcutta, reverse has approx. fifteen cds and
markings.  £ 18

7359 1923 Unused scarce full sheet (120) 1d blue Mercury air mail
label (Sanabria EAPP $360), sold at 1923 Philatelic Exhibition,
previously folded, minor seps in top selvage, F-VF, scarce in such a
large sheet.  £ 120

7360 1924 1½d red-brown on experimental paper in a sound parcel
used block of 6, few minor faults and wrinkles otherwise fine, SG
N35b Cat £720.  £ 150

7361 1924 1½d red-brown very fine unmounted mint showing
CANCELLED overprint in black type 28, Cat £110. SG N35w.

 £ 55
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7362 1924 1½ red-brown in a tete-beche pairs including gutter
margin CTO fine used mint, with gutter margin en-enforced with a
stamp hinge for 50% of the perfs, fine looker and scarce, SG Spec
N35aa Cat £850.  £ 250

7363 1924 10d turquoise-blue in bottom corner marginal pair mint
and heavily hinged. SG 428 Cat £80. (4).  £ 26

7364 1924 1d red mounted mint showing watermark inverted
variety and CANCELLED SG Spec. Type 33 overprint in black,
sound and seldom offered combination, SG 419 var.  £ 75

7365 1924 1d scarlet very fine unmounted mint showing
CANCELLED overprint in black type 28, Cat £110. SG N34x.

 £ 55

7366 1924 (23rd April) British Empire Exhibition 'Wembley' set
on plain FDC tied with Special CDS handstamps (Bradbury type 1)
addressed with fine company rubber oval handstamp 'F.G.
MAYHEW/ BREWER ST, BELGRAVIA' in blue (note not hand
addressed) opened neatly at the top. Very nice desirable first GB
commemorative FDC  £ 260

7367 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I) single
unmounted mint (tone spot) showing right broken 3 variety, short
corner otherwise sound, SG N38d. Cat £60 as normal without
control.  £ 60

7368 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I) single
unmounted mint showing top right frame break variety, short corner
otherwise sound, SG N38 var.  £ 60

7369 1924 4d grey-green fine used single showing REVENHUE for
REVENUE variety, sound and clear example. SG N39 var.  £ 60

7370 1924 9d olive-green unmounted mint, fine & very fresh, SG
Spec. N43 (1). Cat £40.  £ 20

7371 1924 Block Cypher ½d green hinged mint M30 control corner
marginal strip of 3 with margin folded during perforation process
hence further lines of perforation in the margin, striking error, SG
N33 var.  £ 125

7372 1924 ½d green in a coil strip of 6 unmounted mint showing
watermark sideways variety, fine, SG Spec. N33b Cat £108.  £ 40

7373 1924 ½d green in an unmounted mint horizontal strip of 5
showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG 418a. Cat £90 for
U/M.  £ 40

7374 1924 ½d green very fine unmounted mint showing
CANCELLED overprint in black type 28, Cat £110. SG N33w.

 £ 55

7375 1924 Five shades mounted mint, 5d brown, 5d deep brown,
5d reddish-brown, 5d Bright ochre-brown, and 5d deep bright ochre-
brown all fine, SG Spec. N40 (1-5). Cat £210.  £ 85

7376 1924 Six shades mounted mint, 3d violet, 3d pale violet, 3d
pale dull reddish violet, 3d deep violet, 3d deep brownish violet, all
fine, SG Spec. N38 (1-6). Cat £155.  £ 62

7377 1924 Three shades mounted mint, 4d deep grey-green, 4d
grey-green & 4d very deep grey-green all fine, SG Spec. N39 (1-3).
Cat £77.  £ 30

7378 1924 Wembley set of two in unmounted mint blocks of four,
1d has vertical perf splitting, nice duo, SG 430/1, Cat £100 mint.

 £ 40

7379 1924-26 3d violet M30 corner control strip of 3 mint /
unmounted mint each with PAC perfin, nice combination. SG 423.

 £ 15

7380 1924-26 Wmk Block Cypher Group of fine mint vals with the
complete set  to 1/- plus ½d control no (C25) pair with wmk inverted
and obvious exra shades of the 1d, 1½d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d & 1/-.
Fresh looking lot SG 418-429 Cat £230+ (22)  £ 60

7381 1924-26 Wmk Inverted 1½d red-brown in booklet pane of
four stamps and two labels (Telephone service / Air Mails) with left

selvedge mounted on middle stamp only, usual trimmed perfs on top
and right side, very fine and fresh, SG 420dw Cat £225  £ 60

7382 1924-35 Four shades mounted mint, 10d Turquoise-blue, 10d
deep greenish blue, 10d dull greenish blue, 10d deep dull greenish
blue, all fine, SG Spec. N44 (1-4). Cat £190.  £ 75

7383 1925 Aborted Airship cover, printed ALGARSSON North
Poole Expedition printed envelope No.42 bearing blue label
CARRIED BY / AIRSHIP / from / LONDON TO LIVERPOOL tied
with vertical Specimen handstamp in violet, the printed letter states
along the bottom ,""This letter was carried by air from London to
Liverpool on the trial trip of / the dirigible which will be used for the
flight to the North Pole. About 100 specimen covers reported to exist.
Fine and scarce. AAMC $300.  £ 250

7384 1925 UK Air Mail. Four First Flight covers to: Denmark,
Norway, Sweden & Italy all bearing the 1925 Wembley sets tied with
the Exhibition slogan cancel with additional GV defins and
appropriate First Flight cachets in purple. All four covers are opened
neatly at the top but very fine group of covers (4)  £ 100

7385 1926 Sideways Watermark 2d orange hinged mint from coils,
trimmed along the top otherwise fine, SG Spec. N36 (1c). Cat £120.

 £ 48

7386 1927 (21 Jun) ½d green postal stationery envelope uprated
with 4 x 1d red tied PHILATELIC CONGRESS NOTTINGHAM
CDS's, addr to Tangier with arrival b/s.  £ 24

7387 1928 (21 Nov) Airmail cover London to Tangier bearing
double meter mark ½d x 2 London EC1, then uprated with 1d & 2½d
tied LONDON STAMP EXHIBITION EC4  double ring CDS on
same day, addr to Capt TA Smye C/O Postmaster British PO
Tangier, arrival CDS on obv., fine.  £ 25

7388 1928 (30 Jan) Handley Page plan PPC on printed Tucks
postcard. HANDLEY PAGE / AIR SERVICE / LONDON - PARIS
- LONDON tied ½d green wavy line cancel to London. Nice card.

 £ 15

7389 1928-34 Two flight covers: 1928 By Flying Boat Belfast to
Cheshire sent airmail bearing 2½d blue tied Belfast CDS,  1934
Cardiff First Cardiff to Liverpool Railway Air Services bearing 1½d
brown tied wavy line 20 Aug 1934 machine mark and green
illustrated biplane handstamp. Typed flight details on obverse, rarely
found with the biplane cachet in green tying the stamp, intr duo.

 £ 20

7390 1929 (!0 May) PUC Four low values on cover cancelled
Bristol wavy line machine mark on First Day of Issue, roughly
opened and small corner bend otherwise sound addr to Maidenhead.
Cat £350.  £ 100

7391 1929 £1 Black Postal Union Congress used with CDS of
London with various faults, light crease / wrinkles, and closed tear at
the bottom, otherwise sound, SG 438 Cat £550.  £ 210

7392 1929 £1 Black Postal Union Congress used with CDS of
London with various faults, light crease / wrinkles, otherwise sound,
SG 438 Cat £550  £ 250

7393 1929 (10th May) Postal Union Congress set of low values on
FDC airmail to Australia bearing ½d, 1d, 1½d and two 2½d values
all tied LONDON FS1 10th May 1929 cancels, some wrinkles
otherwise sound. Scarce Cat £675. K126c.  £ 350

7394 1929 (20 Dec) London - Karachi - Jhodpur. Fine 1st flight
regd airmail cover for the Karachi - Jhodpur route extension bearing
top marginal strip of 3d 3d violet and 1½d defin tied neat Wrexham
CDS cancels. Jhodpur receiver for JA 6 1930 indicates a 2nd flight
arrival so a connection was missed somewhere along the way.
Complete with a certificate of posting and Jhodpur postmasters
explanatory letter.  £ 50

7395 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black mounted mint example,
various hinge remains and small gum tones, sound and fine,  SG 438
Cat £750.  £ 325
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7396 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black sound used example
with neat parcel cancel, corner crease otherwise sound, SG 438 Cat
£550.  £ 280

7397 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black sound used neat parcel
and CDS cancels, nice example, SG 438. Cat £550.  £ 280

7398 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black very fine unmounted
mint example, lightly even toned gum, very fine and fresh, SG 438
Cat £750 for mint.  £ 450

7399 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown fine used neat
wavy line cancel showing 1829 for 1929 variety, sound and clear
variety, SG Ncom7c.  £ 75

7400 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown L29 (I)
corner marginal control strip of 3 unmounted mint (perf split down
left stamp) showing additional blob on ES variety (possibly different
state), only listed on coil strips (sideways) interesting variety, SG
NCom7f, var.  £ 100

7401 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown showing
watermark sideways variety, unmounted mint, good perf, SG Spec.
NCom7 (SG 436) Cat £90 for U/M.  £ 30

7402 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet fine used part d/r CDS
showing CO of Congress joined variety, sound and clear variety, SG
Ncom6e.  £ 75

7403 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom K29 control
mint / Unmounted mint block of 4 showing broken wreath variety on
top right stamp, gum bends and thin otherwise nice positional
variety, SG Spec NCom6d Cat £200 for mint, variety is unmounted
and fine.  £ 80

7404 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom right K29
mint / Unmounted mint block of 6 showing CO Joined variety on top
middle stamp, gum bends otherwise nice positional variety, SG Spec
NCom6e Cat £225 for mint, variety is unmounted.  £ 125

7405 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom right L29
mint / Unmounted mint block of 4 showing broken wreath variety on
top right stamp, gum bends otherwise nice positional variety, SG
Spec NCom6d Cat £200 for mint, variety is mounted.  £ 80

7406 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet showing watermark
sideways variety, unmounted mint, good perf, SG Spec. NCom6 (SG
435) Cat £140 for U/M.  £ 48

7407 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted mint (gum
wrinkles and bends) right corner marginal L29 control block of 4
with top right stamp showing broken wreath variety, scarce positional
piece, SG Spec NCom6d Cat £200 mint. (Double to triple for
unmounted).  £ 250

7408 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted mint PAIR
with right stamp showing CO Joined variety, nice positional piece,
SG Spec NCom6e Cat £225 mint. (Double to triple for unmounted).

 £ 200

7409 1929 Postal Union Congress 2½d blue mounted mint showing
watermark inverted variety, fine, SG 437Wi Cat £3000. Scarce
stamp.  £ 1500

7410 1929 Postal Union Congress low values set of 4 hinged mint
each with K29 control single, and ½d K29 marginal strip of 3, 1d
block of 4 corner marginal K29 control  £ 80

7411 1929 PUC £1 black sound parcel used, neat LONDON
OFFICE cancel, sound, SG 438 Cat £550.  £ 275

7412 1929 PUC 1½d purple-brown fine used CDS showing 1829
for 1929 variety, fine, SG Spec. Ncom7c.  £ 75

7413 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 fine used each showing
watermark sideways variety, ½d has pulled perf otherwise fine, SG
434b/436b Cat £195.  £ 65

7414 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 unmounted mint each
showing watermark sideways variety, 1d has very trimmed perfs
along the top otherwise fine, SG 434a/436b Cat £310 U/M.  £ 100

7415 1929 UPU Congress 1d scarlet in an attractive bottom right
K29 Control block of 6 with centre top hinged mint, remaining
unmounted mint showing Broken Wreath at Left variety (R19/12, top
right stamp of the block U/M) Very nice positional piece, scarce, SG
Spec NCom 6d.  £ 250

7416 1930's Two unused Business reply cards addressed to Bob
Martin Ltd, Southport. Items on list Dog soap and Worm powders.

 £ 10

7417 1931 King George V one shilling and 4d on first direct air
mail flight London to Darwin cover with Melbourne cds on reverse.
Small tear on back flap and opened down right side.  £ 20

7418 1934 ½d green Intermediate format bottom left corner
marginal block of 4 cylinder 4 no dot showing 3 or V34 control
printed mostly omitted, (Perf type 4 - 2 holes bottom margin)
unmounted mint.  Errors of the nature are rarely offered, scarce &
unique! SG 439 var.  £ 250

7419 1934 Photogravure; Booklet panes of 6 mint, ½d green (Perf
type P, wmk inv Cat £95), 1d scarlet (wmk inv Cat £95), 1½d red-
brown 2 diff perf types (Cat £30 each), pane of 6 advert pane with
For Safety of Capital/Universal Fixed Trust advert (Cat £250). (5).

 £ 150

7420 1934 Photogravure Cylinder control blocks of four incl 4d
grey-green X35 Cyl11 no dot, 3d violet X35 Cyl 6 not dot, 2½d blue
W35 Cyl 6 dot, 2d orange W35 Cyl 5dot (faint), Cat £ 135 as blks
of 6. (4).  £ 25

7421 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown hinged mint example,
thinned but well centred, SG 450 Cat £80.  £ 25

7422 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown Seahorse a group of
26 used values, mainly sound incl nice CDS copies, light parcel
cancels etc, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG 450 Cat £1040.
(26).  £ 100

7423 1934 Re-engraved 5s bright rose-red Seahorse a group of 5
used values, mainly sound incl nice CDS copies, one parcel cancel
etc, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG 451 Cat £425. (5).

 £ 42

7424 1934 Re-engraved set of 3 fine used in a superb blocks of 4,
nice multiples, Cat £760, SG 450/2.  £ 200

7425 1934 Re-engraved set of three seahorses mounted mint with
hinge remains, slightly brownish gum otherwise well centered and
fine, SG 450/2 Cat £575.  £ 180

7426 1934 Seahorses Re-engraved set of 3 to 10s hinged mint, all
fine and fresh, SG 450/2. Cat £575.  £ 200

7427 1934 Small Format Watermark inverted ½d, 1d & 1½d values
unmounted mint, nice trio, Cat £50. SG Spec. N47a, N50a, N53a.

 £ 20

7428 1935 10d Deep dull greenish blue hinged mint, fine deep
colour, SG N44 (4), cat £60.  £ 20

7429 1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee set on five different plain First
Day Covers, each sent by the same correspondence to different
countries incl from Wick to France, Belfast to India, Glasgow to
Egypt, Belfast to Singapore & Kirkwall to Capetown. Each airmail
cover with typed addr, unusual group. (5). High retail.  £ 100

7430 1935 King George v 1/- + 3d on air service typed cover to
New Zealand. With Air Mail Sydney cds on reverse.  £ 12

7431 1935 Photo. 2d orange pair on printed First Day Cover
airmail to Greece tied Newport wavy line machine cancel. Mainly
fine.  £ 40
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7432 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d red-brown Wmk upright, cylinder
booklet pane of 4 unmounted mint Cylinder No.66, trimmed perfs on
2 sides, imperf on both of those, SG Spec. NComB7, Cat £140.

 £ 48

7433 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d scarlet Wmk upright, cylinder booklet
pane of 4 unmounted mint Cylinder No.37 showing repair under I
variety, trimmed perfs on 3 sides, imperf on two of those, scarce
pane, SG Spec. NComB6 & variety NCom11c, Cat £300.  £ 100

7434 1936 Wreck Cover? London to India bearing 6d purple tied
part British Industries slogan with undated small part datestamp addr
to Chittapool India with writing and envelope washed out. Scipio
crash cover?  £ 20

7435 1939 10s dark blue mounted mint (red hinge residue) showing
blot on scroll variety, SG Spec Q32d, cat £350 mint. Fresh looker.

 £ 125

7436 1946 Victory 2½d ultramarine and 3d violet on 11 June 1946
King George VI first day cover. SG 491-492.  £ 20

7437 Balance of a mint collection of identified shades on pages incl
1913-22 ½d green, ½d dull yellow (apple) green, 1922 Cobalt green
U/M left marginal single (Cat £40), J17 & K18 control singles, 1d
bright scarlet, 1d vermilion, 1d bright carmine-red (Cat £30), 1d pale
rose-red (Cat £30), 1d Carmine-red, then singles 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d
(both) & 1s mint, Nice little lot. (28).  £ 65

7438 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with part panes
missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d green Wmk Crown
upright pane of 4 (2 missing) & pane of 5 (one missing), plus 1d red
Wmk Crown inverted full pane of six, and part pane of 4 (2 missing),
wmk upright pane of 4 (2 missing), some trimmed perfs as usual,
very fresh and very fine, SG BB2 Cat £1900 complete.  £ 250

7439 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with part panes
missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d green Wmk Simple
Cypher inverted strip of 3, plus 1d red Wmk simple cypher upright
two part panes of 4 only, some trimmed perfs as usual, very fresh and
very fine, SG BB3 Cat £1300 complete.  £ 130

7440 Booklets: 1912 (September) 2s0d black on red cover
containing 18 1d and ½d x 12 with Inland Rates of Postage two
staples are now rusted and affect the cover, each pane has slightly
adhered in the past to the pages, clipped perfs on two sides, otherwise
very fine for these, SG BB3 Cat £1300.  £ 280

7441 Booklets: 1934 5s black on buff No. 8, with some part panes
missing noted full panes ½d green & 1½d (2 full panes), others are
missing, some trimmed perfs as usual, very fresh and very fine, SG
BB35 Cat £2200 complete.  £ 220

7442 Control singles mint assembly including ½d green (S21 i,
U23 p, M19 p, P31 i, Q21 i, R21 p), 1d red (T22 p, O31 i, O20 i,
R21 i, S22 i, K18 p, M18 i, I16 p, G15 i, F15 i, E14 i, C13 p, D14
i), 1½d red-brown (N19 i, O19 p, L18 i, O20 p, U23 i, H16 p, O31
i), 2d orange (I16 i, P20 p, N19 p, N30 i, Q20 p), 2½d (N30 i), 3d
violet (R32 i, A.12 i), 4d (T33 i), 7d (C13 i), 8d (C.13 i), 9d agate
(S21 p), 10d (D14 p), 1s (D14 p), some mixed gum but all nice
appearance (40 different).  £ 100

7443 Mint assembly on leaves with better including control singles
and blocks noted 1911-12 1d scarlet in A.11 marginal blocks of 6
(3), 1929 PUC 1d pair L29, 1924 10d single W35 I., 1s bistre W35
I., 5d X35 single I., 9d olive V34, and most lower vals to 4d, etc,
useful group.  £ 80

7444 Postal History ranges incl 1931 illus 1st flight to Kenya, 1d
postcard to USA with US precancel postage due, 1929 Paquebot with
HK cancel to Canada, 1916 censors (2), few P/S envs, regd etc. (12).

 £ 22

7445 Telegram: Collection of 6d lilac / red-lilac embossed pieces
from original telegrams all with GLASGOW boxed cancels including
Candlerigg St (14), West Nile, Fishmarket (15), Dixon St, Waterloo
St, plus a few CDS cancels. Interesting lot (54).  £ 48

GREAT BRITAIN -  EDWARD VIII
7446 1936 1½d red-brown three different booklet panes of 4 with
two advertising labels and only two stamps including no selvedge for
Stamp Collectors, For Safety of Capital, with selvedge Spread Your
Capital (Stated as 363 ink mark on selvedge), Cat £400 as complete
panes. (3).  £ 40

7447 1936 Booklet panes of 6 mint, ½d green (Perf type P, wmk
inv Cat £45), 1d scarlet (wmk inv Cat £25), 1½d red-brown (2), pane
of 6 advert pane with Drages advert upright wmk pane (Cat £100).
(5).  £ 65

7448 1936 Control corner blocks of 6 for 2½d A36 Cyl.2 dot & No
Dot, A36 underlined 2 dot, ½d green incl pearl by frame variety (SG
Spec P1b, 2 blks of 6 cat £70), A36 7 dot, 10 dot, 26 dot (2), 1d red
2 dot & no dot, 4 dot, strip of 4 13 no dot, 1½d 2 dot (cat £80) & no
dot, 9 no dot & 13 no dot. (15 blks of 6), plus a few FDI covers.

 £ 155

7449 1936 King Edward VII typed first day cover with set of three
with crisp West Wimbledon 1 Sept 1936 cancel. SG 457 459/60

 £ 40

7450 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept 1936 first day cover with ½d,
1½d and 2½d with Sheffield cancel. SG 457 459/60  £ 45

7451 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed fdc with ½d, 1½d and
2½d and ½d green on fdc with block of four 1½d brown on reg. fdc

 £ 45

7452 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed FDC with ½d, 1½d and
2½d with 14 Sept typed fdp/c with 1d red. SG 457-460. Cat value
£330.  £ 85

7453 1936 King Edward VIII plain cover 1st Sept Jersey cancel
with set of three values. SG 457, 459/60.  £ 20

7454 1936 King Edward VIII registered London typed plain cover
1st Sept with set of three values. SG 457, 459/60. Plus another plain
cover with 1d red and ½d green date unclear and 1d red on Hotel
Windsor postcard from Southport. Plus eight other covers/postcards
with mixture of stamps.  £ 55

7455 1936 Two covers & postcard with each of the King Edward
VIII definitive values one on each. Dated Bedford 1 Sep 1936 first
day of issue. SG 457 459/60  £ 25

7456 1936 Two covers & postcard with each of the King Edward
VIII definitive values one on each. Dated Bedford 1 Sep 1936 first
day of issue. SG 457 459/60  £ 25

7457 Postage Due: 1936 4d dull grey-green in a bottom right corner
marginal single unmounted mint, couple gum bends otherwise fine,
SG D23 Cat £65 for mint.  £ 32

7458 Postage Due: 1936 4d dull grey-green unmounted mint, very
fresh, SG D23. Cat £65 for mint.  £ 32

7459 Postage Due: 1936-7 5d brownish cinnamon lightly mounted
mint, 5d yellow-brown unmounted mint, both very fresh, SG D24,
D24a Cat £130.  £ 42

7460 Twelve 1 Sept 1936 cancels on typed first covers with King
Edward VIII ½d greens ten with Postmark Circle cachet.  £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  GEORGE VI
7461 1919 King George V 1d red cancelled with UP SPECIAL
T.P.O. cancel on postcard of Bothwell Church South Lanarkshire.

 £ 15

7462 1937 (10 May) First Day of Issue plain typed airmail C/O
West Coast Air Services Ronaldsway Aerodrome Isle of Man cover
bearing set of three ½d, 1d & 2½d tied LIVERPOOL 10 MAY CDS
cancels. Small stock of 29 examples each with West Coast air cachet
in violet or red on reverse.  £ 25

7463 1937 Coronation 1½d maroon vertical part sheet of 22
unmounted mint left hand marginal A37 Cyl.7 no dot showing Colon
flaw (R10/1), SG Spec. QCom1c.  £ 28
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7464 1937 Four King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 13 May
1937 Coronation first day covers with 1½d marone. (three typed) SG
461. Note cancels on two are faint.  £ 20

7465 1937 Four typed registered London covers to Dar Es Salaam
East Africa with King George VI ½d green, 1d red and 2½d blue first
day of issue 10 5 37. SG 462/3 466.  £ 50

7466 1937 King George VI 13 May Coronation 1½d maroon on
first day cover from Lerwick Shetland. SG 461.  £ 12

7467 1937-1951 Mainly mint or U/M collection on printed Scott
album pages with better throughout noted 1937 set U/M, 1939-48 set
6 unmounted mint (Cat £425), 1948 RSW set U/M, 1951 high
values set of 4 U/M (Cat £100), plus pale colours booklet panes incl
1d pale ultr three labels and 3 stamps, plus range of sideways and
inverted watermarks, etc nice lot.  £ 425

7468 1937-47 Group of nice bottom left corner marginal blocks of
4, typically two stamps hinged, two are unmounted mint for 4d, 5d,
6d, 7d, 8d, 9d, 10d & 1s values, some pencil marks in margin
otherwise nice blocks of 4. SG 468/474, 475. (8 blocks). Cat £160+.

 £ 60

7469 1937-8 Four First Day of Issue plain covers includes 1937
1½d red-brown on three covers, two from Bristol, other Twickenham,
1928 2d orange tied Southend on Sea wavy line with hinge marks on
obv. Cat £85.  £ 20

7470 1938 (21 Nov) 4d grey-green on plain morning cover (torn
flap) to Dublin tied EDEN BRIDGE first day of issue cancel.

 £ 20

7471 1938 (21 Nov) 5d brown on plain morning cover (torn flap)
to Dublin tied EDEN BRIDGE first day of issue cancel.  £ 20

7472 1938 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for ½d to 2½d singles,
SG 462a, 463a, 464a, 465a, 466a, Cat £172.  £ 60

7473 1938 Wmk sideways unmounted mint horizontal strips of four
½d to 2½d mainly fine, attractive format, SG 462a, 463a, 464a,
465a, 466a, Cat £688.  £ 240

7474 1939 10s dark blue fine used incomplete cancel showing dot
on scroll variety, sound, SG Q32d Cat £75.  £ 28

7475 1939 10s dark blue sound used with incomplete CDS cancels
(quite heavy) showing blot on scroll variety, very clear of postmark,
SG Spec Q32d. Cat £75.  £ 25

7476 1939 10s dark blue very lightly mounted mint showing Dot on
scroll variety, fine, SG spec. Q32d Cat £350.  £ 110

7477 1939 (21st Aug) 5s red first day cover Brighton to Kew
Gardens tied first day of issue on creased cover, top has faults and
cancel is smudged but date is mostly clear. Cat £850.  £ 300

7478 1939 (30 Jan) 6d purple on plain cover to Dublin tied EDEN
BRIDGE first day of issue cancel.  £ 20

7479 1939 GVI 10s dark blue used in the corners showing blot on
scroll variety, SG Spec. Q32d. Cat £75 mint.  £ 30

7480 1939-48 Set of six high values mounted mint with hinge
remains, nice looking set, SG 476/478c Cat £425.  £ 100

7481 1940 2½d ultramarine showing watermark sideways variety,
lightly hinged mint, good perf, SG 466a Cat £75.  £ 25

7482 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d in
horizontal strips of 4, SG 486a, 488a, 489a. Cat £192.  £ 75

7483 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d in
horizontal strips of 5, SG 486a, 488a, 489a. Cat £240  £ 95

7484 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d in
horizontal strips of 5, SG 486a, 488a, 489a. Cat £240  £ 95

7485 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d in
pairs, SG 486a, 488a, 489a. Cat £96.  £ 36

7486 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d, SG
486a, 488a, 489a. Cat £48.  £ 18

7487 1942 Wmk sideways unmounted mint for 1d, 2d & 2½d, SG
486a, 488a, 489a. Good perfs. Cat £48.  £ 18

7488 1946 11 June Peace first day covers with Block of four 2½d
ultramarine on a cover and block of four 3d violet on another cover.
SG 491 492.  £ 20

7489 1946 Block of four 2½d ultramarine and block of four 3d
violet King George VI Victory stamps on two first day covers. SG
491-492  £ 20

7490 1946 King George VI 11 June 1946 Victory typed first day
cover. SG 491-492  £ 20

7491 1946 King George VI 11 June Victory set of two on first day
cover. Note some toning spots. SG 491-492  £ 20

7492 1946 King George VI Victory set of two on registered first
day cover cancelled Oxford. Torn open along top. SG 491-492.

 £ 25

7493 1946 Victory 3d violet vertical pair unmounted mint showing
Seven Berries variety on bottom stamp, fine, SG Spec. QCom9b cat
£50 mint.  £ 28

7494 1947 (15 Dec) airmail letter (stamp removed) from Delamere
Park Camp, Northwich addr to Capt. Luczywek, Polish Forces,
Middle East No. 249 Egypt, Qassasin 13 Sad Polowy Court Martial,
interesting camp envelope where Polish citizens made their new life
after WW2.  £ 25

7495 1948 £1 brown top value in fine used block of 4, sound, SG
478c Cat £104.  £ 40

7496 1948 (1st Oct) £1 brown top value a superb first day cover
Minster Ramsgate tied first day of issue on registered brown envelope
sent locally, Cat £350. Very fine.  £ 275

7497 1948 (1st Oct) £1 brown top value first day cover Torrington
Devon to Bideford tied first day of issue on creased and lightly toned
cover, vertical and horizontal folds, Cat £350.  £ 150

7498 1948 (26 Apr) Registered long cover sent locally in London
bearing RSW set of 2 cancelled on First Day of Issue by London EC
cancels, Mainly sound.  £ 80

7499 1948 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Silver Wedding
2½d on typed illustrated first day cover. SG 493  £ 12

7500 1948 King George VI Olympic Games 29th July set of four
on illustrated typed registered Potters Bar first day cover. SG 495-
498  £ 20

7501 1948 King George VI Olympic Games 29th July set of four
on plain first day cover. SG 495-498  £ 16

7502 1948 King George VI Olympic games set of four on 29 July
1948 first day cover to Peterborough. SG 495-498  £ 20

7503 1948 King George VI Olympic games set of four on first day
cover to Sussex. SG 495-498.  £ 12

7504 1948 King George VI registered Olympic games first day
cover. SG 495-498. Tiny amount of toning spots.  £ 15

7505 1948 Olympic Games 3d violet bottom marginal Cylinder 1
(no dot) block of 6 with crown flaw, unmounted mint, SG QCom15a.

 £ 30

7506 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 2½d ultramarine in a bottom
corner marginal cylinder pane of 10 unmounted mint Cylinder No.5
(no dot), with top left stamp showing spot on shoulder variety R15/1,
SG Spec. QCom10a, Cat £62.  £ 25

7507 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on two plain covers to
Kent tied London wavy line machine cancels on First Day of Issue,
applied twice on £1 value. SG 493/4.  £ 85
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7508 1948 Silver Wedding set on plain FDC with Ballymena
Registration label and blue registration crayon cross not affecting
stamps which are tied with three Ballymena CDS's. Cover has three
hinge marks on reverse and it has a typed address. Nice cover

 £ 36

7509 1949 Four covers with each of the King George VI 75th
Anniv of Universal Postal Union on stamp one each cover. SG 499-
502  £ 25

7510 1949 King George VI 75th anniv of UPU typed registered
first day cover to London. SG 499-502. Note some toning on cover.

 £ 22

7511 1949 King George VI 75th Anniversary of Universal Postal
Union 10th Oct set of four on plain first day cover. SG 499-502.

 £ 26

7512 1951 (3 May) 10s high values cancelled along with Festival
of Britain set of 2 tied by London EC wavy line First Day of Issue
postmark.  Flap missing and few scuffs otherwise sound, Cat £250
for the set of 4 high values.  £ 50

7513 1951 (3 May) Festival High Values First Day Cover bearing
set of 4 to £1 tied WINCHESTER HANTS / 6 CDS cancels on plain
registered cover, plus light colours low values set of 5 used on the
same and to the same address. Both have numerous hinge remains on
reverse, otherwise both very fine lookers.  £ 275

7514 1951 (3 May) Illustrated FDC bearing set of five light colours
tied CARDIFF first day of issue cancel and neatly addr to Cardiff.
Fine.  £ 24

7515 1951 (3 May) Low values set of four tied by Cardiff first day
of issue CDS's on illus. souvenir on festival of Britain 1951 plus set
of 2 Festival commems sent locally.  £ 25

7516 1951 (3/4 May) Festival of Britain sets on four illustrated
covers each with various postmarks including London slogan (4th
May souvenir cover, 2), Lockwith Road Cardiff 3rd May FDI, (4).

 £ 25

7517 1951 King George VI ½d, 1d and 2½d definitives on typed
first day cover May 10th 1937. SG 462/3 466  £ 18

7518 1952 Balmoral Castle (27th May) fine CDS tying 2d pale red
with h/s addr to Edinburgh, light tones, nice royal postmark  £ 12

7519 1953 GUI 1d ultramarine in booklet pane of three plus three
labels unmounted mint, corner crease otherwise fresh, SG 516 la Cat
£50.  £ 18

7520 Booklets: 1937 3s black on red exploded booklet without
stamps inside. Minor surface rub otherwise nice spacefiller, SG
BD21 Cat £1900 as complete booklet.  £ 25

7521 German Propaganda: 1944 (Sept) 1½d maroon Coronation
design unused without gum for propaganda purposes showing GVI
& Stalin and inscribed TEHRAN 28.11.1943 & SSSR Britannia SE
corner marginal single with wavy line watermark, Michel 2, Cat
€200.  £ 100

7522 German Propaganda: 1944 (Sept) ½d green 1935 Silver
Jubilee design unused without gum for propaganda purposes showing
Stalin and inscribed THIS WAR IS A JEWSH WAR 1939-1944
Crown with hammer and sickle. Bottom marginal single with wavy
line watermark, Michel 1, Cat €200.  £ 100

7523 Postage Due: 1937 4d dull grey-green unmounted mint, very
fresh, SG D31. Cat £110.  £ 44

7524 Postage Due: 1951 1s ochre unmounted mint, very fresh, SG
D39. Cat £28.  £ 12

7525 Postage Dues: 1951-52 Blocks of four unmounted mint for
½d orange, 1d violet-blue, 1½d green (blk of 7), 4d blue and 1s ochre
left marginal, all fine and fresh, SG D35/9 Cat £346.  £ 130

7526 Postal History ranges incl Active Service censored, Maritime
Mail, regd Base Army P.O. 4 Base APO 1 regd etiquette, 1939
Poached Egg in combn on Stockport cvr, 2½d perfins strip 3, 1940
Stamp Cent. FDC, 1937 ½d, 1d & 2½d on illlus FDC plus long
cover with same values in blks of 4 on plain airmail regd to USA,
Paquebot, 1952 BOAC to Ceylon, 1947 Stamp Exhib to USA, etc.
(56).  £ 80

GREAT BRITAIN -  ELIZABETH II
7527 1952 Queen Elizabeth II 1½d green and 2½d red definitives
on 5 Dec 1952 first day cover. SG 517 519.  £ 12

7528 1952 Queen Elizabeth II definitives 1½d green and 2½d red
on 5 Dec first day cover with Windsor cancel.  £ 15

7529 1952-1974 Mainly unmounted mint collection on printed
Scott album pages with better throughout noted 1952 Tudor set
Castles sets for different printings taken 'as is', 1955 Edward set
U/M, 1960 3d with phantom R variety (Cat £55), Graphite sets incl
Phosphor set 8, booklet panes for Wildings, Machins both Sterling
and Decimal to 1974, plus range of sideways and inverted
watermarks, then commem sets U/M incl the good phosphor sets,
then nice selection of minor varieties identified, etc nice lot.  £ 375

7530 1952-54 Queen Elizabeth first day cover 5th Dec 1952 with
1½d green and 2½d carmine red. Plus 2nd Nov 1953 4d ultramarine,
1/3d green and 1/6d grey-blue first day cover cat value £170.  £ 55

7531 1952-54 Wmk Tudor Complete set of 17 unmounted mint,
fine, SG 515/531.  £ 35

7532 1952-54 Wmk Tudor Complete set of 17 unmounted mint,
fine, SG 515/531.  £ 35

7533 1953 Coronation sets on illustrated (2) and plain (4) FDCs,
illustrated have typed addresses from Cardiff Long Live the Queen
slogans. (6).  £ 28

7534 1953 Queen Elizabeth II 3rd June 1953 typed first day cover
with set of four addressed to New Zealand. SG 532-535.  £ 20

7535 1953 Queen Elizabeth II 5d brown, 8d magenta and 1/- bistre-
brown on 6 July 1953 first day cover. SG 522 525 529.  £ 20

7536 1953 Queen Elizabeth II definitive ½d, 1d and 2d on 31st
August first day of issue. SG 515 516 518.  £ 20

7537 1953 Queen Elizabeth II definitive issue 4d, 1s 3d and 1s 6d
on Peterborough 2 Nov first day cover. SG 521 530 531. Stanley
Gibbons cat value £200.  £ 65

7538 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set of four
on London registered cover. SG 532-535.  £ 25

7539 1953-1963 FDC's collection in cover binder comprising of
TWO of each of all commemorative issues (except for 1957 Parl. &
1963 FFH) all are ILLUSTRATED and mostly neatly hand
addressed, registered with CDS & slogan cancels from Morecambe
(and district) but also includes a nice 1958 unaddressed Empire
Games with Games slogan cancel; all in fine condition. Useful lot for
small fairs dealer and cat Bradbury £1,000+ (28)  £ 280

7540 1953-1965 Collection on leaves including Phosphor sets mint
Lifeboat m & u, Red X set m & u, Botanical set m, FDC, etc, useful
range.  £ 45

7541 1953-1966 Commemorative collection a double assembly for
both mint and used sets with better throughout including mint
cylinder blocks, Phosphor better sets U/M, shades, minor varieties,
etc, many mint / U/M sets then a used run of singles, very useful
collection.  £ 130

7542 1953-1968 Mint and used double collections with many extra
mint blocks and odd FDC including 1957 Scouts FDC x 3 different
illustrated covers, 1953 Coronation set in blocks of 4 mint & illus
FDC, housed in an Orilex peg album, nice clean lot.  £ 60
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7543 1953-2003 Extensive collection of official First Day Covers
in thirteen cover albums and loose with huge variety and quantity
plus some better 1990s coin covers or special Benham or Mail on
Sunday covers, noted Millennium M/S £5 coin cover, Stampshow
2000 M/S, 1952-53 Wilding low values FDI, 1950s-60s plain or
illus covers (some mixed), good qty in three boxes.  £ 150

7544 1954 Queen Elizabeth II 9d bronze-green on 8 Feb 1954 first
day unopened cover. SG 526.  £ 20

7545 1954 Rare 8th Feb first day cover with Queen Elizabeth II 9d,
10d and 11d, addressed to South Rhodesia. SG 526/8.  £ 75

7546 1954-57 Travelling Post Office cancels on eighteen philatelic
covers each bearing Wildings ½d orange (2) & 2½d red each tied
different TPO incl Crewe-Cardiff, Birmingham-Crewe, South
Eastern, South Western, Peterborough, Up / Down etc, nice group.
(18).  £ 20

7547 1955 Waterlow Castles set of 4 to £1 hinged mint with hinge
remains, fresh, SG 536/9 Cat £250.  £ 45

7548 1955-50 Edwards Crown wmk Cylinder blocks of 6 for 13
different values 1d to 3d, 5d to 10d, 1s, 1/3 & 1/6 mostly unmounted
mint, few margin bends or faults otherwise useful cat value £960+.

 £ 320

7549 1955-58 Wmk Edward Complete set of 18 mounted mint,
fine, SG 540-556.  £ 30

7550 1955-58 Wmk Edward Complete set of 18 mounted mint,
fine, SG 540/556.  £ 30

7551 1956 3d deep lilac in scarce tete-beche pair unmounted mint,
mainly very fine, SG 545aa. Cat £3000.  £ 1000

7552 1957 Queen Elizabeth Scouts Jubilee Jamboree illustrated set
of three on Sutton Coldfield 1 August first day cover. SG 557-559.

 £ 15

7553 1957 Scout Jubilee Jamboree Illustrated FDC with Sutton-
Coldfield slogan cancel (Bradbury type 2), both typed addr. Cat £35
each. (2).  £ 20

7554 1957 World Scout Jubilee typed registered set of three on
August 1st first day cover, slight fold on left side. SG 557-559. 1966
Robert Burns first day of issue front only. SG 685-686. 1961 CEPT
2d and 4d on FDC. 1965 Winston Churchill 8 July first day cover.

 £ 15

7555 1958 DLR Castles set of 4 fine used, SG 536a/9a Cat £90.
 £ 28

7556 1958-61 Graphite set of 8 in attractive pairs some marginal,
one stamp mounted other U/M.  SG 587/94 Cat £220.  £ 60

7557 1958-65 3d deep lilac in attractive unmounted mint tete-beche
PAIR from booklet sheets, fine SGS 575 var. Cat £70.  £ 40

7558 1959 DLR Castles set of four hinged mint, well centred,
sound, SG 595/598 Cat £195.  £ 55

7559 1960 GLO 3d deep lilac corner cylinder 1 no dot block of 8
unmounted mint with R17/2 showing broken mane variety, nice
positional example, SG Spec W12a.  £ 25

7560 1960 GLO set on special London International Stamp
Exhibition illustrated FDC bearing set 2 tied special Exhibition
cancels, very fine and neat, Cat £200.  £ 65

7561 1960 London Stamp Exhibition illus cover bearing phosphor
graphite set of 8 tied 1960 Exhib cancels regd to Middlesex. Fine.
SG 599/609.  £ 40

7562 1960's Queen Elizabeth II nine first day covers 1964 Forth
Road Bridge, 1964 Botanical Congress, 1963 Nature Week, 1963
Freedom from Hunger, 1963 Paris Conference and 1964 Shakespeare
Festival and 1965 Post Office Tower and 1965 Arts Festival. Plus
nine similar but not first day includes Scout Jubilee Jamboree set
with control colour in margin.  £ 30

7563 1960's  Selection of twenty Queen Elizabeth II covers with
Maritime Mail and Paquebot cancels includes Belfast and
Southampton.  £ 20

7564 1960-66 Attractive mint collection neatly arranged on typed
up leaves with all the good phosphor sets of 1963/64 plus extras for
some commem sets for different printings etc. Useful catalogue value.

 £ 100

7565 1961 4½d chestnut in an unmounted mint block of 4 showing
single broad phosphor band at left variety, scarce in a this attractive
multiple, SG Spec S97b.  £ 125

7566 1961 Fifteen typed covers commemorating 50th Anniv. of
First Aerial post 1911-61 with QEII 3d violets.  £ 20

7567 1961 Seventh Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference
vertical strip of four unmounted mint (top stamp showing small
paperclip indentation) with gold omitted from top stamp and partially
progressively on the remaining three stamps (second stamp almost
completely omitted, last two less so and mainly on the left side),
complete with BPA 2014 certificate stated as genuine. Rare and
important error on 30 mint examples believed to exist! SG 629a Cat
£1800 for first error, plus partial omitted on remaining three stamps.

 £ 850

7568 1961-1965 Illustrated FDCs mainly tied Alloa cancels, small
range along with mint sets or blocks, all typed addresses for 1961
Parliamentary, POSB, CEPT with slogan cancel, 1962 NPY, 1963
FFH, Paris Conference, etc. Nice little lot. Very fine.  £ 75

7569 1962-65 Phosphor sets mint or unmounted mint on stockcard
for 1962 NPY (U/M), 1963 FFH (U/M), Lifeboat (U/M), Red Cross
(mint), COMPAC (mint), all fine, Cat £200.  £ 40

7570 1962-65 Phosphor sets unmounted mint on stockcard for
1962 NPY, 1963 FFH, Lifeboat, Red Cross, COMPAC, all fine, Cat
£200.  £ 48

7571 1963 (3 Dec) Opening of  Trans-Pacific Telephone Cable
plain ordinary first day cover from Bedford. SG 645  £ 15

7572 1963 Red Cross Centenary Conference 31st May set of three
on plain ordinary cover from Richmond. SG 642-644  £ 13

7573 1963 Red Cross Phosphor set of 3 in unmounted mint blocks
of 4, fine and fresh, SG 642p/644p Cat £260.  £ 100

7574 1963-64 Phosphor sets unmounted mint for 1963 NPY, Red
Cross & 1964 Lifeboat, all fine. Cat £148.  £ 35

7575 1964 20th International Geographical Congress set of four on
1st July 1964 ordinary cover. With Special Delivery cachet. SG 651-
654.  £ 10

7576 1964 Botanical Congress presentation pack, very slight
buckling but very nice otherwise, PP3b.  £ 100

7577 1964 Forth Road Bridge presentation pack, slight buckling &
small tear in cellophane but very scarce otherwise, PP4.  £ 250

7578 1964 Geographical Congress Phosphor set of 4 in unmounted
mint right marginal blocks of 4, fine and fresh, SG 651p/654p Cat
£120.  £ 48

7579 1964 Geographical Congress presentation pack, slight
buckling but very nice otherwise, PP2.  £ 100

7580 1964 Tenth International Botanical Congress set of four on 5
Aug 1964 first day ordinary cover with Special Delivery cachet. SG
655-658  £ 12

7581 1965 Anniversary of Parliament presentation pack, slight
buckling clean and sound, PP6.  £ 50

7582 1965 Battle of Britain presentation pack, slight buckling clean
and sound, PP7.  £ 50

7583 1965 Churchill presentation pack, slight buckling clean and
sound, PP5.  £ 40
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7584 1965 International Telecoms ordinary first day cover. SG 683-
684 plus 1965 typed Post Office tower first day cover. SG 679-680
Plus 1964 Geographical FDC. SG 651-654 and 1964 Shakespeare
Festival FDC. SG 646-650. (4).  £ 18

7585 1965-1973 Presentation Packs collection in large cover binder
noted 1966 Burns (Cat £60), Abbey (Cat £60), Football, 1967 Br.
Paintings, Machins etc, mostly with some curling otherwise fine (63).
Good cat value.  £ 55

7586 1966 Robert Burns presentation pack, slight buckling clean
and sound, PP9.  £ 40

7587 1967 Bicentenary and Anniversary of Edinburgh New Town
typed illustrated cover with very good 10/- bright ultramarine. Ideal
cover for framing.  £ 12

7588 1967-1999 Regionals; Royal Mail & Cotswold Covers
attractive collection of 69 covers for 1967 set of 3 regions 9d & 1/6
(Cat £30), 1969 4d red set of 6 on illus cvr (Cat £25), 1971 set of 4
regions (Cat £25), 1974 set 3 regions (Cat £25), 3½p & 4½p set of
3 (Cat £20), 1976 6½p & 8½p set 3 (Cat £20), 1978 set 3 (Cat £20),
1980 set 3 (Cat £20), 1981 set 3 (Cat £20), 1988 set 3 (Cat £25),
1989 set 3 (Cat £25), 1991 set 3 (Cat £25), 1993 set 3 (Cat £25),
1996 set 3 (Cat £25), etc, Bradbury Cat £350. (69).  £ 65

7589 1968 Airmail letter typed London-Mexico flight with special
departure of British Olympic Team 7th Oct 1968 cancel. Mexico
receiving cds on reverse. Plus similar cover with 4d. Unusual and
rare items.  £ 15

7590 1968 Castles No Wmk Bradbury printing 2/6 black-brown in
complete sheets of 40 showing plate numbers 9 (3 sheets), 9A (3
sheets), 10A (4 sheets), 11A, all very fine unmounted mint, SG 759.
(11 sheets).  £ 75

7591 1968 Castles No Wmk Bradbury printing 5s red in complete
sheets of 40 showing plate numbers 3A & 5A, all very fine
unmounted mint, SG 760. (2 sheets).  £ 85

7592 1968 Christmas 9d top marginal unmounted mint showing
yellow omitted variety, mottled gum patches otherwise fine, SG 776a
Cat £150.  £ 50

7593 1968 Three illustrated anniversary of the Berlin airlift typed
covers two with Berlin-RAF Gatow cancels.  £ 16

7594 1970 Literary Anniversaries 1/6 Grasmere U/M in top
marginal strip of 3 showing Silver (Grasmere) omitted variety
progressively on last two stamps some traces of silver , nice variety,
SG 828b cat £450 as omitted.  £ 60

7595 1970 Literary Anniversaries 1/6 Grasmere U/M in top
marginal vertical strip of 3 with bottom two stamps showing Silver
(Grasmere) omitted variety with only traces of silver on top stamp,
nice variety, SG 828b cat £450.  £ 150

7596 1970-1980s First Day Covers accumulation in various cover
albums mainly official FDCs typed or hand addressed, many nice
commem sets etc, good qty.  £ 50

7597 1970-73 £1 bluish black in top marginal imperf block of 4
unmounted mint, very fine. SG 831b var.  £ 160

7598 1970s National Health Insurance £2.45 black & blue,
Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to Harrison &
Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused. Barefoot 735(var),
unlisted these colours or value! Probably unique.  £ 100

7599 1970s National Health Insurance £2.66 blue & violet
Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to Harrison &
Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh UN. Bft 735(var), unlisted
as specimen. Probably unique.  £ 100

7600 1970s National Health Insurance blank value green & red
Factory & leaves imperf design PROOF affixed to Harrison & Sons
printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused. Barefoot 770(var),
unlisted these colours. Probably unique.  £ 100

7601 1971 (15 Feb) Set of ten Booklet panes on four official First
Day Covers tied Windsor FDI CDS cancels, Bradbury £120.  £ 38

7602 1971 (24 Dec) Stamp Book panes x 4 different 2½p plus
advert panes on illustrated First Day Covers neatly cancelled
Southampton CDS's, neat printed sticker address. Fine.  £ 35

7603 1971 Queen Elizabeth II definitive 1d crimson 15 Feb typed
first day of issue. SG X844  £ 15

7604 1972 Wedgwood booklet panes on illustrated FDC with
sideband pane with excellent perfs all tied Baralston special hand
stamp mainly fine.  £ 35

7605 1973 (14 Nov) Illustrated FDC for 50p booklet panes (2) tied
by SIDBURY first day of issue cancels with typed address, very fine
and scarce, BFDC cat £80.  £ 25

7606 1973 British Explorers 3p setenant pair unmounted mint
showing gold head omitted variety. Embossing still present very fine,
attractive variety. SG 923b/924b. Cat £250.  £ 110

7607 1973 Octagonal impressions on two Association of Essex P.S.
printed letter sheets (similar to airletters), unused one combination 1p
& 2p, second is ½p & 2p, black illustrations on inside border, both
mainly fine, rarely offered.  £ 20

7608 1974 John Daynes Set of 5 self-adhesives Series 3 with round
backing paper for ½p, 1p, 1½p, 3p (scarce) & 3½p values, all fine on
original backing paper, only 1000 sets were produced.  £ 85

7609 1974 Universal Postal Union set on special National Postal
Museum reprinted 1890 Jubilee cover illustration, fine, Bradbury
£100.  £ 40

7610 1974-1975 Traffic light gutter pairs in unmounted mint sets
for 1975 Sailing, 1974 Xmas, Churchill, Fire, Trees (2nd issue), all
fine, Cat £220.  £ 55

7611 1975 2 Bands 8½p light yellowish-green in top right corner
marginal vertical block of 6 showing dramatic misperf error shifting
downwards by 4mm, sheet number in the margin, nice error. SG
X881 var.  £ 120

7612 1975 6½p unmounted mint pair showing centre phos. band
FCP / PVA, very fine pair, SG spec. U150, Stoneham M100.
Originally bought for £64 in 1979.  £ 50

7613 1975-77 8½p yellow-green single showing dramatic
horizontal misperforation variety unmounted mint, SG X858Eb.

 £ 40

7614 1976 500th anniversary of British printing set of four PHQ
cards 29 Sep 1976 used.  £ 10

7615 1977 Set of three high values £1, £2 & £5 each in traffic light
gutter pairs unmounted mint, fine.  £ 25

7616 1977-87 Duplicated small stock of used Machin values
graded into packets as very fine used, good used, and used, noted vfu
for £1.50 (33), £1.41 (7), £1.60 (23), £5 (30+), etc, high cat value for
vfu alone is in excess of £500+.  £ 50

7617 1977-87 Machin high values set of 8 from £1 to £5
unmounted mint, SG 1026/1028. (8).  £ 20

7618 1981 11½p drab in vertical pair showing imperforate variety
unmounted mint, SG Spec. U201a.  £ 85

7619 1981-1982 Cotswold Covers attractive collection of 32 covers
for commem sets mainly fine with better cancels noted 1982 Cars
Ford Sierra cancel, 60 years of Jaguar cancel, Maritime (2 diff), 1981
Fishing (3 diff), Duke of Edinburgh Award posted at Buckingham
Palace special h/s, Disabled (4 diff) etc, Bradbury Retail £260+.
(32).  £ 50

7620 1982 Int. Year of Disabled The Leonard Cheshire Foundation
engraved Cotswold Cover bearing full set tied LE COURT FIRST
CHESHIRE HOMES special cancel and signed by Leonard
Cheshire, numbered 154 of limited edition. Scarce.  £ 60
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7621 1982-1985 Cotswold Covers attractive collection of 34 covers
for commem sets few have toning otherwise fine with better cancels
noted 1985 Film (2 diff cancels), Arthurian Legend (2 diff), Safety at
Sea (2), Trains Cornish Riviera, 1984 Europa (2 diff), Urban
Renewal (2), 1983 Gardens Blenheim Palace, Fishes Benham regd
Salmon Leap cover (Cat £20), National Anglers Council, 1982 Xmas
Bethlehem CDS (Cat £25) etc, Bradbury Retail £365. (34).  £ 75

7622 1983 Philatelic Commemorative Cover carried on yacht
Giltsput from St. John's Newfoundland to Oporto Portugal with
signature of  Tom McClean.  £ 20

7623 1985 Famous Trains useful collection of 81 mainly special
covers bearing full sets each with different cancels incl RNLI
Cheltenham Flyer, Crowthorne CDS (Cat £25), British Legion, TPO
incl South Wales UP (Cat £20), Great Western TPO UP & DOWN
(Cat £20 each), Bristol Derby TPO (Cat £20), Midland TPO (2 diff,
Cat £20 each), Greenberg & Porter SW TPO 1 & 2, Venice Simplon
Orient Express, Buckingham Palace CDS, Steamtown LFDC39 (Cat
£25), LFDC Doncaster (Cat £25), Flying Scotsman Benham L6 (Cat
£70), Golden Arrow Benham L8 (Cat £70), Paddington CDS, Great
Western Town Hawkwood cover (Cat £30), GWR Preservation
Group, Firefly Project (2 diff), KGV, Cornish Riviera Benham
BLCS1 (Cat £60, 2 diff), Royal Scot Benham L7 (Cat £70), N.
Staffs Leek Sothebys Colln (rated £200 by NSRly), Cornish Riviera
Peznance BLCS1 (Cat £60), House of Lords CDS, etc, useful clean
lot with huge cat value.  £ 325

7624 1985 (Jan) to 1990 (Feb) Benham 'GOLD 500' series FDC
collection Nos 1 to 50 plus few extras in a red velvet Benham cover
album; all complete sets or booklet panes, unaddressed with 22 carat
gold blocked decoration. Lovely collection complete with certificate
stating 'Limited Edition collection of 1250' this being No 424. Very
high cat in Bradbury (56)  £ 400

7625 1986 - 2001 Benham 'Gold 500' FDC's, nice lot of 'Special
Golds' all unaddressed with 22 carat gold block decoration including
1993 £10 with Dover cancel  (Bradbury cat £65) & 1997 'Castle'
high vals set to £5. Very fine lot with high cat (26)  £ 130

7626 1987 (11 July) 30th Anniversary Flight cover signed by 9
different veteran pilots including Bill Reid, Avis Hearn, Alan Gear,
Richard Haine, John Gibson, Ronnie Hay, J Millard, John Keatings,
cacheted cover, very fine.  £ 25

7627 1989 £1.90 Greetings booklets (2) each with Cylinders
B1A/G in left hand selvedge, SG spec FX10. Cat £60+.  £ 20

7628 1989 4 x 1st class brownish-black Barcode booklet with one
stamp remaining and a pair separated showing dramatic dry print
printing error from cylinder pane, booklet has faults but stamps are
fine with straight edge on two sides.  Seldom seen on booklets.

 £ 35

7629 1989-2001 Greetings panes on Cotswold Covers attractive
collection of 26 covers mainly fine with better cancels noted 1989
Teddy Bear Museum, 1990 Giggleswick, Ironbridge, 1991
Birthplace of Stan Laurel, 1995 Hugglescote cancel, Loveston
(Benham) plus 1996 (13 Feb) Reprint with blue fluor Benham D257,
1996 Greetings Cartoons (4 diff), STC £200.  £ 40

7630 1990 50th Anniv of BOB Gallantry - 11th September 1990
FDI special illustrated cover signed by 8 holders of the George Cross
Fairfax, Farrow, Goldsworthy, Gregson, Kinne, May, Pratt & Riley,
limited edition of 1400  £ 70

7631 1990 50th Anniv of BOB Gallantry - 11th September 1990
FDI special illustrated cover flown over the Mall & Buckingham
Palace finishing at RAF Abingdon signed by 5 holders of the
Victoria Cross Ervine-Andrews, Gould, Hinton, Kenna, Learoyd,
limited edition of only 50  £ 120

7632 1990(Mar) to 1994 (July) Benham 'GOLD 500' series FDC
collection Nos 51 to 100 plus few extras in a blue cover album; all
complete sets or booklet panes, unaddressed with 22 carat gold
blocked decoration. Lovely collection with high cat in Bradbury (57)

 £ 225

7633 1991 Four official first day covers commemorating the
Breakthrough 22 May 1991 during the building of the Channel
tunnel. Limited number of 200 issued.  £ 15

7634 1991-1993 First Day Covers useful small collection with
special cancels incl 1991 Crufts, Science Marconi, Soft Moon
Landing Jodrell Bank, Sport Cardiff Arms, Roses Truro, Last
Dinosaur, 1992 High Values £1-£5 Windsor illus set, etc to 1993,
Bradbury cat £285. (28).  £ 85

7635 1992 Castle High value set of 4 on two Cotswold Covers one
set with Windsor illus cancel (small corner bend) and other
Caernarfon CDS both First Day. Bradbury £70.  £ 20

7636 1992 Castles Harrison set of 4 £1 to £5 (no £3) in horizontal
bottom gutter pairs unmounted mint, fine, SG 1611/1614 Cat £100.

 £ 25

7637 1992 Castles Harrison set of 4 £1 to £5 (no £3) in horizontal
gutter pairs unmounted mint, fine, SG 1611/1614 Cat £100.  £ 25

7638 1992 Castles Harrison set of 4 £1 to £5 (no £3) in vertical
gutter pairs unmounted mint, fine, SG 1611/1614 Cat £100.  £ 25

7639 1992 Harrison Castles cylinder blocks of 6 showing cylinder
number and Harrison imprint in margin unmounted mint for £1 (2,
3G & 1C.), £1.50 (3, 2C, 4D & 4O), £2 (3, 2B, 3F & 4F), £3 (1A),
£5 (2, 2A & 5G). All fine, face £153, Cat £650+.  £ 200

7640 1993 £10 Britannia unmounted mint plus presentation pack,
both fine, SG 1658.  £ 24

7641 1993 £10 Britannia unmounted mint right marginal example,
fine, SG 1658.  £ 12

7642 1993 Britannia £10 on two Cotswold Covers one set with
Windsor illus Britannia cancel other Windsor FDI CDS both First
Day. Bradbury £75.  £ 35

7643 1993-1996 Cotswold Covers attractive collection of thirty
three covers for commem sets mostly very fine with better cancels
noted Canals (2 diff), 1993 Sherlock Holmes Museum Cancel, Xmas
(2 diff), 1994 Age of Steam Derby cancel, Greetings pane Noggin the
nod cancel, Prince of Wales St Davids Road Caernarfon CDS with
£1.50 added to set, D-Day, Golf, Summertime at Lords, 1995 Cats
with Catfield cancel, Science Fiction War of the worlds cancel, The
Rocket TSO Liverpool CDS, Xmas Robins Lane St Helens CDS
(rated £25), 1996 Greetings pane Nappa cancel, Football Legends
Heroes cancel, etc, Bradbury Retail c£330. (33)  £ 65

7644 1995(Jan) - 1998 (Dec)Benham 'GOLD 500' FDC collection
Nos 101 to 150 plus a few others in a special claret velvet cover
album; all are complete sets or booklets on unaddressed FDC's with
22carat gold blocked decoration. Very high original cost of about £25
a cover and very attractive (56)  £ 225

7645 1998 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5 different
Commem sets (includes Diana strip of 5, scarce in this format) each
affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about
the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by De La Rue
who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation
purposes so small numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John
Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).  £ 75

7646 1999(Feb) to 2002 (Feb) Benham 'GOLD 500' series FDC
collection Nos 151 to 218 plus few extras in a blue Benham cover
album; all complete sets or booklet panes, unaddressed with 22 carat
gold blocked decoration. Lovely collection with high cat in Bradbury
(82)  £ 300

7647 1999 Illustrated colour cover commemorating 80 years since
the end of World War I with Allied Victory Medal (copy) issued by
Benham  £ 10

7648 2000 Christmas PAIR of Generic sheets unmounted mint 19p
Robin and 1st Father Christmas & Cracker, slight wrinkles but does
not detract.  SG LS2/3.  Cat £400.  £ 90
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7649 2000 Christmas pair of Generic Sheets with 19p Robin x 20,
1st class Santa NVI x 20.  Very fine, SG LS2/3.  £ 90

7650 2000 (June) to 2002 (April) Benham silk FDC's in a fawn
binder all signed by dignitaries and celebrities No.'s BLCS 185b to
224b complete; signatures incl. Prunella Scales, Joanna Trollope,
Lorraine Kelly, Judi Dench, Eric Knowles, Una Stubbs, Boy George,
David Bellamy, Noddy Holder, Fern Britton, Earl of Snowdon, etc,...
Very fine lot (38)  £ 240

7651 2002 (Feb) - 2004 (May) Royal Mail cover album with 47
Benham BLCS series of covers between nos 226 to 283 all but a few
are signed by dignitaries, celebrities, etc including: John Motson,
John Inverdale,Warren Mitchell, Thelma Barlow, Declan Donnelly,
Colin Welland, Martin Clunes, Johnathan Davies, Robin Cousins,
Fred Dibnah, Alan Titchmarsh, etc,.. Nice lot (47)  £ 225

7652 2002 World Cup Miniature sheet hinged mint showing 10mm
vertical white line printing error at the bottom left, nice variety.

 £ 25

7653 2003 England Rugby Miniature sheet on typed addr FDC with
Twickenham FDI illustrated cancel.  Very fine.  SG MS 2416.

 £ 2.5

7654 2004 Great British Gold Medal Winners group of signed
covers on Westminster pages in binder including Steve Redgrave,
Jonathan Edwards, Alan Wells, Chris Finnegan, Richard Mead,
David Hemery, Chris boardman, Lynn Davies, Sally Gunnell, Adrian
Moorhouse, David Wilkie, intr write up with each cover.  £ 55

7655 2005 (8 APR) Royal Wedding of Charles and Camilla M/S
on official FDC addr and cancelled to  BUCKINGHAM PALACE
SW1 1AA CDS cancels, scarce.  £ 150

7656 2005 Route To Victory Royal British Legion RM
Westminster Sheet with 1st Class NVI x 10.  Very fine.  £ 40

7657 2007 (11 Dec) Queen Victoria Maiden Voyage special colour
cover of the ship signed by the captain P Wright and bearing 1st NVI
with liner label affixed, limited to 1000 covers.  £ 40

7658 2008 (30 Sept) Queen Elizabeth II The final Voyage special
colour cover of the ship signed by the captain Ian McNaught and
bearing 1st NVI with liner label affixed, limited to 250 signed covers
with farewell Southampton postmark.  £ 40

7659 2010 KENTPEX three special covers bearing London
Festival M/S, GV M/S & 1st Class stamp each tied ROYAL
TUNBRIDGE WELLS PHILATELIC SOCIETY special cancels,
fine trio. Limited edition of 30.  £ 18

7660 2012 Olympics Gold medal miniature sheets for both the
Olympics & Paralympics on unaddressed FDC's all with Norton on
the Moors SOT CDS light cancels in a maroon FDC album. Very
fine lot (54)  £ 80

7661 2012 Olympics Torch Relay Covers collection by Mercury in
two special binders including limited edition covers (9950 sets made)
used along the torch Relay rally of 70 covers for Aberystwyth to
Worcester (8,000 miles, 1,000 Communities, 70 Days), each cover
for one of the 70 towns visited along with special cancel and 1st
Class stamp for a different Sport from the Games. High original cost
and very interesting and attractive.  £ 125

7662 2017 Machin Definitive 50 Years special Benham cover with
Miniature sheet tied Stoke on Trent 50 Years special cancel with
1967 Machin set mint stuck underneath, a limited cover from
Benham No. 24 of 100.  £ 20

7663 A selection of approx. thirty modern covers and postcards.
Includes 2008 Pitcairn Study Group cover with autograph, 1989
Aberdulais Falls FDC with autograph, 1992 Liverpool versus Genoa
UEFA cup cover and 1975 International air day special postmark.

 £ 18

7664 A selection of eighty Queen Elizabeth II used registered letters
a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes values interesting
postmark interest includes, Edinburgh, Wakefield and Aberdeen.

 £ 30

7665 A selection of fifty-five Queen Elizabeth II used registered
letters a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes values interesting
postmark interest includes, Kilmarnock, Glasgow and Sutton Hill.

 £ 25

7666 A selection of Queen Elizabeth II used registered letters from
1950's onwards also some unused OHMS envelopes. (29)  £ 26

7667 A selection of ten Queen Elizabeth II postal stationery
including reply cards and postcards. Plus eight 1975 used Robert
Burns air letters and six QEII 1950's covers.  £ 20

7668 Approx. one hundred QEII covers a mixture includes 1975
Aldershot air show, 1971 delayed by Post office strike, 1956 cover
to Patrick Buchan-Hepburn MP and a number of first day covers.

 £ 35

7669 British Forces 1974-75 small group of official FDCs each set
tied by FIELD POST OFFICE 352 cancels, 21 with some
duplication, unaddr and mainly fine.  £ 20

7670 Cover album containing eighteen Benham COIN &
MEDALLION covers displaying a wide variety of both UK &
Overseas coins and replica coins/medallions; sixteen being signed by
various celebrities and military and political dignitaries. These
include Winston Churchill MP, Lord Owen CH, Rachel Bowes Lyon,
Larry Adler, Keith Michell, etc,...most with certificates of
authenticity and relevant biography of signatories; mostly fine but a
couple affected by slight corner crushing but  a fine attractive group
of covers. Needs careful inspection (18)  £ 90

7671 Generic Sheets: 2000 Christmas Pair of sheets unmounted
mint 19p x 20 & 1st x 10.  SG LS2/3.  £ 90

7672 Meter Mark: 1964 (14 XI 64) FRANKOPOST / SPECIMEN
red CDS and Boxed SPECIMEN / 9/0= red boxed meter cancel from
the machine. neatly applied on printed airmail envelope, scarce.

 £ 30

7673 Post & Go Presentation Packs collection in RM P & G binder,
almost complete for 2009-2018 all self-adhesives for 1st or 2nd class
up to 100g, very fine. (28 different), good face value (Approx £130+)
and cat value.  Approx 140 1st class.  £ 160

7674 Post Office Training: Machin low values in 14 sheets of 100
from ½p to 9p black on orange all unmounted mint each showing
cylinders and marginal imprints, total of 14 sheets of 100 (1400
stamps) each cancelled by vertical bars, plus 1979 Training recorded
delivery envelope.  Only 30p per stamp.  £ 420

7675 Post Office Training stamps: 1970s large mint blocks for a
variety of values comprises 2p green (115 incl two panes of 50), 2½p
magenta (115), 3p ultramarine (115), 3½p bronze-green (115), 4p
ochre (115). Mainly fine.  (575).  £ 200

7676 Postage Due: 1955 Edward Crown Wmk 5s scarlet on yellow
unmounted mint, very fresh, SG D55. Cat £150.  £ 60

7677 Postage Due: 1955-57 Edward Crown Wmk 2/6 purple on
yellow lightly hinged mint, very fresh, SG D54. Cat £200.  £ 65

7678 Postage Due: 1956 5d brown-ochre in attr block of 12 fine
used 1959 CDS cancels, perf splits on two stamps otherwise nice
multiple, SG D52 cat £240.  £ 48

7679 Postage Due: 1959-1963 Multi Crown Wmk Complete set of
13 to £1 black on yellow unmounted mint (Cat £65), 1968-9 set 6
U/M, 1968-69 4d & 8d U/M, all fine and fresh, SG D56/76. Cat
£87.  £ 32

7680 Postage Due: 1959-1994 Collection of mainly unmounted
mint sets for 1959-63 set 13 to £1, 1968 set, 1970 set to £5, 1982 set
to £5, 1994 set to £5, mainly fine, Cat £190.  £ 65
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7681 Postage Due: 1960 Mult Crown 1½d green in a superb
bottom left marginal blocks of 24 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG
D58.  £ 25

7682 Postage Due covers from 1950s-1960s, small group of  nine
items incl combinations ½d pair with 2d & 5d, 1958 6d to pay from
London W1, 1957 Post Early for Christmas 6d to pay, 4d, 6d, plus
a few fronts etc.  £ 18

7683 Postage Dues: 1955-57 5s scarlet on yellow key top value
hinged mint, fresh and fine, SG D55 Cat £150.  £ 48

7684 Postage Dues: 1961 ½d bright orange in an attractive
complete unmounted mint sheet of 240 folded twice few wrinkled
margins, SG D56.  £ 15

7685 Postage Dues: 1961 ½d bright orange in an attractive
complete unmounted mint sheet of 240 folded twice few wrinkled
margins or minor perf splits, SG D56.  £ 15

7686 Postage Dues: 1970 set and 1982 set both unmounted mint,
SG D77/101, Cat £64.  £ 20

7687 RAF Covers: 1987 (1 Apr) The Closure of RAF Hendon illus.
cover with special miniature sheet cancelled special handstamps and
bearing 7 different signatures.  Very fine.  £ 25

7688 Regionals: Scotland; 1958-2009 Mainly unmounted mint
neatly arranged by different printings on Scott printed leaves noted
1971-93 mostly complete to 39p (both perfs), 1993-2000 set to 63p
for Questa, to 63p for Walsall, 2001-03 to 68p, 2003-16 to £1.10,
2004 M/S, only a few spaces to fill, STC £100+. Face c£44. Approx
100.  £ 45

7689 Regionals: Wales; 1958-2011 Mainly unmounted mint neatly
arranged by different printings on Scott printed leaves noted 1971-93
mostly complete to 39p (incl diff perfs), 1993-96 set to 63p, 1997-8
No P set, 1999-02  to 68p, 2003-16 to £1.10, 2006 M/S, only a few
spaces to fill, STC £100+. Face c£148. Approx 100.  £ 48

7690 Selection of three QEII covers with 1960's postage due
includes pair 6d and 8d. Plus cover with insufficient address cachet
and two with posted in wrong post-box. Plus 1880's 22p to pay. Five
covers with 1970's postage due and two not known 1990 covers/

 £ 20

7691 Training School: Postal Stationery 1970's 2½d magenta
envelope, addressed and overprinted 'SCHOOL SPECIMEN' and
2008 3p dark blue Letter card with boxed 'EDINBURGH POSTAL
TRAINING SCHOOL' in black ', Training School cds, then has
additional gutter pair of 2p Postage Dues tied with large LEITH
DELIVERY OFFICE cds and further boxed to pay cachet. Both
items are very fine. (2)  £ 20

7692 Two Scottish Post Office Board six specially commissioned
paintings reproduced as Postcards. Card numbers 21-26  £ 15

GREAT BRITAIN -  MIXED COLLNS
7693 1840-1951 Collection in a Davo printed album with better
throughout including 1840 1d black (3 margin red MX), 1840 2d
blue (3 margins black MX), 1855 to 1s, 1862 9d bistre, 1865 to 1s,
1867 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 1 (faded Hull CDS), Wmk Anchor 5s
rose pl.4 sound used good strike of Gracechurch Registered oval
(faults, Cat £3800), 1867 9d straw, 2s blue, 1876 8d orange (Cat
£350), 1880-83 to 6d incl nice CDS copies, 1918 to 10s, few more
modern defins etc. Huge cat value.  £ 600

7694 1840-1989 A useful used collection in a well filled SG loose-
leaf printed album, QV incl 1840 1d black (2, both spacefillers), line
engraved basic values, surface printed with many different very mixed
condition to 2s blue, 1883 2/6 (2), 5s rose, 1880 Indigo set, 1887 to
1s, EDVII to 5s, GV most basic issues to 5s, 1934 Re-engraved set
3 used, then a huge range of GV/QEII used for many different
printings, phosphors, watermark varieties etc, huge cat value.

 £ 500

7695 1840-1994 Mint and used collection in a loose leaf SG
printed binder (little worn) with dozens of defins and commems,
including amongst other s 1840 1d black (AI, no margins), 1841 2d

blue (2), surface printed to 1s, 1883 9d green CDS, 1884 5s rose on
blued paper fine used with nice NZL perfin (Cat £4000), EDVII to
2/6, 1924/5 Wembley sets mint, then dozens commems mint and
used to 1990s. 100s.  £ 180

7696 1841 - 1959 Collection in a white binder, both mint & used,
starting with a nice 4 margin 1841 2d blue with variety 'Ivory Head'
nicely used with light black Maltese X (SG 14a, cat £100), good
range of 1d reds and surface printed to check, 1883 2/6d & 5/- used,
1887 & 1902 Jubilees sets both complete used, 1902 2/6d & 5/-
used, 1912 GV set complete to 1/- mint (cat £250+), 1918 & 1934
Seahorses to 10/- used,1934 Photogravure set complete u/m (cat
£95), 1951 Festival h/v's complete mint. Some stamps appear to be
in the wrong places/wmks not checked but a useful lot with good
pickings throughout  £ 180

7697 1841 - 1997 Used collection in a fine boxed Davo album with
useful range of QV surface printed incl. 1883 high vals to 10/-, 1887
Jubilee set, 1902 most to 1/- plus 2/6d & 5/- (pen cancel) & £1 (torn
in half and repaired, Seahorses to 10/-, 1948 £1 Silver Wedding, then
basic issues to 1997. Good lot for continuation.  £ 175

7698 1841-1950 Mint and used assembly on old time leaves noted
1841 2d blue (2), 1854-6 2d blue, 1858 2d blue (4), 1870 ½d
bantams mint (3), 1887 6d rose mint, GV Seahorses 2/6 (5 incl 2
yellow-brown), 5s red (3), 1918 2/6 (4), 5s & 10s, 1939-48 2/6
green, 5s red, 10s ultr., £1 brown mint, 1948 RSW set mint, set used,
1951 high values set mint (Cat £100), etc, very mixed but useful
pickings.  £ 185

7699 1841-1968 Nice original collection in Simplex springback a
little jumbled from QV to QEII mint and used value in the earlier incl
1841 1d imperfs, 1884 lilac and greens to 1s (varying condition),
1858-79 run of 1d plates 71 to 224 mainly complete fine used, 1856
1d stars blk of 4, few cancels on line engraved incl Guernsey, Surface
Printed incl 1862-1880 4d red / vermilion (11), 8d orange used, 1883
6d on 6d f.u., 1880 2½d rosy-mauve plates 1-17 used, 2½d
ultramarine pl.17-23, 4d sage-green 15 & 16, 3d rose plates 4-21, 1s
green plates 1-, 4-13, 1856 4d rose (2), 1s orange-brown pl.13 & 14,
1856 1s used 223 cancel, 1865 9d straw used straight edge, 1867
10d red-brown heavy used, 1862 9d bistre heavy used (dark shade),
6d grey plates 12-18, 4d grey-brown pl.17 & 18, 1887 to both 1s
mint (or unused), Telegraphs QV 5s used, EDVII to 10d mint, GV
1924/5 Wembley sets mint, GV Seahorses to 10s, GV/GVI
watermark varieties used, 1937 Coronation identified flaws used (11
diff), over 1500+ stamps, huge catalogue value. Nice original lot.

 £ 1050

7700 1841-1970 Mint & used collection DAVO hingeless printed
album and slipcase with better noted including 1847 6d embossed 4
margins (heavily thinned), Surface printed ranges to 2s blue, 1867
Wmk MX 5s rose pl.1 with 498 Manchester cancel (Cat £675), 10s
grey-green well centred, sound used with R duplex cancel and good
perfs (Cat £3200), 1867 9d bistre sound used (Cat £300), 1880 to 1s
orange-brown, 1883 3d & 6d surcharges, 1883-4 lilac and greens set
(4d & 5d good colours), 1883 2/6, 5s & 10s (tones, Cat £525), 1887
to 1s (both), 1902 set to 10s used (tones on 10s, cat £500), 1913-
1918 Seahorse 2/6, 5s & 10s used, 1912-24 most vals to 1s mint,
1925 Wembley set mint, 1934 Photo set mint, 1948 RSW set mint,
1951 Festival high values set mint (Cat £100), 1952 Tudor set mint
(Cat £100), 1955 Edward Crown to 1/6 mint, 1960s Phosphor sets
incl Lifeboat, Geographical mint, Officials Govt Parcels 1887-1901
8 values mainly fine used to 1s (Cat £1130), Postage Dues 1951-2
set mint (Cat £75), 1954-55 set mint (Cat £250) etc, ideal lot for
expansion, huge cat value.  £ 1250

7701 1902-1935 Kings duplicated used assembly on stockpages
with very mixed condition but nice CDS copies seen plus better
values noted EDVII 2/6 (7), 5s (2), 10s ultramarine (CDS but
creased), 1918-34 Seahorses 2/6 brown (47), 5s red (13), 1918 10s
(faults), good cat.  £ 85

7702 1912-1970 Mint Collection in SG printed loose-leaf assembly
incl 1924 set to 1s, 1924-5 Wembley sets, 1934 Photo. set, 1948
RSW, strength in QEII mint sets to 1970.  £ 55
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7703 1924-2009 Extensive mainly unmounted mint (1960s
onwards) in five DAVO hingeless luxury printed albums and
slipcases. Value in the modern decimal which is mainly complete for
the period includes miniature sheets, Machin defins to £5, NVI 1st
& 2nd class panes, self-adhesives, regionals to better face values etc,
earlier includes 1924/5 Wembley set mint, 1948 RSW set, 1934
Photo set., 1960s including better phosphor commem sets U/M,
Wildings for different printings, huge amount of material here. Many
of the stamps have toning on the gum, some on the face from poor
storage, pencil catalogue values and SG numbers on most pages.
Enormous face in excess of £1250+  £ 1500

7704 1934-1949 Three kings mint and used collection annotated on
leaves in peg album with useful content throughout including 1951
Festival high values set mint (2 sets Cat £100 each), 1950-51 booklet
panes 1d pale ultr. with three labels (Cat £85 each), 1949 UPU
singles on plain FDI covers, 1948 Olympics 3d violet showing
hooked 3 variety mint (Cat £35), 1948 RSW £1 mint (3), 1946
Victory 3d violet block of 6 mint one showing seven berries variety
(cat £50), 1939-48 set 6 used incl 10s dark blue (2), 1937 defin set
mint (3), 1936 EDVIII abdication day cover with poached egg label,
14th Sept 1d on FDI (Cat £180), 1935 SJ incl FDC (faded and
rubbed), few booklet panes mint, set 3 in mint blks of 4, 1936 Stamp
Exhib. envelope with 1½d red-brown photo with Fixed Trust advert
label tied Exhibition CDS (tones), range of exploded booklets from
1930s, 1936 RMS Queen Mary maiden voyage cover, etc, interesting
lot.  £ 240

7705 1940-1962 Book containing fifteen covers relating to Stamp
exhibitions plus souvenir sheets. Includes 1940 Red Cross Fund
KGVI fdc and souvenir of Stampex 1957-1959.  £ 12

7706 1948-65 Book containing various stamps mounted to pages,
includes KGVI 1948 Olympic Games set of four, 1965 Winston
Churchill two blocks of six 4d and 1965 Salvation Army blocks.

 £ 12

7707 1971-1989 Luxury hingeless printed DAVO album and
slipcase with a more or less complete collection of QEII issues
mainly unmounted mint includes definitive high values to £5,
regionals, postage dues to £5, face value in excess of £100+, very
clean lot, 100s. Current retail price is £178 for the album alone.

 £ 275

7708 1993-94 Four unopened Benham collection covers includes
Picture postcard Centenary Exhibition, the Race of the Champions
Linford Christie and Carl Lewis and 58th anniversary of Elvis birth.
Plus Florence Nightingale souvenir cover. Plus 150th anniversary of
Hull and Preston Railways.  £ 10

7709 Accumulation in a smaller BOX jumbled loose, on leaves,
cards stockcards etc., noted  1935 Silver Jubilee mint booklet panes
1½ (8), GUI mint vals to 1s, GOV mint low vals incl. PUC to 2½d
duplicated, 1955 Tudor 10d mint, 1887 to 1s used, few QV line-
engraved, stash of 1937 Coronation used (100s) ideal for variety
hunting, 1911 Aerial Post env in green used (faults), GOV used
defins duplicated in envelopes, stash of 1881 1d lilacs used (100s),
1890 Penny Postage Jubilee cards incl. 1d red unused, 1950s-60s
Castles duplicated used in stockbook, GOV Seahorses 2/6 (12), 5s
(13), 1918 10s used, EDVII set to 1s used, etc., 100s. Good sorter
lot.  £ 230

7710 Accumulation in albums and stockbooks all periods mint and
used with a huge variety of defins and commems, sets, duplicated
ranges noted large empty Scott printed album 2000-2012 mostly with
black mounts on empty spaces, QV 1841 2d blue imperfs (3), 1854-
57 1d & 2d stars, 1864 1d & 2d plates, 1887 to 1s, EDVII to 2/6
used incl 1s green and carmine (40+), Lighthouse hingeless album
QEII to 1966 (pen marks on pages), GV seahorses good selection of
2/6 & 5s used for 1918-34 printings, etc, 100s. Heavy lot.  £ 210

7711 Accumulation in flat box mint and used on stockcards, leaves,
stockpages and loose, runs QV to modern noted 1873 3d rose pl.15
pair, 1957 Scout illus. FDC, 1890 Jubilee env 1d blue with unused
card, 1967 Sterling Machins Cylinder numbers, postage dues incl 2/6
block of 20 used in 1957, EDVII CDS used singles plus 2/6 lilac (2),

officials low values for different depts, Regionals with Cylinder blks
of 6 to 63p face values, modern used to £10, 1951 £1 mint, Guernsey
Wartime blued paper set 2 m, range of QV surface printed on dealer
cards, pre decimal booklets, GV Seahorses 2/6 & 5s range, etc 100s
to sort through.  £ 300

7712 Accumulation in smaller box with 100s on stockcards, stock
pages, leaves, loose in packets, covers and few FDCs better noted
incl Officials low values mint on pages, 1995 Mitchell Spitfire
commem medal cover, EDVII to 1s, mint miniature sheets, Wildings
in mint blocks, 1985 Trains FDC tied House of Commons CDS,
1983 Gardens FDC tied House of Lords cancel, mint regionals,
stockbook with well filled mint ranges incl Wildings, wmk varieties,
postage dues, GVI to £1 used, 1980s £1.41, £1.60, £1.50 pair mint,
EDVII duplicated used values, GV Seahorses to 5s, 1881 1d lilac
mint & used incl postmarks, 1841-64 line engraved, 2008 Wrens
Cathedral coin cover, 1887 to 1s used, etc, 100s, good sorter.

 £ 180

7713 Accumulation in smaller box with 100s on stockcards, stock
pages, leaves, loose in packets, covers and few FDCs better noted
incl Bank of England test banknote, 1960s Castles duplicated on
cards, GVI mint, couple coin covers, GV shades used, 1960s
commems in mint blocks, EDVII duplicated, 1935 Silver Jubilee
2½d blue W35 control 34. cyl strip 3, plus low values booklet pane,
wmk varieties, 1966 World Cup Willie postcard used, mint regionals
in blocks, 1957 Jamboree illus. FDC, 1934 Photo. set mint, 1937 set
mint, 1883 5s rose used, 1980 Authoresses 12p mint block of 25 one
showing missing P variety, 1971 Wedgwood booklet (straight perfs)
1934 Re-engraved set 3 used, etc, 100s, good sorter.  £ 185

7714 Accumulation in smaller box with 100s on stockcards, stock
pages, leaves, loose in packets, covers and few FDCs better noted
incl 1937 used defins incl 11d plum x 30+, 1971 Wedgwood booklet
(trimmed perfs on side), GV Seahorses 2/6 (10), 5s (6), 10s, 1948
RSW set f.u., 1951 Festival 4th May illus cvr, 1985 Trains FDC tied
House of Lords CDS's, stockbook (c1100) with 1887 duplicated
values 1½d (30), 3d (24), 5d (15), 6d (23), 9d (7), 10d (10), EDVII
similarly duplicated values incl 1s (12), 1940 Stamp Cent FDC,
Embossed cut outs, 1949 Philatelic Congress regd printed cover,
1893 5d on regd 2d P/S env, 1966 WorldCup Willie postcard used,
1957 Scouts illus FDC, 1935 SK booklet (No.303 faults), QEII 3s
booklet (Nov.58), 5s booklet (Jan 59), 1951 set to £1 mint etc, 100s,
good sorter.  £ 350

7715 Accumulation in various albums and stockbooks with good
range of material including loose-leaf printed album 1971 to 1990
mainly used, GV to 1960s unmounted mint blocks in two
stockbooks, 1988 & 1989 Yearbooks, QV to modern in stockpages
duplicated incl a few QV imperfs to 2d, 1d plates run, surface printed
incl 3d rose pl.5-9, 1880 5d indigo, Govt Parcels QV 9d used, 1918
2/6 (2), 5s sound used, 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 (3), GVI wmk
varieties, ½d pale orange bklt pane 6 cyl.84,   IOM booklets and
prestige booklets with face of £70+, 1963 Red X 3d pair with doctor
blade flaw, Wildings in blocks, Sterling Machins booklet panes,
Windsor collection m & u incl EDVII 1d A11 control mint, QV 1d
plates, 2d plates etc, 100s., heavy lot.  £ 250

7716 Accumulation in various albums and stockbooks with good
range of material including useful Wildings mint and used duplicated
but also watermark varieties, different printings, Graphite's, few
booklet panes, QV line engraved 1841 imperfs mixed range (14),
1864 1d plates (58), 1887 & EDVII to 1s used, stockbook incl
EDVIII mint blocks, GVI mint duplicated sets and ranges, sparse
Windsor album, large binder with many Hagners QV to QEII used
incl GVI to £1, 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses 2/6 (5), 5s (5), 1934
Photo set, 1924 to 1s, 1918 Seahorses 2/6 (3), 5s red (4), 10s
(faults), 1887-1902 duplicated to 1s, small range of surface printed
(faults), 1924 Wembley 1d mint blk of 4, 1925 1½d mint, 1951 high
values duplicated used, etc, 100s., heavy lot.  £ 285
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7717 Accumulation in various albums and stockbooks with good
range of material including useful 1960s Castles heavily duplicated
to £1 for diff printings, Windsor springback album with QV-QEII
colln incl few officials, P.Dues, regionals, remaindered but good qty
left mainly used, useful stockbook QV onwards incl 1864 2d plates
(10), 1856 4d rose (5), 1862 4d red (2), 1883 2/6 (3), 5s (4), Govt
Parcels QV 1½d pair, 6d & 9d used, 1918 Seahorses 2/6 brown (15),
1939 set 6 used, 1937 set mint, 1937 Coronation colon variety used,
Ray flaw in A37 Cyl 19 no dot strip of 4 mint, 1959 P. Dues to 1s
mint, 1914 to 1s used, 1950 wmk swys strips of 4 mint, large binder
of specialised Wildings mint and used many identified by phosphor,
watermarks, some minor flaws etc, large binder of 1960s cylinder
blocks, plate blocks mint, etc, huge amount of material, 100s.

 £ 480

7718 Accumulation in various albums and stockbooks with good
range of material including useful 1950-1960s Commems mint in
sets and identified minor varieties (many), Windsor springback
album with QV-QEII colln incl mint QEII and few used QV
onwards, regionals, remaindered but good qty left, Wilding set on
stockpage, Graphite's set mint, Frama set of values to 16p mint, 1974
1p & 1½p self-adhesives, Postage dues binder with vals to £5, pre
decimal on paper incl 2/6 in blocks, stockbook with jumbled
Wildings mint for different printings incl blocks of 4, 6 or 8, Tudor
or Edward Crowns, then later Multi Crown to 1/6 duplicated mint,
some cylinder positionals up to 1/6, Sterling Machins incl large mint
blocks, QEII commems incl blocks mint from 1953 Coronation
onwards, Utile springback incl 1939 set 6 used, 1948 RSW set used,
GVI incl few control mint blks of 4, large binder of Decimal Machins
mint identified, etc, huge amount of material, 100s.  £ 425

7719 BOXFILE containing an interesting range on stockcards,
packets and loose, noted QV to QEII Wilding P.O. Training bars (8),
1870 1½d used (mixed, 8), 1911-12 ½d & 1d mint, GV controls 2d,
2½d, 6d, GVI to £1, 1978 Black prints, postage dues to £5, officials,
1970s booklet panes, QV line-engraved and surface printed, 1993
£1- Britannia f.u., 1872 1s pl.5 on tatty cover, GV seahorses to 5s,
etc, 100s.  £ 300

7720 Collections and accumulations in six albums and stockbooks
from early to modern mint & used including QV line engraved,
surface printed values to 1s, 1883 2/6 (2) & 10s (poor), 1841 2d blue
(37, varying margins), 1858 1d plates run to 222 (high degree of
completion, 2d blue plates (5), 1870 ½d bantam (19), 1½d (2),
1936-1970 mint collection incl 1948 RSW set, 1951 Festivals high
value set mint, Wildings 1952 set mint, good range of 1950s-60s incl
better 1960s phosphors, used colln in Windsor luxury binder in green
incl 1948 RSW, 1939-48 set, 1951 set etc, early PHQ cards with
good cat values, well filled springback with better Wilding sets and
singles incl Graphite's etc, 100s.  £ 600

7721 Collections and accumulations in six binders and stockbooks
from early to modern much mint including 1936-1952 mint stock in
large stockalbum noted GVI defins for diff printings some in blocks,
1951 Festival high values set mint, 1948 RSW set mint, EDVII used
written up by shades on leaves, 1883 2/6 lilac used (2), officials incl
Govt Parcels QV 1½d used (6), 6d & 1s green, 1887 Jubilee used
duplicated in stockbook to 1s, QV 2½d ultramarine used pl.22 (5),
pl.23 (6), few better 1960s phosphors, etc, 100s.  £ 375

7722 Extensive collection mainly used in an overfull DAVO album
and slipcase (pencil cat values on pages) includes 1840 1d black (2,
both 3 margin), 1847 6d embossed cut square f.u., 1841 1d red-
brown extras page AA-TL part reconstruction of 200+ (mixed
condition), stated as Alphabet II AA-Tl (54), 1864 1d plates runs 71
to 223 part complete), 1856 6d lilac, 1870s to 1s, 1883-4 lilac and
green set heavy used, 1883 set 3 to 10s used, 1902 £1 dull blue-green
CDS (small light crease), 1948 RSW, 1862-80 9d straw wing margin
used, 10s pale red-brown, 2s blue, then 100s of used defins and
commems to 1980s, huge cat value, many 100s.  £ 750

7723 FOUR KINGS - Collection jumbled on leaves in a binder
with useful although mixed condition throughout including EDVII
1902 vals to 2/6, 5s (2), Xmas cancels on singles (4), mint ½d to 7d,
Army Official  ½d blue-green blk of 4 cancelled CORK
BARRACKS, 1d mint control singles (6), 1911-12 Downey Heads
with many inverted wmks m & u, different printings, Dies, control in
1d mint blks of 4 B11 perf, ½d green B12. control corner pair with
damaged B variety, reversed wmks, coil joins, 1912-24 Profile head
incl 1d scarlet-vermilion used, wmk varieties, few mint & used
controls, etc, interesting lot.  £ 225

7724 Large stockbook with mainly mint & unmounted mint better
sets and singles amongst various blocks of 4 noted 1935 Silver
Jubilee two with W35 control blks 6, 1937 blks of 4 (some cylinder
marginal) to 1s mint, 1939 £1 brown mint, 1940 Centenary set in
blks of 4 m, 1948 RSW £1 mint (2), 1948 Olympic Games set in
blks 4 mint, 1951 High Values set 4 m (Cat £100), 1952 Tudor set,
1955 Edward set 1953 Coronation set in blks of 4 mint, 1957
Graphite's, Postage Dues 1951 set U/M (Cat £75), 1954-55 set 6
mint (Cat £250), etc, useful assembly.  £ 375

7725 Large stockbook with mainly used QV to GV duplicated
ranges, noted 1840 1d black (2, one margin with faults, one worn
plate), 1841 1d red imperfs (95 + pair), 1841 2d blue varying
margins strip of 3, pair (3), 18 singles, 1858 2d plates strip 3, 30
singles, 1870 1½d rose-red (8), 1856 4d rose (8), 4d grey-brown (3),
4d vermilion (7), 1880 5d indigo (5), 8d orange (2), 9d straw (2),
1856 1s green f.u., 6d grey (7), 1856 6d lilac (13), 3d rose (34), 6d
mauve (14), 1s green (20), 1s orange-brown, 2s blue, 1883 2/6, 5s
(3), EDVII 5s, GV Seahorses 2/6 (31), 5s red (27), 10s blue (3 plus
two pairs which are toned), very mixed poor to fine but enormous
catalogue value.  £ 800

7726 Large stockbook with mint and used QV to QEII ranges,
mostly mainstream and odd better including QV surface printed 6d
grey f.u. wing margin 179 cancel, 4d vermilion pl. 11 f.u., 2½d blue
pl. 12 f.u., 1925 Wembley set used, 1951 High values set mint (Cat
£100), 1964 Lifeboat & Geographical phosphor sets U/M, 1847 6d
embossed used, Wildings Tudor set mint, P. Dues 1951-52 set 5
U/M (Cat £75), 1954-5 set 6 mint (Cat £250), 1977 £5 gutter pair
U/M, 1934 Re-engraved 10s vert pair used, sparse and very mixed
but useful pickings.  £ 160

7727 OLD TIME Ledger album with useful 1840 to modern noted
1840 1d black (no margins), 1854 2d blue with arc postmark and
numeral, 1858 2d blue with K in circle cancel, 1856 4d, 6d & 1s,
1862 3d, 4d, 6d & 1s, 1865 3d, 4d, 6d, 9d bistre pl.4, 1s pl.4, 1873
6d grey (SG 125 Cat £300) good used, 1876 8d orange sound used
(Cat £350), 1891 £1 green used with red ink marks (Cat £800), 1883
9d green CDS (toned), 2/6, 5s, 10s, EDVII 2/6 (2 one with Vico St
CDS), 5s carmine (2), 10s ultramarine CDS used, £1 blue-green with
Registered WDO oval cancels (Cat £825), Seahorses GV 2/6 yellow-
brown (faults), 1915 DLR 10s blue (Cat £875), GVI high values,
QEII commems used, useful catalogue value. 100s.  £ 850

7728 QV-GVI MINT collection in very sparse but useful hingeless
Lighthouse album with better earlier including 1841 1d red-brown
vertical pair mint (creased, cat £1200), 1858 2d blue pl.13 mint (Cat
£375), 1870 1½d rose-red pl.3 mint (Cat £500), 1870 3d rose pl.6
part o.g. (Cat £550), 1883 Blued paper 2/6 lilac ovptd Specimen
mint (Cat £625), 1883 5s rose (Cat £1100), 1884 2d lilac part o.g.
(Cat £230), 1905 2/6 pale dull purple (Cat £350), 1911 EDVII 2/6
dull reddish purple (Cat £300), 5s carmine (Cat £425), 1929 PUC to
1½d wmk inv, 1939-48 set of 6 mint, enormous cat value, ideal for
expansion.  £ 1000

7729 QV-QEII Mint and used collection in springback binder on
leaves, noted 1841 2d blue, 1864 1d red plates, 1950-51 GVI
sideways and inverted watermarks U/M, QEII mint incl Graphite
sets, range of wmk varieties on Wildings mint, coil strips or leader,
booklet panes, P.O. training bars 16 vals to 1/6 mint, 1967 Castles
incl plate pairs mint 2/6 (9), 5s (4), £1 black pl.1, postage dues to 1s
mint pairs, 1969 2/6 plate pairs mint (7), 5s (5), 10s & £1 (2),

 £ 110
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7730 Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from EDVII
to 1951, some better fine used noted EDVII to 1s, 2/6 lilac (4 used
with faults), 5s (2 one with cork cancel), GV Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s
red used in Turkey, 1924 2½d blk of 6 mint, 1924/25 Wembley sets,
GVI 2/6, 5s, mint, 1951 to £1 used, 100s.  £ 175

GREAT BRITAIN -  MIXED P. HISTORY
7731 1839-1904 Two covers / cards; Lord Chamberlain's Office
1839 Invite to St James's Palace printed card on 2nd May 1839.
1904 OHMS envelope (tear) unstamped with Office of Works
Business printed envelope handstamped TOWER OF LONDON
illustrated h/s in black, and London EC65 duplex cancel addr to
Stamford. Intr duo.  £ 24

7732 1899-1911 Three official stampless covers incl 1903 EDVII
R OFFICIAL PAID SANDRINGHAM 14 Dec red CDS with violet
ERVII h/s, KINGS LYNEE squared circle alongside, 1899 London
official paid in red from Board of Agriculture, 1911 mourning cvr
Local Government Board from John Burns. Nice trio.  £ 25

7733 1913-1940 Group of six covers each with Stamp Exhibition
cancels noted 1913 (24 Apr) Fifth Stamp Exhibition of Great Britain
CDS on cover to Manchester, 1936 EDVII ½d & 1½d on two covers
tied THE STAMP EXHIBITION LONDON 1936 (17 /24 Oct, one
illus.), 1937 two covers Second Annual Stamp Exhibition London
both illus. with ½d & 1½d with Exhibition labels tied violet cachets,
1940 Stamp Cent. 1d red tied 27th Philatelic Congress Bournemouth
1940. Few tones mainly sound. (6).  £ 25

7734 1966 Book containing 30 typed covers relating to GB
Philatelic conventions includes Congress of Great Britain in Brighton
and Newcastle Stampex.  £ 12

7735 COVERS small accumulation with interesting throughout
noted 1937 Shetland's First Air Mail 23rd Nov to Aberdeen, 1940
Stamp Cent FDC (wrinkles), 1957 Scouts set plain FDC, 1958
Games illus FDC, Wales regional 1958 6d & 1/3d FDI (Retail £20),
1941 ½d pale green (1 Sep) FDI (Retail £35), 1941 (11 Aug) 1d pale
red pair on FDI (retail £35), APO S.52 on 1917 1d control J17, 1941
Addressee Reported Missing,  1902 Grange over Sands RSO on ½d
P/S env, 1880 Parcel from Wilmslow on mourning cover with train
instructions to Congleton, London paquebot, 1917 FPO KW2
Balloon section to London regd, 1900 Dover station office
unstamped p. due, 1914 Jersey CDS with recd in folds of newspaper
at Jersey, 1916 regd FPO H.13 to Dublin on 2d black p/s env.,
WWII mail etc., intr treasure trove lot.  £ 100

7736 Five postage due covers includes two covers from Southern
Rhodesia with GB cachet stating stamps have no legal basis. Chile
cover with 2 x 1d carmine (faded) with early use 31 July 1914 cancel.
1934 cover from South Africa with 1/- and two 4d and 1967 card
from USA with 4d and 3d.  £ 16

7737 Forces Mail - A nice original correspondence of FPO cancels
on GVI issues mainly to Cheshire incl FPO Numbers 187 (Middle
East), Egypt prepaid and censored, RAF Censor 200, RAF Censor
114, 1941 Heany Bulawayo plus No.23 SFTS, FPO 122, FPO 8,
FPO 220, FPO 222, Australia FPO E.609 (2 YMCA envelopes),
AIF FIELD No.10, 1968 FPO 121. Intr group with some mixed
condition. (26).  £ 50

7738 KINGS: Jumbled ranges on Hagners in a binder includes
1908 EDVII 1d embossed P/S env uprated with 3 x ½d green to
Switzerland, 1911 ½d EDVII & GV 1d pair to USA, 1911 EDVII 1d
P/S uprated GV ½d & 1d to Switzerland, GV defins on registered
letters to Germany, 1935 SJ 1d & 2½d on plain FDC from Bristol,
½d & 1½d on separated FDI cvrs, 1933 Imperial airways flight cvr
to India, three kings combination covers 1937 (10 May), 1948
Olympics FDC plain cvr, 1948 mixed franking regd cvr to USA with
PASSED BY PHILATELIC ASS. signed and dated in violet oval,
etc, intr group.  £ 45

7739 Postmarks: Identified range on various leaves in a binder with
some write up incl EDVII Krag experimental lined cancel 1907 '3',
1904 '4', 1904-05 wavy lined inside straight lines cancels, 1905 '5',
Douglas IOM, 1902 London wavy line Boston machine with QV 1d

lilac, 1907 Bickerdike machine incl on newspaper wrappers, 1902
EDVII 1d P/S with Hey Dolphin seven bars trial '1C', QV singles
(mixed) with part Azemar or Hoster cancels (13), etc, intr lot.

 £ 50

7740 Postmarks on single stamps mainly QV-EDVII low values
arranged by London districts the national towns A to Z, 100s.

 £ 25

7741 Useful group of commercial covers from 1d imperf through to
1887 low values, good range of different postmarks noted Bute
docks, IOM, QV 1d pink P/S incl APO, squared circles, 1d lilacs incl
large d/r CDS cancels of London, Hooded cancel, NPB, Welsh
Towns, 1900 Pretoria Army cancel etc, very mixed, approx 35.

 £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  OFFICIALS
7742 Admiralty: 1903-4 Type II ½d blue-green and 1d scarlet both
fine mounted mint, fresh, SG O107/8.  £ 44

7743 ARMY: 1896 1d lilac mounted mint showing OFFICIAI FOR
OFFICIAL variety, fine, SG O43a.  £ 85

7744 Army Official: 1896 ½d vermilion heavily mounted mint with
paper remains, part original gum, showing OFFICIAI for OFFICIAL
variety, SG O41a Cat £300.  £ 65

7745 Army Official: 1896-1901 2½d purple on blue unmounted
mint, corner bend otherwise superb and fresh, SG O44 Cat £50.

 £ 18

7746 Army Official: 1896-1901 6d purple on rose-red a superb
unmounted mint example, extremely fresh, scarce so fine, SG O45
Cat £110 for mint.  £ 110

7747 Collection of mint and mainly used for different departments
with some duplication including Inland Revenue QV 1880 ½d deep
green CDS used (Cat £60), 1882 6d grey f.u. (Cat £140), 1885 ½d
slate-blue (4, cat £35 each), 1887 ½d vermilion mint blk of 4 (Cat
£60), 1889 1s dull green (good colour f.u. Cat £375), EDVII ½d
mint (2 Cat £32 each), 1d scarlet mint (2), Army; 1896 2½d mint
(Cat £50), 6d purple on rose red used, Government Parcels; 1886
1½d lilac (Cat £100), 1887 1½d (4, cat £30 each), 1888 9d (2 Cat
£120 each), 1902 EDVII 6d dull purple (2 cat £60 each), Admiralty;
1903 2½d ultramarine f.u. (Cat £150), 3d purple on yellow used (Cat
£160), etc, taken 'as is'.  £ 180

7748 Collection on Hagner page of used for different departments
including Inland Revenue; QV ½d (4 diff), 2½d (2), 6d grey pl.18,
1887 6d, Government Parcels; 1s orange-brown pl.13 with hooded
cancel (Cat £300), 9d dull green with hooded cancel and colour not
too bad (Cat £1200), 1½d lilac (Cat £100), 1887 vals to 1s (both 1s
good colour cat £550), EDVII 9d & 1s (good colour Cat £475),
Office of Works; EDVII ½d used (Cat £180), Admiralty etc, some
mixed but huge cat value in excess of £4600 (48).  £ 550

7749 Government Parcels: 1883 9d green CDS used example with
reasonable colour and incomplete CDS cancel, neat example, usually
heavily used, sound, SG O63 Cat £1200.  £ 240

7750 Government Parcels: 1883 9d green fine used neat CDS with
a few toned perfs showing overprint break in top of P in Parcels
variety. Accompanied by 2019 RPSL Certificate. SG Spec. L20,
O63. Cat £1200.  £ 400

7751 Government Parcels: 1883 9d green heavily used example
with reasonable colour and killer five barred oval cancel, neat
example, sound, SG O63 Cat £1200.  £ 85

7752 Government Parcels: 1883 9d green heavily used example
with reasonable colour and part barred CDS cancel, few wrinkles
otherwise neat example, sound, SG O63 Cat £1200.  £ 75

7753 Government Parcels: 1883-86 9d dull green a fine used
example with fantastic colour and neat circular barred parcel
postmark, well centred and nice premium example of these, SG O63.
Cat £1200.  £ 300
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7754 Government Parcels: 1886 1½d lilac sound used heavyish
parcel cancel, sound, SG O61.  £ 24

7755 Inland Revenue: 1885 1s dull green, sound used with two
dumb strikes of blue-black barred parcel cancels with good colour
and perfs, a scarce stamp SG O7 Cat £1900.  £ 200

7756 Inland Revenue: 1885 2½d lilac sound used heavyish CDS
cancel, sound, SG O6.  £ 25

7757 Inland Revenue: 1889 1s dull green a lovely fine used
example with two incomplete CDS cancels, with nice perfs and
excellent colour, SG O15 Cat £375.  £ 80

7758 Inland Revenue: 1892 2½d purple on blue vertical pair fine
mounted mint on top example, unmounted on bottom stamp, fresh,
SG O14.  £ 150

7759 Inland Revenue: 1897 (1 Oct) OHMS printed blue envelope
No.1 bearing ½d vermilion pair tied BURY ST EDMUNDS d/r CDS
addr to Little Whelnetham. Neat and attractive cover, SG O13. Cat
£220+.  £ 85

7760 Inland Revenue: Two QV OHMS covers one used Carlisle to
Penrith & one unused envelope both bearing 1d lilac, faults, unused
env has creases. (2). Cat £60 on cover.  £ 25

7761 Royal Household: 1902 1d scarlet superb fresh very lightly
mounted mint example complete with 1998 Philatelic Expertising
GB (Ltd) Certificate. Superb SG O92. Cat £325.  £ 160

7762 Westminster presentation folder containing a written up
selection of 16 different examples incl Office of Works ½d & 1d
EDVII CDS used (cat £180 each), Board of Education 1d carmine
CDS used, Inland Revenue seven vals to 6d grey, etc, mainly sound,
good cat value. (16).  £ 100

GREAT BRITAIN -  CHANNEL IS
7763 1943-48 Plain First Day Covers for Views set on 5 covers and
1948 Liberation set on printed FDC, mainly fine, Rated £110.

 £ 35

7764 1948 (10 May) Third Anniv. of Liberation illustrated typed
first day cover. SG C1-C2. Plus another FDC on plain cover.

 £ 15

7765 1948 3rd Anniv. of Liberation 2½d top left marginal blk of 4
with crown flaw, and bottom right marginal blk of 6 showing broken
wheel variety, all fine mint / unmounted mint (2 blocks).  £ 50

7766 1948 Third Anniversary of Liberation illustrated colour 10
May 1948 typed first day cover. SG C1-C2. Very minor crease.

 £ 12

7767 Collection of mainly unmounted mint for Guernsey 1941-
1984 incl 1941-44 Blue paper set 2, Jersey 1941-1982, also IOM
1958-1984 also includes postage dues, regionals etc, clean lot.

 £ 125

GREAT BRITAIN -  ISLE OF MAN
7768 1849 (17 Sept) Entire Letter Thornhill to Douglas manuscript
Paid & '2' charge mark with Ramsey / Isle of Man single undated
handstamp in blue alongside DOUGLAS ISLE OF MAN dated
double arc in  blue mainly fine and decent strikes of the IOM cancels.

 £ 125

7769 1917 Printed Prisoners of War Mail WWII white envelope
(No Stamp Required) from Knockaloe Camp IOM addr to Zurich
from POW in Peel IOM, with reverse OPENED BY CENSOR P.W.
100 label with transit and arrival Swiss backstamps. Few light tones
and wrinkles otherwise sound.  £ 50

7770 1973 Postage Dues set of values in complete sheets of 100
unmounted mint, without A imprint after 1973, set of 8, SG D1/8a.
Cat €4500.  £ 300

7771 2018-2020 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues in 22 ring album on leaves, extensive range of sets and
miniature sheets for the period with useful face values includes self-
adhesive vertical strips, NVI panes, single face values to £3.10, many
hinged on margins hence U/M, colourful lot with many thematics and
high cat value. IOM P.O. retail approx £325.  £ 160

7772 Prestige booklets and new issues 2000-2001, useful group of
different booklets with good face values noted Mann at War,
Lighthouses, Owls, Dogs, Postman Pat, Electric Railway, Xmas,
Mountain Railway, Golf, then 1999 Legends of Music sheetlets,
2000 Nature sheetlets of 10 set, etc, face value approx £160.  £ 80

7773 Registered postal stationery envelopes large and medium sizes
with uprated cancels 1975 CTO including G (2), H (2) & K sizes
Uprated 6p & 12½p in violet. Fine (5).  £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  JERSEY
7774 1941 1d scarlet block of 4 with central 14 Jun CDS cancel
with top right perfs showing blind perfs in vertical row, cut across the
top. Unusual complete with 1977 German certificate. Lt Williams
Newports handbook states only two such varieties are known to exist,
unpriced. SG 2.  £ 150

7775 1941 Arms ½d green and 1d red both in imperf panes of 25
unmounted mint on white paper, attractive forgeries. (50). Cat £225
a pair as genuine.  £ 40

7776 1941 Bottom left corner imprint blocks of 6 1d scarlet
Evening Post Jersey 17/3/41 mainly unmounted mint, fine for these,
nice positional piece. SG 2.  £ 48

7777 1941-42 Two bottom left corner imprint blocks of 6 ½d bright
green Evening Post Jersey January 1942 and 1d scarlet Evening Post
Jersey 17/3/41, both mainly unmounted mint, fine for these, nice
positional pieces. SG 1/2.  £ 100

7778 1941-43 War Time Occupation issues group of mainly
unmounted mint blocks incl ½d green corner strip marginal Evening
Post imprint, seven pairs with part imprint (5 are grey paper), 1d
corner marginal full imprint blocks of 6 (3), blk of 4 with date
imprint (13), etc. (96). Cat £805+.  £ 200

7779 1942 (29 Jan) ½d green PAIR tied to cover sent locally on
First Day of Issue with right hand stamp showing dark spot before 2
in right tablet variety, SG Spec. JW21f. Nice combination of FDC
and variety in a pair.  £ 20

7780 1942 Bottom left corner imprint blocks of 6 ½d bright green
Evening Post Jersey January 1942 mainly unmounted mint, fine for
these, nice positional piece. SG 1.  £ 48

7781 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb unmounted
mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST imprint in bottom
margin, and sheet number 6810 along the top, very fine, seldom seen
in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 240

7782 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb unmounted
mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST imprint in bottom
margin, and sheet number 6809 along the top, very fine, seldom seen
in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 240

7783 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb unmounted
mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST imprint in bottom
margin, and sheet number 6807 along the top, few minor margin
faults and light tones at the bottom otherwise very fine, seldom seen
in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 225

7784 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (light tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing three German 1943 Armed Forces & Heroes adhs
tied FELDPOST and German insiginia cancels plus 1½d brown
Jersey commem tied CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice
combination WWII item.  £ 45
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7785 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (small tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing German 24+26pf 1943 adhs tied FELDPOST and
German insiginia cancel plus ½d green Jersey commem tied
CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice combination WWII item.

 £ 45

7786 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (small tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing German 12+38pf 1942 Post Congress adhs tied
FELDPOST and German insiginia cancel plus 1d red Jersey commem
tied CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice combination WWII item.

 £ 45

7787 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (small tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing German 1943 Armed Forces 40 + 40pf adhs tied
FELDPOST and German insiginia cancel plus 2d orange Jersey
commem tied CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice combination
WWII item.  £ 45

7788 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (small tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing German 1943 Winter Relief 12+38pf adhs tied
FELDPOST and German insiginia cancel plus 2½d blue Jersey
commem tied CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice combination
WWII item.  £ 45

7789 1944 Wartime Philatelic Cover (small tones) sent airmail to
Hamburg bearing German 1944 Koch 12pf + 38pf adhs tied
FELDPOST and German insiginia cancel plus 3d magenta Jersey
commem tied CHANNELS ISLANDS CDS.  Nice combination
WWII item.  £ 45

7790 1969 3d La Crobiere hinged mint single showing orange
omitted variety, very fine, used copy for comparison (mainly the
clouds), SG 18b, EC JEY33a.  This retails up to £425.  £ 150

7791 1969-1996 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues, extensive range of sets and miniature sheets, postage dues,
long defin sets for the period with useful face values includes
colourful lot with many thematics and useful cat value.  £ 45

7792 1969-2001 Luxury hingeless printed DAVO album and
slipcase (2 volumes) with a more or less complete collection of QEII
issues mainly unmounted mint includes Miniature sheets, definitive
high values, setenants strips, self-adhesives, good face value, very
clean lot, 100s. Current retail price is £356 for the albums alone.

 £ 450

7793 1997-2006 Mostly complete mint / unmounted mint assembly
on leaves includes miniature sheets, self-adhesive sets and strips,
NVI self-adhesive, long sets to £2, so many nice thematic sets, STC
£525, approx 400+.  £ 80

7794 2005-2013 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues in springback album on leaves, extensive range of sets and
miniature sheets for the period with useful face values includes self-
adhesive, sheets face up to £5 each, single face values 2012 to £10
incl $5 / $5 NZ Queen's birthday M/S & single set,  many hinged on
margins hence U/M, colourful lot with many thematics and high cat
value.  £ 225

7795 2014-2017 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues in 22 ring album on leaves, extensive range of sets and
miniature sheets for the period with useful face values includes self-
adhesive, sheets face up to £5 each, single face values to £5 incl
Jersey arms long set,  many hinged on margins hence U/M, colourful
lot with many thematics and high cat value.  £ 185

7796 2018-2020 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues, extensive range of sets and miniature sheets for the period
with useful face values includes self-adhesive, sheets cat up to £26
each, face values to £2.92, many hinged on margins hence U/M,
colourful lot with many thematics and high cat value.  £ 130

7797 Registered postal stationery envelopes large and medium sizes
with uprated cancels 1975 CTO including K size Uprated 6p &
12½p in violet (2), Official uprated 28½p plus 11½p, G Size uprated
17½p on 22½p (2), plus 3 ordinary unused. Fine (8).  £ 25

GREAT BRITAIN -  GUERNSEY
7798 1940 (17 Feb) Cover sent to Castel (typed address) bearing
GVI 2d orange BISECT tied by GUERNSEY wavy line postmark,
odd wrinkle otherwise fine.  £ 40

7799 1940-45 Stamp Centenary 2d orange two bisects on paper
(one with crayon line), 1944 (12 Apr) cut down card with 2½d ultr.
tied FDI CDS (few tones), 1945 Cover with ½d, 1d & 2½d tied 16th
June wavy line machine cancel (tone spotting), then Anniversary of
Liberation set of two in blks of 4 on regd cover to UK tied 10th May
1948. Nice little group.  £ 30

7800 1940-46 Bisect 2d orange Stamp Centenary on two covers one
17 Feb tied wavy line machine to Jersey, second 1946 with bisect
crossed out in pencil with mutilated stamp inadmissible, and 5d to
pay affixed on arrival in Bristol with 5d posted unpaid boxed h/s
(faults), nice duo.  £ 30

7801 1941 (27 Jan) plain postcard with 1938 2d orange bisected
tied by GUERNSEY CDS, printed addr.  £ 22

7802 1941 (8 Feb) PPC of Candie Gardens to Guernsey bearing
1940 Centenary 2d orange bisected and tied COBO CDS cancel of
Guernsey.  Nice philatelic item.  £ 35

7803 1941-42 ½d green Imprint blocks of four mint / U/M for
different printings including 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th, all fine.
(six blocks of 4).  £ 150

7804 1941-44 First Day of issue, three covers incl 1941 (7 Apr) ½d
green pair, (18 Feb) 1d red, 1944 (12 Apr) 2½d blue all plain FDI.

 £ 28

7805 1942 1d scarlet Imprint block of four mint / U/M for 9th
printing (Guernsey Press Co., 9 x 240M / 9 / 42), small closed tear
in margin otherwise fine.  £ 20

7806 1942 ½d dull green Imprint block of four mint / U/M for 7th
printing 7 x 120M / 9 / 42 fine.  £ 25

7807 1942-43 1d scarlet Imprint blocks of four mint / U/M for
different printings including 8th, 9th,  (Guernsey Press Co.), 13th
(Press Typ.), 14th (""Press"") & 15th printings all fine. (4 blocks of
4).  £ 100

7808 1942-43 1d scarlet Imprint blocks of four mint / U/M for
different printings including 8th, 9th,  (Guernsey Press Co.), 10th,
11th all fine. (4 blocks of 4).  £ 100

7809 1943 ½d olive-green Imprint block of four mint / U/M for 8th
printing 8 x 120M / 2 / 43 fine. Better shade. SG 1e.  £ 180

7810 1945 (18 May) Illustrated Liberation coloured printed card to
Isle of Wight bearing Arms ½d yellow-green in vertical strip of 5 tied
ST PETER PORT CDS cancels, message on reverse states,""at
present all is in a very happy turmoil over here & it takes time to
settle down. Sent 9 days after the liberation. Few hinge marks
otherwise fine.  £ 35

7811 1969 14 of 16 values in bottom imprint corner marginal
blocks of 4 from 1d to £1 incl 10/- perf 12½, all fine. SG range
14/28.  £ 32

7812 1973-1997 Double collection of mint & also used for most
issues, extensive range of sets and miniature sheets, postage dues,
long defin sets for the period with useful face values includes
colourful lot with many thematics and useful cat value.  £ 48

7813 2016-2020 Mostly complete fine used mostly off FDCs
assembly on leaves includes miniature sheets, self-adhesive sets and
strips, NVI self-adhesive, so many nice thematic sets, values to £3
STC £500, approx 220.  £ 75

7814 2016-2020 Mostly complete mint assembly on leaves includes
miniature sheets, self-adhesive sets and strips, NVI self-adhesive, so
many nice thematic sets, values to £3 STC £660, approx 220. Useful
face value.  £ 175
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7815 Prestige Booklets (5 different) Tapestries, Thomas DLR,
Classic Cars, Cinema, 1991 50th Anniv., all fine. Face £29.  £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  ISLANDS
7816 Lundy: Group of four George Sixth era covers including 1942
Censored Co Tyrone to Lundy Island on 1½d P/S env uprated,
censored PC90 label and Lundy Puffin vals x 3 diff tied LUNDY 1
JAN 1942 and Lundy Lights And Leads slogan cancel (toning), 1937
regd cvr Newport to Barnstaple Airport with four GVI vals tied 10
May 1937 (First Day of Issue) and Puffin adhs added and tied 11
May boxed d/s and Atlantic Coast ½d label affixed and tied blue
boxed cancel, 1937 Coronation 13th May FDC with Atlantic Air
Services  label, 1953 cvr to Lundy from Bognor Regis, faults but
useful group. (4).  £ 30
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